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Tragic palimpsestsμ The reception of Euripides in Ovid’s Metamorphoses 

 

Abstract 

ἦhἷΝὅuἴjἷἵtΝὁἸΝthiὅΝἶiὅὅἷὄtἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝthἷΝὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝMetamorphoses.  

In Chapter 1 I offer a general survey of the afterlife of Euripidean drama in the major mediating 

intertexts between Euripides and Ovid, namely Hellenistic poetry, Roman Republican tragedy, 

ἳὀἶΝViὄἹil’ὅΝAeneid, as well as a review of the pervasive presence of the Greek tragedian in the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἵὁὄpuὅέΝ ἑhἳptἷὄΝ ἀΝ ἸὁἵuὅἷὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Bacchae in the 

Metamorphoses. The starting point of my analysiὅΝiὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷpiἵΝὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyΝ

in the Pentheus episode. Next, I argue that Ovid makes use of the allusive technique of 

“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷὀὅἷΝ thἳtΝ hἷΝ ἹὄἳἸtὅΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝBacchae in the narratives of the 

Minyads and Orpheus. The ἸiὀἳlΝ ὅἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἷxἳmiὀἷὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ

Byblis as maenads and their evocation of the Virgilian Bacchants Dido and Amata. In Chapter 3 

ἙΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ ἴyΝ iὀvἷὅtiἹἳtiὀἹΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝwithΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea in the Medea 

narrativἷΝὁἸΝἐὁὁkΝἅ,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝὄἷἳἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝἷpiἵiὐἷἶΝ“mἷἹἳ-tὄἳἹἷἶy”ΝἷὀἵὁmpἳὅὅiὀἹΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ

ἷὀtiὄἷΝmythiἵἳlΝἵἳὄἷἷὄέΝἙὀΝthἷΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵhἳptἷὄΝἙΝἶiὅἵuὅὅΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸΝ

the Euripidean tragedy in other episodes of the Metamorphoses and argue that Procne, Althaea, 

ἳὀἶΝ ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝ “ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”Ν ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳέ ἑhἳptἷὄΝ ἂΝ ἷxἳmiὀἷὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ

ὄἷἸἳὅhiὁὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Hecuba,Ν whiἵhΝ hἷΝ mἷὄἹἷὅΝ withΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἳltἷὄὀἳtivἷΝ vἳὄiἳὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Polydorus myth in Aeneid 3. The Roman poet reshapes the main plot components of the Greek 

play, but also makes subtle allusions to the Virgilian version of the story. Chapter 5 is devoted to 
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the episode of Virbius in Metamorphoses 15. Ovid produces a novel version of the myth by 

melding together his Euripidean model with Virgilian and Sophoclean intertexts. The Roman 

pὁἷtΝἳἶἳptὅΝViὄἹil’ὅΝViὄἴiuὅΝὅtὁὄyΝiὀΝAeneid 7 by altering its context from a catalogue of Latin 

warriors into an exchange between Virbius and the nymph Egeria. Moreover, the Ovidian 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἶὄἳwὅΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝtwὁΝHippolytus plays, the extant Hippolytos Stephanephoros and 

the fragmentary Hippolytos Kalyptomenos, ἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝὁὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝPhaedra. 
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Introduction 

 

ἦhἷΝ ὅuἴjἷἵtΝ ὁἸΝ thiὅΝ ἶiὅὅἷὄtἳtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ tὄἳἹἷἶiἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ iὀΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ

Metamorphoses. The goal of the study is to explore and illuminate the various aspects of 

Euripidean drama appropriated by the Ovidian epic, such as themes, structural parallels, 

narrative technique, rhetoric, characterization, scenic allusions, and verbal echoes. Scholars have 

treated some of the facets of this intertextual relationship, but there has not been hitherto a full 

examination of the topic. The originality of this dissertation lies in a systematic, comprehensive, 

and in-depth investigation of the multiple ways in which the Metamorphoses converses 

intertextually with Euripidean tragedy.   

There have been several studies on the reworking of individual Euripidean plays in the 

Metamorphoses. Tragedies that have been examined include Medea, Bacchae, Hippolytus, 

Hecuba, Phaethon, Meleager, and Iphigenia among the Taurians. The most comprehensive 

tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ iὅὅuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtΝ iὅΝ ἒἳὀΝ ἑuὄlἷy’ὅΝ mὁὀograph Tragedy in Ovid: theater, 

metatheater, and the transformation of a genre based on his dissertation on the same topic.1 The 

ὅtuἶyΝἷxplὁὄἷὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷvὁlviὀἹΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝwithΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝἹἷὀὄἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἵὁuὄὅἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ

poetic career. The point of ἶἷpἳὄtuὄἷΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ἳὀἳlyὅiὅΝ iὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ lὁὅtΝ tὄἳἹἷἶyΝ Medea and its 

relationship with Roman Republican drama. He then investigates the appropriation of tragic 

ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝἷpiὅtlἷὅ,ΝthἷΝHeroides. The remainder of the book focuses on aspects 

of the epicization of tragedy in the Metamorphoses. ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν hἷΝ ἷxἳmiὀἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἷpiἵ’ὅΝ

reshaping of tragic space and time and its reworking of dramatic soliloquys in the episodes of 

Medea, Hercules, and Hecuba. Another area of investigation is the intratextual dialogue between 

                                                           
1 Curley 2013; Curley 1999. 
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ἡviἶiἳὀΝ“tὄἳἹiἵ”ΝhἷὄὁiὀἷὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝMetamorphoses, namely Iphigenia and Polyxena and Medea and 

Deianira, as well as between the epic Deianira and her elegiac counterpart in Heroides 9. He 

concludes with an overall assessment of Ovid as a tragic poet of the Augustan period and of his 

mediating role between Virgil and Seneca. My dissertation derives valuable insights and 

mἷthὁἶὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝ pὄiὀἵiplἷὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἑuὄlἷy’ὅΝ wὁὄk,Ν ἴutΝ ἙΝ mἳkἷΝ ἳΝ mὁὄἷΝ ἵὁmpὄἷhἷὀὅivἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ

mἷthὁἶiἵἳlΝ ἳὀἳlyὅiὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝ ὁἸ Euripides in particular in the Metamorphoses by 

investigating his appropriation of major plays, both extant (Bacchae, Medea, Hecuba, 

Hippolytus, Alcestis) and fragmentary (Peliades, Aegeus, Meleager, Hippolytos Kalyptomenos).  

Another seminal study focusiὀἹΝ ὁὀΝ thiὅΝ tὁpiἵΝ iὅΝ ἒἳviἶΝ Ἔἳὄmὁuὄ’ὅΝ ἳὄtiἵlἷΝ “Tragic 

contaminatio iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝMetamorphoses”έ2 ἜἳὄmὁuὄΝἷmplὁyὅΝthἷΝtἷὄmΝ“ἵὁὀtἳmiὀἳtiὁ” to describe 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝmἷthὁἶΝὁἸΝtὄἳὀὅpὁὅiὀἹΝἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝἸὄὁmΝἳΝmythiἵἳlΝὅtὁὄyΝἳὀἶΝiὀἵὁὄpὁὄἳtiὀἹΝthἷmΝ

into a different episode of the Metamorphoses. He analyzes this allusive technique by examining 

three case studies:  Procne, Philomela (Book 6), and Scylla (Book 8). He argues that ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ

muὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀΝἙtyὅΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ,Νἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝὄἳpἷΝἳὀἶΝmutilἳtiὁn by Tereus is 

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝἥἵyllἳ’ὅΝἸὁὄἴiἶἶἷὀΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἝiὀὁὅΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ

illicit love for Hippolytus. In my own methodological approach I replace the negatively charged 

tἷὄmΝ“ἵὁὀtἳmiὀἳtiὁ”ΝwithΝthἷΝὀἷutὄἳlΝtἷὄmΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”,ΝwhiἵhΝἙΝwillΝἷxplἳiὀΝἴἷlὁwέΝἔiὀἳlly,Ν

it is worth noting the significant article by Ingo Gildenhard and Andrew Zissos entitled 

“‘ἥὁmἳtiἵΝ ἷἵὁὀὁmiἷὅ’ἈΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἴὁἶiἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ pὁἷtiἵΝ ἶἷὅiἹὀΝ iὀΝ ἡviἶ'ὅΝ Metamorphoses”,Ν whiἵhΝ

explores the merging of tragic elements with Ovidian style, the epic genre, and Roman culture in 

the Metamorphoses.3 

                                                           
2 Larmour 1990. 

3 Gildenhard/Zissos 1999. 
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The first step of my analysis is to detect and distinguish Euripidean from non-Euripidean 

sources appropriated by Ovid in the episode under examination. Next, I investigate the various 

allusive techniques employed by the Roman poet in his engagement with his tragic predecessor. 

ἦhἷΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ typἷΝ iὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝ thἷΝὁὄἹἳὀiἵΝἴlἷὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝmὁἶἷlὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝ

can be divided into two subcategories. The first subdivision is the mingling of Euripidean 

material with a pre-Euripidean source. For example, Ovid embeds the myth of Dionysus and the 

Tyrrhenian pirates drawn from the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus in the story of Pentheus modeled 

ὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae. The second subgroup is the fusion of a Euripidean intertext with one or 

mὁὄἷΝ iὀtἷὄmἷἶiἳtἷΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅ,Ν ὅuἵhΝ ἳὅΝἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝ pὁἷtὄy,ΝἤὁmἳὀΝἤἷpuἴliἵἳὀΝ tὄἳἹἷἶy,Ν ὁὄΝViὄἹil’ὅΝ

Aeneid. A special type of this intertextual method is the so-ἵἳllἷἶΝ “ἶὁuἴlἷ”Ν ὁὄΝ “wiὀἶὁwΝ

ἳlluὅiὁὀ”,Ν whἷὄeby Ovid alludes simultaneously to the Euripidean model and the mediating 

intertext which in turn echoes the Greek original. A representative example of this type of 

iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝyὁuὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳΝiὀΝἑὁlἵhiὅΝiὀΝMetamorphoses 7, who evokes at the 

ὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝthἷΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea and the Colchian maiden of Argonautica 3, who 

in turn recalls her tragic predecessor.  

Ovid has a penchant for melding Euripidean tragedy with Virgilian intertexts. The story 

of Hippolytus-Virbius in Metamorphoses 15 is an amalgamation of the messenger speech of 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHippolytus ὄἷlἳtiὀἹΝἘippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἸἳtἳlΝ ἵhἳὄiὁtΝ ὄiἶἷΝ ἳὀἶΝViὄἹil’ὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtiὀἹΝ

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ὄἷὅuὄὄἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶἷiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝ ἳὅΝ ViὄἴiuὅΝ iὀΝ Aeneid 7. Furthermore, the miniature 

tragedy of ἘἷἵuἴἳΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝ1ἁΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba and at the same time 

ἷvὁkἷὅΝViὄἹil’ὅΝὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝiὀΝAeneid 3. Another author whom Ovid frequently fuses with 

Euripidean material is Sophocles. The episode of Tereus, Procne, and Philomela in Book 6 is 

mὁἶἷlἷἶΝὁὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝTereus of which only fragments survive, but also engages intertextually 
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withΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ἳὅΝ iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

character portrayal of the Euripidean protagonist. In an analogous fashion the Hercules and 

Deianira episode in Metamorphoses λΝ ἶὄἳwὅΝ ὁὀΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝWomen of Trachis as its primary 

mὁἶἷl,ΝἴutΝἳtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhἷὄΝἷὄὁtiἵΝἳἶvἷὄὅἳὄy,Ν

which has no precedent in the SὁphὁἵlἷἳὀΝ plἳy,Ν ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ plὁtΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ

against the Corinthian princess. In some cases, however, the fragmentary condition of the source 

material renders Quellenforschung particularly problematic. For instance, whereas it is possible 

to investigate the dialogue between the narrative of Hippolytus-Virbius and its Euripidean and 

ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅ,Ν thἷΝ ἷxἳmiὀἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝ withΝ

ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝPhaedra is hindered by the survival of scant fragments of the play.  

The second type of allusive method is intratextual conflation, which can be defined as the 

transposition of motifs, themes, characters, etc. from one Ovidian story to another. Ovid often 

transfers elements from one mythical episode and weaves them into another, thus creating multi-

layered narratives. We can distinguish two subgroups of intratextual conflation. The first consists 

in the blending of a story recounted in another Ovidian work with a Metamorphoses narrative. 

This kind of intratextual relationship is most often found between the Heroides and the 

Metamorphoses. For example, Heroides 1ἀ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ tὁΝ Jἳὅὁὀ,ΝwhiἵhΝἶὄἳwὅΝὁὀΝἴὁthΝ thἷΝ

Euripidean and Apollonian versions of Medea, functions as an intratext of the Medea narrative in 

Metamorphoses 7.4 The second subcategory of intratextual conflation is the transferal of 

elements from one episode of the Metamorphoses to another. An illustrative case is the account 

ὁἸΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶἷiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝ iὀΝ ἐὁὁkΝ 1ἃ,Ν whiἵhΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ ἵὁὀἵuὄὄἷὀtlyΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝἁΝἳὀἶΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἳὀἶΝἳpὁthἷὁὅiὅΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝλέ 

                                                           
4 The authorship of Heroides 12 is a controversial issue with exponents both in favor (Hinds 1993) and against 
(Knox 1986) its authenticity. 
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ἦhἷΝ thiὄἶΝ typἷΝὁἸΝ ἳlluὅivἷΝ tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝutiliὐἷἶΝἴyΝἡviἶΝ iὅΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”,Ν ἳΝ tἷὄmΝwhiἵhΝ

refers to the dismantling of a Euripidean play down to its constituent elements (e.g. episodes, 

characters, speeches, themes, etc.), which are then refashioned and incorporated into different 

stories in the Metamorphoses. For instance, it will be argued that Ovid reworks the Bacchae 

primarily in the story of Pentheus in Book 3 and at the same time transplants certain aspects of 

the Euripidean tragedy into the episodes of the Minyads in Book 4 and the death of Orpheus in 

ἐὁὁkΝ 1ίέΝ χΝ ὅpἷἵiἳlΝ kiὀἶΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ lἷvἷlΝ ὁἸΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ὅὁ-called 

“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀ”,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ thἷΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸ an Ovidian figure not as mere double of a Euripidean 

character, but as his/her distorted reflection. For example, I will contend that the Ovidian 

hἷὄὁiὀἷὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Νχlthἳἷἳ,ΝἳὀἶΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝἳὄἷΝἶἷpiἵtἷἶΝὀὁtΝἳὅΝmiὄὄὁὄΝimἳἹἷὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳ,Ν

but as her graded variants.  

The outline of my dissertation can be summarized as follows. In Chapter 1 I offer a 

general survey of the afterlife of Euripidean drama in the major mediating intertexts between 

Euripides and Ovid, namely Hellenistic poetry, Roman Republican tὄἳἹἷἶy,ΝἳὀἶΝViὄἹil’ὅΝAeneid, 

as well as a review of the pervasive presence of the Greek tragedian in the Ovidian corpus. 

ἑhἳptἷὄΝἀΝ ἸὁἵuὅἷὅΝὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae in the Metamorphoses. The starting 

pὁiὀtΝ ὁἸΝmyΝ ἳὀἳlyὅiὅΝ iὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὄἷwὄiting of the Euripidean play in the Pentheus episode 

which he conflated with the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus ἳὀἶΝἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’ΝIdyll 26. Next, I argue 

thἳtΝ ἡviἶΝmἳkἷὅΝ uὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἳlluὅivἷΝ tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷὀὅἷΝ thἳtΝ hἷΝ ἹὄἳἸtὅΝ

elements of the Bacchae in the narratives of the Minyads and Orpheus. For instance, the 

ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νsparagmos recalls the dismemberment of the Euripidean Pentheus. The 

ἸiὀἳlΝ ὅἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἷxἳmiὀἷὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἐyἴliὅΝ ἳὅΝ mἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷiὄΝ

evocation of the Virgilian Bacchants Dido and Amata.  
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ἙὀΝ ἑhἳptἷὄΝ ἁΝ ἙΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ ἴyΝ iὀvἷὅtiἹἳtiὀἹΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝ withΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Medea iὀΝ thἷΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἐὁὁkΝ ἅ,Ν whiἵhΝ iὅΝ ὄἷἳἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἷpiἵiὐἷἶΝ “mἷἹἳ-tὄἳἹἷἶy”Ν

ἷὀἵὁmpἳὅὅiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷΝ mythical career and fusing together material drawn from 

Euripides (Medea, Peliades, Aegeus), Apollonius (Argonautica 3), and Virgil (Aeneid). I contend 

that the appropriation of the Greek play consists in amplifying its marginal elements (e.g. the 

murder of Pelias) into full-blown narratives and conversely compressing radically the central 

story of the drama, namely the events at Corinth, thereby rendering it a peripheral narrative. In 

thἷΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵhἳptἷὄΝἙΝἶiὅἵuὅὅΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷ Euripidean tragedy in 

other episodes of the Metamorphoses and argue that Procne, Althaea, and Deianira constitute 

“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”ΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳέ 

ἑhἳptἷὄΝ ἂΝ ἷxἳmiὀἷὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὄἷἸἳὅhiὁὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba, which he merges 

withΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἳltἷὄὀἳtive variant of the Polydorus myth in Aeneid 3. The Roman poet reshapes the 

main plot components of the Greek play, namely the murder of Polydorus, the epiphany of 

χἵhillἷὅ’ΝἹhὁὅt,Ν thἷΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ,ΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ,ΝἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

quἷἷὀ’ὅΝἵἳὀiὀἷΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅ,ΝἴutΝἳtΝ thἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝhἷΝmἳkἷὅΝὅuἴtlἷΝἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝtὁΝ thἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝ

version of the story. Chapter 5 is devoted to the episode of Hippolytus-Virbius in 

Metamorphoses 1ἃ,Ν whiἵhΝ ὄἷlἳtἷὅΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ ἸὁllὁwἷἶΝ ἴyΝ hiὅΝ ὄἷὅtὁὄἳtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ life by 

Aesculapius and his transportation to Italy by Diana, who transforms him into the god Virbius. It 

will be argued that Ovid produces a novel version of the myth by melding together his 

Euripidean model with Virgilian and Sophoclean intertexts. To begin with, the Roman poet 

ἳἶἳptὅΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ViὄἴiuὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ iὀΝ Aeneid 7 by altering its context from a catalogue of Latin 

warriors into an exchange between Virbius and the nymph Egeria. Moreover, the Ovidian 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἶὄἳwὅΝ ὁὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν twὁΝ Hippolytus plays, the extant Hippolytos Stephanephoros 
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(HippS) and the fragmentary Hippolytos Kalyptomenos (HippK). The messenger speech of HippS 

ὄἷlἳtiὀἹΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἵhἳὄiὁtΝἶiὅἳὅtἷὄΝ iὅΝἵὁὀvἷὄtἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝpὁὅthumὁuὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝ

violent death. Moreover, I will coὀtἷὀἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἷpilὁἹuἷΝ ὁἸΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ

ἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝἳΝἵὄἷἳtivἷΝὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝὁἸΝχὄtἷmiὅ’ΝἷpilὁἹuἷΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἳὅΝdea ex machina in HippS.  
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Chapter 1 

The shadow of Euripides 

 

1.1 The Euripidean afterlife in Hellenistic poetry and Roman Republican tragedy 

 

The first section of this chapter consists in a synoptic overview of the afterlife of Euripides in 

ἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝpὁἷtὄy,ΝἤὁmἳὀΝἤἷpuἴliἵἳὀΝ tὄἳἹἷἶy,Ν ἳὀἶΝViὄἹil’ὅΝAeneid, which constitute the most 

important intermediate texts between Euripides and Ovid. The significance of this survey lies in 

the fact that Ovid often blends his sources by alluding not only to Euripides but also to a 

mediating author, who is in turn echoing the Greek tragedian. He thereby creates a complex 

nexus of intertextual relationships, which offer rich material for analysis and interpretation.  

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸulΝ Nachleben in the Hellenistic period can be illustrated by many 

types of evidence.5 He was unarguably the most popular of the three great Attic tragedians in the 

post-classical era, since his plays were most often revived in dramatic re-performances of the 4th 

and 3rd ἵἷὀtuὄiἷὅΝ ἐἑέΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἸἳvὁὄἳἴlἷΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝ ἳmὁὀἹΝ thἷἳtὄἷΝ ἳuἶiἷὀἵἷὅΝ iὅΝ ἳttὄiἴutἷἶΝ tὁΝ

various aspects of his dramaturgy, such as the choice of subject-matter, formal innovations 

(speeches filled with aphorisms, dialectical arguments, rhetorical digressions) and dramatic 

technique (pathetic events, elaborate and suspenseful plots, use of theatrical devices).6 

Euripidean dramas were also the most preferred subject-matter in south Italian vase-paintings 

greatly surpassing those of other tragedians. Papyri containing text of his plays, which were 

discovered in Greco-Roman Egypt, are far greater in number than those of any other dramatist 

                                                           
5 Bing 2011, 201.  

6 Tedeschi 2002, 97-98. 
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demonstrating that he was the most widely read Greek poet in Hellenistic times, outdone only by 

ἘὁmἷὄέΝχὀὁthἷὄΝiὀἶiἵἳtὁὄΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝpὁpulἳὄityΝἳὄἷΝthἷΝὀumἷὄὁuὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝhypὁthἷὅἷὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ

plays, which outnumber the synopses of other tragedians. Finally, Euripides is along with Homer 

the two authors, whose works were most frequently used in the ancient school texts of 

Hellenistic Egypt, eclipsing by far Aeschylus and Sophocles.7  

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἳppἷἳlΝ tὁΝ thἷἳtἷὄΝ ἳuἶiἷὀἵἷὅ,Ν vἳὅἷ-painters, readers, and school masters is 

matched by his significant influence on Hellenistic poetry ranging from heroic epic and tragedy 

to comedy and epyllion. Several features of his dramaturgy, such as aetiology, rhetoric, 

preoccupation with domestic detail and humble characters, incisive psychological portraits 

through dramatic monologues, and mixture of tragic and comic elements,8 were appropriated by 

ἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝpὁἷtὅέΝχlthὁuἹhΝthἷὄἷΝἳὄἷΝὅἷvἷὄἳlΝὅtuἶiἷὅΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝiὀΝiὀἶiviἶuἳlΝpὁἷtiἵΝ

texts, there is to the present no comprehensivἷΝ ὅtuἶyΝὁἸΝἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝpὁἷtὄy’ὅΝἶἷἴtΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝ

tragedian.  

First and foremost, the Euripidean heritage is conspicuous in drama, namely Hellenistic 

tragedy and New Comedy. The textual evidence for Hellenistic tragedy is unfortunately very 

scarce, consisting mainly of fragments quoted by later authors, brief scenes preserved on 

pἳpyὄuὅ,Ν ὅὁmἷΝ iὀtἷὄpὁlἳtἷἶΝ ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Iphigenia in Aulis and the pseudo-Euripidean 

Rhesus. One significant feature of Hellenistic tragedy is the promotion of a single scene over the 

entire play attested by various tendencies, such as anthologizing, namely copying and/or 

performing small parts of plays (e.g. messenger speeches), the  performance of famous dramatic 

                                                           
7 Wissmann 2010, 63. 

8 ἘuὀtἷὄήἔἳὀtuὐὐiΝἀίίἂ,ΝἂἀἄἈΝ“ἙtΝmἳyΝἴἷΝἳὄἹuἷἶΝthἳtΝiὀΝthἷΝlἳtἷὄΝὅtἳἹἷὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἵἳὄἷἷὄ,ΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝἵὁὀὅἵiὁuὅlyΝὅὁuἹhtΝtὁΝ
break down the barriers between comedy and tragedy (cf. Ion, Helen, IT)”έ 
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monologues by virtuoso actors, and the declining significance of the role of the chorus.9 These 

tὄἷὀἶὅΝ ἵἳὀΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἴἷΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ Metamorphoses, where there is a predilection for 

incorporating individual dramatic scenes in the epic narrative, primarily tragic soliloquies and 

messenger speeches.   

The most famous HἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝtὄἳἹiἵΝtἷxtΝiὅΝἜyἵὁphὄὁὀ’ὅΝAlexandra. It consists of a single 

speech, where a slave reports to Priam the obscure prophecies pronounced by Cassandra, when 

Paris departed on his inauspicious voyage to Sparta. It is essentially a messenger-speech 

extended to the length of an entire tragedy (1474 lines). Alexandra is not a tragedy in the 

“ἵlἳὅὅiἵἳl”Ν ὅἷὀὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ wὁὄἶ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ itΝ ἶὁἷὅΝ ὀὁtΝ ἳἶhἷὄἷΝ tὁΝ tὄἳἹἷἶy’ὅΝ ἸὁὄmἳlΝ ἵὄitἷὄiἳ,Ν ὅuἵhΝ ἳὅΝ

dialogue, choral odes, etc. and does not represent characters in action, which contradicts 

χὄiὅtὁtlἷ’ὅΝἶἷἸiὀitiὁὀΝὁἸΝ tὄἳἹἷἶyέ10 It contains, however, tragic elements at the levels of theme, 

meter, structure, and diction.11 ἦhἷΝmἳiὀΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ Ἔyἵὁphὄὁὀ’ὅΝ pὁἷmΝ ἳὄἷΝ χἷὅἵhyluὅ’Ν

Agamemnon ἳὀἶΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Trojan Women,12 both of which feature an ecstatic Cassandra 

ἶἷlivἷὄiὀἹΝὄiἶἶliὀἹΝpὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀὅ,ΝὅuἵhΝἳὅΝχἹἳmἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝἑlytἷmὀἷὅtὄἳέ13  

An intriguing Hellenistic quasi-dramatic text of unknown authorship is Megara, a 

ἵὁὀvἷὄὅἳtiὁὀΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἘἷὄἳἵlἷὅ’ΝwiἸἷΝἝἷἹἳὄἳΝἳὀἶ his mother Alcmene located temporally after 

Heracles has murdered his sons and is away performing the twelve labors in atonement for his 

crime. Megara displays a mixture of dramatic and epic elements, since it has the form of a tragic 

dialogue, but it is written in hexameters and the two speeches are separated by a brief comment 

                                                           
9 Hunter/Fantuzzi 2004, 436. 

10 Cusset 2002-2003, 140. 

11 For tragic elements in Alexandra see Cusset 2002-2003. 

12 Cusset 2002-2003, 141-142. 

13 ἔὁὄΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHelen in Alexandra see Gigante/Lanzara 2010. 
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by a third person epic narrator. Other tragic features include the extended dirge of the two 

women recalling a tragic threnos ἳὀἶΝχlἵmἷὀἷ’ὅΝ pὄὁphἷtiἵΝ ἶὄἷἳmΝ ἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἶἷἳthΝ of 

Ἐἷὄἳἵlἷὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝhὁmὁὀymὁuὅΝplἳyΝἳὀtiἵipἳtiὀἹΝ

the death of Polydorus.14 The main source of Megara is ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHeracles, which dramatizes 

thἷΝ mἳἶἶἷὀἷἶΝ Ἐἷὄἳἵlἷὅ’Ν killiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ wiἸἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵhilἶὄἷὀΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ ἵὁmpletion of his labors. 

Moreover, the dialogue between another wife of Heracles, Iole, and his mother, Alcmena, in 

Book 9 of the Metamorphoses bears reminiscences of Megara. Both Alexandra and Megara can 

be characterized as epic-tragic hybrids, since the former is a dramatic form (iambic trimeter, 

messenger speech) on an epic scale (1474 lines) and treating epic subject-matter, while the latter 

is an epic form (hexameter, epic narrator) consisting of a dramatic dialogue and reduced to the 

size of a scene of tragedy (ca. 200 lines).15 This Hellenistic experimentation with the boundaries 

ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἷpiἵΝἳὀἶΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝmἳyΝhἳvἷΝἴἷἷὀΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὄἷἵuὄὅὁὄὅΝἸὁὄΝἡviἶ’ὅΝiὀὀὁvἳtivἷΝἷpiἵ-tragic 

genre-crossing in the Metamorphoses. 

The best-preserved specimen of Hellenistic drἳmἳΝiὅΝἓὐἷkiἷl’ὅΝExagoge written perhaps 

by a Hellenized Jew in Alexandria in the 2nd century B.C. It is a dramatization of the flight of the 

Jews from Egypt under the guidance of Moses and is modeled on the Septuagint, the Greek 

translation of the Hebrew scriptures. Though the subject-matter of Exagoge is non-Greek it 

derives from Attic tragedy and especially from Euripides many formal and linguistic elements. 

Its meter is an attempted revival of the Euripidean metrical form,16 it contains an explanatory 

prologue in the style of Euripides as well as messenger speeches recounting off-stage events, 

                                                           
14 Ambühl 2010, 164. 

15 Hunter/Fantuzzi 2004, 440.  

16 Hunter/Fantuzzi 2004, 436. 
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while the love triangle between Moses, Sepphorah, and Chum is reminiscent of late Euripidean 

dramas, such as Helen.17   

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νplἳyὅ,ΝἷὅpἷἵiἳllyΝ thἷΝ lἳtἷΝὁὀἷὅ,Νἷxert a pervasive influence on New Comedy, 

whose principal representative is Menander. The Euripidean inheritance can be detected in all 

ἳὅpἷἵtὅΝὁἸΝἝἷὀἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝἵὁmἷἶiἷὅΝiὀἵluἶiὀἹΝplὁt,Νὅtὄuἵtuὄἷ,Νἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀ,ΝἳὀἶΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἶἷviἵἷὅΝ

and motifs, such as the expository prologue, the recognition scene, the messenger speech, the 

refuge at altars and the use of the ekykklema.18 Another aspect of Euripidean reception is 

Ἕἷὀἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝtὄἳἹiἵΝlἳὀἹuἳἹἷΝἳὀἶΝὅtylἷέ19 The playwright often has his characters 

employ tragic diction and even make quotations from tragedy in utterly comic situations 

resulting in a ludicrous incongruity, which parodies both the high tragic genre and the 

affectations of the comic characters.20 Many of these Euripidean features are indirectly inherited 

by the Roman comedy of Plautus and Terence through Menander, who functions as an 

intermediate model between the Greek tragedian and the Roman comic playwrights.21 

Callimachus displays familiarity with Euripidean tragedy. The great Alexandrian scholar 

and poet was the first to produce a work consisting entirely of aetia, namely stories explaining 

the origin of a place-name, cult practice, local custom, etc. thus creating with his Aetia a new 

poetic genre. Euripides is the most significant forerunner of Callimachus and of Hellenistic 

poetry in general in the cultivation of aetiology. Out of the three Attic tragedians he is the one to 

                                                           
17 Gutzwiller 2007, 123. 

18 Hunter/Fantuzzi 2004, 426-430. 

19 See Katsouris 1975. 

20 Hunter/Fantuzzi 2004, 427. 

21 Rosato 2005, 9. 
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have incorporated aetia in his dramas most consistently, since he frequently ends his tragedies 

with an aetion linking the mythical heroic past with the Athenian historical present.22   

Euripidean dramatic technique may have been one of the formative influences for the 

development of Callimachean poetics. In the prologue of his Aetia, where the poet responds to 

the literary polemic of the Telchines against his poetry, he presents Apollo as instructing him to 

mἳkἷΝhiὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵiἳlΝviἵtimΝ“ἸullΝὁἸΝἸἳt”,ΝἴutΝkἷἷpΝhiὅΝἝuὅἷΝそiヾkgそえg, an adjective designating a 

poetry that is slender, well-wrought and refined. This figurative imagery recalls the agon 

ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ χἷὅἵhyluὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ iὀΝ χὄiὅtὁphἳὀἷὅ’Ν Frogs, where the two playwrights debate 

about the nature of tragic diction. Euripides charges his predecessor with imbuing his dramas 

with garrulous grandiloquence, which he was compelled to eliminate by putting tragedy on a 

thinning diet (Frogs 939–44).23 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝχὄiὅtὁphἳὀἷὅΝχἷὅἵhyluὅ’Ν“hἷἳvy”Ν tὁpiἵὅΝ

ὁutwἷiἹhΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν“liἹht”Νὁὀἷὅ,ΝiὀΝἑἳllimἳἵhuὅΝthἷΝὅituἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝiὀvἷὄtἷἶ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝthἷΝὅhὁὄtἷὄΝἳὀἶΝ

thus lighter poem outweighs the longer, heavier one.24 Therefore, the artistic contest between 

Euripides as the representative of a new and refined poetry and Aeschylus as the exponent of an 

older, bombastic one is transformed in the beginning of the Aetia into the clash between 

ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝὅhὁὄtΝἳὀἶΝpὁliὅhἷἶΝpὁἷmὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝlὁὀἹ,ΝvἷὄἴὁὅἷΝpὁἷmὅΝἷxtὁllἷἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝἵὄitiἵὅέΝ 

The Aristophanian criticism of Euripides in the Frogs indicates some further areas in 

which the tragedian was a precursor of Hellenistic poetic traits.25 The playwright is censured for 

his representation of heroic figures and specifically for depicting heroes in unheroic 

                                                           
22 For a history of aetiology in ancient Greek literature see Harder 2012, 24-26. 

23 Hunter/Fantuzzi 2004, 70. 

24 See Acosta-Hughes (2010, 87) for further echoes of the artistic duel between Aeschylus and Euripides in the 
ὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝAetia.  

25 Acosta-Hughes 2010, 88-89. 
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circumstances (e.g. Menelaus in Helen and Telephus in the homonymous play as exiles in rags) 

and for portraying heroines as overwhelmed by illicit passions (e.g. Phaedra and Stheneboea). 

This innovative Euripidean characterization anticipates similar Hellenistic tendencies: in 

ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ Hecale Theseus is offered hospitality by the old woman Hecale in his way to 

subdue the bull of Marathon, in Theocritus Idyll 24 Heracles is presented as a baby in his cradle, 

whilἷΝ iὀΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonautica Medea is overcome by her erotic desire for Jason. Another 

charge leveled against Euripides concerns his engagement with the domestic world and humble 

characters. Euripides gives a speaking role to various anonymous slaves (e.g. in Helen) and 

confers a significant part in the plot on figures of low social status, such as the farmer in Electra 

ἳὀἶΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ὀuὄὅἷΝ iὀΝHippolytus. An attention to domestic detail is a trademark feature of 

ἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝpὁἷtὄyΝ(ἷέἹέΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝὅimilἷὅΝwithΝhὁmἷlyΝὅuἴjἷἵt-matter) and characters, such as 

ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν ἘἷἵἳlἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἝὁlὁὄἵhuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’Ν ἥimἳthἷἳΝ ἳὄἷΝ ὅὁmἷwhἳtΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ

their Euripidean antecedents.    

Although the fragmentary state of Hecale does not permit us to construct a full picture of 

ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Νὅὁuὄἵἷὅ,ΝwἷΝἵἳὀΝὀἷvἷὄthἷlἷὅὅΝἶἷtἷἵtΝiὀΝitΝὅὁmἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἷἵhὁἷὅέΝἦhἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝ

Hecale, whiἵhΝὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν iὀitiἳlΝἳὄὄivἳlΝ iὀΝχthἷὀὅΝἳὀἶΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝuὀὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸulΝἳttἷmpt to 

pὁiὅὁὀΝhim,ΝἶὄἳwὅΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus. More specifically, the fragments of Hecale point to a 

ὅuὅpἷὀὅἷἸulΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝ ὅἵἷὀἷ,Ν whἷὄἷΝ χἷἹἷuὅΝ ὅἳvἷὅΝ hiὅΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ liἸἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὀiἵkΝ ὁἸΝ timἷΝ ἴyΝ

recognizing his true identity by means of tokens. This episode had undoubtedly been dramatized 

in Aegeus. Ovid also recounts this scene in Metamorphoses 7 (404-424) and he may make a 

double allusion to the Euripidean original and the Hellenistic intermediate model. Moreover, the 

tὄἳἹἷἶyΝmἳyΝhἳvἷΝ ὄἷpὁὄtἷἶΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν ἸiἹhtΝwith the bull of Marathon in a messenger speech.26 

                                                           
26 Hutchinson 1988, 61. 
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Callimachus may be alluding to such a tragic messenger report by having Theseus send a 

messenger to announce to his father his subjugation of the bull.  

Another Euripidean drama evoked in Hecale is Hecuba. The fall of Hecale from 

prosperity to poverty and the loss of her husband and sons are reminiscent of the fate of the epic 

and tragic queen Hecuba, who passed from sovereignty and opulence to wretched servitude and 

was bereaved of Priam and her many sons.27 Fuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,ΝἘἷἵἳlἷ’ὅΝwiὅhΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝἵὁulἶΝpluὀἹἷΝ

thὁὄὀὅΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝἷyἷὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄἷὄ,Νἑἷὄἵyὁὀ,ΝwhilἷΝhἷΝwἳὅΝἳlivἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝἷἳtΝthἷmΝὄἳwΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝ

not only the epic Hecuba, who wished that she could eat the liver of Achilles, the slayer of her 

son Hector (Hom. Il. 24.212f.), but also the tragic queen who had pins thrust in the eyes of 

Polymestor, the killer of her son Polydorus (Eur. Hec. 1169f.).28   

χpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝἷpiἵiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝiὀΝthἷΝArgonautica constitutes a seminal model for the 

appropriation of tragic material in the epics of both Virgil and Ovid.29 Tragic monodies and long 

monologues, which are a signal feature of Euripidean dramaturgy and whose main function is to 

provide detailed psychological characterization, prefigure the soliloquies of later elegiac and 

hἷxἳmἷtἷὄΝpὁἷtὄy,ΝὅuἵhΝἳὅΝthὁὅἷΝὁἸΝχἵὁὀtiuὅΝiὀΝἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝAetia ἳὀἶΝἥimἳἷthἳΝiὀΝἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’Ν

Idyll 2.30 The most telling Hellenistic example of character adumbration by means of a 

mὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝiὅΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝpὅyἵhὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝpὁὄtὄἳitΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝiὀΝthἷΝArgonautica, which draws on 

thἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷὅέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳἹὁὀiὐἷἶΝ ὅὁlilὁὃuyΝ ἳtΝ

Argonautica 3.771-801 over whether or not to provide aid to Jason echoes the Euripidean 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ tὁὄmἷὀtἷἶΝ mὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝ (1ίἀ1-1055), where she contemplates whether to murder her 
                                                           
27 Hutchinson 1988, 58-59. 

28 Hunter/Fantuzzi 2004, 199. 

29 Hardie 1997, 323. 

30 Acosta-Hughes 2010, 89. 
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children vacillating between her desire for vengeance against Jason and her maternal love for her 

sons.31 It has been suggested that both Euripides and Apollonius employ the innovative 

tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝὁἸΝ“iὀtἷὄiὁὄΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷ”Νiὀ order to portray Medea in a favorable and sympathetic light 

by providing access to the inner workings of her psyche and the heart-wrenching dilemma that 

tortures her.32  

ἦhἷΝ χpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἶilἷmmἳ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thὁuἹhΝ ἷὃuἳllyΝ pἳiὀἸulΝ iὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ ἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝ

nature, since she is alternating between her passion for Jason and her sense of shame inextricably 

linked with her piety towards her father and her country. It thus recalls the inner struggle of 

another Euripidean heroine, Phaedra, who experiences the conflict between her desire (帥とのな) for 

her stepson Hippolytus and her shame (g菅h蒼な) for betraying her husband and children.33 Medea 

faces another quandary, namely whether to kill herself, so as to avoid emotional pain and 

disgrace, or stay alive and resist her passion, which is also reminiscent of the Euripidean 

ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ὅuiἵiἶἷΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἶiὅhὁὀὁὄέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἶiὅtiὀἹuiὅhiὀἹΝ

difference between the two heroines is that Medea, unlike Phaedra, does not fulfill her suicidal 

plan.34  

Apollonius pὁὄtὄἳyὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅΝἳΝἶuἳlΝpἷὄὅὁὀἳlityἈΝὅhἷΝ iὅΝpἳὄtlyΝἳΝὀἳïvἷΝ“hἷlpἷὄ-mἳiἶἷὀ”Ν

infatuated with a handsome stranger and thus strongly reminiscent of the Homeric Nausicaa and 

partly a potent witch capable of betraying her father and country.35 The dark side of her 

pἷὄὅὁὀἳlityΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἳὅΝἳΝ“pὄἷὃuἷl”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝitΝὅἷὄvἷὅΝtὁΝἷxplἳiὀΝhἷὄΝlἳtἷὄΝ
                                                           
31 Barkhuizen 1979, 47; Gutzwiller 2007, 80-81. 

32 See Papadopoulou 1997. 

33 Hunter 1989, vv. 766-769; Clauss 1997, 161. 

34 Hunter 1989, vv. 811-816; Clauss 1997, 164. 

35 Gutzwiller 2007, 79. 
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actions. In particular, when Jason is considering surrendering her to the Colchians in exchange 

for keeping the Golden Fleece she bitterly rebukes him with a scathing speech. This scene 

pὄἷἸiἹuὄἷὅΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳὀimὁὅityΝ ἳὀἶΝ vἷὄἴἳlΝ ἳὅὅἳultΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἶὄἳmἳΝ ἸὁὄΝ

deserting her in order to marry the Corinthian princess.36 Furthermore, the murder of Apsyrtus 

pὄἷἸiἹuὄἷὅΝthἷΝkilliὀἹΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵhilἶὄἷὀΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἵuὀὀiὀἹΝliἷὅΝwithΝwhiἵhΝὅhἷΝ

ἴὄiὀἹὅΝἳἴὁutΝhἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἳὀtiἵipἳtἷΝhἷὄΝἹuilἷἸulΝplὁttiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶἷἳthὅΝὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝ

daughter in Medea.37 ἝὁὄἷΝ ὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳlly,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳlluὄἷmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ χpὅyὄtuὅΝ tὁΝ ἳὀΝ ἳmἴuὅhΝ ἴyΝ

offering him various gifts, among which is a cloak given by Hypsipyle to Jason, looks 

ἶiὅtuὄἴiὀἹlyΝἳhἷἳἶΝtὁΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶiὅpἳtἵhΝὁἸΝἳΝpὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝὄὁἴἷΝἳὀἶΝἵὄὁwὀΝἳὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝ

gifts to the Corinthian princess.38 The fatal wedding presents that Medea will give to Creon’ὅΝ

daughter are also foreshadowed by the simile at 4.167-170, where Jason carrying the Golden 

Fleece is compared to a prospective young bride holding her wedding dress, as well as by the 

marriage gifts Medea and Jason receive at their own wedding from the Phaeacian women 

(4.1189-1191).39 ἡthἷὄΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄΝ tὄἳitὅΝ thἳtΝ χpὁllὁὀiuὅ’Ν ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὅhἳὄἷὅΝ withΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ

counterpart are the powerful instinct of self-preservation and her rhetorical skill. The former is 

illustrated in the Argonautica by her decision to follow the Argonauts in flight, and in Medea by 

her securing of a refuge in Athens, while the latter is manifest in her entreaty of Circe and Arete 

in the epic and her supplication of Creon in the tragedy.40  

                                                           
36 Dyck 1989, 459; Köhnken 2010, 143. 

37 Hunter 1987, 130-131.  

38 Dyck 1989, 460. 

39 See Knight 1991. 

40 Dyck 1989, 456-457. 
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ἡὀἷΝὁἸΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝmἳjὁὄΝἶivἷὄἹἷὀἵἷὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝἓuὄipiἶἷs in terms of the representation of 

Medea, however, is the emphasis on her magical powers, an aspect of her character, which is 

largely suppressed in the Euripidean play.41 WhἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ mἳἹiἵΝ ὅkillὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ

demonstrated only by the poisoned crown and robe that she sends to the Corinthian princess, in 

the Argonautica she performs multiple feats of sorcery, such as the dark magic ritual in honor of 

Hecate, the provision of magic drugs to Jason to protect him from the bulls of Ares, the lulling to 

sleep of the serpent guarding the Fleece, and the destruction of Talos, the bronze giant of Crete.  

In conclusion, the two works shed light on each other: the Argonautica presents the first seeds of 

the tragic action in Medea, while the Euripidean play looks back to the events of the epic and 

invests them with anticipatory dramatic irony.42 χὅΝwἷΝwillΝὅἷἷΝiὀΝἵhἳptἷὄΝἁ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝiὅΝἳΝ

conflation of her Euripidean and Apollonian antecedents, since she is portrayed successively as a 

young maiden in love, a powerful sorceress, a crafty manipulator of others, and an infanticide. 

ἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’ΝIdyll 26, subtitled 】蘇ちgす 随 〈うせぬgす, can be generically defined as an epyllion 

with a hymnic ending. The poem is an illustrative example of Hellenistic reworking of a classical 

tὄἳἹἷἶy,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Bacchae.43 ἙtΝ iὅΝ ἷὅὅἷὀtiἳllyΝ ἳΝ ὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ ὅἷἵὁὀἶΝ

messenger speech, which recounts the dismemberment of king Pentheus by the Theban maenads 

on Mt. Cithaeron.44 The epyllion contains many reminiscences of as well as departures from the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ tὄἳἹἷἶy,Ν thἷΝ lἳttἷὄΝ ὁἸΝwhiἵhΝ pὁiὀtΝ tὁΝἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’Ν ἳlluὅivἷΝ tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝ ὁἸΝ oppositio in 

                                                           
41 Hunter 1987, 130.  

42 Hunter 1989, 18-19. 

43 For the intertextual relationship between the Bacchae and Idyll 26 see Cairns 1992 and Cusset, 1997, 2001. 

44 Cusset (1997, 457) notes that Theocritus blends in his narrative elements from the first and second messenger 
ὅpἷἷἵhΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νplἳy,ΝἴὁthΝὁἸΝwhiἵhΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝὁἸΝἴἳἵἵhiἵΝἸὄἷὀὐyέ 
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imitando ὁὄΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtiὁὀ”.45 Theocritus relates the same sequence of events as Euripides, namely 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὅpyiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἷἵὄἷtΝὄitἷὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝἸὁllὁwἷἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝἳὀἶΝsparagmos. 

His narrative, however, is substantially more condensed than the Euripidean messenger report, 

being one third in length.  

The epyllion evokes the language and imagery of the Bacchae, but at the same time 

diverges from the play in many ways. First of all, Theocritus alters the setting of the scene. 

Whereas in the Bacchae the maenads conduct their rites in a mountain glen encircled by fir trees, 

in Idyll 26 they are found in a clear meadow in the mountains and while the Euripidean Pentheus 

mounts a fir tree in order to spy on the Bacchants, his Theocritean counterpart beholds the 

Dionysiac rites from a steep rock concealing himself behind a mastic bush.46 The Alexandrian 

poet also adds to his description ritual elements, which are absent in the tragedy, namely the 

foundation of altars by the maenads in honor of Dionysus and Semele and the dedication of 

sacred objects. An important divergence from the Bacchae concerns the role of Dionysus. 

WhἷὄἷἳὅΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝplἳyὅΝἳὀΝἳἵtivἷΝpἳὄtΝiὀΝthἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝlἷἳἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νἶἷἳth,ΝiὀΝ

ἦhἷὁἵὄituὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝiὀtἷὄvἷὀtiὁn is indirect and is left to the reader to infer it. More specifically, 

whereas Pentheus in the Bacchae is lured by Dionysus into a death trap, the Theocritean 

Pentheus goes to face the Bacchants alone and the god does not participate directly in the events. 

The only implicit display of his power is the madness, which he inspires in the maenads causing 

them to dismember Pentheus.  

Theocritus elevates in his account the role played by Autonoe. Whereas in the Bacchae 

she is grouped with the other Bacchants and none of her words or actions receives special 

                                                           
45 Cairns (1992, 5, 7-9) attributes maὀyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ ὀὁtΝ tὁΝ ἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’Ν ἶἷliἴἷὄἳtἷΝ ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ
Bacchae, but to a common Dionysiac ritual source.  

46 Cusset 1997, 463-464. 
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mention, in Theocritus Autonoe is the one who catches sight of Pentheus, she rallies her sisters 

with her shouts, and she is the first to be filled with Bacchic frenzy.47 Moreover, unlike the 

Theocritean Pentheus who addresses his mother Agave in supplication, the Theocritean hero 

engages in a brief dialogue with his aunt Autonoe. Theocritus introduces further innovations in 

thἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝἴyΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅέΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἸlἷἷὅΝiὀΝἸἷἳὄΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝmaenads, 

whereas in the Bacchae there is no pursuit, since the Theban king is trapped upon the fir tree and 

cannot escape. Moreover, while the Euripidean Pentheus is perceived by the maddened 

Bacchants as a wild animal, in Theocritus he is recognized as human, evidenced by the fact that 

he engages in dialogue with Autonoe.48 The Hellenistic poet also diverges from his tragic model 

iὀΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝἶἷtἳilὅΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtέΝἔὁὄΝἷxἳmplἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝiὀΝ thἷΝ

Bacchae Agave tears off the arm and shoulder of Pentheus, in Idyll 26 she decapitates him and 

the tearing off of the shoulder is attributed to Ino instead.49  

ἔiὀἳlly,Νἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’ΝmὁὅtΝ ὄἷmἳὄkἳἴlἷΝὀὁvἷltyΝ iὅΝ thἷΝὅuἴὅtitutiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝhymὀiἵΝἷὀἶiὀἹΝἸὁὄΝ

the gnomic conclusion of the Euripidean messenger speech. The messenger closed his report 

with the apothegm that moderation and reverence to the gods are the supreme human virtues. 

The implicit moral of his statement is that mortals should respect the gods otherwise they will 

suffer the fate of Pentheus. The narrator of Idyll 26 addresses an envoi to Dionysus, Semele, and 

her sisters and offers a much more direct moral claiming that impious mortals are punished by 

the gods, while the reverent ones are rewarded. What is particularly striking in the poem’ὅΝ

conclusion is the total absence of tragic pathos and empathy. The hymnic voice expresses utter 

                                                           
47 Cusset 1997, 465. 

48 Cusset 1997, 466. 

49 Cusset 1997, 467. 
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iὀἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝὅuἸἸἷὄiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝἷulὁἹiὐἷὅΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἑἳἶmuὅΝ

for exacting a just penalty from Pentheus. These sentiments contrast sharply with the exodos of 

the Bacchae, where Agave laments the death of her son and Cadmus exerts criticism on 

Dionysus for the severity of the punishment inflicted on his grandson. As we shall see in Chapter 

3, Ovid in his own reworking of Pentheuὅ’Ν ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝ ἴlἷὀἶὅΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ

Theocritean versions of the scene by means of intertextual conflation and at certain points, where 

he diverges from Euripides, he follows Theocritus instead.  

Roman Republican tragedy constitutes a fusion of elements derived from classical Greek 

tragedy, Hellenistic tragedy, and Italic performance traditions,50 made compatible with Roman 

social and political ideology.51 Republican tragedians were inclined to appropriate the 

mythological subject-matter, plots, and structure of 5th-century tragedy, but in terms of 

performance practices and dramatic devices aiming at astonishment, such as melodramatic plots, 

special effects, and the depiction of protagonists as everyday individuals, they followed the 

trends found in late Euripides and Hellenistic tragedy.52 Moreover, the Roman tragic playwrights 

assimilated features from New Comedy, which had in turn drawn them from the late Euripidean 

dramas. Such features include recognition scenes, plots with spectacular reversals and happy 

endings, characters of low social rank, the resolution of crises on the human level, and the 

accentuation of the role of Tyche in mortal affairs over divine intervention.53 Despite the 

extremely fragmentary state of Republican tragedy, the exploration of its surviving remains can 

                                                           
50 Manuwald 2011, 139. 

51 For an analysis of the reception of Greek tragedy in the Roman Republican theater at the levels of social and 
political ideology see Gildenhard 2010. 

52 Manuwald 2011, 140. 

53 Manuwald 2011, 317, 347. 
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shed light on the intertextual dialogue between Euripides and Ovid. The tragedians who will be 

discussed in this study are Ennius, Pacuvius, and Accius, since they are not only profoundly 

indebted to the Greek dramatist,54 but are also important sources for the Metamorphoses and thus 

constitute intermediate models between the two authors.55 The titles and fragments of the three 

tragedians attest to their penchant for basing many of their plays on Euripides.56  

Given that these playwrights succeeded each other chronologically, by examining the 

fragments of their dramas we can gain an understanding of the evolution of the handling of 

Greek tragic material in the course of the Republican period. More specifically, later Roman 

playwrights generally tend to write more independently from their Greek models. This 

development can be illustrated by the treatment of the Medea myth in a number of Republican 

tragedies.57 Ennius modeled his Medea Exul closely on Euripides, sometimes translating fairly 

exactly, but often adapting freely.58 He preserved the structure of the Greek drama, while making 

alterations in order to modify the play for a Roman audience.59 Pacuvius composed the sequel 

tragedy Medus, which was either his own innovation based on some mythological source or a 

Roman version of a lost Hellenistic play. Finally, Accius in his play Medea sive Argonautae did 

ὀὁtΝἶὄἳwΝὁὀΝἳΝἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝὅὁuὄἵἷ,ΝἴutΝἳὀΝἷpiἵΝὁὀἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonautica 4. Ovid in the 

                                                           
54 ἔὁὄΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝiὀἸluἷὀἵἷΝὁὀΝἓὀὀiuὅ’ΝMedea ἳὀἶΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝBacchae see Rosato 2005.  

55 For the reception of Roman Republican drama in Ovid see ἒ’χὀὀἳΝ1λἃλ,ΝCurrie 1981. 

56 Ennius: Alexander, Andromacha Aechmalotis, Athamas, Andromeda, Hecuba, Iphigenia, Medea Exul.  

   Pacuvius: Antiopa, Iliona, Medus, Pentheus, Periboea, Protesilaus. 

   Accius: Andromeda, Bacchae, Meleager, Philoctetes, Medea sive Argonautae, Phoenician Women, Telephus. 

57 Manuwald 2011, 289. 

58 Ennius also likely wrote another Medea dramatizing the events in Athens after her flight from Corinth and 
probably based on Euὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus. 

59 Currie 1981, 2708. 
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Metamorphoses masterfully combines all these techniques in narrating the various tales of the 

Medea myth: he draws on Euripidean material (Medea, Peliades, Aegeus), epic sources 

(Apollonius Argonautica 3) as well as Hellenistic models (Callimachus Hecale). Therefore a 

gradual progression towards an increasing creative freedom can be detected in Roman 

Republican tragedy. From Ennius, who employs Euripides as his tragic source par excellence 

and adheres closely to the Euripidean originals,60 we pass to Pacuvius, who composes sequels to 

(Medeus) or variants on (Iliona) Euripidean tragedies, which are markedly independent from 

them,61 and finally to Accius, who creatively conflates his tragic predecessors (Philoctetes) or 

produces innovative dramatizations of mythical subject-matter drawn from Homer and non-

dramatic sources, which have no dramatic antecedents (Persis, Agamemnondae, Astyanax).62   

 

1.2 Virgil’s Euripides 

 

The scholarship on the reception of Greek tragedy in the Aeneid has a long tradition. There are 

ὅἷvἷὄἳlΝ ὅtuἶiἷὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ ἷpiἵ’s appropriation of the tragic genre in general and of 

Euripidean drama in particular.63 The tragic voice of the Aeneid has been often viewed as 

ἵhἳllἷὀἹiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝἵlἳὅhiὀἹΝwithΝthἷΝpὁἷm’ὅΝἷpiἵΝvὁiἵἷέΝἦhiὅΝὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἵὁὀἵὄἷtiὐἷἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ

antagonism between thἷΝ ἸἷmἳlἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ mἳlἷΝ ἹἷὀἶἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ ultimἳtἷlyΝ ἳὅΝ “ἳΝ ἵὁὀἸliἵtΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ

Aeneid’ὅΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝἳὅΝἳΝpuἴliἵΝpἳὀἷἹyὄiἵΝὁἸΝἤὁmἳὀΝhiὅtὁὄyΝἳὀἶΝ thἷΝvἳluἳtiὁὀΝ tὁΝἴἷΝἹivἷὀΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

                                                           
60 Rosato 2005, 8. 

61 Boyle 2006 , 88. 

62 Boyle 2006, 112. 

63 Some representative studies are: Fenik 1960, Zarker 1969, König 1970, Pöschl 1978, Lyne 1987, Hardie 1991, 
1997, Hughes 1995, Swanepoel 1995, Panoussi 1998.  
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pὄivἳtἷΝἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝlὁὅὅΝἳὀἶΝἹὄiἷἸ”έ64 ἦhἷΝ“tὄἳἹiἵ”ΝiὀΝthἷΝAeneid focuses on the psychological 

state and moral impasses of the characters while constantly questioning and problematizing 

χἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝἷpiἵΝmiὅὅiὁὀέΝViὄἹilΝiὅΝἳΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄlyΝὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtΝliὀkΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶΝἸὁὄΝtwὁΝ

main reasons. First, the Aeneid constitutes an immediate Roman pἳὄἳἶiἹmΝἸὁὄΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷpiἵiὐἳtiὁὀΝ

of tragic subject matter and second, many Virgilian episodes appropriating Euripidean material, 

such as those of Hippolytus and Polydorus, are echoed in the Metamorphoses and expanded into 

longer narratives.  

The most renowned tragic episode of the Aeneid is the story of Dido, which has been 

lἳἴἷllἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ “tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἷpylliὁὀ”,ΝwhὁὅἷΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷὅΝ ἳΝ ὅuἶἶἷὀΝperipeteia (“ὄἷvἷὄὅἳl”)Ν

from utter happiness to extreme emotional suffering ultimately resulting in suicide.65 A 

Euripidean heroine that functions as a significant model for the characterization of Dido is 

Medea. The Carthaginian queen contemplating vengeance on Aeneas in Aeneid 4 by murdering 

his son Ascanius after her abandonment by the Trojan hero echoes Medea, who commits 

infanticide in order to avenge herself on Jason for deserting her for another woman.66 It has also 

been suggested that Dido in Aeneid 1Ν ὄἷἸlἷἵtὅΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea.67 

Venus sends to Dido her son Cupid disguised as Ascanius and bearing various gifts, including a 

ὄὁἴἷΝἳὀἶΝἳΝἵὄὁwὀέΝἦhiὅΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶiὅpἳtἵhΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝtwὁΝὅὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ

ἵἳὄὄyiὀἹΝ pὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝ ἹiἸtὅ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ ἳΝ ὄὁἴἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳΝ ἵὄὁwὀέΝ ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἷὀvἷὀὁmἷἶΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝ ἵἳuὅἷΝ thἷΝ

Corinthian princess to burn to deἳth,ΝwhilἷΝἑupiἶ’ὅΝ ἸiἷὄyΝ ἷmἴὄἳἵἷΝ ἵἳuὅἷὅΝἒiἶὁΝ tὁΝ ἸiἹuὄἳtivἷlyΝ

                                                           
64 Hardie 1997, 312. 

65 Heinze 1993, 251-8, 370-ἁέΝ ἔὁὄΝ thἷΝ “tὄἳἹἷἶy”Ν ὁἸΝ ἒiἶὁΝ ὅἷἷΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἣuiὀὀΝ 1λἄἁ,Ν WlὁὅὁkΝ 1λἅἄ,Ν ἘἳὄὄiὅὁὀΝ 1λἆλ,Ν
Fernandelli 2002, and Schiesaro 2008.  

66 Collard 1975. 

67 Baraz 2009. 
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burn with love for Aeneas, a passion which will eventually lead to her suicide. As we will see in 

chapter 3, Ovid follows the precedent of the Virgilian Dido in the use of this allusive technique 

by attributing to many of his female characters features of the Euripidean Medea. Procne and 

Althaea, who commit infanticide for the sake of vengeance and experience inner conflict 

expressed through a dramatic soliloquy echo the words and deeds of Euripidἷὅ’Ν hἷὄὁiὀἷέΝ

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Νἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝἸὁὄΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhἷὄΝἷὄὁtiἵΝὄivἳl,Ν Ἑὁlἷ,ΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝvἷὀἹἷἸulΝ

rage against the Corinthian princess.  

The Bacchae constitutes a significant Euripidean intertext for the Aeneid. Many instances 

of Bacchic frenzy can be found in the Virgilian epic, ranging from ritual enactment to 

metaphorical imagery.68 More specifically, Amata, Dido, the Sibyl, and Helen are all depicted as 

figurative Bacchants or pseudo-mἳἷὀἳἶὅέΝἧpὁὀΝhἷἳὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝὀἷwὅΝὁἸΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝἶἷpἳὄtuὄἷΝἒiἶὁΝ iὅ 

likened to a bacchant, a comparison which metaphorically demonstrates her frenzied state of 

mind: unable to fulfill her erotic passion, Dido feels an uncontrollable wrath, which is expressed 

as maenadic violence and is turned against her lover, since she contemplates dismembering 

Aeneas. Moreover, Dido in her dreams views herself as Pentheus persecuted by the Furies, a 

simile which alludes explicitly to the BacchaeέΝ ἐyἴliὅ’Ν pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ἸiἹuὄἳtivἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtΝ iὀΝ

Metamorphoses 9 after her rejection by Caunus recalls the characterization of Dido as a maenad. 

The shade of Deiphobus in Aeneid 6 recounts to Aeneas that Helen orchestrated a fake Bacchic 

ὄituἳlΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝhἷlpΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkὅΝὅἳἵkΝἦὄὁyΝἳὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝἴὁὁkΝthἷΝἥiἴyl’ὅΝpὄὁphἷtiἵΝἷἵὅtἳὅyΝ

and divine possession by Apollo is portrayed as maenadic frenzy. Finally, the frenzied Amata in 

Aeneid ἅ,Ν iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ὁἴὅtὄuἵtΝ hἷὄΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝ tὁΝχἷὀἷἳὅ,Ν hiἶἷὅΝἜἳviὀiἳΝ iὀΝ thἷΝwὁὁἶὅΝ

proclaiming her a maenad and conducts a counterfeit Bacchic revel. As we will see in chapter 2, 

                                                           
68 Krummen 2004, Panoussi 2009, 115-144. 
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ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἶiὅἹuiὅἷΝἳὅΝἳΝmἳἷὀἳἶΝἳὀἶΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝἳΝpὅἷuἶὁ-Bacchic ritual in order to rescue her 

sister Philomela in Book 6 of the Metamorphoses alludes to the forged Bacchic rites of Amata in 

the Aeneid. 

ἦhἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝχmἳtἳ’ὅΝmἳἶὀἷὅὅΝἳlὅὁΝἷvὁkes another Euripidean tragedy, Heracles.69 Juno 

sends the Fury Allecto to inspire Amata with infernal madness veiled as Bacchic frenzy, so as to 

instigate the war between the Latins and Trojans, a scene which recalls the Euripidean drama, 

where Hera dispatches Iris and the chthonic deity Lyssa to fill Heracles with infernal fury 

resembling Bacchic madness, in order to murder his wife and children. Another allusion to 

Heracles can be found in Aeneid 5, where Juno sends Iris to madden the Trojan women so that 

thἷyΝἴuὄὀΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’Ν ἸlἷἷtέΝἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ iὀΝMetamorphoses 4, where Juno dispatches the 

Fury Tisiphone to madden Athamas and Ino so that they murder their sons, echoes by means of 

double allusion the Euripidean tragedy and the Allecto-Amata scene in Aeneid 7. 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Hippolytus is a drama extensively reworked in the Aeneid. Virgil alludes 

explicitly to Euripides in the catalogue of Italian warriors Aeneid 7, where he presents Virbius 

the son of the deified Hippolytus and briefly outlines the tragic fate of the Euripidean hero. 

ἥἷὄviuὅΝ ὀὁtἷὅΝ thἳtΝ ViὄἹilΝ ἶἷὄivἷἶΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝAetia (fr. 190) this aetiological story of 

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν tὄἳὀὅἸἷὄἳlΝ tὁΝ ἙtἳlyΝ ἳὀἶΝ hiὅΝ iἶἷὀtiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝwithΝ thἷΝ ἙtἳliἳὀΝ ἶἷityΝViὄἴiuὅΝ iὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝ tὁΝ

explain a local taboo on horses.70 As we will see in chapter 5, in Metamorphoses 15 Hippolytus 

transformed into the god Virbius recounts the story of his fatal chariot ride to the mourning 

nymph Egeria, a scene which blends by means of intertextual conflation the messenger speech of 

the Euripidean drama with the Virgilian vignette on Virbius. Moreover, it has been argued that 

                                                           
69 Reckford 1961, Zarker 1969, Burzacchini 2002. 

70 Horsfall 2000, 494-495. 
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the meeting of Aeneas and Venus in Aeneid 1 reenacts the prologue of the drama.71 The goddess 

appears to her son disguised as a virgin huntress and Aeneas actually mistakes her for one of 

ἒiἳὀἳ’ὅΝ ὀymphὅΝ ὁὄΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝ hἷὄὅἷlἸέΝ ἦhἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ hἳὅΝ ἳΝ mἷtἳthἷἳtὄiἵἳlΝ ἶimἷὀὅiὁὀ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ

Venus wears tragic buskins (cothurni)Ν ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝ tὁΝ χἷὀἷἳὅΝ ἒiἶὁ’ὅΝ ἴἳἵkἹὄὁuὀἶΝ ὅtὁὄy,Ν ἳΝ

narrative which has the same structural function as Aphroditἷ’ὅΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ Hippolytus, 

where she relates to the audience the events preceding the play. Moreover, it has been suggested 

that the disguise of Venus as Diana may function as a conflation of the appearance of Aphrodite 

in the Euripidean prologue and the epiphany of Artemis as dea ex machina in the exodos.72 

Furthermore, Venus diverges from her Euripidean counterpart in her attitude towards honor. 

χphὄὁἶitἷΝἵlἳimὅΝiὀΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝὄἷjὁiἵἷὅΝiὀΝἴἷiὀἹΝhὁὀὁὄἷἶΝἴyΝmὁὄtἳlὅΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝὅhἷΝ

will punish Hippolytus, because he spurns her worship by not participating in sex and marriage. 

ἙὀΝ mἳὄkἷἶΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ tὁΝ χphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝ viἷwὅ,Ν whἷὀΝ χἷὀἷἳὅΝ pὄὁmiὅἷὅΝ tὁΝ ὁἸἸἷὄΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

ἶiὅἹuiὅἷἶΝVἷὀuὅ’ΝἳltἳὄΝiἸΝὅhἷΝἳὅὅiὅtὅΝhim,ΝὅhἷΝὄἷpliἷὅΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝhἳὄἶlyΝἶἷἷmὅΝhἷrself worthy of such 

honors. Finally, a significant affinity between Hippolytus and Aeneas is their similar conception 

of god-mortal relationship. When Aeneas recognizes Venus, he reproaches her for deceiving him 

and complains that he cannot clasp her hand and engage in an honest discussion with her, namely 

he cannot have a more intimate relationship with her. This criticism leveled against Venus 

ἷvὁkἷὅΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν pὄὁtἷὅtὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ ἳἴὁutΝ ὀὁtΝ ἴἷiὀἹΝ ἳἴlἷΝ tὁΝ hἳvἷΝ ἳΝ ἵlὁὅἷὄΝ

relationship with his patroness goddess Artemis, since he can hear her voice, but she remains 

invisible to him. Similarly Aeneas can hear Venus talking to him, but cannot see her in her true 

form, because she has assumed the guise of a virgin huntress.  
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The Virgilian Dido possesses traits of both Hippolytus, in that she has taken an oath of 

ἷtἷὄὀἳlΝἵhἳὅtityΝἳἸtἷὄΝἥyἵhἳἷuὅ’Νἶἷἳth,ΝἳὀἶΝὁἸΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷὅΝἳὀΝiὀtἷὄὀἳlΝὅtὄuἹἹlἷΝ

between her desire for Aeneas and her loyalty to her dead husband. Dido yields to her desire for 

χἷὀἷἳὅΝ whἷὀΝ ὅhἷΝ ἹὁἷὅΝ ὁutΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ wilἶΝ thuὅΝ ἸulἸilliὀἹΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ἸἳὀtἳὅyΝ ὁἸΝ huὀtiὀἹΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

mountains.73 The Aeneid’ὅΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝHippolytus takes the form of a ring composition, since 

just as the encounter of Venus and her son in Book 1 recalls the opening of the play, the episode 

ὁἸΝἑἳmillἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝ11ΝiὅΝἳΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝexodosέΝἒiἳὀἳ’ὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝ

ἵhilἶhὁὁἶΝὁἸΝἑἳmillἳΝhἳὅΝ thἷΝὅἳmἷΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝἳὅΝVἷὀuὅ’ΝὄἷtὄὁὅpἷἵtivἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝἳἴὁutΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝpἳὅtΝ

and is thus reminiscent of the prologue speech in Hippolytus. Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Νἒiἳὀἳ’ὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸΝ

Camilla reveals the many common features that the Volscian princess shares with Hippolytus. 

They are both virgin hunters exclusively devoted to Artemis/Diana and both have affinities with 

Amazons, sincἷΝἑἳmillἳΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝχmἳὐὁὀΝwἳὄὄiὁὄὅ,ΝὅuἵhΝἳὅΝἢἷὀthἷὅilἷἳ,ΝἳὀἶΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝmὁthἷὄΝ

was an Amazon. Hippolytus expresses his ardent devoutness to Artemis by dedicating a garland 

ἳὅΝ ἳΝ vὁtivἷΝ ὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἶὄἳmἳ,Ν whilἷΝ iὀΝ ἒiἳὀἳ’s story 

ἑἳmillἳ’ὅΝἸἳthἷὄΝἝἷtἳἴuὅΝἶἷἶiἵἳtἷἶΝhiὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝἳὀἶΝἳΝὅpἷἳὄΝἳὅΝvὁtivἷΝὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹὅΝtὁΝἒiἳὀἳΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝ

to save her life. As a result Hippolytus and Camilla are the most beloved human devotees of the 

goddess of hunting.74 ἒἷὅpitἷΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶἶἷὅὅ’Ν ἹὄἷἳtΝ Ἰὁὀἶὀἷss of them, however, she is unable to 

prevent their death. Diana declares that she will send her attendant nymph Opis to destroy 

whoever dares to kill her protégé in order to avenge her death. These words explicitly allude to 

the threat uttered by Artemis ἳtΝthἷΝἷὀἶΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶy,ΝwhἷὄἷΝὅhἷΝὅtἳtἷὅΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝwillΝkillΝ
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χphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝ ἸἳvὁὄitἷΝ (pὄὁἴἳἴlyΝχἶὁὀiὅ)Ν ἳὅΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝἶἷἳthΝὁἸΝἘippὁlytuὅέ75 Furthermore, 

ἴὁthΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ χὄtἷmiὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἡpiὅΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷΝ thἷΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ἷxἳἵtἷἶΝ ἸὁὄΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἳὀἶΝ

Camillἳ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ὄἷὅpἷἵtivἷlyΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ hὁὀὁὄΝ tὁΝ thἷmΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀΝ ἴὁthΝ tἷxtὅΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ huὀtiὀἹΝ

bestows posthumous honors on her beloved mortal: Artemis will establish a premarital ritual in 

Troezen in honor of Hippolytus, while Diana will offer herself burial to Camilla in her country. 

ἔiὀἳlly,Νἑἳmillἳ’ὅΝlἳὅtΝwὁὄἶὅΝtὁΝhἷὄΝἸἷllὁwΝwἳὄὄiὁὄΝχἵἵἳ,ΝwhὁmΝὅhἷΝtὄἷἳtὅΝἳὅΝhἷὄΝὅiὅtἷὄ,ΝἷἵhὁΝthἷΝ

final utterances of the dying Hippolytus to his father Theseus. The Hippolytean characteristics of 

Camilla (chastity, hunting, devotion to Diana, etc.) are also shared by many Ovidian characters, 

such as Daphne, Callisto, and Pomona.  

ἦhἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἷpiἵΝἳlὅὁΝἶὄἳwὅΝἷxtἷὀὅivἷlyΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝplἳyὅέΝἦhἷΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

Trojan Women, where Athena asks Poseidon to wreck the Greek ships on their voyage home in 

ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ tἳkἷΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝ thἷmΝἸὁὄΝχjἳx’Ν ὄἳpἷΝὁἸΝἑἳὅὅἳὀἶὄἳ,Ν iὅΝ ἷvὁkἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Aeneid, where Juno remembers that Minerva had sated her thirst for revenge by sinking the 

Greek fleet and thus following her example she induces Aeolus to unleash a storm against the 

Trojan ships sailing to Italy in retribution for the Judgment of Paris and so that Rome, the rival of 

Carthage, may not be founded.76 The Euripidean prologue is again echoed and inverted in Aeneid 

5, where Venus assuming the role of the Euripidean Athena persuades Poseidon not to destroy, 

but protect the Trojan fleet.77 As we will see in chapter 2, Ovid evokes by means of double 

allusion both the Euripidean and Virgilian intertexts by having Juno in Metamorphoses 4 

meὀtἳllyΝὄἷhἷἳὄὅἷΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ,ΝἳΝὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝwhiἵhΝὅpuὄὅΝhἷὄΝtὁΝpuὄὅuἷΝhἷὄΝ
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own vengeance against Ino and Athamas by sending the Fury Tisiphone to inspire them with 

frenzy, so that they kill their offspring.  

The scene in Aeneid 5 where Juno sends Iris, disguised as a Trojan woman, Beroe, to 

incite the women to furor, so that they burn the Trojan ships, has been shown to reflect the 

Trojan Women ἳtΝ thἷΝ lἷvἷlὅΝὁἸΝ thὁuἹht,Νἶiἵtiὁὀ,ΝἳὀἶΝ imἳἹἷὄyέΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ,ΝwhὁΝἳὄἷΝ

represented mourniὀἹΝ iὀΝ ἳΝ ἶἷὅὁlἳtἷΝ ἴἷἳἵhΝ ὀἷxtΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ ἸlἷἷtΝ ὄἷὅἷmἴlἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἵἳptivἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

women, who are depicted in the same situation and this affinity is strengthened by their common 

hatred for the ships and the sea.78 Moreover, Iris/Beroe claims that she saw in her dream 

Cassandra giving her a torch and asking her to burn the Trojan ships, an image which recalls the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἑἳὅὅἳὀἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ἷmἷὄἹἷὀἵἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ wὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ tἷὀtὅΝ ἴὄἳὀἶiὅhiὀἹΝ ἳΝ tὁὄἵhΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ thἷΝ

Greek ships and singing an ill-omened wedding song for her forthcomiὀἹΝ “mἳὄὄiἳἹἷ”Ν withΝ

Agamemnon.79 Finally, after the Trojan women have set fire to the ships the messenger Eumelus 

goes to report to the Trojan men what has happened. This scene may allude to the episode in the 

Euripidean play, where the messenger Talthybius sees smoke coming from the Trojan tents and 

suspects that the Trojan women have set fire on their own quarters. 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba is reworked at the opening of Aeneid 3, where Aeneas hears the voice 

of the ghost of Polydorus, the son of Priam, who was treacherously murdered by the Thracian 

king Polymestor.80 The shade asks Aeneas for a proper burial and the Trojans perform his funeral 

ὄitἷὅέΝ ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν ViὄἹilΝ ἷmplὁyὅΝ thἷΝ tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ hἷΝ tὄἳὀὅpὁὅἷὅΝ

elements from the Polydorus episode to the story of Sychaeus in Aeneid 1. Polymestor and 
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Pygmalion murder Polydorus and Sychaeus respectively out of their greed for gold and both 

ἳttἷmptΝtὁΝἵὁὀἵἷἳlΝthἷiὄΝἵὄimἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝviἵtim’ὅΝὄἷlἳtivἷὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἳὀἶΝἒiἶὁέΝΝJust as the 

ghost of PolydὁὄuὅΝἳppἷἳὄὅΝ iὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝὅlἷἷpΝὅὁΝἳὅΝ tὁΝwἳὄὀΝhἷὄΝὁἸΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ tὄἷἳἵhἷὄy,Ν thἷΝ

ὅhἳἶἷΝὁἸΝἥyἵhἳἷuὅΝ ἳppἷἳὄὅΝ iὀΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmΝ iὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ὄἷvἷἳlΝ tὁΝhἷὄΝἢyἹmἳliὁὀ’ὅΝ ἳἴὁmiὀἳἴlἷΝ

deed.  Finally, the ghost of Sychaeus urges Dido to sail to Libya in order to protect her from 

Pygmalion and discloses to her the location of a hidden treasure in order to aid her in her voyage. 

ἦhiὅΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ἸuὅἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmὅΝ twὁΝ ἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷὅἈΝ ἢὄiἳm’ὅΝ ἶiὅpἳtἵhΝ ὁἸΝ

Polydorus to Thrace with treasure in order to save him from thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ ἸἳlὅἷΝ

revelation to Polymestor of the site of a concealed treasure trove so as to lure him into a death 

tὄἳpέΝχὅΝwἷΝwillΝὅἷἷΝiὀΝἵhἳptἷὄΝἃ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ,Νἢὁlyxἷὀἳ,ΝἳὀἶΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝ

in Metamorphoses 13 blends by mἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba withΝViὄἹil’ὅΝ

Polydorus episode. 

χἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝmἷἷtiὀἹΝwithΝχὀἶὄὁmἳἵhἷΝiὀΝἐuthὄὁtumΝiὀΝAeneid 3 bears clear reminiscences 

ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAndromache.81 Andromache recounts to Aeneas the ambush and murder of Pyrrhus 

by Orestes, which is dramatized in the second half of the Euripidean play. Furthermore, the 

ViὄἹiliἳὀΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢyὄὄhuὅ’Ν iὀvἳὅiὁὀΝiὀtὁΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝpἳlἳἵἷΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἴutἵhἷὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

king in Aeneid ἀΝ ἳlluἶἷὅΝ tὁΝ ἳὀἶΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Ν thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷr speech recounting the 

ambush and slaughter of Neoptolemus by Orestes and the Delphians. Euripides portrays 

Neoptolemus in very positive terms. He lets his grandfather Peleus rule Thessaly instead of 

usurping the throne for himself and he goes to Delphi to ask pardon from Apollo for his previous 

insult to the god, when he asked from him satisfaction for the killing of his father Achilles. 

χlthὁuἹhΝhἷΝviὅitὅΝχpὁllὁ’ὅΝtἷmplἷΝἳὅΝἳΝὄἷpἷὀtiὀἹΝwὁὄὅhippἷὄ,ΝhἷΝiὅΝtὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅlyΝἳmἴuὅhἷἶΝἳὀἶΝ
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killed by the Delphians, whὁΝ hἳvἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ἶἷἵἷivἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἡὄἷὅtἷὅ’Ν ἸἳlὅἷΝ ἳἵἵuὅἳtiὁὀὅΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ

Neoptolemus. The Virgilian Pyrrhus, on the other hand, is depicted as wicked and sacrilegious, 

since he impiously slaughters Priam on the altar of Zeus Herkeios, where he has found refuge as 

a suppliant.  

ViὄἹil’ὅΝἥiὀὁὀΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝiὅΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄlyΝὄiἵhΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtὅέΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝἳὄὄivἳlΝtὁΝἦὄὁyΝ

as captive of a group of herdsmen, who bring him bound to Priam, echoes by means of double 

ἳlluὅiὁὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAlexander and its Latin adaptation by Ennius, where herdsmen similarly 

bring Alexander/Paris in fetters to the Trojan king.82 Both heroes come before Priam under a 

false identity: Paris is thought by everyone (including himself) to be a slave, but is really the son 

of the Trojan king, while Sinon assumes the guise of an exile, but in reality is a Greek spy 

intending to deceive the Trojans. Moreover, both Paris and Sinon are ominous figures, since they 

ἳὄἷΝiὀὅtὄumἷὀtἳlΝ iὀΝἦὄὁy’ὅΝἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀέΝἢἳὄiὅΝpἷὄὅuἳἶἷὅΝἢὄiἳmΝtὁΝἳllὁwΝhimΝtὁΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtἷΝiὀΝ thἷΝ

athletic games, which leads to the revelation of his true identity and the reunion with his family. 

This development will have disastrous consequences for Troy, since he is going to cause the 

Trojan war and ultimately the downfall of his city by abducting Helen. Sinon deceives Priam and 

thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝiὀtὁΝἴὄiὀἹiὀἹΝthἷΝWὁὁἶἷὀΝἘὁὄὅἷΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝἵity,ΝἳΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝwhiἵhΝwillΝὄἷὅultΝiὀΝἦὄὁy’ὅΝ

fall. 

ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝtἳlἷΝἳἴὁutΝἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝwhiἵhΝhἷΝiὀἶuἵἷὅΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝtὁΝὅpἳὄἷΝhiὅΝliἸἷΝ

and accept him as one of their owὀΝ iὅΝmὁἶἷlἷἶΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPhiloctetes. The Virgilian Sinon 

functions as the alter ego of the Euripidean Odysseus. Both have a mission, which if successful, 

willΝἷvἷὀtuἳllyΝlἷἳἶΝtὁΝἦὄὁy’ὅΝἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀέΝΝMore specifically, Odysseus sails to Lemnos in order 

to retrieve the bow of Heracles from Philoctetes, since according to a prophecy Troy would not 
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ἸἳllΝwithὁutΝitέΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝὁἴjἷἵtivἷΝiὅΝtὁΝpἷὄὅuἳἶἷΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝtὁΝἴὄiὀἹΝthἷΝWὁὁἶἷὀΝἘὁὄὅἷΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝ

city, which leads to the fall of the city. Moreover, both employ cunning and treachery in order to 

achieve their goal. Just as Odysseus has his appearance transformed by Athena and pretends to 

be an outcast from the Greeks, Sinon assumes the false identity of a Greek exile. The disguised 

Odysseus recounts to Philoctetes thἷΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄἸἷitΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ thἳtΝ “ἡἶyὅὅἷuὅ”Ν plὁttἷἶΝ thἷΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ὁἸΝ

Palamedes and afterwards attempted to destroy the disguised Odysseus, who he provoked his 

ἷὀmityΝἴyΝpὄὁtἷὅtiὀἹΝἳἴὁutΝἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅ’Νἶἷἳth,ΝἴutΝhἷΝmἳὀἳἹἷἶΝtὁΝἷὅἵἳpἷέΝViὄἹilΝὄἷwὁὄkὅΝthiὅΝἸἳlὅἷΝ

tale and puts it into the mouth of Sinon, who asserts that, after Ulysses contrived the killing of 

Palamedes, he also devised the sacrifice of Sinon, because he threatened to take revenge on him, 

but he miraculously escaped.83 Both Sinon and Odysseus ultimately succeed in gaining their 

viἵtimὅ’Ν ὅympἳthyΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵὁὀἸiἶἷὀἵἷΝ ἴyΝ pὄὁἸἷὅὅiὀἹΝ tὁΝ hἳvἷΝ ὅuἸἸἷὄἷἶΝ thἷΝ hἳtὄἷἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳἴuὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ

“ἡἶyὅὅἷuὅ”έ84 

ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝ ἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅΝ mἳyΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἵὁὀtἳiὀΝ ὅὁmἷΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Palamedes. Sinon pretends to be a relative of Palamedes, namely his cousin, a role that 

ἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅΝ tὁΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝἡἷἳxΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳy,ΝwhὁΝ iὅΝἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅ’ΝἴὄὁthἷὄέΝἡἷἳxΝ iὀἸὁὄmὅΝ

ἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅ’Ν ἸἳthἷὄΝἠἳupliuὅΝ ἳἴὁutΝ hiὅΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ἷὀἶΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ plἳyΝ hἷΝ ἵὁmἷὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

Greek camp and threatens to take revenge on the Greeks. This scene may be echoed in the 

Virgilian text, where Sinon claims that he threatened to take vengeance on Ulysses for the death 

of Palamedes. Furthermore, just as Odysseus attempts to kill Oeax, but he manages to escape and 

possibly transforms into a sea deity, similarly his Virgilian counterpart plots the sacrifice of 

ἥiὀὁὀ,ΝwhὁΝἳlὅὁΝὅuἵἵἷἷἶὅΝiὀΝἷὅἵἳpiὀἹΝἶἷἳthέΝἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,ΝthἷΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἥiὀὁὀΝmἳyΝἴἷΝἵὁmἴiὀiὀἹΝthἷΝ

                                                           
83 Ganiban 2008, 65-67. 

84 Smith 1999, 509. 
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ὄὁlἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἡἷἳxΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἠἳupliuὅέΝ ἙtΝ hἳὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝ thἳtΝ ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝ ἵuὀὀiὀἹΝ iὅΝ

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἡἶyὅὅἷuὅ’Ν tὄiἵkἷὄyΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ juὅtΝἳὅΝἡἶyὅὅἷuὅΝpὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝἳΝ ἸὁὄἹἷἶΝ

lἷttἷὄΝ ἳὅΝ ἷviἶἷὀἵἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅ’Ν ἹuiltΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳἵἵὁmpἳὀiἷὅΝ itΝwithΝ ἳΝ ἸἳlὅἷΝ ἳἵἵuὅἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ tὄἷἳὅὁὀ,Ν

whiἵhΝἴὄiὀἹὅΝἳἴὁutΝhiὅΝἶἷἳth,ΝἥiὀὁὀΝ“pὄὁἶuἵἷὅ”ΝthἷΝWooden Horse and attaches to it a deceptive 

tale, which leads to the fall of Troy.85  

ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝὅtὁὄyΝἳἴὁutΝhiὅΝἳllἷἹἷἶΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Iphigenia in Aulis. 

ἥiὀὁὀΝ ἸἳlὅἷlyΝ ἳllἷἹἷὅΝ thἳtΝ ἧlyὅὅἷὅΝ plὁttἷἶΝ hiὅΝ “ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ”,Ν ὅὁΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἳἶvἷὄὅἷΝ winds, which 

averted the return of the Greek fleet to their homeland, would become favorable. He managed, 

however, to miraculously escape from the Greeks in the nick of time. This tale echoes the 

Euripidean tragedy, where Iphigenia is about to be sacrificed ἴyΝ ἧlyὅὅἷὅ’Ν ὄuὅἷ,Ν ὅὁΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ

opposing winds in Aulis would abate and Greek fleet would sail to Troy, but she is saved at the 

last moment by the divine intervention of Artemis, who replaces her with a deer. Thus Sinon 

usurps the role of Iphigenia as a sacrificial victim, which narrowly escapes death.   Furthermore, 

the Virgilian Calchas, who is instrumental in the scheme to kill Sinon, is compelled by Ulysses 

to reveal to the Greek assembly the forged prophecy dictating the sacrifice of Sinon, something 

that seals his fate. This scene may allude to the first episode of IA, where Agamemnon says that 

he is forced to sacrifice Iphigenia, because he is afraid that either Calchas or Odysseus, who are 

pὄivyΝtὁΝthἷΝὅἷἵὄἷtΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝἳἴὁutΝἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ,ΝἳὄἷΝgoing to reveal it to the Greek army, 

who will demand the sacrifice and turn to violence against Agamemnon and Menelaus if they try 

to prevent it.   

ἔiὀἳlly,ΝwhἳtΝhἳὅΝὀὁtΝἴἷἷὀΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝἴyΝὅἵhὁlἳὄὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝthἷΝ

theft of the PallaἶiumΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝWὁὁἶἷὀΝἘὁὄὅἷΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝIphigenia among the Taurians. 

                                                           
85 Ganiban 2008, 67.  
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Iphigenia and Sinon use deception to achieve their goal: Iphigenia tricks king Thoas, in order to 

escape with her brother Orestes, while Sinon dupes the Trojans, so as to bring the Wooden Horse 

into Troy. The connective link between the two scenes is that both Iphigenia and Sinon recount a 

false story concerning the polluted statue of a goddess. More specifically, Iphigenia asserts that 

the statue of Artemis has been defiled by Orestes and Pylades, because they have committed 

matricide, and that she must bring it to the shore in order to purify it. Sinon alleges that the 

Wooden Horse is a votive offering to Minerva, in order to appease her wrath, since Odysseus and 

Diomedes stole the Palladium from her temple and polluted it with their defiling hands. He then 

urges the Trojans to bring the Horse into Troy falsely claiming that, if they admit it into their 

city, it will render them invincible and they will invade and conquer Greece. Furthermore, 

Iphigenia describes the ὅupἷὄὀἳtuὄἳlΝἷἸἸἷἵtὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅtἳtuἷ’ὅΝἳvἷὄὅiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝpὁllutἷἶΝὅtὄἳὀἹἷὄὅἈΝthἷΝ

ὅtἳtuἷΝmὁvἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝitὅΝplἳἵἷΝἳὀἶΝἵlὁὅἷὅΝitὅΝἷyἷὅέΝἥimilἳὄlyΝἥiὀὁὀΝἵlἳimὅΝthἳtΝἝiὀἷὄvἳ’ὅΝἳὀἹἷὄΝwἳὅΝ

manifested by uncanny signs, namely the sweating of the Palladium, earthquake, flashing light, 

and appearance of the goddess herself. Finally, both Iphigenia and Sinon try to win the trust of 

their victims, Thoas and the Trojans respectively, by professing loathing for their enemies: 

Iphigenia pretends that she hates all Greeks because they sacrificed her and similarly Sinon 

ἸἷiἹὀὅΝ ἷὀmityΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkὅΝ ἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷiὄΝ ἳttἷmptΝ tὁΝ “ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ”Ν himέΝ ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,Ν juὅtΝ ἳὅΝ

ἙphiἹἷὀiἳΝmἳὀἳἹἷὅΝtὁΝἷὅἵἳpἷΝἸὄὁmΝἦhὁἳὅΝἴyΝpἷὄὅuἳἶiὀἹΝhimΝtὁΝlἷtΝhἷὄΝtἳkἷΝthἷΝ“pὁllutἷἶ”Νὅtatue 

of Artemis to the beach for cleansing, Sinon tricks the Trojans into bringing the Wooden Horse 

iὀὅiἶἷΝ thἷΝ ἵityΝ ἴyΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtiὀἹΝ itΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ vὁtivἷΝ ὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹΝ iὀΝ ἳtὁὀἷmἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ “pὁllutἷἶ”Ν ὅtἳtuἷΝ ὁἸΝ

Minerva. The Judgment of Arms, which opens Book 13 of the Metamorphoses, contains 

ἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἥiὀὁὀΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ ἸiltἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝ itΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ
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multiple Euripidean tragedies, such as Palamedes, Philoctetes, Scyrians, Telephus, and Iphigenia 

in Aulis.  

Last but not least, the encounter between Aeneas and Helen in Aeneid 2 is highly 

ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝOrestes.86 After witnessing the slaughter of Priam by Pyrrhus, Aeneas 

catches sight of Helen and feels a burning desire to kill her, so as to take vengeance on her for 

causing the dowὀἸἳllΝὁἸΝἦὄὁyέΝἦhiὅΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἢylἳἶἷὅ’ΝplἳὀΝiὀΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝthἳtΝhἷΝ

and Orestes murder Helen in order to avenge themselves on Menelaus for not supporting them in 

thἷΝχὄἹivἷΝἳὅὅἷmἴly,ΝwhiἵhΝἶἷἵὄἷἷἶΝἡὄἷὅtἷὅΝἳὀἶΝἓlἷἵtὄἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝὅἷὀtἷὀἵἷέΝἝὁὄἷὁver, just as the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἘἷlἷὀΝiὅΝhiἶiὀἹΝiὀὅiἶἷΝχἹἳmἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝplἳἵἷΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἳvὁiἶΝthἷΝpuἴliἵΝὁutἵὄyΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ

hἷὄΝἸὁὄΝἴἷiὀἹΝthἷΝἵἳuὅἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwἳὄ,ΝhἷὄΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtΝἵὁὀἵἷἳlὅΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝ iὀΝVἷὅtἳ’ὅΝ

shrine inside the palace of Priam fearing the retribution of both Greeks and Trojans. Finally, 

Vἷὀuὅ’Νiὀtἷὄvἷὀtiὁὀ,ΝwhiἵhΝpὄἷvἷὀtὅΝχἷὀἷἳὅΝἸὄὁmΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝἘἷlἷὀΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝχpὁllὁ’ὅΝἷpiphἳὀyΝiὀΝ

Orestes, who snatches Helen away from her killers and proclaims her deification.  

 

1.3 Euripidean tragedy and the Ovidian corpus 

 

The final section comprises a brief survey of the appropriation of Euripidean drama by Ovid 

throughout his poetic career. The Metamorphoses is the Ovidian work which engages in the most 

complex and rich intertextual dialogue with Euripidean tragedy, but the numerous allusions to 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁthἷὄΝwὁὄkὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtΝhiὅΝliἸἷ-long preoccupation with the Greek tragedian. In 

the Amores thἷΝmὁὅtΝἷxpliἵitΝiὀὅtἳὀἵἷὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝwithΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝἳὄἷΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝ

first and last elegy of Book 3. In the metapoetic Amores 3.1 the personified Tragedy and Elegy 

                                                           
86 ἤἷἵkἸὁὄἶΝ 1λἆ1ἉΝ ἓἹἳὀΝ 1λλἄέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἳuthἷὀtiἵityΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ “ἘἷlἷὀΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷ”Ν hἳὅΝ lὁὀἹΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ ὅuἴjἷἵtΝ ὁἸΝ ὅἵhὁlἳὄlyΝ
controversy. For a recent discussion of this issue see Horsfall 2008, 553-567. 
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ἳppἷἳὄΝ iὀΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶὄἷἳmΝ ἳὀἶΝ viἷΝ withΝ ὁὀἷΝ ἳὀὁthἷὄΝ ἷἳἵhΝ ἵlἳimiὀἹΝ himΝ ἳὅΝ hἷὄΝ ὁwὀΝ pὁἷtέΝ ἡviἶΝ

decides to remain an elegiac poet, but only for a little while. In elegy 3.15 he finally bids 

farewell to elegy and embraces tragedy, claiming that Bacchus has inspired him by hitting him 

ὁὀΝ thἷΝ hἷἳἶΝ withΝ ἳΝ thyὄὅuὅέΝ ἦhiὅΝ pὁἷmΝ ἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἵὁmpὁὅitiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ὁὀlyΝ tὄἳἹἷἶyΝ

Medea,Ν whiἵhΝ wἳὅΝ mὁἶἷlἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν hὁmὁὀymὁuὅΝ ἶὄἳmἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὁἸΝ whiἵhΝ ὁὀlyΝ twὁΝ lines 

survive.87 Furthermore, in Amores 2.14 (29-34) Ovid cites Medea and Procne as mythological 

paradigms of infanticide and he will later treat these two tragic mothers in detail in Books 6 and 

7 of the Metamorphoses.  

The Heroides are a collection of love letters and thus the genres to which it mainly 

belongs are love elegy and epistolography. It also draws, however, on epic and tragedy as  

sources of mythological subject-matter and is particularly indebted to the tragic mode of 

dramatic monologue. The collection contains a number of epistles that rework Euripidean 

iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἘippὁlytuὅΝ (Heroides 4),88 Ἐypὅipylἷ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ tὁΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ

(Heroides ἄ),Ν ἑἳὀἳἵἷ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ tὁΝἝἳἵἳὄἷuὅΝ (Heroides 11),89 Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ tὁΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ (Heroides 

12),90 and Ἔἳὁἶἳmiἳ’ὅΝlἷttἷὄΝtὁΝἢὄὁtἷὅilἳuὅΝ(Heroides 13), whose models are Hippolytus, Medea, 

Aeolus, Medea, and Protesilaus respectively. These epistles constitute very signigficant 

mediating intratexts for the Metamorphoses in its intertextual dialogue with Euripides and will 

be discussed in detail in the relevant chapters. More specifically, the letters of Medea and 

Hypsipyle to Jason with their conflation of the Euripidean and Apollonian Medea will be 

analyzed in relation to the representation of Medea in Metamorphoses ἅέΝἐyἴliὅ’ΝiὀἵἷὅtuὁuὅΝlὁvἷΝ
                                                           
87 ἔὁὄΝὅὁmἷΝthὁuἹhtὅΝὁὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝlὁὅtΝMedea see Nikolaidis 1985. 

88 Davis 1995. 

89 Williams 1992, Casali 1995, 1998, Philippides 1996. 

90 Knox 1986, Schmitzer 2003.  
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ἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄΝἳlluἶἷὅΝtὁΝἴὁthΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAeolus and the Ovidian epistle of Canace to Macareus. 

ἔiὀἳlly,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ illiἵitΝ pἳὅὅiὁὀὅΝ ὁἸΝἥἵyllἳ,Νἐyἴliὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝἝyὄὄhἳΝ ἴlἷὀἶὅΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ

ἸὄὁmΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHippolytus and the letter of Phaedra to Hippolytus.  

In the Ars Amatoria and the Remedia Amoris Euripidean echoes can be detected in poetic 

catalogues in accordance with the didactic nature of the works. In Ars 1.283-342 a list of women 

with violent and unnatural passions comprises the characters of Medea, Pasiphae, Aerope, and 

Phaedra, all well-known heroines of the Euripidean dramas Medea, Cretans, Cretan Women, and 

Hippolytus respectively. Conversely, in Ars 3.7-28 a catalogue of women loyal to their husbands 

includeὅΝ Ἔἳὁἶἳmἷiἳ,Ν χlἵἷὅtiὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἓvἳἶὀἷ,Ν whὁΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἵἷὀtὄἳlΝ ἸἷmἳlἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Protesilaus, Alcestis, and Suppliant Women. Finally, in Remedia 55-68 a list of women, whose 

fatal erotic passions could have been healed by the poet, contains again Medea, Pasiphae, and 

Phaedra.  

In the Fasti there are few but interesting traces of Euripides. The history of animal 

sacrifice in Fasti 1.349-456 includes the story of the substitution of a deer for Iphigenia as a 

sacrificial victim, a story dramatized in Euripidἷὅ’ Iphigenia in Aulis. In Fasti 2.35-46 Ovid 

treats the subject of purification from the pollution of murder and cites as examples Peleus, 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ χlἵmἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷiὄΝ kiὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷiὄΝ lἳtἷὄΝ puὄiἸiἵἳtiὁὀ,Ν ὅtὁὄiἷὅΝ whiἵhΝ ἳὄἷΝ

dramatized in the homonymous Euripidean plays. In Fasti 5.303-311, a series of mythological 

exempla illustrating mortal negligence of the gods and subsequent divine punishment, comprises 

thἷΝhyἴὄiὅΝὁἸΝἡἷὀἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝχἹἳmἷmὀὁὀΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝχὄtἷmiὅΝἳὀἶΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝὁutὄἳἹἷΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝVἷὀuὅ,Ν

storiἷὅΝ whiἵhΝ wἷὄἷΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Meleager, Iphigenia in Aulis and Hippolytus 

ὄἷὅpἷἵtivἷlyέΝ Ν ἡviἶΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ ὁἸΝ χthἳmἳὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ Ἑὀὁ’ὅΝ mἳἶὀἷὅὅΝ iὀΝ Fasti 6.483-528, 

pὄὁἴἳἴlyΝἶὄἳwiὀἹΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Ino as one of his sources. Finally, in Fasti 6.733-768 we find 
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ἳἵἵὁuὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷὅuὄὄἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἴyΝ χἷὅἵulἳpiuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὁἸΝ ἕlἳuἵuὅ’Ν ὄἷvivἳlΝ ἴyΝ

ἢὁlyiἶuὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝwἳὅΝἶὄἳmἳtiὐἷἶΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝlὁὅtΝPolyidus.   

ἦhἷΝmὁὅtΝ ἵὁὀὅpiἵuὁuὅΝ ἵἳὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝ iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷxilἷΝwὁὄkὅΝ iὅΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ

Epistula Ex Ponto 3.2, where the poet compares his loyal friendship with Cotta to that of Orestes 

ἳὀἶΝ ἢylἳἶἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷὀΝ pὄὁἵἷἷἶὅΝ tὁΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtΝ ἳΝ hiἹhlyΝ ἵὁὀἶἷὀὅἷἶΝ ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ vἷὄὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Iphigenia among the Taurians.91 Furthermore, Ovid briefly returns to the figure of Medea in 

Tristia ἁέλ,Ν whἷὄἷΝ hἷΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝ ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ χpὅyὄtuὅΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ aetion 

explaining the name of his place of exile, Tomi (from Greek kえたちの ‘tὁΝἵut’)έΝἡviἶΝὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtlyΝ

follows the tragic version of the story alluded to in Euripides’ΝMedea and according to which 

Medea kills her brother and not the Apollonian version in Argonautica 4, where Jason is the 

muὄἶἷὄἷὄΝὁἸΝχpὅyὄtuὅέΝἦhἷὅἷΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὅitἷΝὁἸΝὄἷlἷἹἳtiὁὀΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtὅΝ

ἵὁὀvἷὄtΝ itΝ iὀtὁΝἳΝtὄulyΝ‘tὄἳἹiἵ’Νlἳὀdscape and thus render his exile poetry more genuinely tragic 

thἳὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝwὁὄkΝitὅἷlἸέ92 

Finally, it will be useful to identify and categorize the tragic elements appropriated by 

Ovid in the MetamorphosesέΝἑuὄlἷyΝ ἶiviἶἷὅΝ thἷΝ “tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἵὁἶἷ”,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ thἷΝ ἵὁherent system of 

rules that define the tragic genre, in three sub-codes: the formal, narrative, and functional code.93 

ἔὁllὁwiὀἹΝ iὀΝpἳὄtΝἑuὄlἷy’ὅΝἵlἳὅὅiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝ ἙΝἶiὅtiὀἹuiὅhΝ ἸὁuὄΝ ἵἳtἷἹὁὄiἷὅΝὁἸΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

Ovidian epic. The first category comprises narrative elements, namely mythical subject-matter 

and tragic plot patterns. The second group encompasses dramatic devices and concepts, such as 

pathos, dramatic irony, Aristotelian notions (anagnorisis, peripeteia, hamartia, aporia) and 

                                                           
91 Ingleheart 2010. 

92 Casali 2009, 37. 

93 Curley 1999, 11-12. 
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rhetorical elements (apostrophe, paradox, a fortiori examples, and arguments from probability). 

The third category contains metatheatrical elements, that is self-referential markers which signal 

thἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἳtivἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷἳtὄiἵἳlΝἳὅpἷἵtὅΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝἡὀἷΝὅuἵhΝmἷtἳtheatrical pointer is the 

simile in Book 3 comparing the sown men emerging from the earth to the figures depicted on the 

stage curtain, which rise from the ground, when the curtain is raised (111-14).94 

Finally, the fourth group consists of formal elements, namely dramatic setting and 

conventional components of a tragedy, such as prologue speech, deus ex machina, dramatic 

soliloquy, messenger report, choral lyric, and agon. The tragic messenger speech with its third 

person narrative and use of epic diction and imagery is the dramatic component that bears the 

closest affinity to epic and thus it is very frequently incorporated in the Metamorphoses. In some 

ἵἳὅἷὅΝ ἳΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ iὅΝ ὄἷἵὁὀἸiἹuὄἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

dismemberment, Polyxeὀἳ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἴliὀἶiὀἹΝ ἳὄἷΝ iὀἶiἵἳtivἷΝ ἷxἳmplἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝ ὄἷpὁὄtέΝ ἡἸtἷὀ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ἳὀΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὅΝ

ἷxpliἵitlyΝὅiἹὀἳlἷἶΝἳὅΝἳΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὅpἷἷἵh,ΝἳὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἵἳὅἷὅΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὅtὁὄyΝtὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝiὀΝἐὁok 

ἁ,Νἡὀἷtuὅ’ΝὄἷpὁὄtΝtὁΝἢἷlἷuὅΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝ11,ΝἳὀἶΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝtὁΝἓἹἷὄiἳΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝ1ἃ,ΝwhiἵhΝ

bear clear reminiscences of Euripidean messenger speeches.95 Another dramatic element, which 

is appropriated and transformed by the Ovidian epic, is choral lyric. The story of Cadmus in 

Metamorphoses 3.1-137 echoes the second stasimon of the Phoenician Women (638-675), which 

ὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝ ἑἳἶmuὅ’Ν ἸὁuὀἶiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἦhἷἴἷὅ,Ν thἷΝ killiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ χὄἷὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀt,Ν ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ὅὁwiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

ὅἷὄpἷὀt’ὅΝtἷἷthέ96 Moreover, the choral song in IT aἴὁutΝχlἵyὁὀἷ’ὅΝlἳmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝἑἷyxΝ(1ίἆλ-95) is 

                                                           
94 Hardie 1990, 226 n. 14. 

95 For an analysis of the reworking of the first messenger speech of IT iὀΝἡὀἷtὁὄ’ὅΝὄἷpὁὄtΝtὁΝἢἷlἷuὅΝὅἷἷΝἑὁὁΝἀί1ίέΝ 

96 Keith 2002a, 263. 
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expanded by Ovid into a long narrative on Ceyx and Alcyone that takes up the second half of 

Book 11 (410-748).97 The impact of the Euripidean monologue is manifest in many dramatic 

soliloquies of the Metamorphoses, such as those of Medea, Scylla, Althaea, Byblis, and Myrrha. 

An example of a deus ex machina can be found in Metamorphoses 3, where Cadmus having slain 

χὄἷὅ’ΝὅἷὄpἷὀtΝhἷἳὄὅΝthἷΝvὁiἵἷΝὁἸΝἝiὀἷὄvἳΝἸὁὄἷtἷlliὀἹΝhiὅΝἸutuὄἷΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝiὀtὁΝἳΝὅἷὄpἷὀtΝ(λἅ-

98), ἳΝpὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝwhiἵhΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷὅyΝtὁΝἑἳἶmuὅΝἳὅΝdeus ex machina at the end of 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae (1330).98 Finally, a characteristically Euripidean dramatic component is the 

rhetorical agon. In the Metamorphoses such an agon is found in Book 13, namely the Judgment 

ἸὁὄΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἳὄmὅέΝχἹὁὀiὅtiἵΝἸἷἳtuὄἷὅΝἵἳὀΝἳlὅὁΝἴἷΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἳὄtiὅtiἵΝἵὁὀtἷὅtὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢiἷὄiἶὅΝwithΝ

the Muses in Book 5 and of Minerva with Arachne in Book 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
97 Coo 2010, 101-103. 

98 Keith 2002a, 263. 
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Chapter 2 

Liber adest: Dionysiac epiphany and maenadic frenzy 

 

The central focus of this chapter is the reception of the Bacchae in the Metamorphoses. The 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝtὄἳἹἷἶy’ὅ pἷὄvἳὅivἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝthὄὁuἹhὁutΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ“Thebaid”Ν(ἁέ1-4.603), which traces 

the rise and fall of the house of Cadmus, is evidenced not only by its extensive reworking in the 

Pentheus episode (3.511-733), but also by the fact that many marginal stories of the drama are 

developed in the Ovidian epic into full-ἸlἷἶἹἷἶΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷὅέΝἑἳἶmuὅ’ΝἸὁuὀἶἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἦhἷἴἷὅΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝ

creation of the spartoi opening the third book (3.1-137) are mentioned by the Euripidean Tiresias 

(170-1ἅἀ)Ν ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ ἵhὁὄuὅΝ (ἀἄἂ,Ν ἃἁἆ-544) respectively.99 χἸtἷὄΝ killiὀἹΝ χὄἷὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀtΝ

Cadmus hears the disembodied voice of Minerva predicting his future transformation into a 

snake (3.97-98),ΝἳΝἶiviὀἳtiὁὀΝwhiἵhΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷὅyΝtὁΝἑἳἶmuὅΝἳὅΝdeus ex machina in 

the exodos of the Bacchae (1330-1332).100 Ovid in fact brings his Theban cycle to its conclusion 

with a detailed account of the metamorphosis of Cadmus and Harmonia into serpents (4.563-

603). 

Another story, which is only alluded to in the Euripidean play, but becomes an 

autonomous narrative in the Metamorphoses, is that of Actaeon (3.138-252). In the first episode 

Cadmus reminds Pentheus of the tragic fate of his cousin as a cautionary exemplum, so that he 

may cease his hybris towards Dionysus: Actaeon boasted that he was superior to Artemis in 

hunting and thus he was punished by the goddess by being devoured by his owns hounds (337-

                                                           
99 Keith has obὅἷὄvἷἶΝ(ἀίίἀἳ,Νἀἄἁ)ΝthἳtΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἑἳἶmuὅ’ΝἸὁuὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝἦhἷἴἷὅ,ΝhiὅΝὅlἳyiὀἹΝὁἸΝχὄἷὅ’Ν
ὅἷὄpἷὀt,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝὅὁwiὀἹΝὁἸΝitὅΝtἷἷthΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝὅtἳὅimὁὀΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPhoenician Women (638-675). 

100 Keith 2002a, 263. 
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341).101 Ovid, on the other hand, drawing on Athena’ὅΝ pὄὁphἷἵyΝ ὁἸΝ χἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶὁὁmΝ iὀΝ

ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν Bath of Pallas (107-11ἆ)Ν ἳὅΝ hiὅΝ pὄimἳὄyΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ἳltἷὄὅΝ thἷΝ typἷΝ ὁἸΝ χἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝ

offense, since Diana punishes the young hunter for accidentally stumbling on her while bathing 

by transforming him into a stag and he is soon afterwards torn to pieces by his dogs. Moreover, 

as we shall see in the next section, Ovid following his Euripidean and Callimachean models 

weaves together the story of Actaeon with that of Pentheus, another Theban youth who suffers 

dismemberment for his outrage towards a divinity. Finally, the story of Semele recounted by 

Ovid immediately after that of Actaeon (3.253-325) is often cited in the drama. For example, 

ἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἳtΝthἷΝὅiἹhtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝtὁmἴΝthἷΝiὀἵiὀἷὄἳtiὁὀΝὁἸ Semele by 

Zἷuὅ’ΝthuὀἶἷὄΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝἳἴὁutΝἴyΝthἷΝplὁtΝὁἸΝἘἷὄἳΝ(1-9). 

The appropriation of the Bacchae will be examined in three episodes of the Ovidian epic: 

Pentheus (3.511-733), the daughters of Minyas (4.1-415), and Orpheus (11.1-84). The story of 

the ThebἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝimpiὁuὅΝὄἷὅiὅtἳὀἵἷΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝlἷἳἶiὀἹΝtὁΝhiὅΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝἴyΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ

ἶὄἳwὅΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyΝἳὅΝitὅΝmἳiὀΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝὅtὄuἵtuὄἷ,Νthἷmἷὅ,ΝὅἵἷὀiἵΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝ

verbal reminiscences. At the same time Ovid fuses his Euripidean model with other texts through 

intertextual conflation: the embedded narrative of the Tyrrhenian sailors is modeled on the 

Homeric Hymn to DionysusἉΝ thἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝἳὅὅimilἳtἷὅΝἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ

ἸὄὁmΝἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’ΝIdyll 26; finally, many scenes of the narrative echo episodes of the Aeneid to 

thἷΝἷἸἸἷἵtΝthἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅΝἳὄἷΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝmultiplἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἸiἹuὄἷὅέΝ     

ἡviἶΝ ἳlὅὁΝ mἳkἷὅΝ uὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἳlluὅivἷΝ tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ thἷΝ

dismantling of a Euripidean play down to its basic elements and their transposition to various 

episodes in the Metamorphoses. In particular, he transplants aspects of the Bacchae into the tales 

                                                           
101 A further reference to Actaeon is found at the end of the drama, where Cadmus informs Agave that she and her 
fellow maenads dismembered Pentheus at the same place, where his cousin was rent by his dogs (1291). 
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of the Minyads and Orpheus, which like the Pentheus story involve a human hybris towards 

Bacchus incurring divine retribution: the daughters of Minyas spurn the god by refusing to take 

part in his festival and are consequently metamorphosed into bats, while the Thracian maenads 

ἳὄἷΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ ὁἳkΝ tὄἷἷὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ impiὁuὅlyΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝἡὄphἷuὅ,ΝwhὁΝ iὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν pὄiἷὅtέΝThe 

Roman poet grafts into the Minyads story features of the Bacchae that he did not previously 

incorporate in the Pentheus episode. As we shall see, Euripidean echoes can be detected in the 

ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἕiὀyἳἶὅ’Ν hyἴὄiὅ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ hymὀΝ ὅuὀἹΝ ἴyΝ the Theban female 

wὁὄὅhippἷὄὅ,ΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἷpiphἳὀyΝtὁΝthἷΝimpiὁuὅΝὅiὅtἷὄὅέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝiὀἶiὄἷἵtΝ

reception of Euripides through intratextual conflation, in that Ovid transfers many elements from 

his own Pentheus narrative into the tale of the Minyads.  

ἦhἷΝpὄimἳὄyΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtΝἸὁὄΝ thἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝ(11έ1-ἆἂ)ΝiὅΝViὄἹil’ὅΝGeorgics 

(4.453-527). Ovid, however, often deviates from his Roman predecessor evoking Euripides 

instead. I will attempt to demonstrate that the description of Oὄphἷuὅ’Ν sparagmos blends by 

mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝ thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷmiὅἷΝ withΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Bacchae, which relates the dismemberment of another victim of maenadic furor. More 

specifically, Ovid appropriates elements from the play’ὅΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝὅtἳὅimὁὀΝἳὀἶΝitὅΝtwὁΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ

ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅΝthὄὁuἹhΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”ΝἳὀἶΝἳtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝiὀὅἷὄtὅΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἳὅpἷἵtὅΝ

from his own Pentheus narrative by means of intratextual conflation. The final section of the 

ἵhἳptἷὄΝ ἷxplὁὄἷὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἐyἴliὅΝ ἳὅΝ “mἳἷὀἳἶὅ”Ν ἷἵhὁiὀἹΝ thἷΝ

ViὄἹiliἳὀΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἒiἶὁΝἳὀἶΝχmἳtἳΝἳὅΝ“ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ”έΝ 
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2.1 Pentheus  

 

The Pentheus narrative, which concludes the third book of the Metamorphoses (511-733), 

engages with a great variety of intertexts.102 ἡviἶ’ὅΝpὄimἳὄyΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝiὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae, which 

dramatizes the conflict between Dionysus and the king of Thebes. The Roman poet signals his 

dialogue with the Greek tragedian through thematic affinities, structural parallels, scenic 

allusions,ΝἳὀἶΝvἷὄἴἳlΝἷἵhὁἷὅέΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝὁwὀΝmὁἶἷlΝwἳὅΝχἷὅἵhyluὅ’ΝPentheus, of which survives 

only a single line, so that it is impossible to know whether Ovid himself appropriated any 

elements from it.103 The epic poet blends the Euripidean play with other literary antecedents by 

means of intertextual conflation and at the same time introduces his own innovations, thus 

creating a highly original and multifaceted narrative. The other main Greek intertexts of the 

Ovidian episode are the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus, upon whiἵhΝ iὅΝ pἳttἷὄὀἷἶΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὅtὁὄyΝ

ἳἴὁutΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝὅἳilὁὄὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’ΝIdyll 26 entitled 】蘇ちgす 錐 〈うせぬgす, an 

ἷpylliὁὀΝwithΝhymὀiἵΝἵὁὀἵluὅiὁὀ,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝἷvὁkἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtέΝ 

ἦhἷΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ iὅΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ ἵὁmpliἵἳtἷἶΝ iἸΝwἷΝ tἳkἷΝ

into account that apart from the aforementioned Greek predecessors he may also have derived 

mἳtἷὄiἳlΝ ἸὄὁmΝ twὁΝἤὁmἳὀΝἤἷpuἴliἵἳὀΝ tὄἳἹἷἶiἷὅ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝἢἳἵuviuὅ’ΝPentheus (or Bacchae) and 

χἵἵiuὅ’ΝBacchae,ΝwhiἵhΝiὀΝtuὄὀΝἶὄἷwΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἶὄἳmἳέΝἦhἷΝὅἵἳὀtΝὄἷmἳiὀὅΝὁἸΝthἷὅἷΝἶὄἳmἳὅ,Ν

however, do not permit us to draw any safe iὀἸἷὄἷὀἵἷὅΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝἷxtἷὀtΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἶἷἴtΝtὁΝthἷmέΝ

ἠiὀἷtἷἷὀΝἸὄἳἹmἷὀtὅΝὅuὄvivἷΝἸὄὁmΝχἵἵiuὅ’Νplἳy,ΝwhilἷΝthἷΝὁὀlyΝἳttἷὅtἳtiὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἷxiὅtἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

Pacuvian drama, from which not a single fragment is extant, are offered by Servius and Servius 

                                                           
102 Recent treatments of the episode include James 1991-1993, Feldherr 1997, Keith 2002a, Janan 2004, 2009, and 
McNamara 2010. 

103 Radt 1985, 298-299. 
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auctus, bothΝὁἸΝwhὁmΝmἷὀtiὁὀΝthἳtΝiὀΝἢἳἵuviuὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝwἳὅΝὅἷiὐἷἶΝwithΝmἳἶὀἷὅὅΝ(ἳἶ 

Aen. 4.469). Servius auctus offers a summary of the Pentheus myth, in which it is not Bacchus 

himself, but his attendant Acoetes, who is imprisoned by the Theban king. It has been suggested 

thἳtΝthiὅΝὅyὀὁpὅiὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtὅΝthἷΝplὁtΝὁἸΝἢἳἵuviuὅ’ΝPentheus and that Ovid assumed the character of 

Acoetes from the Republican play. Other scholars have noted, however, that Servius auctus’Ν

ἳἴὄiἶἹἷmἷὀtΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝiὀἵluἶἷΝthἷΝmὁtiἸΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ frenzy attributed to the Pacuvian drama and 

that it evokes closely the language and content of the Metamorphoses narrative thus arguing that 

it is in fact based on the Ovidian treatment of myth.104  

Last but not least, another significant Roman intertext is ViὄἹil’ὅΝAeneid, a work with 

which the Metamorphoses engages in a complex and ceaseless intertextual dialogue. The 

frequent verbal reminiscences, thematic echoes, and scenic evocations of the Aeneid reveal the 

constant lurking presence of a Virgilian subtἷxtΝ iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν thἷΝ

ὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὅἵἷὀἷΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἢyὄὄhuὅ’ΝἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄΝwithΝἢὄiἳmΝἳὀἶΝἦuὄὀuὅ’Ν

ἵὁὀἸὄὁὀtἳtiὁὀΝwithΝχllἷἵtὁἉΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἜἳὁἵὁὁὀ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝtὁΝthἷΝ

Trojans and Turnus’ΝpἳtὄiὁtiἵΝἷxhὁὄtἳtiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἤutuliἳὀὅἉΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝἵuὀὀiὀἹΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

ἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝtὄiἵkἷὄyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅἉΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝimpiἷtyΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝ

ἳὀἶΝpἷὀἵhἳὀtΝἸὁὄΝtὁὄtuὄἷΝmἳkἷΝhimΝὄἷὅἷmἴlἷΝἝἷὐἷὀtiuὅἉΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝἳὅΝἳΝἸiἷὄἵe war horse 

iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἦuὄὀuὅ’ΝmἳὄἵhΝ tὁΝἴἳttlἷΝἳὀἶΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝἳὅΝἳΝ ἸὄἷὀὐiἷἶΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtἉΝ Ἰiὀἳlly,Ν

χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝὅlἳuἹhtἷὄΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝὄἷἷὀἳἵtὅΝἢyὄὄhuὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝkiὀἹΝἢὄiἳmέΝ 

Therefore, Ovid employs both types of intertextual conflation, in that he merges 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae with pre-Euripidean material (Homeric Hymn to Dionysus) as well as with 

Hellenistic and Roman intermediate models (Theocritus, Pacuvius, Accius, and Virgil). The 

                                                           
104 For a discussion of this question see Schierl 2006, 419-420.  
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second type involves the use of the so-ἵἳllἷἶΝ “ἶὁuἴlἷΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀ”,Ν whἷὄἷἴy Ovid evokes the 

Euripidean drama both directly and indirectly through the Hellenistic and Roman intertexts, 

which may in turn echo the Greek original. The Ovidian narrative thus emerges as an intricate 

pἳlimpὅἷὅtΝὁἸΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅΝἴἷἳὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝpὁἷt’ὅΝὁwὀΝὅἷἳl. The Pentheus story falls into four scenes, 

ἷἳἵhΝὁἸΝwhiἵhΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅΝtὁΝἳὀΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝὁὄΝἵὁmἴiὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἷpiὅὁἶἷὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae. In 

the opening scene (3.511-527) the seer Tiresias is mocked by Pentheus and predicts the Theban 

kiὀἹ’ὅΝἶἷἳἶlyΝἸἳtἷέΝἦhiὅ ἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄΝἸuὅἷὅΝἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝἸὄὁmΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ(1-63) and the first 

episode (170-369) of the Euripidean drama, where Pentheus and the prophet engage in an agon-

like debate on the worship of Dionysus. Furthermore, as we shall see, the confrontation between 

ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ ὄἷἷὀἳἵtὅΝ thἷΝ ἵlἳὅhΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἡἷἶipuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἷὄΝ iὀΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν

Oedipus Tyrannus (300-ἂἄἀ),ΝwhilἷΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝ tὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ἳἴὁutΝhiὅΝ ἵὁmiὀἹΝἶὁὁmΝ iὅΝ

hiἹhlyΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ χthἷὀἳ’ὅΝ pὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ἸἳtἷΝ iὀΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝBath of 

Pallas (107-120). The second scene (3.528-ἃἅ1)ΝἵὁὀὅiὅtὅΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝ

people, whereby he vainly attempts to persuade them to reject the Bacchic cult and take up arms 

against the god. This speech blends features fromΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἶiἳtὄiἴἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝiὀΝ

thἷΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyΝ (215-247) and his mustering of the Theban troops for an 

expedition against the Bacchants in the fourth episode (778-786).  In the third scene (3.572-700) 

Acoetes, an attendant of the god, is brought in fetters before Pentheus and recounts the story of 

Bacchus and the Tyrrhenian sailors. This scene constitutes a conflation of the second episode of 

the Bacchae (434-518), where Pentheus questions and imprisons the captured Lydian stranger, 

and the first messenger speech, in which a herdsman relates to Pentheus how he and his fellow 

shepherds tried unsuccessfully to capture Agave (677-774). Ovid has ingeniously replaced this 

report with the inserted narrative of the Tyrrhenian sailors based on the Homeric hymn to the 
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effect that Acoetes plays simultaneously the roles of the Homeric helmsman, the Lydian 

stranger, and the Euripidean herdsman. Finally, the fourth scene (3.701-733), in which the epic 

narrator recounts the dismembermἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ,Ν iὅΝmὁἶἷlἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ

second messenger speech (1024-1152) and at the same time incorporates elements from 

ἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’ΝIdyll 26.        

 

2.1.1 An unheeded prophecy 

 

The Pentheus episode opens with the confrontation between the prophet Tiresias and the Theban 

king. Although the seer is esteemed by everyone, Pentheus alone spurns his prophetic powers 

and cruelly taunts him about his blindness. Tiresias replies by pronouncing a dire prophecy of 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝimmiὀἷὀtΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthe hands of the Bacchants. 

Pentheus is depicted in a negative light from the very outset, echoing his Euripidean 

ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtέΝ ἘἷΝ iὅΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ “ὅἵὁἸἸἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶὅ”Ν (ἁέἃ1ἂΝ contemptor superum), a 

designation which corresponds to that of the Euripidean Pentheus as しiてたうぬてな (“ἹὁἶΝ ἸiἹhtἷὄ”)Ν

(45 整なΝしiてたgぬi宋Νk責Νせgk'Ν厨たえ).105 It has also been observed that this description of Pentheus makes 

him resemble Mezentius, who is branded in the Aeneid ἳὅΝ ἳΝ “ὅἵὁὄὀἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶὅ”Ν (ἅέἄἂἆ 

contemptor divum, 8.7 contemptor deum).106 This implicit comparison to the Virgilian tyrant 

ὅἷὄvἷὅΝ tὁΝ pὁὄtὄἳyΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ ὁppὄἷὅὅivἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἹὁἶlἷὅὅΝ ἳutὁἵὄἳtέΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ

Pentheus as an aggressive, militarist, masculine, and patriotic despot until his very downfall 

constitutes a significant deviation from Euripides, where the Theban king undergoes a 

                                                           
105 Bömer 1969, v. 3.513; Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.514. 

106 Bömer 1969, v. 3.513; Anderson 1997, v. 3.514; Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.514. 
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tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝ ἸὄὁmΝ tyὄἳὀὀiἵἳlΝ ὅὁvἷὄἷiἹὀΝ tὁΝ ἶiὅἹuiὅἷἶΝ mἳἷὀἳἶΝ ἵὁmplἷtἷlyΝ uὀἶἷὄΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν

control.107   

ἡviἶ’ὅΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝiὅΝmuἵhΝmὁὄἷΝtὄἳἶitiὁὀἳlΝthἳὀΝthἳtΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅέ108 The Greek 

tragedian diverges from the customary depiction of the seer by downplaying his standard 

prophetic role and transposing the knowledge of the future from the diviner to Dionysus himself 

in the prologue. Ovid, on the other hand, conforms to the typical presentation of Tiresias in other 

tragedies as the seer par excellenceέΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν mὁἵkἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν pὄὁphἷtiἵΝ uttἷὄiὀἹὅΝ mἳyΝ

iὀἶiὄἷἵtlyΝὄἷἵἳllΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝiὀὅὁlἷὀtΝἶἷὄiὅiὁὀΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝhiὅΝἹὄἳὀἶἸἳthἷὄΝἑἳἶmuὅΝwhἷὀΝhἷΝ

sees him dressed in Bacchic apparel.109 ἐutΝὀἷithἷὄΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpὁlἷmiἵΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷtiἵΝ

abilities ὀὁὄΝ hiὅΝ tἳuὀtiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝ ἴliὀἶὀἷὅὅΝ (ἁέἃ1ἃ-516), which both belong to the tragic 

topos ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀἸliἵtΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ tyὄἳὀtΝ ἳὀἶΝ pὄὁphἷt,Ν hἳvἷΝ ἳὀyΝ pὄἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅέΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ

immediἳtἷΝmὁἶἷlΝ ἴὁthΝ ἸὁὄΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν tἳuὀtὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἸὁὄΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν pὄὁphἷtiἵΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ iὅΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν

Oedipus Tyrannus (370-376, 413, 447-462),ΝwhἷὄἷΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ,ΝwhὁΝἶiὅputἷὅΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν

power of divination and mocks his blindness, is eventually punished with blindness himself not 

only mental, like Pentheus, but also physical.110 

ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅΝ tὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν iὀὅultὅΝ ἴyΝ uttἷὄiὀἹΝ ἳὀΝ ὁmiὀὁuὅΝ pὄὁphἷἵyἈΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ willΝ

soon arrive in Thebes, but the Theban king will not honor him and thus will be dismembered by 

his female kin (3.517-ἃἀἆ)έΝἦhἷΝὅἷἷὄΝὄἷpliἷὅΝὅἳὄἵἳὅtiἵἳllyΝtὁΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝtἳuὀtὅΝἳἴὁutΝhiὅΝἴliὀἶὀἷὅὅΝ

by opening his prediction with the comment that Pentheus would be blessed if he also was 

                                                           
107 Barchiesi 2007, 208. 

108 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.511-512. 

109 Met. 3.513-514 praesagaque ridet verba senis; Ba. 249-251 成と蒼 ヾgkえとg ki たさkと摂な k蘇な 厨た蘇な, ヾてそ設ち 
けえそのち, ちうとしさせすΝくgせぬiへてちk'┳,Νἁἀἀ-323 厨け節 (i.e. Tiresias) た跡ち て誠ち せg拙 【うhたてな, 整ち j設 hすgけiそ塑すな, せすjj蒼す k' 厨とiねふたijしg 
せg拙 ぬてとiへjてたiち. 

110 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.515-525. 
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deprived of his sight, so that he would not behold the Bacchic rites and closing it with the ironic 

ὄἷmἳὄkΝthἳtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝwillΝlἳmἷὀtΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝἶἷὅpitἷΝhiὅΝἴliὀἶὀἷὅὅΝhἳὅΝ“ὅἷἷὀ”ΝtὁὁΝwἷllΝ

what will happen to him. This prophecy not only sketches with precision the sequence of events 

lἷἳἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νἶἷἳth,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝhiὅΝrejection of Bacchus, beholding of the forbidden Bacchic 

rites, and dismemberment by his female relatives, but also introduces the theme of sight and 

viἷwiὀἹΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝiὀtἷἹὄἳlΝtὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae and to the third book of the Metamorphoses as a 

whole. Tiresias is physically blind but possesses keen mental vision, whereas Pentheus can 

physically see but is mentally and morally blind. This contrast between physical and mental 

blindness is appropriated from the conflict between Oedipus and Tiresias in Sophoclἷὅ’ΝOT (370-

376, 413, 454).  

ἦhἷΝpὄὁphἷtiἵΝὀἳtuὄἷΝὁἸΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝwὁὄἶὅΝiὅΝὅtὄἷὅὅἷἶΝἴyΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵΝmἳὄkἷὄὅΝ(ἁέἃ1λΝauguror, 

524 eveniet), by the repeated use of the future tense (3.522 spargere, 523 foedabis, 524 

dignabere, 525 quereris) and even more significantlyΝἴyΝthἷΝὁmὀiὅἵiἷὀtΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἵὁὀἸiὄmἳtiὁὀΝ

that the oracle will be fulfilled (3.527). By putting this fatal prophecy into the mouth of Tiresias, 

Ovid once again follows Sophocles and diverges from the Euripidean model. Whereas in the OT 

Tiresias utters a ὄiἶἶliὀἹ,ΝyἷtΝἳἵἵuὄἳtἷΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝὁἸΝἡἷἶipuὅ’ΝἸἳtἷΝ(ἂἂἅ-462), in the Bacchae the 

seer pronounces a markedly un-prophetic warning to Cadmus to beware lest Pentheus bring woe 

to his royal house, a warning deriving not from his prophetic skills but simply from his 

observation of the facts.111 ἦhἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝἳἶmὁὀitiὁὀΝtὁΝἑἳἶmuὅΝiὅΝthuὅΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝ

by Ovid under the influence of Sophocles into a prediction addressed to Pentheus himself. It has 

been argued that in this way the Ovidian Pentheus is depicted as even more rash and blind than 

                                                           
111 Ba. 367-ἁἄλΝ ぃiちしi設なΝ h'Ν 晴ヾのなΝ た碩Ν ヾえちしてなΝ i菅jてかjiすΝ hふたてすなΝ ήΝ kて宋なΝ jて宋jす,Ν 【うhたi┳Ν たgちkすせ蘇すΝ た跡ちΝ て盛Ν そえけの,Ν ήΝ kて宋な 
ヾとうけたgjすち hえ┳ た蒼とg け責と た蒼とてな そえけiす. 
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his Euripidean predecessor, since he disregards a sinister prediction of a seer whose prophetic 

abilities have recently been confirmed by the fate of Narcissus.112  

What has not been observed, however, is that the Ovidian Tiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝmἳyΝἳlὅὁΝ

implicitly reflect the words of Dionysus himself in the prologue of the Bacchae. The god says 

that Pentheus disputes his divine status and proclaims that he will demonstrate his divinity to the 

entire city of Thebes (45-48). This statement can be viewed as a cryptic foretelling that Dionysus 

is going to punish the Theban king for disrespecting him. Furthermore, the god announces that if 

the Thebans attempt to capture his maenads by force, he will lead an army of Bacchants against 

them (50-52), a threat that is never realized in the drama.113 The speech of the Ovidian Tiresias, 

on the other hand, unlike the riddling and misleading predictions of Dionysus, explicitly 

prophesies that Pentheus will outrage Bacchus and will consequently be torn limb from limb by 

the maenads (3.521-523). ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ὄἷἳἵtὅΝ iὀὅtἳὀtlyΝ ἳὀἶΝ vἷhἷmἷὀtlyΝ tὁΝ ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν ἶiviὀἳtiὁὀΝ ἴyΝ

pushing him out of the way in the middle of his speech (3.526). This violent response obliquely 

evokes the attitude of the Euripidean Pentheus, who in order to take vengeance on Tiresias for 

teaching Cadmus the Bacchic rites orders his men to pry up his seat of prophecy with crowbars 

and overturn it (345-351).114 The Ovidian Pentheus, who physically abuses the seer, is thus 

portrayed as even more savage than his Euripidean predecessor, who wants to punish Tiresias by 

destroying his oracle.  

Another significant intertext for the Tiresias-ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὅΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν Bath of 

Pallas. The tales of Pentheus and his cousin Actaeon are closely interwoven by Ovid in 
                                                           
112 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.511-512. 

113 Seaford (2001, 153-154) argues that these lines may reflect the traditional story of Pentheus, according to which 
the Theban army engaged in an armed conflict with the maenads and was defeated, so that the astonishment of the 
audience will be greater when Euripides deviates from it. 

114 Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.526. 
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ἳἶhἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Bacchae and the various interconnections between them will be 

examined in detail later in this section. Their most significant affinity is that both stories deal 

with the theme of a mortal beholding a taboo sight and subsequently suffering punishment in the 

form of dismemberment. Just as Actaeon views Artemis bathing naked and is punished by the 

goddess by being metamorphosed into a stag and consumed by his own hunting dogs, similarly 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝviἷwiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸὁὄἴiἶἶἷn Bacchic rites leads to his sparagmos by the maenads. Ovid 

treats the story of Actaeon early in Metamorphoses 3 (138-252) drawing on the Callimachean 

hymn as his primary model. Below I will argue, however, that the Roman poet engages with his 

Hellenistic source in a more complex manner by utilizing the allusive technique of 

“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”,Ν whiἵh,Ν ἳὅΝ wἷΝ hἳvἷΝ ὅἷἷὀ,Ν hἷΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἸὄἷὃuἷὀtlyΝ uὅἷὅΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ ἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ

Euripides. Exploiting the many parallels between the two narratives Ovid transfers elements 

from ὁὀἷΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν χthἷὀἳ’ὅΝ pὄὁphἷἵyΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ ἳttἷὀἶἳὀtΝ ἑhἳὄiἵlὁΝ

ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝimpἷὀἶiὀἹΝἶὁὁmΝiὅΝὀὁtΝiὀἵluἶἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝpὁἷtΝiὀΝὁwὀΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝmyth,Ν

ἴutΝiὅΝiὀὅtἷἳἶΝtὄἳὀὅpὁὅἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἳὀἶΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝiὀtὁΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ prediction to the 

Theban king describing his imminent tragic fate. 

Ovid calls attention to his allusion of the Callimachean intertext by means of overt verbal 

reminiscences. After Tiresias is blinded by Athena for accidentally seeing her bathing, the 

goddἷὅὅΝὄἷvἷἳlὅΝtὁΝhiὅΝlἳmἷὀtiὀἹΝmὁthἷὄΝἑhἳὄiἵlὁΝthἳtΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝpἳὄἷὀtὅ,ΝχὄiὅtἳἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝχutὁὀὁἷ,Ν

will one day pray that their son might also be inflicted with blindness by Artemis for witnessing 

her bath instead of being devoured by his hounds (107-115). The goddess stresses the mildness 

ὁἸΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝiὀΝἵὁmpἳὄiὅὁὀΝtὁΝthἳtΝὁἸΝχἵtἳἷὁὀΝthὄὁuἹhΝὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝhypἷὄἴὁlἷ,ΝἵlἳimiὀἹΝ

that Autonoe will call Chariclo the most blessed of women for retrieving her son merely blind, 
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whereas she will have to collect her ὁwὀΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷmἳiὀὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝwilἶἷὄὀἷὅὅέ115 Ovid explicitly 

evokes his Hellenistic antecedent by having his Tiresias assert that Pentheus would be fortunate 

if he were also blind like him, so that he would not behold the prohibited Bacchic rites, which 

would result in his being torn to pieces by the maenads.116 Hence, just as in Callimachus 

ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν lὁὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ viὅiὁὀΝ iὅΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ χthἷὀἳΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝmuἵhΝmὁὄἷΝ ἴliὅὅἸulΝ ὅtἳtἷΝ thἳὀΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝ

future sparagmos, likewise in Ovid Tiresias deems his own blindness as preferable tὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

ἷyἷὅiἹht,Ν whiἵhΝ willΝ ultimἳtἷlyΝ ἴὄiὀἹΝ ἳἴὁutΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtέΝ ἙtΝ ἳὅΝ iἸΝ thἷΝ

ἡviἶiἳὀΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝhἳὅΝhἷἳὄἶΝthἷΝἑἳllimἳἵhἷἳὀΝχthἷὀἳ’ὅΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝἳἴὁutΝχἵtἳἷὁὀΝἳὀἶΝὀὁwΝἶἷlivἷὄὅΝ

an analogous prediction to Pentheus (!). What is more, both texts offer a similar description of 

thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝyὁuthὅ’ΝtὄἳὀὅἹὄἷὅὅiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtέΝχthἷὀἳΝἸὁὄἷtἷllὅΝthἳtΝχἵtἳἷὁὀΝwillΝἴἷἵὁmἷΝthἷΝ

ἸἷἳὅtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝἶὁἹὅΝἳἸtἷὄΝ iὀἳἶvἷὄtἷὀtlyΝἴἷhὁlἶiὀἹΝχὄtἷmiὅ’ΝἴἳthΝἳὀἶΝχutὁὀὁἷΝwillΝἳἸtἷὄwἳὄἶὅΝ

perform the sad duty of assembliὀἹΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝὅἵἳttἷὄἷἶΝἴὁὀἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝmὁuὀtἳiὀΝthiἵkἷtὅέ117 In 

ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝ mἳὀὀἷὄΝ ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝ pὄὁphἷὅiἷὅΝ thἳtΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν viἷwiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἵὄἷtΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ ὄitἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ

refusal to afford honor to Dionysus will lead to his gruesome fate: he will be dismembered by the 

maenads, his limbs will be scattered everywhere, and his mother and aunts as well as the whole 

forest will be smeared with his blood.118 

The essential difference between the two scenes concerns the function of the prophecy in 

its respective context. Athena employs the mythological exemplum of Actaeon, in order to offer 

consolation to Chariclo, who is lamenting for the blindness that has been visited on her son. 

                                                           
115 H. 5.117-118 性そくかjkgち h' 厨とえiす ji せg拙 i盛gかのちg けiちえjしgす / 厨つ 性とえのち 刃そg摂ち ヾg宋h' 精ヾてhiつgたえちgち. 

116 Met. 3.517-525 'quam felix esses, si tu quoque luminis huius / orbus' ait 'fieres, ne Bacchica sacra uideres. 

117 H. 5.113-116 成ヾヾふkgち て盛せ 厨しえそのち ヾiと 澄h素 ぬgとかiちkg そてikとう / hgかたてちてな┳ 刃そそ' g盛kg拙 k摂ち ヾと拙ち 甚ちgせkg せへちiな / 
kてにkうせす hiすヾちさji漕ちkす┳ k責 h' に頗えてな 性jkえg たうkさと / そiつi宋kgす hとにた節な ヾうちkgな 厨ヾiとぬてたえちg. 

118 Met. 3.518 Bacchica sacra uideres, 523-524 mille lacer spargere locis et sanguine siluas / foedabis matremque 
tuam matrisque sorores. 
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ἝὁὄἷΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳlly,ΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝἳimὅΝtὁΝἵὁmἸὁὄtΝhἷὄΝἸἳvὁὄitἷΝἳttἷὀἶἳὀtΝἸὁὄΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἴyΝ

rhetorically juxtaposing it with the much more severe penalty that will be suffered by Actaeon in 

thἷΝ ὀἷἳὄΝ ἸutuὄἷέΝ ἡὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὄy,Ν ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν pὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ hἳὅΝ ἳΝmὁἵkiὀἹΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄΝ iὀΝ

ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ iὀὅὁlἷὀtΝ ἶἷὄiὅiὁὀΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝ ἴlindness and prophetic 

utterings. The prophet sarcastically comments that Pentheus would be lucky if he shared his 

blindness, so as to avoid seeing the secret Bacchic rites. The contrasting tone of the two speeches 

is particularly manifest in their denouement. Athena concludes her prophecy by asking her 

ἳttἷὀἶἳὀtΝὀὁtΝtὁΝ“whimpἷὄ”,ΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝἳὅΝἳΝἸἳvὁὄΝtὁΝhἷὄΝὅhἷΝwillΝἵὁὀἸἷὄΝὁὀΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝmἳὀyΝhὁὀὁὄἳὄyΝ

gifts, such as the power of prophecy, longevity, and immortal fame, in order to compensate for 

the deprivation of his sight.119 Tiresias, on the other hand, ends his pronouncement by 

ὅἳὄἶὁὀiἵἳllyΝpὄἷἶiἵtiὀἹΝthἳtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝwillΝὅὁὁὀΝlἳmἷὀtΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄΝhἳὅΝ“ὅἷἷὀ”ΝtὁὁΝwἷllΝ

his future despite his blindness.120 

The encounter of the Theban king and the prophet apart from conversing with tragic and 

Hellenistic intertexts is also evocative of the confrontation between Turnus and Allecto in the 

Virgilian epic (7.406-474). The Fury, who is bent on kindling war between the Trojans and the 

Italians, takes on the guise of ἑἳlyἴἷ,ΝJuὀὁ’ὅΝἳἹἷἶΝpὄiἷὅtἷὅὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝviὅitὅΝthἷΝἤutuliἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷΝiὀΝhiὅΝ

sleep exhorting him to take up arms against Latinus for bestowing the throne and his promised 

bride, Lavinia, to the foreign intruder, Aeneas. Turnus, however, derides the old seer and 

haughtily rejects her counsel causing the enraged Allecto to assume her true form and inspire 

him with infernal frenzy, so that he may violate the peace and wage war against the Trojans. To 

begin with, just as the diviner Tiresias warns Pentheus to show piety towards Bacchus, likewise 

                                                           
119 H. 5.119 惜 逗kうとg, k藻 たお kす たすちへとiて┳ k藻hi け責と 甚そそg / ki漕 ぬうとすち 厨つ 厨たえしiち ヾてそそ責 たiちi漕ちkす けえとg.  

120 Met. 3.524-525 eueniet; neque enim dignabere numen honore, / meque sub his tenebris nimium uidisse quereris. 
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the seer Calybe urges Turnus to take military action against the Trojans. In both cases the 

pὄὁphἷt’ὅΝὁlἶΝἳἹἷΝiὅΝiὀἶiἵἳtἷἶΝἴyΝthἷiὄΝhὁἳὄyΝhἳiὄέ121 Furthermore, the two young heroes display 

an analogous scornful attitude towards the seers: Pentheus taunts Tiresias for his blindness and 

mὁἵkὅΝ hiὅΝ pὁwἷὄὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἶiviὀἳtiὁὀΝ ἷἵhὁiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἳὄὄὁἹἳὀtΝ ἶἷὄiὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἦuὄὀuὅΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ ἑἳlyἴἷ’ὅΝ

senility and prophetic utterings.122  

ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἡviἶΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmὅΝχllἷἵtὁ’ὅΝἸuὄiὁuὅΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝἦuὄὀuὅ’ΝἵὁὀtἷmptuὁuὅΝdismissal of 

hἷὄΝ ἳἶviἵἷΝ iὀtὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν viὁlἷὀtΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ thἷΝ ὅἳὄἵἳὅtiἵΝ pὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅέΝ ἦhἷΝ

wrathful Fury reveals her fiendish shape and while the faltering Turnus is trying to address her, 

she pushes him back.123 In an analogous manner the infuriated Pentheus thrusts Tiresias aside, 

whilst the prophet is still speaking.124 The affinity between Allecto and Pentheus is also 

illuὅtὄἳtἷἶΝἴyΝthἷiὄΝὅἷὄpἷὀtiὀἷΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtiὁὀὅἈΝthἷΝἔuὄy’ὅΝhἳiὄΝiὅΝἷὀtwiὀἷἶΝwithΝhiὅὅiὀἹΝὅὀἳkἷὅ,ΝwhilἷΝ

the Theban king traces his ancestry from the spartoi (“ὅὁwὀΝmἷὀ”),ΝwhὁΝὅpὄἳὀἹΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝtἷἷthΝὁἸΝ

Ἕἳὄὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀtΝ ὅὁwὀΝ ἴyΝ ἑἳἶmuὅΝ (ἁέἃἁ1Ν anguigenae), and more specifically he is the son of 

Echion (3.513 Echionides, 526 Echione natus),ΝwhὁὅἷΝὀἳmἷΝlitἷὄἳllyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ“vipἷὄ-mἳὀ”έ125 

The Pentheus-Tiresias scene is also reminiscent of another Virgilian episode: the 

confrontation between Pyrrhus and Priam in Aeneid 2. First of all, both heroes bear an affinity 

with serpents, which reflects their savage, impious, and bestial nature: the Greek warrior is 

                                                           
121 Met. 3.516 ille movens albentia tempora canis; Aen. 7.417-418 induit albos / cum uitta crinis. 

122 Met. 3.513-516 ὅpἷὄὀit…Νή…ΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝpraesagaque ridet / verba senis tenebrasque et cladem lucis ademptae / 
obicit;  Aen. 7.435-436 Hic iuuenis uatem inridens sic orsa uicissim / ore refert, 440-442 sed te uicta situ uerique 
effeta senectus, / o mater, curis nequiquam exercet, et arma / regum inter falsa uatem formidine ludit. 

123 Aen. 7.448-450 tantaque se facies aperit; tum flammea torquens / lumina cunctantem et quaerentem dicere plura / 
reppulit. 

124 Met. 3.526 talia dicentem proturbat. 

125 Aen. 7.447 tot Erinys sibilat hydris, 450 geminos erexit crinibus anguis. 
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compared to a snake, which having just risen from hibernation and sloughed off its skin is 

gleaming in the sun (2.471-475), and, as we saw earlier, the Theban king owes his serpentine 

origins to the Sown men in general and to his father Echion in particular. What is more, the epic 

simile in which the angry Pentheus is compared to a torrent, which becomes violent when it 

meets with impediments, evokes both the monstrous serpent of Mars described as a swollen river 

and the raging Pyrrhus likened to an overflowing river overcoming all obstacles in its path.126 

Barchiesi remarks that the personal note (sic ego) of the Ovidian simile is unusual not only for 

epic poetry in general, but even for the subjective and unconventional style of Ovid himself. He 

also notes that the formula vidi ipse, which is used by Ovid to introduce the simile, is 

appropriated from the internal narrator Aeneas, who employs it, however, in order to signal the 

resumption of the main action.127 Thus the furious Pentheus recalls Pyrrhus, while the Ovidian 

epic voice is reminiscent of the eye-witness narrator Aeneas.  

The exchange between Pentheus and Tiresias alludes to the dialogue of Priam and 

Pyrrhus. The connective link between the two scenes is the theme of blood pollution.  The old 

Trojan king prays that the gods may punish Pyrrhus for killing his son Polites before his eyes and 

thuὅΝ“pὁllutiὀἹ”ΝwithΝmuὄἶἷὄΝhiὅΝpἳtἷὄὀἳlΝὅiἹhtέ128 In addition, Pyrrhus later drags Priam through 

hiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴlὁὁἶΝthἷὄἷἴyΝlitἷὄἳllyΝpὁllutiὀἹΝhimέ129 ἢὄiἳm’ὅΝἵuὄὅἷ will eventually be fulfilled, since 

Pyrrhus will suffer a punishment fitting to his crime: he will be butchered by Orestes on 

                                                           
126 Met. 3.568-571 sic ego torrentem…viἶi; / at quacumque trabes obstructaque saxa tenebant, / spumeus et fervens 
et ab obice saevior ibat; Met. 3.79-80 impete nunc vasto ceu concitus imbribus amnis / fertur et obstantis proturbat 
pectore silvas (see Hardie 1990, 225);  Aen. 2.496-499 non sic, aggeribus ruptis cum spumeus amnis / exiit 
oppositasque euicit gurgite moles, / fertur in arua furens cumulo camposque per omnis / cum stabulis armenta trahit 
(See Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.568-571). 

127 Aen. 2.499-500 uidi ipse furentem / caede Neoptolemum […]Ν(ἥἷἷΝBarchiesi 2007, vv. 3.568-571). 

128 Aen. 2.538-539 qui nati coram me cernere letum / fecisti et patrios foedasti funere uultus. 

129 Aen. 2.551 traxit et in multo lapsantem sanguine nati. 
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χἵhillἷὅ’Ν tὁmἴΝ thuὅΝἶἷἸiliὀἹΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝἸἳthἷὄΝwithΝhiὅΝἴlὁὁἶέ130 In Ovid Tiresias prophesies that 

Pentheus is going to be punished by Bacchus for outraging him: he will be dismembered by the 

Bacchants and pollute with his blood his female relatives.131 Thus, Pentheus, who defiles with 

hiὅΝἹὁὄἷΝhiὅΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝhἳὀἶὅ,ΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἴὁthΝἢὁlitἷὅ,ΝwhὁὅἷΝἴlὁὁἶyΝmuὄἶἷὄΝtἳiὀtὅΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄΝἢὄiἳm,Ν

and Pyrrhuὅ,Ν whὁΝ ὅulliἷὅΝ hiὅΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝ tὁmἴΝ ἴyΝ ἴἷiὀἹΝ ὅlἳuἹhtἷὄἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ itέΝ ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν

pὄὁphἷἵyΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶiὄἷΝ ἸἳtἷΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὄiἳm’ὅΝ pὄἳyἷὄΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἢyὄὄhuὅ’Ν puὀiὅhmἷὀtέΝ

Finally, the impetuosity of Pentheus and Pyrrhus is reflected in the way that they both interrupt 

speech with sudden and violent action. Pyrrhus ends his speech by ordering Priam to die and 

while still saying this he drags him to the altar and slaughters him.132 Likewise Pentheus 

interrupts Tiresias in mid-speech and pushes him out of the way.133 ἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝviὁlἷὀtΝ

ἳἵtiὁὀΝἳlὅὁΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝthἷΝἸἷὄὁἵityΝὁἸΝἝἳὄὅ’ΝὅἷὄpἷὀtΝἳtΝthἷΝἴἷἹiὀὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἐὁὁkΝἁ,ΝwhiἵhΝlἷvἷlὅΝthἷΝtὄἷἷὅΝ

that are in its way.134 ἦhiὅΝ impliἵitΝ ἵὁmpἳὄiὅὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ withΝ ἢyὄὄhuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝἝἳὄὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀtΝ

serves to portray him as a wrathful, hybristic, and savage character.  

To recapitulate, the opening encounter between the Theban king and the seer appropriates 

ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷwὁὄkὅΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ vἳὄiὁuὅΝ ὁthἷὄΝ tὄἳἹiἵ,Ν hymὀiἵ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἷpiἵΝ ἵὁὀἸὄὁὀtἳtiὁὀὅἈΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ,Νἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝἡἷἶipuὅΝἳὀἶΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ,Νἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝχthἷὀἳΝἳὀἶΝἑhἳὄiἵlὁ,ΝἳὀἶΝ

ἸiὀἳllyΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἦuὄὀuὅ-Allecto and Pyrrhus-Priam scenes.  

 

 

                                                           
130 Aen. 3.332 excipit incautum patriasque obtruncat ad aras. 

131 Met. 3.522-523 mille lacer spargere locis et sanguine silvas / foedabis matremque tuam matrisque sorores. 

132 Aen. 2.550-ἃἃ1Ν“ὀuὀἵΝmὁὄἷὄἷ”έΝhoc dicens altaria ad ipsa trementem / traxit. 

133 Met. 3.526 talia dicentem proturbat Echione natus. 

134 Met. 3.80 obstantis proturbat pectore silvas (See James 1991-1993, 87). 
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2.1.2 An unsuccessful harangue 

 

The second scene (3.527-571) begins with the advent of Bacchus in Thebes (3.528 Liber adest), 

which introἶuἵἷὅΝthἷΝthἷmἷΝὁἸΝἷpiphἳὀyΝἳὀἶΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝpὄὁἵlἳmἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝἳὄὄivἳlΝiὀΝ

the prologue of the Bacchae (1-2 瑞せのΝ…Νή 〉すふちにjてな,Ν5 ヾうとiすたす).135 Pentheus delivers a harangue 

to the entire population of Thebes, in which he reviles Bacchus and his eastern followers as 

effeminate and morally depraved and attempts to rouse the men of Thebes to arms against the 

foreign intruder. His speech meets, however, with utter failure and he furiously orders his 

servants to capture the leader of the Bacchants, who poses as a divinity. 

In the Metamorphoses the entire population of the city, men and women, young and old, 

common folk and nobles, rush to participate in the new rites (3.528-530), a picture which 

diverges from the situation in the Bacchae. In the Euripidean play the female population of 

Thebes have been maddened by the god and forced to participate in his worship (26-40), while 

the only Theban men who are willing to take part in the Bacchic rites are the aged Tiresias and 

Cadmus (195-196).136 Thus, whereas in Euripides it is almost exclusively Theban women who 

worship the god and they do this under the sway of divinely inspired frenzy, in Ovid the Theban 

worshippers of Bacchus belong to both sexes, all age groups, and every social class and they join 

the rites of their own accord. This voluntary and collective acceptance of Bacchus is an Ovidian 

departure from his Greek model anἶΝ itὅΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ tὁΝ ὅhἳὄpἷὀΝ thἷΝ ἸὁἵuὅΝ ὁὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν hyἴὄiὅ,Ν

since he is presented as the only individual in Thebes who opposes the god. This isolation of the 

                                                           
135 Keith 2002a, 264. See also Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.528. Bömer (1969, v. 3.528) fails to make the connection 
between Met. 3.528 and Ba. 1.   

136 Both the Euripidean and the Ovidian Dionysus are accompanied by a group of Bacchants, who are his loyal 
attendants and worshippers, but these are of eastern origin and clearly distinguished from the Theban maenads. 
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impious Pentheus from his reverent subjects has been emphasized from the very opening of the 

narrativἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝhἷΝiὅΝthἷΝὁὀlyΝὁὀἷΝwhὁΝmὁἵkὅΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷἵiἷὅΝἳὀἶΝὅἵὁὄὀὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝ(ἁέἁ1ἁ 

ex omnibus unus). Furthermore, in the Bacchae it is not only Pentheus who resists Dionysus, but 

also the sisters of Semele, namely Agave, Autonoe, and Ino, who impiously dispute his divinity 

and thus the god punishes them by maddening them and compelling them to join his worship 

(26-34).137 ἡviἶ,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ ὅuppὄἷὅὅἷὅΝ thἷΝ iὄὄἷvἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἑἳἶmuὅ’Ν ἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝ

and makes Pentheus the sole しiてたうぬてな, thereby amplifying his outrage.138  

Pentheus reacts instantly and violently to this civic acceptance of Bacchus by delivering a 

speech to the Theban populace. This speech is an Ovidian innovation, since in Euripides the 

Theban king never publicly addresses his subjects. ἐἳὄἵhiἷὅiΝhἳὅΝἳἵutἷlyΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝthἳtΝἓtἷὁἵlἷὅ’Ν

hἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝiὀΝχἷὅἵhyluὅ’ΝSeven against Thebes (10-20) constitutes a likely model 

ἸὁὄΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ iὀΝ tἷὄmὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pἳtὄiὁtiἵΝ ἷxhὁὄtἳtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ἸiἹhtΝ ἸὁὄΝ ὁὀἷ’ὅΝ hὁmἷlἳὀἶ,Ν thἷΝ

reference to a siege, and the distinction between the different age groups of Theban men.139 I will 

ἳὄἹuἷ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝthἳtΝἳΝmὁὄἷΝimmἷἶiἳtἷΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝmἳyΝἴἷΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝ

the fourth episode of the Bacchae. Pentheus has just been informed by the herdsman that the 

maenads have assaulted some nearby villages and utterly defeated the country folk in armed 

conflict (748-764). He immediately gives orders that the Theban troops be marshaled so that he 

might lead them in a campaign against the Bacchants (778-786). This brief declaration of war is 

reworked and developed by Ovid into a full-blown patriotic martial speech (3.531-563). His 

Pentheus compares the arrival of the Bacchic cult in Thebes to a military invasion and spurs the 
                                                           
137 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.701-733. 

138 As we shall see in the next section, Ovid transposes instead the motif of a trio of sisters, who reject the divine 
status of Bacchus, to the story of the Minyads (4.1-415), which follows directly after that of Pentheus (see Keith 
2010, 195). 

139 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.540-541.  
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Theban men to repel Bacchus and his followers and defend their homeland.140 Both the 

Euripidean and the Ovidian Pentheus stress the utter disgrace that the Theban warriors will suffer 

if they are defeated by women.141 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝiὀΝἴὁthΝἵἳὅἷὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝplἳὀΝtὁΝuὀἶἷὄtἳkἷΝmilitἳὄyΝ

action against the Bacchants proves to be futile. In Euripides the Theban king is thwarted by 

Dionysus, who disguised as the Lydian stranger convinces him instead of attacking the maenads 

to camouflage himself as a Bacchant and spy on them (809-842). In Ovid, on the other hand, it is 

thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ pἷὁplἷΝ whὁΝ ὁppὁὅἷΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷὅiὄἷΝ tὁΝ wἳἹἷΝ wἳὄΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅέΝ ἦhiὅΝ iὅΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ

implied in a parenthesis in his speech, in which he asks them to move out of his way, so that he 

can expose the forged nature of Bacchic worship (3.557 (modo vos absistite)). The Theban 

resistance is made explicit, when members of the royal family rebuke Pentheus and attempt to 

curb his enmity towards the god (3.564-565). 

In his attempt to exhort the Thebans to demonstrate their military prowess, Pentheus 

invokeὅΝthἷiὄΝἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝtἷἷthΝὁἸΝἝἳὄὅ’ΝὅἷὄpἷὀtΝὅὁwὀΝἴyΝἑἳἶmuὅέ142 Micaela Janan argues 

that Pentheus rhetorically distorts reality by rehabilitating the monstrous serpent of Mars, which 

killἷἶΝmἳὀyΝὁἸΝἑἳἶmuὅ’ΝἵὁmpἳὀiὁὀὅΝἳὀἶΝἳlmὁὅtΝpὄἷvἷὀtἷἶΝthἷΝἸὁuὀἶἳtiὁὀΝὁf Thebes, as a hyper-

masculine and nationalistic symbol of Thebanness.143 What is more, this laudatory and proud 

ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅ’ΝliὀἷἳἹἷΝἸὄὁmΝἝἳὄὅ’ΝὅἷὄpἷὀtΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἳὀἶΝὄἷvἷὄὅἷὅΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝwὁὄἶὅΝiὀΝ

                                                           
140 Met. 3.539-540 Tyron […] nunc sinitis sine Marte capi, 553 Thebae capientur, 546-ἃἂἆΝ […]Νpro fama vincite 
vestra! ήΝ[…]Νpellite molles / et patrium retinete decus!. 

141 Ba. 778-779 随hさΝkふh'Ν厨けけ設なΝ席jkiΝヾ漕とΝ精lうヾkikgすΝήΝ西くとすjたg くgせぬ蒼ち, ねふけてな 厨な 衰そそさちgな たえけgな, 785-786 て盛 け責と 
刃そそ' 精ヾiとくうそそiす kうhi, / i菅 ヾと摂な けにちgすせ蒼ち ヾiすjふたijし' 尋 ヾうjぬてたiち; Met. 3.534-537 quos non bellicus ensis, / non 
tuba terruerit, non strictis agmina telis, / femineae voceὅΝ…vincant?. 

142 Met. 3.531 anguigenae, proles Mavortia, 543-545 este, precor, memores, qua sitis stirpe creati, illiusque 
ἳὀimὁὅ…ὅumitἷΝὅἷὄpἷὀtiὅ!. ἔὁὄΝthἷΝὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝἸὄὁmΝχἹἷὀὁὄ,Νἑἳἶmuὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝἝἳὄὅ’ΝὅἷὄpἷὀtΝὅἷἷΝ
James 1991-1993 and Janan 2004, 2009. 

143 Janan 2009, 194-197. 
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the second stasimon of the Bacchae (519-575).144 The Asian Bacchants claim that Pentheus has 

ὄἷvἷἳlἷἶΝhiὅΝ ἵhthὁὀiἵΝὁὄiἹiὀΝ thὄὁuἹhΝhiὅΝ ἸἳthἷὄΝἓἵhiὁὀΝ (“vipἷὄ-mἳὀ”)ΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ

serpent of Mars by imprisoning the Lydian stranger and intending to put the Bacchants into 

chains.145 They characterize him ἳΝ“ὅἳvἳἹἷ-lὁὁkiὀἹΝmὁὀὅtἷὄ”Ν(ἃἂ1Ν刃けとすのヾ摂ち kえとgな) and compare 

him to the giants who rebelled against the gods and were also earthborn like the Thebans.146 

ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅΝ ὅummὁὀΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝ tὁΝ ἶἷὅἵἷὀἶΝ ἸὄὁmΝἡlympuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝputΝ ἳὀΝ ἷὀἶΝ tὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

hybris (553-555). ἦhuὅΝ thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν pὁlἷmiἵἳlΝ ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀtiὀἷΝ ὁὄiἹiὀ,Ν

illustrative of his impious and bestial nature, is rhetorically transformed by the Ovidian Pentheus 

iὀtὁΝἳὀΝἷxultἳὀtΝἵὁmmἷmὁὄἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅ’ΝἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝἸὄὁmΝἝἳὄὅ’Νὅἷὄpἷὀt,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝὄἳised to 

the level of a patriotic emblem bearing connotations of autochthony and military prowess.  

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses also contains multiple allusions to the debate of 

Pentheus with Tiresias and Cadmus in the first episode of Bacchae (170-369). Just as the Theban 

king in Euripides attempts to persuade his grandfather and the seer not to accept the cult of 

ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ iὅΝ ἶἷὅiἹὀἷἶΝ tὁΝ iὀἶuἵἷΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝ tὁΝ ὄἷjἷἵtΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ

worship. Tiresias calls Pentheus mad for opposing Dionysus, a reproach which is evoked and 

inverted by Ovid, since his Pentheus opens his speech by wondering what frenzy has possessed 

the Thebans to make them welcome Bacchus.147 In addition, both the Euripidean and the Ovidian 

Pentheus revile the Bacchants in analogous terms. The maenads are accused of participating in 

                                                           
144 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.543-ἃἂἃἈΝ “puάΝ ὅἷmἴὄἳὄἷΝ ἴiὐὐἳὄὄἳΝ l'iὀὅiὅtἷὀὐἳΝ pἳtὄiὁttiἵἳΝ ὅullἳΝ ἶiὅἵἷὀἶἷὀὐἳΝ ἶἳiΝ ἶἷὀtiΝ ἶἷlΝ
drago e dalla terra, ma in tragedia greca non mancano tentativi di valorizzare in questo senso l'eredità degli Spartoi, 
in termini di autoctonia e marziale orgoglio, anche se rimane sempre possibile l'implicazione alternativa, brutalita e 
istinto fratricida (cfr. Euripide Bacch. 537-ἂἂ)έ” 

145 Ba. 537-538 刃ちglgかちiす ぬしふちすてち / けえちてな 厨せlへな けi hとうせてちkふな. 

146 Ba. 542 lふちすてち h' 席jki けかけgちk' 刃ちkかヾgそてち しiて宋な. 

147 Ba. 326-327 たgかちさす け責と 斉な 甚そけすjkg, せて製ki lgとたうせてすな / 甚せさ そうくてすな 壬ち て製k' 甚ちiに kてへkのち ちふjてに, 359 たえたさちgな 
随hさ, せg拙 ヾと拙ち 厨つijk節な lとiち蒼ち; Met. 3.531-532 'quis furor [...] vestras / attonuit mentes?. 
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fake religious rites,148 indulging in excessive wine drinking149 and engaging in sexual 

wantonness.150  

 ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝtiὄἳἶἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳlὅὁΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝiὀvἷἵtivἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthe 

Lydian stranger, who is in fact Dionysus in disguise (215-247). In both cases the god is charged 

with introducing an effeminate, counterfeit, and morally depraved cult. The Lydian stranger is 

characterized as a wizard and sorcerer, while the Ovidian Pentheus claims that the Bacchic rites 

are nothing but magic deceptions.151 The stranger is portrayed as having fragrant locks, while in 

the Metamorphoses thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝὄἷἸἷὄὅΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝhἳiὄΝἳὅΝὅὁἳkἷἶΝiὀΝmyὄὄhέ152 In both cases 

the scented hair is mocked as a sign of eastern luxury and effeminacy.153 Finally, just as the 

Euripidean Pentheus declares that he will put an end to the Bacchic rites promoted by the Lydian 

stranger and to his false assertions that Dionysus is a god and a son of Zeus (240-243), likewise 

his Ovidian counterpart claims that he will compel Bacchus to confess his counterfeit paternity 

and the forged nature of his worship (3.557-558).154  Finally, Tiresias in Euripides in his attempt 

tὁΝἵὁὀviὀἵἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝὁἸΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝἶiviὀityΝἵitἷὅΝἳΝliὅtΝὁἸΝhiὅ special powers, one of which is his 

ability to madden and panic troops before battle (302-305). This statement may be echoed and 

                                                           
148 Ba. 217-218 けにちg宋せgな 酔た宋ち hほたgk' 厨せそiそてすヾえちgす / ヾそgjkg宋jす くgせぬiかgすjすち, 224 ヾとふlgjすち た跡ち 斉な h碩 たgすちうhgな 
しにてjせふてにな; Met.  3.534 fraudes (See Bömer 1969, v. 3.534; Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.534). 

149 Ba. 221-222 ヾそおとiすな h跡 しすうjてすな 厨ち たえjてすjすち 頗jkうちgす / せとgk蘇とgな; Met. 3.536 mota insania vino. 

150 Ba. 222-223 甚そそさち h' 甚そそてj' i菅な 厨とさたかgち / ヾkほjjてにjgち i盛ちg宋な 刃とjえちのち 精ヾさとiki宋ち; Met. 3.537 obscenique 
greges (See Bömer 1969, v. 3.537). 

151 Ba. 234 けふさな 厨ヾのすhふな; Met. 3.534 magicae fraudes (See Bömer 1969, v. 3.534; Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.534).  

152 Ba. ἀἁἃΝつgちして宋jすΝくてjkとへぬてすjすちΝi製てjたてなΝせふたさちἉΝMet. 3.555 madidus murra crinis. 

153 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.555-556. 

154 Bömer 1969, v. 3.558. 
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iὀvἷὄtἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝwhὁΝἵἳllὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳὀΝ“uὀwἳὄlikἷΝἴὁy”Ν(ἁέἃἃἁ)ΝἳὀἶΝὄἷἸuὅἷὅΝtὁΝ

be terrified by him.155 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὅpeech also evokes and reworks various scenes from the Aeneid. To begin 

with,Ν thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ὀἳtiὁὀἳliὅtiἵΝ hἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝ uὄἹiὀἹΝ thἷmΝ tὁΝ ἸiἹhtΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ

ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἸὁllὁwἷὄὅΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἦuὄὀuὅ’ΝpἳtὄiὁtiἵΝἷxhὁὄtἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝἤutuliἳὀὅΝtὁΝmἳὄἵhΝtὁΝwar 

against the Trojans and the Latins reported by the epic narrator in free indirect speech (7.467-

474). The Rutulian prince orders the choicest young warriors to take up arms and defend their 

homeland by repelling the enemy from their borders.156 In an analogous manner Pentheus 

rebukes the young Thebans for replacing their arms with Bacchic paraphernalia and spurs them 

tὁΝ ἶὄivἷΝ ἳwἳyΝ thἷΝ ἸὁὄἷiἹὀΝ iὀtὄuἶἷὄὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ pὄἷὅἷὄvἷΝ thἷiὄΝ Ἰἳthἷὄlἳὀἶ’ὅΝ Ἱlὁὄyέ157 There also, 

however, essential differences between the two scenes. Whereas the devout Turnus invokes the 

gods to bear witness to his martial vows, the impious Pentheus scorns the gods collectively.158 

Moreover, the two speeches meet with a diametrically opposite reception. The Rutulian warriors 

inspired by their leadἷὄ’ὅΝ ἸiἷὄyΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἷἳἹἷὄlyΝ ἹὁἳἶΝ ἷἳἵhΝ ὁthἷὄΝ tὁΝ pὄἷpἳὄἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἴἳttlἷέ159 The 

Theban royal family, on the contrary, reprimand Pentheus for his harangue and attempt to 

restrain his belligerence against Bacchus.160 The allusion to the Virgilian model is signaled by 

means of an overt intertextual pointer. Virgil enumerates the different reasons why the Rutulian 

                                                           
155 Met. 3.561 Penthea terrebit cum totis advena Thebis? (See Bömer 1969, v. 3.553) 

156 Aen. 7.467-469 ergo iter ad regem polluta pace Latinum / indicit primis iuuenum et iubet arma parari, / tutari 
Italiam, detrudere finibus hostem. 

157 Met. 3.540-542 vosne, acrior aetas / o iuuenes, propiorque meae, quos arma tenere, / non thyrsos, galeaque tegi, 
non fronde decebat?, 547-548 uos pellite molles / et patrium retinete decus. 

158 Aen. 7.471 diuosque in uota uocauit; Met. 3.514 contemptor superum. 

159 Aen. 7.472 certatim sese Rutuli exhortantur in arma. 

160 Met. 3.565 corripiunt dictis frustraque inhibere laborant. 
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ὅὁlἶiἷὄὅΝ wἷὄἷΝ ὅtiὄὄἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷiὄΝ ἵὁmmἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ (iέἷέΝ hiὅΝ pὄἷἷmiὀἷὀtΝ yὁuthΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἴἷἳuty,Ν hiὅΝ

royal ancestry, and his military exploits) by employing the deictic pronoun hunc in triple 

anaphora.161 Ovid appropriates the triple hunc, but ironically imparts on it the exactly reverse 

ἸuὀἵtiὁὀἈΝitΝὀὁwΝὅἷὄvἷὅΝtὁΝἷmphἳὅiὐἷΝthἷΝἵἷὀὅuὄἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἴyΝhiὅΝὄἷlἳtivἷὅΝ(!)έ162  

The harangue of the Theban king to his people may also allude to another Virgilian 

ἷpiὅὁἶἷἈΝ Ἔἳὁἵὁὁὀ’ὅΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝ (Aen. 2.40-56). The two scenes have an analogous 

setting: Laocoon delivers an ardent speech to the Trojans attempting to persuade them to distrust 

the Greeks and not bring the Wooden Horse into the city, while Pentheus fervently addresses the 

Theban people aiming to induce them to reject the Bacchic cult and wage war against Bacchus 

and his retinue. The two speakers stress that the city is in danger of falling at the hands of a 

foreign invader if the citizens do not heed their advice. Both Laocoon and Pentheus fail, 

however, to convince their audience and are ultimately punished for their outrage towards a 

divinity. Laocoon is slain by the twin serpents for his sacrilegious wounding of the Wooden 

Horse, which is a votive offering to Minerva, while Pentheus is dismembered by the Bacchants 

due to his impious resistance to Bacchus.  

The thematic affinities between the two scenes are underscored by verbal echoes of the 

Virgilian epic. The festive celebration of the Bacchic rites in Thebes upon the advent of the god, 

may recall the jubilant worship of the gods by the ignorant Trojans during the last day of their 

city.163 Both Laocoon and Pentheus address a throng of people (Aen. 2.39, Met. 3.530 vulgus) 

and open their speeches with a series of four rhetorical questions both wondering what madness 

                                                           
161 Aen. 7.473-474 hunc decus egregium formae mouet atque iuuentae, / hunc ataui reges, hunc claris dextera factis. 

162 Met. 3.564-565 hunc auus, hunc Athamas, hunc cetera turba suorum / corripiunt dictis. 

163 Met. 3.528-530 […] festisque fremunt ululatibus agri / […] ad sacra feruntur; Aen. 2.248-249 nos delubra deum 
miseri, quibus ultimus esset / ille dies, festa uelamus fronde per urbem. 
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has caused the citizens to be blind to the peril that they are facing.164 Furthermore, just as the 

Trojan priest warns his fellow citizens about the notorious cunning treachery of the Greeks, 

similarly the Theban king brands the Bacchic rites as nothing more than magic trickery.165 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝthἳtΝἦhἷἴἷὅΝἴἷΝἵὁὀὃuἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝἳὄmἷἶΝmἷὀΝἳὀἶΝmilitἳὄyΝἷὀἹiὀἷὅΝὄἳthἷὄΝthἳὀΝ

be shamefully sacked by the unwἳὄlikἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ mἳyΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ Ἔἳὁἵὁὁὀ’Ν ἸἷἳὄΝ thἳtΝ ἷithἷὄΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ

warriors are hiding inside the Horse, or that it is a siege engine.166 ἙὀΝ ὁthἷὄΝwὁὄἶὅ,Ν ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

pὄἷἶilἷἵtiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἳὀΝimἳἹiὀἳὄyΝmilitἳὄyΝiὀvἳὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἦhἷἴἷὅΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἜἳὁἵὁὁὀ’ὅΝὅuὅpiἵiὁὀὅΝ

of an immiὀἷὀtΝἕὄἷἷkΝἵἳptuὄἷΝὁἸΝἦὄὁy,ΝwhiἵhΝἳὄἷΝὅὁὁὀΝtὁΝἴἷΝἸulἸillἷἶέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Νἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpὄὁuἶΝ

assertion that the Thebans have always been fearless before an army in battle array may echo the 

ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkὅ’Ν iὀvἳὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἦὄὁy,ΝwhἷὄἷΝ thἷΝὅὁlἶiἷὄὅΝἴlὁἵkΝ the narrow streets of the 

city with their swords ready for slaughter.167 ἔiὀἳlly,Νἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝἸἳtἷΝiὀΝthἷΝ

ἸutuὄἷΝ ὅuὄvivἳlΝ ὁἸΝἦhἷἴἷὅΝmἳyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’Ν lἳmἷὀtΝ thἳtΝ iἸΝ ἸἳtἷΝhἳἶΝὀὁtΝἴἷἷὀΝuὀἸἳvὁὄἳἴlἷ,Ν

Troy would not have fallen.168  

All these Ovidian allusions to the Virgilian intertext are on another level deeply ironic 

because of the implicit divergences between the two scenes. Whereas the jovial celebrations of 

the Trojans are quickly followed by the sack of their city, the revels of the Thebans do not 

                                                           
164 Aen. 2.42 quae tanta insania?; Met. 3.531-532 quis furor…vἷὅtὄἳὅΝἳttὁὀuitΝmἷὀtἷὅ?. Mcnamara (2010, 178) also 
ὄἷmἳὄkὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἜἳὁἵὁὁὀ’ὅέ 

165 Aen. 2.43-44 aut ulla putatis / dona carere dolis Danaum; Met. 3.534 magicae frauds. 

166 Met. 3.549-550 utinam tormenta virique / moenia diruerent, ferrumque ignisque sonarent!; Aen. 2.45 aut hoc 
inclusi ligno occultantur Achiui, / aut haec in nostros fabricata est machina muros. Barchiesi (2007, vv. 3.548-550) 
pὁiὀtὅΝ ὁutΝ thἷΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ iὄὁὀyΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝwiὅhΝ thἳtΝἦhἷἴἷὅΝwὁulἶΝἴἷΝ ἵὁὀὃuἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝ ἳὀΝ ἳὄmy,Ν ἹivἷὀΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἵityΝ iὅΝ
proverbial in myth for being besieged and destroyed in tragedies about the Seven or the Epigonoi  (Aesch. Seven 
against Thebes, Eur. Phoenician Women, Suppliant Women). 

167 Met. 3.535 non tuba terruerit, non strictis agmina telis; Aen. 2.333-334 stat ferri acies mucrone corusco / stricta, 
parata neci. 

168 Met. 3.348-349 si fata vetabant / stare diu Thebas; Aen. 2.54 si fata deum, si mens non laeua fuisset, 56 Troiaque 
nunc staret. 
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foreshadow their own destruction, but that of Pentheus. What is more, the identity and 

characterization of the two speakers is diametrically different: Laocoon is a devout priest of 

Poseidon, while Pentheus is a godless despot, who opposes ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν wὁὄὅhipέΝ Ἔἳὁἵὁὁὀ’ὅΝ

warning to the Trojans about the real danger of a military assault by the Greeks contrasts sharply 

withΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἳἶmὁὀitiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝimἳἹiὀἷἶΝthὄἷἳtΝὁἸΝἳΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝ“iὀvἳὅiὁὀ”ΝἴyΝ

Bacchus. Consequently the Trojan’ὅΝἶiὅἴἷliἷἸΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἜἳὁἵὁὁὀ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝlἷἳἶὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἶὁwὀἸἳllΝὁἸΝ

thἷiὄΝ ἵity,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀ’ὅΝ ὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν hἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝ ὅἳvἷὅΝ thἷmΝ ἸὄὁmΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

retribution. Moreover, unlike the impious Pentheus, who is justly punished by Bacchus for his 

hybris, ἜἳὁἵὁὁὀΝiὅΝthἷΝiὀὀὁἵἷὀtΝviἵtimΝὁἸΝἝiὀἷὄvἳ’ὅΝἵὄuἷlΝἳὀἶΝuὀἸἳiὄΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝwhἳtΝhἷΝ

“wὁuὀἶἷἶ”ΝwithΝhiὅΝὅpἷἳὄΝwἳὅΝὀὁtΝiὀΝἸἳἵtΝἳΝvὁtivἷΝὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅ,ΝἴutΝἳΝἵὁὀtὄἳptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

the Greeks to bring about the fall of Troy. A final difference between the two heroes, which may 

not be coincidental, is that while Laocoon is killed by the twin serpents, Pentheus is repeatedly 

ἵὁὀὀἷἵtἷἶΝwithΝἝἳὄὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀtΝ thὄὁuἹhΝhiὅΝ ἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝἥὁwὀΝmἷὀΝ ἳὅΝwἷllΝ ἳὅΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ

comparison of his uncontrollable rage to that of the beast. In terms of Virgilian characters one 

ἵὁulἶΝ ἳὄἹuἷΝ thἳtΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ iὀΝ thiὅΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ “Ἕἷὐἷὀtiuὅ”Ν ὁὄΝ ἳΝ “ἢyὄὄhuὅ”Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ἹuiὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ

“Ἔἳὁἵὁὁὀ”έ 

The oblique connection of the Thebans with the Trojans as the recipients of the speeches 

of Pentheus and Laocoon respectively is reinforced by means of verbal reminiscences of the 

Aeneid. Pentheus reminds the elders of Thebes of their voyage from Tyre to Greece, which 

reflects that of the Trojans from their fallen city to Italy.169 Furthermore, the Theban king refers 

tὁΝthἷiὄΝἸὁuὀἶἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝ“ὀἷwΝἦyὄἷ”,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἦhἷἴἷὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝthἷΝὀἷwΝὅἷἳtΝἸὁὄΝthἷiὄΝἷxilἷἶΝ

hὁuὅἷhὁlἶΝἹὁἶὅΝἷἵhὁiὀἹΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅ’ΝἸὁuὀἶἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝ“ὀἷwΝἦὄὁy”,ΝthἳtΝiὅΝἤὁmἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷyΝplἳἵἷΝ
                                                           
169 Met. 3.538 longa per aequora vecti; Aen. 1.376 diuersa per aequora uectos (See Anderson 1997, vv. 3.538-540; 
Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.358). 
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their own banished Penates.170 ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝ ὀὁtΝ ὁὀlyΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀὅ,Ν whὁΝ ἳὄἷΝ thἷΝ

proto-Romans, but also Romans themselves.171 ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷὅΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝἳὅΝ“ὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹΝ

ὁἸΝἝἳὄὅ”,ΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝ thἷyΝὅpὄἳὀἹΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝ tἷἷthΝὁἸΝἝἳὄὅ’ΝὅἷὄpἷὀtΝὅὁwὀΝἴyΝἑἳἶmuὅΝ(ἁέἃἁ1Νproles 

Mavortia)έΝἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀὅΝἳὄἷΝἳlὅὁΝἝἳὄὅ’Νἶἷscendants, since the founder of Rome, Romulus, was 

the progeny of Mars and Ilia.172 In fact the epithet Mavortius invariably refers to Rome and Ovid 

is the only Latin poet to describe another city with it.173 

Further affinities between the Thebans and the TrojἳὀὅΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶiἳtὄiἴἷΝ

against Bacchus. The Theban king rhetorically depicts the Theban opposition to the Bacchic cult 

as a clash between masculine bellicosity and unwarlike effeminacy. This polemic against the 

eastern Bacchus and his followers by the autochthonous Pentheus (3.351 anguigenae) echoes the 

invective leveled against the orientalism of Aeneas and his Trojans by their indigenous enemies 

in the Virgilian epic.174 ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν mὁἵkiὀἹΝ ἷὀumἷὄἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ muὅiἵἳlΝ

accompaniments of the Bacchic thiasus (cymbals, flutes, tambourines, female singing) is highly 

reminiscent of the tirade launched by a native Italian warrior, Numanus Remulus, against the 

Trojans in the Aeneid, who derisively accuses them of eastern emasculation, sloth, and luxury 

and lists the musical accoutrements of the effeminate worship of Cybele (pipe, tambourines, and 

boxwood flute) in which he claims that the Trojans participate.175 ἙὀΝἳἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ

                                                           
170 Met. 3.549 hac Tyron, hac profugos posuistis sede penates; Aen. 1.2 ἙtἳliἳmΝἸἳtὁΝpὄὁἸuἹuὅΝ…uἷὀit, 1.68 Ilium in 
Italiam portans uictosque penatis (See Anderson 1997, v. 3.539; Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.538). 

171 For the implicit association of Thebes with Rome pervading Book 3 of the Metamorphoses, see Hardie 1990 (esp. 
p. 225). 

172 Aen. 1.276-277 Romulus […] Mauortia condet / moenia. 

173 Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.531; see also Anderson 1997, vv. 3.351-352. 

174 Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.555-556. 

175 Met. 3.532-537 aerane tantum/ aere repulsa valent et adunco tibia cornu / […] femineae voces / […] inania 
tympana vincant?; Aen. 9.617-620 o uere Phrygiae, neque enim Phryges, ite per alta / Dindyma, ubi adsuetis 
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ὅἵὁὄὀἸulΝ ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν luxuὄiὁuὅΝ puὄplἷΝ Ἱarments embroidered with gold evokes 

ἠumἳὀuὅ’Ν ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀὅ’Ν ἵlὁthἷὅΝ ἷmἴὄὁiἶἷὄἷἶΝ withΝ ὅἳἸἸὄὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅhiὀiὀἹΝ withΝ

purple.176 ἔiὀἳlly,Ν ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν tἳuὀtΝ ἳἴὁutΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν hἳiὄΝ ὅὁἳkἷἶΝ iὀΝ myὄὄhΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ ἴὁthΝ Ἑἳὄἴἳὅ’Ν

ἶiὅἶἳiὀἸulΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸΝ χἷὀἷἳὅΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ὀἷwΝ “ἢἳὄiὅ”,Ν whὁὅἷΝ hἳiὄΝ iὅΝ ἶὄippiὀἹΝ withΝ pἷὄἸumἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ

ἦuὄὀuὅ’ΝὅὀἷἷὄiὀἹΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝhἳiὄΝἳὅΝἶὄἷὀἵhἷἶΝiὀΝmyὄὄhέ177  

ἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝἷὀἶὅΝwithΝἳΝἵὁmmἳὀἶΝtὁΝhiὅΝὅlἳvἷὅΝtὁΝἵἳptuὄἷΝthἷΝlἷἳἶἷὄΝὁἸΝ

the maenads, who poses as the god Bacchus (3.362-363). These words recall the Euripidean 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὁὄἶἷὄὅΝtὁΝhiὅΝὅἷὄvἳὀtὅΝtὁΝtὄἳἵkΝἶὁwὀΝἳὀἶΝἳppὄἷhἷὀἶΝthἷΝἜyἶiἳὀΝὅtὄἳὀἹἷὄΝ(ἁἃἀ-357).178 

Ovid highlights the allusion to the Bacchae by means of striking verbal reminiscences.179 The 

ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝ pἷὁplἷ is entirely unsuccessful and he is reproached for his 

irreverence by Cadmus, Athamas and the other members of the court, who strive in vain to check 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

biforem dat tibia cantum. / tympana uos buxusque uocat Berecyntia Matris / Idaeae (See Barchiesi (2007, vv. 3.532-
533), who remarks that the cults of Bacchus and Cybele were already merged in Attic tragedy through religious 
syncretism (see particularly Eur. Ba. 58-9, 78-82, 123-4)). 

176 Met. 3.556 purpuraque et pictis intextum vestibus aurum; Aen. 9.614 uobis picta croco et fulgenti murice uestis. 
ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὄἷpὄὁἳἵhἸulΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳὅΝ“uὀwἳὄlikἷΝἴὁy”,ΝwhὁΝpὄἷἸἷὄὅΝἳΝluxuὄiὁuὅΝἳὀἶΝἷἸἸἷmiὀἳtἷΝliἸἷὅtylἷΝΝtὁΝ
warlike activities (3.553-556 at nunc a puero Thebae capientur inermi, / quem neque bella iuuant nec tela nec usus 
equorum, / sed madidus murra crinis mollesque corona / purpuraque et pictis intextum uestibus aurum) is also 
ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἵἷὀὅuὄἷΝἷxἷὄtἷἶΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthἷΝἹὁἶΝiὀΝἘὁὄἳἵἷ’ὅΝhymὀΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝhἷΝiὅΝἵὁὀὅiἶered by his critics 
as more suited for peaceful pastimes, such as dancing and games, than for the field of battle (C. 2.19.25-27 
quamquam choreis aptior et iocis / ludoque dictus non sat idoneus / pugnae ferebari).    

177 Met. 355 madidus murra crinis; Aen. 4.215-217 et nunc ille Paris cum semiuiro comitatu,/ Maeonia mentum 
mitra crinemque madentem /subnexus; Aen. 12.99-100 semiuiri Phrygis […] crinis / […] murraque madentis (See 
Anderson 1997, vv. 3.553-556). See also Barchiesi (2007, vv. 3.555-556), who notes that Pentheus follows here the 
anti-oriental ideology, which pervades Roman culture and literature, but is overcome in the Aeneid through the 
merging of the Trojans with the native Italians into the Romans, which reflects the unification of East and West.   

178 Bömer 1969, v. 3.562. 

179 itἷ…itἷ~ jkiかぬてちkiな, advena~つえちてち, attrahite huc vinctum~hえjたすてち ヾてとiへjgki hi漕とo. Barchiesi (2007, v. 3.562) 
notes the subtle irony of the repeated command itἷ…itἷΝ in that it picks up the ritual formula of the chorus in the 
parodos of the Bacchae (83 澄kiΝくうせぬgす,Ν 澄kiΝくうせぬgす),ΝἴutΝ iὅΝputΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝmὁuthΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝmὁὄtἳlΝἳἶvἷὄὅἳὄy,ΝwhὁΝ
wiὅhἷὅΝtὁΝὃuἷllΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἵultέΝ 
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his fury (3.565-566).180 ἦhiὅΝὀἷἹἳtivἷΝὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝὄἷἸlἷἵtὅΝthἷΝὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

Tiresias aὀἶΝ ἑἳἶmuὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ tiὄἳἶἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝ ἴyΝ mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὄἹumἷὀtὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ

admonitions in the first episode of the Bacchae (170-369).  

    ἙὀΝ ἵὁὀἵluὅiὁὀ,Ν ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἳἶἶὄἷὅὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝ iὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ iὀvἷὀtiὁὀ,Ν whiἵhΝ

reworks various scenes from the Bacchae, namely the debate of the Theban king with Tiresias 

ἳὀἶΝ ἑἳἶmuὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ ἵultΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν ἶἷὀuὀἵiἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

serpentine descent iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἵὁὀἶΝ ὅtἳὅimὁὀ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἵἳllΝ tὁΝ ἳὄmὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἸὁuὄthΝ

episode. Ovid, moreover, blends by means of intertextual conflation the Euripidean material with 

multiplἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtὅἈΝἦuὄὀuὅ’ΝmἳὄtiἳlΝἷxhὁὄtἳtiὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἤutuliἳὀὅ,ΝἜἳὁἵὁὁὀ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝtὁΝ

the Trojans, and the invectives of Iarbas, Numanus Remulus, and Turnus against the orientalism 

of Aeneas and his men.   

 

2.1.3 A premeditated digression 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝὅἳilὁὄὅ,ΝwhὁΝἳἴἶuἵtΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳὀἶΝἳὄἷΝpuὀiὅhἷἶΝἴyΝ

thἷΝἹὁἶΝἴyΝἴἷiὀἹΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝiὀtὁΝἶὁlphiὀὅ,ΝiὅΝὀὁtΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae, but the Homeric Hymn to 

Dionysus.181 The Roman poet inserts the tale in the main narrative by ingeniously putting it into 

thἷΝmὁuthΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅhip’ὅΝhἷlmὅmἳὀ,ΝwhὁΝiὅΝἳὀὁὀymὁuὅΝiὀΝthἷΝhymὀ,ΝἴutΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses is 

called Acoetes.182 The narrative frame of the story, however, namἷlyΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ἵἳptuὄἷ,Ν

                                                           
180 Tarrant (1995, 64) has acutely noted the overwhelming tendency of the speeches in the Metamorphoses to fail. 
ἘἷΝἳὄἹuἷὅΝ thἳtΝἡviἶΝpὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝ thἷΝ ‘pὄὁἵἷἶuὄἷὅΝὁἸΝ ἸὁὄmἳlΝἳὄἹumἷὀt’ΝὀὁtΝ tὁΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtΝ thἷiὄΝuὅἷΝἳὀἶΝἷἸἸἷἵtΝwithiὀΝ thἷΝ
poetry, but to place rhetorical argument at an ironic distance from the emotions expressed by the speaker.  

181 Euripides was also familiar with the myth of the Tyrrhenian pirates, since he mentions it in the prologue of his 
Cyclops (11-12 厨ヾi拙Νけ責とΝ据とgΝjてすΝけえちてなΝぉにとjさちすせ摂ちΝή そさすjk蒼ちΝ厨ヾ蒼とjiち,Ν斉なΝ成hさしiかさなΝたgせとうち). 

182 For a comparative analysis of the myth of Dionysus and the Tyrrhenian sailors in the Homeric hymn, Ovid, 
Nonnus, and other sources see James 1975.  
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interrogation, and escape, is based on the Euripidean play, where Dionysus disguised as the 

Lydian stranger is likewise captured and questioned by Pentheus, but manages to escape from 

incarceration.183 Furthermore, Ovid opens the next book of the Metamorphoses with his own 

hymn to Bacchus (4.11-31), which, as we shall see in the next section, has many affinities with 

the Pentheus narrative. Most importantly, the poet also interweaves in the hymn the stories of 

Pentheus and the Tyrrhenian sailors.184 

ἦhἷΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν iἶἷὀtity,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ whἷthἷὄΝ ὁὄΝ ὀὁtΝ hἷΝ ἵἳὀΝ ἴἷΝ iἶἷὀtiἸiἷἶΝ withΝ

Bacchus, has been the subject of considerable critical debate and remains controversial. Franz 

Bömer is in favor of the identification of the helmsman with the god, arguing that just as 

Dionysus disguises himself as the Lydian stranger in the Bacchae, similarly Bacchus appears in 

thἷΝἹuiὅἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝpiὁuὅΝἳttἷὀἶἳὀtΝχἵὁἷtἷὅέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝhἷΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄὅΝthἷΝpἳὄἳllἷlΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν

ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν pὄiὅὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν miὄἳἵulὁuὅΝ ὄἷlἷἳὅἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἵἳptivityΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ἵlἷἳὄΝ

indication that Bacchus and Acoetes are one and the same person. On the other hand, he 

ἳἵkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷὅΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἳὄἹumἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝὁppὁὅitἷΝ viἷwΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝὀὁὀἷΝ ὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝwὁὄἶὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ

actions suggest that he is or could be Bacchus and concludes that there is no definite proof for 

either interpretation.185 William Anderson, on the contrary, maintains that Acoetes is merely the 

Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷvὁtἷἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅpὁkἷὅmἳὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἳtΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ plἳyὅΝ ὀὁΝ ἳἵtivἷΝ ὄὁlἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅtὁὄyέΝἘἷΝ ἵitἷὅΝ ἳὅΝ

evidence that fact that Acoetes recounts a cautionary tale to the Theban king, which if heeded, 

could save him, whereas the Lydian stranger in Euripides deceives Pentheus and lures him to his 

                                                           
183 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.572-700. 

184 Met. 4.22-24 Penthea tu, venerande, bipenniferumque Lycurgum / sacrilegos mactas, Tyrrhenaque mittis in 
aequor / corpora. Ovid combines the myths of Pentheus and the Tyrrhenian pirates in the context of another hymn to 
Bacchus in Fasti 3.721-724 (tu quoque Thebanae mala praeda tacebere matris, / inque tuum furiis acte Lycurge 
genus. / ecce libet subitos pisces Tyrrhenaque monstra dicere). 

185 Bömer 1969, vv. 3.577-700. 
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demise.186 Finally, according to Alessandro Barchiesi, modern criticism has justifiably assumed 

that Acoetes is in reality Bacchus. He suggests two solutions to the conundrum: while Ovid does 

not explicitly identify Acoetes with Bacchus, he surely relies on his readers to make this 

identification themselves, or he leaves the issue open, so as to draw attention to the strong unity 

between the god and his followers as well as to his capacity to create illusions that mortals 

cannot perceive.187 Below I will argue that, although Ovid makes no direct identification of 

Acoetes with Bacchus, there are compelling clues in the text that Acoetes is actually the god in 

disguise. Furthermore, I will attempt to demonstrate that Acoetes plays simultaneously the roles 

of the Lydian stranger and the Euripidean herdsman, who delivers to Pentheus the first 

messenger speech (677-774).  

A strong hint corroborating the identification of Acoetes with the god can be found in 

χἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὁἳthΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝtὄuthΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὄἷpὁὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝmiὄἳἵlἷὅέΝἘἷΝὅwἷἳὄὅΝἴyΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝhimὅἷlἸΝ

because, as he claims, no other god is more present among mortals.188 This assertion echoes the 

words of the Lydian stranger, who maintains that Dionysus being close at hand is witnessing his 

pὄiἷὅt’ὅΝ ὅuἸἸἷὄiὀἹὅέ189 The Euripidean Pentheus asks where Dionysus is, because he cannot see 

him and the Lydian stranger replies that the god is with him, but he is not visible to the king due 

to his impiety.190 Similarly in Ovid Pentheus asks his servants where Bacchus is, but they 

                                                           
186 Anderson 1997, 389, vv. 3.574-576. 

187 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.572-700.  

188 Met. 3.658-660 per tibi nunc ipsum (nec enim praesentior illo / est deus) adiuro, tam me tibi vera referre / quam 
veri maiora fide. 

189 Ba. 500 せg拙 ち漕ち 尋 ヾうjぬのΝヾそさjかてちΝヾgと節ち 成と塑すΝ(ἥἷἷΝἐἳὄἵhiἷὅiΝἀίίἅ,ΝvvέΝἁέἄἃἆ-660). Herter (1980, 119) also notes 
the verbal echo, but asserts that Acoetes is merely an attendant of Bacchus and not the god in disguise.   

190 Ba. 501-ἃίἀΝぃiέΝせg拙 ヾて漕 'jkすちἉ て盛 け責とΝlgちiと摂なΝ星たたgjかちΝ け'Ν 厨たて宋なέΝ ήΝ〉すέΝヾgと'Ν 厨たてか┳Νj設 h'Ν 刃jiく碩なΝg盛k摂なΝ税ちΝて盛せΝ
i菅jてと塑すなέ 
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respond that they did not see him.191 Hence, in both texts there is dramatic irony in that although 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝhἳὅΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝhimΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ iὀΝἶiὅἹuiὅἷΝ(χἵὁἷtἷὅ,ΝἜyἶiἳὀΝἥtὄἳὀἹἷὄ)ΝhἷΝ iὅΝ tὁὁΝ“ἴliὀἶ”ΝἳὀἶΝ

irreverent to perceive his divinity.   

ἦhἷΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ἴἷἹiὀὅΝwithΝ thἷΝ ὄἷtuὄὀΝ ὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὅἷὄvἳὀtὅΝ lἷἳἶiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἵἳptuὄἷἶΝ

Acoetes (574-576), a scene which mirrors the stage entrance of the servants in Euripides, who 

bring the bound Lydian stranger (434-440). Both Acoetes and the Lydian stranger have their 

hands tied and in both scenes the disguised Bacchus is fearless and absolutely calm, a sign of his 

divine nature. The servant reports that the Lydian stranger neither attempted to run away nor did 

he turn pale in fear, but asked them smiling to lead him in fetters to Pentheus (436-440) and 

likἷwiὅἷΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅΝ ὄἷpliἷὅΝ ἸἷἳὄlἷὅὅlyΝ tὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ threatening questions (582). An explicit 

iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ mἳὄkἷὄΝ iὀἶiἵἳtiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἳἸἸiὀityΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ twὁΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅΝ iὅΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

harangue to the Thebans, where he characterizes the leader of the Bacchants (i.e. Acoetes) as a 

“ἸὁὄἷiἹὀἷὄ”ΝthuὅΝἷἵhὁiὀἹΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἜyἶiἳὀΝὅtὄἳὀἹἷὄέ192 

Commentators have observed that the arrival of Acoetes also evokes the advent of the 

captured Sinon in Aeneid 2.193 Both characters are brought before a sovereign by humble figures 

(herdsmen and servants respectively) with their hands tied behind their back. Barchiesi remarks 

that the story of Sinon is a characteristic example of how a defenseless prisoner can bring about 

by means of the persuasive force of his speech the downfall of an entire city.194 Below I will 

ἳὄἹuἷΝthἳtΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὄἷὅἷmἴlἳὀἵἷΝtὁΝἥiὀὁὀΝiὅΝὀὁtΝὅupἷὄἸiἵiἳl,ΝἴutΝhἳὅΝἶἷἷpἷὄΝἵὁὀὀὁtἳtiὁὀὅέΝΝἔiὄὅt,Ν

                                                           
191 Met. 3.572-573 Bacchus ubi esset, / quaerenti domino Bacchum vidisse negarunt. 

192 Met. 3.561 Penthea terrebit cum totis aduena Thebis?; Ba. 233-234 そえけてにjす h' 席な kすな i菅jiそおそにしi つえちてな,Ν ήΝ […]Ν
】にhかgなΝ刃ヾ摂Νぬしてちふな (See Bömer 1969, v. 3.562). 

193 Met. 3.572 ecce cruentati redeunt […], 575 et tradunt manibus post terga ligatis; Aen. 2.57 ecce, manus iuuenem 
interea post terga reuinctum (See Bömer 1969, v. 3.575; Anderson 1997, v. 3.575; Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.575).   

194 Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.575. 
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both heroes have assumed a false identity: Sinon is pretending to be a cousin of Palamedes, who 

has deserted the Greeks, while Acoetes is actually Bacchus, who has taken on a mortal 

camouflage. They both deliberately let themselves be captured by their enemies, so that their 

deception will be more convincing.195 Moreover, each of them recounts a cunning tale, which 

has disastrous repercussions for their audience. Sinon persuades the Trojans by means of his 

counterfeit story to bring the Wooden Horse into their city, an action which will directly lead to 

thἷΝἸἳllΝὁἸΝἦὄὁyέΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὅtὁὄyΝἸἳilὅΝiὀΝitὅΝὁὅtἷὀὅiἴlἷΝpuὄpὁὅἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝtὁΝiὀἶuἵἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝtὁΝἵease 

his hybris against the god and embrace Bacchic worship. As we shall see, however, his 

loquacious and digressive narrative is actually designed to bring about the opposite effect, 

ὀἳmἷlyΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νὄuiὀ,ΝἴyΝhἷiἹhtἷὀiὀἹΝ thἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ impἳtiἷὀἵἷΝἳὀἶΝwὄἳth,Ν ὅo that he may march 

against the Bacchants.  

Another piece of evidence corroborating the resemblance between Sinon and Acoetes can 

ἴἷΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷ,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝhἷΝὅἳὄἵἳὅtiἵἳllyΝἳὅkὅΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝmἷὀ,ΝwhὁΝhἳvἷΝiὀΝthἷΝ

past been fearless in battle, whether they are now to be defeated by the magic trickery of 

Bacchus.196 ἦhiὅΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ χἷὀἷἳὅ’Ν ὅὁὄὄὁwἸulΝ ὄἷmἳὄkΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀὅ,Ν whὁΝ

proved impregnable to the formidable Greek military forces, were eventually captured by 

ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝἵuὀὀiὀἹΝtὄἷachery.197 Indeed Bacchus will appear in the next scene in the human guise of 

Acoetes and destroy Pentheus by means of his crafty tale, just as Sinon brought about the sack of 

Troy through his lies. 

                                                           
195 Aen. 2.59-61 qui se ignotum uenientibus ultro, / hoc ipsum ut strueret Troiamque aperiret Achiuis, / obtulerat. 

196 Met. 3.532-537 ‘[…] tantum /  […]ualent / […]magicae fraudes, ut quos non bellicus ensis, / non tuba terruerit, 
non strictis agmina telis, / femineae uoces et mota insania uino obscenique greges et inania tympana uincant?. 

197 Aen. 2.195–198 talibus insidiis periurique arte Sinonis / credita res, captique dolis lacrimisque coactis / quos 
neque Tydides nec Larisaeus Achilles / non anni domuere decem, non mille carinae. Mcnamara (2010, 179, n. 26) 
notes the correspondence between the rhetorical constructions of Pentheus and Aeneas, but does not draw any 
connections between Acoetes/Bacchus and Sinon. 
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χΝἵlὁὅἷὄΝἷxἳmiὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝtwὁΝhἷὄὁἷὅ’ΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὄἷvἷἳlὅΝἸurther affinities between them. 

Sinon may initially seem to differ from Acoetes in that he looks at the Trojans in agitation  and 

recounts his tale trembling in fear, while his Ovidian counterpart responds intrepidly to 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ thὄἷἳtὅέ198 ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶὄead, however, is a mere pretense, since he is actually 

confident in his valor and ready to die if his stratagem fails.199 What is more, just as Sinon 

invokes the stars to bear witness that he will truthfully reveal to the Trojans the plans of the 

Greeks, in ἳὀΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝὅwἷἳὄὅΝἴyΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝhimὅἷlἸΝthἳtΝhiὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝ

epiphany is genuine.200 Both oaths are fraudulent, although in a different way: Sinon conceals his 

deceitful story by means of a false pledge of honesty, while Acoetes relates a true tale taking, 

however, a disingenuous vow, in that being the god in disguise he swears in his own name.   

It has been noted that both Acoetes and Sinon offer autobiographical information about 

their humble origins with special reference to their fathἷὄ’ὅΝpὁvἷὄty, probably with the intention 

of winning the sympathy of their audience.201 What has not been observed, however, is that 

χἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝwὁὀἶὄὁuὅΝἷὅἵἳpἷΝἸὄὁmΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpὄiὅὁὀΝmiὄὄὁὄὅΝthἷΝ“ἷὅἵἳpἷ”ΝὁἸΝἥiὀὁὀΝἸὄὁmΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝἳtΝ

the hands of the Greeks. WhilἷΝthἷΝimplἷmἷὀtὅΝἸὁὄΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ(ὅἳltἷἶΝmἷἳlΝἳὀἶΝἸillἷtὅ)ΝἳὄἷΝ

being prepared, he miraculously bursts his bonds and runs away.202 Similarly while the 

iὀὅtὄumἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝtὁὄmἷὀtΝ(iὄὁὀΝtὁὁlὅΝἳὀἶΝἸiὄἷ)ΝἳὄἷΝἴἷiὀἹΝmἳἶἷΝὄἷἳἶy,ΝhiὅΝἵhἳiὀὅΝὅlipΝἸὄὁmΝ

                                                           
198 Aen. 2.67-28 tuὄἴἳtuὅ…Ν ήΝ…ὁἵuliὅΝ ἢhὄyἹiἳΝ ἳἹmiὀἳΝ ἵiὄἵumὅpἷxit, 108  prosequitur pavitans; Met. 3.582 metu 
vacuus. 

199 Aen. 2.108 ficto pectore fatur, 61-62 fidens animi atque in utrumque paratus, / seu uersare dolos seu certae 
occumbere morti. 

200 Aen. 2.154-155 uos, aeterni ignes, et non uiolabile uestrum / testor numen; Met. 3.658-660 per tibi nunc ipsum 
[…] adiuro, tam me tibi vera referre […]. 

201 Met. 3.586 pauper et ipse fuit […]; Aen. 2.87 pauper in arma pater primis huc misit ab annis (See Hardie 1990, 
231). 

202 (2.132-234 mihi sacra parari / et salsae fruges et circum tempora uittae. eripui, fateor, leto me et uincula rupi. 
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his hands of their own accord and he escapes.203 The distinguishing difference of the two scenes 

iὅΝ thἳtΝ whἷὄἷἳὅΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὄἷlἷἳὅἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ tὁὄtuὄἷΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ ἹἷὀuiὀἷΝ mἳὀiἸἷὅtἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἶiviὀἷΝ

pὁwἷὄ,Νἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝliἴἷὄἳtiὁὀΝἸὄὁmΝἶἷἳthΝiὅΝἳΝἸiἵtiὁὀΝἵὁὀἵὁἵtἷἶΝἴyΝhimὅἷlἸΝiὀ order to stir the pity of 

the Trojans. 

Philip Hardie has posed the question whether the Lydian stranger could be one of the 

mὁἶἷlὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἥiὀὁὀέ204 I believe that there are reasonable grounds for arguing that the 

crafty Sinon has strong affinities withΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄέΝἝἳὀyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶἷὀἵἷὅΝὀὁtἷἶΝ

above between Acoetes and the Lydian stranger can also be detected between Sinon and the 

Euripidean figure. First of all, both have assumed a counterfeit identity and intentionally let 

themselves be arrested and led with their hands bound to Pentheus and Priam respectively. What 

is more, just as the Lydian stranger deceives Pentheus and leads him to his destruction at the 

hands of the Bacchants, likewise Sinon causes the fall of Troy by means of his forged story. 

ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝ ἜyἶiἳὀΝ ὅtὄἳὀἹἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν ὅupἷὄὀἳtuὄἳlΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν pὄiὅὁὀΝ iὅΝ

ἷvὁkἷἶΝἴyΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝmiὄἳἵulὁuὅΝ“liἴἷὄἳtiὁὀ”ΝἸὄὁmΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ(ἀέ1ἁἀ-134).  

An important piece of evidence in support of the connection between the two characters 

iὅΝἳἸἸὁὄἶἷἶΝἴyΝἳὀΝἷxtἳὀtΝἸὄἳἹmἷὀtΝἸὄὁmΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝBacchae,ΝwhiἵhΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝthἷΝἜyἶiἳὀΝὅtὄἳὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝ

ἵἳptuὄἷΝἴyΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νὅἷὄvἳὀtὅέ205 ἡὀΝthἷΝὁὀἷΝhἳὀἶ,Νχἵἵiuὅ’ΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝpἳὄἳllἷlΝὅἵἷὀἷΝ

of the Euripidean play (436-440): in both situations the Lydian stranger deliberately stays ready 

at hand for the servants to arrest him smiling with confidence.206 On the other hand, the Accian 

                                                           
203 Met. 3.697-700 […] dum crudelia iussae / instrumenta necis ferrumque ignesque parantur, / […] lapsasque 
lacertis/ sponte sua fama est nullo solvente catenas. 

204 Hardie 1990, 231. 

205 Dangel 1995, fr. 8. 

206 Ba. 436-437 成Νし碩とΝh'Ν晴h'Ν酔た宋ちΝヾと塑てなΝて盛h'Ν精ヾえjヾgjiち / lにけ蘇す ヾふh',Ν刃そそ’Ν帥hのせiちΝて盛せΝ甚せのちΝぬえとgな,Νἂἁλ-440 けiそ蒼ち 
h跡Νせg拙Νhi宋ちΝせ刃ヾうけiすちΝ厨lかikてΝήΝ帥たiちえ ki, kて盛た摂ち i盛kとiヾ跡な ヾてすてへたiちてな; Dangel, fr. 8 praesens praesto irridens leniter. 
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ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtΝ iὅΝ ἶiὄἷἵtlyΝ ἷἵhὁἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ piἵtuὄἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἳppὄἷhἷὀὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἥiὀὁὀΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

shepherds: in either case the hero offers himself to be captured of his own accord.207 If Virgil has 

indeed fashioned the figure of Sinon by assimilating elements from the Lydian stranger, it 

follows that Ovid evokes the Bacchae by means of double allusion, that is both directly and 

indirectly through the intermediate model of the Aeneid, which in turn alludes to the Greek play.     

The affinity between Acoetes and Sinon is also corroborated by the fact that in the 

preceding scene Pentheus was reminiscent of Laocoon. The conflict between Laocoon and 

Sinon, the former trying to warn his people against Greek treachery and avert the fall of his city, 

the latter attempting to dupe the Trojans into dragging the fatal Wooden Horse into Troy is 

reenacted in the confrontation between Pentheus, who aims to induce the Thebans to reject the 

Bacchic cult, and Acoetes, whose objective is to bring about the destruction of the Theban king. 

ἦhἷΝ impliἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtiὁὀΝwithΝἥiὀὁὀ,ΝἴὁthΝὁἸΝwhὁmΝἷmplὁyΝ tὄiἵkἷὄyΝ tὁΝἳἵhiἷvἷΝ

their goal, is that it presents Acoetes as a cunning character and thus functions as another 

argument in favor of the thesis that he is actually a mortal guise for Bacchus.    

The clash between Laocoon and Sinon is reworked by Ovid not only in the macro-

narrative of Pentheus, but also in the micro-ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὅtὁὄyέΝ ἙὀΝ ἳΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἳlΝ ὁἸΝ ὄὁlἷὅ,Ν

Acoetes, who advises the Tyrrhenian sailors against abducting the disguised Bacchus and 

bringing him on board the ship, plays now the role of Laocoon, who attempts to dissuade the 

Trojans from conveying the Horse into their city. In either case the audience proves heedless of 

the warning and suffers the consequences: the Tyrrhenian sailors are punished by the god for 

their impiety by being transformed into dolphins, while the Trojans see their city razed to the 

ground. The link between Acoetes and Laocoon is confirmed by verbal reminiscences of the 

                                                           
207 Dangel, fr. 8 nobis stupefactis sese ultro ostentum obtulit; Aen. 2.59-61 qui se ignotum uenientibus ultro, / hoc 
ipsum ut strueret Troiamque aperiret Achiuis, obtulerat. 
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Virgilian text. Laocoon is uncertain what kind of trickery lies behind the Horse, but he is sure 

that it is some sort of Greek stratagem.208 Likewise Acoetes is doubtful which divinity hides 

inside the boy, but he is convinced that a god is indeed concealed in it.209 Bacchus, who 

camouflages himself as an effeminate boy, thus recalls the Wooden Horse, which bears inside it 

the Greek warriors, in that they are both a deceptive medium of destruction for the Tyrrhenian 

sailors and the Trojans respectively. The disguised god is also reminiscent of the crafty Sinon, 

since each of them takes on a counterfeit identity (exiled Greek, defenseless boy) and destroys 

his enemies by means of cunning trickery. Bacchus sheds feigned tears in order to evoke the 

ὅympἳthyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅ,Ν ἷἵhὁiὀἹΝ ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝ ἵὄὁἵὁἶilἷΝ tἷἳὄὅΝ ὅimilἳὄlyΝ ἳimἷἶΝ tὁΝmἳkἷΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝ

take pity on him.210  

The Tyrrhenian sailors may ultimately suffer a grim fate like the Trojans, but they are 

initially reminiscent of the Greeks of Aeneid 2. To begin with, both the Greeks and the sailors are 

fraudulent: the former surreptitiously invade Troy by concealing themselves inside the Horse, 

while the latter try to trick the disguised god by falsely promising that they will convey him to 

ἠἳxὁὅ,Ν whἷὄἷἳὅΝ thἷiὄΝ ὅἷἵὄἷtΝ plἳὀΝ iὅΝ tὁΝ kiἶὀἳpΝ himέΝ ἡviἶΝ iὀἶiἵἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅ’Ν

resemblance to the Greeks through verbal echoes. In particular, the catalogue of the Greek 

warriors hiding inside the Wooden Horse is evoked by the catalogue of the Tyrrhenian sailors. 

The Greeks are said to glide down the Horse by means of a lowered rope and likewise the 

Ovidian Dictys is characterized as being the swiftest in sliding down a rope.211 Furthermore, the 

                                                           
208 Aen. 2.248-249 aut aliquis latet error; equo ne credite, Teucri. / quidquid id est […]. 

209 Met. 3.611-613 […] quod numen in isto / corpore sit, dubito; sed corpore numen in isto est! / quisquis es […]. 

210 Met. 3.652 flenti similis, 656-657 lacrimas manus impia nostras / ridet; Aen. 2.145 His lacrimis uitam damus, 
196 lacrimis…coactis. 

211 Aen. 2.262 demissum lapsi per funem; Met. 3.616 prensoque rudente relabi. 
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last of the Greek catalogue is Epeus and similarly Ovid makes Epopeus the last of his list of 

sailors, whose name sonically recalls that of Epeus. Both characters have a leading role in their 

groups, in that Epeus is the inventor of the Horse, while Epopeus maintains the rowing rhythm of 

the oarsmen and uplifts their spirits.212 Finally, just as the Greeks exit the Horse and stealthily 

ἳttἳἵkΝ ἦὄὁy,Ν whiἵhΝ iὅΝ ὅἳiἶΝ tὁΝ ἴἷΝ “ἴuὄiἷἶΝ iὀΝ ὅlἷἷpΝ ἳὀἶΝ wiὀἷ”,Ν iὀΝ ἳὀΝ ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝ ἸἳὅhiὁὀΝ thἷΝ

Tyrrhenian ὅἳilὁὄὅΝ ἳἴἶuἵtΝ thἷΝ ἶiὅἹuiὅἷἶΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ,Ν whὁΝ pὄἷtἷὀἶὅΝ tὁΝ ἴἷΝ “hἷἳvyΝ withΝ wiὀἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ

ὅlἷἷp”έ213 ἦὁΝὅumΝup,ΝἳlthὁuἹhΝthἷΝpἷὄἸiἶiὁuὅΝἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝὅἳilὁὄὅΝἳtΝἸiὄὅtΝὄἷὅἷmἴlἷΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἕὄἷἷkὅΝ

ἳὀἶΝthἷiὄΝ“viἵtim”,ΝthἷΝἶiὅἹuiὅἷἶΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ,ΝἳὅὅumἷὅΝthἷΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅ,Νthiὅ situation is later 

ironically inverted. The sailors recall the ruined Trojans, since they are outwitted and punished 

by the guileful god, who plays simultaneously the roles of the Wooden Horse and Sinon.      

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝiὀtἷὄὄὁἹἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝiὅΝἳΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

Lydian stranger in the Bacchae. In both scenes the prisoner is asked about his country of origin 

and he replies that his homeland is Lydia.214 Furthermore, just as Pentheus asks the Lydian 

stranger how he became initiated in the Dionysiac mysteries, likewise his Ovidian counterpart 

inquires why Acoetes participates in the rites of Bacchus.215 ἔiὀἳlly,Νχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝmiὄἳἵulὁuὅΝἷὅἵἳpἷΝ

ἸὄὁmΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpὄiὅὁὀΝἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝἜyἶiἳὀΝὅtὄἳὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝ ὄἷlἷἳὅἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝἵἳptivityΝ (ἃλ1-637) and even 

more closely the supernatural liberation of the Euripidean Bacchants (443-450).216 The multiple 

verbal echoes of the Bacchae ἶἷmὁὀὅtὄἳtἷΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝἸἳὅhiὁὀἷἶΝthiὅΝὅἵἷὀἷΝhἳviὀἹΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyΝ

                                                           
212 Aen. 2.264 doli fabricator Epeos; Met. 3.619 animorum hortator Epopeus. 

213 Aen. 2.265 inuadunt urbem somno uinoque sepultam; Met. 3.608 mero somnoque gravis […] videtur. 

214 Ba. 460 ヾと蒼kてち た跡ち て誠ち たてす そえつてち 晴jkすな i寸 けえちてな; Met. 3.579 ede […] patriam; Ba. 464 】にhかg hえ たてす ヾgkとかな; 
Met. 3.583 patria Maeonia est (See Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.580). 

215 Ba. 465-ἂἄἄΝぃiέΝヾふしiちΝh跡 kiそik責なΝ kうjh'Ν甚けiすなΝ 厨なΝ炊そそうhgἉΝ ήΝ〉すέΝ〉すふちにjてなΝg盛kふなΝた'Ν i菅jえくさj',Ν 成 kて漕 〉すふなἉΝMet. 
3.580-581 ede […] morisque novi cur sacra frequentes.  

216 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.699-700. 
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in mind. Both the Bacchants and Acoetes are snatched away and confined in the palace prison.217 

In either case, however, the bonds are miraculously removed from their limbs of their own 

accord and the prison gates open with nobody unlocking them.218 Ovid highlights his dialogue 

with Euripides by means of a clear intertextualΝmἳὄkἷὄέΝἦhἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ ὅtἳtἷὅΝ thἳtΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν

supernatural escape is conveyed to Pentheus through rumor or report (3.700 fama est), an 

ἷxpὄἷὅὅiὁὀΝ whiἵhΝ ἹἷὀἷὄἳllyΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ “χlἷxἳὀἶὄiἳὀΝ Ἰὁὁtὀὁtἷ”Ν ἶὄἳwiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἳἶἷὄ’ὅΝ

ἳttἷὀtiὁὀΝtὁΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁ Euripides and in particular echoes the scene in the Bacchae, where 

ἳΝὅἷὄvἳὀtΝὄἷpὁὄtὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝliἴἷὄἳtiὁὀΝἸὄὁmΝἴὁὀἶἳἹἷΝ(ἂἂἁ-450).     

 χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν tἳlἷΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝiὀὅἷὄtἷἶΝἴyΝἡviἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝἷmἴἷἶἶἷἶΝὅtὁὄyΝiὀΝ thἷΝmἳiὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝ

Pentheus and serves several functions within its narrative frame. One obvious reason why Ovid 

chose to incorporate this myth pertains to the essential nature of the Metamorphoses: it is a poem 

recounting stories of transformation. The Bacchae did not offer Ovid many instances of physical 

mἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝthἷΝὁὀlyΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀὅΝiὀΝthἷΝplἳyΝἳὄἷΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝἳὅὅumptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝhumἳὀΝ

ἸὁὄmΝἳὀἶΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀt,ΝwhiἵhΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝpἷὄvἷὄtἷἶΝkiὀἶΝὁἸΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅέΝἦhuὅΝ

the Roman poet decided to embed the story of Bacchus and the Tyrrhenian pirates in the 

Pentheus episode, since it relates the physical transformation of the sailors into dolphins and also 

because, like the Euripidean play, it constitutes a resistance myth, where mortal outrage against a 

divinity is duly punished.   

ἦhἷΝὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝthἷΝimpiὁuὅΝὅἳilὁὄὅ’ΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἴyΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝmἳyΝὁὀΝὁὀἷΝlἷvἷlΝἴἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝ

as a cautionary mythological exemplum intended to persuade Pentheus not to commit outrage 

                                                           
217 Ba. 443-444 尋なΝh'Νg誠 j設 くうせぬgなΝi世とつgな, 尋なΝjにちおとヾgjgな/ せ甚hさjgな 厨ち hijたて宋jす ヾgちhおたてに jkえけさな; Met. 3.696-697 
protinus abstractus solidis Tyrrhenus Acoetes/ clauditur in tectis. 

218 Ba. 444 g盛kふたgkg h'Νg盛kg宋なΝhijた責 hすiそへしさΝヾてh蒼ち; Met. 3.699-700 sponte sua […] lapsasque lacertis [...] catenas; 
Ba. 448 せそ蘇すhえなΝk'Ν刃ち蘇せgΝしへとikと' 甚ちiにΝしちさk蘇なΝぬiとふな; Met. 3.699-700 patuisse fores […] nullo solvente) (See Bömer 
1969, v. 3.699). 
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against the god, lest he also suffer divine retribution. Acoetes’Ν ἳἶmὁὀitὁὄyΝ tἳlἷ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν iὅΝ

entirely unsuccessful, since Pentheus storms off to Mt. Cithaeron in order to confront the 

Bacchants. In fact, the Theban king sentences Acoetes to death intending to make an example 

out of him for the Thebans, so that they may not embrace the Bacchic worship.219 Ironically, 

hὁwἷvἷὄ,Νἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὁwὀΝἶὁὁmΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝὅἷὄvἷὅΝἳὅΝἳὀΝἷxἳmplἷΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝ

women, who warned by his fate celebrate piously the new cult of Bacchus.220 Similarly Acoetes 

became a devout participant in the Bacchic rites after bearing witness to the exemplary 

punishment inflicted on the Tyrrhenian sailors by the god.221 The only exemplum that Pentheus 

admires and wishes to follow is that of Acrisius, the king of Argos, who also opposed the 

introduction of the Bacchic cult into his city (3.550-ἃἄί)έΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἷmulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝwὄὁὀἹΝὄὁlἷΝ

model is illustrated by the fact that they are both punished by Bacchus and just as Acrisius is said 

in Book 4 to have repented his outrage against the god, similarly Pentheus regrets his hybris.222 

On another level, however, Acoetes, that is Bacchus in disguise, may aim to produce the 

ὁppὁὅitἷΝἷἸἸἷἵtΝwithΝhiὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝἐἷlὁwΝἙΝwillΝἳὄἹuἷΝthἳtΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝhἳὅΝthἷΝἵὁvἷὄtΝpuὄpὁὅἷΝ

of enraging Pentheus to such an extent that he may go alone to challenge the maenads, a course 

of action, which will ultimately lead to his demise. In the Bacchae the Lydian stranger exploits 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝvὁyἷuὄiὅtiἵΝἵuὄiὁὅityΝtὁΝwitὀἷὅὅΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝὄitἷὅ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝluὄἷΝhimΝtὁΝhiὅΝἶὁwὀἸἳllέΝ

He persuades him to dress up as a maenad and go secretly to spy on the Bacchants on Mt. 

Cithaeron, where he becomes the victim of a gruesome dismemberment (810-861). Ovid, 

                                                           
219 Met. 3.579-580 o periture tuaque aliis documenta dature / morte. 

220 Met. 3.732-733 talibus exemplis monitae nova sacra frequentant (See Anderson 1997, vv. 3.732-733). 

221 Met. 3.691 accessi sacris Baccheaque sacra frequent. 

222 Met. 3.718 iam se damnantem, iam se peccasse fatentem; Met. 4.613-614 tam violasse deum […] paenitet; (See 
Mcnamara 2010, 189). 
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hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν hἳὅΝ ὁmittἷἶΝ ἸὄὁmΝ hiὅΝ vἷὄὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ mythΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷὅiὄἷΝ tὁΝ ἴἷhὁlἶΝ thἷΝ mἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ

conducting their mystic rites as well as his effeminate disguise as a Bacchant. The Roman poet 

has instead portrayed the Theban king as a hyper-masculine and belligerent character, whose 

chief trait is uncontrollable wrath, a trademark feature of the heroes of martial epic.223 Thus, as I 

willΝἳttἷmptΝtὁΝὅhὁw,ΝχἵὁἷtἷὅήἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἵἳpitἳliὐἷὅΝὁὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝiὄἳὅἵiἴlἷΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄΝἴyΝὄἷἵὁuὀtiὀἹΝ

a story specially designed to infuriate him, so that he may make the mistake of confronting the 

Bacchants.  

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νhὁt-tempered personality is manifest throughout the narrative. His rashness is 

already shown in the opening encounter with Tiresias, where he violently pushes the seer aside, 

while the latter is still speaking.224 His impatience is also reflected by his command to his 

servants to capture the leader of the Bacchants without the slightest delay.225 ἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ

impetuousness and irritability evokes not only that of his Euripidean predecessor, but also of the 

proverbially reckless and wrathful Turnus.226 ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷtἳilἷἶΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὄἳἹἷΝ

ὄἷvἷἳlὅΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ ἳἸἸiὀitiἷὅΝwithΝ thἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἦuὄὀuὅέΝχἸtἷὄΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝ thἷΝ ἷpiἵΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ

describes the endeavors of Cadmus, Athamas, and other members of the royal family to check 

thἷΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ hὁὅtilityΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅέΝ They bring about the opposite result, however, since 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὄἳἹἷΝ iὅΝἷxἳἵἷὄἴἳtἷἶΝἴyΝ thἷiὄΝwἳὄὀiὀἹὅΝἳὀἶΝὄἷpὄὁἳἵhἷὅέ227 This description may recall 

                                                           
223 Barchiesi (2007, vv. 3.706-ἅίἅ)ΝὀὁtἷὅΝthἳtΝ thἷΝthἷmἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἳὀἹἷὄΝiὅΝὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtΝiὀΝthἷΝἵἷὀtὄἳlΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝ
Bacchae, namely the conflict between the Theban king and the Lydian stranger (647, 670-671, 794-795), but 
disappears in the final segment of the play, where Pentheus is inspired by the god with madness and falls entirely 
under his spell.   

224 Met. 3.526 talia dicentem proturbat Echione natus. 

225 Met. 3.562-563 ‘itἷΝciti …ΝitἷΝἶuἵἷmὃuἷΝήΝἳttὄἳhitἷΝhuἵΝuiὀἵtum!ΝiuὅὅiὅΝmora segnis abἷὅtὁ’. 

226 Ba. 670-671 ]け. k摂 け責と kうぬてな jてに k蒼ち lとiち蒼ち hえhてすせ’,Ν甚ちgつ, / せg拙 kて盛つへしにたてち せg拙 k摂 くgjすそすせ摂ち そかgち, 789 ぃi. 
て盛せ 性せちi宋ち hi宋┳; Aen. 10.380 nec Turnum segnis retinet mora (See Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.563). 

227 Met. 3.565-567 corripiunt dictis frustraque inhibere laborant. / acrior admonitu est inritaturque retenta / et crescit 
rabies remoraminaque ipsa nocebant. 
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thἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝὅἵἷὀἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝἦuὄὀuὅ’ΝwὄἳthΝiὅΝiὀtἷὀὅiἸiἷἶΝἴyΝἜἳtiὀuὅ’ΝἳttἷmptὅΝtὁΝpὄἷvἷὀtΝhimΝἸὄὁmΝ

fighting Aeneas.228 Moreover, thἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝthὄὁwὅΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἸuὄyΝiὀtὁΝὄἷliἷἸΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ

an epic simile, where he compares him with a torrent, which upon meeting any obstacles seethes 

and courses violently.229 We saw earlier how Pentheus evokes through this simile the Virgilian 

ἢyὄὄhuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ Ἕἳὄὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀtΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ἴἷἹiὀὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ Metamorphoses 3. He is also reminiscent, 

however, of Turnus who, after Allecto has visited him in his dream and inspired him with rage 

and war frenzy, is likened to bubbling water in a boiling cauldron.230  

This portrayal of Pentheus alerts the reader to the fact that even the slightest delay and 

hiὀἶὄἳὀἵἷΝiὅΝἸuἷlΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἸiἷὄyΝtἷmpἷὄέΝἦhuὅΝwhἷὀΝthἷΝἵἳptuὄἷἶΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝiὅΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ

him Pentheus fixes a wrathful and terrible gaze on him and addresses him in only three lines 

instantly condemning him to death and scarcely able to postpone his execution (3.577-581). 

Acoetes, however, goes on to explain why he participates in the Bacchic rites by recounting a 

long and rambling story full of irrelevant digressions, the kind of story calculated to incense the 

hasty and irascible king, so that he falls into the deadly trap of challenging the maenads. Joanne 

ἝἵἠἳmἳὄἳΝhἳὅΝἳὄἹuἷἶΝthἳtΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν lὁὀἹ-winding and digressive narrative may on the surface 

seem to frustrate the narrative momentum of the story, but in fact it ironically propels the action 

by heightening the impatience and wrath of Pentheus, so that he rushes to confront the 

Bacchants. She does not, however, attribute to Acoetes a deliberate intentiὁὀΝtὁΝἵἳuὅἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

frustration, which will ultimately lead to his demise.231   

                                                           
228 Aen. 12.45-46 […] haudquaquam dictis violentia Turni / flectitur; exsuperat magis aegrescitque medendo. 

229 Met. 3.567-571  crescit rabies, [...] / (sic ego torrentem, […] / […] decurrere uidi; / at quacumque trabes 
obstructaque saxa tenebant / spumeus et feruens et ab obice saeuior ibat). 

230 Aen. 7.461-462 saeuit amor ferri et scelerata insania belli, / ira super,  464-465 exsultantque aestu latices, furit 
intus aquai / fumidus atque alte spumis exuberat amnis. 

231 McNamara 2010, 291. 
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Acoetes begins his narrative with an entirely extraneous section of twelve lines, where he 

gives autobiographical information about his birth and upbringing (584-596). He then recounts in 

miὀutἷΝἶἷtἳilΝ hiὅΝ ὅhip’ὅΝvὁyἳἹἷΝ tὁΝἒἷlὁὅΝ (ἃλἅ-604), during which his shipmates stumble upon 

and kidnap the disguised Bacchus presumably aiming either to get ransom or sell him into 

slavery (605-ἄίἅ)έΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν phyὅiἵἳlΝ ἳppearance diverges from the 

Homeric Hymn to Dionysus, since he portrays the god as a young boy with feminine 

characteristics and heavy with sleep and wine, whereas in the hymn Dionysus resembles a youth 

at the threshold of manhood.232 Acoetes thus presents to Pentheus the picture of a defenseless, 

ἷἸἸἷmiὀἳtἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝhἷἶὁὀiὅtiἵΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅΝtὁΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝὁwὀΝὅἵὁὄὀἸulΝpὄἷἵὁὀἵἷptiὁὀΝ

of the god as an unwarlike boy with scented hair, decked with garlands, and dressed in luxurious 

clothes (3.553-556), whiἵhΝ iὀΝ tuὄὀΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἜyἶiἳὀΝ

Stranger as emasculated and sybaritic (235-236). I believe that Acoetes has deliberately depicted 

Bacchus as an unthreatening and feeble figure, so that Pentheus would not be terrified by the 

god, but would feel the same derision for him that he expressed earlier in his speech to the 

Thebans. 

χἵὁἷtἷὅΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵἷὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἷpiphἳὀyΝwithΝἳὀΝὁἳthΝthἳtΝhἷΝwillΝὄἷlἳtἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝwhiἵhΝἳὄἷΝ

genuine despite sounding incredible (658-660). This very statement, however, ironically draws 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἳttἷὀtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝimplἳuὅiἴlἷΝὀἳtuὄἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝἳὀἶΝἶiὅpὁὅἷὅΝhimΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝ

ἶiὅἴἷliἷviὀἹΝ itέΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἷpiphἳὀyΝ ἵὁὀὅiὅtὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ ὁἸΝ miὄἳἵulὁuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἴiὐἳὄὄἷΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtὅἈΝ

immobilization of the ship in mid-water, ivy and grape clusters entwining the oars and sails, and 

phantoms of tigers, lynxes, and panthers (660-671). While Ovid follows the Homeric hymn in 

the description of the floral miracles, he pointedly diverges from his model in the depiction of 

                                                           
232 Met. 3.607-608 virginea puerum […] forma. / ille mero somnoque gravis; H. Dion. 3-ἂΝちiさちか素 刃ちhと拙 厨てすせ節なΝ ήΝ
ヾとのしおく素. 
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the animal apparitions. In the hymn Dionysus himself transforms into a real lion, which roars and 

gazes threateningly at the pirates (44-45, 47-48). The god also creates a bear, which rises 

menacingly against the pirates and there is no indication in the text that it is a phantom (46-47). 

Then Dionysus in his lion shape leaps upon the captain and kills him (50-51), while the rest of 

the crew dive into the sea to save themselves (50-52). In Ovid, on the contrary, Bacchus remains 

in human form and takes no aggressive action against the sailors, while the exotic animals that 

appear around him are explicitly said to be insubstantial phantasms (668 simulacra […] inania), 

which lie passively posing no threaten to the sailors (669 iacent). Finally, whereas in the hymn 

the pirates desert the ship in terror (50 厨せヾそさけえちkiな), in Ovid there is uncertainty whether they 

leap into the sea out of fear or madness.233 ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,ΝwhilἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἘὁmἷὄiἵΝ hymὀΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν

ἷpiphἳὀyΝiὅΝtἷὄὄiἸyiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝἶἷἳἶly,ΝiὀΝἡviἶΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝiὅΝἶἷpiἵted as unthreatening and 

non-viὁlἷὀtέΝἦhἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝiὅΝtἳilὁὄἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝὁἴjἷἵtivἷΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Νὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,ΝthἳtΝiὅΝtὁΝὄἷlἳtἷΝἳΝ

story that will not frighten and warn Pentheus, but exasperate him.      

ἦhἷΝ ἸiὀἳlΝ pὁὄtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὅtὁὄyΝ ἵὁὀὅiὅtὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ tὄἳὀὅἸormation of the sailors by 

Bacchus into dolphins. In antithesis to the Homeric hymn, where the metamorphosis of the 

piὄἳtἷὅΝiὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝiὀΝjuὅtΝhἳlἸΝἳΝliὀἷΝ(ἃἁΝhiそl宋ちiなΝh’Ν厨けえちてちkて┳),ΝἡviἶΝἶἷvὁtἷὅΝtὁΝitΝὅixtἷἷὀΝliὀἷὅΝ

(671-686). The form of punishment inflicted on the impious sailors is not at all frightening and 

the tone of the narration is lighthearted with many touches of humor. Acoetes first focuses on 

four individual cases of metamorphosis. When Medon begins to transform, his shipmate Lycabas 

mocks him, but while speaking he himself starts to turn into a dolphin (671-675). Libys tries in 

vain to ply the oars, but he sees his own hands shrinking into fins, while an anonymous sailor 

comically attempts to take hold of the ropes, but finds that he has no hands anymore (676-680). 

                                                           
233 Met. 3.670-671 exsiluere viri, sive hoc insania fecit / sive timor. 
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Acoetes concludes his description with the playful picture of the group of dolphins frolicking in 

the water and blowing spray from their nostrils (683-686). Hence, the humorous penalty that the 

sailors suffer and the amusing way it is described do not aim to caution and inspire fear in 

Pentheus, but to irritate and infuriate him.  

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝὄἷvἷἳlὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝἶiὅἹuiὅἷἶΝἹὁἶΝhἳὅΝἳἵἵὁmpliὅhἷἶΝ

his goal of enraging the Theban king. The exasperated Pentheus exclaims that Acoetes has 

subjected him to his long-winded and digressive speech, so as to diminish the intensity of his 

wὄἳthΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝἶἷlἳy,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝἳΝhiἹhlyΝiὄὁὀiἵΝὅtἳtἷmἷὀtΝἹivἷὀΝthἳtΝthἷΝἳimΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὅtὁὄyΝ

is exactly the opposite.234 The Theban king immediately sentences Acoetes to death by torture 

and the language of his command indicates haste and impatience.235 ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

condemnation of Acoetes to torment and execution serves to portray him as more cruel and 

sadistic than his Euripidean counterpart, who only imprisons the Lydian stranger. In fact, the 

Theban king is reminiscent here of another savage and ruthless sovereign, namely Mezentius. 

Just as the Virgilian tyrant inflicts abominable torments and executions on his own people, 

similarly the ferocious Pentheus orders that Acoetes be tortured and killed.236 What is more, a 

striking similarity between the two situations is that Mezentius commits these monstrous crimes 

against his Tuscan subjects, who have a Lydian descent and likewise the Tyrrhenian Acoetes is 

                                                           
234 Met. 3.692-693 ‘ἢὄἳἷἴuimuὅΝ lὁὀἹiὅ’ΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ‘ἳmἴἳἹiἴuὅΝἳuὄἷὅ,’Ν ήΝ iὀὃuitΝ ‘utΝ iὄἳΝmὁὄἳΝviὄἷὅΝἳἴὅumἷὄἷΝpὁὅὅἷt’. 
Professor Richard Tarrant has pointed out to me that if we accept the alternative reading assumere (instead of 
absumere), which is preserved in many manuscripts, then we can make an entirely different interpretation of the 
ὅἵἷὀἷἈΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἶἷliἴἷὄἳtἷlyΝὅuἴjἷἵtὅΝhimὅἷlἸΝtὁΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝvἷὄἴὁὅἷΝὅtὁὄy,ΝὅὁΝἳὅΝtὁΝiὀἵὄἷἳὅἷΝhiὅΝἳὀἹἷὄΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝ
postponement.  

235 Met. 3.694 praecipitem, famuli, rapite hunc […] . 

236 Aen. 8.485-488 mortua quin etiam iungebat corpora uiuis / componens manibusque manus atque oribus ora, / 
tormenti genus, et sanie taboque fluentis / complexu in misero longa sic morte necabat; Met. 3.694-695 cruciataque 
diris / corpora tormentis Stygiae demittite nocti!. 
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of Lydian nationality.237 χἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝmiὄἳἵulὁuὅΝἷὅἵἳpἷΝ(ἁέἄλἅ-ἅίί)ΝiὅΝthἷΝlἳὅtΝὅtὄἳwΝἸὁὄΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

patience, who goes alone to Mt. Cithaeron to confront the Bacchants and the songs of the 

mἳἷὀἳἶὅΝhἷἳὄἶΝἸὄὁmΝἳἸἳὄΝὅἷὄvἷΝtὁΝiὀἵἷὀὅἷΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἸuὄyΝἷvἷὀΝἸuὄthἷὄέΝἘiὅΝἷmὁtiὁὀal turmoil is 

reflected by an epic simile, where he is compared to a war horse which becomes eager for battle 

when it hears the signal of the trumpeter (3.702-707).  Thus, every event in the narrative is 

ἶἷὅiἹὀἷἶΝ tὁΝ tὄiἹἹἷὄΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἳὀἹἷὄἈΝ thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅ’ΝὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝ tὁΝ thἷiὄΝkiὀἹ,Νχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ἹἳὄὄulὁuὅΝ

ὅtὁὄyΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝὅupἷὄὀἳtuὄἳlΝἷὅἵἳpἷ,ΝἷvἷὀΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝὄituἳlΝἵὄiἷὅέΝΝΝ 

χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝ ὄἷpὁὄtΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳἵtuἳllyΝ plἳyὅΝ thἷΝ

same structural role as the first messenger speech in the Bacchae (677-774). A herdsman reports 

to Pentheus the failed attempt of the shepherds to kidnap Agave, which causes the maenads to 

retaliate by routing the shepherds, dismembering their cattle, and attacking the nearby villages. 

The enraged country folk engage in battle with the Bacchants, but are utterly defeated by them.  

In either case the Theban king hears a humble character (a shepherd and a helmsman 

respectively) relating a story where an outrage towards Bacchus or his followers is duly 

punished. The nature of the hybris is the same in both stories, since in Euripides it consists in an 

abortive attempt to capture Agave, one of the leaders of the Bacchants, while in Ovid it is an 

unsuccessful effort to abduct the disguised Bacchus himself. Furthermore, just as the shepherd 

describes in detail the wondrous deeds performed by the Bacchants (breast feeding of wild 

animals, creation of springs of water, milk, wine, and honey, etc.), similarly Acoetes gives a full 

ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ miὄἳἵlἷὅΝ ἶuὄiὀἹΝ hiὅ epiphany to the Tyrrhenian sailors (floral miracles, 

phantoms of wild animals, etc.) and both of these descriptions serve to illustrate the divine power 

of Bacchus. Finally, the depiction of the servants who bring the arrested Acoetes to Pentheus as 

                                                           
237 Aen. 8.479-480 urbis Agyllinae sedes, ubi Lydia quondam / gens, bello praeclara, iugis insedit Etruscis; Met. 
3.583 patria Maeonia est, 696 Tyrrhenus Acoetes. 
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bloodiἷἶΝ implyiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ thἷyΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἸiἹhtiὀἹΝwithΝ thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ,ΝmἳyΝἷἵhὁΝ thἷΝ ὅhἷphἷὄἶ’ὅΝ

messenger speech, where the rustics who confront the maenads in battle are wounded and routed 

by them.238 

Both speeches fail to caution Pentheus and induce him to show piety to the god. The 

essential difference, however, between them is that whereas the Euripidean shepherd aims to 

pἷὄὅuἳἶἷΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝtὁΝἵἷἳὅἷΝhiὅΝὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝtὁΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ,Νχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝpuὄpὁὅἷΝiὅΝpὄἷἵiὅἷlyΝtὁΝ

be ineffectual in convincing Pentheus to embrace the Bacchic cult. In particular, the herdsman 

relates that whereas the weapons of the peasants were unable to harm the Bacchants, who were 

supernaturally protected by Dionysus, the maenads injured them with their thyrsi and turned 

them to flight. This account clearly reveals to Pentheus the superhuman strength and invincibility 

of the Bacchants and consequently the certainty of failure of a military campaign against them. 

Thus it constitutes a very effective warning to the Theban king, who is planning to launch an 

ἳὅὅἳultΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅέΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Νὅpἷἷἵh,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝwithΝitὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

floral miracles, simulacra of animals, and transformation of men into dolphins is entirely 

unsuitable for demonstrating to Pentheus the terrifying power of Bacchus, so that he might show 

reverence towards his godhead.  

ἦhἷΝὅhἷphἷὄἶ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἳlὅὁΝἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝἷxpliἵitΝἳἶmὁὀitiὁὀὅΝἳὀἶΝpὄὁmptiὀἹὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝ

king not to fight against Dionysus. After he describes the wondrous deeds performed by the 

Bacchants, he comments that if Pentheus had been present and witnessed these miracles, he 

wὁulἶΝ hἳvἷΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀiὐἷἶΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ἶiviὀityΝ ἳὀἶΝ pὄἳyἷἶΝ tὁΝ himΝ (ἅ1ἀ-713). Moreover, after his 

ὄἷpὁὄtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ’ΝviἵtὁὄyΝὁvἷὄΝ thἷΝὄuὅtiἵὅ,ΝhἷΝἵὁὀἵluἶἷὅΝhiὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἴyΝuὄἹiὀἹΝἢἷὀthἷus to 

welcome Dionysus into the city (769-774). Acoetes, on the contrary, addresses no warnings or 

                                                           
238 Met. 3.572 ecce cruentati redeunt; Ba. 763-ἅἄἂΝせi宋ちgすΝh跡ΝしへとjてになΝ厨つgちすi宋jgすΝぬiと蒼ちΝήΝ厨kとgにたうkすこてち せ刃ヾiちほkすこてちΝ
lにけ蘇すέ 
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exhortations to the Theban king to show respect to Bacchus and closes his narrative by simply 

ὅtἳtiὀἹΝthἳtΝἳἸtἷὄΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝὅἳilὁrs he joined his worship (3.691). 

ἦhiὅΝmἳὄkἷἶΝἶivἷὄἹἷὀἵἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmὁἶἷlΝiὅΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝiὀἶiἵἳtiὁὀΝthἳtΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝiὅΝ

ὀὁtΝiὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝtὁΝpἷὄὅuἳἶἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝtὁΝἳἵkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἶiviὀἷΝὅtἳtuὅΝἳὀἶΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtἷΝiὀΝhiὅΝ

cult, but enrage him so that he might confront the Bacchants and meet his death at their hands. 

The embedded story of Acoetes serves an additional function: it mirrors in multiple ways 

thἷΝmἳiὀΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅέΝ ἔiὄὅtΝ ὁἸΝ ἳll,Ν thἷΝ ἶἷvὁutΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὄἷὅiὅtἳὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝ

sailors echoes the opposition of the pious Thebans (e.g. Tiresias, Cadmus, Athamas) to Pentheus. 

ἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅ’ΝἵἷὀὅuὄἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝimpiἷtyΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝὁὀlyΝἳἹἹὄἳvἳtἷὅΝhiὅΝwὄἳthΝ(ἁέἃἄἂ-

567) and in analogous manner when Acoetes, who is both the captain and helmsman of the ship, 

tries to prevent his crew from kidnapping Bacchus, the infuriated Lycabas attempts to hurl him 

into the sea (3.621-629). In the Hymn to Dionysus, on the other hand, the captain simply rebukes 

the devout helmsman, when he asks his shipmates to release the god (25-27). Thus Ovid diverges 

ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ ἘὁmἷὄiἵΝ hymὀΝ ὅὁΝ thἳtΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ἷmἴἷἶἶἷἶΝ tἳlἷΝ mἳyΝ ὄἷἸlἷἵtΝ thἷΝ ἸὄἳmἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝ

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝἡphἷltἷὅΝἳἵἵuὅἷὅΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝὁἸΝἸὄἷὀὐy,ΝwhἷὀΝthἷΝlἳttἷὄΝἸὁllὁwὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝὄἷὃuἷὅtΝtὁΝἴὄiὀἹΝ

him to Naxos, thus evoking ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀὅΝἳὅΝmἳἶΝἶuἷΝtὁΝthἷiὄΝwiὅhΝ

to worship Bacchus.239 

One important link between the inserted story of Acoetes and its narrative frame is 

ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν uὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἶἷἵἷptiὁὀέΝ JuὅtΝ ἳὅΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶΝ appears to Pentheus disguised as the powerless 

Acoetes and lets himself be bound in fetters by his servants, likewise the god presents himself to 

the sailors in the guise of a defenseless boy and allows them to capture him. The camouflaged 

Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ἶiviὀἷΝ ὀἳtuὄἷΝ iὅΝ pἷὄἵἷivἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ὀὁὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅΝ apart from Acoetes (3.609-614) and 

                                                           
239 Met. 3.641-642 “ὃuiἶΝ Ἰἳἵiὅ,Ν ὁΝ demens? quis te furor,”Ν iὀὃuitΝ ἡphἷltἷὅήΝ “pἷὄὅἷὃuituὄἍ”; Met. 3.531-532 ‘quis 
furor, anguigenae, proles Mavortia, vestras attonuit mentes?’Ν(ἥἷἷΝἝἵnamara 2010, 178). 
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likewise Pentheus does not realize that Acoetes is actually the god in human form. Ovid lays 

pἳὄtiἵulἳὄΝἷmphἳὅiὅΝὁὀΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἵuὀὀiὀἹΝiὀΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝtἳlἷέΝἘiὅΝtὄiἵkἷὄyΝiὅΝἷviἶἷὀtΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝἸiὄὅtΝ

appearance in the story: having assumed the shape of an effeminate boy, he is led along by 

Opheltes acting as if awakened from a drunken slumber and pretending to be reeling and hardly 

able to follow the sailor.240 The feigning of drunkenness is particularly fitting for the god of 

intoxication and he actually simulates the behavior of one of his typical companions, old Silenus, 

who appears in the hymn to Bacchus opening Book 4 as inebriated and supporting his tottering 

limbs with a staff.241 WhἷὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὄἷwΝ lὁuἶlyΝ ἳpplἳuἶὅΝ Ἔyἵἳἴἳὅ’Ν ἳttἷmptΝ tὁΝ throw Acoetes 

overboard for opposing their plans, the god pretends to shake off his drunken torpor due to the 

clamor and, affecting ignorance, asks them how he ended up on their ship and where they are 

planning to take him.242 What is more, after the sailors steer the ship towards a different 

destination than the one they promised to take him, namely Naxos, Bacchus mockingly pretends 

thἳtΝ hἷΝ hἳὅΝ ἴἷlἳtἷἶlyΝ ὄἷἳliὐἷἶΝ thἷiὄΝ ὅἵhἷmἷΝ ἳὀἶ,Ν ἸἳkiὀἹΝ tἷἳὄὅ,Ν hἷΝ ἵὁmplἳiὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷiὄΝ “ἵὄuἷlΝ

ἶἷἵἷptiὁὀ”έ243  

This portrayal of BacἵhuὅΝ ἳὅΝ ἸὄἳuἶulἷὀtΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵὄἳἸtyΝ iὅΝmὁἶἷlἷἶΝ ὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae, 

whἷὄἷΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝἶiὅἹuiὅἷἶΝἳὅΝthἷΝἜyἶiἳὀΝὅtὄἳὀἹἷὄΝlἷtὅΝhimὅἷlἸΝἴἷΝἵἳptuὄἷἶΝἴyΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝmἷὀΝἳὀἶΝ

cunningly entices the Theban king into spying the maenads, so as to destroy him. The Dionysus 

of the Homeric hymn, on the other hand, is not represented as treacherous. From the very start he 

provides the pirates with a clear sign of his divinity by miraculously removing the fetters from 

                                                           
240 Met. 3.607-609 virginea puerum ducit per litora forma. / ille mero somnoque gravis titubare videtur / vixque 
sequi. 

241 Met. 4.26-27 quique senex ferula titubantis ebrius artus / sustinet. 

242 Met. 3.630-631 veluti clamore solutus/ sit sopor atque mero redeant in pectora sensus. 

243 Met. 3.650-655 tum deus inludens, tamquam modo denique fraudem / senserit, e puppi pontum prospectat adunca 
/ et flenti similis […]. 
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his limbs (13-14) and unlike the Ovidian Bacchus, who creates illusory phantoms of wild 

animals, the Homeric Dionysus engenders a real bear and transforms himself into a living and 

breathing lion. In conclusion, the wily trickery employed by the disguised Bacchus against the 

Tyrrhenian sailors in the micro-narrative alerts the reader to the fact that in the macro-narrative 

the god is deceiving Pentheus as well in the guise of Acoetes. 

χὀὁthἷὄΝ ἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶἷὀἵἷΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὅtὁὄyΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἸὄἳmἷΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ

Tyrrhenian sailors are portrayed being as hybristic and obstinate as Pentheus. The sailors are 

repeatedly characterized as an impious lot and they laugh at the tears of Acoetes and Bacchus.244 

ἥimilἳὄlyΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝὅἵὁὄὀὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝἳὀἶΝὄiἶiἵulἷὅΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Νpὄὁphἷἵiἷὅέ245 The alter ego of 

Pentheus among the Tyrrhenian sailors is Lycabas, since the chief trait of both heroes is frenzied 

anger and they both attempt unsuccessfully to dispatch Acoetes, who opposes their plans: 

Pentheus sentences him to death by torture, while Lycabas tries to hurl him off the ship.246 Ovid 

uὀἶἷὄὅἵὁὄἷὅΝthἷΝἳἸἸiὀityΝὁἸΝthἷΝtwὁΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝἴyΝmἳkiὀἹΝthἷΝἸiἹuὄἳtivἷΝlἳὀἹuἳἹἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὁὄἶἷὄὅΝ

ὄἷἵἳllΝἜyἵἳἴἳὅ’ΝἳἵtiὁὀὅέΝἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝἵὁmmἳὀἶὅΝhiὅΝὅἷὄvἳὀtὅΝtὁΝὅὀἳtἵhΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝἳὀἶΝἵἳὅtΝhimΝ

headlong to the underworld river Styx, echoing Lycabas, who grabs Acoetes by the throat and 

tries to throw him into the sea.247 Another shared characteristic of Pentheus and Lycabas is their 

impiety, which is illustrated by the fact that they both reflect the Virgilian Mezentius. We saw 

earlier how the characterization of the Theban king as contemptor superum (3.514) is 

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἶἷὅpὁtέΝἜyἵἳἴἳὅΝiὅΝὅἳiἶΝtὁΝhἳvἷΝἴἷἷὀΝἴἳὀiὅhἷἶΝἸὄὁmΝἳὀΝἓtὄuὅἵἳὀΝἵityΝἳὅΝ

                                                           
244 Met. 3.629 impia turba 656 lacrimas manus impia nostras/ridet. 

245 Met. 3.514 contemptor superum Pentheus praesagaque ridet. 

246 Met. 3.623 (Lycabas) furit audacissimus, 567 (Pentheus) crescit rabies, 577-570 ἳἶὅpiἵitΝ …ὁἵuliὅ,Ν ὃuὁὅΝ iὄἳΝ
tremendos fecerat 707 recanduit ira. 

247 Met. 3. 694-695 praecipitem, famuli, rapite hunc cruciataque diris / corpora tormentis Stygiae demittite nocti!, 
626-627 iuvenali guttura pugno / rupit et excussum misisset in aequora. 
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punishment for murder recalling the oppressive Mezentius, who is exiled by the Etruscan people 

because of his atrocious crimes against them.248  

Pentheus and the sailors also display the same degree of stubbornness in their outrage 

towards Bacchus. The god initiates his epiphany by supernaturally immobilizing the Tyrrhenian 

ship. The sailors, however, do not cease their rowing, but even unfurl the sails and ply their oars 

with increased effort.249 In an analogous fashion Pentheus, despite the opposition of the Thebans 

ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝmiὄἳἵulὁuὅΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝ ἳttἷὅtiὀἹΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἹὄἷἳtΝ pὁwἷὄ,Ν pἷὄὅiὅtὅΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ ὅtὄuἹἹlἷΝ

against the god and marches to Mt. Cithaeron to confront the Bacchants.250 The obstinate 

ὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὅἳilὁὄὅΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἷpiphἳὀyΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝὅhἳὄplyΝwithΝthἷΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝὁἸΝ

the sailors to the miracles performed by Dionysus in the Homeric Hymn, who ask the helmsman 

to bring the ship to shore, so as to release the god.251 Therefore, Ovid deviates from the hymn in 

ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ pἳὄἳllἷlΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὁἴἶuὄἳtἷΝ iὄὄἷvἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ withΝ thἳtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅέΝ χὀὁthἷὄΝ

mἳὀiἸἷὅtἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳilὁὄὅ’ΝὅtuἴἴὁὄὀὀἷὅὅΝiὅΝἸὁuὀἶ in the scene of metamorphosis. While Libys is 

trying to ply the oars that resist him, his arms transform into fins.252 Likewise Pentheus, who 

becomes more enraged by the admonitions of the Thebans, is likened to a torrent, which 

becomes more violent when it meets with obstacles.253 The figurative image of the river made 

more savage by the barriers in its path is thus transformed into the literal picture of the sailors 

rowing their ship with redoubled struggle when it is immobilized by Bacchus. Hence, both 

                                                           
248 Met. 3.624-625 Tusca pulsus ab urbe / exilium dira poenam pro caede luebat (See Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.623-625. 

249 Met. 3.662-663 illi admirantes remorum in verbere perstant/ velaque deducunt geminaque ope currere temptant. 

250 Met. 3.701-702 perstat Echionides, nec iam iubet ire, sed ipse vadit, ubi electus facienda ad sacra Cithaeron. 

251 H. Dion. 42-ἂἂΝ[…]Νて頗 h跡 菅hふちkiな/ ち蘇' 随hさ kふk' 帥ヾiすkg せにくiとちおkさち 厨せえそiにてち け訴 ヾiそうgち┳Ν[…]Νέ 

252 Met. 3.676-677 at Libys obstantis dum vult obvertere remos, / in spatium resilire manus breve vidit. 

253 Met. 3.568-571 sic ego torrentem, qua nil obstabat eunti, / lenius et modico strepitu decurrere vidi; / at 
quacumque trabes obstructaque saxa tenebant, / spumeus et fervens et ab obice saevior ibat. 
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PenthἷuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅ’ΝὁἴὅtiὀἳtἷΝ impiἷtyΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ iὅΝ iὀtἷὀὅiἸiἷἶΝwhἷὀΝ itΝmἷἷtὅΝwithΝ

opposition and they are equally punished for their outrage.  

Finally, the penalty that the Tyrrhenian sailors suffer for their hybris towards Bacchus, 

namely their transformation into dolphins, is recounted in a lighthearted and humorous manner, 

but it also has sinister overtones in that it implicitly foreshadows the punishment inflicted on 

Pentheus for his outrage against the god, that is his dismemberment by the Bacchants.  When 

ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ pὄἷtἷὀἶὅΝ tὁΝ ἶiὅἵὁvἷὄΝ thἷΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅ’ΝmἳliἵiὁuὅΝ plἳὀΝ tὁΝ ἳἴἶuἵtΝ him,Ν hἷΝ ἵὁmplἳiὀὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ

deception of a defenseless boy by a group of men is an inglorious act.254 This scene is echoed 

ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthέΝ ἦhἷΝ band of Bacchants rush against the 

helpless Pentheus seeing him as a wild boar and after they dismember him the frenzied Agave 

exclaims that his slaughter is a triumph for them.255 In both scenes there is pointed dramatic 

iὄὁὀy,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ iὀΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὅtὁὄyΝ thἷΝ ἳpparent victim (Bacchus in disguise) will prove to be the 

avenging punisher, while in the main narrative the intruding wild beast (Pentheus) is actually a 

powerless prey. 

χὀὁthἷὄΝ ὁmiὀὁuὅΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ iὅΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅ’ 

metamorphosis. An anonymous sailor attempts to grasp a rope, but he suddenly realizes that he 

has no arms anymore and that his body has become limbless.256 This comic description of the 

ὅἳilὁὄ’ὅΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝiὀtὁΝἳΝἶὁlphiὀΝiὅΝἷvὁkἷἶΝiὀΝἳΝpἷὄvἷὄὅἷΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

sparagmos. Pentheus tries to raise his arms in supplication to his mother, but he discovers that 

                                                           
254 Met. 3.654-655 “ὃuὁΝmἷὄuiΝpὁἷὀἳmΝἸἳἵtὁἍΝὃuἳἷΝgloria vestra est, / si puerum iuvenes, si multi fallitis unum?”. 

255 Met. 3.715-716 ruit omnis in unum / turba furens, 728 ἵlἳmἳtἈΝ‘iὁΝἵὁmitἷὅ,ΝὁpuὅΝhὁἵΝvictoria nostra ἷὅt!’. 

256 Met. 3.679-681 alter ad intortos cupiens dare bracchia funes / bracchia non habuit truncoque repandus in undas 
corpore desiluit. 
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they have been torn off and that his body is mutilated.257 The humorous transformation of the 

sailor, who loses his arms, because they have turned into fins, thus prefigures the grotesque 

“mἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅ”Ν ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ,ΝwhὁΝ iὅΝ ἶἷpὄivἷἶΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ἳὄmὅΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἸὄἷὀὐiἷἶΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅέ258 The 

striking verbal parallels between the two scenes illustrate that Ovid fashioned the amusing scene 

ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἳilὁὄ’ὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝ iὀΝ ὅuἵhΝ ἳΝwἳyΝ ἳὅΝ tὁΝ pὁὄtἷὀἶΝ thἷΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

death.259  

To recapitulate, Ovid composes the Acoetes episode by mingling by means of 

intertextual conflation the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus, which is the source for the embedded 

narrative of the Tyrrhenian sailors, with the Bacchae, on which is modeled the narrative frame, 

ὀἳmἷlyΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝἵἳptuὄἷΝἳὀἶΝἷὅἵἳpἷέΝἙΝhἳvἷΝἳὄἹuἷἶΝthἳtΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝiὅΝἳἵtuἳllyΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝiὀΝἶiὅἹuiὅἷΝ

and plays the role of the Lydian stranger, in that they both lure Pentheus to his destruction by the 

Bacchants, the former by exploiting his irascible and impatient character and the latter by 

capitalizing on his voyeuristic curiosity. Furthermore, both Acoetes in the external narrative and 

the disguised Bacchus in the internal story resemble in many ways the Virgilian Sinon, who 

echoes in turn the Euripidean Lydian stranger.  

The micro-narrative of Acoetes serves multiple functions within the macro-narrative of 

Pentheus. First of all, it affords Ovid a straightforward physical metamorphosis, which the 

Bacchae does not provide, as well as a resistance myth parallel to that of Pentheus.  On one level 

it is an admonitory mythological exemplum directed to Pentheus and intended to persuade him 

not to disrespect Bacchus, but on a deeper level it is designed to be unconvincing and infuriate 
                                                           
257 Met. 3.723-725 non habet infelix quae matri bracchia tendat, / trunca sed ostendens dereptis vulnera membris/ 
'adspice, mater!' ait. 

258 Anderson 1997, vv. 3.723-725. 

259 bracchia non habuit ~ non habet […] bracchia, ad intortos cupiens dare […] funes ~ quae matri […] tendat, 
trunco […] corpore ~ trunca […] vulnera. 
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the impetuous Theban king, so that he might storm off to Mt. Cithaeron and thus be destroyed by 

thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅέΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὅtὁὄyΝἳlὅὁΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἳὅΝἳΝtὄἳἹiἵΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝὄἷpὁὄtΝἳὀἶΝhἷΝἳὅὅumἷὅΝthἷΝ

part of the Euripidean herdsman, who delivers the first messenger speech to Pentheus. Finally, 

thἷΝὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅΝhἳὅΝmultiplἷΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶἷὀἵἷὅΝtὁΝthἷΝmἳiὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὄἷὅiὅtἳὀἵἷΝtὁΝ

the Tyrrhenian sailors parallels the opposition of the Thebans to Pentheus. Furthermore, in both 

the internal and the external narrative Bacchus assumes a disguise (Acoetes, effeminate boy) and 

employs cunning deception against the Tyrrhenian sailors and Pentheus, both of whom are 

portrayed as impious towards the god and persistent in their outrage. Finally, the comical penalty 

suffered by the sailors obliquely portends the gruesome punishment inflicted on Pentheus by the 

god. 

 

2.1.4 The sparagmos of Pentheus 

  

ἙὀΝthἷΝἸiὀἳlΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νὅtὁὄy,Ν iὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ confronts the Bacchants and is 

brutally dismembered by them, Ovid draws on the second messenger speech of the Bacchae 

(1024-1152) as his primary source. He also introduces in his narrative by means of intertextual 

ἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝmἳὀyΝἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’ Idyll ἀἄ,ΝwhiἵhΝ iὀΝ tuὄὀΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyΝἳὀἶΝ

thus functions as an intermediate model between the Greek tragedy and the Roman epic.260 The 

most significant Theocritean features in the Ovidian episode concern the setting of the scene, the 

role of Dionysus, the description of the dismemberment, and the elevated part of Autonoe. The 

ἵὁὀἵluἶiὀἹΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝ ὅἵἷὀiἵΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ ἳὀἶΝvἷὄἴἳlΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀἵἷὅΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Aeneid, which can be found in the epic similes of the war horse (3.704-707) and the falling 

                                                           
260 For the reception of the Bacchae in Idyll 26 see Cairns 1992, and Cusset 1997, 2001. 
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leaves (3.729-ἅἁ1)ΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝiὀΝχἹἳvἷ’ὅΝὅlἳyiὀἹΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ(ἁέἅἀἃ-727). The Ovidian narrative 

assimilates features from its Euripidean, Theocritean and Virgilian intertexts, but at the same 

time offers a highly original and innovative account ὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νsparagmos.  

ἡviἶ’ὅΝmἳjὁὄΝἶivἷὄἹἷὀἵἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝBacchae pertains to the role of Dionysus in the Theban 

kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthέΝ WhἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶΝ plἳyὅΝ ἳΝ ἶἷἵiὅivἷΝ pἳὄtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἷvἷὀtὅΝ lἷἳἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷmiὅἷ,Ν iὀΝ ἡviἶΝ hiὅΝ iὀtἷὄvἷὀtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ impliἵit and is left to the reader to infer. The 

Roman poet follows in this respect the Theocritean version of the story, in which Dionysus is 

also divested of any direct role in the events.261 In the Bacchae the disguised god maddens 

Pentheus and persuades him to dress up as a maenad by promising to show him the secret 

Bacchic rites (810-ἆἄ1)έΝ ἘἷΝ thἷὀΝ ἹuiἶἷὅΝ himΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν plἳἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὅὅἷmἴlyΝ ὁὀΝ ἝtέΝ

Cithaeron (1041-1047) and places him on a fir tree thereby trapping him and making him visible 

to the maenads (1063-1075). At that moment he vanishes from sight and his incorporeal voice is 

heard exhorting the Bacchants to punish Pentheus (1077-1081). The god also provides clear 

signs of his epiphany, namely a brilliant fiery light and uncanny silence (1084-1085). Finally, 

Dionysus maddens the maenads (1094), so that they may view Pentheus as a wild beast and kill 

him (1107-1108). In Ovid and Theocritus, on the contrary, the Theban king goes to confront the 

Bacchants of his own accord and Bacchus does not openly participate in the events. The only 

oblique manifestation of his power is the frenzy which he inspires in the maenads and which 

causes them to tear Pentheus to pieces.262  

One aspect in which the Ovidian Pentheus diverges from both his Euripidean and 

Theocritean antecedents is that he does not engage in stealth and spying. In the Metamorphoses 

                                                           
261 Bömer 1969, vv. 701-733. 

262 Ba. 15 たgかちikて たえち k' g盛kう, たgかちてちkて h' 甚と' i盛し設 せg拙 尽そそgす; Met. 3.716 turba furens.  
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thἷΝἷὀὄἳἹἷἶΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝmἳὄἵhἷὅΝὅtὄἳiἹhtΝtὁΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ’ΝἹἳthἷὄiὀἹΝplἳἵἷΝtὁΝἵhἳllἷὀἹἷΝthἷmΝἳὀἶΝ

is immediately spotted by them. In the Bacchae, on the other hand, Pentheus spies on the 

maenads disguised as a Bacchant and mounted on a fir tree, while in Idyll 26 he furtively 

watches their secret rites from a steep rock, having concealed himself behind a mastic bush (10-

11). Thus Ovid deviates from Euripides, who portrays Pentheus as an effeminate, divinely 

maddened, and voyeuristic hero as well as from Theocritus, who depicts him as a cowardly spy 

of the Bacchic rites, and represents him instead as a valiant epic hero, who rushes furiously to 

face the maenads. This characterizatiὁὀΝ hἳὅΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν hἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

Thebans, where he contrasted the warlike and masculine Thebans with the effeminate and 

wanton Bacchus and his followers (3.531-556).  

The characterization of Pentheus as a brave hero is best illustrated by an epic simile, 

where the wrathful king is likened to a fierce war horse (3.701-707). This type of simile is 

usually employed in epic and tragic poetry to portray a warrior who is entering the fray 

(Il.15.263-268 (Hector), Aes. Sept. 392-394 (Tydeus), Ap. Rhod. Arg. 3.1259-1262 (Jason), 

Ennius Ann. 535-539 Skutch, Virg. Aen. 11.492-497 (Turnus)). Barchiesi suggests that Ovid, by 

depicting a war horse fervent for the fight, departs from Homer, Virgil, and Ennius, whose horse 

is a proud animal that exults in galloping free, grazing, bathing, and mating. He argues that the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝὅimilἷ,Ν iὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝhὁὄὅἷΝἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝἷἳἹἷὄΝἸὁὄΝἴἳttlἷΝupὁὀΝhἷἳὄiὀἹΝthἷΝtὄumpἷtἷὄ’ὅΝἴlἳὅtΝ

alludes rather to Apollonius, where Jason preparing for his aristeia is likened to a neighing 

martial horse that longs for battle, and even more to Aeschylus, where Tydeus is compared to a 

hὁὄὅἷΝἵὄἳviὀἹΝἸὁὄΝwἳὄΝἳὀἶΝὄuὅhiὀἹΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝἸὄἳyΝwhἷὀΝitΝhἷἳὄὅΝthἷΝtὄumpἷt’ὅΝὅiἹὀἳlέ263  

                                                           
263 Met. 3.704-705 ut fremit acer equus, cum bellicus aere canoro / signa dedit tubicen, pugnaeque adsumit amorem; 
Arg. 3.1259-1260 刃とおすてな 摺ヾヾてな, 厨iそhふたiちてな ヾてそえたてすて / jせgとした藻 厨ヾすぬとiたえしのち せとてへiす ヾえhてち; Sept. 392-ἁλἂΝ くて岨Ν
ヾgと'Ν星ぬしgすなΝヾてkgたかgすな,ΝたうぬさなΝ厨と蒼ち,ΝήΝ摺ヾヾてなΝぬgそすち蒼ちΝ脆なΝせgkgjしたgかちのちΝたえちiす,ΝήΝ晴jkすな くて碩ち jうそヾすけけてな 成とたgかちiす せそへのち 
(See Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.704-705). 
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Below I will argue that apart from the Apollonian and Aeschylean models the Virgilian 

comparison of Turnus to a horse (11.492-ἂλἅ)Ν iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἳὀΝ impὁὄtἳὀtΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅimilἷέΝ

Pentheus is repeatedly reminiscent of Turnus earlier in the narrative: his confrontation with 

ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝἦuὄὀuὅ’Ν ἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄΝwithΝχllἷἵtὁ,Ν hiὅΝ hἳὄἳngue to Thebans recalls the Rutulian 

pὄiὀἵἷ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝtὁΝhiὅΝmἷὀ,ΝthἷyΝἴὁthΝhἳvἷΝἳὀΝiὄἳὅἵiἴlἷΝἳὀἶΝimpἳtiἷὀtΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄ,ΝἳὀἶΝἸiὀἳllyΝthἷyΝ

employ an analogous anti-oriental rhetoric against their enemies. Hence, it comes as no surprise 

that Pentheus echoes Turnus at the climactic scene of his portrayal as an epic hero. In particular, 

thἷΝ“vἷhiἵlἷ”ΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὅimilἷ,ΝthἳtΝiὅΝthἷΝimἳἹἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝwἳὄΝhὁὄὅἷ,ΝἵὁὀἸlἳtἷὅΝthἷΝ“vἷhiἵlἷ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

Virgilian simile, namely a horse escaping confinement and careering free in the fields, with its 

“tἷὀὁὄ”ἈΝἦuὄὀuὅ’ΝἳὄmiὀἹΝἸὁὄΝἴἳttlἷέΝἙὀΝὁthἷὄΝwὁὄἶὅ,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝwἳὄΝhὁὄὅἷΝiὅΝἳὀΝἳmἳlἹἳmΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

belligerent Turnus and the galloping horse of the simile. This interpretation is confirmed by 

verbal parallels between the two similes. Both heroes are compared to horses that snort 

fiercely.264 In addition, the Ovidian horse which conceives a desire for battle at the sound of the 

tὄumpἷtἷὄ’ὅΝ ἴlἳὅtΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ ἦuὄὀuὅ,ΝwhὁΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ hἷἳὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝ tὄumpἷt’ὅΝ ὅiἹὀἳlΝ ἸὁὄΝwἳὄ,Ν ἷxultὅΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ

courage and is eager to fight the enemy.265 This association of Pentheus with Turnus is not 

merely ornamental, but has a more profound significance. In both cases the horse simile is 

ὁmiὀὁuὅ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝitΝpὁὄtἷὀἶὅΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷἈΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝwillΝὅὁὁὀΝmἷἷtΝhiὅΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝ

the Bacchants and Turnus will likewise be slain by Aeneas. The comparison of the Theban king 

with the Rutilian warrior is at the same time deeply ironic, since Turnus is a real epic hero, who 

valiantly faces Aeneas in the battlefield, whereas, as we shall see, Pentheus is a pseudo-epic 

hero, who displays his fear and cowardice as soon as he encounters the maenads.  

                                                           
264 Aen. 11.492-496 equus […] fremit; Met. 3.704 fremit acer equus. 

265 Met. 3.704-705 cum bellicus aere canoro / signa dedit tubicen pugnaeque adsumit amorem; Aen. 11.474-475 
bello dat signum rauca cruentum / bucina, 491 exsultatque animis et spe iam praecipit hostem. 
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Pentheus is also reminiscent in this simile of another Virgilian character, namely queen 

Dido who upon hearing the news that Aeneas is preparing to sail from Carthage is filled with 

mad rage and is likened to a frenzied Bacchant (4.300-304). Ovid has transferred elements from 

thἷΝ“vἷhiἵlἷ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝὅimilἷΝ(thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀt)ΝtὁΝthἷΝ“tἷὀὁὄ”ΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝὅimilἷΝ(ἢἷὀthἷuὅ)έΝ

In particular, just as Dido is compared to a maenad, who is stirred to blazing madness at the 

ὅὁuὀἶΝὁἸΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝἵὄiἷὅΝἵὁmiὀἹΝἸὄὁmΝἑithἳἷὄὁὀ,ΝlikἷwiὅἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἳὀἹἷὄΝiὅΝὄἷkiὀἶlἷἶΝ(ἁέἅίἅΝ

recanduit ira) when he perceives the songs and shouts of the maenads originating from the 

mountain.266 This implicit connection of Pentheus with Dido is highly ironic, in that Theban king 

who is a sworn enemy of the Bacchants is portrayed in terms evocative of the Virgilian 

“mἳἷὀἳἶ”έΝ ἙtΝ iὅΝ ὀὁtΝ ἵὁiὀἵiἶἷὀtἳlΝ thἳtΝ ViὄἹilΝ himὅἷlἸΝ ἳὅὅὁἵiἳtἷἶΝ ἒiἶὁΝ withΝ thἷΝ ἓuripidean 

Pentheus. The Carthaginian queen, who dreams that she is being pursued by Aeneas (4.465-466), 

is likened to the maddened Pentheus on stage seeing before him the Furies.267 Therefore, Ovid 

mἳyΝἴἷΝmἳkiὀἹΝhἷὄἷΝἳΝ“ἶὁuἴlἷΝἳlluὅiὁὀ”,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝhiὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ echoes the Virgilian Dido, who in 

turn evokes the Euripidean Pentheus. The affinity of Pentheus with Dido by means of the horse 

simile may have sinister overtones, like the association with Turnus, since both the Carthaginian 

queen and the Theban king will soon meet their end.  

The Ovidian simile, apart from drawing on epic sources, is also evocative of the Bacchae. 

The comparison of Pentheus to a war horse may reflect the implicit and figurative portrayal of 

the Theban king in Euripides as a horseman. When Pentheus realizes that he cannot behold the 

rites of the Bacchants from where he is, he suggest that he climb on a fir tree to have a better 

                                                           
266 Aen. 3.300-303 saeuit inops animi totamque incensa per urbem / bacchatur, qualis commotis excita sacris / 
Thyias ubi audito stimulant trieterica Baccho / orgia nocturnusque uocat clamore Cithaeron; Met. 3.702-703 
Cithaeron / cantibus et clara bacchantum voce sonabat, 706-707 Penthea sic ictus longis ululatibus aether / movit, et 
audito clamore. 

267 Aen. 4.469-470 Eumenidum ueluti demens uidet agmina Pentheus / et solem geminum et duplices se ostendere 
Thebas. 
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view.268 He characterizes the tree as 精ねgへぬさち,ΝwhiἵhΝmἷtἳphὁὄiἵἳllyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ“tὁwἷὄiὀἹ”,ΝἴutΝ itὅΝ

literal significance iὅΝ “tἳll-ὀἷἵkἷἶ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ iὅΝ uὅἷἶΝ tὁΝ ὄἷἸἷὄΝ tὁΝ hὁὄὅἷὅέ269 Dionysus gently places 

Pentheus on the tree so as not to unseat him and the verb used to describe this action is 

桁ちgぬgすkかこの (“tὁΝ ἷjἷἵt”),Ν whiἵhΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ pὄἷviὁuὅlyΝ ἷmplὁyἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷΝ thἷΝ ἴull’ὅΝ

overthrowing of Hippolytus from his chariot.270 Finally, the Theban king is later said to be 

mounted on the back of the fir tree, as if it were a horse.271 Therefore, whereas the Ovidian 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ iὅΝ likἷὀἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ ἸiἷὄἵἷΝ wἳὄΝ hὁὄὅἷ,Ν ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν kiὀἹΝ iὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἷἸἸἷminate 

“hὁὄὅἷmἳὀ”,ΝwhὁΝἶὄἷὅὅἷἶΝupΝἳὅΝἳΝmἳἷὀἳἶΝtὄiἷὅΝtὁΝὅpyΝὁὀΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ

simile may evoke and invert the simile utilized by the Euripidean messenger, in which the 

Bacchants singing to each other are compared to joyous fillies, who have escaped from their 

yokes (1056-1057). The peaceful image of the fillies prancing and enjoying their freedom is thus 

transformed by Ovid into the picture of a war horse eager for the fray.272 

This initial characterization of Pentheus as a warlike epic hero is soon ironically deflated. 

As soon as the Theban king is detected by the Bacchants, they attack him and he flees in panic to 

save his life (3.718-719). This metamorphosis of the valiant Pentheus into a cowardly and 

frightened prey of the maenads is highlighted by means of verbal echoes of the beginning of the 

scene. Whereas in the opening the Theban king was represented as a fierce horse neighing 

furiously and fervent for battle, he now runs away from the frenzied throng of the roaring 

                                                           
268 Ba. 1061 星ぬしのちΝh'Ν帥ヾ'Ν刃たく責なΝ厨なΝ厨そうkさちΝ精ねgへぬiちgέ 

269 Pl. Phaedr. 253d5. 

270 Ba 1070-1072 ぃiちしえgΝh'Ν頗hとへjgなΝ厨そgkかちのちΝ星このちΝ帥ヾすΝήΝ性とし摂ちΝたiしかiすΝhす責Νぬiと蒼ちΝくそうjkさた'Ν甚ちのΝή 刃kとえたg, lにそうjjのち 
た碩 刃ちgぬgすkかjiすえ ちすち; Hip. 1232 厨なΝkて漕し'Ν推のなΝ帥jlさそiΝせ刃ちiぬgかkすjiち. 

271 Ba. 1074 帥ぬてにjgΝちほkてすなΝhijヾふkさちΝ厨lおたiちてちέ 

272 Barchiesi (2007, vv. 3.704-705) also notes the ironic contrast between the Ovidian Pentheus likened to a war 
horse and the Bacchants compared to frolicking fillies in the parodos of the Bacchae (165-167). 
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Bacchants.273 What is more, while earlier Pentheus recalled Turnus through the war horse simile, 

the situation is ironically reversed, since Agave is the one who now resembles the Virgilian 

wἳὄὄiὁὄέΝ ἡviἶΝ tὄἳὀὅpὁὅἷὅΝ ἸἷἳtuὄἷὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ “vἷhiἵlἷ”Ν ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ ὅimilἷΝ (thἷΝ horse) to 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝmὁthἷὄέΝἦuὄὀuὅΝiὅΝlikἷὀἷἶΝtὁΝἳΝἹἳllὁpiὀἹΝhὁὄὅἷ,ΝwhiἵhΝὄἳiὅἷὅΝitὅΝὀἷἵkΝhiἹhΝἳὀἶΝitὅΝmἳὀἷΝ

flows over its neck and shoulders.274 Similarly at the moment when Agave is about to tear off 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν hἷἳἶΝ ὅhἷΝ tὁὅὅἷὅΝ ἴἳἵkΝ hἷὄΝ ὀἷἵkΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅhἳkἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ hἳir through the air.275 In addition, 

χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝἷxultἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν“tὄiumph”ΝὁvἷὄΝthἷΝiὀtὄuἶiὀἹΝ“ἴὁἳὄ”Ν(ἁέἅἀἆ)ΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ

ὁἸΝthἷΝhὁὄὅἷ’ὅΝjὁyἸulΝἸὄὁliἵkiὀἹΝ(11έἂλἅΝluxurians). Hence, unlike the Euripidean Pentheus, who 

first humiliates himself by donning the effeminate disguise of a maenad before being physically 

destroyed by the Bacchants, the Ovidian Pentheus rushes to Cithaeron as a great epic hero, but 

then transforms into the terrified quarry of the maenads. Thus, the peripeteia ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

fortunes is even more abrupt in Ovid and the triumph of the Bacchants over him even more 

startling.276  

χἸtἷὄΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἳὄὄivἳlΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν plἳἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὅὅἷmἴlyΝ ἡviἶΝ ὁἸἸἷὄὅΝ ἳΝ ἴὄiἷἸΝ

description of the locale: the maenads are gathered in an open mountain field (3.709 purus ab 

arboribus […] campus), which is surrounded by trees (3.708 cingentibus ultima silvis). This 

scenery combines elements from the Euripidean and Theocritean settings. In Idyll 26 the 

Bacchants conduct their rites in a clear meadow (5 厨ちΝせgしgと藻Νそiすた蒼ちす),277 while in the Bacchae 

                                                           
273 Met. 3.704 ut fremit acer equus, 716 turba furens […]Νfremituque sequuntur. 

274 Aen. 7.496 arrectisque fremit ceruicibus alte, 497 luduntque iubae per colla, per armos. 

275 Met. 3.726 collaque iactavit movitque per aera crinem. 

276 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.704-705. 

277 ἕὁwΝ 1λἃἀ,Ν vέΝ ἀἄέἃἈΝ “purus ab arboribus may be an interpretation of せgしgとふな.”Ν ἦhἷΝ ἳἶjἷἵtivἷΝ せgしgとふな in 
Theocritus also bears connotations of ritual purity. 
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they are in a mountain glen (1051 甚けせてな) encircled by fir trees (1052  ヾiへせgすjすΝjにjせすうこてち). The 

novel element introduced by Ovid is that the site is visible from all sides (3.709 spectabilis 

undique) and thus it is figurativἷlyΝἶἷpiἵtἷἶΝἳὅΝἳΝ“thἷἳtἷὄ”,ΝwhἷὄἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝwillΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmΝἸὄὁmΝ

ὅpἷἵtἳtὁὄΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝὁἴjἷἵtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝἹἳὐἷΝἳὀἶΝἸὄὁmΝiὀtὄuἶἷὄΝiὀtὁΝviἵtim,278 or even as an 

“ἳmphithἷἳtἷὄ”,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝἴlὁὁἶyΝhuὀtΝὁἸΝἳΝ“ἴὁἳὄ”Ν(ἢἷὀthἷuὅ)ΝwillΝtἳkἷΝplἳἵἷέ279  

All three authoὄὅΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtΝthἷΝuὀiὀitiἳtἷἶΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝviἷwiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἷἵὄἷtΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝὄitἷὅΝἳὅΝ

an act of sacrilege.280  ἡviἶΝἵὁὀἸἷὄὅΝthἷΝἵἷὀtὄἳlΝὄὁlἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝmὁthἷὄΝχἹἳvἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὅhἷΝiὅΝthἷΝ

first to spot him and rally her sisters.281 The Roman poet echoes Euripides, where the chorus 

envisions that Agave will first catch sight of her son, ἳὀἶΝ lἳtἷὄΝ ὅhἷΝ iὀitiἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝ “ἵὁὄὄuptἷἶ”Ν

sacrifice of Pentheus in the role of a priestess.282 Moreover, Ovid puts further emphasis on 

χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝpἳὄtΝἴyΝἳttὄiἴutiὀἹΝtὁΝhἷὄΝἳἵtiὁὀὅΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝἴyΝthe entire group of the maenads in the 

Bacchae. The Bacchants detect Pentheus, rush quickly towards him inspired with divine frenzy, 

and hurl thyrsi against him.283 In analogous manner the Ovidian Agave spots her son, darts 

madly against him and is the first to wound him with her thyrsus.284 Theocritus, on the other 

                                                           
278 Met. 3.710 hic oculis illum cernentem sacra profanis / prima videt (See Keith 2002a, 266-267). 

279 Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.708-709. 

280 Ba. 1108-1109 たさh'Ν 刃ヾgけけiかそさすΝ しiて漕 ぬてとて設なΝ せとにlgかてにな; Id. 26.13-14 星とけすgΝ 〈うせぬのΝ […]Ν kうΝ k'Ν て盛ぬΝ 成とえてちkすΝ
くえくgそてす; Met. 3.710 hic oculis illum cernentem sacra profanis. 

281 Met. 3.711-713 prima videt…mater ἷtΝ‘ὁΝἹἷmiὀἳἷ'ΝἵlἳmἳvitΝ‘ἳἶἷὅtἷΝὅὁὄὁὄἷὅ!’. 

282 Ba. 982-984 たうkさとΝヾと蒼kう ちすちΝそiにと塑なΝ刃ヾ摂 ヾえkとgなΝήΝi製jせてヾてな 星ねikgす / hてせiへてちkg, 1114 ヾとほkさ h跡 たおkさと 髄とつiち 
頗iとえg lふちてに. 

283 Ba.1095 斉なΝh’Νi寸hてち 厨そうkさすΝhijヾふkさちΝ厨lおたiちてち,Ν1ίλίΝ髄すつgち ヾiそiかgなΝ静せへkさk'Νて盛ぬΝ瑞jjてちiな,Ν1ίλἂΝ厨ヾおhのち しiて漕 
ヾちてg宋jすちΝ厨たたgちi宋な, 1109 甚そそgす h跡 しへとjてにな 摺ijgち hす' g菅しえとてな. 

284 Met. 3.711-712 prima uidet, prima est insano concita cursu, / prima suum misso uiolauit Penthea thyrso. 
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hand, gives the initiative to Autonoe, who is the first to catch sight of Pentheus, cry aloud, and be 

filled with frenzy.285  

Both the Euripidean and the Ovidian Agave exhort their fellow Bacchants to launch an 

assault against Pentheus, who is seen as a beast. In the Bacchae the frenzied Agave views her 

son as a wild animal and urges the other maenads to throw him down from the fir tree (1106-

11ίλ)Ν ἳὀἶΝ lἳtἷὄΝ ὅhἷΝ ἴἷliἷvἷὅΝ iὀΝ hἷὄΝmἳἶὀἷὅὅΝ thἳtΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν hἷad, which she has fixed on her 

thyὄὅuὅ,ΝiὅΝἳΝliὁὀ’ὅΝhἷἳἶΝ(11ἂί-1142). Likewise in the fourth stasimon the chorus imagined that 

χἹἳvἷΝ wὁulἶΝ ἳlἷὄtΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὅpyiὀἹΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵἳllΝ himΝ ἳΝ liὁὀἷὅὅ’Ν ὁὄΝ

ἕὁὄἹὁὀ’ὅΝ ὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹΝ (λἆἂ-991). The Ovidian text alludes to the Euripidean passages, since the 

maddened Agave cries to her sisters that a boar has trespassed in their domain and that she must 

slay it (3.713-715). In Theocritus, on the other hand, Pentheus is recognized as a human by the 

maenads, something that is indicated by his brief dialogue with Autonoe (18-19). 

The frenzied Bacchants assemble at the bidding of Agave and rush against Pentheus, who 

flees for his life in terror.286 Ovid follows here Theocritus, where the Theban king also runs away 

in fear from the maenads.287 In Euripides, however, there is no pursuit, since he is hopelessly 

trapped on the tree with no means of escape (1101-1102). The terrified Pentheus acknowledges 

and repents his hybris, cursing his folly.288 His psychological transformation evokes that of his 

Euripidean predecessor, who also confesses his guilt and entreats his mother not to kill him 

because of his sins.289  

                                                           
285 Id. ἀἄέ1ἀΝ]盛kてちふgΝヾとうkg ちすちΝ刃ちえせとgけiΝhiすち摂ちΝ菅hて宋jg, 15 たgかちikて たえち k' g盛kう, たgかちてちkて h' 甚と' i盛し設 せg拙 尽そそgす. 

286 Met. 3.716-717 cunctae coeunt fremituque sequuntur,/ iam trepidum. 

287 Id. ἀἄέ1ἄΝぃiちしi設なΝた跡ちΝli漕けiちΝヾilてくさたえちてな,Νg裾 h'Ν厨hかのせてち (See Bömer 1969, v. 3.716). 

288 Met. 3.718 iam se damnantem, iam se peccasse fatentem. 

289 Ba. 1120-11ἀ1Νて澄せkすとiΝh'Ν惜 た蘇kえとΝたiΝたさh跡 kg宋なΝ厨たg宋な 塵たgとkかgすjす ヾg宋hgΝj摂ちΝせgkgせkうちさすなέ 
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Ovid has elevated the role of Autonoe in his narrative, adhering to Theocritus and 

deviating from Euripides, where she plays an inconsequential part in the action. The wounded 

Pentheus turns first to his aunt Autonoe and implores her to aid him. He attempts to stir her pity 

by reminding her of the fate of her son Actaeon, who had been torn apart by his own hounds 

(3.719-720). Ovid reworks here the scene in Idyll 26 in which the Theban king asks Autonoe 

whἳtΝiὅΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝpuὄpὁὅἷΝἳὀἶΝὅhἷΝὄἷpliἷὅΝὅἳὄἵἳὅtiἵἳllyΝthἳtΝhἷΝwillΝὅὁὁὀΝἸiὀἶΝὁut,ΝimplyiὀἹΝ

that they wish to kill him (18-19). Ovid thus transforms the ironic Theocritean exchange between 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝχutὁὀὁἷΝiὀtὁΝἳΝὀἷphἷw’ὅΝἶἷὅpἷὄἳtἷΝἳὀἶΝtὄἳἹiἵΝplἷἳΝἸὁὄΝhἷlpΝtὁΝhiὅΝἳuὀtΝἷvὁkiὀἹΝthἷΝ

ἹὄimΝἶἷὅtiὀyΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἵὁuὅiὀέΝἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἷὀtὄἷἳtyΝ tὁΝχutὁὀὁἷΝἳlluἶἷὅΝ tὁΝ

thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝχἹave. Just as in the Bacchae Pentheus beseeches Agave to 

pity him and spare his life, because he is her son (1120-1121), similarly in the Metamorphoses he 

ἳttἷmptὅΝtὁΝmὁvἷΝχutὁὀὁἷΝἴyΝὄἷmiὀἶiὀἹΝhἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὁwὀΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέΝἙὀΝἴὁthΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝ

kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἷὀtreaty is unsuccessful, since the frenzied women cannot recognize him or understand 

what he is saying.290  

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝ thἷΝἸἳtἷΝὁἸΝχἵtἳἷὁὀΝhiἹhliἹhtὅΝ thἷΝἵlὁὅἷΝἳἸἸiὀityΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝ

heroes. Ovid narrates the story of Actaeon immediately after the foundation of Thebes by 

Cadmus (3.138-252) and closes the book with the tale of his cousin Pentheus thus creating a ring 

composition, which adds unity and coherence to his Thebaid.291 Both youths commit hybris by 

ἴἷhὁlἶiὀἹΝ ἳΝ tἳἴὁὁΝ ὅiἹhtΝ (ἒiἳὀἳ’ὅΝ ἴἳth,Ν ἐἳἵἵhic rites) and as a result suffer a severe divine 

punishment in the form of dismemberment, the former being torn apart by his hounds and the 

                                                           
290 Ba. 1123-11ἀἂΝて盛 lとてちて漕j'Ν尋 ぬと碩 lとてちi宋ちΝήΝ厨せ 〈gせぬかてに せgkiかぬik', て盛h' 帥ヾiすしえ ちすち; Met. 3.721 illa, quis Actaeon, 
nescit. Barchiesi (2007, vv. 3.719-722) points out the subtle irony arising from the discrepancy between the meaning 
ὁἸΝχutὁὀὁἷ’ὅΝὀἳmἷΝ(“ὅhἷΝwhὁΝkὀὁwὅΝhἷὄὅἷlἸ”)Νἳnd the present situation, where she does not know, who her son is. 

291 Hardie 1990, 231. 
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latter being rent by the maenads. In addition, just as Actaeon vainly attempts to entreat his dogs 

and his fellow hunters to spare him, but he is not recognized by them, because he is trapped in 

the body of the stag, in an analogous manner the Bacchants cannot recognize the beseeching 

Pentheus, since they perceive him in their frenzy as a wild boar. The essential disparity between 

the two heroes is that whereas the innocent Actaeon accidentally stumbles upon Diana, the 

iὀὅὁlἷὀtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἹὁἷὅΝἶἷliἴἷὄἳtἷlyΝtὁΝἵhἳllἷὀἹἷΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳὀἶΝviἷwΝhiὅΝἸἷmἳlἷΝwὁὄὅhippἷὄὅ’ΝὄitἷὅέΝ 

We have already seen how Ovid establishes a link between the two heroes at the very 

ὁutὅἷtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ἴyΝ ἳvὁiἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ iὀἵὁὄpὁὄἳtἷΝ χthἷὀἳ’ὅΝ pὄὁphἷἵyΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝ

χἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶiὄἷΝ ἸἳtἷΝ ἵὁὀtἳiὀἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν Bath of Pallas into his own account of the 

Actaeon myth and transplanting it instead in the story of the Theban king, where it takes the form 

ὁἸΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝ tὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἳἴὁutΝhiὅΝ immiὀἷὀtΝἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀέΝἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtἷὅΝ

the two stories under the influence not only of Callimachus but also of Euripides, who likewise 

draws connections between them in the Bacchae. In the first episode Cadmus attempts to induce 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝtὁΝἵἷἳὅἷΝhiὅΝimpiἷtyΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝἴyΝὄἷmiὀἶiὀἹΝhimΝὁἸΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝwὄἷtἵhἷἶΝἶἷἳthΝ

as a penalty for his outrageous boasting that he was a superior hunter than Artemis herself.292 

What is more, a ring composition pattern is created by the concluding recognition scene of the 

ἶὄἳmἳ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝiὀΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝtὁΝχἹἳvἷ’ὅΝἷὀὃuiὄyΝἳἴὁutΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝplἳἵἷΝὁἸΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἑἳἶmuὅΝὅἳyὅΝthἳtΝ

he died at the same place where Actaeon was torn to pieces by his hounds (1290-1ἀλ1)έΝἑἳἶmuὅ’Ν

ἳἶmὁὀitiὁὀΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ iὅΝ ἵὁὀvἷὄtἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἳppἷἳlΝ tὁΝχutὁὀὁἷΝ tὁΝ

ὅhὁwΝhimΝmἷὄἵyΝἴyΝἷvὁkiὀἹΝiὀΝhἷὄΝmiὀἶΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝἸἳtἷέ293 Ovid may have altered the nature of 

χἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝὁἸἸἷὀἵἷΝiὀΝἳἶhἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ,ΝἴutΝἸὁllὁwὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝiὀΝmἳkiὀἹΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝtἳlἷΝ

                                                           
292 Ba. 337-341 成と塑すなΝk摂ちΝ迅せkgかのちてな 甚しそすてちΝたふとてち,ΝήΝ整ちΝ静たふjすkてすΝjせへそgせiなΝ尋なΝ厨しとえねgkてΝήΝhすijヾうjgちkて,Νせとiかjjてち'Ν
厨ちΝせにちgけかgすなΝήΝ迅とkえたすhてな i寸ちgす せてたヾうjgちk' 厨ち 性とけうjすち. 

293 Met. 3.720 ‘χutὁὀὁἷὅΝmὁvἷἳὀtΝἳὀimὁὅΝActaeonis umbrae!’. 
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serve as a cautionary exemplum, albeit an unavailing one: just as Cadmus is unsuccessful in 

convincing his grandson to respect Dionysus, similarly Pentheus fails to stir the pity of his aunt.   

ἡviἶ’ὅΝἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

Euripidean and Theocritean scenes, but at the same time contains novel elements. In the Bacchae 

itΝiὅΝχἹἳvἷΝwhὁΝiὀitiἳtἷὅΝthἷΝkilliὀἹΝἴyΝtἷἳὄiὀἹΝὁἸἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝlἷἸtΝἳὄmΝ(11ἀἃ-1127), followed by 

Ino who deprives him of his right arm (1129-1130). The horrid deed is completed by Autonoe 

ἳὀἶΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ,ΝwhὁΝtἷἳὄΝἳpἳὄtΝthἷΝὄἷὅtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἴὁἶyέΝχἹἳvἷΝἷὀἶὅΝupΝtἳkiὀἹΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἷἳἶΝ

and fixing it on her thyrsus (1139-1141). In Idyll 26 AἹἳvἷΝἸiὄὅtΝ tἷἳὄὅΝὁἸἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἷἳἶΝ(ἀί),Ν

Ino rends one of his arms (22) and Autonoe the other (23), while the rest of the maenads 

distribute among them the remains of his body (24). Ovid describes the same actions as 

Theocritus, that is the rending of Penthἷuὅ’ΝἳὄmὅΝἴyΝhiὅΝἳuὀtὅΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝhἷἳἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝmὁthἷὄ,ΝἴutΝiὀΝ

reverse sequence: Autonoe begins the dismemberment by tearing off his right arm, followed by 

Ino, who removes his left (3.721-722). Agave then rends his head with her bare hands (3.727), 

while the ὁthἷὄΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝpullΝἳpἳὄtΝthἷΝὄἷmἳiὀἶἷὄΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἴὁἶyΝ(ἁέἅἁ1)έΝἔiὀἳlly,ΝἳllΝthὄἷἷΝ

ἳuthὁὄὅΝἵὁὀvἷὄἹἷΝiὀΝpὄἷὅἷὀtiὀἹΝχἹἳvἷΝἳὅΝthἷΝὄἷἵipiἷὀtΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νhἷἳἶέ 

ἡviἶΝhἳὅΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵἷἶΝmἳὀyΝiὀὀὁvἳtiὁὀὅΝiὀΝhiὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νsparagmos. First, he 

confers on Autonoe a much more central role than the one she plays in Euripides. Not only is she 

the first Bacchant to whom Pentheus speaks, but also the one who initiates his dismemberment, 

whereas in the Bacchae he does not address her whatsoever and her attack is mentioned along 

with that of the rest of the maenads. The most likely reason for this focus on Autonoe is that she 

iὅΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝmὁthἷὄΝἳὀἶ,ΝἳὅΝἙΝἳὄἹuἷἶΝἳἴὁvἷ,ΝἡviἶΝwiὅhἷὅΝtὁΝἵὄἷἳtἷΝἳΝἵlὁὅἷΝἳἸἸiὀityΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝ

fates of Pentheus and his cousin. The Roman poet also deviates from Theocritus in that he 
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iὀvἷὄtὅΝ thἷΝὁὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝἷvἷὀtὅΝἴyΝplἳἵiὀἹΝχἹἳvἷ’ὅΝἶἷἷἶὅΝlἳὅtΝἳὀἶΝthἷὄἷἴyΝἴἷὅtὁwὅΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝ

key part that she holds in Euripides while also creating a climactic sequence of violence.  

The most important departure of Ovid from his models is, however, the sheer 

grotesqueness of his narrative. In the Bacchae when Agave is about to attack Pentheus he 

removes his Bacchic headband, so that she might recognize him, and touches her cheek in a 

gesture of supplication (1114 ヾgとおすhてな ねgへのち) beseeching her to show mercy to her son (1115-

11ἀ1)έΝἦhἷΝἹὄuἷὅὁmἷὀἷὅὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝliἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝvἳiὀΝἷὀtὄἷἳtyΝ

to his mother is placed after the mutilation of his arms, which renders him unable to stretch them 

out in supplication to her.294 The only thing that the Ovidian Pentheus can do is ask Agave to 

look at his maimed body, so that he can rouse pity in her.295  The sight of her disfigured son 

induces, however, the opposite effect in Agave making her even more frenzied than before: she 

howls, tosses back her neck, and shakes her hair (3.725-726) thus echoing her Euripidean 

counterpart whose eyes roll in madness and her mouth is filled with foam (1122-1123). 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἸutilἷΝ ὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀΝ ἶuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ lἳἵkΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὄmὅΝ recalls not only the comic picture of the 

Tyrrhenian sailor earlier in the narrative, who loses his arms by turning into a dolphin, but also 

the tragic plight of his cousin, Actaeon, who having been transformed into a stag does not 

possess any arms to extend in entreaty to his fellow hunters and thus he bends his knees in the 

posture of a suppliant and vainly turns around his face as if it were his arms.296 Both Actaeon and 

Pentheus are therefore unable to make a proper supplication due to the absence of arms and thus 

they devise an alternative but hopeless means of making their entreaty.297   

                                                           
294 Met. 3.723 non habet infelix quae matri bracchia tendat. 

295 Met. 3.724-725 trunca sed ostendens dereptis vulnera membris / 'adspice, mater!' ait. 

296 (3.240-241 et genibus pronis supplex similisque roganti / circumfert tacitos tamquam sua bracchia vultus. 

297 James 1991-1993, 88. 
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We saw in the first scene how the confrontation between Pentheus and Tiresias evokes 

that of Pyrrhus and Priam in Aeneid 2. Now the situation is ironically inverted, since χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝ

ὅlἳuἹhtἷὄΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝὄἷἷὀἳἵtὅΝἢyὄὄhuὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝkiὀἹέΝJuὅtΝἳὅΝἢyὄὄhuὅΝtwiὅtὅΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝ

hἳiὄΝiὀΝhiὅΝhἳὀἶΝἳὀἶΝthἷὀΝὅtἳἴὅΝhimΝὁὀΝhiὅΝὅiἶἷ,ΝlikἷwiὅἷΝχἹἳvἷΝἷὀtwiὀἷὅΝhἷὄΝἸiὀἹἷὄὅΝiὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

hair before slaying him.298 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝχἹἳvἷ’ὅΝἶἷἵἳpitation of Pentheus recalls the beheading of 

king Priam299 ἳὀἶΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝmutilἳtἷἶΝἴὁἶyΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝhἷἳἶlἷὅὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷέ300 Ovid 

thuὅΝἶἷpiἵtὅΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝὄἷvἷὄὅἳlΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἶἷὅtiὀyΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝἳlluὅivἷΝἹἷὅtuὄἷὅΝtὁΝthἷΝAeneid, 

which form a ring composition: Pentheus begins as the impious and savage Pyrrhus, but ends up 

as the helpless king Priam. 

χἸtἷὄΝχἹἳvἷΝtἷἳὄὅΝὁἸἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἷἳἶΝἳὀἶΝtἳkἷὅΝitΝiὀΝhἷὄΝhἳὀἶὅ,ΝὅhἷΝἵhἷἷὄἸullyΝἶἷἵlἳὄἷὅΝtὁΝ

her hunting companions that they are triumphant, since she is still believing in her frenzy that 

they have slain a boar.301 χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝ“tὄiumph”ΝiὅΝὅtἷἷpἷἶΝiὀΝtὄἳἹiἵΝiὄὁὀyΝἳὀἶΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝBacchae, 

whἷὄἷΝthἷΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὄἷpὁὄtὅΝthἳtΝχἹἳvἷΝhἳὅΝἸixἷἶΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἷἳἶΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝthyὄὅuὅΝthiὀkiὀἹΝitΝtὁΝἴἷΝ

ἳΝliὁὀ’ὅΝhἷἳἶΝἳὀἶΝiὅΝὄἷtuὄὀiὀἹΝtὁΝἦhἷἴἷὅΝἷxultiὀἹΝiὀΝhἷὄΝ“tὄὁphy”ΝἳὀἶΝiὀvὁkiὀἹΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝἳὅΝhἷὄΝ

ἸἷllὁwΝhuὀtἷὄ,ΝwhὁΝhἳὅΝἴἷὅtὁwἷἶΝἳΝ“viἵtὁὄy”ΝὁὀΝhἷὄέ302 The messenger adds, however, in bitter 

irony, that thanks to the god Agave has won tears as her victorious prize (1147 戚す hうせとにg 

                                                           
298 Aen. 2.552 implicuitque comam laeua; Met. 3.727 caput digitis complexa cruentis. 

299 Met. 3.727 avulsumque caput; Aen. 2.558 auulsumque umeris caput (See Barchiesi 2007, vv. 3.726-727). 

300 Met. 3.724 trunca sed ostendens dereptis vulnera membris; Aen. 2.558 iacet ingens litore truncus. 

301 Met. 3.728 clamat: 'io comites, opus hoc victoria ὀὁὅtὄἳΝ ἷὅt!’έΝ ἐἳὄἵhiἷὅiΝ (ἀίίἅ,Ν vέΝ ἁέἅἀἆ)Ν ὀὁtἷὅΝ thἳtΝ χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝ
exclamation recalls the address of Amata to the Latin mothers, while she is simulating Bacchic fury (7.400 
ἵlἳmἳtἈ“iὁΝmἳtὄἷὅ,Νἳuἶitἷ,ΝuἴiΝὃuἳἷὃuἷ,ΝἜἳtiὀἳἷ”. 

302 Ba. 1144-1147 ぬのとi宋 h跡 しおとgす hにjヾふkたのす けgにとてにたえちさ / kiすぬえのちΝ 帥jのΝ k蒼ちh',Ν 刃ちgせgそて漕jgΝ 〈うせぬすてちΝ ήΝ k摂ち 
つにけせへちgけてち, k摂ち つにちiとけうkさち 甚けとgな, / k摂ち せgそそかちすせてちέΝἐἳὄἵhiἷὅiΝ (ἀίίἅ,Ν vέΝ ἁέἅἀἆ)Ν ὁἴὅἷὄvἷὅΝ thἳtΝχἹἳvἷ’ὅΝ ἷxtἷὀἶἷἶΝ
ὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝ“viἵtὁὄy”ΝiὀΝthἷΝexodos of the Bacchae (1168 ff.) has been condensed by Ovid into a single line. He argues, 
hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thἳtΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ thἷΝἶὁmiὀἳὀtΝ thἷmἷΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝἳΝ“viἵtὁὄiὁuὅΝhuὀt”ΝἳὀἶΝἳΝ“tὄὁphy”,Ν iὀΝἡviἶΝ thἷΝ
ἵἷὀtὄἳlΝiἶἷἳΝiὅΝthἳtΝὁἸΝἳΝ“militἳὄyΝtὄiumph”ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝ“ἷxhiἴitiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅpὁilὅΝὁἸΝwἳὄ”έ 
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ちすせさlてとi宋). Thus Ovid implicitly evokes the dramatic irony of the Euripidean play, where 

χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝhuὀtiὀἹΝ“viἵtὁὄy”ΝwillΝ ὅὁὁὀΝ tuὄὀΝ iὀtὁΝ lἳmἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝἳἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝhὁὄὄiἴlἷΝ

deed.  

ἡviἶΝ ἵlὁὅἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀt by means of a peaceful yet 

ἶiὅtuὄἴiὀἹΝὅimilἷέΝἦhἷΝὄἳpiἶΝtἷἳὄiὀἹΝἳpἳὄtΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝlimἴὅΝἴyΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝiὅΝἵὁmpἳὄἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝ

swiftness with which the leaves of a tree are snatched away by the autumn wind (3.729-731). 

The effect of this simile is disconcerting, since the extreme and abnormal brutality of the 

maenads is likened to the serene and natural image of leaves falling from a tree. The leaves are 

said to be clinging weakly on the branches so they are easily blown away by the wind and 

similarly Pentheuὅ’ΝἸὄἳilΝlimἴὅΝἳὄἷΝwithὁutΝἶiἸἸiἵultyΝwὄἷὀἵhἷἶΝἳpἳὄtΝἴyΝthἷΝἸuὄiὁuὅΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅέ303 

The Ovidian simile draws on a variety of epic sources. In Homer the generations of men 

who perish and are followed by new ones are compared to the leaves which are blown away by 

the wind and replaced by new ones (Il. 6.146-149, cf. also Il. 21.464-469). In Virgil the 

multitude of shades in the Underworld are likened to the innumerable leaves that fall from the 

trees during autumn (Aen. 6.309-310). Barchiesi notes that Ovid unconventionally compares the 

lἷἳvἷὅΝὀὁtΝwithΝthἷΝmἷmἴἷὄὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝhumἳὀΝὄἳἵἷ,ΝἴutΝwithΝthἷΝlimἴὅΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἴὁἶyέΝἘἷΝἳὄἹuἷὅΝ

that Ovid blends elements from both the Homeric simile (the wind blowing the leaves from the 

tree) as well as from the Virgilian adaptation (the reference only to the falling of the leaves and 

not to the sprouting of new ones).304 The Ovidian simile also owes its overtones of death to the 

Virgilian one, which is set in an afterlife context. The leaves touched by the autumn cold (3.729 

autumni frigore tactas)ΝὅymἴὁliὐἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝlimἴὅΝ“tὁuἵhἷἶ”ΝἴyΝthἷΝ“ἵὁlἶὀἷὅὅ”ΝὁἸΝἶἷἳthΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝ

                                                           
303 Met. 3.730 iamque male haerentes alta rapit arbore ventus. 

304 Barchiesi 2007, v. 3.729-731. 
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image evokes Virgil, where the souls of the dead are likened to leaves falling at the advent of the 

first autumn cold (autumni frigore primo).305 

What has not been observed, however, is that apart from alluding to epic models the 

Ovidian simile also contains multiple Euripidean echoes and encapsulates masterfully three 

different passages of the BacchaeέΝ ἔiὄὅtΝ ὁἸΝ ἳll,Ν thἷΝ ὅimilἷΝ ὄἷἸlἷἵtὅΝ iὀΝ ἳΝ ἵἷὄtἳiὀΝwἳyΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

grisly description of the maenads tearing Pentheus limb from limb and hurling his body parts to 

each other like a ball.306 Seaford argues that this scene may perversely evoke the Odyssean 

episode in which Nausikaa and her young female companions are playing ball by the river.307 

Both Euripides and Ovid therefore produce a grotesque effect by comparing a ghastly deed 

(ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀt)Ν tὁΝἳΝἴἷἳutiἸul,ΝἷvἷὄyἶἳyΝimἳἹἷΝ(leaves blown by the wind, women 

playing with a ball).  

The image of leaves being shed from a tree may also be ingeniously intended to recall the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἸἳllΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἸiὄΝtὄἷἷΝupὄὁὁtἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ.308 An intertextual marker 

signaling this allusion may be the fact that the tree from which Pentheus plummets is of towering 

height (1111 精ねて漕 […]Ν精ねふしiち) and likewise the tree of the Ovidian simile is characterized as 

lofty (3.730 alta […] arbore)έΝ ἡviἶΝ thuὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmὅΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ litἷὄἳlΝ tὄἷἷΝ ἸἳllΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

Bacchae into the figurative picture of leaves dropping from a tree, which stand ἸὁὄΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

limbs being torn off by the maenads. Finally, another function of the simile is to illustrate the 

                                                           
305 Barchiesi (2007, vv. 3.729-731) observes that the Ovidian phrase is in the same metrical position as the Virgilian 
one.   

306 Ba. 1134-1136 帥liとiΝh'Ν酔Νた跡ちΝ静そえちさち,ΝήΝ酔Νh'Ν澄ぬちてなΝg盛kg宋なΝ刃とくへそgすな,Νけにたちて漕ちkてΝh跡ΝήΝヾそiにとg拙Νjヾgとgけたて宋な,Νヾ塑jgΝh'Ν
酔すたgkのたえちさΝήΝぬi宋とgなΝhすijlgかとすこi jうとせgΝぃiちしえのなέ 

307 Od. 6.100-101 jlgかと素 kg拙Ν h'Ν 甚と'Ν 帥ヾgすこてち,Ν 刃ヾ摂Ν せとおhiたちgΝ くgそて漕jgす,Ν ήΝ k訴jす h跡 ｠gにjすせうg そiにせほそiちてな 随とぬikて 
たてそヾ蘇な (See Seaford 2001, 239).  

308 Ba. 1111-1112 精ねて漕Νh跡ΝしうjjのちΝ精ねふしiちΝぬgたgすとすl碩なΝ/ ヾかヾkiすΝヾと摂なΝて誠hgなΝたにとかてすなΝて菅たほけたgjすちέ 
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supernatural strength of the Bacchants, since they are able to dismember Pentheus just as swiftly 

as the wind snatches away the leaves from a tree.309 This comparison evokes by means of 

explicit verbal echoes the words of the first messenger in the Bacchae, who reports to Pentheus 

that the maenads skinned a bull more quickly than he could blink his eyes.310 Hence, in both 

descriptions the uncanny speed with which the Bacchants tear apart their victims is rhetorically 

amplified by means of a hyperbolic comparison: the blinking of the eyes and the blowing away 

of leaves by the wind. 

ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝὅiὀiὅtἷὄΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝthἳtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝlimἴὅΝwὁulἶΝἴἷΝὅἵἳttἷὄἷἶΝἷvἷὄywhere and that 

he would pollute the woods with his blood, is thus ultimately fulfilled.311 The prediction reflects 

thἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ,Ν whὁΝ ὄἷpὁὄtὅΝ thἳtΝ ὅὁmἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἴὁἶyΝ pἳὄtὅΝ liἷΝ

under rocks and others in the foliage of the woods.312 In the exodos of the Bacchae Agave 

returns to Thebes alone, experiences a gradual anagnorisis of her inhuman deed and laments for 

hἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝ(11ἄἃ-1329), while in Idyll 26 the recognition scene is implied by the narrator, 

who remarks that the Bacchants went back to the city bringing with them not Pentheus (ぃiちし蘇g) 

but a cause for dirge (ヾえちしさたg) instead (25-26). Ovid, on the contrary, halts his narration 

abruptly and refrains from recounting the return of Agave to Thebes and the concomitant 

realization of her crime, thus avoiding to portray the tragic pathos ὁἸΝthἷΝἶὁwὀἸἳllΝὁἸΝἑἳἶmuὅ’Ν

house. 

                                                           
309 Met. 3.729-731 non citius fronds […] / […] alta rapit arbore ventus, / quam sunt membra viri manibus direpta 
nefandis. 

310 Ba. 746-747 し塑jjてち h跡 hすilてとて漕ちkて jgとせ摂な 厨ちhにk責 / 錐 j跡 つにちうねgす くそえlgとg くgjすそiかてすな せふとgすな. 

311 Met. 3.522-523 mille lacer spargere locis et sanguine silvas / foedabis matremque tuam matrisque sorores. 

312 Ba. 1137-1138 せi宋kgす h跡 ぬのと拙な j蒼たg,Νk摂 た跡ちΝ精ヾ摂 jkへlそてすなΝήΝヾえkとgすな,Νk摂 h'Ν西そさな 厨ちΝくgしにつへそのすΝlふくさす. 
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 The messenger in the Bacchae concludes his report in a typical manner by offering a 

gnome: moderation and reverence to the gods are the finest human virtues (1150-1152). Ovid 

ends his story with the brief comment that the Theban women warned by the example of 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν puὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ pἳὄtiἵipἳtἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὁὄἹἳὀiὐἷἶ,Ν puἴliἵΝ wὁὄὅhipΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ (ἁέἅἁἀ-733). 

Thus both Euripidean messenger and the Ovidian narrator offer a straightforward moral: mortals 

should respect the gods, otherwise they will suffer a severe penalty. This is also the moral lesson 

pὄὁviἶἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ hymὀiἵΝ ἷὀἶiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’Ν pὁἷm,Ν whἷὄἷΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ ἵlἳimὅΝ thἳtΝ impiὁuὅΝ

mortals are justly punished by the gods, while the pious ones are rewarded (27-32). Nevertheless, 

the epic narrator of the Metamorphoses exerts oblique criticism to the maenads and by 

impliἵἳtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ himὅἷlἸΝ ἴyΝ ὄἷlἳtiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ thἷyΝ ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄἷἶΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ withΝ “impiὁuὅΝ

hἳὀἶὅ”Ν(ἁέἅἁ1Νmanibus nefandis). This phrasing suggests that the narrative voice considers the 

slaying of the Theban king an abominable deed despite his outrage to the god. This insinuated 

ὄἷpὄὁἳἵhΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ iὀΝ ἡviἶΝmἳyΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝ ἑἳἶmuὅ’Ν ἵὄitiἵiὅmΝ tὁΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ exodos of the 

Bacchae, where he acknowledges that the god rightly punished Pentheus for his hybris against 

him, but at the same time censures him for the extreme severity of the penalty, asserting that the 

gods should not be as hot-tempered as mortals (1344-1348). The hymnic narrator in Idyll 26, on 

the other hand, is entirelyΝiὀἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἸἳtἷΝ(ἀἅ-28) and eulogizes Dionysus 

for justly punishing the insolent Pentheus (37-38). 

ἦὁΝ ὄἷἵἳpitulἳtἷ,Ν ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν sparagmos engages in a complex 

intertextual dialogue with its Euripidean and Theocritean models sometimes blending them 

together, other times following the one instead of other, and in some cases diverging from both 

and inserting completely novel elements in his narrative. At the same time the Ovidian episode 

evokes various scenes from the Aeneid: Pentheus marching against the Bacchants echoes through 
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thἷΝwἳὄΝhὁὄὅἷΝὅimilἷΝἦuὄὀuὅΝἹὁiὀἹΝtὁΝἴἳttlἷΝἳὀἶΝἒiἶὁΝὄἳviὀἹΝmἳἶlyΝἳtΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’Νἶἷpἳὄtuὄἷ,ΝwhilἷΝ

χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἢyὄὄhuὅ’ΝἴutἵhἷὄyΝὁἸΝkiὀἹΝἢὄiἳmέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ

destiny is presented as reenacting in many ways the tragic fate of his cousin Actaeon in 

adherence to the Euripidean drama, where the fortunes of the two youths are inextricably 

connected. The Roman poet fashions his Pentheus episode by fusing together elements from 

various texts of different periods and genres ranging from archaic hymn, classical Greek tragedy, 

and Hellenistic poetry, to Roman Republican drama and Augustan epic.  The originality and 

ἳὄtiὅtiἵΝ vἳluἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ vἷὄὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ mythΝ liἷὅΝ ὀὁtΝ ὁὀlyΝ iὀΝ the many innovations that he 

introduces in it, but also in the creative reworking of his sources. 

 

2.2 The daughters of Minyas  

 

The episode of the daughters of Minyas opening Book 4 of the Metamorphoses (1-415) is a tale 

of mortal outrage towards Bacchus punished, just like the stories of Pentheus and the Tyrrhenian 

sailors immediately preceding it. Ovid does not explicitly state the location of the narrative, but 

suggests that it takes place in Thebes by means of indirect references.313 The three sisters scorn 

Bacchus by refusing to participate in his rites with the other Theban women and choosing instead 

to remain indoors and engage in weaving in homage to their favored divinity, Minerva (1-54). In 

order to make the long hours of wool-working pass more pleasantly, they narrate to each other a 

                                                           
313 Met. 3.73-4.1 turaque dant sanctasque colunt Ismenides aras / at non Alcithoe Minyeias, 4.31-32 Ismenides […] / 
iussaque sacra colunt; solae Minyeides intus, 416-417 tum uero totis Bacchi memorabile Thebis / nomen erat. Both 
Anderson (1997, 410-411) and Rosati (2007, 243, v. 4.31-32) contend that the Minyads story unfolds in nearby 
Orchomenus in Boeotia presumably on the grounds that their father Minyas was the mythical founder of the city. 
Bömer (1976, 11), however, argues that the legend of Minyas is completely irrelevant for the appreciation of the 
Ovidian episode, so that the poet shifts without hesitation the action to Thebes. Moreover, Thebes and in particular 
thἷΝhὁuὅἷΝὁἸΝἑἳἶmuὅΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ἸὁἵἳlΝpὁiὀtΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝThebaid spanning books 3 and 4 (3.1-4.603) and thus it would 
make little sense for the poet to transfer the narrative to a different location.   
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series of amatory tales set in the East: Pyramus and Thisbe (55-166), the love affairs of the Sun 

(167-273), and Salmacis and Hermaphroditus (274-388). Since the Minyads do not take part in 

ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν Ἰἷὅtivἳl,Ν thἷΝ ἹὁἶΝἴὄings his rites into their own house in a miraculous epiphany and 

punishes them for their impiety by transforming them into bats (389-415). 

The intertexts of this Ovidian episode are particularly problematic.314 One source is 

pἷὄhἳpὅΝ χἷὅἵhyluὅ’Ν lὁὅtΝ tὄἳἹἷἶyΝ Xantriai (“Wὁὁl-ἵἳὄἶἷὄὅ”),Ν whὁὅἷΝ titlἷΝ mἳyΝ ὄἷἸἷὄΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

Ἕiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝἶἷvὁtiὁὀΝtὁΝwὁὁl-wὁὄkiὀἹ,ΝἴutΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἶἷἴtΝtὁΝthiὅΝwὁὄkΝὄἷmἳiὀὅΝmἷὄἷΝὅpἷἵulἳtiὁὀέ315 A 

mὁὄἷΝ pὄὁἴἳἴlἷΝmὁἶἷlΝ ἵἳὀΝ ἴἷΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝἠiἵἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝHeteroioumena (“ἦὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀὅ”),Ν whiἵhΝ

does not survive, but many of its stories (including that of the Minyads) have reached us through 

the prose summaries of Antoninus Liberalis, a mythographer of the imperial age.316 According to 

the version recounted by Antoninus (Metamorphoseon Synagoge 10) the daughters of Minyas 

were exceptionally committed to wool-working and reviled the other women of Orchomenus for 

going off to the mountains to participate in the rites of Dionysus. The god appeared to the sisters 

in the form of a young maiden exhorting them to embrace the Bacchic cult. When they refused, 

he grew angry and transformed successively into a bull, a lion, and a leopard inspiring the 

Minyads with panic, while their looms began to drip with milk and ちえせkgと. In their terror the 

sisters drew lots to offer a sacrifice to the god and the lot falling to Leucippe they dismembered 

her son Hippasus and then stormed off to join the maenads in the mountains. There Hermes 

finally transformed them into nocturnal creatures (a bat, an owl, and an eagle-owl).  

                                                           
314 Rosati 2007, 243-244; Keith 2010, 195-196. 

315 Radt 1985, 280-287. 

316 Papathomopoulos 1968. 
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Another version of the myth is recorded by Aelian (Varia Historia 3.42), who relates that 

the Minyads rejected the worship of Dionysus not out of their devotion to weaving, but due to 

their love for their husbands.317 As a result the god became wrathful and made his divine power 

manifest to them through miracles: ivy and vine entwined their looms, serpents slipped into their 

baskets, and milk and wine dripped from the ceiling. When the sisters persisted in repulsing his 

ἵult,ΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝἸillἷἶΝthἷmΝwithΝἸuὄὁὄΝἵἳuὅiὀἹΝthἷmΝtὁΝtἷἳὄΝtὁΝpiἷἵἷὅΝἜἷuἵippἷ’ὅΝὅὁὀέΝἦhἷyΝthἷὀΝ

run off to join the Bacchants, but were chased away by them due their blood pollution and they 

ultimately transformed into a crow, a bat, and an owl. The last source for the story is Plutarch 

(Quaestiones Graecae 299e-f), who merely reports that the sisters became frenzied and 

conceived a desire for human flesh, whereupon they drew lots to choose which of their children 

to consume. When the lot fell to Leucippe, she offered her son Hippasus to be torn apart.318 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅΝmythΝ ἶivἷὄἹἷὅΝ ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἳἴlyΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ ὅuὄviviὀἹΝ

ἳἵἵὁuὀtὅέΝἦhἷΝὁὀlyΝἵὁmmὁὀΝ ἸἷἳtuὄἷΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝχἷliἳὀ’ὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ

picture of ivy and vine wrἳppiὀἹΝἳὄὁuὀἶΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝlὁὁmὅΝἶuὄiὀἹΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Νἷpiphἳὀy,ΝwhilἷΝ

thἷὄἷΝ iὅΝ ὀὁΝ pὁiὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἵὁὀtἳἵtΝ whἳtὅὁἷvἷὄΝ withΝ thἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἢlutἳὄἵhέΝ ἠiἵἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅtὁὄy,Ν ἳὅΝ

transmitted by Antoninus, is the one closest to the Ovidian tale, but even in this case the 

differences far outnumber the similarities. Ovid largely follows the plot-pattern of the Nicandrian 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷἈΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝἷxἵἷὅὅivἷΝἶἷἶiἵἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝwὁὁl-working leads to their refusal to take part in 

thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ ὄitἷὅ,Ν whiἵhΝ iὀΝ tuὄὀΝ tὄiἹἹἷὄὅΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ultimately resulting in their 

transformation into nocturnal creatures.  

                                                           
317 Wilson 1997. 

318 Nachstädt, Sieveking, Titchener, 1935.  
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Nevertheless, the Ovidian story departs at many points from its Hellenistic predecessor. 

ἠiἵἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝ ἝiὀyἳἶὅΝ ὄἷἴukἷΝ thἷΝ wὁmἷὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἡὄἵhὁmἷὀuὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἵἷlἷἴὄἳtiὀἹΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν Ἰἷὅtivἳl,Ν

whereas their Ovidian counterparts merely confine themselves in their household and have no 

ἵὁὀtἳἵtΝwithΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝwὁmἷὀΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtiὀἹΝiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝὄitἷὅέΝἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,ΝiὀΝthἷΝἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝ

text Dionysus confronts the daughters of Minyas appearing first as a young girl in an attempt to 

persuade them to cease their impiety and afterwards morphing into wild beasts so as to inspire 

fear in them. The Ovidian Bacchus, on the other hand, has no direct encounter with the Minyads 

either in his divine form or in disguise and his epiphany consists only of acoustic, olfactory, and 

visual illusions. The most important divergence from the Hellenistic account is the omission of 

thἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἜἷuἵippἷ’ὅΝὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝὅiὅtἷὄὅ’ΝὅuἴὅἷὃuἷὀtΝἶἷpἳὄtuὄἷΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝ

mountains as frenzied maenads, since the Ovidian Minyads perform no sparagmos and remain 

within the confines of their home.319  Ovid distances himself from Nicander even in the scene of 

metamorphosis: in the Heteroioumena the Minyads are transformed by Hermes into different 

kinds of nocturnal animals, while in the Metamorphoses all three sisters are metamorphosed by 

Bacchus into bats. Finally, the Roman poet introduces his own significant innovations into the 

story, namely the hymn sung by the Theban women in honor of Bacchus and the amatory tales 

the Minyads narrate to each other during their weaving. 

These deviations of the Ovidian narrative from that of Nicander can be explained in terms 

ὁἸΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ’ὅΝὄἷlἳtiὁὀὅhipΝwithΝthἷΝὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝthἳtΝἵὁmἷὅΝimmἷἶiἳtely before 

it. Ovid in his customary pursuit of variatio may have wished to avoid repeating in the tale of the 

daughters of Minyas plot elements previously included in the Pentheus narrative.  First of all, the 

fact that Pentheus has already launched a tirade against Bacchus and chastised his people for 

                                                           
319 Keith 2010, 197. 
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ἷmἴὄἳἵiὀἹΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝὄitἷὅ,ΝmἳyΝἷxplἳiὀΝwhyΝἡviἶ,ΝuὀlikἷΝἠiἵἳὀἶἷὄ,ΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝpὁὄtὄἳyΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅΝ

directly criticizing the Theban women for participating in the Bacchic festival. In the Pentheus 

episode Bacchus confronts the Theban king in the mortal guise of Acoetes, who recounts an 

embedded narrative, in which the god appears to the Tyrrhenian sailors both in disguise and in 

hiὅΝἶiviὀἷΝἸὁὄmέΝἦhuὅ,ΝἵὁὀtὄἳὄyΝtὁΝἠiἵἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ,ΝwhὁΝὄἷvἷἳlὅΝhimὅἷlἸΝtὁΝthἷΝἝinyads in 

human and animal form, the Ovidian Bacchus does not engage with the sisters in either mortal or 

divine form, but makes himself manifest only through his miraculous illusions. Moreover, given 

that Ovid has concluded Book 3 with a detailed descriptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝsparagmos he 

does not incorporate an analogous dismemberment scene in his Minyads story.320 Finally, since 

the Theban maenads have already been shown in action on Mt. Cithaeron, Ovid diverges from 

Nicander in not representing the Minyads as frenzied Bacchants. 

Although Euripides does not dramatize or allude to the myth of the daughters of Minyas 

iὀΝἳὀyΝὁἸΝhiὅΝplἳyὅ,ΝἡviἶΝ iὀἵὁὄpὁὄἳtἷὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝἳὅpἷἵtὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Bacchae ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝ ἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵular, he appropriates from the tragedy features 

which he did not integrate earlier in the Pentheus narrative and weaves them instead into the 

ὅtὁὄyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἝiὀyἳἶὅἈΝ thἷΝ ὁutὄἳἹἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἝiὀyἳἶὅΝ ἵὁὀὅiὅtiὀἹΝ iὀΝ thἷiὄΝ ὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

divinity is reminiscent oἸΝ thἷΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ἶiviὀἷΝ pἳtἷὄὀityΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝ ὁἸΝ

ἑἳἶmuὅἉΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝhymὀΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝhymὀiἵΝiὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

thἷΝ ἹὁἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ parodosἉΝ Ἰiὀἳlly,Ν ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἷpiphἳὀyΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ

wondrous appearance to the Asian Bacchants. Ovid alludes to Euripides not only directly, but 

also indirectly by means of intratextual conflation. More specifically, he establishes a close 

affinity between the Minyads episode and his own version of the Pentheus myth, which both 

                                                           
320 Rosati 2007, 144. 
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recount a mortal outrage against Bacchus, which is duly punished by the god. The Minyads may 

ἴἷΝ viἷwἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ “ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀ”Ν ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷὀὅἷΝ thἳtΝ iὀΝ ἴὁthΝ ἵἳὅἷὅΝ thἷΝ impiἷtyΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ

Bacchus consists in the scorning of his rites, but the Ἕiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝhyἴὄiὅΝ Ν iὅΝmuἵhΝlἷὅὅΝἳἹἹὄἷὅὅivἷΝ

than that of Pentheus. Whereas the Theban king attempts to persuade his people to reject the 

Bacchic cult and even urges them to take up arms against the god and his followers, the Minyads 

simply refuse to participate in the Bacchic festival by remaining in the confines of their home. 

ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,ΝἳὅΝwἷΝὅhἳllΝὅἷἷ,Ν thἷΝὅtὄuἵtuὄἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝὅtὁὄyΝ iὅΝἴἳὅἷἶΝὁὀΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅέΝ

Finally, Ovid blends in the Minyads episode elements from both the frame narrative of Pentheus 

and the embedded tale of Acoetes. The form of retribution inflicted on the Minyads 

(mἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝiὀtὁΝἴἳtὅ)ΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶΝtὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ(ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀt)ΝἴutΝtὁΝ

that of the Tyrrhenian sailors (transformation into dolphins), while the epiphany of Bacchus to 

thἷΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἝiὀyἳὅΝiὅΝhiἹhlyΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝὅἳilὁὄὅέΝ 

 

2.2.1 The blasphemy of the Minyads  

 

Ovid creates a seamless narrative continuity by concluding the third book with the devout 

Theban women celebrating the new cult of Bacchus (3.732-733) and opening the fourth with the 

impiὁuὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἝiὀyἳὅ,ΝwhὁΝὄἷἸuὅἷΝtὁΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝὄitἷὅΝ(ἂέ1-4).321 Ovid signals 

the close intratextual affinity of the two episodes by modeling the structure of the Minyads 

narrative on that of Pentheus. The opening scene, where the Minyads disobey the injunction of 

thἷΝ pὄiἷὅtΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ tὁΝ pἳὄtiἵipἳtἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ὄitἷὅ,Ν iὅΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ

Pentheus and the seer Tiresias. The contrast between the Minyads, who reject the Bacchic cult, 

                                                           
321 Anderson 1997, v. 4.1. 
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ἳὀἶΝthἷΝἸἷmἳlἷΝpὁpulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἦhἷἴἷὅ,ΝwhὁΝtἳkἷΝpἳὄtΝiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἸἷὅtivἳl,ΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝ

between hybristic Pentheus and the pious Theban people as well as that between devout Acoetes 

and the irreverent Tyrrhenian sailors. Furthermore, many elements of the invective of Pentheus 

against Bacchus are reworked in the hymn addressed to the god by the Theban women and the 

epic narrator in the Minyads episode. The Pentheus episode contains the embedded narrative of 

Acoetes, which holds the central place and exceeds in length the frame narrative (123 vs. 99 

liὀἷὅ)έΝ ἥimilἳὄlyΝ thἷΝ Ἕiὀyἳἶὅ’Ν iὀtἷὄὀἳlΝ ὅtὁὄiἷὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἸὄἳmἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἷxtἷὄὀἳlΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳὄἷΝ

substantially longer than it (335 vs. 80 lines). Just as the micro-narrative of Acoetes has many 

correspondences with the macro-narrative of Pentheus (e.g. both recount a hybris against 

Bacchus punished by the god), in an analogous manner the embedded tales narrated by the 

Minyads contain Bacchic elements, which implicitly link them with the external narrative. 

Finally, both stories conclude with the punishment of Pentheus and the Minyads respectively.  

Ovid transposes many elements of the Pentheus story into the episode of the Minyads by 

means of intratextual conflation. ἔiὄὅtΝὁἸΝἳll,ΝthἷΝὅiὅtἷὄὅ’ΝἶiὅἶἳiὀΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἶiviὀityΝ(ἂέἁλίΝ

spernitque deum) recalls the scorn of Pentheus towards the gods in general (3.514 contemptor 

superum) and Bacchus in particular.322 More specifically, both the Theban king and the Minyads 

diὅputἷΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝpἳὄἷὀtἳἹἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝ thἳtΝhἷΝ iὅΝ thἷΝὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝ Jupitἷὄέ323 ἦhἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝhyἴὄiὅΝ

ἳlὅὁΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἳtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἑἳἶmuὅΝ(χἹἳvἷ,ΝἙὀὁ,ΝἳὀἶΝχutὁὀὁἷ)ΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae, 

                                                           
322 Anderson (1997, vv. 3.389-390) wrongly notes that the verb spernit at 3.513 ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἵὁὀtἷmptΝ ἸὁὄΝ
Bacchus, whereas it actually refers to his derision towards Tiresias. Bömer (1976, v. 4.4), on the other hand, 
correctly links spernit deum (i.e. the Minyads) with contemptor superum (i.e. Pentheus).   

323 Met. 3.557-558 cogar / ἳἶὅumptumὃuἷΝpἳtὄἷm…Ἰἳtἷὄi, 4.2-4 Bacchum / progeniem negat esse Iovis sociasque 
sorores / impietatis habet (See Bömer 1976, v. 4.3). 
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whὁΝ likἷwiὅἷΝ ἶὁuἴtΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝ ἸὄὁmΝ Zἷuὅέ324 Ovid omits the irreverἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἑἳἶmuὅ’Ν

ἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝiὀΝhiὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝὅtὁὄyΝἳὀἶΝtὄἳὀὅἸἷὄὅΝitΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”ΝtὁΝthἷΝ

Minyads, another trio of impious sisters.325 The outrage of the Theban king and the Minyads 

towards the god consists in their resistance to the establishment of organized Bacchic worship: 

the Theban king refuses to erect temples in honor of Bacchus (3.521), while the Minyads oppose 

the adoption of his cult (4.1-2). Moreover, both the sisters and Pentheus allege that the Bacchic 

rites are counterfeit (3.558, 4.37 commentaque sacra)326 ἷἵhὁiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἒiὁὀyὅiἳἵΝἵultΝἳὅΝἸiἵtitiὁuὅΝ(ἀ1ἆΝヾそgjkg宋jすΝくgせぬiかgすjすち)έΝ 

Finally, in both stories the blasphemy towards Bacchus is accompanied by an adherence 

to another divinity.327 ἦhἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝὄἷἸuὅἳlΝtὁΝvἷὀἷὄἳte Bacchus is explained by their worship of 

Ἕiὀἷὄvἳ,ΝwhὁmΝthἷyΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝἳΝὅupἷὄiὁὄΝἶἷityΝ(ἂέἁἆ)έΝἦhἷiὄΝἳttituἶἷΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

mἷὀtἳlity,ΝwhὁΝὅἵὁὄὀὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳὀἶΝἷxtὁlὅΝ iὀὅtἷἳἶΝχὄἷὅ’Νὅἷὄpἷὀt,Ν thἷΝmὁὀὅtὄὁuὅΝἳὀἵἷὅtὁὄΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Thebans, raising it to the level of a patriotic symbol of military valor (3.544-548). What is more, 

iὀΝἴὁthΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷὅΝthἷΝmὁὄtἳlὅ’ΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝἴἷliἷἸὅΝmiὄὄὁὄΝ thἷiὄΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄέΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἳἶmiὄἳtiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝ

χὄἷὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀtΝ iὅΝ ὄἷἸlἷἵtἷἶΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ ὅἳvἳἹἷ,Ν wἳὄlikἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ viὁlἷὀtΝ pἷὄὅὁὀἳlity,Ν whilἷΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’Ν

dedication to Minerva is expressed through their excessive devotion to wool-working. Steven 

Hinds maintains that two divine festivals are in implicit rivalry here, arguing that if we interpret 

the metonymy intempestiva Minerva (4.33) not onlyΝ ἳὅΝ “uὀtimἷlyΝ wἷἳviὀἹ”,Ν ἴutΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἳὅΝ

                                                           
324 Ba. 26-27 厨ヾiかΝた'Ν刃hiそlg拙Νたさkとふな,Ν尋なΝ瑞せすjk'Ν 厨ぬと蘇ち,Ν ή 〉すふちにjてち て盛せ 帥lgjせてち 厨せl漕ちgす 〉すふな. Ovid indicates the 
allusion to Euripides through clear verbal echoes (sororesὔ刃hiそlg拙, negat~ て盛せ 帥lgjせてち, Bacchum~〉すふちにjてち, 
progeniem esse~ 厨せl漕ちgす, Iovis~〉すふな). 

325 Keith 2010, 195. 

326 Anderson 1997, vv. 4.36-39. 

327 The motif of a mortal committing outrage towards a divinity by worshipping another god is characteristic of 
tὄἳἹἷἶyΝ (ἵἸέΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν hyἴὄiὅΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ χphὄὁἶitἷΝ ἶuἷΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝ ἷxἵluὅivἷΝ ἶἷvὁtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ χὄtἷmiὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν
Hippolytus). 
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“uὀtimἷlyΝ ἸἷὅtivἳlΝ ὁἸΝἝiὀἷὄvἳ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἷmplὁyΝ thἷΝ ἵἳlἷὀἶὄiἵἳlΝ ὅyὅtἷmΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Fasti, according to 

whiἵhΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶἶἷὅὅ’Ν ἸἷὅtivἳlΝ (ἝἳὄἵhΝ 1λth) takes place almost immediately after the festival of 

Liberalia in honor of Bacchus (March 17th),ΝitΝἸὁllὁwὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝwὁὄὅhipΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝ

iὅΝiὀἶἷἷἶΝ“uὀtimἷly”ΝἴyΝtwὁΝἶἳyὅέ328 In other words, the Minyads reject the festival of Bacchus 

in order to celebrate that of Minerva. 

The obstinate irreverence of the Minyads towards Bacchus is also reminiscent of the 

stubborn outrage of the Tyrrhenian sailors against the god. To begin with, both the sisters and the 

seamen are characterized by the narrator as impious bands.329 Despite the tearful pleading of 

Acoetes and the disguised Bacchus the sailors persist in their chosen course (3.656-657) and 

even when the god immobilizes their ship in mid-sea they unfurl the sails and ply their oars with 

redoubled effort (3.662-663). Similarly the Minyads are the only women who adhere to their 

weaving during the holiday in honor of Bacchus, thus profaning his festival (4.34-36, 389-390). 

Ovid hints to the analogous attitude of the Tyrrhenian sailors and the daughters of Minyas by 

mἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝἳΝὅuἴtlἷΝvἷὄἴἳlΝἷἵhὁἈΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝὅpiὀὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝthὄἷἳἶΝ(ἂέἁἄΝdeducens filum) may 

ὄἷἵἳllΝthἷΝὅἳilὁὄὅ’ΝuὀἸuὄliὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳilὅΝ(ἁέἄἄἁΝvelaque deducunt). 

ἦhἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝἶiὅὁἴἷἶiἷὀἵἷΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝthἷΝpὄiἷὅtΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἳtΝthἷΝἴἷἹiὀὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝὅtὁὄyΝ

ἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝἵὁὀἸὄὁὀtἳtiὁὀΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅέΝἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝmὁἵkery of 

ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷtiἵΝἳἴilitiἷὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝtἳuὀtiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἴliὀἶὀἷὅὅΝ(ἁέἃ1ἁ-ἃ1ἄ)ΝtὄiἹἹἷὄὅΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝἶiὄἷΝ

pὄὁphἷἵy,ΝἳἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝtὁΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἸἳiluὄἷΝtὁΝhὁὀὁὄΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝwillΝἴὄiὀἹΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝ

retribution in the form of dismemberment by his female kin (3.519-525). In the Minyads 

narrative the priest of Bacchus orders the Theban female population to abandon their daily 

                                                           
328 Hinds 2005 (209-ἀ1ί)ΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷὅΝ thiὅΝ iὀtἷὄplἳyΝἳὅΝ “ἳΝἵὄὁὅὅ-cultural and cross-ἵἳlἷὀἶὄiἵἳlΝ ‘puὀ’ΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ
time-systems of the Metamorphoses and the Fasti”έ 

329 Met. 3.629 impia turba, 3.656 manus impia, 4.3-4 sociasque sorores / impietatis habet. 
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ἳἵtivitiἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵἷlἷἴὄἳtἷΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ἸἷὅtivἳlΝ pὄἷἶiἵtiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ iἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἹὁἶhἷἳἶΝ iὅΝ ὁutὄἳἹἷἶΝ hiὅΝ

wrath will be fierce (4.4-9).330 Thus ἴὁthΝ ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ pὄiἷὅtΝ ἸὁὄἷtἷllΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ

imminent punishment of mortal impiety, but whereas the former pronounces a precise prophecy 

ὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳllyΝ ἶiὄἷἵtἷἶΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ,Ν thἷΝ lἳttἷὄ’ὅΝ pὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ vἳἹuἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ hἳὅΝ ὀὁΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄΝ

addressee.331 ἦhἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ iὅΝ hἷἷἶlἷὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν ἶiviὀἳtiὁὀΝ puὅhiὀἹΝ himΝ viὁlἷὀtlyΝ ἳὅiἶἷΝ

whilἷΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἷὄΝ iὅΝ ὅtillΝ ὅpἷἳkiὀἹΝ (ἁέἃἀἄ)έΝ ἜikἷwiὅἷΝ thἷΝ ἝiὀyἳἶὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ ἶiὅὄἷἹἳὄἶΝ thἷΝ pὄiἷὅt’ὅΝ

prophetic warning and the epic narrator lays emphasis on their excessive recklessness (4.2 adhuc 

temeraria)έΝἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,ΝἴὁthΝἷpiὅὁἶἷὅΝὁpἷὀΝwithΝἳΝὅἵἷὀἷΝtypiἵἳlΝὁἸΝthἷΝ“ὄἷὅiὅtἳὀἵἷΝmyth”,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝ

an encounter between an impious mortal (or group of mortals) and a priest, who predicts the 

Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝimpἷὀἶiὀἹΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthἷΝὀὁὀ-believers.332 This correspondence serves to alert the 

ὄἷἳἶἷὄΝtὁΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝtἷὄὄiἴlἷΝἸἳtἷΝἳwἳitὅΝthἷΝiὄὄἷvἷὄἷὀtΝἝiὀyἳἶὅΝἳὅΝwἷllέ 

ἦhἷΝjuxtἳpὁὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷvὁutΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝthἷΝἸἷὅtivἳlΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ

withΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝwὁὄὅhipΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝtὁΝ

ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝpἷὁplἷ’ὅΝ jὁyἸulΝ ἷὅpὁuὅἳlΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ὄitἷὅέΝ ἙὀΝ ἴὁthΝ ὅtὁὄiἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἷὀtiὄἷΝ

                                                           
330 Rosati (2007, v. 4.7-ἆ)Ν hἳὅΝ ὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ lἳὀἹuἳἹἷΝ ἷmplὁyἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἡviἶΝ tὁΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἹἷὀuiὀἷΝ
ἵἷlἷἴὄἳtiὁὀΝ iὀΝ ἦhἷἴἷὅΝ iὅΝ hiἹhlyΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἶiἵtiὁὀΝ withΝ whiἵhΝ χmἳtἳ’ὅΝ pὅἷuἶὁ-bacchic rites are being 
depicted in the Aeneid. In particular, both the Bacchic priest and the Latin queen exhort a group of women to 
ὄἷmὁvἷΝthἷiὄΝἸillἷtὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἷiὄΝhἳiὄΝἳὀἶΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἸἷὅtivἳlΝ(ἂέἂ-8 festum celebrare ὅἳἵἷὄἶὁὅΝ…Νcrinales 
soluere uittas…Νiuὅὅἷὄἳt, 7.403 solvite crinalis vittas, capite orgia mecum)έΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝpὄiἷὅt’ὅΝiὀjuὀἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝ
Theban female population to put on fawn-skins and wield thyrsi (4.5-7 pectora pelle tἷἹiΝ…ΝmἳὀiἴuὅΝ ἸὄὁὀἶἷὀtἷὅΝ
sumere thyrsos…iuὅὅἷὄἳt)ΝἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝἜἳtiὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝἶὄἷὅὅiὀἹΝupΝἳὅΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ(ἅέἁλίΝvociferans etenim mollis tibi 
sumere thyrsos, 396 pampineasque gerunt incinctae pellibus hastas). 

331 The affinity between the two scenes is emphasized by the use of verbs of divination: auguror (3.519), vaticinatus 
erat (4.9). 

332 Another interesting affinity between the two scenes is that the countless cult titles of Bacchus among the Greek 
nations (4.16-17 et quae praeterea per Graias plurima gentes /  nomina, Liber, habes)ΝὄἷἵἳllΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’ΝimmἷὀὅἷΝἸἳmἷΝ
throughout the Greek cities (3.511-512: cognita res meritam vati per Achaidas urbes / attulerat famam, nomenque 
erat auguris ingens). Ovid stresses the link by clear verbal reminiscences: plurima nomina~ingens nomen, per Graias 
gentes~per Achaidas urbes.   
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community takes part in the Bacchic festivities regardless of age or social status,333 but there is 

one essential difference: whereas in the Pentheus episode the worshipers belong to both sexes 

(3.529 mixtaeque viris), in the Minyads narrative we witness an exclusively female festival. This 

ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ ἵἳὀΝἴἷΝ ἷxplἳiὀἷἶΝ iὀΝ tἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝ thἷΝpὁἷt’ὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἸὁἵuὅέΝἥiὀἵἷ in the former story the 

main character is Pentheus, Ovid includes the Theban men among the worshippers, so that the 

Theban king can appeal to their martial valor and dissuade them from adopting the effeminate 

Bacchic rites. In the latter story, however, the daughters of Minyas hold the central role and thus 

the poet structures the narrative as a conflict between the pious Theban women and the irreverent 

sisters excluding all male participants. Furthermore, the epic narrator introduces the 

protagonist(s) in both stories by distinguishing him/them from the general mass: Pentheus is the 

only Theban who spurns Tiresias and opposes Bacchus, while the Minyads are the only women 

who remain within their household, while the rest of the female population are outdoors 

worshipping the god.334  

ἦhἷΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝὁutὄἳἹἷΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ

celebration of the god also evokes the clash between the reverent Acoetes and the impious 

Tyrrhenian sailors. When Acoetes realizes that the boy abducted by the sailors is actually a god 

in disguise, he prays that he bestow his favor and assistance on their voyage and grant pardon to 

his shipmates for their hybris.335 Similarly the Theban women pray to the god that he confer on 

them his divine aid and have a gentle disposition towards them.336 ἦhἷΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν

                                                           
333 Met. 3.529-530 matresque nurusque / vulgusque proceresque ignota ad sacra feruntur, 4.5 famulas dominasque 
suorum, 4.9 parent matresque nurusque. 

334 Met. 3.513 spernit Echionides tamen hunc ex omnibus unus, 4.32 solae Minyeides intus (See Rosati 2007, v. 
4.1). 

335 Met. 3.613-614 quisquis es, o faveas nostrisque laboribus adsis; / his quoque des veniam!. 

336 Met. 4.30 'placatus mitisque' rogant Ismenides 'adsis'. 
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prayer comes from his fellow sailor Dictys, who sarcastically asks him not to pray for their sake 

meeting with the approval of the rest of the crew.337 The prayer of the Theban women is likewise 

ἸlὁutἷἶΝἴyΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἝiὀyἳὅ,ΝwhὁΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝthἷΝ

false rites of Bacchus with their own adherence to the superior divinity Minerva and suggests 

that they complement their weaving with the narration of tales, obtaining the endorsement of her 

sisters.338  

In conclusion, the blasphemous Minyads assimilate features from the hybristic daughters 

ὁἸΝ ἑἳἶmuὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Bacchae as well as from impious Pentheus and the irreverent 

Tyrrhenian sailors of the preceding narrative. On the other hand, the devout Theban women 

constitute a conflation of the pious Theban people and Acoetes, while the priest of Bacchus is 

reminiscent of the prophet Tiresias. 

 

2.2.2 The Bacchic hymn  

 

In the context of the festival in honor of Bacchus the Theban women address a hymn to the god 

(4.11-32), which engages in dialogue with various intertexts, namely the parodos ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Bacchae and certain fragments of Roman Republican tragedy.339 ἦhἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

punishment of Pentheus and the Tyrrhenian sailors in the preceding narrative is followed by a 

hymn to the god in the Minyads episode, where the Theban women and the epic narrator 

ἵὁmmἷmὁὄἳtἷΝἳmὁὀἹΝὁthἷὄΝἷxplὁitὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝtὄiumphΝὁvἷὄΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝὅἷἳmἷὀέΝἡviἶΝ
                                                           
337 Met. 3.614-620 “pro nobis mitte precari!” / Dictys ait […] hoc Libys, hoc […] Melanthus, / hoc probat 
Alcimedon et […] Epopeus, / hoc omnes alii. 

338 Met. 4.37-42 “dum cessant aliae commentaque sacra frequentant, / nos quoque, quas Pallas, melior dea, detinet” 
inquit, / […] / dicta probant primamque iubent narrare sorores. 

339 ἔὁὄΝἳὀΝἳὀἳlyὅiὅΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝhymὀΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝὅἷἷΝἒἳὀiἷlἷwiἵὐΝ1λλίέ 
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may have appropriated this narrative pattern, where the feats of a character are followed by a 

hymn in his honor, from authors such as Callimachus and Virgil. In the Hecale after Theseus 

subdues the bull of Marathon, the Athenians sing a hymn in his honor celebrating his heroic 

deed,340 while in Aeneid ἆΝ ἓvἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ὅlἳyiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἑἳἵuὅΝ iὅΝ ἸὁllὁwἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ

χὄἵἳἶiἳὀὅ’ΝhymὀΝtὁΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ,ΝwhὁΝὅiὀἹΝhiὅΝviἵtὁὄyΝὁvἷὄΝ thἷΝmὁὀὅtἷὄέΝχΝἵlὁὅἷὄΝ thἷmἳtiἵΝmὁἶἷlΝ

ἸὁὄΝ thiὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ pἳttἷὄὀ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ἵἳὀΝ ἴἷΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Bacchae, where after the 

ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἵὁὀἶΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἵὁmἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἸiἸthΝ

stasimon (1153-1164), in which the chorus celebrate the downfall of the Theban king and the 

triumph of Dionysus.  

The Ovidian hymn to Bacchus also contains many allusions to the parodos of the 

Bacchae. It has been observed that the Theban women worshipping Bacchus resemble the chorus 

of the Euripidean play, in that they employ the hymnic style and ritual diction of tragedy.341 Both 

the Asian Bacchants of Euripides and the Ovidian Theban women open their invocation to the 

ἹὁἶΝ withΝ thἷΝ ἵultΝ titlἷὅΝ “ἐἳἵἵhuὅ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ “ἐὄὁmiuὅ”έ342 What is more, both hymns celebrate 

ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝἶὁuἴlἷΝἴiὄthΝἸὄὁmΝἥἷmἷlἷΝἳὀἶΝZἷuὅ343 ἳὀἶΝmἳkἷΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝ thἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἴullΝἸὁὄmέ344 

The Euripidean maenads sing that the Theban female population has run off to Mt. Cithaeron to 

worship Dionysus deserting their looms and shuttles.345 In an analogous manner the Theban 

                                                           
340 Ovid fashions a similar hymn to Theseus sung by the Athenians in Metamorphoses 7.486-503. 

341 Keith 2010, 196. 

342 Ba. 65-ἄἅΝしてうこのΝ ή 〈とてたかのす ヾふちてちΝ酔h設ちΝ ήΝ せうたgkふちΝ k'Ν i盛せうたgkてち,Ν〈うせぬすてち i盛gこてたえちg; Met. 4.11 Bacchumque 
vocant Bromiumque. 

343 Ba. 88-1ίίΝ[…] 〉す摂な くとてちk塑な ちさhへてな 帥せくてそてち たうkさと 帥kiせiち, そすヾて漕j' g菅蒼ちg せiとgにちかのす ヾそgけ塑す┳ そてぬかgすな h' g盛kかせg 
ちすち hえつgkて しgそうたgすな 【とてちかhgな 》iへな, […]Ν 帥kiせiち h', 塵ちかせg ‒て宋とgす  kえそijgち; Met. 4.12 ignigenamque satumque 
iterum solumque bimatrem. 

344 Ba. 100 kgにとふせiとのち しi摂ち; Met. 4.19 cum sine cornibus adstas. 

345 Ba. 116-118 i菅な 星とてな i菅な 星とてな, 帥ちしg たえちiす ήΝしさそにけiち碩なΝ星ぬそてなΝήΝ刃l'Ν頗jk蒼ちΝヾgと責ΝせiとせかhのちΝk’έ 
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women in Ovid lay aside their weaving implements and participate in the Bacchic festival.346 

Thus in both situations the women abandon their weaving in order to engage in Bacchic cult, but 

the distinguishing difference is that whereas the Euripidean Theban women become Bacchants, 

because they have been maddened by Dionysus (119 て菅jkとさしi拙なΝ 〉すてちへjのす), their Ovidian 

ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtὅΝtἳkἷΝpἳὄtΝiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝὄitἷὅΝiὀΝὁἴἷἶiἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝthἷΝiὀὅtὄuἵtiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝpὄiἷὅtΝ(ἂέλΝ

parent, 4.32 iussaque sacra colunt). Just as in the Pentheus episode Bacchus receded in the 

background and the lens focused on the human characters, similarly in the Minyads story it is the 

mortals who are in the limelight, while the god remains inconspicuous. Finally, the Euripidean 

Bacchants celebrate the god to the sound of drums, shouts, and flutes and likewise Bacchic 

worship in the Ovidian hymn is accompanied by female singing, drums, and pipes.347 

χliὅὁὀΝKἷithΝἳὄἹuἷὅΝthἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝhymὀΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝmἳyΝἳlὅὁΝἶὄἳwΝὁὀΝἤὁmἳὀΝἤἷpuἴliἵἳὀΝ

tragedy.348 ἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,ΝὅhἷΝhἳὅΝἶἷtἷἵtἷἶΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἶiἵtiὁὀΝvἷὄἴἳlΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀἵἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝἳΝἸὄἳἹmἷὀtΝ

of Ennius’ΝAthamas.349 Both poets represent worshippers invoking the god with the cult titles 

“ἐἳἵἵhuὅ”,Ν “ἐὄὁmiuὅ”,Ν ἳὀἶΝ “Ἔyἳἷuὅ”.350 Ovid may also be alluding to an extant line from 

χἵἵiuὅ’ΝBacchae for which there is no parallel in the Euripidean original.351 The Ovidian and 

χἵἵiἳὀΝiὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὁἶΝὅhἳὄἷΝiὀΝἵὁmmὁὀΝthἷΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἴiὄthΝἸὄὁmΝἥἷmἷlἷΝ(ἸὄέΝ

5 Semela genitus, Met. 4.12 bimatrem)έΝ ἔiὀἳlly,Ν ἳllΝ thὄἷἷΝ hymὀὅΝ ἳἶἶὄἷὅὅΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ ἳὅΝ “Ἰἳthἷὄ”,Ν

                                                           
346 Met. 4.9-10 matresque nurusque / telasque calathosque infectaque pensa reponunt. 

347 Ba. 154-163 たえそヾiki k摂ち 〉すふちにjてち くgとにくとふたのち 精ヾ摂 kにたヾうちのち,Ν[…]Ν厨ちΝfとにけかgすjすΝくてg宋なΝ厨ちてヾg宋jか ki,Νそのk摂な 晴kgちΝ
i盛せえそghてなΝ頗iと摂なΝ頗iと責ΝヾgかけたgkgΝくとえたさすἉΝMet. 4.29-30 femineae voces inpulsaque tympana palmis / concavaque aera 
sonant longoque foramine buxus. 

348 Keith 2010, 197. 

349 Jocelyn 1967. 

350 fr. 52, 120-121 his erat in ore Bromius his Bacchus pater, / illis Lyaeus; Met. 4.11 Bacchumque vocant 
Bromiumque Lyaeumque. 

351 fr. 5 O Dionyse, pater optime vitisator Semela genitus, Euhie!. 
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ὄἷἸἷὄΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ iὀvἷὀtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝwiὀἷ352 and end with a cult-title stemming from the ritual cry 

“ἷuhὁἷ”έ353 

What is more, the description of the Bacchic festival in Metamorphoses 4 echoes and 

iὀvἷὄtὅΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν tiὄἳἶἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ pὄἷἵἷἶiὀἹΝ ἴὁὁkέΝ ἦὁΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ with, ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

exhortation to the Theban youths to reject thἷΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ ὄitἷὅΝ iὅΝ ἷvὁkἷἶΝἴyΝ thἷΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ pὄiἷὅt’ὅΝ

iὀὅtὄuἵtiὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝἸἷmἳlἷΝpὁpulἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἸἷὅtivἳlέΝἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝ

claims that it is more fitting for the young men to wield weapons instead of thyrsi and wear 

helmets instead of garlands.354 The priest of Bacchus, on the other hand, orders the Theban 

women to crown their heads with festive wreathes and brandish thyrsi.355 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Νἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

ἳppἷἳlΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ yὁuthὅΝ tὁΝ ἳὅὅumἷΝ thἷΝvἳlὁὄΝἳὀἶΝ ἸiἹhtiὀἹΝὅpiὄitΝὁἸΝχὄἷὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀt,Ν iὀΝὁὄἶἷὄ to repel 

ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝ“iὀvἳὅiὁὀ”ΝὁἸΝἦhἷἴἷὅΝmἳyΝἴἷΝiὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝὄἷἵἳllἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝpὄiἷὅt’ὅΝiὀjuὀἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝ

the women to take up thyrsi so as to honor the god.356 

ἦhἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝiὀvἷἵtivἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthἷΝἹὁἶΝiὅΝἳlὅὁΝἷvὁkἷἶΝἳὀἶΝὄἷvἷὄὅἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝhymὀΝtὁΝ

Bacchus. In particular, the epic narrator in Book 4, whose poetic voice merges with that of the 

ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀΝ iὀvὁkiὀἹΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ,Ν ὄἷwὁὄkὅΝ vἳὄiὁuὅΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν hἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

ἦhἷἴἳὀὅέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝmὁἵkiὀἹlyΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷὅΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ ἳὀΝ “uὀἳὄmἷἶΝ ἴὁy”, whereas the 

narrator glorifies the god by calling him a boy of eternal youth.357 Pentheus describes derisively 

                                                           
352 fr. 52, 121 uitis inventor sacrae; fr. 5 vitisator; Met. 4.14 genialis consitor uvae. 

353 fr. 52, 122 euhan euhium; fr. 5 Euhie; Met. 4.15 Euhan.  

354 Met. 3.541-542: o iuvenes, propiorque meae, quos arma tenere, / non thyrsos, galeaque tegi, non / fronde 
decebat?. 

355 Met. 4.7-8 serta coma, manibus frondentis sumere thyrsos / iusserat. 

356 Met. 3.555 animos […] sumite serpentis!, 4.7-8 sumere thyrsos / iusserat. 

357 Met. 3.533 puero […] inermi, 4.17-18 tibi enim inconsumpta iuventa est, tu puer aeternus. Another response to 
ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝtἳuὀtΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝFasti-hymn to Bacchus, where the elegiac hymnist claims that the god was born 
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thἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἷἸἸἷmiὀἳtἷΝἳὀἶΝluxuὄiὁuὅΝἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝἵὁὀὅiὅtiὀἹΝὁἸΝpἷὄἸumἷἶΝhἳiὄ,ΝἹἳὄlἳὀἶὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝpuὄplἷΝ

attire embroidered with gold (3.354-356). The epic voice, ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὄy,Ν lἳuἶὅΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

superlative feminine beauty (4.518 formosissimus, 3.520 virgineum caput est). One of the 

exploits of Bacchus extolled in the hymn is the conquest of the East.358 This praise echoes 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἵὁmplἳiὀtΝ thἳtΝ ἦhἷἴἷὅΝ hἳvἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ “ἵἳptuὄἷἶ”Ν ἴyΝ thἷΝ ὀἷwΝ Ἱὁἶ.359 Furthermore, the 

ἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝὄἷvilἷὅΝthἷΝἵὁuὀtἷὄἸἷitΝἸὄἷὀὐyΝὁἸΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝiὀἶuἵἷἶΝὀὁtΝἴyΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝiὀὅpiὄἳtiὁὀ,Ν

but by intoxication (3.536 mota insania vino). The epic hymnist, on the other hand, draws a 

comical sketch of the drunken Silenus supporting his tottering limbs with a walking stick.360  

Finally, upon the arrival of Bacchus (3.528 Liber adest) Pentheus initiates his diatribe 

against the god with a scornful catalogue of Bacchic musical accompaniments consisting of 

drums, flutes, cymbals, and female singing.361 The narrator, on the other hand, claims that 

whichever place the god visits (4.28 quacumque ingrederis) he is welcomed by the same 

assortment of Bacchic sounds.362 ἦhἷΝἷpiἵΝvὁiἵἷΝ ἳlὅὁΝmἳkἷὅΝ ὅuἴtlἷΝmὁἶiἸiἵἳtiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ 

list in order to suggest the shift from polemic to eulogy. The Theban king disparagingly 

ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷὅΝthἷΝἶὄumὅΝἳὅΝ“ἷmpty,Νpὁwἷὄlἷὅὅ”Ν(ἁέἃἁἅΝinania tympana), while the hymnist simply 

ὅἳyὅΝthἳtΝthἷyΝἳὄἷΝὅtὄuἵkΝἴyΝthἷΝwὁὄὅhippἷὄὅ’ΝhἳὀἶὅΝ(ἂέἀλΝimpulsaque tympana palmis). What is 

mὁὄἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝthἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝmἷὀtiὁὀὅΝὁὀlyΝwὁmἷὀΝἳὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝwὁὄὅhippἷὄὅΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝὅtὄἷὅὅΝthἷΝ

                                                                                                                                                                                           

“ἳὄmἷἶ”,ΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝhiὅΝἴiὄthΝἵἳmἷΝἳἴὁut,ΝwhἷὀΝJupitἷὄΝἳppἷἳὄἷἶΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝἥἷmἷlἷΝἴἷἳὄiὀἹΝhis thunderbolt (Fast. 3.715-
716  Semelen, ad quam nisi fulmina secum / Iuppiter adferret, partus inermis eras). 

358 Met. 4.20-21 Oriens tibi victus, adusque / decolor extremo qua tinguitur India Gange. 

359 Met. 3.533 at nunc a puero Thebae capientur inermi. 

360 Met. 4.26-27 quique senex ferula titubantis ebrius artus / sustinet. 

361 Met. 3.532-533  aeraὀἷΝ…ΝήΝἳἷὄἷΝὄἷpulὅἳΝ…ΝἳἶuὀἵὁΝtibia cornu, 536-37: femineae voces …ΝiὀἳὀiἳΝtympana. 

362 Met. 4.28-30 femineae voces impulsaque tympana palmis / concavaque aera sonant longoque foramine buxus 
(See Bömer 1976, v. 4.28; Anderson 1997, vv. 4.28-30).  
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effeminate nature of his cult (3.536 feminae voces), the narrator adds in the catalogue the shouts 

of young men (4.28 clamor iuvenalis), so as to indicate the universal welcome afforded to the 

god. 

To recapitulate, ἡviἶ’ὅΝhymὀΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝiὀΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἳppὄὁpὄiἳtἷὅΝἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ

of tragic diction and hymnic style from the parodos ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae as well as from choral 

odes of Roman ἤἷpuἴliἵἳὀΝtὄἳἹἷἶiἷὅ,ΝὅuἵhΝἳὅΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝBacchae ἳὀἶΝἓὀὀiuὅ’ΝAthamas and at the 

ὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝitΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝtiὄἳἶἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝiὀtὁΝἳΝhymὀiἵΝἷὀἵὁmiumΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶέΝ 

 

2.2.3 “Weaving” tales 

 

Just as the Pentheus story contains the embedded story of Acoetes about Bacchus and the 

Tyrrhenian sailors, similarly the Minyads episode includes three inserted narratives recounted by 

the sisters to each other: Pyramus and Thisbe (4.55-166), the loves of the Sun (4.169-270), and 

Salmacis and Hermaphroditus (4.285-388). The narrative function of the internal stories in the 

twὁΝἷpiὅὁἶἷὅΝiὅΝἷὀtiὄἷlyΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtέΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝlὁὀἹwiὀἶἷἶΝὅtὁὄyΝiὅΝἶἷὅiἹὀἷἶΝtὁΝtὄiἹἹἷὄΝthἷΝwὄἳthΝὁἸΝ

the impatient Pentheus, so that he may go alone to Mt. Cithaeron to confront the maenads and 

thus mἷἷtΝhiὅΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷiὄΝhἳὀἶὅέΝἦhἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’Νὅtὁὄiἷὅ,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝἳὄἷΝἳὀΝἳἵtΝὁἸΝἶἷἸiἳὀtΝ

hybris towards Bacchus, since instead of participating in his festival like the Theban women, 

they prefer to stay indoors and engage in weaving and the narration of tales thus causing the 

Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝwὄἳth,ΝwhὁΝ puὀiὅhἷὅΝ thἷmΝ ἴyΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmiὀἹΝ thἷmΝ iὀtὁΝ ἴἳtὅέ363 Ovid signals the different 

ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἳtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝtἳlἷὅΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝpἷὄἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

                                                           
363 Note the prophecy of the priest of Bacchus, who warns that the wrath of the offended deity would be fierce (4.8-9 

saevam laesi fore numinis iram / vaticinatus erat). 
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passage of time. Pentheus accuses Acoetes that he subjected him to a rambling and digressive 

ὅtὁὄy,Ν ὅὁΝ thἳtΝhἷΝἵὁulἶΝwἷἳkἷὀΝhiὅΝἳὀἹἷὄΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἶἷlἳyέΝ ἙὀΝὁthἷὄΝwὁὄἶὅ,Νχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν tἳlἷΝ

makes the exasperated Pentheus feel that time passes more slowly.364 The first of the Minyads, 

on the contrary, suggests that they recount stories to one another in order to lighten their toil of 

weaving by making time seem to pass more quickly.365 Therefore, the story of Acoetes, who is 

actually Bacchus in disguise, causes the anger of Pentheus, because he finds it protracted and 

Ἱἳὄὄulὁuὅ,ΝwhilἷΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝlὁὀἹΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷὅΝἳὄἷΝἷὀtἷὄtἳiὀiὀἹΝἸὁὄΝthἷmὅἷlvἷὅ,ΝἴutΝἴὄiὀἹΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝ

wrath of Bacchus.   

ἙὀΝthἷΝpὄἷviὁuὅΝὅἷἵtiὁὀΝwἷΝὅἳwΝhὁwΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’Νmiἵὄὁ-narrative has many correspondences 

with the macro-narrative of Pentheus.366 The embedded stories of the Minyads, on the other 

hἳὀἶ,ΝἶὁΝὀὁtΝhἳvἷΝἷxpliἵitΝ ἵὁὀὀἷἵtiὁὀὅΝwithΝ thἷΝ ἸὄἳmiὀἹΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἸἷὅtivἳlΝἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ

punishment of the three sisters. Alison Keith has argued, however, that Dionysiac themes and 

imagery pervade the Ἕiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝἳmἳtὁὄyΝ tἳlἷὅΝὅuἹἹἷὅtiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝἹὁἶΝhἳὅΝ iὀἸiltὄἳtἷἶΝ thἷΝὅiὅtἷὄὅ’Ν

miὀἶὅΝἳὀἶΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝimἳἹiὀἳtiὁὀΝpὄiὁὄΝtὁΝhiὅΝἷpiphἳὀyΝiὀΝthἷΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ’ὅΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtέ367 To begin 

with,ΝthἷΝlὁἵἳlἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝὅtὁὄiἷὅΝiὅΝthἷΝἓἳὅtἈΝἐἳἴylὁὀΝ(ἢyὄἳmuὅΝἳὀἶΝἦhiὅἴἷ),Νἢἷrsia (the 

Sun, Clytie, and Leucothoe), and Caria (Salmacis and Hermaphroditus). The Eastern setting of 

                                                           
364 Met. 3.691-692 praebuimus longis' Pentheus 'ambagibus aures,' / inquit 'ut ira mora vires absumere posset. 

365 Met. 4.40-41 perque vices aliquid, quod tempora longa videri / non sinat, in medium vacuas referamus ad aures!. 

366 ἳ)Ν ἦhἷΝ piὁuὅΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὄἷὅiὅtἳὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝTyrrhenian sailors parallels the opposition of the devout Thebans to 
Pentheus; b) both the sailors and the Theban king are portrayed as impious towards Bacchus and persistent in their 
outrage; c) in both the internal and the external narrative Bacchus assumes a disguise (Acoetes, boy) and employs 
cunning deception against the Tyrrhenian sailors and Pentheus respectively; d) the comical penalty suffered by the 
sailors implicitly foreshadows the gruesome punishment inflicted on Pentheus by the god. 

367 Keith 2010, 204. 
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thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ'ΝtἳlἷὅΝiὅΝiὄὁὀiἵΝἹivἷὀΝthἷΝἷulὁἹyΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἓἳὅtἷὄὀΝἵὁὀὃuἷὅtὅΝiὀΝthἷΝhymὀΝtὁΝthἷΝ

god opening the book (4.20-21).368  

Keith detects in the Pyramus and Thisbe story verbal evocations of Bacchic rites and 

themes.369 ἦhiὅἴἷ’ὅΝtὁὄὀΝἳὀἶΝἴlὁὁἶiἷἶΝἵlὁἳkΝ(ἂέ1ίἁ-4, 107-ἆ)ΝἳὀἶΝἢyὄἳmuὅ’ΝἶἷὅpἷὄἳtἷΝἳppἷἳlΝtὁΝ

the lions to tear apart and devour his body (4.112-14) bear connotations of dismemberment 

(jヾgとgけたふな) and the consumption of raw flesh (斉たてlgけかg), both of which are typical elements 

of Bacchic ritual. Moreover, when Thisbe catches sight of the dying Pyramus she is described as 

ἴἷἵὁmiὀἹΝ“pἳlἷὄΝthἳὀΝἴὁxwὁὁἶ”Ν(ἂέ1ἁἁ-5 buxo pallidiora), a simile which recalls the boxwood 

flute, one of the Bacchic musical instruments cited earlier in the hymn to Bacchus (4.30 

longoque foramine buxus). To the aforementioned Dionysiac features we can add a further one: 

the first Minyad introduces the story of Pyramus and Thisbe as an aetion explaining the red color 

of the fruit of the mulberry tree saying that they obtained this color from the blood of the two 

lovers that was sprinkled on them.370 This bloody image may be intended to evoke the gory 

prophecy of Tiresias in the Pentheus episode, who predicts that the Theban king will pollute with 

his blood the trees of Mt. Cithaeron (3.522-523 sanguine silvas / foedabis). 

KἷithΝὀὁtἷὅΝthἳtΝἜἷuἵὁὀὁἷ’ὅΝtἳlἷΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝlὁvἷΝἳἸἸἳiὄὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἥuὀΝfunctions as an aetion 

for the origin of frankincense, since the Sun-god transforms his dead beloved into the 

frankincense shrub (4.249-55).371 She remarks that the poet stresses the utilization of 

frankincense in the rites of Bacchus both in the conclusion of the Pentheus episode (3.733) and 

in the Bacchic festival at the outset of the Minyads story (4.11) and cites the connection of 
                                                           
368 Keith 2010, 200. 

369 Keith 2010, 201-204. 

370 Met. 4.51-52: an, quae poma alba ferebat / ut nunc nigra ferat contactu sanguinis arbor. 

371 Keith 2010, 207. 
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ἥyὄiἳὀΝἸὄἳὀkiὀἵἷὀὅἷΝwithΝἒiὁὀyὅiἳἵΝwὁὄὅhipΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae (144-5) concluding that the 

story of Leuconoe explains the provenance of an element of Bacchic cult, the offering of 

frankincense to the god. The Metamorphoses-aetion about frankincense corresponds to the Fasti-

aetion in the elegiac hymn to Bacchus, where the poet recounts that the god first established the 

dedication of frankincense and other libations to the gods (3.727-732). 

Before reaching the main story of Salmacis and Hermaphroditus, the third Minyad 

Alcithoe rejects a series of other narratives with Dionysiac associations.372 She mentions in 

passing the Curetes, who protected the infant Jupiter from discovery by Saturn by drowning his 

ἵὄyiὀἹΝwithΝἶἳὀἵiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝἶὄumΝplἳyiὀἹέΝἦhiὅΝmythΝiὅΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtἷἶΝwithΝthἷΝiὀvἷὀtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν

cult object, the drum (kへたヾgちてち), in the parodos of Euripides' Bacchae (120-34). The Minyad 

also discards the myth of Crocus and Smilax, who were transformed into saffron and bryony, 

twὁΝ plἳὀtὅΝ ἵlὁὅἷlyΝ ἵὁὀὀἷἵtἷἶΝ withΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ ὄituἳlέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἳὄὁmἳΝ ὁἸΝ ὅἳἸἸὄὁὀΝ iὅΝ pἳὄtΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

epiphany to the Minyads (4.393) and bryony is mentioned twice in the Bacchae in association 

with Dionysiac worship (108, 703). Finally, Keith has found implicit Dionysiac elements in the 

concluding tale of Salmacis and Hermaphroditus.373 The likening of the blushing 

Hermaphroditus with the moon tinged with crimson, at the time when bronze cymbals clash 

(4.329-33), brings to mind the nocturnal rites of Bacchus, where the cymbals were widely used 

(cf. Met. 3.532-3, 4.30, 4.393). Furthermore, Salmacis tightly embracing Hermaphroditus is 

compared among other things to ivy clinging to a tree (4.361-7). Ivy is a trademark of Bacchus: 

in the Pentheus episode the god appears to the Tyrrhenian sailors wreathed in ivy and causes ivy 

                                                           
372 Keith 2010, 209-211. 

373 Keith 2010, 211-214. 
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to entwine their oars and sails (3.663-7), while in his epiphany to the Minyads the tapestries turn 

into ivy (4.395). 

 

2.2.4 The retribution of Bacchus 

 

ἦhἷΝ ἝiὀyἳἶὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ἷὀἶὅΝ withΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ impiὁuὅΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷiὄΝ

transformation into bats. Below I will argue that the epiphany scene assimilates elements from 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”ΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝthὄὁuἹhΝ

intratextual conflation.  

After the Euripidean Pentheus has captured the Lydian stranger and led him to the 

pἳlἳἵἷ’ὅΝpὄiὅὁὀ,Ν thἷΝἶisguised god escapes from his fetters and appears to the chorus of Asian 

Bacchants in an epiphany, which consists of his disembodied voice, an earthquake, and a blazing 

thunderbolt (575-ἄίἁ)έΝ χllΝ thἷὅἷΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ mἳὅtἷὄἸullyΝ ὄἷwὁὄkἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἡviἶΝ iὀΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

epiphἳὀyΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἝiὀyἳἶὅέΝ ἦhἷΝ illuὅὁὄyΝ ἷἳὄthὃuἳkἷΝ whiἵhΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ tὁΝ ὅhἳkἷΝ thἷΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅ’Ν hὁuὅἷΝ

ἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἳlΝ ἷἳὄthὃuἳkἷΝ whiἵhΝ ὄἳὐἷὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἹὄὁuὀἶΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν pἳlἳἵἷέ374 What is more, 

ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ὄὁἳὄiὀἹΝ ἵὄyΝ iὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ hὁwliὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ incorporeal 

beasts.375 ἔiὀἳlly,ΝthἷΝἸlἳmiὀἹΝthuὀἶἷὄ,ΝwhiἵhΝἴlἳὐἷὅΝἳὄὁuὀἶΝἥἷmἷlἷ’ὅΝtὁmἴΝἳὀἶΝthὄἷἳtἷὀὅΝtὁΝἴuὄὀΝ

thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ pἳlἳἵἷΝ is converted into ἶἷἵἷptivἷΝ ἸiὄἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅmὁkἷ,ΝwhiἵhΝ ἸillΝ thἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’Ν

home.376 Ovid is playfully rewriting here the Bacchae scenἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἴlἳὐiὀἹΝthuὀἶἷὄΝiὅΝ

                                                           
374 Met. 4.402 tecta repente quati …Νviἶἷὀtuὄ; Ba. 586-587 kうぬg k責 ぃiちしえのな たえそgしとg hすgkすちうつikgす ヾijおたgjすち. For 
thἷΝ ἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν pἳlἳἵἷΝ ἴyΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἷἳὄthὃuἳkἷΝ ἵὁmpἳὄἷΝ ἘὁὄἳἵἷΝ C.2.19.14-15: tectaque Penthei 
/ disiecta non leni ruina. 

375 Ba. 592-593 〈とふたすてな 晴h' 刃そgそうこikgす jkえけgな 帥jの; Met. 4.404 falsaque saevarum simulacra ululare ferarum. 

376 Ba. 594-ἃλλΝ〉すέΝ 尽ヾkiΝ せiとgへちすてちΝ g澄してヾgΝ そgたヾうhg,Ν ήΝ jへたlそiけi jへたlそiけi hほたgkg ぃiちしえてな. / ゅて. 腎 腎, ヾ漕と て盛 
そiへjjiすな, て盛h' g盛けうこさす / kふちhi ぇiたえそgな 頗iと摂ち 刃たl拙 kうlてち / 尽ち ヾてki せiとgにちてくふそてな 帥そすヾi lそふけg / 〉宋てな くとてちkう; Met. 
4.402-403 pinguesque ardere videntur / lampades et rutilis conlucere ignibus aedes, 405 fumida […] per tecta. 
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reduced to glowing oil lamps (!).377 Hence, Ovid transforms the real divine phenomena of the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἷpiphἳὀyΝ(ἷἳὄthὃuἳkἷ,Νthuὀἶἷὄ,Νἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Νvὁiἵἷ)ΝiὀtὁΝilluὅὁὄyΝmiὄἳἵlἷὅΝ(ἸἳlὅἷΝtὄἷmὁὄ,Ν

burning oil lamps, simulacra of howling beasts) thereby undercutting the grandeur of his tragic 

mὁἶἷlέΝἠἷvἷὄthἷlἷὅὅ,ΝiὀΝἴὁthΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝthἷΝmὁὄtἳlὅΝὄἷὅpὁὀἶΝwithΝtἷὄὄὁὄΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἷpiphἳὀyέΝἦhἷΝ

Euripidean Bacchants fall trembling to the ground, while the fearful Minyads try to find refuge 

from the fire and the gleaming lights in dark hiding-places.378 

ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἷpiphἳὀyΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἝiὀyἳὅΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ hiἹhlyΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ

appearance to the Tyrrhenian sailors in the Pentheus episode.379 The epic narrator introduces the 

Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝmiὄἳἵulous self-revelation by claiming that the event is beyond belief (4.394 resque fide 

maior).380 ἦhἷὅἷΝwὁὄἶὅΝἷἵhὁΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ’ΝὁἳthΝpὄἷἵἷἶiὀἹΝthἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἷpiphἳὀyΝthἳtΝhἷΝ

is going to recount genuine incidents despite their incredibility.381 ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ἳppἷἳrance to the 

Minyads consists of visual, acoustic, and olfactory illusions. The epiphany begins with the 

sudden sound of invisible drums, pipes, and cymbals (4.391-393) ὄἷἵἳlliὀἹΝὀὁtΝὁὀlyΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

scornful catalogue of Bacchic paraphernalia (3.532-533, 537), but also the list of Dionysiac 

musical instruments in the hymn to Bacchus (4.29-4.30).382 The house is then filled with the 

fragrance of myrrh and saffron (4.393 redolent murraeque crocique), a miracle which evokes at 

thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸ Bacchus having his hair scented with myrrh (3.555 

                                                           
377 Ba. 594 せiとgへちすてちΝg澄してヾgΝそgたヾうhg; Met. 4.402-403 pinguesque ardere videntur / lampades. 

378 Ba. 600-601 hかせikiΝヾihふjiΝhかせikiΝ kとてたiと責Ν ή jほたgkg,ΝたgすちうhiなἉΝMet. 4.405-407 fumida iamdudum latitant per 
tecta sorores / diversaeque locis ignes ac lumina vitant, / dumque petunt tenebras. 

379 Keith 2010, 198. 

380 ἔὁὄΝthἷΝ“ἵὄἷἶiἴility”ΝmὁtiἸΝἳὅΝἳΝtopos associated with divine aretalogy see Henrichs 1978, 210-211.  

381 Met. 3.659-660 tam me tibi vera referre / quam veri maiora fide (See Anderson 1997, vv. 4.394-395; Rosati 
2007, vv. 4.394-398). 

382 Anderson 1997, vv. 4.391-393; Rosati 2007, 4.391-393; Keith 2010, 197. 
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madidus murra crinis) as well as the aetion ὁἸΝ thἷΝὁὄiἹiὀΝὁἸΝὅἳἸἸὄὁὀΝ iὀΝχlἵithὁἷ’ὅΝὅtὁὄyέ383 The 

ὀἷxtΝwὁὀἶὄὁuὅΝphἷὀὁmἷὀὁὀΝiὅΝthἷΝἹὄἳἶuἳlΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅ’ΝlὁὁmὅΝἳὀἶΝtἳpἷὅtὄiἷὅΝ

into ivy, vine-leaves, and grape clusters (4.395-ἁλἆ),ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝἷὀtwiὀiὀἹΝ

of the ship of the Tyrrhenian sailors with the same plants (3.664-665).384 Furthermore, the 

metamorphosis of the purple tapestry into grapes of the same color recalls the luxurious purple 

cloak of Bacchus described derisively by Pentheus.385 Finally, the phantoms of howling beasts 

echo the simulacra of tigers, panthers, and lynxes, which lie around Bacchus during his epiphany 

to the sailors.386 

ἙὀΝ thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἕiὀyἳἶὅ’Ν mἷtἳmorphosis into bats we can detect a subtle 

ἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝὁἸΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝthἷmἷὅΝὁἸΝ“ἶἳὄkὀἷὅὅ”Ν

ἳὀἶΝ“viὅiὁὀ”έΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅΝἸὁὄἷtἷllὅΝthἳtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝwillΝlἳmἷὀtΝthἳtΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄΝhἳὅΝ“ὅἷἷὀ”ΝtὁὁΝwἷllΝ(iέἷέΝthἷΝ

future) despitἷΝἴἷiὀἹΝiὀΝ“ἶἳὄkὀἷὅὅ”Ν(iέἷέΝἴliὀἶὀἷὅὅ).387 The epic narrator claims that the darkness 

does not allow him to see in what way the Minyads transformed into bats.388 Thus the literal 

ἶἳὄkὀἷὅὅΝ lἷἳἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἳἵtuἳlΝ lἳἵkΝ ὁἸΝ ὅiἹhtΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝἦiὄἷὅiἳὅ’Ν ἸiἹuὄἳtive darkness, his 

blindness, which results, however, to mental vision, namely his prophetic power. Moreover, 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷὅiἷἶΝ lἳmἷὀtΝ (ἁέἃἀἃΝquereris) corresponds to the shrill wailing of the Minyads 

transformed into bats (4.413 peraguntque levi stridore querellas). 

                                                           
383 Rosati 2007, v. 4.393; Keith 2010, 210. 

384 Rosati 2007, vv. 4.394-398.  

385 Met. 4.398 purpura fulgorem pictis accommodat uvis, 3.556 purpuraque et pictis intextum vestibus aurum (See 
Rosati 2007, vv. 4.394-398). 

386 Met. 4.404 falsaque saevarum simulacra ululare ferarum, 3.668-669 quem circa tigres simulacraque inania 
lyncum / pictarumque iacent fera corpora pantherarum (See Anderson 1997, vv. 4.402-404; Rosati 2007, v. 4.402). 

387 Met. 3.525 meque sub his tenebris nimium vidisse quereris. 

388 Met. 4.409-410 nec qua perdiderint veterem ratione figuram, / scire sinunt tenebrae. 
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2.3 The death of Orpheus 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝmἳiὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ ὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ hἳὀἶὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ

maenads (Met. 11.1-ἆἂ)ΝiὅΝViὄἹil’ὅΝGeorgics (4.453-527). In this section I will attempt to show 

that the episode of Orpheus’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳΝ ἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἷpylliὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Bacchae,Ν whiἵhΝ ἶὄἳmἳtiὐἷὅΝ thἷΝ mythiἵἳlΝ ἷvἷὀtὅΝ lἷἳἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷmiὅἷ. ἡviἶ’ὅΝ

appropriation of the Bacchae in the Orpheus story has been almost completely disregarded by 

critics.389 Below I will contend that the Ovidian narrative assimilates elements from the second 

stasimon and the two messenger speeches of the Bacchae ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝχtΝthἷΝ

ὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝἡviἶΝtὄἳὀὅpὁὅἷὅΝmἳὀyΝἸἷἳtuὄἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νsparagmos in Book 

3 of the Metamorphoses iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ iὀtὄἳtἷxtuἳlΝ

conflation.  

ἦhἷΝἷἳὄliἷὅtΝkὀὁwὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝἴyΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝwὁmἷὀΝiὅΝἸὁuὀἶΝ

iὀΝχἷὅἵhyluὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝBassarai of which survive only scant fragments and a prose plot summary 

ἵὁὀtἳiὀἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἓὄἳtὁὅthἷὀἷὅ’ΝCatasterismoi 24.390 According to Aeschylus, after his descent to 

Hades Orpheus shifted his faith from Dionysus to Apollo, the Sun God, and thus the offended 

Bacchus launched against the bard his female followers, the Bassarai, who tore him in pieces. 

ἦhἷΝ ὀἷxtΝ ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ mythΝ ἴἷlὁὀἹὅΝ tὁΝ ἢlἳtὁ’ὅΝ Symposium, where Phaedrus claims that 

ἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝwὁmἷὀΝwἳὅΝἶiviὀἷlyΝὅἷὀtΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝἵὁwἳὄἶiἵἷ,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝhἷΝ

contrived to descend to Hades alive to retrieve his wife instead of bravely committing suicide for 

                                                           
389 ἥἷἹἳlΝ(1λἆλ,Νλ1)ΝhἳὅΝmἳἶἷΝthἷΝὅὁlἷΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝBacchae in his Orpheus story without, 
hὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝἳὀyΝἸuὄthἷὄΝἷlἳἴὁὄἳtiὁὀἈΝ“ἡviἶΝὄἷmiὀἶὅΝuὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅkillΝiὀΝἴὁthΝἶiὅpἷὄὅiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝἸuὅiὀἹΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝpἳὄtὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝ
mythical tradition. In thiὅΝ ἵἳὅἷΝ hἷΝ ἵὁmἴiὀἷὅΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἷὀἶΝwithΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ hἳὀἶὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ iὀΝ
ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae, ἳΝmythΝtὁΝwhiἵhΝViὄἹilΝhἳἶΝἳlὄἷἳἶyΝἳlluἶἷἶ,ΝἳlἴἷitΝlἷὅὅΝἶiὄἷἵtlyΝ(‘thἷΝὄitἷὅΝὁἸΝὀὁἵtuὄὀἳlΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν
G.ἂέἃἀ1)έ” 

390 Radt 1985, 138-140. 
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the sake of love (179b). In the Hellenistic period Phanocles in his Erotes recounts that the 

women of Thrace slew Orpheus, because he introduced homosexual love to the Thracian men 

and refused to praise heterosexual passion (1.7-10). In the Augustan era Conon (FGrH, 26 F1 

XLV) records an otherwise unattested variant of the myth according to which the Macedonian 

and Thracian women tore Orpheus to pieces primarily because he excluded them from 

participation in his sacred mysteries, although he also allows for other incentives, such as the 

ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝἷὀmityΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἸἷmἳlἷΝὄἳἵἷΝἳἸtἷὄΝthἷΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝwiἸἷέΝἔiὀἳlly,ΝViὄἹilΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝἴὄiἷἸlyΝiὀΝthἷΝ

Georgics ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν sparagmos by the Thracian Bacchants, because they felt scorned by his 

shunning of love and marriage and his absolute devotion to the memory of his dead wife.391  

Hence, the pre-ἡviἶiἳὀΝ tὄἳἶitiὁὀΝ ὁἸἸἷὄὅΝ ἳΝ vἳὄiἷtyΝ ὁἸΝ ἷxplἳὀἳtiὁὀὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ

ranging from outrage to a divinity and faintheartedness to gender conflict, banning from religious 

rites, and spousal loyalty. Ovid, however, provides a combination of motivations for the 

mἳἷὀἳἶὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄὁuὅΝhἳtὄἷἶΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἴyΝἴlἷὀἶiὀἹΝthἷΝἢhἳὀὁἵlἷἳὀΝἳὀἶΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝvἷὄὅiὁὀὅἈΝ

the bard on the one hand spurns the passion of women and on the other hand institutes pederasty 

among the Thracians (10.83-85) and sings homosexual and misogynistic songs (10.152-154).392 

Furthermore, while there is general consensus as to the Thracian origin of Orphἷuὅ’Ν ἸἷmἳlἷΝ

killers (with the exception of Plato, who does not mention their nationality), there are two 

distinct literary traditions with regard to their precise identity: Aeschylus, Virgil, and Ovid 

                                                           
391 G. 4.516, nulla Venus, non ulli animum flexere hymenaei, 520-522 […] spretae Ciconum quo munere matres / 
inter sacra deum nocturnique orgia Bacchi / discerptum latos iuvenem sparsere per agros. 

392 Met. 10.79-82 […] omnemque refugerat Orpheus / femineam Venerem […] / […] multas tamen ardor habebat / 
iungere se uati; multae doluere repulsae, 11.7 'ἷὀ'Νἳit,Ν'ἷὀ,ΝhiἵΝἷὅtΝὀὁὅtὄiΝἵὁὀtἷmptὁὄ!’έ 
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ascribe to them the role of maenads, whereas in Plato, Phanocles, and Conon they are portrayed 

as ordinary women.393  

χlthὁuἹhΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ immἷἶiἳtἷΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ iὅΝ ViὄἹil,Ν hἷΝ

ἶἷvἷlὁpὅΝhiὅΝpὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ’ὅΝἸὁuὄ-line description (4.520-523) into a full-blown narrative of about 

fifty lines (11.1-ἃ1)ΝἴyΝἶὄἳwiὀἹΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁὀἷΝhἳὀἶΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae and on the other hand on 

his own version of the Pentheus myth in the MetamorphosesέΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Bacchae tἳkἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἸὁὄmΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”Ν whἷὄἷἴyΝ hἷΝ ἳὅὅimilἳtἷὅΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ

second stasimon and its two messenger speeches and fuses them organically together in a novel 

synthesis. At the same time he incorporates in his description many aspects from his own 

Pentheus narrative in Book 3 by means of intratextual conflation. The myths of Orpheus and 

                                                           
393 Egan (2001, 61-65) contends that Virgil is instead following the version of the Orpheus myth reflected by Conon, 
according to which the bard was dismembered by Thracian non-maenad women, because he denied them 
participation in the Bacchic orgies, of which he was the presiding priest. To support this interpretation he proceeds 
to rearrange the line-order of the Virgilian text by moving verse 521 (inter sacra deum nocturnique orgia Bacchi) 
before 519, so that it becomes the antecedent of line 520 (spretae Ciconum quo munere matres), and thus produces a 
new translation (4.517-ἃἀἀ)ἈΝ“ἙὀΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝhiὅΝhὁlyΝὅἷὄviἵἷὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝὀὁἵtuὄὀἳlΝorgia of Bacchus he ranged 
ἳlὁὀἷ…ΝἵὁmplἳiὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅtὁlἷὀΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝwὁὄthlἷὅὅΝἹiἸtὅΝὁἸΝἢlutὁέΝἦhἷΝmἳtὄὁὀὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἑiἵὁὀἷὅΝ shunned 
from this ritual (itἳliἵὅΝmiὀἷ)ΝtὁὄἷΝthἷΝyὁuὀἹΝmἳὀΝἳpἳὄtΝἳὀἶΝὅἵἳttἷὄἷἶΝhimΝwiἶἷlyΝὁvἷὄΝthἷΝἸiἷlἶὅέ”ΝχlthὁuἹhΝἓἹἳὀ’ὅΝ
hypothesis is appealing, there are, nevertheless, several pieces of textual evidence which contradict it. (a) Whereas 
ViὄἹilΝlἳἴἷlὅΝthἷΝὄitἷὅΝἳὅΝ“ἐἳἵἵhiἵ”,Νἑὁὀὁὀ’ὅΝtἷxtΝἷpitὁmiὐἷἶΝἴyΝἢhὁtiὁὅΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝἷxpliἵitlyΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷΝthἷΝὁὄἹiἷὅΝἳὅΝ
“ἒiὁὀyὅiἳἵ”έΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷr, the term 星とけすg does not exclusively refer to the rites of Dionysus, but can also designate the 
Orphic mysteries (Hdt. 2.81.5) and in fact the account of the rites offered by Conon is not in the least reminiscent of 
a Bacchic celebration. The mysteries are said to be conducted exclusively by male initiates and to take place in the 
interior of a house. This description contrasts with the traditional mythic presentation of Dionysiac rites, according 
to which they are performed primarily by women and their typical setting is the wilderness (see Eur. Bac. 677-774). 
All these clues lead to the conclusion that Conon is actually referring to Orphic mysteries (a view also shared by 
ἐὄὁwὀΝ (ἀίίἀ,Ν ἁίἄ)ἈΝ “KὁὀὁὀΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ὅὁlἷΝ ἳuthὁὄityΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝἴἳὀὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝwὁmἷὀΝ ἸὄὁmΝἡὄphiἵΝ ὄitἷὅ”)Ν ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ ἵἳὀὀὁtΝ
ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝἳὅΝἳΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝἸὁὄΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝὄitἷὅέΝ(ἴ)ΝἦhἷΝἵὁllὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὀὁἵtuὄὀἳlΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝὁὄἹiἷὅΝwithΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ
sparagmos in the transmitted Virgilian text (4.521-522) serves as a clear indication that it is in fact the Thracian 
women who are celebrating the rites of Dionysus in the course of which they tear apart Orpheus, a scene which 
ὄἷἵἳllὅΝthἷΝpἳὄἳllἷlΝmythΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ,ΝwhὁΝiὅΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝiὀΝthἷΝmiἶὅtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝὁὄἹiἷὅΝ
(Eur. Bac. 1024-1152). (c) Orpheus is represented in the lines immediately preceding his death as lamenting 
inconsolably the loss of his wife and wandering in the desolate Thracian wilderness in utter isolation from humans 
and in the company of only beasts and trees (4.507-520). This pathetic portrayal of the bard, which is further 
emphasized by his comparison to a lonely nightingale grieving for the loss of its young (4.511-515), can hardly be 
hἳὄmὁὀiὐἷἶΝwithΝἓἹἳὀ’ὅΝἵὁὀἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝhimΝἳὅΝ“ἳltἷὄὀἳtiὀἹΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝhiὅΝὅὁlitἳὄyΝ(solus) wanderings over the Thracian 
countryside and his various religious activities (sacra deum), which include his mystagogic role in the cult of 
ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ”έΝWhἳtΝiὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝViὄἹilΝhἳὅΝἳlὄἷἳἶyΝὁἸἸἷὄἷἶΝἳὀΝἷxpliἵitΝἷxplἳὀἳtiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νmunus (“tὄiἴutἷ”)ΝtὁΝhiὅΝ
dead wife, which triggers the feeling of slight in the Thracian women and which is no other than his abstention from 
love and marriage (4.516).  
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Pentheus are intrinsically linked, since both heroes share the same tragic fate: they are torn to 

pieces by a group of frenzied Bacchants. Ovid, however, also highlights the essential divergences 

between the two mythical characters. Pentheus is the archenemy of Dionysus and opposes the 

ἷὅtἳἴliὅhmἷὀtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἵultΝiὀΝἦhἷἴἷὅέΝἡὄphἷuὅ,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝἵὁὀtὄἳὄy,ΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳὀΝ“ἳὀti-ἢἷὀthἷuὅ”,ΝiὀΝ

thἳtΝ hἷΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ pὄiἷὅtΝ (11έἄἆΝ sacrorum vate suorum),394 who has introduced his rites in 

Phrygia and Athens,395 in contrast with the Aeschylean tradition, where the bard incurs 

ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝwὄἳthΝ ἸὁὄΝwὁὄὅhippiὀἹΝἷxἵluὅivἷlyΝ thἷΝἥuὀΝἹὁἶέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝwhilἷΝ thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ

hybris and cause of his demise is his scorn towards Bacchus (3.514 contemptor superum), the 

ThὄἳἵiἳὀΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝiὅΝὁἵἵἳὅiὁὀἷἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝἶἷὄiὅiὁὀΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ’ΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝhimΝ(11έἅ 

nostri contemptor!). Hence, whereas in the Pentheus episode it is the impious Theban king who 

ὅuἸἸἷὄὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝthὄὁuἹhΝhiὅΝἳἹἷὀtὅ,ΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ,ΝiὀΝthe Orpheus narrative the god 

punishes the sacrilegious maenads for killing his priest by transforming them into oak trees 

(11.67-84). 

In the second stasimon of the Bacchae (519-575) the chorus make a covert association 

between Pentheus and Orpheus in terms of their conflict with Dionysus. The Bacchants invoke 

ἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝtὁΝἶἷὅἵἷὀἶΝἸὄὁmΝἝtέΝἡlympuὅΝὅὁΝἳὅΝtὁΝἵhἷἵkΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhyἴὄiὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷὀΝwὁὀἶἷὄΝiἸΝthἷΝ

god leads his bands of maenads on Olympus, where once Orpheus assembled the trees and wild 

                                                           
394 The term vates ὁὄiἹiὀἳllyΝmἷἳὀtΝ“pὄὁphἷt,Νὅἷἷὄ”,ΝἴutΝiὀΝχuἹuὅtἳὀΝpὁἷtὄyΝitΝἳἵὃuiὄἷἶΝthἷΝἳἶἶitiὁὀἳlΝὅἷὀὅἷΝ“pὁἷt”έΝ
In line 11.68 I am translating vates ἳὅΝ “pὄiἷὅt”,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝἡὄphἷuὅΝ iὅΝ ἷxpliἵitlyΝ ἳὅὅὁἵiἳtἷἶΝ withΝ thἷΝ pὄὁmulἹἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ
ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝὄitἷὅΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝitΝἴἷttἷὄΝἷxplἳiὀὅΝthἷΝἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἳὅΝὅἳἵὄilἷἹἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἹὄiἷἸΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝ
death (11.67-70 Non impune tamen scelus hoc sinit esse Lyaeus / amissoque dolens sacrorum uate suorum / protinus 
in siluis matres Edonidas omnes, / quae uidere nefas, torta radice ligauit). In other passages of the Metamorphoses, 
hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝ ὄἷὀἶἷὄiὀἹΝ “ἴἳὄἶ”Ν iὅΝ mὁὄἷΝ ἳppὄὁpὄiἳtἷΝ (e.g. 11.1-2 Carmine dum tali siluas animosque ferarum / 
Threicius uates et saxa sequentia ducit). 

395 Met. 11.92-93 Midan, cui Thracius Orpheus orgia tradiderat cum Cecropio Eumolpo. 
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animals with his enchanting music.396 ἐyΝ juxtἳpὁὅiὀἹΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ὁutὄἳἹἷΝ tὁΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝ withΝ

ἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝmἷὅmἷὄiὐiὀἹΝ ὅὁὀἹΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝmἳyΝ ἵὄyptiἵἳllyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ ἵlἳὅhΝwithΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶΝ

and his subsequent dismemberment by the Bacchants,397 thereby implicitly foreshadowing 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νὁwn impending sparagmos.398 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝὁpἷὀὅΝwithΝthἷΝ

bard sitting on a shaded hill in the Thracian mountains and attracting trees, beasts, and stones 

through his spellbinding music, a scene which recalls both the aforementioned Euripidean 

description of Orpheus and the Virgilian account, where the bard laments by the river Strymon 

charming tigers and attracting oaks with his song.399 Below I will argue that just as Euripides 

iὀὅἷὄtὅΝiὀΝhiὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἶὄἳmἳΝἳΝhiὀtΝtὁΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄment, Ovid conversely introduces in 

hiὅΝἡὄphἷuὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝmultiplἷΝἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝtὁΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νsparagmos.   

While the Ovidian bard is hypnotizing nature with his song, the Thracian Bacchants make 

a dramatic entrance (11.3 ecce) and spot him from a hill-top. The women are dressed in animal 

                                                           
396 Ba. 553-555 たふそi, ぬとにj蒼ヾg kすちうjjのち, / 甚ちg, しへとjてち せgk' 棲そへたヾてに, / lてちかてに h' 刃ちhと摂な 西くとすち せgkうjぬiな, 561-564 
kうぬg h' 厨ち kg宋な ヾてそにhえちhとてすjすち 棲そへたヾてに / しgそうたgすな, 帥ちしg ヾてk' 棲とli設な せすしgとかこのち / jへちgけiち hえちhとig たてへjgすな, 
/ jへちgけiち し蘇とgな 刃けとほjkgな. 

397 The chorus in fact do not clarify the nature of the relationship between Orpheus and Dionysus and thus the kletic 
hymn to the god (556-564) can be read in two different, but not mutually exclusive, ways. At one level, the Asian 
Bacchants list the mountains Nysa, Parnassus, and Olympus as the favorite haunts of the god, where he might be 
found lἷἳἶiὀἹΝ hiὅΝ ἴἳὀἶΝ ὁἸΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝwhiἵhΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἷὀviὅiὁὀἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ thἷΝ ὅitἷὅΝ ὁἸΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ἸutuὄἷΝwὁὄὅhipΝ (ἥἷἳἸὁὄἶΝ
2001, vv. 556-575). According to this interpretation Orpheus may be viewed as a friend (or even priest) of Dionysus 
(Dodds 1960, vv. 560-564). At another level, however, all the aforementioned locales bear associations with mortal 
enemies of the god: in the Iliad (6.130-140) the Thracian king Lycurgus pursued ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝὀuὄὅἷὅΝὁὀΝἝtέΝἠyὅὅἳΝἳὀἶΝ
wἳὅΝ puὀiὅhἷἶΝ withΝ ἴliὀἶὀἷὅὅΝ ἴyΝ ZἷuὅἉΝ iὀΝ χἷὅἵhyluὅ’Ν Eumenides (22-26) the Corycian cave on Parnassus is 
mἷὀtiὁὀἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἵὁὀὀἷἵtiὁὀΝwithΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ἷxpἷἶitiὁὀΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ hἷἳἶΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ
ἵὁὀtὄivἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἶἷἳthἉΝἸiὀἳlly,ΝἡlympuὅΝmἳyΝἴἷΝimἳἹiὀἷἶΝἳὅΝthἷΝὅitἷΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νsparagmos by the 
mἳἷὀἳἶὅ,Ν ἳΝ mythΝ pὄἷviὁuὅlyΝ ἶὄἳmἳtiὐἷἶΝ iὀΝ χἷὅἵhyluὅ’Ν Bassarai. On the basis of this reading the chorus cite a 
catalogue of locations, where a conflict between Dionysus and his human しiてたうぬてす (Lycurgus, Pentheus, Orpheus) 
took place, in anticipation ὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἶἷἳἶlyΝἵὁὀἸὄὁὀtἳtiὁὀΝwithΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝὁὀΝἝtέΝἑithἳἷὄὁὀέΝΝ 

398 Euripides employs in the Hippolytus the same technique of a subtle allusion to a parallel myth, which anticipates 
the ensuing events in the play. In the second stasimon the chorus wish that they could transform into birds and fly 
above the waters of Eridanus, where the Heliades lament their brother Phaethon (732-741). This scene alludes to the 
ἶἷἳthΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢhἳἷthὁὀ,ΝwhilἷΝἶὄiviὀἹΝἘἷliὁὅ’Νἵhἳὄiὁt,ΝwhiἵhΝpὁὄtἷὀἶὅΝthἷΝimmiὀἷὀtΝἸἳtἳlΝchariot ride of Hippolytus.        

399 Met. 11.1-2 carmine dum tali silvas animosque ferarum / Threicius vates et saxa sequentia ducit; G. 4.510 
mulcentem tigris et agentem carmine quercus. 
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skins and have their hair loosened upon their shoulders echoing the appearance of the Theban 

maenads in the first messenger speech of the Euripidean play.400 One of the maenads points at 

Orpheus as the one who scorns them and hurls her thyrsus against him (11.7 'en,' ait 'en, hic est 

nostri contemptor!). This exclamation may evoke the disembodied voice of Dionysus in the 

second messenger speech of the Bacchae, who claims that Pentheus is mocking his godhead, his 

rites, and the Bacchants themselves and exhorts them to punish him.401 The distinguishing 

difference between the two scenes is the identity of the person urging the maenads to violence: 

Dionysus in Euripides and a maenad in Ovid. This divergence can be explained in terms of the 

different role of Dionysus in the two stories. Whereas in the Greek play the assault of the 

mἳἷὀἳἶὅΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝiὅΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝplἳὀΝtὁΝἷxἳἵtΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹΝἸὁὄΝ

opposing his cult, in the Metamorphoses thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝἡrpheus is an act of impiety 

in the eyes of Bacchus, for which he duly punishes them (11.67-84).  

The first assault of the Bacchants against Orpheus meets with failure. The women hurl 

thyrsi and stones against the bard, but are unable to wound him, because his song stops their 

missiles in mid-air.402 This initial unsuccessful attack on the bard may recall the abortive assault 

ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἵὁὀἶΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyέΝ ἦhἷΝ

maenads fling thyrsi, branches, and stones against the Theban king, but cannot injure him, since 

                                                           
400 Met. 11.3-4 tectae lymphata ferinis / pectora velleribus, 11.6 leves iactato crine per auras; Ba. 695-697 せg拙 ヾと蒼kg 
た跡ち せgしi宋jgち i菅な 隻たてにな せふたgな / ちiくとかhgな k' 刃ちijkiかそgちし' 晴jgすjすち 塵たたうkのち / jへちhijた' 厨そえそにkて, せg拙 せgkgjkかせkてにな 
hてと責な. ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ mἳἷὀἳἶὅ’Ν ὅtὄἷἳmiὀἹΝ hἳiὄΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ lἷἳἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ
Bacchants in the parodos of the Bacchae (1ἃίΝkとにliとふちΝξkiἌΝヾそふせgたてち i菅なΝg菅しえとg 槽かヾkのち). 

401 Ba. 1078-1081 厨せΝh'Νg菅しえとてなΝlのちおΝkすな,Ν斉なΝた跡ちΝi菅せうjgすΝή 〉すふちにjてな,Ν刃ちiくふさjiち┳Ν惜 ちiうちすhiな,Νή 甚けのΝk摂ちΝ精た塑な せ刃た跡Ν
k刃たうΝk'Ν星とけすgΝή けえそのち kすしえたiちてち┳ 刃そそ責 kすたのとi宋jしえ ちすち. 

402 Met. 11.7-13 […]Νet hastam / vatis Apollinei vocalia misit in ora, / quae foliis praesuta notam sine vulnere fecit; / 
alterius telum lapis est, qui missus in ipso  / aere concentu victus vocisque lyraeque est / ac veluti supplex pro tam 
furialibus ausis / ante pedes iacuit. 
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he is sitting high on a fir tree beyond the range of their missiles.403 Thus in both scenes the 

preliminary attack of the Bacchants is repelled: in the case of Orpheus due to a counteracting 

magical song and in the case of Pentheus owing to the remoteness of the target. Furthermore, 

ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν immuὀityΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν pὄὁjἷἵtilἷὅΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷὅΝ thἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ

messenger speech of the Bacchae, where it is the maenads who are impervious to the weapons of 

the villagers due to the supernatural protection of Dionysus.404  

The Thracian maenads instead of being disheartened by their failure grow uncontrollably 

violent and frenzied (11.13-14). They make a second attempt on Orpheus, this time 

accompanying theiὄΝ ἳὅὅἳultΝ withΝ ἳΝ ἶiὅὅὁὀἳὀtΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ “ὅymphὁὀy”Ν ὁἸΝ upὄὁἳὄ,Ν pipἷὅ,Ν ἶὄumὅ,Ν

breast-ἴἷἳtiὀἹ,ΝἳὀἶΝhὁwliὀἹ,ΝwhiἵhΝultimἳtἷlyΝἶὄὁwὀὅΝthἷΝὅὁuὀἶΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝlyὄἷΝἳὀἶΝvὁiἵἷέ405 

ἦhiὅΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὅΝ ὄiἵhΝ iὀΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ multiplἷΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅΝ ὄἳὀἹiὀἹΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Bacchae and 

Apὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonautica tὁΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁwὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝὅtὁὄyέΝἦὁΝἴἷἹiὀΝwith,ΝthἷΝἴἷlliἹἷὄἷὀtΝmuὅiἵΝὁἸΝ

the maenads directed against Orpheus recalls and contrasts sharply with the festive song of the 

Theban Bacchants in the second messenger speech of the Bacchae, who sing antiphonically and 

are compared to joyful fillies.406 ἦhἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷὀἷwἷἶΝ ἳὅὅἳultΝ iὅΝ ἵὄὁwὀἷἶΝ withΝ

ὅuἵἵἷὅὅ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝὅὁὀἹΝiὅΝὁvἷὄwhἷlmἷἶΝἴyΝthἷiὄΝἶiὅἵὁὄἶἳὀtΝmuὅiἵΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝἵἳὀὀὁtΝἸἷὀἶΝὁἸἸΝ

                                                           
403 Ba. 1096-1102 ヾと蒼kてちΝた跡ちΝg盛kて漕Ν ぬiとたうhgな せとgkgすくふそてになΝ ή 帥ととすヾkてち,Ν刃ちkかヾにとけてちΝ 厨ヾすく塑jgすΝヾえkとgち,Ν ή 星こてすjかΝ k'Ν
厨そgkかちてすjすちΝ 遂せてちkかこikて,Ν ή 甚そそgすΝ h跡Ν しへとjてにな 摺ijgち hす'Ν g菅しえとてな / ぃiちしえのな, jkふぬてち hへjkさちてち, 刃そそ' て盛せ 随ちにkてち. / 
せとi宋jjてちΝけ責とΝ西ねてなΝk蘇なΝヾとてしにたかgなΝ帥ぬのちΝήΝせgし蘇jし'Ν成 kそおたのち. 

404 Ba. 760-764 kて宋なΝ た跡ちΝ け責とΝ て盛ぬΝ 瑞すたgjjiΝ そてけぬのk摂ちΝ くえそてな,Ν ή て盛 ぬgそせふな, て盛 jかhさとてな <帥ちしiてち ぬとふgἌΝ ήΝ せi宋ちgすΝ h跡Ν
しへとjてになΝ 厨つgちすi宋jgすΝ ぬiと蒼ちΝ ήΝ 厨kとgにたうkすこてちΝ せ刃ヾiちほkすこてちΝlにけ蘇すΝ ήΝ けにちg宋せiなΝ 甚ちhとgなΝ て盛せΝ 甚ちiにΝ しi蒼ちΝ kすちてなέΝἡviἶΝ ἳlὅὁΝ
alludes to the Euripidean intertext by anothἷὄΝὅuἴtlἷΝ iὀvἷὄὅiὁὀἈΝ thἷΝ ὅtὁὀἷὅΝwhiἵhΝἳὄἷΝ lἳtἷὄΝἶyἷἶΝὄἷἶΝwithΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν
blood (11.18-19 tum denique saxa / non exauditi rubuerunt sanguine vatis)Ν ἳὄἷΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ villἳἹἷὄὅ’Ν
wἷἳpὁὀὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵἳὀὀὁtΝἴlὁὁἶyΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝἸlἷὅhΝ(て盛ぬΝ瑞すたgjji そてけぬのk摂ちΝくえそてな, / て盛 ぬgそせふな, て盛 jかhさとてな <帥ちしiてち 
ぬとふg>). 

405 Met. 11.15-18 cunctaque tela forent cantu mollita, sed ingens / clamor et infracto Berecyntia tibia cornu /  
tympanaque et plausus et Bacchei ululatus / obstrepuere sono citharae. 

406 Ba. 1056-1057 g頗Νh'Ν厨せそすヾて漕jgす ヾてすせかそ'Ν斉なΝヾ蒼そてすΝこにけ責Νή くgせぬi宋てち 刃ちkえせそgこてちΝ刃そそおそgすなΝたえそてな. 
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their missiles any longer.407 This outcome evokes the successful secondary attack of the maenads 

against Pentheus, who uproot the fir tree with their bare hands and hurl him to the ground (1103-

1113). Hence, just as the Euripidean Bacchants overcome the obstacle of the tree by means of 

their supernatural strength, in an analogous fashion their Ovidian counterparts neutralize the 

mἳἹiἵἳlΝpὄὁtἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝὅὁὀἹΝthὄὁuἹhΝthἷiὄΝἵἳἵὁphὁὀyέ 

ἦhἷΝἵlἳὅhΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝhἳὄmὁὀiὁuὅΝὅὁὀἹΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝὄὁἳὄiὀἹΝmuὅiἵΝἵἳὀΝἳlὅὁΝ

be read as an artistic contest and in this respect the scene is highly reminiscent of the musical 

ἵlἳὅhΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ ἡὄphἷuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἥiὄἷὀὅΝ iὀΝ χpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonautica. While the Argonauts are 

sailing past the island of Anthemoessa, the Sirens unleash against them their enchanting song, 

which has the power to enthrall the listener, so that he wastes away through languor (4.891-894, 

900-904). Orpheus, however, counteracts their spellbinding song with his overwhelming lyre 

playing and thus the ship is borne to safety away from the treacherous island (4.905-911). First 

of all, the Sirens bear some interesting affinities with the Thracian maenads. The mythical 

singers are part maidens and part birds, while the Bacchants who gather round Orpheus before 

attacking him are likened to a flock of birds hostilely encircling an owl.408 In addition, the Sirens 

are always on the lookout for approaching sailors from a vantage point on their island and 

similarly the maenads catch sight of Orpheus from the summit of a nearby hill.409  

What is even more striking is that Ovid has fashioned this scene as a direct inversion of 

the Apollonian episode. In the Argonautica thἷΝ ἥiὄἷὀὅ’ΝmἷὅmἷὄiὐiὀἹΝ ὅὁὀἹΝἶiὄἷἵtἷἶΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ thἷΝ

Argonauts almost constrains them to moor on their island, but is eventually neutralized by the 

                                                           
407 Met. 11.18-19 tum denique saxa / non exauditi rubuerunt sanguine vatis. 

408 Arg. 4.898-899 kふki h' 甚そそて た跡ち て菅のちて宋jすち / 甚そそて h跡 ヾgとしiちすせ訴な 厨ちgそかけせすgす 帥jせてち 菅hえjしgす; Met. 11.24-25 et 
coeunt ut aves, si quando luce vagantem / noctis avem cernunt.  

409 Arg. 4.900 g菅i拙 h' i盛ふとたてに hihてせさたえちgす 厨せ ヾiとすのヾ蘇な; Met. 11.4 tumuli de vertice cernunt. 
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deafening lyre playing of Orpheus.410 In the Metamorphoses,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὄy,Ν thἷΝ ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ

bewitching melody, which captivates nature (birds, beasts, trees, and stones), initially succeeds 

iὀΝ ὄἷpἷlliὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν pὄὁjἷἵtilἷὅ,Ν ἴutΝ iὅΝ ultimἳtἷlyΝ ἶὄὁwὀἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷiὄΝ ὄὁἳὄiὀἹΝ music.411 

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἵἳuὅἷὅΝthἷΝχὄἹὁὀἳutὅ’ΝἷἳὄὅΝtὁΝὄiὀἹΝwithΝthἷΝὅὁuὀἶΝὁἸΝhiὅΝlyὄἷΝ

ἳὀἶΝ thὄὁwὅΝ thἷΝ ἥiὄἷὀὅ’Ν ὅὁὀἹΝ iὀtὁΝ ἵὁὀἸuὅiὁὀΝ ὄἷὀἶἷὄiὀἹΝ itΝ ἳὀΝ iὀἶiὅtiὀἹuiὅhἳἴlἷΝ tuὀἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ hiὅΝ

companions, so that the Argo sails safely away from the treacherous island.412 The Ovidian 

ἡὄphἷuὅ,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝἸἳilὅΝtὁΝmἳkἷΝthἷΝὅtὁὀἷὅΝtὁὅὅἷἶΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhimΝ“hἷἳὄ”ΝhiὅΝὅὁὀἹ,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝ

overwhelmed by the Bacchic music, and hence cannot protect himself from them.413 Hence, 

while Orpheus in the Argonautica triumphs over the Sirens by overpowering their song with his 

lyre and captivating his fellow Argonauts, his Ovidian analogue is defeated by the Bacchants, 

since his song is neutralized by their music and thus he is no longer able to enchant his inanimate 

audience (the stones).      

ἦhἷΝἵὁὀἸliἵtΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἡὄphiἵΝ ὅὁὀἹΝἳὀἶΝἒiὁὀyὅiἳἵΝupὄὁἳὄΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

confrontation with Bacchic music in Metamorphoses 3. The Theban king asks sarcastically the 

Theban men whether Bacchus and his followers are so powerful that they can defeat them, 

although they have previously been fearless in battle, contrasting the war trumpet with the 

Bacchic musical instruments and the song of the maenads (3.352-357). Furthermore, while 

                                                           
410 Arg. 4.892-894 そかけiすgす / ぇiすと蘇ちiな jかちてちk' 迅ぬiそのかhiな 酔hiか素jす / しえそけてにjgす たてそヾ訴jすち, 903 摺ijgち 厨せ jkてたうkのち 星ヾg 
そiかとすてち, 903-904 て頗 h' 刃ヾ摂 ちさふな / 随hさ ヾiかjたgk' 帥たiそそてち 厨ヾ' 遂すふちijjす くgそえjしgす, 905 i菅 た碩 […]Ν棲とliへな, 907 せとgすヾち摂ち 
厨にkとてぬうそてすて たえそてな せgちうぬさjiち 刃てすh蘇な, 909 ヾgとしiちかさち h' 厨ちてヾ碩ち 厨くすおjgkて lふとたすけつ. 

411 Met. 11.1-2 carmine dum tali silvas animosque ferarum / Threicius vates et saxa sequentia ducit, 20-21 attonitas 
etiamnum voce canentis / innumeras volucres, 15-18 cunctaque tela forent cantu mollita, sed ingens / clamor et 
infracto Berecyntia tibia cornu / tympanaque et plausus et Bacchei ululatus / obstrepuere sono citharae. Romeo 
(ἀί1ἀ,Νἁί,ΝὀέΝἂί)ΝἳlὅὁΝὀὁtἷὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝἶὄὁwὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝὅὁὀἹΝἴyΝthἷΝmuὅiἵΝὁἸΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝὄἷvἷὄὅἳlΝ
of the Argonautica ὅἵἷὀἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝlyὄἷΝὁvἷὄwhἷlmὅΝthἷΝtὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅΝὅὁὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἥiὄἷὀὅέΝ 

412 Arg. 4.908-909 星lと' 甚たにhすな せそてちえてちkてな 厨ヾすくとてたえのちkgす 刃せてにgか / せとiけた藻, 911 kg拙 h' 甚せとすkてち 摺ijgち g盛hおち. 

413 Met. 11.21-22 tum denique saxa / non exauditi rubuerunt sanguine vatis. 
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Pentheus is later marching to Mt. Cithaeron, he becomes incensed with rage upon hearing the 

songs and howling of the Bacchants, and is likened to a war horse which conceives an eagerness 

for battle, when it perceives the signal of the trumpeter (3.702-707). Thus, the Pentheus narrative 

presents a clash between martial and Bacchic music, which corresponds to the opposition 

between Orphic and Dionysiac song in the Orpheus story. What is more, in both episodes 

ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝmuὅiἵΝplἳyὅΝ ἳὀΝ iὀὅtὄumἷὀtἳlΝ ὄὁlἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέΝἦhἷΝ ὅiὀἹiὀἹΝ ἳὀἶΝhὁwliὀἹΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Theban maenἳἶὅΝὄἷkiὀἶlἷΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝwὄἳthΝthἷὄἷἴyΝluὄiὀἹΝhimΝtὁΝἑithἳἷὄὁὀ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝhἷΝwillΝmἷἷtΝ

his end (3.702-ἅίἅ),ΝwhilἷΝthἷΝmuὅiἵΝἳὀἶΝὅhὄiἷkiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝἶὄὁwὀὅΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν

song thus rendering him vulnerable to their deadly missiles (11.15-19). Ovid underlines the 

affinity between the two scenes by incorporating in the description of Dionysiac music in the 

Orpheus narrative all the elements from the two aforementioned Pentheus passages.414  

One would expect that once the Bacchants have succeeded in negating the protection 

afforded to Orpheus by his song, they would immediately proceed to slay him. It thus comes as a 

ὅuὄpὄiὅἷΝtὁΝthἷΝὄἷἳἶἷὄΝthἳtΝthἷyΝἸiὄὅtΝἶiὄἷἵtΝthἷiὄΝmuὄἶἷὄὁuὅΝviὁlἷὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝἳuἶiἷὀἵἷ,Ν

namely the numerous birds, serpents, and wild animals that are listening mesmerized to his 

musical performance.415 This savage attack of the Thracian maenads against wild nature stands 

in contrast with the behavior of the Theban Bacchants in the first messenger speech of the 

Bacchae, where they are portrayed being in perfect harmony with it: they girdle themselves with 

serpents, which lick their cheeks, breast feed baby gazelles and wolf cubs, and the entire Mt. 

                                                           
414 Met. 11.15-17 ingens / clamor et infracto Berecyntia tibia cornu / tympanaque et plausus et Bacchei ululatus, 
3.353 adunco tibia cornu, 537 inania tympana, 706 longis ululatibus, 707 audito clamore. 

415 Met. 11.20-22 ac primum attonitas etiamnum voce canentis / innumeras volucres anguesque agmenque ferarum / 
Maenades Orphei titulum rapuere theatric. 
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Cithaeron with its beasts participates in their Bacchic revels.416 Therefore, the Theban maenaἶὅ’Ν

lὁviὀἹΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὀuὄtuὄiὀἹΝ ἳttituἶἷΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ wilἶΝ ὀἳtuὄἷΝ iὅΝ ἵὁὀvἷὄtἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν

deadly ferocity against the untamed natural world. Nevertheless, this divergence between the 

Euripidean and the Ovidian Bacchants proves to be momentary, since, as we shall see below, 

shortly afterwards they both turn against a herd of cattle, which they brutally tear apart.    

χἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀΝ ἶiὅpἳtἵhΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἳὀimἳlΝ ἳuἶiἷὀἵἷ,Ν thἷyΝ tuὄὀΝ withΝ ἴlὁὁἶ-

ὅtἳiὀἷἶΝhἳὀἶὅΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthἷΝ“ὅtἳὄ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἳὀἵἷΝhimὅelf (11.23). Their inimical encircling of 

the bard is described by means of two similes of different provenance: a bird simile originating 

from the world of nature and an amphitheater simile belonging to Roman contemporary life 

(11.24-27). These comparisons are highly allusive in nature drawing on the Euripidean and 

Virgilian intertexts as well as other Ovidian intratexts. The maenads gathering around Orpheus in 

order to attack him are first compared to birds surrounding an owl with hostile intentions.417 To 

ἴἷἹiὀΝwith,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὅimilἷΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἶὄἳmἳέΝἙὀΝthἷΝ

first messenger speech the Theban maenads, who are rushing to pillage the nearby villages in 

retaliation for the ambush of the shepherds, are likened to a flock of birds.418 In the second 

messenger speech the daughters of Cadmus darting to slaughter Pentheus are likewise compared 

to swift doves.419 Moreover, it has been observed that the assembly of the Thracian maenads 

prior to their assault on Orpheus recalls earlier closely connected episodes of the 

                                                           
416 Ba. 697-702 […]Ν せgkgjkかせkてにな hてと責な / 星lijす せgkiこほjgちkて そすぬた蒼jすち けえちにち. / g頗 h' 刃けせうそgすjす hてとせうh' 錐 
jせへたちてにな そへせのち / 刃けとかてにな 帥ぬてにjgす そiにせ摂ち 厨hかhてjgち けうそg, / 晴jgすなΝ ちiてkふせてすなΝ たgjk摂なΝ 髄ちΝ jヾgとけ蒼ちΝ 帥kすΝ / くとえlさΝ
そすヾてへjgすな┳Ν[…],Ν726-727 […]Νヾ塑ちΝh跡Νjにちiくうせぬiに'Ν星とてなΝ/ せg拙Νし蘇とiな,Νて盛h跡ち h'Ν髄ちΝ刃せかちさkてちΝhとふたのすέ 

417 Met. 11.24-15 et coeunt ut aves, si quando luce vagantem / noctis avem cernunt […]. Miller (1990, 144) notes 
that the initial amicable circle of birds and other animals around the bard (11.1-2) is now ironically replaced by the 
Baἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝhὁὅtilἷΝἷὀἵὁmpἳὅὅiὀἹΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝἳὅΝἳΝἸlὁἵkΝὁἸΝἴiὄἶὅΝἳttἳἵkiὀἹΝἳὀΝὁwlέΝΝΝ 

418 Ba. ἅἂἆΝぬのとて漕jすΝh'Ν席jk’Ν星とちすしiな 刃としi宋jgすΝhとふたのすέ 

419 Ba. 1089-1090 【うhたてにΝせふとgすΝ/ 髄すつgちΝヾiそiかgな 静せへkさk'Νて盛ぬΝ瑞jjてちiなέ 
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Metamorphoses: the gathering together of the Theban Bacchants before killing Pentheus as well 

ἳὅΝthἷΝὄἳllyΝὁἸΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝhὁuὀἶὅΝpὄἷἵἷἶiὀἹΝthἷΝἶἷvὁuὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝmἳὅtἷὄέ420  

Apart from evoking the Euripidean play Ovid also reworks extensively the Virgilian bird 

simile in the Orpheus story. After the second death of his wife Orpheus mourns inconsolably for 

his loss and is likened to a nightingale lamenting perpetually for its fledglings snatched away 

from their nest by a pitiless farmer.421 The bereaved bard plays the role of the grieving 

nightingale, the abducted fledglings stand for Eurydice, while the durus arator is either 

Aristaeus, who caused the first death of Eurydice, or Dis who called her back to the underworld, 

after Orpheus broke their pact by gazing back at her. Ovid alludes to the Georgics simile, but 

transforms completely its tone and content. In particular, the Virgilian image of elegiac dirge is 

reshaped into a scene of savage violence: the nocturnal nightingale (4.511 philomela, 514 flet 

noctem) is replaced by the owl, another bird of the night (11.25 noctis avem), while the 

defenseless fledglings (4.512-513 fetus […] / […] implumis) are converted into attacking birds 

(11.24 aves).  

The simile is also evoked later in the Ovidian episode, in which the Bacchants turn to 

flight some farmers, who happen to be plowing nearby, and proceed to dismember their oxen 

(11.31-38). The situation of the Virgilian simile is ironically reversed, in that the cruel 

ploughman (4.512 durus arator) plucking the unfledged birds from their nest is replaced by 

helpless farmers (11.33 lacertosi coloni)ΝtἷὄὄiἸiἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ’ΝὁὀὅlἳuἹhtΝἳὀἶΝlἷἳviὀἹΝἴἷhiὀἶΝ

                                                           
420 Met. 3.715-716 ruit omnis in unum / turba furens; cunctae coeunt trepidumque sequuntur, 236 cetera turba coit 
confertque in corpore dentes (See Miller 1990, 141). 

421 G. 4.511-515 qualis populea maerens philomela sub umbra / amissos queritur fetus, quos durus arator / obseruans 
nido implumis detraxit; at illa / flet noctem, ramoque sedens miserabile carmen / integrat, et maestis late loca 
questibus implet. 
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their cattle to be slaughtered.422 Ovid echoes the simile a final time in the aftermathΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν

death, when Bacchus grieving the loss of his priest punishes the impious maenads by 

transforming them into oak trees. The frightened women, who suddenly see their feet being 

immobilized and fixed into the ground, are likened to birds vainly attempting to escape from a 

snare set by a fowler.423 The cunning fowler (callidus auceps) resembles the cruel farmer of the 

Georgics (durus arator), while the trapped birds are reminiscent of the captured nestlings. 

Hence, Ovid has the Virgilian simile constantly in mind and rewrites it at all the major points of 

hiὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷἈΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ’ΝἳὅὅἳultΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶ,ΝthἷΝὄὁutiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸἳὄmἷὄὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ

punishment by Bacchus.  

ἦhἷΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝὅimilἷΝwhiἵhΝἶἷpiἵtὅΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝἷὀἵlὁὅiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶΝpὄiὁὄΝtὁ their attack 

is that of a stag hunted by dogs in the morning spectacle of the Roman amphitheater.424 This 

simile has also rich associations with the Bacchae and the earlier Ovidian episodes of Pentheus 

and Actaeon. The comparison of the Bacchants with hounds is reminiscent of the scene in the 

ἸiὄὅtΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὅpἷἷἵhΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἶὄἳmἳ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝἳἸtἷὄΝthἷΝὅhἷphἷὄἶὅ’ΝἳἴὁὄtivἷΝἳttἷmptΝtὁΝ

ambush and capture Agave she likens the maenads with dogs being hunted by the men and 

exhorts them to retaliate.425 Therefore, Ovid has inverted the situation of the Euripidean intertext 

by transforming the Bacchants from hunted dogs to hounds in pursuit of their terrified prey.426  

                                                           
422 Ovid cleverly indicates the inversion by transferring the epithet durus from the Virgilian farmer to the fields, 
which the Ovidian ploughmen are tilling (11.33 ἶuὄἳ…ἸὁἶiἷἴἳὀtΝἳὄvἳ).  

423 Met. 11.73-75 utque suum laqueis, quos callidus abdidit auceps, / crus ubi commisit volucris sensitque teneri, / 
plangitur ac trepidans adstringit vincula motu. 

424 Met. 11.25-27 structoque utrimque theatro / ceu matutina cervus periturus harena / praeda canum est, vatemque 
petunt. 

425 Ba. 731-733 酔Νh'Ν刃ちiくふさjiち┳Ν惜 hとてたうhiなΝ厨たg拙Νせへちiな, / しさとほたiし' 刃ちhと蒼ちΝk蒼ちh'Ν西ヾ'┳Ν 刃そそ'Ν 推ヾijしえΝたてす,Ν ήΝ 推ヾijしi 
しへとjてすな hす責 ぬiと蒼ち 斉ヾそすjたえちgす. 

426 Note also that in both scenes the Bacchants immediately after their comparison with dogs attack their enemy with 
thyrsi (733 推ヾijしi しへとjてすな hす責 ぬiと蒼ち 斉ヾそすjたえちgす 11.27-28 fronde virentes / coniciunt thyrsos). 
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What is more, the portrayal of the bard as a stag about to be torn apart by dogs recalls 

Actaeon, who was transformed into a real stag and devoured by his own hounds earlier in the 

Metamorphoses (3.138-252).427 Orpheus thus follows the precedent of the Euripidean and the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ,ΝἴὁthΝὁἸΝwhὁm,ΝἳὅΝwἷΝhἳvἷΝὅἷἷὀ,ΝἷvὁkἷΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷἈΝthἷΝἸὁὄmἷὄΝἴy being 

warned by Cadmus to avoid the fate of his cousin (Ba. 337-341) and by being dismembered at 

the same place as Actaeon (Ba. 1290-1291)Ν ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ lἳttἷὄΝἴyΝ ὄἷmiὀἶiὀἹΝχutὁὀὁἷΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

death (Met. 3.719-721) and by performing an armless supplication like his cousin (Met. 3.723-

725). Finally, Miller has remarked that a shift can be detected from the world of theater to the 

realm of amphitheater, in that Orpheus initially performs his music before the enchanted trees, 

beasts, and birds, which are compared to a theatrical audience (11.20-22), but is afterwards 

depicted as a stag hunted by dogs in the amphitheater (11.25-27).428 This metatheatrical imagery 

echoes the progression in the Pentheus narrative, where the Theban king at first gazes at the 

secret Bacchic rites as a spectator in a theatrical performance (3.709-710), but is then pursued by 

the maenads resembling a boar in the amphitheater (3.714-715). 

After the Bacchants have surrounded Orpheus, they launch their third attack showering 

him with whatever is on their disposal: thyrsi, stones, tree branches, and clods of earth.429 This 

description recalls the first unsuccessful assault of the Theban maenads against Pentheus seated 

on the fir tree, against whom they hurl stones, fir branches, and thyrsi.430 These improvised 

                                                           
427 Miller 1990, 145. 

428 Miller 1990, 146-1ἂἅἈΝ “ἦhἷΝ ὅupἷὄὅtἳὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ‘thἷἳtἷὄ’Ν hἳὅΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ iὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ ἳΝviἵtimΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ
ἳmphithἷἳtἷὄέ”ΝΝ 

429 Met. 11.27-30 vatemque petunt et fronde virentes / coniciunt thyrsos non haec in munera factos. / hae glaebas, 
illae direptos arbore ramos, / pars torquent silices. 

430 Ba. 1096-1ίλλΝヾと蒼kてちΝた跡ちΝg盛kて漕Ν ぬiとたうhgな せとgkgすくふそてになΝ / 帥ととすヾkてち,Ν刃ちkかヾにとけてちΝ厨ヾすく塑jgすΝヾえkとgち,Ν ή 星こてすjか k'Ν
厨そgkかちてすjすち 遂せてちkかこikて,Ν/ 甚そそgすΝh跡Νしへとjてにな 摺ijgちΝhす'Νg菅しえとてなέ 
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weapons are not, however, enough for the maenads in their frenzy and thus they interrupt their 

attack once more, in order to search for additional arms (11.30 neu desint tela furori). Some 

farmers happen to be plowing a field nearby and upon spὁttiὀἹΝ thἷΝ “hὁὄἶἷ”Ν ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝ

advancing against them they flee in terror abandoning their farming implements, which the 

savage women then use to tear their oxen to pieces (11.31-38). This scene is highly evocative of 

the episode in the first messenger speech of the Bacchae, where ἳἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ hἷὄἶὅmἷὀ’ὅΝ ἸἳilἷἶΝ

attempt to abduct Agave the Theban maenads turn them to flight and dismember their cattle 

(734-747).431 Ovid signals the allusion to the Euripidean intertext by means of explicit verbal 

echoes.432 Moreover, just as the rending of the cattle by the Theban Bacchants functions as a 

prelude for their invasion in the nearby villages of Hysiae and Erythrae and foreshadows 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν sparagmos in the second messenger speech, in an analogous manner the Thracian 

maenἳἶὅ’ΝtἷἳὄiὀἹΝἳpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὁxἷὀΝpὄἷἸiἹuὄἷὅΝthἷiὄΝimmiὀἷὀtΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅέ433  

An essential difference between the two scenes, however, is that whereas the Euripidean 

maenads pull the cattle limb from limb with their bare hands (736 ぬiすと摂な 刃jすhおとてに たえkg), the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝὅἷiὐἷΝthἷΝἸἳὄmἷὄὅ’Νtὁὁlὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝhὁἷὅ,Νὄἳkἷὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝmἳttὁἵkὅΝ(11έἁἄΝsarculaque 

rastrique graves longique ligones), and employ them as weapons to dismember first the oxen 

and then Orpheus himself (11.37-38). This unorthodox use of implements is somewhat 

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝutiliὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝtὄἷἷΝἴὄἳὀἵhἷὅΝἳὅΝἵὄὁwἴἳὄὅΝtὁΝupὄὁὁtΝthἷΝtὄἷἷΝὁὀΝ

                                                           
431 Romeo (2012, 32-ἁἁ)Ν ἳlὅὁΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷὅΝ thἳtΝἡviἶΝ hἳὅΝ ἳppὄὁpὄiἳtἷἶΝ ἸὄὁmΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ thἷΝmὁtiἸΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὄuὅtiἵὅ’Ν ἸliἹhtΝ
followed by the dismemberment of their cattle by the maenads.    

432 ἅἁἂΝliへけてちkiなΝὔΝ11έἁἃΝ fugiunt, 743 kg漕とてす …Νせ刃な せえとgな しにたてへたiちてす, 11.37-38 ἵὁὄὀuὃuἷΝmiὀἳἵἷὅΝ ήΝ…Νἴὁvἷὅ, 
739 hすilふとてにち jヾgとうけたgjすち ~ 11.38 divulsere. 

433 Ba. 751-754 請jすうな k' 水とにしとうな し',Ν[…]ΝήΝ[…]Ν席jki ヾてそえたすてす / 厨ヾijヾijて漕jgす ヾうちk' 甚ちの ki せg拙 せうkの ήΝhすえliとてちἉΝ
Met. 11.38 divulsere boves, ad vatis fata recurrunt. 
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which Pentheus is sitting.434 Ovid, however, is more likely drawing on an alternative source both 

for the motif of the conversion of agricultural tools into weapons as well as for the 

transformation of the Euripidean herdsmen into farmers, namely the Georgics. Neumeister 

ἵlἳimὅΝ thἳtΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅiἹὀἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ plὁuἹhmἷὀ’ὅΝ implἷmἷὀtὅΝ ἳὅΝ “wἷἳpὁὀὅ”Ν ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳὀΝ

allusion to the Virgilian didactic poem.435 He notes that in the Georgics thἷΝ Ἰἳὄmἷὄὅ’Ν tὁὁlὅΝἳὄἷΝ

often described as arma,436 arguing that this figurative diction reflects a central theme of the first 

two books, namely the contrast between farmer and soldier. Both are representatives of the Iron 

χἹἷ,ΝἴutΝwhilἷΝthἷΝἸὁὄmἷὄΝἸiἹhtὅΝἳΝὀὁἴlἷΝ“wἳὄ”ΝtὁΝtἳmἷΝuὀὄulyΝὀἳtuὄἷ,ΝthἷΝlἳttἷὄΝἷὀἹἳἹἷὅΝiὀΝἳΝἴἳὅἷΝ

struggle against his fellow humans. Neumeister concludes that within this ideological context the 

iron tools of the farmer are the equivalἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅὁlἶiἷὄ’ὅΝwἷἳpὁὀὅέΝ 

What has not been observed, however, is that Ovid is reworking in this scene a specific 

passage of the Georgics, namely the conclusion of the first book on the Roman civil wars (1.505-

514). The poet laments that during this dark period violence and crime have overwhelmed the 

whole world and there is no longer any regard for agriculture (1.506-507 non ullus aratro / 

dignus honos). The visible symptoms of this decay of farming is that the fields lay waste robbed 

of their farmers (1.507 squalent abductis arua colonis), who have presumably been recruited as 

soldiers, and the pruning hooks have been forged into swords (1.508 et curuae rigidum falces 

conflantur in ensem), that is the agricultural tools have been refashioned as weapons. The 

Ovidian narrative evokes, but at the same time radically alters its Virgilian intertext. In the 

Metamorphoses the farmers flee in terror to escape the violence of the Thracian maenads and 

                                                           
434 Ba. 1103-1104 kえそてなΝh跡Νhとに[ちてすなΝjにちkとすgすちて漕jgすΝせそうhてすなΝ/ 槽かこgなΝ刃ちijヾうとgjjてちΝ刃jすhおとてすなΝたてぬそて宋なέ 

435 Met. 11.34-35 operisque relinquunt / arma sui) (See Neumeister 1986, 179-180, Romeo 2012, 33). 

436 G. 1.160 dicendum et quae sint duris agrestibus arma. Thomas (1988, vv. 1.160-175) remarks that the catalogue 
of farming implements in G. 1.160-1ἅἃΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ“thἷΝἷὃuivἳlἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἘὁmἷὄiἵΝ‘ἳὄmiὀἹΝὅἵἷὀἷ’”έ 
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thus their fields are left empty and desolate.437 Furthermore, the peasants abandon in their haste 

their agricultural implements, which are converted by the women into deadly weapons with 

which they tear apart their cattle.438 Ovid has thus transformed the Virgilian invasion of civil war 

in the serene world of agriculture into the incursion of the Bacchants in the peaceful domain of 

the farmers. Moreover, if this scene is read from a metapoetic viewpoint, then one might argue 

thἳtΝ thἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ’Ν ὄἳiἶΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ thἷΝ plὁuἹhmἷὀΝ ὅymἴὁliὐἷὅΝ thἷΝ iὀtὄuὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝBacchae 

intὁΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝGeorgics within the framework of the Metamorphoses. In other words, we are 

spectators of a generic interplay between tragedy and didactic poetry depicted on an epic canvas.  

Ovid sets the conversion of the farming tools into weapons within a broader transition 

from agricultural to war imagery. The picture of oxen plowing the land beneath the yoke and of 

brawny husbandmen digging the hard soil with their farming tools and sweating to produce their 

hἳὄvἷὅtΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἰἳὄmἷὄ’ὅΝ labor during the Iron age in the Georgics and in fact 

conflates multiple Virgilian passages.439 The sudden attack of the Bacchants against the farmers, 

however, occasions a shift towards martial diction. The advancing band of maenads is 

characterized as agmen, a term which typically designates an army on the march (11.34 agmine 

qui viso fugiunt)ΝἳὀἶΝthἷyΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmΝthἷΝἸἳὄmἷὄὅ’ΝtὁὁlὅΝiὀtὁΝὄἷἳlΝwἷἳpὁὀὅΝΝ(11έἁἂ-35 operis […] 

arma sui, 30 neu desint tela furori)έΝWhἳtΝiὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝἳὅὅἳultΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἡὄphἷuὅΝ

                                                           
437 Met. 11.32-33 dura lacertosi fodiebant arva coloni, / agmine qui viso fugiunt, 35 vacuos…per agros, 

438 Met. 11.34-38 operisque relinquunt arma / sui, […] iacent dispersa […] / sarculaque rastrique graves longique 
ligones / quae postquam rapuere ferae cornuque minaces / divulsere boves. Neumeister (1986, 180) notes that the 
image of the Ἰἳὄmἷὄὅ’ΝtὁὁlὅΝὅἵἳttἷὄἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἸiἷlἶὅΝ(11.35 arma […] vacuosque iacent dispersa per agros) adapts the 
piἵtuὄἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ ἡὄphἷuὅΝ ὅtὁὄy,Ν whἷὄἷΝ itΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ limἴὅΝ whiἵhΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἶiὅpἷὄὅἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἹὄὁuὀἶΝ (4.522 
discerptum latos iuuenem sparsere per agros).  

439 Met. 11.31-33 forte boves presso subigebant vomere terram, / nec procul hinc multo fructum sudore parantes / 
dura lacertosi fodiebant arva coloni, 36 sarculaque rastrique graves longique ligones; G. 1.125 ante Iouem nulli 
subigebant arua coloni, 2.356-357 aut presso exercere solum sub uomere et ipsa / flectere luctantis inter uineta 
iuuencos, 1.164 tribulaque traheaeque et iniquo pondere rastri (See Neumeister 1986, 179-180; Romeo 2012, 33). 
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was described as a rash and unbridled battle, where infernal madness reigned supreme.440 This 

language echoes the imagery of the aforementioned Georgics civil war passage, in which the 

impious god of war rages in a Roman world plagued with foreign wars and internal strife.441 

Finally, the Ovidian war imagery is also reminiscent of the diction in the first messenger speech 

of the Bacchae, where the Theban maenads, who plunder the villages of Hysiae and Erythrae are 

compared to invading enemy troops and the enraged peasants take up arms against them.442 

Ovid may also have in mind in this scene another Virgilian episode, namely the outbreak 

of the war between the Latins and the Trojans in Aeneid 7. Just as the peaceful pastoral world of 

the Virgilian rustic folk is violently disrupted by war and infernal fury, in an analogous manner 

the tranquil agricultural world of the Ovidian farmers is invaded by Bacchic frenzy.443  In Virgil 

thἷΝἵἳuὅἷΝ iἹὀitiὀἹΝ thἷΝwἳὄΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝἳὀἶΝἜἳtiὀὅΝ iὅΝ thἷΝwὁuὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝἥilviἳ’ὅΝpἷtΝ ὅtἳἹΝby 

χὅἵἳὀiuὅΝ ἴὄὁuἹhtΝ ἳἴὁutΝ ἴyΝχllἷἵtὁ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄvἷὀtiὁὀέ444 ἦhἷΝἔuὄyΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ iὀὅpiὄἷὅΝχὅἵἳὀiuὅ’Ν hὁuὀἶὅΝ

with madness and provides them with the scent of the stag, so that they track it down and hunt it 

ἳὀἶΝthἷὀΝἹuiἶἷὅΝἙuluὅ’ΝἸἳltἷὄiὀἹΝhἳὀἶ,ΝὅὁΝthἳtΝhiὅΝἳὄὄὁwΝὅtὄikἷs its prey (7.479-499). Ovid rewrites 

the Aeneid scene in figurative terms: the Bacchants encircling Orpheus are likened to dogs 

                                                           
440 Met. 11.13-14 sed enim temeraria crescunt / bella modusque abiit insanaque regnat Erinys. 

441 G. 1.505 tot bella per orbem, 509-511 hinc mouet Euphrates, illinc Germania bellum; / uicinae ruptis inter se 
legibus urbes / arma ferunt; saeuit toto Mars impius orbe. Compare also the diction in the Virgilian scene, in which 
Aeneas rushes into battle against the Greeks (Aen. 2.337-338): in flammas et in arma feror, quo tristis Erinys, / quo 
fremitus uocat et sublatus ad aethera clamor.  

442 Ba. 752-754 […]Ν席jki ヾてそえたすてす / 厨ヾijヾijて漕jgす ヾうちk' 甚ちの ki せg拙 せうkの / hすえliとてち┳, 758-759 […]Νて頗Νh'Ν性とけ蘇なΝ西ヾてΝ
/ 厨な 晴ヾそ' 厨ぬほとてにち liとふたiちてす くgせぬ蒼ち 西ヾて. 

443 Romeo (2012, 30-31) argues that the bacchic madness of the Thracian maenads (11.3-4 ecce nurus Ciconum 
tectae lymphata ferinis / pectora uelleribus, 30 neu desint tela furori) described as infernal furor may also evoke the 
infernal fury inspired into Amata by Allecto in Aeneid 7 (377 immensam sine more furit lymphata per urbem), 
which is camouflaged as maenadic frenzy (7.385 simulato numine Bacchi, 405 reginam Allecto stimulis agit 
undique Bacchi).   

444 Aen. 7.481-482 prima laborum / causa fuit belloque animos accendit agrestis. 
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huὀtiὀἹΝἳΝὅtἳἹΝthuὅΝὄἷἵἳlliὀἹΝχὅἵἳὀiuὅ’ΝhὁuὀἶὅΝpuὄὅuiὀἹΝἥilviἳ’ὅΝὅtἳἹέ445 Furthermore, Ovid has 

replaced Allecto, who fills the dogs with madness, with the abstract notion of mad Fury, which 

overwhelms the maenads with frenzy.446  

At this point, however, the affinities between the two scenes end and the divergences 

ἴἷἹiὀέΝἦhἷΝἜἳtiὀΝpἷἳὅἳὀtὅ,ΝἷὀὄἳἹἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝὅtἳἹ’ὅΝiὀjuὄy,ΝὄἳllyΝtὁΝἸiἹht against the Trojans initially 

turning their rustic tools (brands, sticks, etc.) into weapons and later substituting real arms for 

them.447 ἡviἶΝ ἷὅὅἷὀtiἳllyΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Ν hἷὄἷΝ hiὅΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝmὁἶἷlἈΝ whἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝAeneid it is the 

wrathful countrymen who convert their rustic implements into arms and dart furiously to battle, 

in the Metamorphoses the frightened farmers take to flight at the sight of the Bacchants 

abandoning their farming tools, which are used by the women as weapons.448 The inversion of 

ViὄἹil’ὅΝἷpisode is underscored by further verbal reminiscences. The Ovidian husbandmen, who 

hἳppἷὀΝ tὁΝ ἴἷΝ plὁwiὀἹΝ ὀἷἳὄἴy,Ν ἸlἷἷΝ whἷὀΝ thἷyΝ pἷὄἵἷivἷΝ thἷΝ “ἳὄmy”Ν ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝ ἳppὄὁἳἵhiὀἹΝ

them and abandon their implements.449 This description reverses the Virgilian narrative, where 

the royal herdsman Tyrrhus, who happens to be hewing an oak tree in the vicinity, upon hearing 

ἥilviἳ’ὅΝἵἳllΝἸὁὄΝἳiἶΝ(ἅέἃίἁ-504) snatches up his axe raging for the fray and summons his rustic 

                                                           
445Met. 11.25-27 structoque utrimque theatro / ceu matutina cervus periturus harena / praeda canum est; Aen. 7.481 
ut ceruum ardentes agerent, 493-494 hunc procul errantem […] / commouere canes. Romeo (2012, 32) suspects that 
the motif of the dogs may function as a connective link between the two scenes, but does not elaborate on the issue. 

446 Aen. 7.479-480 hic subitam canibus rabiem Cocytia uirgo / obicit, 493-494 rabidae uenantis Iuli / […] canes; 
Met. 11.14 insanaque regnat Erinys, 3-4 lymphata […] / […] pectora, 11.30 furori.  

447 (7.506-508 improuisi adsunt, hic torre armatus obusto, / stipitis hic grauidi nodis; quod cuique repertum / rimanti 
telum ira facit, (7.523-525 non iam certamine agrestic / stipitibus duris agitur sudibusue praeustis, / sed ferro ancipiti 
decernunt 

448 Romeo (2012, 32) also notes the contrast between the terrified farmers of Ovid and the belligerent Virgilian 
rustics and contends (2012, 34) that the Ovidian picture ὁἸΝthἷΝἸἳὄmἷὄὅ’ΝtὁὁlὅΝἶiὅpἷὄὅἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἸiἷlἶὅΝ(11.35 arma …Ν
vacuosque iacent dispersa per agros)ΝmἳyΝἷἵhὁΝχllἷἵtὁ’ὅΝἴὁἳὅtΝtὁΝJuὀὁΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝwillΝὅἵἳttἷὄΝwἷἳpὁὀὅΝἳllΝὁvἷὄΝἙtἳlyΝ
(Aen. 7.551 spargam arma per agros). 

449 Met. 11.31 forte, 33 dura […] fodiebant arva, 34 agmine qui viso fugiunt operisque relinquunt / arma sui. 
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troops to battle.450 Therefore, Ovid has transformed the battle-thirsty countrymen of Virgil who 

engage in conflict with the Trojans into timorous farmers routed by the Thracian maenads. 

After chasing away the farmers and dismembering their cattle the Bacchants proceed to 

their fourth and fatal attack against Orpheus. As I will argue below, Ovid transposes in the final 

part of the Orpheus narrative many elements from his earlier Pentheus episode through 

intratextual conflation. The bard stretches out his hands in supplication (11.39 tendentemque 

manus) and vainly attempts to stir their pity with his words (11.40 nec quicquam voce 

moventem).451 ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ὅhὁὄtlyΝ

before his death, when he makes a futile supplication to his mother even though his arms have 

been tὁὄὀΝὁἸἸΝἳὀἶΝtὄiἷὅΝtὁΝἳppἷἳlΝtὁΝhiὅΝἳuὀt’ὅΝmἷὄἵyΝἴyΝὄἷmiὀἶiὀἹΝhἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὁwὀΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέ452 

ἙὀΝἳἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝἷmphἳὅiὐἷὅΝiὀΝἴὁthΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝthἷΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝpἳὅtΝiἶἷὀtityΝ

and his present plight. The Theban king is in his final moments transformed from an enraged, 

belligerent, and inexorable enemy of Bacchus to a frightened victim of the maenads, who speaks 

mildly, acknowledges his guilt, and condemns himself.453 The Thracian bard, on the other hand, 

                                                           
450 Aen. 7.509-510 quercum cuneis ut forte coactis / scindebat, 508 uocat agmina Tyrrhus, 510 rapta spirans immane 
secure. 

451 ἝillἷὄΝ(1λλί,Ν1ἂἄ)ΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷὅΝthἳtΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝὄἷvἷὄὅἷὅΝthἷΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝ“ὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝ
stones towards him, which fall before his feet enchanted by his music (11.12 ac veluti supplex pro tam furialibus 
ausis), and argues that this narrative development is reflected in the sequence of images within the bird and stag 
similes. The bard is initially compared to an owl, namely a nocturnal predator, but immediately afterwards to a stag, 
the iconic animal of fear and timidity.      

452 Met. 3.723-724 non habet infelix quae matri bracchia tendat, / trunca sed ostendens dereptis vulnera membris, 
720 ‘χutὁὀὁἷὅΝmoveant ἳὀimὁὅΝχἵtἳἷὁὀiὅΝumἴὄἳἷ!’, 

453 Met. 3.717-718 iam trepidum, iam verba minus violenta loquentem, / iam se damnantem, iam se peccasse 
fatentem. 
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who could formerly mesmerize the entire world of nature with his song, is now for the first time 

uὀἳἴlἷΝtὁΝmὁvἷΝhiὅΝ“ἳuἶiἷὀἵἷ”Ν(iέἷέΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ)ΝwithΝhiὅΝwὁὄἶὅέ454 

ἡviἶΝ limitὅΝ thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν sparagmos to a single verb (11.41 perimunt) 

bearing no associations of dismemberment. This is an even shorter account than that of the 

Virgilian version, where three verbal forms denoting dismemberment are employed.455 The 

reason behind this minimalist description may be the fact that Ovid has already offered a detailed 

and gruesome narration of Peὀthἷuὅ’Νsparagmos earlier in the Metamorphoses (3.721-731) and 

thus refrains now from reiterating such a scene in the interest of variatio. Nevertheless, the end 

ὄἷὅultΝiὀΝἴὁthΝὅtὁὄiἷὅΝiὅΝthἷΝὅἳmἷἈΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝlimἴὅΝlἳyΝὅἵἳttἷὄἷἶΝἷvἷὄywhἷὄἷ.456 Another affinity 

ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝiὅΝthἷΝἵὁὀἶἷmὀiὀἹΝtὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝthἷΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷἷἶέ The 

hἳὀἶὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ mἳἷὀἳἶὅ,Ν whiἵhΝ tἷἳὄΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἴὁἶyΝ tὁΝ piἷἵἷὅ,Ν ἳὄἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ

“impiὁuὅ”Ν (ἁέἁἅ1Ν membra viri manibus direpta nefandis), while the Thracian Bacchants are 

ἴὄἳὀἶἷἶΝἳὅΝ“ὅἳἵὄilἷἹiὁuὅ”ΝἳtΝthἷΝmὁmἷὀtΝὁἸΝkilliὀἹΝἡὄphἷuὅΝ(11έἂ1Νsacrilegae perimunt). 

ἦhἷΝ ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ iὅΝ lἳmἷὀtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ὀἳtuὄἳlΝwὁὄlἶΝ iὀΝ itὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷtyΝ (tὄἷἷὅ,Ν ὄivἷὄὅ,Ν ὅtὁὀἷὅ,Ν

birds, beasts) as well as by the sylvan and water nymphs (11.41-49). This universal dirge for 

Orpheus stands in stark contrast with the total absence of mourning for the demise of the Ovidian 

Pentheus.457 ἦhἷΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁΝ ἷἳἵhΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝmἳyΝpἷὄtἳiὀΝ tὁΝ thἷiὄΝ ὄἷlἳtiὁὀὅhipΝwithΝ

Bacchus: the Theban king is the impious archenemy of Bacchus destroyed in accordance with his 

plἳὀὅ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝ thἷΝἴἳὄἶΝ iὅΝ thἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝ ἵhἷὄiὅhἷἶΝpὄiἷὅtΝ killἷἶΝἵὁὀtὄἳὄyΝ tὁΝhiὅΝwiὅhἷὅέΝχὅΝwἷΝ ὅἳwΝ

                                                           
454 Met. 11.41-43 perque os […] / auditum saxis intellectumque ferarum / sensibus, 39-40 et in illo tempore primum 
/ irrita dicentem nec quicquam voce moventem. 

455 G. 4.522-523 discerptum latos iuuenem sparsere per agros. / tum quoque marmorea caput a ceruice reuulsum. 

456 Met. 3.522 mille lacer spargere locis, 11.50-51 membra iacent diversa locis. 

457 Contrast the laments of Cadmus and Agave for the Theban king in the exodos of the Bacchae (1165-1392). 
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earlier in this chapter, the dismemberment of Pentheus is described by means of a gruesome 

simile, whἷὄἷΝ thἷΝ ὅpἷἷἶΝ iὀΝ whiἵhΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝ ὄἷὀtΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ limἴὅΝ iὅΝ ἵὁmpἳὄἷἶΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

swiftness with which the autumn leaves are snatched away from a tree by the wind.458 This 

ἶiὅtuὄἴiὀἹΝimἳἹἷΝiὅΝmἳὅtἷὄἸullyΝὄἷwὁὄkἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νἶἷmiὅἷ,Ν iὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ

soul flies through his melodious mouth into the wind and thἷΝtὄἷἷὅ’ΝlἳmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝhimΝiὅΝἷxpὄἷὅὅἷἶΝ

in terms of pathetic fallacy: they shed their leaves as if cutting their hair in mourning.459 Thus, 

thἷΝἹὄὁtἷὅὃuἷΝὅimilἷΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νsparagmos is transformeἶΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝpἳthἷtiἵΝimἳἹἷΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν

ἷxpiὄἳtiὁὀΝἸὁllὁwἷἶΝἴyΝὀἳtuὄἷ’ὅΝἶiὄἹἷΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝἶἷmiὅἷέΝ 

ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝiὅΝ immἷἶiἳtἷἈΝἹὄiἷviὀἹΝἸὁὄΝ thἷΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝpὄiἷὅtΝhἷΝ

punishes the Thracian women for their impious crime by metamorphosing them into oak trees 

(11.67-84). His sorrow, however, remains inconsolable and thus he departs from Thrace and 

returns to his native Phrygia (11.85-ἆἅ)έΝ ἦhἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ἳttituἶἷΝ hἷὄἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝ ὅhἳὄplyΝ withΝ thἷΝ

aftermath of the Pentheus story, where not only the maenads suffer no penalty for slaying the 

Theban king, but also his death serves as a warning for the women of Thebes causing them to 

worship Bacchus (3.732-ἅἁἁ)έΝἘἷὀἵἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶἷmiὅἷΝ lἷἳἶὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἷὅtἳἴliὅhmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ

ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝὄitἷὅΝiὀΝἦhἷἴἷὅ,Νἡὄphἷuὅ’Νἶἷath drives the god away from Thrace. 

ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ mἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Phanoclean episode, where the Thracian women suffer retribution at the hands of their husbands. 

The Thracians feel terrible grief upon learninἹΝἳἴὁutΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝthἷyΝpuὀiὅhΝthἷiὄΝ

                                                           
458 Met. 3.729-731 non citius frondes autumni frigore tactas / iamque male haerentes alta rapit arbore ventus, / quam 
sunt membra viri manibus direpta nefandis. 

459 Met. 11.43 in ventos anima exhalata recessit, 45-47 te carmina saepe secutae / fleverunt silvae, positis te 
frondibus arbor / tonsa comas luxit […]. 
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wives by branding them with tattoos, so that they never forget their crime.460 Similarly Bacchus 

experiences sorrow for the death of his priest and punitively transforms the Thracian matrons 

into oaks.461 Both Phanocles and Ovid lay emphasis on the impious and savage nature of the 

wὁmἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷἷἶέ462 Moreover, the penalty inflicted on them is in both cases perpetual: the women 

ὁἸΝἦhὄἳἵἷΝἵὁὀtiὀuἷΝtὁΝἴἷΝὄituἳllyΝtἳttὁὁἷἶΝiὀΝἳtὁὀἷmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἶὁwὀΝtὁΝἢhἳὀὁἵlἷὅ’Ν

times, while the Ovidian Bacchants become oak trees for eternity.463  

ἦhἷΝ puὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ iὀἸliἵtἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ ἴyΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ

revenge on Pentheus and the Tyrrhenian sailors earlier in the Metamorphoses. The Theban king 

sufferὅΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν ὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ hiὅΝ ἴlἳὅphἷmὁuὅΝ ὁppὁὅitiὁὀΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝ ἵultΝ ἳὅΝ wἷllΝ ἳὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ

iὀἵἳὄἵἷὄἳtiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝἳttἷmptἷἶΝἷxἷἵutiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἵὁἷtἷὅ,ΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἳttἷὀἶἳὀtΝ(whὁΝiὅΝἳἵtuἳllyΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ

in disguise).464 Likewise thἷΝ mἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷiὄ sacrilegious 

ὅlἳuἹhtἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ,Ν thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ pὄiἷὅtΝ (11έἂ1Ν sacrilegae perimunt). Furthermore, the form of 

punishment inflicted upon the Bacchants recalls the fate of the impious Tyrrhenian sailors. Just 

as the transformation of the sailors into dolphins is preceded by the immobilization of their ship, 

ὅimilἳὄlyΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’ΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝiὀtὁΝὁἳkΝtὄἷἷὅΝἸὁllὁwὅΝἳἸtἷὄΝthἷΝἷὀtὄἳpmἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝἸἷἷtέΝ

In particular, although the ship is supernaturally frozen in mid-sea and the oars are entwined with 

ivy, the Tyrrhenian sailors persist in rowing with redoubled effort and unfurl their sails in a futile 

                                                           
460 Er. 1.23-ἀἃΝeと訴せiなΝh'Ν斉なΝ厨hうさjgちΝ刃とおはてすΝ帥とけg ήΝけにちgすせ蒼ち 甚けとすg, せg拙 ヾうちkgな hiすち摂ち 厨j蘇そしiち 甚ぬてな, / 尋な 刃そふぬてにな 
帥jkすこてち. 

461 Met. 11.67-70 Lyaeus / amissoque dolens sacrorum vate suorum / protinus in silvis matres Edonidas omnes, / 
…έtὁὄtἳΝὄἳἶiἵἷΝliἹἳvit. 

462 Er. 1έἅΝせgせてたおぬgちてす,ΝἀἁΝ帥とけgΝ[έέέ] 甚けとすg,ΝἀἄΝjkにけiとて漕…ΝlふちてにἉΝMet. 11.41 sacrilegae, 67 scelus, 70 nefas) (See 
Bömer 1980, v. 11.3). 

463 Er. 1.27-28 ヾてすち責な h' 棲とl蘇は せkgたえち荘 kかちてにjす けにちg宋せiな / i菅jえkす ち漕ち せiかちさな i摺ちiせiち 刃たヾそgせかさな;  Met. 11.67 non 
impune tamen scelus hoc sinit esse Lyaeus. 

464 Met. 4.22-23 Penthea tu, venerande, bipenniferumque Lycurgum / sacrilegos mactas. 
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ἳttἷmptΝ tὁΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷέ465 ἙὀΝ ἳὀΝ ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝ mἳὀὀἷὄΝ thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ ἸἷἷtΝ

become fixed into the ground and entangled with roots, while they vainly try tὁΝ ἸlἷἷΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

wrath.466  

ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ’Ν ἷὀtὄἳpmἷὀtΝmἳyΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἷvὁkἷΝἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtΝ thἷΝmiὄἳἵlἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

first messenger speech of the Bacchae. The Euripidean maenads magically produce streams of 

milk by digging up the soil with their fingertips.467 In the Ovidian episode, on the other hand, 

ἐἳἵἵhuὅΝ thὄuὅtὅΝ thἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ’Ν tὁἷὅΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝἹὄὁuὀἶΝ thἷὄἷἴyΝἷὀὅὀἳὄiὀἹΝ thἷmΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝhἷΝἵhἳὀἹiὀἹΝ

them into oaks.468 Thus Ovid ingeniously transforms the Euripidean picture of the Theban 

Bacchants performing miracles with the divine aid of Dionysus into a scene, in which the 

ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝὅuἸἸἷὄΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtέΝ 

 

2.4 Ovidian Bacchants: Byblis, Procne, and Medea 

 

Apart from the distinctly Euripidean Dionysiac themes the Metamorphoses also contains Bacchic 

imagery oἸΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝpὄὁvἷὀἳὀἵἷ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἶἷἸiὀἷἶΝἳὅΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝ“mἳἷὀἳἶiὅm”ΝἳὀἶΝwhiἵhΝitὅἷlἸΝ

converses intertextually with the Bacchae.469 ἡviἶ’ὅΝἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝwithΝViὄἹil’ὅΝpἷἵuliἳὄΝἴὄἳὀἶΝὁἸΝ

Bacchism is manifest in the episodes of Byblis (9.454-665) and Procne (6.412-ἄἅἂ)έΝ ἐyἴliὅ’Ν
                                                           
465 Met. 3.660-664 …stetit aequore puppis / haud aliter, quam si siccam navale teneret. / illi admirantes remorum in 
verbere perstant / velaque deducunt geminaque ope currere temptant; / impediunt hederae remos. 

466 Met. 11.76-78 sic, ut quaeque solo defixa cohaeserat harum, / exsternata fugam frustra temptabat, at illam / lenta 
tenet radix exsultantemque coercet. 

467 Ba. 708-710 晴jgすな h跡 そiにせて漕 ヾほたgkてな ヾふしてな ヾgと蘇ち, / 甚せとてすjすΝhgせkへそてすjす hすgた蒼jgすΝぬしふちg ήΝけうそgせkてなΝ逗jたて設なΝ
i寸ぬてちέ 

468 Met. 11.71-72 quippe pedum digitos, in quantum est quaeque secuta, / traxit et in solidam detrusit acumina 
terram. 

469 ἤἷἵἷὀtΝ ὅtuἶiἷὅΝὁὀΝ thἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝ “ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ”Ν (ἒiἶὁ,Νχmἳtἳ,ΝἘἷlἷὀ,ΝἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἥiἴyl)Ν iὀἵluἶἷΝKὄummἷὀΝἀίίἂΝἳὀἶΝ
Panoussi 2009, 115-138.   
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comparison to a maddened Bacchant, while she vainly searches for her brother Caunus with 

whom she has fallen desperately in love (9.635-644), echoes the portrayal of Dido as a frenzied 

maenad in the Aeneid (4.300-303) upon hearing the rumors that her beloved Aeneas is planning 

to sail away from Carthage.470 In both cases the overwhelming erotic madness of the heroine is 

thus described in terms of Dionysiac furor. The affinity between the two stories is underscored 

ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ ἑἳuὀuὅ’Ν ἳἵtiὁὀὅΝ iὀΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁΝ ἐyἴliὅ’Ν pἳὅὅiὁὀΝ ἳὄἷΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ χἷὀἷἳὅ’Ν

divinely ordained mission: just as the Trojan chieftain departs from Carthage in order to found a 

new city in a foreign land, namely Lavinium, likewise after Caunus is forced to flee from Miletus 

ὁwiὀἹΝtὁΝhiὅΝὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝiὀἶἷἸἳtiἹἳἴlἷΝwὁὁiὀἹΝhἷΝtὄἳvἷlὅΝtὁΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝὄἷἹiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝlἳyὅΝthἷΝἸὁuὀἶἳtiὁὀὅΝ

of a city named after himself (9.633-635). Therefore Ovid follows his epic predecessor in 

presenting a tragic love story as the origin of a ktisis narrative. 

ThἷΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝiὅΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἳἴlyΝmὁὄἷΝἵὁmpliἵἳtἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἵἳὅἷΝὁἸΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ

mἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝ iὀtὁΝ ἳΝ “ἐἳἵἵhἳὀt”έΝ χἸtἷὄΝ ὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝ ἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝ tἳpἷὅtὄyΝ iὀἸὁὄmiὀἹΝ hἷὄΝ ἳἴὁutΝ

ἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝἵὄimἷὅΝthἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝἶὁὀὅΝthἷΝἳttiὄἷΝὁἸΝἳΝmἳἷὀἳἶΝἳὀἶΝpὄἷtἷὀἶὅΝtὁΝparticipate in 

the Thracian biennial rites of Bacchus in order to conceal her true aim, which is to rescue her 

sister from incarceration (6.587-ἄίί)έΝ ἦhἷΝ ὁὄiἹiὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ ἵἷlἷἴὄἳtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ

maenadic disguise is a highly controversial issue among critics.471 The prevalent view is that 

despite the absence of proof in the fragments and testimonia ὁἸΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν Tereus, which 

ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝpὄimἳὄyΝmὁἶἷlΝiὀΝthiὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ,ΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝpὄὁἴἳἴlyΝἶἷὄivἷἶΝthἷΝmὁtiἸΝὁἸΝ

the Dionysiac festival from the Sophoclean drama. The evidence adduced in favor of this 

hypὁthἷὅiὅΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝTereus, which functions as a mediating intertext between Sophocles 

                                                           
470 Kenney 2011, vv. 9.641-644.  

471 For an outline of the scholarly debate on this question see Ciappi 1998, 434-438.  
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and Ovid, contains a Dionysiac component (fr. 647 W) likely drawn from the Sophoclean 

original.472  

The intertext, however, which is explicitly evoked by the Ovidian narrative, is the 

pseudo-bacchic festival of Amata in the Aeneid (7.385-405). The Latin queen feigns maenadic 

frenzy and hides her daughter Lavinia in the woods proclaiming her a Bacchant, so as to thwart 

her imminent marriage with Aeneas.473 In an analogous manner the Athenian princess pretends 

to be possessed by Bacchic madness aiming to save her sister from imprisonment and conceal 

her in the palace by dressing her up as a maenad.474 Both Amata and Procne thus mask their true 

purpose of rescuing a close family member by simulating Dionysiac fury.475 A distinguishing 

difference, however, between the two scenes is that whereas the Latin queen contrives a false 

Bacchic 性とiすくgjかg (7.389-403), the Athenian princess exploits the genuine biennial rites of 

Dionysus in Thrace (6.587-588).476 Moreover, in either scene the maenadic frenzy is merely a 

façade for another kind of furor originating from the nether world. It is the Fury Allecto who 

maddens Amata and goads her to organize the pseudo-ἴἳἵἵhiἵΝ ὄitἷὅ,ΝwhilἷΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ὅimulἳtἷἶΝ

Bacchic fury conceals her infernal wrath and together with Philomela they figuratively play the 

role of the Furies:477 they take revenge on Tereus for a family-related crime, which is a 

                                                           
472 Ciappi 1998, 439; Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 15, n. 26. 

473 Aen. 7.385 simulato numine Bacchi, 387 natam frondosis montibus abdit. 

474 Met. 6.596 Bacche, tuas simulat (i.e. furias), 598-560 raptaeque insignia Bacchi / induit et uultus hederarum 
frondibus abdit / […] intra sua moenia ducit (See Ciappi 1998, 440-441; Rosati 2009, vv. 6.587-600). 

475 Procne may also recall the Virgilian Helen, who engages in pseudo-maenadism by conducting a counterfeit 
celebration of Bacchus, in order to send to the Greek fleet the signal to invade Troy (Aen. 6.517-519).  

476 Horsfall 2000, vv. 7.373-405. 

477 Aen. 7.405 reginam Allecto stimulis agit undique Bacchi; Met. 6.595 terribilis Procne furiisque agitata doloris. 
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characteristic prerogative of the underworld sisters and they are portrayed throughout the 

narrative in terms evocative of the chthonic goddesses.478 

A more complex theory is expounded by Dan Curley, who contends that Ovid has 

appropriated the Thracian celebration ὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἸὄὁmΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶy,ΝwhἷὄἷΝitΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἳὅΝ

thἷΝ ὄituἳlΝ ἴἳἵkἹὄὁuὀἶΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ ἴὄutἳlΝ viὁlἷὀἵἷ,Ν ἴutΝ hἷΝ ὅuἹἹἷὅtὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἳltἷὄὀἳtivἷΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ

ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝ ἶiὅἹuiὅἷ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Bacchae. He notes that the Ovidian Pentheus 

unlike his Euripidean counterpart does not assume the guise of a maenad and argues that the 

Roman poet has instead transferred to Procne the role of the pseudo-Bacchant, an allusive 

tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝwhiἵhΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝἶἷἸiὀἷἶΝiὀΝthiὅΝὅtuἶyΝἳὅΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έ479 ἙὀΝἸἳἵtΝἑuὄlἷy’ὅΝhypothesis 

can be further elaborated, if Procne is viewed as also assuming the part played by Dionysus in 

the Euripidean play. The Athenian princess having herself disguised as a Bacchant camouflages 

Philomela as a maenad, so that she can be led secretly into the palace and escape the notice of 

Tereus.480 ἦhiὅΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ mἳyΝ ἴἷΝ iὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝ tὁΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἶὄἳmἳ,Ν iὀΝ whiἵhΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

human guise of the Lydian stranger dresses up Pentheus as a Bacchant under the false pretext 

that it will allow him to remain undetected by the Theban maenads (822-833) and leads him to 

Mt. Cithaeron. Hence, Ovid seems to echo and invert his tragic model by essentially altering the 

function of the maenadic disguise: unlike the effeminate Bacchic apparel of Pentheus, which 

ostensibly aims to conceal him from the Bacchants, but in reality serves the purpose of 

humiliating him in the eyes of his citizens (854-855) before he is killed by the maenads, 

                                                           
478 Met. 6.590 furialiaque accipit arma, 657-658 sicut erat sparsis furiali caede capillis, / prosiluit (See 
Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 5-6). 

479 Curley 2003, 187-188. 

480 The way that Procne disguises Philomela, namely by covering her face with ivy-leaves (6.599 uultus hederarum 
frondibus abdit), is reminiscent of how the Nysian nymphs concealed the cradle of Bacchus from his stepmother 
Juno by camouflaging it with ivy (Fasti 3.767-770 hedera est gratissima Baccho; / hoc quoque cur ita sit, discere 
nulla mora est. / Nysiadas nymphas puerum quaerente noverca / hanc frondem cunis opposuisse ferunt).  
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ἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝἵἳmὁuἸlἳἹἷΝiὅΝthἷΝἸiὄὅtΝὅtἷpΝὁἸΝthἷΝplὁtΝὁἸΝἷxἳἵtiὀἹΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἸὄὁmΝTereus, 

since it enables the two sisters to reunite and stealthily enter the palace.  

ἦhἷΝviὁlἷὀtΝἵlimἳxΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἳlὅὁΝἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝ ὅὁmἷΝ iὀtὄiἹuiὀἹΝἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ

the Bacchae. To begin with, the dismemberment of Itys by his mother and aunt evokes ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

sparagmos by Agave and her sisters.481 Both the Theban king and the boy realize that their end is 

imminent482 and vainly entreat their mother for mercy by means of a double invocation of her 

maternal identity.483 Itys may also echo the Ovidian Pentheus, who having been deprived of his 

arms by his aunts is reduced to childlike helplessness and can only pronounce two words, 

beseeching his mother to look at his mutilated body.484 In addition, in all three scenes it is the 

mother who initiates the attack.485  

ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷ’ὅΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀ scene, in which Tereus discovers that he has 

ἵὁὀὅumἷἶΝhiὅΝ ὁwὀΝὅὁὀΝ iὅΝhiἹhlyΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝχἹἳvἷ’ὅΝanagnorisis in the Euripidean drama, 

when she realizes that she has slain Pentheus. After the Thracian king has finished his gruesome 

feast, he orders that Itys be summoned to his presence and when Procne sardonically replies that 

his son is inside him the bewildered Tereus repeatedly inquires where he is.486 This description 

steeped in tragic irony reworks the Euripidean exodos, where the frenzied Agave, who has 

                                                           
481 Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 5. 

482 Ba.111ἁΝせgせて漕 け責とΝ厨けけ設なΝ税ちΝ厨たうちしgちiちἉΝMet. 6.639 iam sua fata videntem. 

483 Ba. 1118-21 厨けほΝkてす,Νた蘇kiと,Νi菅たか,Νヾg宋なΝjえしiちΝήΝぃiちしiへな,Ν整ちΝ帥kiせiなΝ厨ちΝhふたてすなΝ水ぬかてちてな┳ΝήΝて澄せkすとiΝh'Ν惜Νた蘇kえと たiΝたさh跡Ν
kg宋なΝ 厨たg宋なΝ ήΝ 塵たgとkかgすjす ヾg宋hg j摂ち せgkgせkうちさすな; Met. 6.640 ἷtΝ “mater! mater!”Ν ἵlἳmἳὀtἷmΝἷtΝ ἵὁllἳΝpἷtἷὀtἷm (See 
Curley 1997, 320; Ciappi 1998, 461). 

484 Met. 3.724-725 trunca sed ostendens dcreptis uulnera membris / 'aspice, mater!' ait. 

485 Ba. 1114 ヾとほkさΝh跡 たおkさとΝ髄とつiちΝ頗iとえgΝlふちてにἉΝMet. 3.712-713 prima suum misso uiolauit Penthea thyrso / mater, 
6.641 ense ferit Procne, lateri qua pectus adhaeret (See Ciappi 1998, 461-462). 

486 Met. 6.652 tantaque nox animi est, 'Ityn huc accersite' dixit, 655-656 circumspicit ille / atque ubi sit quaerit; 
quaerenti iterumque uocanti. 
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ὄἷtuὄὀἷἶΝἴἷἳὄiὀἹΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Νhἷἳἶ,ΝἳὅkὅΝwhἷὄἷΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀΝiὅΝἳὀἶΝlἳtἷὄΝἵὁmmἳὀἶὅΝthἳtΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἴἷΝὅἷὀtΝ

for to marvel at her hunting exploit.487 WhἳtΝiὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝiὀΝἴὁthΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝthἷΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝhἷἳἶΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἳὅΝἳΝ

trophy488 and plays an instrumental role in the tragic anagnorisis. The maddened Agave fixes 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἷἳἶΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝthyὄὅuὅΝthiὀkiὀἹΝitΝtὁΝἴἷΝἳΝliὁὀ’ὅΝhἷἳἶΝἳὀἶΝlἳtἷὄΝitΝiὅΝpὄἷἵiὅἷlyΝἴyΝἹἳὐiὀἹΝἳtΝ

hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ hἷἳἶΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ ἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝ ἵὁὀὅἵiὁuὅΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ἳtὄὁἵiὁuὅΝ ἶἷἷἶΝ (1ἀἆί-1289).489 Similarly 

TeὄἷuὅΝὄἷἳliὐἷὅΝthἳtΝhἷΝhἳὅΝἶἷvὁuὄἷἶΝhiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἸlἷὅh,ΝwhἷὀΝἢhilὁmἷlἳΝἴuὄὅtὅΝtὄiumphἳὀtlyΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝ

ὄὁὁmΝἳὀἶΝhuὄlὅΝἙtyὅ’ΝhἷἳἶΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhimέ490 Finally, both Agave and Tereus respond to the horrible 

revelation by bitterly lamenting for the crime they have unwittingly committed.491  

Finally, Medea is also portrayed by Ovid as a figurative Bacchant. While performing a 

magic ritual by means of which she aims to rejuvenate Aeson, the Colchian sorceress displays 

typical maenadic features: she utters ritual cries and lets her streaming hair upon her shoulders 

after the fashion of a Bacchant.492 Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝἳὅΝἳΝmἳἷὀἳἶΝhἳὅΝὀὁΝpὄἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

extant literary tradition and is very likely an Ovidian invention. This characterization of Medea 

in fact echoes the depiction of the frenzied Agave earlier in the Metamorphoses, who tosses back 

                                                           
487 Ba. 1212 ぃiちしiへなΝk'Ν厨た摂なΝヾg宋なΝヾて漕 ‘jkすち, 1257-1258 kかなΝg盛k摂ちΝhi漕と' 壬ちΝ星ねすちΝi菅なΝ厨た碩ちΝ/ せgそえjiすiち, 斉な 澄hさす たi k碩ち 
i盛hgかたてちg (See Ciappi 1998, 462). 

488 Ciappi 1998, 462. 

489 Ba. 1139-42 せと塑kg h'Ν甚しそすてち,Ν/ 晴ヾiと そgくて漕jg kにけぬうちiす たおkさと ぬiとて宋ち, / ヾおつgj'Ν厨ヾ'Ν甚せとてちΝしへとjてちΝ斉なΝ性とijkえとてにΝ
/ lえとiす そえてちkてな hす責 【すしgすと蒼ちてな たえjてに. 

490 Met. 6.658-9 prosiluit Ityosque caput Philomela cruentum / misit in ora patris. 

491 Ba. 1282 ]けέΝ成と蒼 たえけすjkてちΝ甚そけてなΝ酔 kうそgすち'Ν厨けほἉΝMet. 6.665 flet modo seque uocat bustum miserabile nati. 

492 Met. 7.190-191 ternisque ululatibus ora / soluit, 257-258 passis Medea capillis / bacchantum ritu flagrantes 
circuit aras)έΝKἷὀὀἷyΝ(ἀί11,ΝvvέΝἅέ1λί)ΝὄἷmἳὄkὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝmὁtiἸΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝuttἷὄiὀἹΝὄituἳlΝὅhὁutὅΝiὅΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν
Rhizotomoi (Radt fr. 534 くて蒼j’Ν刃そgそgこのたえちさ), whose theme is the murder of Pelias, and argues that Ovid may 
have transferred it to the story of Aeson.  
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hἷὄΝ hἳiὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ hὁwlὅΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ tἷἳὄiὀἹΝ ὁἸἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν hἷἳἶέ493 WhἳtΝ iὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἵὁmmἳὀἶΝ tὁΝ

Jason and her servants to retire, so as not to defile with their presence her secret incantations 

ὄἷἵἳllὅΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝἴlἳὅphἷmὁuὅΝviἷwiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸὁὄἴiἶἶἷὀΝἐἳἵἵhiἵΝὄitἷὅέ494  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
493 Met. 3.725-726 […] uisis ululauit Agaue / collaque iactauit mouitque per aera crinem (See Kenney 2011, v. 
7.258). 

494 Met. 7.255-257 hinc procul Aesoniden, procul hinc iubet ire / ministros et monet arcanis oculos remouere 
profanos. / diffugiunt iussi, 3.710 hic oculis illum cernentem sacra profanis (See Bömer 1976, v. 7.256). 
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Chapter 3 

Medea through the kaleidoscope: Reflections and refractions of a tragic heroine 

 

The third chapter focuses on the intricate and multi-faceted reception of Euὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea in the 

Ovidian epic.495 As we saw in chapter 1, Ovid converses intertextually with the Euripidean play 

throughout his poetic career.496 ἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝmὁὅtΝὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtΝtὄἷἳtmἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἝἷἶἷἳΝmythΝ

prior to the Metamorphoses are his lost tragedy Medea and Heroides 1ἀ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝlἷttἷὄΝtὁΝJἳὅὁὀέΝ

The Ovidian play, of which sadly only two fragments survive, dramatized the events unfolding in 

ἑὁὄiὀthΝἳὀἶΝwἳὅΝpὄὁἴἳἴlyΝmὁἶἷlἷἶΝἵlὁὅἷlyΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νἶὄἳmἳέ497 The twelfth elegiac epistle 

can be chronologically placed after the marriage of Jason and the Corinthian princess and before 

thἷΝ ἳὀὀὁuὀἵἷmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷἵὄἷἷΝ ἸὁὄΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἷxilἷέ498 The first part of the letter, which 

ἶὄἳwὅΝὁὀΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonautica 3, is essentially a flashback to the events in Colchis, namely 

Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὅἷἵuὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmἳἹiἵἳlΝἳiἶ,ΝhiὅΝἵὁmplἷtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝtἳὅkὅΝὅἷtΝἴyΝχἷἷtἷὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝthἷἸtΝ

of the Golden Fleece. The second part evokes perhaps ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea ἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁwὀΝ

tragedy and constitutes an ominous and ironic prefiguring of the action about to take place in 

ἑὁὄiὀthἈΝ thἷΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ ἴyΝ mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝ ὄὁἴἷΝ ἳὀἶΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

filicide. Heroides 1ἀΝwillΝἴἷΝiὀἵluἶἷἶΝiὀΝthiὅΝἵhἳptἷὄ’ὅΝἶiὅὅἵuὅiὁὀ,ΝiὀἳὅmuἵhΝἳὅΝitΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἳὅΝἳΝ

                                                           
495 ἡὀΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea in the Metamorphoses see Binroth-Bank 1994, Newlands 1997, Curley 
1999, 8-51, and Curley 2013, 121-133, 141-152. 
 
496 For an examination of the treatment of Medea in the Ovidian corpus see Nikolaidis 1984 and Schutzer 2003. 
 
497 ἡὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝMedea see Nikolaidis 1985 and Curley 2013, 19-58. 
 
498 The question of the Ovidian authorship of Heroides 12 is a hotly debated issue and there are arguments both in 
favor and against its authenticity. Tarrant (1981, 152 n. 39) argues that Her. 12 is a conflation of two Ovidian 
treatments of Medea, Metamorphoses 7 (1-13) and the lost tragedy Medea. Knox (1986) contends that the poem is 
inauthentic on the grounds that it does not conform to Ovidian style and diction and that it is drawing on the Medea 
narrative in Metamorphoses 7. He suggests that the author is an imitator of Ovid and dates the poem to the period 
immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthέ Hinds (1993), on the other hand, is less interested in the authenticity issue and 
argues that the Medea of Her. 12 as an amalgam of fragments of other Medeas is mainly an issue of intertextuality. 
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possible mediating intratext bἷtwἷἷὀΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ Medea and the Metamorphoses. In particular, 

Federica Bessone has plausibly argued that various elements, which are found in the epistle and 

have no precedent in either Apollonius or Euripides, are likely to have been appropriated from 

the Ovidian play.499 As we shall see, these motifs are later incorporated by Ovid into the stories 

of Procne and Althaea in the Metamorphoses. 

In the first part of the chapter ἙΝ willΝ iὀvἷὅtiἹἳtἷΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἶiἳlὁἹuἷΝ withΝ

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea in Metamorphoses 7. Having already treated the Corinthian episode in a 

tragedy and an elegiac epistle Ovid chose not to repeat himself by telling the same story in full 

length in the Metamorphoses, but to abridge it in a miniature summary of a few lines (7.494-

497).500 The first half of the seventh book (7.1-424) recounts instead in detail all the other major 

ἷvἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝliἸἷΝiὀΝἳΝliὀἷἳὄΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝἦhἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὄἷlἳtiὀἹΝyὁuὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝlὁvἷΝἸὁὄΝ

Jason in Colchis (7.1-1ἃἆ)ΝἶὄἳwὅΝὁὀΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonautica 3 as its primary model, but at the 

ὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝὅuἴtlἷΝἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝtὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea in the form of ironic foreshadowing.501 

In particular, as we shall see, the Ovidian Medea is a paradoxical conflation of the mature 

Euripidean Medea, the ruthless child-murderess, anἶΝ χpὁllὁὀiuὅ’Ν hἷὄὁiὀἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἷὀἳmὁὄἷἶ,Ν

ἵὄἷἶulὁuὅΝmἳiἶἷὀέΝχtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝὅhἷΝἷvὁkἷὅΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἒiἶὁΝἳὀἶΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝ

her inner struggle between passion and modesty/reason, thus constituting a multi-layered 

character, which poses a challenge to the interpreter. 

 The next episode, which takes place after the return of the married couple to Iolcus, is 

the rejuvenation of aged Aeson by Medea (7.159-ἀλἁ)έΝ ἧὀἸὁὄtuὀἳtἷlyΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thiὅΝ

                                                           
499 Bessone 1997, vv. 12.133-158 (the wedding of Jason and the Corinthian princess), 1ἂἄΝ(Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅὁὀΝἳὅΝnuntius 
ὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷ),Ν189-1λίΝ(thἷΝὄἷὅἷmἴlἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὅὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄ),Νἀ1ἀΝ(Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳὀΝ
indeterminate terrible deed). 

500 Larmour 1990, 132. 

501 ἡὀΝthἷΝὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonautica in the Metamorphoses see Reggi 1995 and Kenney 2008. 
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narrative is unknown to us, but according to the argumentΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea the poet of the 

epic Nostoi (“ἤἷtuὄὀὅ”)ΝhἳἶΝ tὄἷἳtἷἶΝ thiὅΝ ἷvἷὀtέ502 The Aeson story, whose primary focus is on 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmἳἹiἵΝὅkillὅ,ΝwillΝὀὁtΝἴἷΝἷxἳmiὀἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝὅtuἶy,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝἹὄὁuὀἶὅΝthἳtΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ

ἶὄἳὅtiἵἳllyΝὅuppὄἷὅὅἷὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝrole as a sorceress and consequently there are very faint traces of 

his tragedy in the Ovidian narrative.503 ἦhἷΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷ’ὅΝmἳiὀΝmὁἶἷlὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ iὀἵἳὀtἳtiὁὀὅΝiὀΝArgonautica 3 (528-533, 860-ἆἄἄ)ΝἳὀἶΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝpὅἷuἶὁ-magic rites in 

Aeneid 4 (474-532).504  

What follows next is the account of the murder of Pelias (7.297-349), whose main 

iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝiὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPeliades. Due to the extremely fragmentary state of the play, however, the 

discussion of its relationship with the Ovidian narrative will be restricted to structural and plot 

issues. Moreover, apart from reworking the Peliades the Roman poet makes multiple allusions to 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ Medea. Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝtὄiἵkἷὄyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝhἷὄΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀΝἳὀἶΝχἷἹἷuὅ,Ν

whilἷΝ thἷΝ ὄἳm’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtion and the murder of Pelias obliquely recall the demise of the 

ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ ἳὀἶΝἑὄἷὁὀΝ ὄἷὅpἷἵtivἷlyΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝ ἔiὀἳlly,Ν

thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅΝ ἳὄἷΝmἷὄἹἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝwithΝViὄἹil’ὅΝAeneid ἳὀἶΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’Ν

Argonautica. Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶἷἵἷptivἷΝὅkillὅΝἳὄἷΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thὁὅἷΝὁἸΝἥiὀὁὀΝ iὀΝAeneid 2 (57-194), 

whilἷΝ hἷὄΝmuὄἶἷὄὁuὅΝ ὀὁἵtuὄὀἳlΝ iὀvἳὅiὁὀΝ iὀtὁΝἢἷliἳὅ’Ν ἵhἳmἴἷὄΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ thἳtΝ ὁἸΝἘἷlἷὀ,ΝἝἷὀἷlἳuὅ,Ν

ἳὀἶΝἧlyὅὅἷὅΝ iὀΝἒἷiphὁἴuὅ’ΝἴἷἶὄὁὁmΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝἄΝ(ἂἅἅ-534). In addition, the Peliades, who avert 

                                                           
502 West 2003, 158-159. 
 
503 Mastronarde 2002, 24-25. 

504 ἡviἶΝ ὅuἴtlyΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ hiὅΝἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝ pὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀέ”Ν ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν hἷΝ ὁmitὅΝ thἷΝ
ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ χpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἘἷἵἳtἷΝ pὄiὁὄΝ tὁΝ ἳὀὁiὀtiὀἹΝ hiὅΝ ἴὁἶyΝ withΝ thἷΝ pὄὁmἷthἷἳὀΝ ἶὄuἹΝ
(3.1193-1223) in his own Colchian episode and transposes instead many of its elements (the nocturnal setting, the 
ram sacrifice, the blood pits, the invocation of Hecate, the libations, etc.)ΝtὁΝthἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝtὁΝἘἷἵἳtἷΝ
and Iuventas in preparation for the rejuvenation of Aeson (7.182-185, 189-190, 7.238-256 ) (see Segal 2002, 14). 
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their gaze before killing their father, are evocative of the Apollonian Medea turning away her 

eyes, while Jason is butchering her brother Apsyrtus (4.464-481).  

χἸtἷὄΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ΝἳἷὄiἳlΝἷὅἵἳpἷΝἸὄὁmΝἙὁlἵuὅΝthἷὄἷΝἸὁllὁwὅΝἳΝlἷὀἹthyΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝof her flight 

upon her serpent-drawn chariot over various Greek locales (7.350-390). We then find her first in 

Corinth (7.391-ἁλἅ),ΝthἷΝὅἷttiὀἹΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedeaέΝἙΝwillΝἳὄἹuἷΝthἳtΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἴὄiἷἸΝὅkἷtἵhΝ

of the Corinthian episode may indirectly echo Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὁwὀΝὅummἳὄyΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝplὁtΝiὀΝ

the Euripidean play (772-810). After another escape on her flying chariot Medea lands in Athens 

(7.398-424), where she unsuccessfully attempts to poison Theseus and escapes punishment by 

vanishing into thin air. In this concluding story the Roman poet has blended elements from 

vἳὄiὁuὅΝ ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳὄyΝ wὁὄkὅ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Aegeus,Ν ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν Hecale,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἓὀὀiuὅ’Ν

Medea, all of which treat the encounter between Theseus and Medea. Moreover, the Ovidian 

narrative contains a few implicit allusions to the meeting between Aegeus and the Colchian in 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea.   

 Ovid wishes to provide his reader with a comprehensive portrait of Medea and thus each 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὅΝἳΝ ὄἷἸlἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝἳὅpἷἵtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝpἷrsonality. At the same time the 

ἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝtὄἳἵἷὅΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅtἷἳἶyΝmὁὄἳlΝἶἷἵliὀἷἈΝin the Colchis episode she is presented as 

a young gullible maiden helplessly in love who benevolently aids her beloved; in the Aeson 

narrative she is a powerful witch capable of harnessing the forces of nature and employs her 

pὁwἷὄὅΝἴἷὀiἹὀlyΝἴyΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὀἹΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἳἹἷἶΝἸἳthἷὄ; in the Pelias story we witness the darker 

side of her personality, since she is portrayed as a cunning manipulator, who wreaks havoc upon 

her enemies; her moral degeneracy reaches its apex in the Corinthian and Athenian episodes in 

which she assumes the role of the treacherous and murderous mother and stepmother 

respectively, while her flight from Iolcus and Corinth on her serpent-drawn chariot and her 
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miraculous escape from Athens reveal her as a semi-divine being with a supernatural ability to 

evade punishment. 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea in Metamorphoses 7 consists in amplifying 

marginal elements of the play into full-blown episodes and conversely compressing radically the 

central story of the drama, namely the events in Corinth, thereby rendering it a peripheral 

narrative.505 More specifically, the Colchis episode and the murder of Pelias, which are cited in 

passing in the Euripidean play in the form of flashbacks, become each the subject of an 

ἳutὁὀὁmὁuὅΝὅtὁὄyΝiὀΝἡviἶέΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸliἹhtΝὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’Νἵhἳὄiὁt,ΝwhiἵhΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝthἷΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtΝ

ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νἶὄἳmἳ,ΝiὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝἴyΝἡviἶΝὀὁtΝὁὀἵἷΝἴutΝthὄἷἷΝtimἷὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝiὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝjὁuὄὀἷyΝ

over TheὅὅἳlyΝ tὁΝ ἹἳthἷὄΝ hἷὄἴὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ χἷὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝ pὁtiὁὀΝ (ἅέἀἀί-233), in her tour over 

various locales in Greece after her escape from Iolcus (7.350-390), and finally in her trip from 

Corinth to Athens (7.398-ἁλλ)έΝἔiὀἳlly,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷἸuἹἷΝiὀΝχthἷὀὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝiὀΝEuripides is an event 

projected into the future, is converted by Ovid into the concluding scene of his narrative.            

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἵἳὀΝ ἴἷΝ ὄἷἳἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἷpiἵiὐἷἶΝ “mἷἹἳ-tὄἳἹἷἶy”Ν

ἷὀἵὁmpἳὅὅiὀἹΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷΝ mythiἵἳlΝ ἵἳὄἷἷὄ,Ν iὀΝ tἷὄmὅΝ ὁἸΝ both subject matter and structure. 

WithΝthἷΝὅὁlἷΝἷxἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἷὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝἷvἷὄyΝiὀἶiviἶuἳlΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝiὅΝἳὀΝἷpiἵΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸΝ

ἷἳὄliἷὄΝ ἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝ wὁὄkὅΝ (ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, Aegeus, and Peliades,Ν ἓὀὀiuὅ’ΝMedea and Medea 

Exul,ΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁwὀΝMedea). Moreover, each of its narratives may be viewed as the equivalent 

of a part of a tragedy. In particular, the Colchis episode, which contains an extended soliloquy 

delivered by Medea, fulfills the two principal functions of the expository prologue of a tragedy: 

it provides the reader with essential background information and foreshadows later events in the 

story. The narratives of Aeson and Pelias serve as dramatic episodes, while the descriptions of 

thἷΝὁlἶΝὄἳm’ὅΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝpὄὁἴἳἴlyΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝepic rewritings of messenger 
                                                           
505 Newlands 1997, 178. 
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ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPeliades. Furthermore, I will attempt to show that the account of 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸliἹhtΝ ὁvἷὄΝἕὄἷἷἵἷΝ iὅΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtὁὄyΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ stasimon and 

mὁὄἷΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳllyΝὁἸΝἳὀΝ“ἷὅἵἳpἷΝὁἶἷ”,Ν in which the chorus wish that they may travel to distant 

lὁἵἳlἷὅέΝἐὁthΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝimἳἹiὀἳὄyΝjὁuὄὀἷyΝἳὀἶΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷἳlΝtὄipΝἳlluἶἷΝtὁΝὁthἷὄΝmythiἵἳlΝtἳlἷὅ,Ν

whiἵhΝὁἴliὃuἷlyΝἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwΝἸὁὄthἵὁmiὀἹΝἷvἷὀtὅΝiὀΝthἷΝmἳiὀΝὅtὁὄy,ΝiὀΝthἷΝἸὁὄmἷὄΝἵἳὅἷΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝ

looming ἶiὅἳὅtἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ lἳttἷὄΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸiliἵiἶἷΝ iὀΝ ἑὁὄiὀthέΝ ἦhἷΝ lἳὅtΝmiὀutἷΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ

ἦhἷὅἷuὅΝἴyΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄΝχἷἹἷuὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝthwἳὄtὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝpὁiὅὁὀiὀἹΝἳttἷmpt,ΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝpἳὄἳllἷlΝtὁΝ

the climactic scene of anagnorisis iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus. Finally, the escape of Medea from 

Athens in a magical mist corresponds to the exodos ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, where she flies away 

ἸὄὁmΝἑὁὄiὀthΝὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’Νἵhἳὄiὁtέ 

ἙὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἵὁὀἶΝ pἳὄtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἵhἳptἷὄΝ ἙΝ willΝ ἷxplὁὄἷΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝ withΝ

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea in the remainder of the Metamorphoses, which takes the form of 

“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝ χὅΝ wἷΝ ὀὁtἷἶΝ ἳἴὁvἷ,Ν ἡviἶΝ ἳἴἴὄἷviἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ iὀΝ ἳΝ ὄἳἶiἵἳlΝ

manner with thἷΝἷἸἸἷἵtΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳy’ὅΝ twὁΝἵἷὀtὄἳlΝἷvἷὀtὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἷΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Corinthian princess and the infanticide, are reduced to a mere four lines (7.394-397). The Roman 

poet then transfers these essential elements of the drama and weaves them into other mythical 

narratives, affording them a more elaborate treatment. In particular, he reworks the theme of 

vengeance attained through filicide in the stories of Procne and Althaea, since the former kills 

her son Itys in order to punish her husband for raping and mutilating her sister and the latter 

murders her son Meleager in retribution for his slaying of her brothers. Finally, in the Deianira 

episode Ovid expands upon the motif of jealous revenge against an erotic rival, in that the 

hἷὄὁiὀἷΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄὅΝἷlimiὀἳtiὀἹΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝmiὅtὄἷὅὅέΝ 
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The prevalent view of criticism has hitherto been that Procne, Althaea, and Deianira 

ὅimplyΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝ tὄἳitὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ thἷyΝ ἳὄἷΝ pἷὄἵἷivἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ “ἶὁuἴlἷὅ”Ν ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ

heroine.506 ἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἶiἳlὁἹuἷΝwithΝhiὅΝpὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝὅἷἷmὅΝtὁΝἴἷΝ

much more complex and nuanced than this. Below I will contend that the Ovidian heroines are 

ὀὁtΝjuὅtΝmiὄὄὁὄΝimἳἹἷὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝἴutΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝhἷὄΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”ΝiὀΝἳΝtwὁ-fold sense. 

First, in the typical sense that they are characters other than Medea who assimilate features of the 

tragic heroine and secondly, in the specific sense that they are graded variants of Medea. In 

particular, as we shall see, Procne is an amplified version of the Euripidean protagonist 

surpassing her in cruelty, ruthlessness, and bloodthirstiness. Althaea, on the other hand, 

constitutes a more humanized variant of Medea, in terms of the profound contrition she 

experiences for the murder of her son, which ultimately drives her to suicide. Finally, Deianira is 

mἷὄἷlyΝἳὀΝ“ἳὅpiὄiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ”,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὅhἷΝἴὄiἷἸlyΝἷὀtἷὄtἳiὀὅΝἳΝὅἵhἷmἷΝὁf dispatching her rival, but 

soon dismisses it. Thus, a structural pattern of diminishing intensity seems to emerge: after the 

“ὁvἷὄἴlὁwὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ”ΝthἳtΝ iὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝἄ,Ν thἷΝὄἷἳἶἷὄΝἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄὅΝthἷΝἝἷἶἷἳὅΝὁἸΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅΝ

and Euripides in Book 7, followed by a mὁὄἷΝ“ἸὄἳἹilἷΝἝἷἶἷἳ”,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝχlthἳἷἳ,ΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝἆ,ΝἳὀἶΝ

thἷΝὅἷὃuἷὀἵἷΝἵὁὀἵluἶἷὅΝwithΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ,ΝἳΝ“wὁulἶ-ἴἷΝἝἷἶἷἳ”έΝἦhἷΝultimἳtἷΝἹὁἳlΝὁἸΝthiὅΝἵhἳptἷὄΝiὅΝ

tὁΝ pὄὁἴἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ tὄyΝ tὁΝ ἶἷἵiphἷὄΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ kἳlἷiἶὁὅἵὁpiἵΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ hἷὄΝ vἳὄiὁuὅΝ

reflections (enamored girl, omnipotent sorceress, devious schemer, deadly (step)mother, and 

creature with quasi-divine qualities) and how these evoke her tragic precursor, as well as the 

ὄἷἸὄἳἵtἷἶΝimἳἹἷὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νhἷὄὁiὀἷ,Νἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Νχlthἳἷἳ,ΝἳὀἶΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳέΝ 

 

 

                                                           
506 Larmour 1990, Newlands 1997, Ciappi 1998, Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, Curley 2013. 
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Reflections of Medea  

 

3.1 Medea in Colchis  

 

The main intertext for the episode of Medea in Colchis in Metamorphoses 7 (1-159) is 

χpὁllὁὀiuὅ’ΝArgonauticaέΝἡviἶ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ἴlἷὀἶὅΝ hiὅΝἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝmὁἶἷlΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea 

ἳὀἶΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝAeneid by means of intertextual conflation. ἦhἷΝ ἤὁmἳὀΝ pὁἷt’ὅΝ tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Colchis narrative contains several divergences from his Alexandrian predecessor. First of all, 

Ovid compresses and simplifies the account of the Argonautica through a technique, which has 

ἴἷἷὀΝtἷὄmἷἶΝἳὅΝ“Ἰἳὅt-forwἳὄἶiὀἹ”έ507 The voyage of the Argonauts from Iolcus to Colchis, which 

takes up the first two books of the Hellenistic epic, is drastically condensed into a single 

introductory sentence (7.1-6),508 while the recovery of the Golden Fleece and the return journey, 

which are the subject of Argonautica 4, are similarly abridged into a few lines (7.149-158).509 

The events of Book 3 of the Argonautica,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἷΝἷmἴἳὅὅyΝtὁΝχἷἷtἷὅ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸἳlliὀἹΝiὀΝlὁvἷΝ

withΝ Jἳὅὁὀ,ΝἳὀἶΝ thἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἳἵἵὁmpliὅhmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ tὄiἳlὅΝ ὅἷtΝἴyΝ the king for the retrieval of the 

Fleece, are reduced from around 1400 to 140 lines (7.7-1ἂἆ)έΝἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

three distinct monologues are merged into one long soliloquy delivered by her Ovidian 

counterpart.510  

                                                           
507 KἷὀὀἷyΝ ἀίίἆ,Ν ἁἄἂ,Ν ὀέλἈΝ “…a recurrent feature of the Metamorphoses, the “Ἰἳὅt-ἸὁὄwἳὄἶiὀἹ”Ν tἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝ [iὅ]Ν
employed by Ovid to carry the reader quickly and effortlessly over structurally necessary but thematically 
unimportant links in the narrative chain.” 

508 Kenney 2008, 364. 
 
509 Kenney 2008, 368. 
 
510 Kenney 2008, 371. 
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Another significant deviation from the Hellenistic antecedent pertains to the role of the 

gods in the Ovidian story. Whereas in Apollonius Aphrodite at the behest of Hera and Athena 

bribes her son, Eros, to compel Medea to fall in love with the Greek hero by shooting her with 

his arrow, the Roman poet removes the gods almost entirely from the action and thereby presents 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ lὁvἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ ἳὅΝ ἶἷὄiviὀἹΝ ἸὄὁmΝwithiὀΝ hἷὄὅἷlἸέ511 In fact, as we shall see, the divine 

causation is internalized, in that Medea thinks that a god has instilled passion into her (7.11-12). 

ἑupiἶΝ ἶὁἷὅΝmἳkἷΝ ἳΝ ἴὄiἷἸΝ ἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ ἷὀἶΝ ὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷ,Ν ἴutΝ iὅΝ ἶἷpiἵtἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ

fleeing in defeat before the personified abstract ideas of modesty, piety, and righteousness (7.72-

73) and thus contrasts sharply with the omnipotent Apollonian Eros, who effortlessly makes 

ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὅuἵἵumἴΝ tὁΝ pἳὅὅiὁὀέΝ Ν ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ thuὅΝ ἸὁἵuὅἷὅΝ mὁὄἷΝ ὅhἳὄplyΝ ὁὀΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

emotional fluctuations and portrays her as fully responsible for her actions, since her motivation 

stems not from an exterior force, but from her inner self.  

The Roman poet also distances himself from his Alexandrian source in terms of his 

characterization of Medea. In the Argonautica Medea undergoes a gradual process of 

transformation from an innocent maiden infatuated with a handsome stranger in Book 3 into a 

ruthless witch capable of impious murder in Book 4. The turning point is the scene in which the 

heroine lures her brother Apsyrtus into an ambush, where he is pitilessly slaughtered by Jason 

(4.391-481). The Colchian girl thus loses her innocence forever and becomes polluted by kindred 

blood. Ovid, on the other hand, skillfully circumvents the problem of reconciling the two Medeas 

of the literary tradition by transplanting character traits from the mature Medea of Euripides into 

the innocent maiden of Apollonius. Moreover, Ovid incorporates in his Medea features of 

ViὄἹil’ὅΝὃuἷἷὀΝἒiἶὁΝthuὅΝἵὄἷἳtiὀἹΝἳΝhiἹhlyΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄ,ΝwhὁΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳὀΝἳmἳlἹἳmΝὁἸΝ

various heroines. Finally, Ovid departs from Apollonius by ἸuὄthἷὄΝuὀἶἷὄmiὀiὀἹΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝhἷὄὁiἵΝ
                                                           
511 Newlands 1997, 184-185. 
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status.512 ἙὀΝ thἷΝἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝἷpiἵΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝhἷὄὁiὅmΝhἳὅΝἳlὄἷἳἶyΝἴἷἷὀΝἵὁmpὄὁmiὅἷἶΝἴyΝ thἷΝpivὁtἳlΝ

role played by Medea, since it is effectively through her magic aid that he successfully performs 

his trials. The Greek hero retains, however, part of his heroic identity through the display of 

valor and martial prowess in his encounter with the fire-breathing bulls and the Sown-men. In the 

Metamorphoses,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝJἳὅὁὀΝiὅΝὄἷἶuἵἷἶΝtὁΝἳΝmἷὄἷΝ“puppἷt”ΝuὀἶἷὄΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵὁὀtὄὁl, 

since apart from being entirely dependent on her magic to perform the tests he also does not 

engage in a direct confrontation either with the bulls or with the Sown men. 

ἡviἶ’s ἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea in the Colchis narrative is complex and 

difficult to detect and interpret, partly because the Euripidean model is inextricably interwoven 

with the Apollonian and Virgilian intertexts and partly on account of the elusive and intricate 

nature of the Ovidian allusions.  The Roman poet follows the paradigm of Apollonius in his 

intertextual engagement with the Greek tragedian in that he concurrently echoes and anticipates 

the events of the Euripidean play.513 This intriguing combination of recalling and foreshadowing 

is made possible by the fact that on the ὁὀἷΝhἳὀἶΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝwὁὄkΝpὄἷἵἷἶἷὅΝthἳtΝὁἸΝἡviἶ,ΝἴutΝὁὀΝ

the other hand the mythical events dramatized in the Medea succeed those of the Colchis 

narrative in the Metamorphoses. In other words, the Ovidian Medea both evokes her dramatic 

counterpart and prefigures her future Euripidean self. More specifically, the Roman poet grafts 

mἳὀyΝ ἳttὄiἴutἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν thἷΝ mἳὀipulἳtivἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ mἷὄἵilἷὅὅΝ iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ,Ν iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ

Apollonian Medea of Argonautica 3, the young and gullible princess hopelessly in love, thereby 

fashioning a paradoxical and multifaceted figure. These elements include the Euripidean 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἳἵutἷΝὅἷlἸ-awareness of the moral implications of her actions, her peculiar relationship 

with the gods, sexual jealousy, murderous vengefulness, and aspirations to heroic glory. 

                                                           
512 Kenney 2008, 365. 
 
513 Hinds 1993, 17. 
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ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν ἡviἶ’ὅΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὀὁthἷὄΝ ἸἳmὁuὅΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἸἷmἳlἷΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt,Ν

Phaedra from the Hippolytus, in terms of her self-conscious internal struggle between passion 

and reason. 

Finally, the Ovidian Medea evokes ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἒiἶὁ,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ ἴὁthΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷὅΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝ ἳὀΝ

inner conflict between amor and pudorέΝχtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Ν

hἷὄΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ mὁἶἷlέΝ ἦhuὅ,Ν ἸὁὄΝ ἷxἳmplἷ,Ν ἒiἶὁ’ὅΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝ ἳἵἵuὅἳtiὁὀὅΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ χἷὀἷἳὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ

tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅ self-ὄἷpὄὁἳἵh,ΝhἷὄΝ ἸἷἳὄἸulΝpὄἷmὁὀitiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝἴἷtὄἳyἳlΝ tuὄὀὅΝ iὀtὁΝ

thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν ἸἳlὅἷΝ ὅἷὀὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ ὅἳἸἷty,Ν ἳὀἶΝ hἷὄΝ ὅἷlἸ-delusional view of her affair with 

χἷὀἷἳὅΝ ἳὅΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝ iὅΝ ἷἵhὁἷἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷἶΝ ἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷἳliὐἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ illiἵitΝ ὀἳtuὄἷΝ ὁἸΝ her 

contemplated liaison with Jason.  

 

3.1.1 Medea’s monologue 

 

ἦhἷΝmἳiὀΝ ἸὁἵuὅΝὁἸΝ thiὅΝ ὅἷἵtiὁὀΝ iὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁlilὁὃuy,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ itΝ iὅΝ thiὅΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝwhiἵhΝ

contains the highest concentration of allusions to Euripides. The Colchian princess debates with 

herself the tormenting moral dilemma she is facing, namely either yield to love and bestow her 

help on Jason thereby betraying her father and country, or refrain from succoring the Greek hero 

by adhering to her sense of reason, modesty, and filial piety. Her speech is essentially a 

rhetorical self-suasoria, whereby she attempts to convince herself to give in to her passion, and 

thus it consists of a series of objections to lending her aid to the Greek hero followed by their 

direct refutation.514 In this contextΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’s speech constitutes an intertextual 

palimpsest, which echoes not only the words of the Euripidean and Apollonian Medeas, but also 

the arguments of Jason in his tragic and epic incarnations and even the sentiments of the chorus 
                                                           
514 Cecchin 1997, 83. 
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of CoὄiὀthiἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyέΝ WhἳtΝ iὅΝ mὁὄἷ,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁlilὁὃuyΝ hὁlἶὅΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄΝ

significance for the overall structure of the Metamorphoses because of its programmatic nature. 

It is the first purely dramatic monologue in the work and introduces many themes, such as the 

amor-pudor conflict, which are further elaborated in later solo speeches, such as those of Scylla, 

Byblis, and Myrrha.515 

After an introductory couplet, which sets the scene by describing the embassy of the 

Argonauts to Aeetes to request thἷΝἕὁlἶἷὀΝἔlἷἷἵἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝpὄὁὀὁuὀἵἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝtὄiἳlὅΝtὁΝ

be accomplished by Jason (7.7-8), the lens focuses immediately on Medea and her emotional 

response to the advent of Jason. The Colchian princess experiences love at first sight, which 

recalls thἷΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳΝtὁΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἳὄὄivἳlΝἳὀἶΝiὀΝἴὁthΝἵἳὅἷὅΝthἷΝἸἷἷliὀἹΝὁἸΝ

passion is expressed through fire imagery.516 The distinguishing difference of the two scenes is 

that whereas in the Argonautica Medea falls in love after being smitten by ἓὄὁὅ’Νἳὄὄὁw,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ

Metamorphoses she develops these feelings entirely of her own accord. Hence, Ovid excludes 

the world of the gods from his narrative, thereby laying emphasis on the human level of action.  

The manner, however, in which the Ovidian Medea confronts her passion, is not 

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt,ΝἴutΝὄἳthἷὄΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳέΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅὁlilὁὃuyΝiὅΝ

occasioned by an inner struggle between love and reason, which has no equivalent in Apollonius, 

but rather evokes the plight of the female protagonist of the Hippolytus. When the Ovidian 

heroine perceives the first pangs of love, she fights for a long time against her passion, described 

as madness, by employing her sense of reason, but she ultimately fails to overcome her desire for 

                                                           
515 Curley 2013, 141, 146. 
 
516 Met. 7.9 concipit interea ualidos Aeetias ignes; Arg. 3.284-287 崇せ'Ν 厨ヾ拙Ν‒さhiか素έΝ k碩ちΝh'Ν 刃たlgjかさΝそうくiΝしにたふち┳Ν ήΝ
g盛k摂な h' 精ねてとふlてすて ヾgそすたヾik跡な 厨せ たiけうとてすて / せgけぬgそふのち 随すつi, くえそてな h' 厨ちihgかikて せてへと素 / ちえとしiち 精ヾ摂 せとghか素 lそてけ拙 
i澄せiそてち. 
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Jason and admits defeat.517 In her monologue she reiterates the experience of this conflict by 

claiming that love urges her one way and her mind another.518 This description echoes the words 

of Phaedra to the chorus of Troezenian women after the revelation of her illicit passion for 

Hippolytus. The Euripidean heroine confesses that after she was struck with love for her stepson 

she deliberated on the ways in which she could best endure her passion. She initially attempted 

to conceal her malady in silence and when that failed she unsuccessfully tried to vanquish her 

folly by means of self-control, finally deciding upon suicide as the optimal rational plan.519 Thus, 

just as Phaedra faces an internal conflict between love and reason, which takes the form of 

folly/illness versus moderation, similarly Medea is tormented by the clash between erotic frenzy 

and rational thought and both are unsuccessful in subduing their passion. The Euripidean Medea 

is likewise torn apart by a dilemma between reason and emotion, where the latter prevails, but in 

this case it is her wrath against Jason prompting her to murder their children in order to take 

revenge on him, which clashes with the rational plan of sparing her sons and taking them with 

her.520 

At the end of her monologue Ovid’ὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷὅΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝkiὀἶΝὁἸΝ iὀὀἷὄΝἵὁὀἸliἵt,Ν

which is expressed as an external struggle between Cupid and the personified abstract concepts 

of righteousness, filial piety, and modesty.521 This time passion is defeated by the opposing 

                                                           
517 Met. 7.9-11 concipit interea ualidos Aeetias ignes / et luctata diu, postquam ratione furorem / uincere non poterat, 
‘Ἰὄuὅtὄἳ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝὄἷpuἹὀἳὅἉ’. 
 
518 Met. 7.19-20 aliudque cupido, / mens aliud suadet. 

519 Hipp. 391-394 そえつのΝ h跡Ν せgかΝ jてすΝ k蘇なΝ 厨た蘇なΝ けちほたさなΝ 成hふちέΝ / 厨ヾiかΝ た'Ν 帥とのなΝ 帥kとのjiち,Ν 厨jせふヾてにちΝ 晴ヾのなΝ ή せうそそすjk'Ν
厨ちえけせgすた'Νg盛kふちέΝ遂とつうたさちΝた跡ちΝて誠ちΝή 厨せΝkて漕hi,Νjすけ塑ちΝkおちhiΝせg拙ΝせとへヾkiすちΝちふjてち┳, 398-402 k摂 hiへkiとてち h跡 k碩ち 甚ちてすgち 
i誠 lえとiすち ήΝ k蒼すΝ jのlとてちi宋ちΝ ちすせ蒼jgΝ ヾとてにちてさjうたさちέΝ ή kとかkてちΝ h',Ν 厨ヾiすh碩Ν kてすjかh'Ν て盛せΝ 厨つおちにkてち / 【へヾとすち せとgk蘇jgす, 
せgkしgちi宋ち 帥hてつえ たてす, / せとうkすjkてち (て盛hi拙な 刃ちkiとi宋) くてにそiにたうkのち.   

520 Med. 1079-1080 しにた摂な h跡 せとiかjjのち k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち くてにそiにたうkのち, / 晴jヾiと たiけかjkのち g澄kすてな せgせ蒼ち くとてkて宋な. For the 
various interpretations of lines 1078-1080 sees Mastronarde 2002, 393-397. 
 
521 Met. 7.72-73 dixit, et ante oculos Rectum Pietasque Pudorque / constiterant et uicta dabat iam terga Cupido.  
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feelings of pudor and pietas, but it is only a momentary victory, since as soon as Medea sees 

Jason again, her love, which seems to have abated, is rekindled (7.76-83). Ovid draws for this 

clash between love and modesty on Apollonius and Virgil.522 The Apollonian Medea vacillates 

whether or not to go to her sister Chalciope, in order to manipulate her into asking her to give her 

aid to Jason for the sake of her sons. The reason is that on the one hand she is restrained by her 

sense of shame, but on the other hand she is goaded by her desire for Jason.523 Her impasse is 

resolved by a handmaiden, who sees her in torment and summons Chalciope. During her 

dialogue with her sister she wavers once more whether or not to agree to grant her help to Jason 

iὀΝ ἳἵἵὁὄἶἳὀἵἷΝwithΝ ἑhἳlἵiὁpἷ’ὅΝ request, but at this point love finally overpowers her virginal 

modesty.524  In an analogous manner Dido faces an inner conflict between pudor, namely her 

respect for the memory of her dead husband Sychaeus and for her reputation as queen of 

Carthage, and amor, that is her desire of Aeneas.525 

ἦhἷΝ ὁpἷὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ mὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝ miἹhtΝ ἷἵhὁΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷΝ thἷΝ ἸiὀἳlΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ

Euripidean model. The Ovidian heroine addresses herself, claiming that she fights in vain against 

her passion.526 ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hand ends her bitter exchange with Jason by 

refusing to return to him the corpses of his sons for burial and asserting that his entreaty is 

futile.527 The context of the two situations is completely different: whereas in Euripides Medea is 

in a state of absolute power having avenged herself on her enemies (Jason, Creon, and the 
                                                           
522 Bömer 1976, vv. 7.10-13; Cecchin 1997, 83; Curley 2013, 146. 

523 Arg. 3.652-653 随kてす 晴k' 菅しへjiすiち, 帥とにせえ たすち 帥ちhてしiち g菅hほな┳ / g菅hて宋 h' 厨とけてたえちさち しとgj設な 摺たiとてな 性kとへちijせiち. 
 
524 Arg. 3.681-682, 戚な lうkて┳ k蘇な h' 厨とへしさちi ヾgとおすg, h碩ち hえ たすち g菅hほな ヾgとしiちかさ せgkえとにせiち, 刃たiかねgjしgす たiたgに宋gち┳, 
686-687  …Ν性ね跡 h' 帥iすヾiち / kて宋g hふそ荘, しとgjえiな け責と 厨ヾすせそてちえijせてち 帥とのkiな. 
 
525 Aen. 4.54-55 his dictis impenso animum flammavit amore, / spemque dedit dubiae menti, solvitque pudorem. 
 
526 Met. 7.11 frustra, Medea, repugnas. 
 
527 Med. 1402-1404 』gέΝ […]Ν hふな たてす ヾと摂な しi蒼ち ήΝ たgそgせて漕Ν ぬとのk摂なΝ ねg漕jgすΝ kえせちのちέΝ ήΝ‒さ. て盛せ 帥jkす┳ たうkさち 帥ヾてな 
帥ととすヾkgす. 
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ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ)ΝἳὀἶΝἳἴὁutΝtὁΝἶἷpἳὄtΝtὄiumphἳὀtlyΝἸὄὁmΝἑὁὄiὀthΝὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’ΝἸlyiὀἹΝἵhἳὄiὁt,ΝiὀΝ

Ovid she is a helpless victim of the overwhelming force of love. Therefore, by having his Medea 

evoke her Euripidean counterpart the Roman poet stresses the contrast between the young 

maiden desperately in love with Jason and the omnipotent murderess, who has utterly 

vanquished her unfaithful husband by depriving him of his offspring.       

ἦhἷΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ὄἷlἳtiὁὀὅhipΝ withΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶὅΝ ἵἳὀΝ ἴἷΝ ἵὁὀὅtὄuἷἶΝ iὀΝ liἹhtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅpἷἷἵh’ὅΝ

rhetorical purpose, which, as has been noted above, is to induce herself to grant her magical aid 

to Jason in his trials. In this context the reason that Medea adduces for her powerlessness to resist 

her passion for the Greek hero is the compelling force of an unspecified divinity.528 The god is of 

course no other than Cupid and Ovid makes here a playful allusion to the Argonautica, where 

Eros makes Medea fall in love by shooting her with his arrow. The Roman poet, however, almost 

ἵὁmplἷtἷlyΝ ἶiὅplἳἵἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶΝ ὁἸΝ lὁvἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ hiὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸἷἷliὀἹὅΝ ἳὅΝ

originating from within her.529 Thus the Ovidian Medea is portrayed as fully culpable for her 

decision to betray her father and country by aiding the Greek hero and in this respect she 

resembles her Euripidean counterpart, whose revenge plan against Jason is not dictated by a god, 

but is the product of her own plotting. In contrast to most other Euripidean plays Medea does not 

feature divine characters participating in the dramatic action, but the interference of the gods in 

the events is left to be conjectured by the audience.530 The deeds of all the characters in the play 

can thus be interpreted as the result of their own free will. The only direct divine intervention 

comes at the end of the play when Helios provides his flying chariot to his granddaughter Medea 

in order to enable her to escape to Athens. In fact it is Medea herself who assumes the status of a 

                                                           
528 Met. 7.12 nescioquis deus obstat. 
 
529 Kenney 2011, v. 7.12. 
 
530 ἔὁὄΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea see Mastronarde 2002, 32-34 and 2010, 153-206. 
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semi-divine being by means of her position on the crane and by fulfilling some typical functions 

of a dea ex machina, such as the pronouncement of prophecies concerning the fate of human 

characters and the future establishment of a ritual.   

 A few lines below Ovid’ὅΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝἷxhὁὄtὅΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝ tὁΝἴἳὀiὅhΝthἷΝἸlἳmἷὅΝὁἸΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝἸὄὁmΝ

her heart, but once again professes her inability to do so due to the effect of a strange power, 

namely the power of love, which drags her along against her will.531 Furthermore, in refutation of 

hἷὄΝ ἵὁmpuὀἵtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ἳἴἳὀἶὁὀΝ hἷὄΝ ἵὁuὀtὄy’ὅΝ ἶiviὀitiἷὅ,Ν iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἸὁllὁwΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ tὁΝἕὄἷἷἵἷ,Ν ὅhἷΝ

maintains that the greatest god of all (i.e. Cupid) has taken possession of her.532 This rhetorical 

self-representation of Medea as a helpless victim of Cupid, so as to convince herself to help 

Jἳὅὁὀ,ΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyέΝἦhἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝἵlἳimὅΝ

that she and the gods have contrived together the plan of murdering the children, in order to steel 

herself for her revenge as well as share with the gods the responsibility of her impending horrible 

deed.533 ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,ΝjuὅtΝἳὅΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵitἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵὁmpliἵityΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝ

read as a rhetorical device by which she aims to persuade herself to commit infanticide,534 

likewise her Ovidian counterpart masks her own passion for Jason as a feeling forcibly instilled 

in her by Cupid, whom she portrays as an abstract divine force. What is more, the Ovidian 

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἳὅὅἷὄtiὁὀΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝiὅΝἵὁmpἷllἷἶΝἴyΝἑupiἶΝtὁΝἹivἷΝiὀΝtὁΝhἷὄ passion, may appropriate and 

ὄἷpuὄpὁὅἷΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἳὄἹumἷὀtΝ thἳtΝhἷΝὁwἷὅΝ littlἷΝἹὄἳtituἶἷΝ tὁΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝ itΝwἳὅΝ

                                                           
531 Met. 7.17-20 excute uirgineo conceptas pectore flammas, / si potes, infelix. si possem, sanior essem. / sed trahit 
inuitam noua uis, aliudque cupido, / mens aliud suadet. 
 
532 Met. 7.51-52 deosque / et natale solum uentis ablata relinquam?, 55 maximus intra me deus est). Kenney (2011, 
vέΝἅέἃἃ)Ν ὄἷmἳὄkὅΝ thἳtΝ thiὅΝ ὀὁtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἶiviὀἷΝpὁὅὅἷὅὅiὁὀΝἵἳὀΝ ἳlὅὁΝἴἷΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝpὄἷviὁuὅΝ tὄἷἳtmἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ,Ν
namely in Heroides 12 (211-212 uiderit ista deus, qui nunc mea pectora uersat! / nescioquid certe mens mea maius 
agit) and in his lost tragedy (fr. 2 feror huc illuc uae plena deo).  
 
533 Med. 1013-1ί1ἂ…Νkg漕kg け責と しiて拙 /  せ刃け節 せgせ蒼なΝlとてちて漕j'Ν厨たさぬgちさjうたさちέ 
 
534 Mastronarde 2002, 33. 
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not of her own accord that she offered her aid to him, but it was Eros who forced her to save 

him.535  

The first question which Medea addresses to herself is one of ostensible naivety: she 

wonders whether what she feels is love.536 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝhἷὄἷΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝ

tὁΝ hἷὄΝ ἠuὄὅἷΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHippolytus, who asks what is meant when they say people are in 

love.537 In both cases the question is in fact rhetorical. Phaedra is fully conscious of what erotic 

passion is, since she has been tormented by it from the beginning of the play and her inquiry 

merely reflects her reluctance to reveal her illicit love for her stepson, which she does divulge a 

few moments later.538 Likewise Medea knows perfectly well that she is desperately in love with 

Jason, as is evidenced by her self-exhortation a few lines below to expel passion from her heart 

(7.17). Hence, both heroines display an apparent ignorance and inexperience regarding the 

matters of love, which is however only a façade concealing their actual awareness of their 

passion.539 This characterization of the Ovidian Medea as mindful of her love at the very 

beginning of her soliloquy contrasts sharply with the portrayal of her Apollonian counterpart, 

who goes through a slow and gradual realization of her passion for Jason, progressing from 

incomprehension of her emotional state (3.464-470) to recognition of her feelings for the Greek 

                                                           
535 Met. 7.12 nescioquis deus obstat, 19 sed trahit inuitam noua uis; Med. 529-ἃἁ1Ν [Ν…]Ν刃そそ’Ν 厨ヾかlしてちてな / そふけてな 
hすiそしi宋ち 斉な 翠とのな j' 遂ちうけせgjiち / kふつてすなΝ刃lへせkてすなΝkて盛た摂ちΝ厨せj蒼jgすΝhえたgなέ 
 
536 Met. 7.12-13 […] mirumque nisi hoc est, / aut aliquid certe simile huic, quod amare uocatur. 
 
537 Hipp. 347-348 fg. kか kて漕し' 整 h碩 そえけてにjすち 刃ちしとほヾてにな 厨と塑ちἉ / ぉとέΝ瑞hすjkてち,Ν惜Νヾg宋,Νkg盛k摂ちΝ刃そけiすちふちΝし'Ν尽たgΝ(ἥἷἷΝ
Bömer 1976, v. 7.13; Kenney 2008, 373).  
 
538 Barrett 1964, v. 347; Halleran 1995; v. 347. 

539 Kenney (2011, vv. 7.13-14) rἷmἳὄkὅΝthἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝpὅἷuἶὁ-innocence (7.12-14 mirumque nisi hoc est, / aut aliquid 
certe simile huic, quod amare uocatur. / nam cur iussa patris nimium mihi dura uidentur?) also echoes the elegiac 
lover-poet of Amores 1.2, who feigns ignorance regarding his feelings (1-2 esse quid hoc dicam, quod tam mihi dura 
videntur / strata…Ἅ).  
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hero (636-644) and finally to painful indecision whether or not to give him the magic drugs 

(3.771-801).540     

Medea is not only conscious of her passion for Jason, but she is also fully cognizant of 

the moral culpability of the action she is about to undertake. This ethical self-awareness is 

crystallized in the famous Ovidian sententia: uideo meliora proboque, / deteriora sequor (7.20-

21). The Colchian maiden recognizes what is the right thing to do, namely remain loyal to her 

father and homeland, and even approves of it, but despite this realization she makes the wrong 

choice by offering her assistance to Jason. The first course of action is dictated by her sense of 

reason and the latter by her erotic passion, which as we have seen above are driving her to 

opposite directions (7.19-20). Medea displays the same self-awareness in her meeting with Jason 

just before she commits the transgression of giving him the magic drugs. She claims that she is 

not deceived by her ignorance of the truth, but by her love, namely she deliberately does what 

she perceives is wrong by succumbing to her passion.541 This portrayal of Medea differentiates 

her from her Apollonian counterpart, who, as soon as she takes the decision to help Jason, does 

not waver from her plan, nor does she demonstrate cognizance of the moral reprehensibility of 

her actions.542  

ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝhἷiἹhtἷὀἷἶΝὅἷὀὅἷΝὁἸΝmὁὄἳlΝὅἷlἸ-consciousness is instead evocative 

of the Medea of Euripides.543 The Euripidean protagonist concludes her final monologue before 

the murder of her children with the assertion that she is aware of the harmful deed she is about to 

                                                           
540 Cecchin 1997, 82-83. 
 
541 Met. 7.92-93 quid faciam uideo, nec me ignorantia ueri / decipiet, sed amor. 
 
542 Binroth-Bank 1994, 71-72. 
 
543 Anderson 1972, vv. 7.19-20; Binroth-Bank 1994, 40-41; Newlands 1997, 182-183. 
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perform, but also realizes that her anger overpowers her rational plan of sparing her sons.544 Both 

heroines experience an emotional condition reminiscent of the Aristotelian state of akrasia, 

which has been defined as ἳΝ“pἳὄἳlyὅiὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝwill,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἳΝmὁὄἳlΝἳἹἷὀtΝἵὁὄὄἷἵtlyΝpἷὄἵἷivἷὅΝthἷΝ

‘ἴἷttἷὄ’Ν ἵὁuὄὅἷΝ ἴutΝ ἸἳilὅΝ tὁΝ ἳἵtΝ ὁὀΝ it”έ545 ἦhuὅ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀtἷxtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pἳttἷὄὀΝ ὁἸΝ “ὄἷἵἳlliὀἹΝ ἳὀἶΝ

ἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwiὀἹ”ΝthἳtΝwἷΝὀὁtἷἶΝἳἴὁvἷ,ΝthἷΝyὁuὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝἸὁllὁwΝthἷΝἷὄὄὁὀἷὁuὅΝἵὁuὄὅἷΝ

of action in spite of her awareness of the righteous one evokes her Euripidean counterpart, but at 

thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ itΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἷxplἳiὀὅΝ thἷΝ ὁὄiἹiὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ mἳtuὄἷΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἵhὁiἵἷὅέ546 The 

Ovidian Medea also echoes the moral self-ἳwἳὄἷὀἷὅὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νἢhἳἷἶὄἳ,ΝwhὁΝuὀἶἷὄἹὁἷὅΝἳὀΝ

analogous struggle between reason and passion.547 The Euripidean heroine maintains that people 

perceive the righteous course of action, but fail to follow it either out of slothfulness or because 

they give precedence to a pleasing activity.548 

A compelling reason cited by Medea in order to persuade herself to grant her magical aid 

to Jason consists in imagining what terrible lot awaits the Greek hero in the event that she does 

not help him. The Colchian princess foresees that without her succor Jason will be incinerated by 

the fire-breathing bulls, engage in fatal combat with the earth-born warriors, or be sacrificed as a 

defenseless prey to the monstrous serpent.549 Ovid appropriates and transforms here the topos of 

thἷΝ lὁvἷὄ’ὅΝ iὀἹὄἳtituἶἷ,Ν ἳἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ whiἵhΝ thἷΝ ἳἴἳὀἶὁὀἷἶΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ upἴὄἳiἶὅΝ hἷὄΝ uὀἹὄἳtἷἸulΝ
                                                           
544 Med. 1078-1080 せg拙 たgちしうちの た跡ち て世g hと塑ち たえそその せgせう, / しにた摂な h跡 せとiかjjのち k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち くてにそiにたうkのち, / 晴jヾiと 
たiけかjkのち g澄kすてな せgせ蒼ち くとてkて宋な. 
 
545 Nugent 2008, 155-159.   
 
546 Schmitzer 2003, 33-34; Curley 2013, 144. 
 
547 Bömer 1976, v. 7.21; Kenney 2011, vv. 7.20-21. 

548 Hipp. 380-383 k責 ぬとおjk' 厨ヾすjkうたijしg せg拙 けすけちほjせてたiち, / て盛せ 厨せヾてちて漕たiち h’,Νて頗 た跡ち 刃とけかgな 西ヾて, / て頗 h' 酔hてち碩ち 
ヾとてしえちkiな 刃ちk拙 kて漕 せgそて漕 / 甚そそさちΝkすち’Ν[…]έ 

549 Met. 7.29-31 at nisi opem tulero, taurorum adflabitur ore / concurretque suae segeti, tellure creatis / hostibus, aut 
auido dabitur fera praeda draconi. 
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beloved by reminding him of the services she has rendered him. In particular, the Ovidian Medea 

echoes and inverts both her Euripidean and Apollonian models, both of whom recount to Jason 

the assistance they offered him in his trials, so as to rebuke him for his forgetfulness and lack of 

reciprocity.550 Hence, the enumeration of past services by the Medeas of Euripides and 

Apollonius, which functions as ammunition for reproaching Jason for his ingratitude, is 

converted by the Ovidian Medea into an argument aimed at convincing herself to offer her 

assistance to the Greek hero.551 

Another rhetorical technique by which Medea attempts to persuade herself to help Jason 

is self-reproach. She claims that if she lets the Greek hero perish while performing the trials, she 

willΝἴἷΝpὄὁvἷΝtὁΝἴἷΝἳὅΝὅἳvἳἹἷΝἳὅΝἳΝtiἹὄἷὅὅ’ΝpὄὁἹἷὀyΝἳὀἶΝἳὅΝpitilἷὅὅΝἳὅΝiἸΝhἷὄΝhἷἳὄtΝwἳὅΝmἳἶἷΝὁutΝὁἸΝ

iron and stone.552 Ovid is playfully alluding here to the rhetorical topos in which an unfaithful 

lover or friend is branded as a monster or the offspring of a wild animal.553 The commonplace 

has a long tradition, tὄἳἵiὀἹΝἴἳἵkΝitὅΝὁὄiἹiὀὅΝtὁΝἢἳtὄὁἵluὅ’ΝὄἷἴukἷΝὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝIliad (16.33-

35).554 The immediate model of the Metamorphoses pἳὅὅἳἹἷΝ iὅΝ ἒiἶὁ’ὅΝ ὄἷpὄimἳὀἶΝ ὁἸΝ χἷὀἷἳὅ,Ν

                                                           
550 Med. 476-482 帥jのjうΝj',Ν斉なΝ澄jgjすちΝ炊そそおちのちΝ晴jてすΝήΝkg盛k摂ち jにちiすjえくさjgち 迅とけ蒼すてち jせうlてな, /  ヾiたlしえちkg kgへとのち 
ヾにとヾちふのち 厨ヾすjkうkさち / こiへけそgすjす せg拙 jヾiとて漕ちkg しgちうjすたてち けへさち┳ / hとうせてちkう し', 整な ヾうけぬとにjてち 刃たヾえぬのち hえとてな 
/ jヾiかとgすなΝ帥jのすこiΝヾてそにヾそふせてすなΝ甚にヾちてなΝ隻ち,ΝήΝ せkiかちgj' 刃ちえjぬてち jてす lうてな jのkおとすてち, Arg. 4.362-ἁἄἅ…kさそふしすΝh'Νて澄さΝήΝ
そにけと訴jすちΝ せgk責Ν ヾふちkてちΝ 尽た'Ν 刃そせにふちijjすΝ lてとi漕たgす,Ν / j蒼ち 推ちiせiち せgたうkのち, 摺ちg たてす jふてな 刃たlか ki くてにjかち / 刃たlか ki 
けさけiちえijjすち 刃ちgヾそおjiすgな 刃えしそてにな┳ / 西jkgkてち g誠 せg拙 せ蒼gな, 厨ヾiか k’Ν厨ヾうすjkてち 厨kへぬしさ, / i世そiな 厨た訴 たgkか素 (See Binroth-
Bank 1994, 54).  
 
551 The Medea of the Metamorphoses also evokes and reverses her elegiac antecedent in Heroides 12, who reminds 
Jason that without her help he would have perished in the tests (15-18 isset anhelatos non praemedicatus in ignes 
/ immemor Aesonides oraque adusta boum; / semina iecisset totidem sevisset et hostes, / ut caderet cultu cultor ab 
ipse suo!) and derives pleasure from reprimanding her ungrateful lover (21-22 est aliqua ingrato meritum exprobrare 
voluptas. / hac fruar; haec de te gaudia sola feram, Med. 473-ἂἅἂΝ厨けほΝkiΝけ責とΝそえつgjg せてにlすjしおjてたgす / ねにぬ碩ち せgせ蒼なΝ
j跡 せg拙Νj設ΝそにヾおjさすΝせそへのち)έΝ 

552 Met. 7.32-33 hoc ego si patiar, tum me de tigride natam, / tum ferrum et scopulos gestare in corde fatebor. 
 
553 Curley 2013, 151. 

554 Another well-kὀὁwὀΝἷxἳmplἷΝiὅΝχὄiἳἶὀἷ’ὅΝἵἷnsure of Theseus in Catullus 64 (154-156 quaenam te genuit sola 
sub rupe leaena, / quod mare conceptum spumantibus exspuit undis, / quae Syrtis, quae Scylla rapax, quae vasta 
Charybdis). 
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when she discovers his plan to sail away and abandon her.555 The Carthaginian queen rejects the 

ἦὄὁjἳὀΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝἸὄὁmΝVἷὀuὅΝἳὀἶΝχὀἵhiὅἷὅΝἳὀἶΝtἳuὀtiὀἹlyΝὅuἹἹἷὅtὅΝthἳt he is the offspring 

of Mt. Caucasus and was nurtured by fierce tigers.556 ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,ΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”ΝthἷΝ

Virgilian intertext by having his Medea launch the accusation of inhuman cruelty not to her 

lover, but to herself, in order to goad herself to succor Jason.557 

Apart from the Aeneid, however, ἡviἶΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἶὄἳmἳ,Ν whἷὄἷΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

ferocity and ruthlessness is conveyed by an analogous imagery throughout the play. In the 

pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝthἷΝἠuὄὅἷΝἵὁmpἳὄἷὅΝthἷΝlἳmἷὀtiὀἹΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝuὀὄἷὅpὁὀὅivἷὀἷὅὅΝtὁΝhἷὄΝἸὄiἷὀἶὅ’ΝἳἶviἵἷΝtὁΝ

thἷΝ“ἶἷἳἸὀἷὅὅ”ΝὁἸΝἳΝὄὁἵkΝὁὄΝἳΝὅἷἳΝwἳvἷΝἳὀἶΝὄἷpὁὄtὅΝthἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἹἳὐἷὅΝἳtΝthἷΝὅἷὄvἳὀtὅ,ΝwhὁΝtὄyΝtὁΝ

speak to her, with the glance of a bull or lioness.558 χἸtἷὄΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅΝἷxἵlἳimΝ

that she is made out of stone or iron to have been able to commit such a cruel deed.559 Finally, in 

the exodos Jason reviles Medea for the murder of their children by likening her to a lioness and 

the monster Scylla.560 What is surprising, however, is that Medea sarcastically accepts her 

husband’ὅΝvitupἷὄἳtiὁὀ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὅhἷΝhἳὅΝἳἵhiἷvἷἶΝhἷὄΝἹὁἳlΝὁἸΝtἳkiὀἹΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀΝhim.561 Thus, the 

young Medea of the Metamorphoses, who is willing to brand herself as a savage beast for not 

                                                           
555 Bömer 1976, vv. 7.32-33; Kenney 2008, 374; Kenney 2011, vv. 7.32-33. 
 
556 Aen. 4.365-367 nec tibi diua parens generis nec Dardanus auctor, / perfide, sed duris genuit te cautibus horrens / 
Caucasus Hyrcanaeque admorunt ubera tigres. 

557 ἐiὀὄὁthΝἐἳὀkΝ1λλἂ,Νἃἁ,ΝὀέΝ1ἁἁέΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷpiἵΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳlὅὁΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἳὀἶΝiὀvἷὄtὅΝhἷὄΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝἷlἷἹiac predecessor, who 
accuses Jason of having a heart made of iron (Her. 12.183-184 quodsi forte preces praecordia ferrea tangunt, / nunc 
animis audi verba minora meis).  

558 Med. 28-29 …Ν斉な h跡 ヾえkとてな 錐 しgそうjjすてな / せそへhのち 刃せてへiす ちてにしikてにたえちさ lかそのち, 187-189 せgかkてす kてせうhてな hえとけたg 
そigかちさな / 刃ヾてkgにとて漕kgす hたのjかち, 晴kgち kすな / た漕してち ヾとてlえとのち ヾえそgな 成とたさし蘇す. 
 
559 Med. 1279-1281 kうそgすち', 斉な 甚と' 髄jしg ヾえkとてな 錐 jかhgとてな / 尽kすな kえせちのち / 整ち 帥kiせiな 甚とてkてち g盛kふぬiすとす  / たてかとgす 
せkiちi宋な. 
 
560 Med. 1342-1343 そえgすちgち, て盛 けにちg宋せg, k蘇な ぉにとjさちかhてな / ぇせへそそさな 帥ぬてにjgち 刃けとすのkえとgち lへjすち. 
 
561 Med. 1358-1360 ヾと摂な kg漕kg せg拙 そえgすちgち, i菅 くてへそさす, せうそiす / [せg拙 ぇせへそそgち 錘 ぉにとjさち摂ち 隻すせさjiち ヾえhてち]┳ / k蘇な j蘇な 
け責と 斉な ぬと蘇ち せgとhかgな 刃ちしさねうたさち. 
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aiding Jason, echoes and inverts her mature Euripidean counterpart, who after having perpetrated 

the ghastly act of infanticide readily adopts the label of a merciless wild animal.562  

When Medea seems to have resolved on helping Jason in his trials (7.37-38), she is 

suddenly seized by fearful anxiety. She is afraid that despite saving the Greek hero from death he 

is going to sail to Greece without her and marry another woman, while she remains in Colchis 

ἳὀἶΝὅuἸἸἷὄὅΝἳΝἶiὄἷΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝἴἷtὄἳyiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἸἳthἷὄέΝἦhἷΝmἳiἶἷὀ’ὅΝἴlἷἳkΝviὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἸutuὄἷΝ

elicits her passionate outburst and ὅhἷΝwiὅhἷὅΝἸὁὄΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝἳὅΝpἷὀἳltyΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝiὀἹὄἳtituἶἷέ563 

The Metamorphoses passage engages in a complex allusive dialogue with its Euripidean and 

χpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅέΝ ἔiὄὅtΝ ὁἸΝ ἳll,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἶὄἷἳἶΝ thἳtΝ JἳὅὁὀΝmἳyΝ lἷἳvἷΝ hἷὄΝ ἴἷhiὀἶΝ tὁΝ uὀἶἷὄἹὁΝ

retribution at the hands of king Aeetes recalls the terror of her Apollonian predecessor in 

Argonautica 4 at the thought of being surrendered by the Argonauts to the pursuing Colchians 

ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷtuὄὀiὀἹΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ hὁmἷlἳὀἶΝ tὁΝ ὅuἸἸἷὄΝ hἷὄΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝ puὀiὅhmἷὀt.564 On the other hand, the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἸἷἳὄΝὁἸΝἴἷiὀἹΝἶἷὅἷὄtἷἶΝἴyΝJἳὅὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝwὁmἳὀΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”ΝthἷΝἳttituἶἷΝὁἸΝ

Medea in Book 3 of the Argonautica, who wishes that the Greek hero may become another 

wὁmἳὀ’ὅΝ huὅἴἳὀἶΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ ἵὁuὀtὄy,Ν whilἷΝ ὅhἷΝ ἳἶhἷὄἷὅΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ viὄἹiὀity and remains in her 

homeland.565 Moreover, in contrast to the Apollonian Medea, who hopes that Jason may depart 

for Greece without her and she herself commit suicide in order to avoid disgrace before the eyes 

                                                           
562 Curley 2013, 152. 

563 Met. 7.38-43  prodamne ego regna parentis /atque ope nescioquis seruabitur aduena nostra / 
ut per me sospes sine me det lintea uentis / uirque sit alterius, poenae Medea relinquar? / si facere hoc aliamue potest 
praeponere nobis, / occidat ingratus! 

564 Arg. 4.379-381 ヾ蒼な 摺つてたgす 星たたgkg ヾgkとふなἉ / 髄 たうそ' 厨にせそiすおな. kかちg h' て盛 kかjすち 遂跡 くgとi宋gち / 甚kさち て盛 jたにけiと蒼な 
hiすち蒼ち 西ヾiと て世g 帥てとけg / 性kそおjの, j設 hえ せiち しにたさhえg ちふjkてち 推そてすてἉ 

565 Arg. 3.639-640 たちうjしの 逗摂ちΝせgk責Νh蘇たてちΝ迅ぬgすかhg kさそふしすΝせてへとさち, / 甚たたす h跡 ヾgとしiちかさ ki たえそてす せg拙 h蒼たg kてせおのち 
(See Bömer 1976, v. 7.41; Kenney 2011, v. 7.40-43). 
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of her people, the prospect of Jason abandoning hἷὄΝiὀΝἑὁlἵhiὅΝtὄiἹἹἷὄὅΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝἳΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝ

ἸὁὄΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝὁwὀΝΝἶἷἳthέ566  

χpἳὄtΝἸὄὁmΝἷvὁkiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἘἷllἷὀiὅtiἵΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳlὅὁΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝhἷὄΝ

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmὁἶἷlέΝἦὁΝἴἷἹiὀΝwith,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅuὅpiἵiὁὀΝthἳtΝJἳὅὁὀΝmἳyΝἸὁὄὅἳkἷΝher for 

another woman foreshadows the situation in the Euripidean play, where the Greek hero does in 

fact abandon Medea in order to marry the Corinthian princess.567 ἦhἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝ mἳiἶἷὀ’ὅΝ

reluctance to commit treason against her father lest she is left behind by Jason and punished for 

her treachery anticipates the tragic state of aporia in which the Euripidean Medea finds herself: 

ὅhἷΝiὅΝἸullyΝἳwἳὄἷΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝἵἳὀὀὁtΝὄἷtuὄὀΝtὁΝhἷὄΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝkiὀἹἶὁm,ΝwhiἵhΝὅhἷΝἴἷtὄἳyἷἶΝἸὁὄΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

sake.568 Furthermore, her wish for Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝἳὅΝἳΝὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝiὀἹὄἳtituἶἷΝἳὀἶΝiὀἸiἶἷlityΝ

mἳyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ iὀitiἳlΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ plὁtΝ ὁἸΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁΝ ἳlὁὀἹΝ

with Creon and his daughter ἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝpἷὄhἳpὅΝtὁΝhἷὄΝpὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳth iὀΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝ

exodos by being struck on the head by a remnant of the Argo.569 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸἳὀtἳὅyΝ

ἳlὅὁΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ vἷὄyΝ ἵlὁὅἷlyΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν pὄἳyἷὄΝ ἸὁὄΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ἳὅΝ puὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ

dishonoring his loved ones, namely his wife and his children.570 The evocation ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν

wὁὄἶὅΝ ἴyΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ ἵἳὀΝ ἴἷΝ ἷxplἳiὀἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀΝ ἸὄἷὃuἷὀtlyΝ

assume the viewpoint of Medea in the play, expressing ideas and sentiments corresponding to 

                                                           
566 Arg. 3.786-789 [ …]Ν成 h' 厨た訴 菅ふkさkす jgのしiかな  / 刃jせさしおな, 摺ちg て頗 しにた藻 lかそてち, 帥ちしg ちえてすkて┳ / g盛k責と 厨け節ち g盛k蘇たgと, 
晴k' 厨つgちへjiすiち 甚iしそてち, / kiしちgかさち […]έ 

567 Anderson 1972, v. 7.40; Kenney 2008, 37; Binroth-Bank 1994, 52. 

568 Med. 502-503 ち漕ち ヾて宋 kとうヾのたgすἉ ヾふkiとg ヾと摂な ヾgkと摂な hふたてにな, / て声な jて拙 ヾとてhて漕jg せg拙 ヾうkとgち 刃lすせふたさちἉ (See 
Curley 2013, 148). 
 
569 Med. 376-378  […]Νkおちh'Ν厨l蘇せiちΝ酔たえとgちΝή たi宋ちgかΝた',Ν厨ちΝ崇すΝkとi宋なΝk蒼ちΝ厨た蒼ちΝ厨ぬしと蒼ちΝちiせとて設な /  しおjの, ヾgkえとg ki せg拙 
せふとさち ヾふjすち k' 厨たふち, 1386-1388 j設 h', 席jヾiと i菅せふな, せgkしgち蘇す せgせ摂な せgせ蒼な, / 迅とけて漕な せうとg j摂ち そiすねうちのす 
ヾiヾそさけたえちてな, / ヾすせと責な kiそiにk責な k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち けうたのち 菅hほち. 
 
570 Med. 659-662 刃ぬうとすjkてな 星そてすし’ 晴kのす ヾうとijkすち / た碩 lかそてにな kすた塑ち せgしgと塑ち / 刃ちてかつgちkg せそ蘇すhg lとiち蒼ち┳ / 厨たて拙 た跡ち 
lかそてな て製ヾてk' 帥jkgす. 
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those of the protagonist. ἔiὀἳlly,ΝthἷΝyὁuὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝiὀἶiἹὀation at the thought that Jason could 

pὄἷἸἷὄΝ ἳὀὁthἷὄΝwὁmἳὀΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ iὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtὅΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴittἷὄΝ ὄἷἹὄἷtΝ

ἳἸtἷὄΝἴἷiὀἹΝiὀἸὁὄmἷἶΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝthἳtΝhἷΝἸὁὁliὅhlyΝpὄἷἸἷὄὄἷἶΝtὁΝmἳὄὄyΝhἷὄΝthἳὀΝἳΝἕὄἷἷkΝ

woman.571 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ lὁvἷὅiἵkΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝἶiὅpἷlὅ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝhἷὄΝ ἸἷἳὄὅΝὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴἷtὄἳyἳlΝἴyΝ

means of self-deception. She deludes herself that Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴἷἳutiἸulΝphyὅiἵἳlΝἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝmiὄὄὁὄὅΝ

his noble character and thus she need not be afraid of treachery or ingratitude on his part.572 The 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὀἳïvἷΝ pἷὄὅpἷἵtivἷΝ iὅΝ iὀΝ ἸἳἵtΝ ἳΝ ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷpuὄpὁὅiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝ

Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἸlἳttἷὄyΝtὁΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝmἳiἶἷὀΝthἳtΝhἷὄΝ lὁvἷlyΝphyὅiὃuἷΝὄἷἸlἷἵtὅΝ thἷΝἹἷὀtlἷΝkiὀἶὀἷὅὅΝὁἸΝ

her heart, in order to seduce her and thereby secure her magical aid.573 Thus, what in Apollonius 

is a fawning praise employed by Jason to persuade Medea to succor him in his trials is 

transformed by Ovid into a self-beguiling argument by means of which the Colchian maiden 

attempts to induce herself to offer her aid to the Greek hero.574 Moreover, it has been suggested 

thἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἹulliἴlἷΝwὁὄἶὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝMetamorphoses allude to and contrast with her Euripidean 

ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝ ἵὁmplἳiὀtΝ pἷὄtἳiὀiὀἹΝ tὁΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴἷtὄἳyἳl, that there is not a token on the human 

                                                           
571 Med. 1339-1341 て盛せΝ帥jkすちΝ瑞kすなΝkて漕k'Ν壬ちΝ炊そそさち拙なΝけにち碩Ν/ 帥kそさ ヾてし', 戚ち けi ヾとふjしiち 遂つかてにち 厨け節 / け蘇たgす jえ, せ蘇hてな 
厨ぬしと摂ち 性そえしとすふち k' 厨たてか. Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸἷἷliὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ὁutὄἳἹἷΝ ἳtΝ ἴἷiὀἹΝ ὄἷjἷἵtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἳὀὁthἷὄΝ wὁmἳὀΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ
ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘypὅipylἷ’ὅΝἵὁmplἳiὀtΝἳtΝ thἷΝὀἷwὅΝ thἳtΝJἳὅὁὀΝpὄἷἸἷὄὄἷἶΝ tὁΝὅhἳὄἷΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἴἷἶΝ thἳὀΝhἷὄΝ
own (Her. 6.131-132 hanc tamen, o demens Colchisque ablate uenenis, / diceris Hypsipyles praeposuisse toro). 

572 Met. 7.43-45 […] sed non is uultus in illo, / non ea nobilitas animo est, ea gratia formae, / ut timeam fraudem 
meritique obliuia nostri. 
 
573 Arg. 3.1006-1009 […]Ν 髄Ν け責とΝ 帥てすせgなΝ ή 厨せΝ たてとl蘇な 刃けgち訴jすちΝ 厨ヾさkiか素jす せiせうjしgすέΝ ή 戚なΝ lうkて,Ν せにhgかちのち┳Ν 酔Ν h'Ν
厨けせそすh摂ちΝ星jjiΝくgそて漕jgΝ/ ちiせkうとiてち たiかhさji, ぬへしさ hえ て頗 帥ちhてしす しにたふな. 

574 Binroth-Bank (1994, 53 n. 131) and Curley (2013, 150-51) remark that the Medea of the Metamorphoses echoes 
and at the same time ironically anticipates her elegiac counterpart in the Heroides, who rebukes herself for being 
ἵἳptivἳtἷἶΝἴyΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝlὁὁkὅΝἳὀἶΝἵὁὀὅἷὃuἷὀtlyΝἴἷἵὁmiὀἹΝἴliὀἶἷἶΝtὁΝhiὅΝἶupliἵityΝἳὀἶΝiὀἹὄἳtituἶἷΝ(Her. 12.11-12 cur 
mihi plus aequo flavi placuere capilli / et decor et linguae gratia ficta tuae?, 16 immemor Aesonides, 35-36 et 
formosus eras, et me mea fata trahebant; / abstulerant oculi lumina nostra tui).    
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body by which one ἵἳὀΝ ἶiὅἵἷὄὀΝ wiἵkἷἶΝ pἷὁplἷ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ thἳtΝ itΝ iὅΝ ὀὁtΝ pὁὅὅiἴlἷΝ tὁΝ iὀἸἷὄΝ ὁὀἷ’ὅΝ

character from their external appearance.575  

χὀὁthἷὄΝἳὄἹumἷὀtΝutiliὐἷἶΝἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝtὁΝἳllἳyΝhἷὄΝἸἷἳὄὅΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝpἷὄἸiἶyΝiὅΝthἳtΝshe will 

ask him to take a solemn oath of fidelity before the gods.576 Ovid expects the reader to discern 

thἷΝ iὄὁὀyΝ ὁἸΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἵὁὀἸiἶἷὀἵἷΝ thἳtΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ willΝ kἷἷpΝ hiὅΝ plἷἶἹἷΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ ἴyΝ ὄἷἵἳlliὀἹΝ thἷΝ

Euripidean and Apollonian intertexts.577 In the Argonautica, when Medea discovers that the 

Argonauts are planning to abandon her in order to escape the pursuing Colchians, she protests 

that Jason has forgotten about the oath he took in the name of Zeus.578 Likewise in Euripides 

Medea laments in the prologue that Jason by deserting her for the Corinthian princess has 

violated the plἷἶἹἷΝ hἷΝ mἳἶἷΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶὅΝ tὁΝ witὀἷὅὅΝ thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ

ingratitude.579 Moreover, later in the play during the agon with Jason she will accuse him 

directly of transgressing his oath to her and of scorning the gods who witnessed it.580  

Medea coὀἵluἶἷὅΝ thἷΝ ὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝ ἸἷἳὄὅΝ ἳἴὁutΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝuὀἸἳithἸulὀἷὅὅΝἴyΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳllyΝ

asking herself what she is afraid of, given that the situation is absolutely safe and by exhorting 

herself to proceed to action without delay.581 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅἷὀὅἷΝὁἸΝὅecurity is of course 

                                                           
575 Med. 518-519 刃ちhと蒼ちΝh'Ν晴kのすΝぬと碩Νk摂ちΝせgせ摂ちΝhすiすhえちgすΝήΝて盛hi拙なΝぬgとgせk碩とΝ厨たヾえlにせiΝjほたgkすἉΝ(ἥἷἷΝBinroth-Bank 
1994, 52-53). 
 
576 Met. 7.46-47 et dabit ante fidem cogamque in foedera testes / esse deos. 

577 Binroth-Bank 1994, 54. 

578 Arg. 4.358-ἁἃλ[…]Νヾて漕 kてす 〉す摂な 畝せijかてすて / 晴とせすg, ヾて漕 h跡 たiそすぬとg拙 精ヾてjぬijかgす くiくうgjすちἉ, 388 たうそg け責と たえけgち 
随そすkiな 晴とせてち. 
 
579 Med. 20-ἀἁΝ‒おhiすgΝh'Ν酔ΝhへjkさちてなΝ遂kすたgjたえちさΝή くて塑すΝた跡ちΝ晴とせてにな,Ν刃ちgせgそi宋Νh跡Νhiつす塑なΝή ヾかjkすち たiけかjkさち, せg拙 しiて設な 
たgとkへとikgす / て摺gな 刃たてすく蘇な 厨つ 瀬うjてちてな せにとi宋, 160-163 惜 たiけうそg eえたす せg拙 ヾふkちす' 諏とkiたす, / そiへjjiし' 尋 ヾうjぬの, 
たiけうそてすな 晴とせてすな / 厨ちhさjgたえちg k摂ち せgkうとgkてち / ヾふjすちἉ 
 
580 Med. 491-495 晴とせのち h跡 lとてへhさ ヾかjkすな, て盛h' 帥ぬの たgしi宋ち / i菅 しiて設な ちてたかこiすな kて設な kふk' て盛せ 甚とぬiすち 帥kす / 錐 せgすち責 
せi宋jしgす しえjたす' 刃ちしとほヾてすな k責 ち漕ち, / 厨ヾi拙 jへちてすjしう け' i菅な 帥た' て盛せ i製てとせてな 隻ち. 
 
581 Met. 7.47-48 quid tuta times? accingere et omnem / pelle moram! 
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illuὅὁὄyΝἳὀἶΝiὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”ΝthἷΝἸἷἳὄἸulΝpὄἷmὁὀitiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝἒiἶὁέ582 The omniscient narrator of 

the Aeneid ἵlἳimὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἑἳὄthἳἹiὀiἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀΝ hἳὅΝ ἵὁὄὄἷἵtlyΝ pἷὄἵἷivἷἶΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷhἳὀἶΝ χἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝΝ

impending treachery, namely his departure for Italy,  despite the seeming absence of danger and 

viἷwὅΝthiὅΝἸὁὄἷἴὁἶiὀἹΝἳὅΝἳΝὄἷἸlἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝlὁvἷὄ’ὅΝimpἷὄviὁuὅὀἷὅὅΝtὁΝtὄiἵkἷὄyέ583 ἡviἶ’ὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝὁὀΝ

the contrary, deceives herself with a specious feeling of safety, since the reader knows perfectly 

well that she is going to be betrayed by Jason in Corinth.584 

ἦhἷΝ ὀἷxtΝ ὅἷἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁlilὁὃuyΝ ἵὁὀὅiὅtὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ ἵlimἳἵtiἵΝ ὅἷὄiἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἸἳὀtἳὅiἷὅΝ

concerning her life with Jason in Greece, which function as yet another rhetorical argument by 

which she aims to convince hersἷlἸΝtὁΝἳiἶΝthἷΝhἷὄὁέΝἦhἷΝyὁuὀἹΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmὅΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝἸutuὄἷΝ

allude to the forthcoming events in the saga recounted in the Euripidean and Apollonian 

iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅΝἳὀἶΝἳὄἷΝἸὄἳuἹhtΝwithΝἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝiὄὁὀy,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝἸἳmiliἳὄityΝwithΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἕὄἷἷkΝmὁἶἷlὅΝἳlἷὄtὅΝ

the reader to the fact that they all constitute delusions, which will be tragically frustrated. 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝὄἷvἷὄiἷΝiὅΝthἳtΝJἳὅὁὀΝwillΝἸἷἷlΝἷtἷὄὀἳllyΝiὀἶἷἴtἷἶΝtὁΝhἷὄΝἸὁὄΝὄἷὅἵuiὀἹΝhimΝἳὀἶΝthἳtΝhἷΝ

will repay her by means of a solemn marriage.585 Another reward she expects to receive is to be 

celebrated by throngs of women throughout Greece as a divine savior of the Argonauts.586 Both 

fantasies are highly ironical, since they will not be fulfilled. In lieu of the ceremonious wedding 

the Ovidian heroine hopes for, a hasty and informal marriage will take place on the island of the 

Phaeacians in Argonautica 4.1128-1227, so that Medea may avoid capture by the Colchians.587 

                                                           
582 Kenney 2011 v. 7.41. 
 
583 Aen. 4.296-298 At regina dolos (quis fallere possit amantem?) / praesensit, motusque excepit prima futuros / 
omnia tuta timens. 
 
584 Binroth-Bank 1994, 55. 
 
585 Met. 7.48-49 tibi se semper debebit Iason, / te face sollemni iunget sibi. 
 
586 Met. 7.49-50 perque Pelasgas / seruatrix urbes matrum celebrabere turba. 
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This marriage is also fated to have a catastrophic conclusion, given that Jason will abandon 

Medea for thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νplἳyέ588 WhἳtΝ iὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳὅpiὄἳtiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ

ἹlὁὄyΝἳὄἷΝthwἳὄtἷἶΝlἳtἷὄΝiὀΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝἳἸtἷὄΝthἷΝχὄἹὁὀἳutὅ’ΝὄἷtuὄὀΝtὁΝἕὄἷἷἵἷΝthἷΝ

Thessalians hold festivities and make sacrificial offerings not in honor of Medea, but of the gods 

(7.159-162).589  

ἥἵhὁlἳὄὅΝhἳvἷΝὄἷmἳὄkἷἶΝthἳtΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἸἳὀtἳὅiἷὅΝἷἵhὁΝthἷΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

promises to Medea, in order to secure her aid. The Greek hero vows that he is going to repay her 

for her succor by making her his lawfully wedded wife.590 Furthermore, the hero assures her that 

she is going to become famous throughout Greece by the praise of the Argonauts and their 

female relatives and will be even honored as a goddess for saving the Argonautic expedition.591  

What has ὀὁtΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν iὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ wiὅhἸulΝ thiὀkiὀἹΝ

ἷvὁkἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷὅΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἳὄἹumἷὀtΝἴyΝwhiἵhΝhἷΝ ἳttἷmptὅΝ tὁΝ ὄἷἸutἷΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

claim that he owes gratitude to her. The hero maintains that she exaggerates the aid she offered 

him in his trials and deems Aphrodite the only savior of the Argonautic expedition, on the 

ἹὄὁuὀἶὅΝ thἳtΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὄἷὅἵuἷἶΝ himΝ uὀἶἷὄΝ thἷΝ ἵὁmpulὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓὄὁὅ’Ν ἳὄὄὁwὅέ592 In addition, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
587 Binroth-Bank 1994, 50-51. 
 
588 Anderson 1972, v. 7.49. 
 
589 Binroth-Bank 1994, 49 n. 111. 
 
590 Arg. 3.990 jて拙Ν h'Ν 壬ちΝ 厨け節Ν kiかjgすたすΝ ぬうとすち たikふヾすjしiちΝ 刃とのけ蘇な, 1128-1129 酔たえkiとてち h跡 そえぬてな しgそうたてすな 帥ちす 
せてにとすhかてすjすち / ヾてとjgちえiすな […] (See Bömer 1976, v. 7.49). 
 
591 Arg. 3.992-994 […]Ν戚な h跡 せg拙 戚そそてす / 瑞とのiな せそ組jてにjすち 厨な 炊そそうhg ちてjkおjgちkiな, / 酔とほのち k' 甚そてぬてす せg拙 たさkえとiな, 
1122-1127 i菅ΝhえΝせiちΝ随しigΝせi宋ちgΝせg拙Ν炊そそうhgΝけg宋gちΝ摺せさgす,ΝήΝkすたおijjg けにちgすつ拙 せg拙 刃ちhとうjすち g菅hてかさ ki / 帥jjigす, て頗 hえ 
ji ヾうけぬに しi摂ち 脆な ヾてとjgちえてにjすち, / て西ちiせg k蒼ち た跡ち ヾg宋hiな 精ヾふkとてヾてす て澄せgh' 摺せてちkて / j訴 くてにそ訴, k蒼ち h' g誠ki 
せgjかけちさkてか ki 帥kgす ki / せg拙 しgそiとて拙 せgせふkさkてな 甚hさち 厨jうのしiち 刃せて宋kgす┳ (See Anderson 1972, v. 7.50; Binroth-Bank 
1994, 50-51; Kenney 2011, vv. 7.49-50). 
 
592 Med. 526-ἃἁ1Ν厨け節Νh',Ν厨ヾiすh碩Νせg拙ΝそかgちΝヾにとけて宋なΝぬうとすち, / 【へヾとすち ちてたかこの k蘇な 厨た蘇な ちgにせそさとかgな / jほkiすとgち i寸ちgす しi蒼ち 
ki せ刃ちしとほヾのち たふちさち. / jて拙Νh'Ν帥jkす た跡ちΝちて漕なΝそiヾkふな┳Ν刃そそ'Ν厨ヾかlしてちてなΝή そふけてな hすiそしi宋ち 斉な 翠とのな j' 遂ちうけせgjiち. / kふつてすなΝ
刃lへせkてすなΝkて盛た摂ちΝ厨せj蒼jgすΝhえたgなέ 
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ἡviἶiἳὀΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳmἴitiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄὁiἵΝ ἸἳmἷΝ ἶivἷὄἹἷὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁf her Apollonian 

counterpart, who never expresses such aspirations, and is instead reminiscent of her Euripidean 

predecessor, who is eager to attain glory by means of her revenge on Jason.593  

Despite the enticing fantasies of a marriage with Jason and acquisition of renown in 

Greece, Medea seems momentarily to have compunctions about abandoning her family, ancestral 

gods, and homeland.594 She immediately, however, discards her misgivings by means of 

rhetorical arguments: she brands her father as savage, disdains her country as barbarous, 

considers her brother no obstacle to her departure due to his young age,595 has the support of her 

sister, and is possessed by the mightiest of all gods, Cupid.596 This contemptuous and dismissive 

attitude of the Ovidian heroine towards her relatives and fatherland deviates from the subsequent 

perspective of her Apollonian and Euripidean counterparts. When Medea finds out in the 

Argonautica that the Argonauts are pondering whether to surrender her to the Colchians, she 

bitterly regrets having deserted her country and parents, which were the most cherished things to 

                                                           
593 Med. 807-810 たさhiかなΝたiΝlgへそさちΝせ刃jしiち蘇ΝちてたすこえkのΝήΝたさh' 酔jにぬgかgち 刃そそ責 しgkえとてに kとふヾてに, / くgとi宋gちΝ厨ぬしとて宋なΝせg拙Ν
lかそてすjすちΝi盛たiち蘇┳ΝήΝk蒼ち け責と kてすてへkのち i盛せそiえjkgkてな くかてな. Ovid also depicts Medea as ambitious for heroic glory in 
Heroides 6, where Hypsipyle accuses her of attempting to overshadow Jason and take credit for his exploits (99-100 
adde quod ascribi factis procerumque tuisque / se iubet et titulo coniugis uxor obest). 

594 Met. 7.51-52 ergo ego germanam fratremque patremque deosque / et natale solum uentis ablata relinquam? 

595 In a marked departure from his Greek sources, Ovid suppresses in the Metamorphoses Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝ
brother Apsyrtus, sinἵἷΝ hἷΝ mἳkἷὅΝ ὀὁΝ ἳlluὅivἷΝ ἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἶἷἷἶΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ mὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὁmitὅΝ
ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ thἷΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ ἳἴὄiἶἹἷἶΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝχὄἹὁὀἳutὅ’Ν ὄἷtuὄὀΝ tὁΝἕὄἷἷἵἷΝ (ἅέ1ἃἃ-158). In the Argonautica 
Apsyrtus is a grown man pursuing the Argonauts at the head of the Colchian fleet, but is lured by Medea into an 
ambush and slaughtered by Jason (4.305-ἁἂἆ)έΝἙὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νplἳy,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄ,Ν
whὁΝ iὅΝ ὅtillΝ ἳΝ ἴὁy,Ν ἳtΝ thἷΝpἳlἳἵἷ’ὅΝ hἷἳὄthΝ iὅΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ἸlἳὅhἴἳἵkΝ ἷithἷὄΝἴyΝ thἷ rueful Medea (166-167) or by 
Jason, who employs it as rhetorical invective against her (1333-1335). The Roman poet, on the contrary, offers in 
other works of his an alternative version of the myth, in which Apsyrtus is a child taken hostage by Medea, who 
ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄὅΝhimΝἳὀἶΝὅἵἳttἷὄὅΝhiὅΝlimἴὅ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἶἷlἳyΝχἷἷtἷὅ’ΝpuὄὅuitΝὁἸΝthἷΝχὄἹὁὀἳutὅέΝΝἙὀΝHeroides 12 Medea 
repents killing her brother and wishes that she could share his fate (113-116), while in Heroides 6 Hypsipyle 
vituperates Medea for dismembering her brother and fears the same doom for her children if they fall at the 
ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝhἳὀἶὅΝ(1ἀλ-130 spargere quae fratris potuit lacerata per agros / corpora, pignoribus parceret illa meis?). 
ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἡviἶΝὁἸἸἷὄὅΝἳΝἸullΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝχpὅyὄtuὅ’Νsparagmos by Medea in Tristia 3.9. 

596 Met. 7.53-55 nempe pater saeuus, nempe est mea barbara tellus, / frater adhuc infans; stant mecum uota sororis, / 
maximus intra me deus est. 
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her, on account of her shameful desire for Jason.597 In an analogous fashion the Euripidean 

protagonist feels remorse for forsaking her homeland and family, seduced by the persuasive 

power of Jason, only to be abandoned by him in Greece for another woman.598
 

Medea solidifies her decision to leave her homeland behind by asserting that the benefits 

she is going to enjoy by accompanying Jason in Greece surpass her present life in Colchis.  

These privileges include the heroic fame of having rescued the Argonauts, the contact with a 

ἹlὁὄiὁuὅΝἳὀἶΝὅupἷὄiὁὄΝἵiviliὐἳtiὁὀ,ΝἳὀἶΝἳὀΝiὀtἷὀὅivἷΝ“tὄἳiὀiὀἹΝἵὁuὄὅἷ”ΝiὀΝἕὄἷἷkΝἵultuὄἷΝἳὀἶΝἳὄt.599 

The Ovidian heroine appropriates here the argument emplὁyἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν JἳὅὁὀΝ tὁΝ ὄἷἴutΝ

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵhἳὄἹἷΝὁἸΝiὀἹὄἳtituἶἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἳtΝhἷΝὄἷpἳiἶΝhἷὄΝἸὁὄΝὅἳviὀἹΝhiὅΝliἸἷΝἴyΝὄἷpuἶiἳtiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἸὁὄΝ

the Corinthian princess.600 In particular, the Euripidean hero asserts that the remuneration she has 

received exceeds by far the favors she bestowed upon him. He then proceeds to offer a catalogue 

of these benefits, which comprise residence in civilized Greece instead of barbarian Colchis, 

familiarity with justice, use of laws in place of violence, and attainment of renown throughout 

Greece for her magical skills.601 ἙὀΝἳἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝitΝiὅΝὀὁtἷwὁὄthyΝthἳtΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅἵὁὄὀἸulΝ

ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝhὁmἷlἳὀἶΝἳὅΝ“ἴἳὄἴἳὄὁuὅ”ΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝiὀἸἷὄiὁὄΝtὁΝἕὄἷἷἵἷ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝiὀἶuἵἷΝ

                                                           
597 Arg. 4.360-363 煽なΝ 厨け節Ν て盛Ν せgk責Ν せふjたてちΝ 刃ちgすhおk荘Ν 菅ふkさkすΝ ή ヾうkとさち ki せそえg ki たiけうとのち g盛kてへな ki kてせ蘇gな / 
ちてjlすjうたさち, kう たてす 髄iち 精ヾえとkgkg […]έ 

598 Med. 800-802 酔たうとkgちてち kふし' 酔ちかせ' 厨つiそかたヾgちてち / hふたてにな ヾgkとほすてにな, 刃ちhと摂な 衰そそさちてな そふけてすな / ヾiすjしi宋j’,Ν整な 
酔た宋ち j設ち しi蒼す kiかjiす hかせさち (See Binroth-Bank 1994, 50). 

599 Met. 7.55-58 non magna relinquam, / magna sequar: titulum seruatae pubis Achiuae / notitiamque loci melioris et 
oppida quorum / hic quoque fama uiget cultusque artesque uirorum. Anderson (1976, vv. 7.56-58) and Kenney 
(2011, v. 7.56) note that titulus ἳpἳὄtΝἸὄὁmΝitὅΝἸiἹuὄἳtivἷΝὅἷὀὅἷΝ“Ἱlὁὄy”ΝmἳyΝὄἷἸἷὄ here to a public inscription in honor 
of Medea in the form of pube Achiva servata or ob pubem Achivam servatam after the model of ob pubem servatam 
inscribed in Augustus corona civica.  

600 Reggi 1995, 123-124; Cecchin 1994, 84;  Kenney 2011, vv. 7.55-56 

601 Med. 534-541 たiかこの けi たえちkてす k蘇な 厨た蘇な jのkさとかgな / i澄そさlgな 錐 hえhのせgな, 斉な 厨け節 lとうjの. /  ヾと蒼kてち た跡ち 炊そそうh' 
刃ちk拙 くgとくうとてに ぬしてち摂な / けg宋gちΝせgkてすせi宋な せg拙ΝhかせさちΝ厨ヾかjkgjgすΝήΝ ちふたてすなΝkiΝぬと蘇jしgすΝた碩Νヾと摂なΝ菅jぬへてなΝぬうとすち┳ΝήΝヾうちkiな hえ 
j' 随すjしてちk' て誠jgち 衰そそさちiな jてl碩ち / せg拙 hふつgち 帥jぬiな┳ i菅 h跡 け蘇な 厨ヾ' 厨jぬうkてすな / 晴とてすjすち 隻すせiすな, て盛せ 壬ち 髄ち そふけてな jえしiち. 
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herself to abandon it, evokes the perspective of the Greek hero in Euripides, who often uses the 

lἳἴἷlΝ“ἴἳὄἴἳὄiἳὀ”ΝἳὅΝὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝiὀvἷἵtivἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ(ἃἁἄ,Ν1ἁἁί)έ602 ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅhiἸtΝὁἸΝ

viewpoint towards the end of her speech is reflected by her claim that she is going to seek 

“ἹὄἷἳtἷὄΝthiὀἹὅ”ΝἴyΝὅἳiliὀἹΝto Greece with Jason (7.55-56), which inverts her initial statement that 

ὅhἷΝiὅΝἹὁiὀἹΝtὁΝἸὁllὁwΝthἷΝ“wὁὄὅἷΝpἳth”ΝἶἷὅpitἷΝhἷὄΝἳwἳὄἷὀἷὅὅΝἳὀἶΝἳppὄὁἴἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴἷttἷὄΝὁὀἷΝ

(7.20-21).603 ἙὀΝὁthἷὄΝwὁὄἶὅ,Ν thἷΝyὁuὀἹΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἵὁlἶ-blooded calculation of the advantages to 

be gained by moving to Greece overcomes her earlier moral scruples to betray her family and 

homeland. 

ἦhἷΝἵlimἳxΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmὅΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝἸutuὄἷΝiὅΝhἷὄΝἷἵὅtἳtiἵΝviὅiὁὀΝthἳtΝwithΝJἳὅὁὀΝἳὅΝ

her husband she will be hailed as blessed and beloved of the gods and will eventually reach the 

stars.604 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝὅἷlἸ-addressed makarismos and apotheosis fantasy engage in a 

complex dialogue with its Euripidean, Apollonian, and Virgilian intertexts. To begin with, 

KἷὀὀἷyΝhἳὅΝὄἷmἳὄkἷἶΝthἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἷὀtiἵiὀἹΝwὁὄἶὅΝiὀΝthἷΝArgonautica, who 

adduces the mythological exemplum of Theseus and Ariadne in order to persuade the Colchian 

maiden to grant him her magical aid.605 The Greek hero recounts that after the Cretan princess 

helped Theseus, she sailed away with him and became dear to the gods, who rewarded her by 

transforming her into a constellation.606 He then goes on to promise Medea that she will receive 

                                                           
602 Binroth-Bank 1994, 50; Kenney 2011, v. 7.53. Cf. Heroides 12, where Medea accuses Jason of viewing her 
ἶἷὄiὅivἷlyΝἳὅΝἳΝ“ἴἳὄἴἳὄiἳὀ”Ν(1ίἃΝilla ego, quae tibi sum nunc denique barbara facta). 
 
603 Binroth-Bank 1994, 56.  

604 Met. 7.60-61 quo coniuge felix / et dis cara ferar et uertice sidera tangam. 
 
605 Kenney 2008, 378-379; Kenney 2011 v. 7.61.  
 
606 Arg. 3.1001-1004 k碩ち h跡 せg拙 g盛kて拙 / 刃しうちgkてす lかそgちkて, たえj荘 hえ て頗 g菅しえとす kえせたのと / 刃jkiとふiすな jkえlgちてな, kふち ki 
せそiかてにj' 迅とすうhちさな, / ヾうちちにぬてな て盛とgちかてすな 厨ちiそかjjikgす i菅hほそてすjすち. 
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the same remuneration from the gods, if she rescues the Argonautic expedition.607 Jasoὀ’ὅΝ

narrative is, however, deceptive, since he conveniently fails to mention that Ariadne was 

deserted by Theseus on Naxos and afterwards rescued by Dionysus, who made her his wife and 

ἶἷiἸiἷἶΝhἷὄέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝχὄiἳἶὀἷ’ὅΝἳἴἳὀἶὁὀmἷὀtΝἴyΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝ implicitly foreshadows 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὁwὀΝἴἷtὄἳyἳlΝἴyΝJἳὅὁὀΝiὀΝἑὁὄiὀthέΝἦhἷΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝmὁἶἷlΝthuὅΝὅἷὄvἷὅΝtὁΝ

ὅuἹἹἷὅtΝthἳtΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmΝὁἸΝἳpὁthἷὁὅiὅΝiὅΝὅἷlἸ-delusive, since she is destined to be 

deserted by the Greek hero and become an infamous infanticide.    

ぉhe Roman poet apart from reworking here his Hellenistic predecessor also alludes to 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyέΝΝἝὁὄἷΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳlly,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὁptimiὅtiἵΝhὁpἷΝthἳtΝthἳὀkὅΝtὁΝhἷὄΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝwithΝthἷΝ

Greek hero she will be deemed fortunate may echo thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅἳὄἶὁὀiἵΝἷulὁἹyΝὁἸΝ

Jason as an admirable and faithful husband, who has made her seem blessed in the eyes of Greek 

women.608 Furthermore, her misguided confidence that she will be praised as dear to the gods 

may evoke and reverse the ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷvilἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅΝἳΝἵὄἷἳtuὄἷΝhἳtἷἸulΝtὁΝἹὁἶὅΝ

and humans alike on account of the impious murder of her children.609 Finally, the Ovidian 

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmΝὁἸΝἳttἳiὀiὀἹΝhἷἳvἷὀΝwillΝἴἷΝiὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝὄἷἳliὐἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyΝ(ἳὅΝwἷllΝἳs 

in the ensuing narrative of the Metamorphoses), in which Medea will fly away from Corinth on a 

winged chariot bestowed upon her as a divine favor by Helios.610 Ἐἷὀἵἷ,Ν ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ

ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ hiὀtὅΝ thἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸἳὀtἳὅiἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ ἴliὅὅἸulΝmarriage and deification 

will be tragically thwarted.      

                                                           
607 Arg. 3.1005-1006 戚な せg拙 jて拙 しiふしiち ぬうとすな 帥jjikgす, i澄 せi jgほjiすな / kふjjてち 刃とすjkおのち 刃ちhと蒼ち jkふそてち. 
 
608 Med. 509-511 kてすけうと たi ヾてそそg宋な たgせgとかgち 炊そそさちかhのち / 帥しさせgな 刃ちk拙 k蒼ちhi┳ しgにたgjk摂ち hえ ji ήΝ帥ぬの ヾふjすち せg拙Ν
ヾすjk摂ちΝ酔Νkうそgすち'Ν厨けほέ 
 
609 Met. 1323-1324 惜 た宋jてな, 惜 たえけすjkてち 厨ぬしかjkさ けへちgす / しiて宋な ki せ刃たて拙 ヾgちkか k' 刃ちしとほヾのち けえちiす. 
 
610 Kenney 2008, 379. 
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ἜἳὅtΝἴutΝὀὁtΝlἷἳὅt,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmΝὁἸΝἳἵhiἷviὀἹΝἶἷiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Νἒiἶὁ’ὅΝὄἷpὄὁἳἵhΝtὁΝ

Aeneas that because of him she lost her modesty and earlier repute, which was her only path to 

posthumous apotheosis.611 Unlike the Virgilian heroine, for whom the relationship with Aeneas 

ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝὁἸΝἶἷἸἳmἳtiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝἶiὅἹὄἳἵἷ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἶἷἷmὅΝhἷὄΝἸutuὄἷΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝwithΝ

Jason as a blessing, which will confer upon her happiness, renown, and divine status.612 The 

allusion to the Virgilian intertext, however, alerts the reader to the fact that Medea, like Dido, is 

not going to fulfill her longing to reach the stars.  

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷvἷὄiἷΝὁἸΝἳΝἴliὅὅἸulΝἸutuὄἷΝwithΝJἳὅὁὀΝiὅΝὅuἶἶἷὀlyΝiὀtἷὄὄuptἷἶΝἴyΝhἷὄΝἸἷἳὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

dangers lurking in the return voyage to Iolcus, namely Scylla, Charybdis, and the Clashing 

Rocks (7.62-65). She immediately dismisses these anxieties by imagining herself held safely in 

the arms of her husband (7.68-70). The characterization of Jason as her spouse triggers yet 

another unexpected change of viewpoint, since Medea becomes aware that all this time she has 

been under the spell of a self-delusion: she has labeled her imagined illicit relationship with 

Jason, which constitutes a betrayal of her father and homeland, as a lawful wedding, in order to 

conceal her transgression from herself.613 ἥἵhὁlἳὄὅΝ hἳvἷΝ ὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

ὄἷἳliὐἳtiὁὀΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳὀΝiὄὁὀiἵΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἷpiἵΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἵὁmmἷὀtΝiὀΝthἷΝAeneid that Dido 

calls her relationship with Aeneas a marriage, thereby masking her offense with a specious 

name.614 There are, however, significant differences between the two passages, which derive 

ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ ἡviἶΝ hἳὅΝ ὅuἴὅtitutἷἶΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅuἴjἷἵtivἷΝ pἷὄὅpἷἵtivἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ

                                                           
611 Aen. 4.321-323 […] te propter eundem / exstinctus pudor et, qua sola sidera adibam, / fama prior […]) (See 
Kenney 2011 v. 7.61). 

612 Binroth-Bank 1994, 55. 

613 Met. 7.69-70 coniugiumne putas speciosaque nomina culpae / imponis, Medea, tuae?. 
 
614 Aen. 4.171-172 nec iam furtiuum Dido meditatur amorem: /  coniugium uocat, hoc praetexit nomine culpam) 
(See Cecchin 1997, 85; Kenney 2008, 379; Kenney 2011, vv. 7.69-70).  
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naὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝviἷwpὁiὀtέΝἔiὄὅtΝὁἸΝἳll,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtΝἳΝἵlἷἳὄΝἵὁἹὀiὐἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἸἳultΝ

and a victory of reason over her furor,Ν thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ ὄἷmἳὄkΝ iὀΝ ViὄἹilΝ iὀἶiἵἳtἷὅΝ ἒiἶὁ’ὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-

deception and blindness due to her passion for Aeneas.615 Moreover, thἷΝἷpiἵΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝὁἴjἷἵtivἷΝ

mὁὄἳlΝ ἵὄitiἵiὅmΝ ὁἸΝ ἒiἶὁΝ iὅΝ ὄἷplἳἵἷἶΝ ἴyΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-condemnation.616 Finally, the Ovidian 

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ ἵὁὀtἳiὀΝ humὁὄὁuὅΝ iὄὁὀy,Ν ἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝ uὀlikἷΝ hἷὄΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝmὁἶἷl,Ν whὁΝ viἷwὅΝ hἷὄΝ

sexual encounter with Aeneas in the cave as a lawful wedding, Medea imagines being married to 

Jason before even having met him for the first time.  

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷἳliὐἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὅἷlἸ-delusion leads to a final appeal addressed to herself to 

contemplate, while there is still time, the immensity of the crime she is about to commit, namely 

aid Jason in his tasks thereby betraying her country and family, and refrain from perpetrating 

it.617  ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-exhortation recalls the prayer of the chorus to the gods in 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳy,Ν whiἵhΝ tἳkἷὅΝ plἳἵἷΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ

women invoke the Earth and Helios to turn their gaze towards Medea, before she murders her 

children, and entreat the Sun god to prevent her from committing the impious deed.618 The 

intertextual dialogue with the Euripidean tragedy is corroborated by a surviving fragment of 

ἓὀὀiuὅ’ΝMedea, in which the choruὅΝpὄἳyὅΝtὁΝJupitἷὄΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἥuὀΝtὁΝἴἷhὁlἶΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ 

before it takes place, and forbid her to perpetrate it.619 Thus, Ovid evokes Euripides by means of 

ἶὁuἴlἷΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀ,Ν thἳtΝ iὅΝ ἴὁthΝ ἶiὄἷἵtlyΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀἶiὄἷἵtlyΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝmἷἶiἳtiὀἹΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝ ὁἸΝἓὀὀiuὅ’Ν

                                                           
615 Schmitzer 2003, 35. 
 
616 Binroth-Bank 1994, 56-57. 
 
617 Met. 7.70-71 …ὃuiὀΝaspice quantum / adgrediare nefas et, dum licet, effuge crimen!. 
 
618 Med. 1251-1254 菅節Ν d塑Ν kiΝ せg拙Ν ヾgたlg碩なΝ ή 刃せk拙なΝ 陣そかてに,Ν せgkかhik'Ν 澄hiki k責ちΝ / 性そてたえちgち けにちg宋せg, ヾと拙ち lてすちかgち / 
kえせちてすな ヾとてjくgそi宋ち ぬえと' g盛kてせkふちてち, 1258-1260 刃そそう ちすち, 惜 lうてな hすてけiちえな, せうkiすとけi /  せgkうヾgにjてち 帥つiそ’Νて澄せのち 
kうそgすちgち / lてちかgち k' 水とすち設ち ό精ヾ' 刃そgjkふとのちόέ 
 
619 Med. fr. 110 Iuppiter tuque adeo summe Sol qui res omnis inspicis / quique tuo lumine mare terram caelum 
contines / inspice hoc facinus prius quam fit. prohibessis scelus. 
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play, which in turn echoes the Greek tragedy. The Roman poet ingeniously transforms the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἳὀἶΝἓὀὀiἳὀΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝpὄἳyἷὄΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἹὁἶὅΝ tὁΝ thwἳὄtΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ impending murder of her 

sons into a self-invocation of the Colchian Medea to avoid committing treason against her 

hὁmἷlἳὀἶέΝ ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν juὅtΝ ἳὅΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ ἴἷὅἷἷἵhiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶὅΝ pὄὁvἷὅΝ Ἰutilἷ,Ν

ὅiὀἵἷΝ thἷyΝ ἶὁΝ ὀὁtΝ iὀtἷὄvἷὀἷΝ tὁΝ pὄἷvἷὀtΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἵὄimἷ,Ν likἷwiὅἷΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-

ἷὀtὄἷἳtyΝiὅΝmἳἶἷΝiὀΝvἳiὀέΝχlthὁuἹhΝitΝ iὀitiἳllyΝὅἷἷmὅΝthἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅἷὀὅἷΝὁἸΝmὁἶἷὅty,Νpiἷty,ΝἳὀἶΝ

righteousness have vanquished her irrational passion for Jason (7.72-73), as soon as the maiden 

lays eyes on the Greek hero she once again falls madly in love with him and decides to aid him 

ἵὁὀtὄἳὄyΝtὁΝhἷὄΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝwiὅhἷὅΝ(ἅέἅἄ-83).    

 

3.1.2 Further Euripidean allusions in the Colchis narrative    

 

ἙὀΝthἷΝὄἷmἳiὀἶἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmἷἷtiὀἹΝwithΝJἳὅὁὀ ἳtΝἘἷἵἳtἷ’ὅΝἹὄὁvἷ,Ν

thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἵὁmplἷtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝtἳὅkὅΝὅἷtΝἴyΝχἷἷtἷὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἳἵὃuiὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἕὁlἶἷὀΝἔlἷἷἵἷ,Ν

ἡviἶΝ ἶὄἳwὅΝ ὁὀΝ χpὁllὁὀiuὅ’Ν Argonautica as his main model. Nevertheless, there are some 

iὀtὄiἹuiὀἹΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, which are worthy of analysis. To begin with, after 

Jason supplicates Medea to offer him her magical aid promising to make her his wife in return 

(7.89-91), she asks him for a pledge of fidelity (7.92-94) and the hero takes an oath in the name 

of Hecate and the Sun god.620 Ovid deviates here from the Argonautica, in which Jason swears 

by Zeus and Hera that he will marry Medea, as soon as they return to Greece.621  

                                                           
620 Met. 7.94-97 …pἷὄΝὅἳἵὄἳΝtὄiἸὁὄmiὅΝήΝillἷΝἶἷἳἷΝluἵὁὃuἷΝἸὁὄἷtΝὃuὁἶΝὀumἷὀΝiὀΝillὁΝήΝpἷὄὃuἷΝpἳtὄem soceri cernentem 
cuncta futuri / euentusque suos et tanta pericula iurat. Cf. Heroides 12, where Jason makes a similar pledge to 
Medea in the name of Helios and Hecate (77-80 per mala nostra precor, quorum potes esse levamen, / per genus, et 
numen cuncta videntis avi, / per triplicis vultus arcanaque sacra Dianae, / et si forte alios gens habet ista deos). 
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ἦhἷΝ ἤὁmἳὀΝ pὁἷtΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ iὀὅtἷἳἶΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳy,Ν whἷὄἷΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ vὁwὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὀἳmἷΝ ὁἸΝ

Hecate to take vengeance on Jason for abandoning her in order to marry the Corinthian princess 

and on Creon for sentencing her to exile.622 Moreover, the Euripidean heroine requires Aegeus to 

take an oath by Helios that he will provide her with refuge in Athens.623 Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὁἳthΝἴyΝἘἷἵἳtἷΝ

and Helios bears sinister connotations, since both divinities are closely associated with Medea 

ἳὀἶΝ plἳyΝ ἳὀΝ iὀὅtὄumἷὀtἳlΝ ὄὁlἷΝ iὀΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ puὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ plἳyέΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ iὅΝ Ἐἷἵἳtἷ’ὅΝ

priestess, since she is the divine patroness of magic arts, and the goddess must thus be imagined 

ἳὅΝἳὅὅiὅtiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳΝiὀΝhἷὄΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝplὁtΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhἷὄΝἷὀἷmiἷὅέΝἘἷliὁὅΝiὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἹὄἳὀἶἸἳthἷὄΝἳὀἶΝ

not only gives Medea the golden crown with which she murders the Corinthian princess, but also 

facilitates her escape from Corinth after her vengeance is complete by granting her his flying 

chariot.624 Ἐἷὀἵἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ plἷἶἹἷ, unlike that of his Apollonian predecessor, is 

teeming with irony, since the gods in whose name he unwittingly swears will collaborate with 

Medea to bring about his destruction.625          

χὀὁthἷὄΝ iὀtἷὄἷὅtiὀἹ,Ν ἳlἴἷitΝ ἵὁvἷὄt,Ν ἳlluὅiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἶὄἳmἳΝ ἵἳὀΝ ἴἷΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὅἷἵὁὀἶΝ tἳὅk,Ν hiὅΝ ἵὁὀἸὄὁὀtἳtiὁὀΝwithΝ thἷΝ ἷἳὄthἴὁὄὀΝmἷὀέΝ ἦhἷΝwἳὄὄiὁὄὅ,ΝwhὁΝ

spring from the ground after the Greek hero sows thἷΝ tἷἷthΝ ὁἸΝἝἳὄὅ’Ν ὅἷὄpἷὀt,Ν ἳὄἷΝ likἷὀἷἶΝ tὁΝ

ἸἷtuὅἷὅΝ ἳὅὅumiὀἹΝ humἳὀΝ ὅhἳpἷΝ iὀὅiἶἷΝ thἷiὄΝmὁthἷὄὅ’Νwomb and coming out to the light when 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
621 Arg. 4.95-97 hgすたてちかさ,Ν 》i設なΝ g盛k摂なΝ 棲そへたヾすてなΝ 晴とせすてなΝ 帥jkのΝ ήΝ 据とさΝ kiΝ 》にけかさ,Ν 〉す摂なΝ i盛ちえkすな,Ν 髄Ν た跡ちΝ 厨たて宋jすちΝ ήΝ
せてにとすhかさち ji hふたてすjすち 厨ちすjkおjijしgす 甚せてすkすち, / i誠k' 壬ち 厨な 炊そそうhg けg宋gち 頗せほたiしg ちてjkおjgちkiな (See Binroth-Bank 
1994, 73). 
 
622 Med. 395-400 て盛 け責と た責 k碩ち hえjヾてすちgち 錘ち 厨け節 jえくの / たうそすjkg ヾうちkのち せg拙 つにちiとけ摂ち i頗そふたさち, / 炊せうkさち, たにぬて宋な 
ちgかてにjgち 逗jkかgな 厨た蘇な, / ぬgかとのち kすな g盛k蒼ち kて盛た摂ち 刃そけにちi宋 せえgと. / ヾすせとて設なΝh'Ν厨けほΝjlすちΝせg拙Νそにけとて設なΝしおjのΝけうたてにな,Ν
/ ヾすせと摂ちΝh跡Νせ蘇hてなΝせg拙Νlにけ責なΝ厨た責なΝぬしてちふな (See Binroth-Bank 1994, 73). 
 
623 Med. 746-747 星たちに ヾえhてち d蘇な ヾgkえとg し' 据そすてち ヾgkと摂な / kて盛たて漕 しi蒼ち ki jにちkすしi拙な 尽ヾgち けえちてな. 
 
624 Kenney 2011, v. 7.96. 
 
625 Binroth-Bank 1994, 73. 
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they are fully formed.626 The Ovidian simile diverges from that employed by Apollonius in the 

Argonautica to describe the creation of the earthborn men. The Hellenistic poet compares the 

ὅὁlἶiἷὄὅΝὄiὅiὀἹΝἸὄὁmΝχὄἷὅ’ΝἸiἷlἶΝἳὀἶΝwiἷlἶiὀἹΝὅhiὀiὀἹΝἳὄmὅΝto stars gleaming in the night sky after 

a winter storm.627 In both texts, however, Jason defeats the earthborn by hurling a great stone 

into their midst, thuὅΝ ἵἳuὅiὀἹΝ thἷmΝ tὁΝ tuὄὀΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ ἷἳἵhΝ ὁthἷὄέΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅimilἷΝ mἳyΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ thἷΝ

Euripidean play in an oblique manner.628 In particular, the comparison of the earthborn warriors 

to newborn babies allows their destruction by Jason to be figuratively read as an infanticide, 

thereby pὄἷἸiἹuὄiὀἹΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ plἳyέΝ ἦhiὅΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἳtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ

ὅuἴὅtἳὀtiἳtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳὀΝ ἷἵhὁΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἶὄἳmἳΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁlilὁὃuyέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝ

maiden imagines in fear that, unless she helps Jason, hἷΝiὅΝἹὁiὀἹΝtὁΝἸἳtἳllyΝἵlἳὅhΝwithΝhiὅΝ“ἵὄὁp”,Ν

namely the earthborn men.629 ἘἷὄΝwὁὄἶὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝ thἷΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝἵὁὀἶἷmὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἸὁὄΝkilliὀἹΝ

thἷΝἵhilἶὄἷὀΝὅhἷΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝἹἳvἷΝἴiὄthΝtὁΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐiὀἹΝthἷmΝἳὅΝhἷὄΝὁwὀΝ“ἵὄὁp”.630  

The highly condensed description of Jasὁὀ’ὅΝ ὁἴtἳiὀmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἕὁlἶἷὀΝ ἔlἷἷἵἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ

ὄἷtuὄὀΝvὁyἳἹἷΝtὁΝἙὁlἵuὅΝἳlὅὁΝἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝiὀΝἳὀΝimpliἵitΝwἳyΝthἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyέΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

arrogance as he triumphantly departs with his spoils for Greece prefigures the portrayal of the 

hero in the Greek drama, where he is depicted as haughty and ungrateful towards Medea.631 

                                                           
626 Met. 7.125-129 utque hominis speciem materna sumit in aluo / perque suos intus numeros componitur infans / 
nec nisi maturus communes exit in auras, / sic ubi uisceribus grauidae telluris imago / effecta est hominis, feto 
consurgit in aruo. 
 
627 Arg. 1359-1363 斉な h' 成ヾふk', 厨な けg宋gち ヾてそえてな ちすlikて宋て ヾijふちkてな, / 壬ね 刃ヾ摂 ぬiすたiとかgな ちilえそgな 厨せえhgjjgち 甚iそそgす / 
そにけgか素 精ヾ摂 ちにせkか, k責 h' 刃しとふg ヾうちkg lgうちしさ / kiかとig そgたヾikふのちkg hす責 せちえlgな – 戚な 甚とg kてかけi / そうたヾてち 
刃ちgそhおjせてちkiな 精ヾ跡と ぬしてちふな. 

628 Kenney (vv. 7.125-130) maintains, on the contrary, that the Ovidian simile, which depicts the Earth as a mother 
figure, has a Lucretian provenance (R.N. 2.998; 5.795-7, 821-825). 

629 Met. 7.29-30 concurretque suae segeti, tellure creatis hostibus. 
 
630 Med. 1279-1281 kうそgすち', 斉な 甚と' 髄jしg ヾえkとてな 錐 jかhgとてな / 尽kすな kえせちのち 整ち 帥kiせiな 甚とてkてち g盛kふぬiすとす / たてかとgす 
せkiちi宋な. 
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ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ viἷwiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳὅΝ mἷὄἷlyΝ ἳὀὁthἷὄΝ pἳὄtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pluὀἶἷὄ,Ν

although it was thanks to her that he won the Golden Fleece, ἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

complaint to the chorus that she was carried off as booty by the Greek hero.632 Finally, the 

ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅΝ“ἹiἸt-Ἱivἷὄ”Ν(ἅέ1ἃἅ)ΝὁmiὀὁuὅlyΝἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwὅΝthἷΝἸἳtἳlΝἹiἸtὅΝὅhἷΝwillΝ

offer the Corinthian princess.633           

 

3.2 Medea in Iolcus 

 

The quἷὅtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ (ἅέἀλἅ-349) is particularly complex and 

challenging to answer, because hiὅΝ mἳiὀΝ mὁἶἷl,Ν ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Peliades, survives in extremely 

fragmentary condition. According to the ancient Life of Euripides the play belonged to the 

tὄἳἹἷἶiἳὀ’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝpὄὁἶuἵtiὁὀΝἳtΝthἷΝἑityΝἒiὁὀyὅiἳΝiὀΝἂἃἃΝἐέἑέΝἡutΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅixtἷἷὀΝἷxtἳὀtΝἸὄἳἹmἷὀtὅΝ

the majority have gnomic content and thus do not provide us with any useful insights into the 

plἳywὄiἹht’ὅΝtὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅtὁὄyέΝἦhἷΝhiἹhlyΝἸὄἳἹmentary hypothesis of the play is likewise of 

little help, since the sole piece of information it offers is that the tragedy included the 

rejuvenation of a ram. Finally, the rhetorical summary (Progymnasmata 3.4) by the Armenian 

historian Moses of Chorene (5th cent. AD) constitutes merely a brief outline of the plot with very 

few details as to the particular manner in which Euripides dramatized the myth.  

A tentative reconstruction of the Euripidean play is only made possible by examining and 

juxtaposing later mythographical sources (Hyginus 24, Pausanias 8.11.2-3, Nicolaus of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
631 ‒ik. 7.155-156 […] et auro / heros Aesonius potitur spolioque superbus. 
 
632 Met. 7.157 secum, spolia altera, portans; Med. 255-256 厨け節Νh'Ν帥とさたてなΝ甚ヾてそすなΝて誠j’Ν精くとかこてたgすΝή ヾと摂な 刃ちhとふな, 厨せ 
け蘇な くgとくうとてに そiそさすjたえちさ (See Kenney 2011, v. 7.157; Binroth-Bank 1994, 99. 
 
633 Kenney 2008, 368-369. 
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Damascus FGrHist90 F 54, Diodorus Siculus 4.50-53, and Apollodorus 1.9.27), which contain a 

number of plot elements that have been ascribed to the tragedy.634 These features include the 

ὅἷttiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἳἵtiὁὀΝ ἳtΝ ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν pἳlἳἵἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἵὁὀἵἷἳlmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ χὄἹὁὀἳutὅ’Ν ὄἷtuὄὀ,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

disguise as a priestess of Artemis, the opposition of Alcestis, one of the daughters of Pelias, to 

thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ plὁt,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἸiὀἳllyΝ thἷΝ ἸiὄἷΝ ὅiἹὀἳlΝ ὅἷὀtΝ ἴyΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ Ἰὄὁm the rooftop to summon 

Jason.635 Given the absence of substantial textual evidence for the Peliades, my comparative 

analysis of the Ovidian narrative and its Euripidean intertext will consequently focus on aspects 

of structure and plot development and will be predicated on a hypothetical reconstruction of the 

ἕὄἷἷkΝplἳyέΝ ἙtΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝ ὅuἹἹἷὅtἷἶΝ thἳtΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝRhizotomoi (“ἤὁὁt-ἑuttἷὄὅ”)ΝmἳyΝἳlὅὁΝhἳvἷΝ

treated the same mythical episode on the basis of a single fragment featuring Medea gathering 

magic herbs (F 354), but this hypothesis remains inconclusive on account of the scant 

evidence.636 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, produced twenty-four years after the Peliades in 431 BC, incorporates 

the myth of Pelias as integral background to its plot by means of brief allusions to the earlier 

play.637 Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝtὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅΝὀὁtΝὁὀlyΝἷxplἳiὀὅΝhἷὄΝἳὀἶΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἸliἹhtΝtὁΝἑὁὄiὀth,Ν

but also foreshadows her cunning revenge plot against Creon, the Corinthian princess, and her 

                                                           
634 KἳὀὀiἵhtΝ(ἀίίἂ,Νἄίλ)ΝἵὁὀtἷὀἶὅΝthἳtΝἒiὁἶὁὄuὅ’Νἳἵἵὁuὀt,ΝwhilἷΝἴἳὅἷἶΝὁὀΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳy,ΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝἳuἹmἷὀtἷἶΝ
and adorned with details derived from other sources.  
 
635 Collard/Cropp 2008, 61 (Vol. II). 
 
636 Radt 1985, 410-411; Collard/Cropp 2008, 63 (Vol. II). 

637 ἙὀΝ thἷΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ thἷΝ ἠuὄὅἷΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶwἷlliὀἹΝ iὀΝ ἑὁὄiὀthΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ὄἷὅultΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ
persuasion of the Peliades to murder their father (9-10). During the agon with Jason Medea reminds him how she 
killed Pelias as a favor to him (486-487), in order to reproach him for his ingratitude and perfidy. A few lines below 
in a state of tragic aporia the heroine expresses her despair over her impending exile by claiming that she cannot 
ὄἷtuὄὀΝἷithἷὄΝtὁΝἑὁlἵhiὅΝὁὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἴἷtὄἳyiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἸἳthἷὄ,ΝὀὁὄΝtὁΝἙὁlἵuὅ,ΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝὅhἷΝἵὁὀtὄivἷἶΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝ(ἃίἂ-
505). Finally, she asserts that the royal houses of Pelias and Creon are hostile to her (734-735) and may thus come to 
Athens to demand her surrender, so as to convince Aegeus to take a solemn oath by the gods that he will offer her 
secure refuge in his city.   
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husband. In what follows I will argue that Ovid, being aware of the close affinities between the 

two tragedies, not only draws on the Peliades in his narrative, but also repeatedly alludes to the 

Medea. ἔiὄὅtΝὁἸΝἳll,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵὄἳἸtyΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝhἷὄΝmἳὀipulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀΝ

and Aegeus in the EuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳyέΝ Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ἷxplὁitἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἹulliἴlἷΝ

daughters of Pelias as instruments to murder their father echoes her employment of her own 

innocent sons as a vehicle to avenge herself on her husband and the royal house of Corinth. 

Furthermore, the rejuvenation of the ram and the murder of Pelias implicitly evoke the death 

ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἑὄἷὁὀΝ ὄἷὅpἷἵtivἷlyΝ ἴyΝ mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝ ἙὀΝ

particular, the Roman poet mentions only in passing the demise of the Corinthian king and his 

daughter in his abridged summary of the events in Corinth (7.394-397) and instead transposes 

ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷέΝ ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳἷὄiἳlΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ

Iolcus is both reminiscent of and anticipates her fliἹhtΝἸὄὁmΝἑὁὄiὀthΝὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’Νἵhἳὄiὁtέ 

In the Pelias narrative Ovid conflates the Euripidean model with the Virgilian and 

Apollonian intertexts, just as he did earlier in the Colchis episode. As we shall see below, 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝtὄiἵkἷὄyΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅ iὅΝἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝiὀΝ

Aeneid 2 (57-1λἂ),Ν whilἷΝ thἷΝ ὅtἷἳlthyΝ iὀἸiltὄἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ

chamber in order to murder him reworks the treacherous invasion of Helen, Menelaus, and 

ἧlyὅὅἷὅΝiὀΝἒἷiphὁἴuὅ’Νquarters in Book 6 (477-534). What is more, the depiction of the Peliades 

as averting their eyes while slaying their father recalls the depiction of the Apollonian Medea, 

whὁΝtuὄὀὅΝἳwἳyΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄΝχpὅyὄtuὅ’ΝὅlἳuἹhtἷὄΝἴyΝJἳὅὁὀ,ΝὅὁΝἳὅΝ tὁΝἳvὁiἶΝ thἷΝpὁllution of 

kindred blood (4.464-481).  

Finally, the Pelias story converses intratextually with the immediately preceding narrative 

ὁἸΝ χἷὅὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἷὅὅἷὀtiἳllyΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ itὅΝ “iὀvἷὄtἷἶΝ ἶὁuἴlἷt”Ν (ἅέ1ἃλ-296). More specifically, 
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Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἸἳther prompts Bacchus to ask her to restore his old nurses to 

their former youth (7.294-296). The rejuvenation of the aged ram by the Colchian sorceress is, 

on the other hand, part of her plot to dupe the Peliades into believing that she will make their 

father young again, if they dismember him and boil his limbs. Thus, Medea contrives the murder 

of Pelias by camouflaging it as a pseudo-rejuvenation ritual.       

 

3.2.1 Divergences from Euripides’ Peliades 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἢἷliἳὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἶἷviἳtἷὅΝ ὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtlyΝ ἸὄὁmΝ its Euripidean model in terms of plot and 

structure. To begin with, the Greek play must have referred to an explicit motivation for the 

murder of Pelias, which can be conjectured from the mythographical and literary sources 

offering various reasons for Jasὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝtὁΝtἳkἷΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝhiὅΝuὀἵlἷέΝἡὀἷΝiὀἵἷὀtivἷΝἵὁulἶΝ

hἳvἷΝἴἷἷὀΝthἷΝἶἷthὄὁὀἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝχἷὅὁὀΝἴyΝhiὅΝἴὄὁthἷὄΝἳὀἶΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝἶiὅpἳtἵhΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀΝtὁΝἑὁlἵhiὅΝtὁΝ

recover the Golden Fleece, so that he would meet his death during the perilous voyage (Hyginus 

24.1, Apoll. Arg. 1.5-17, Pind. Pyth. 4.71-ἅἆ)έΝ χὀΝ ἳltἷὄὀἳtivἷΝ mὁtivἷΝ mἳyΝ hἳvἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν

muὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷlἳtivἷὅΝ (hiὅΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ,Νmὁthἷὄ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ yὁuὀἹἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄ)ΝἶuἷΝ tὁΝhiὅΝἴἷliἷἸΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ

Argonauts had perished in their expedition (Apollod. 1.9.27, Diod. 4.50.1.1-3.16). The common 

ἷlἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ twὁΝvἷὄὅiὁὀὅΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳΝplἳyὅΝἳὀΝ iὀὅtὄumἷὀtἳlΝ ὄὁlἷΝ iὀΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝ

she undertakes to devise and execute the murder scheme.  

Ovid, on the other hand, does not cite any overt motive for the slaying of Pelias other 

thἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝwiὅhΝ tὁΝpἷὄpἷtuἳtἷΝhἷὄΝ tὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅΝwἳyὅέ638 Through this pointed departure from 

the previous tradition the Roman poet on the one hand focuses exclusively on Medea, since he 

excludes Jason entirely from the action rendering him merely a silent accomplice, and on the 
                                                           
638 Met. 7.297 neve doli cessent. 
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other hand he paints a highly negative portrait of the Colchian, in that she acts purely out of a 

desire for deception and wickedness.639 ἡviἶ’ὅΝ tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝMetamorphoses also contrasts 

with his earlier elegiac version of the events in Heroides 12, where Medea claims that it was for 

Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὅἳkἷΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝὁὄἵhἷὅtὄἳtἷἶΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἴyΝhiὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅ.640  

ἡviἶΝἸὁllὁwὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝiὀΝplἳἵiὀἹΝthἷΝἳἵtiὁὀΝἳtΝἢἷliἳὅ’Νpἳlἳἵἷ,ΝἴutΝhἷΝἶivἷὄἹἷὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝ

tragic antecedent with regard to the specifics of the setting. In particular, on the basis of the 

mythological sources (Hyg. 24.2, Diod. 4.50.3.16-19) it has been suggested that in the Peliades 

the return of the Argonauts to Iolcus is kept secret and the Argo is hidden in a nearby anchorage.      

In the Metamorphoses, however, the heroes come back openly to the city, since the preceding 

ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝὁἸΝχἷὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝἴἷἹiὀὅΝwithΝthἷΝἦhἷὅὅἳliἳὀΝpἷὁplἷ’ὅΝpuἴliἵΝἵἷlἷἴὄἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝhὁὀὁὄΝ

of their nostos (7.159-162). Moreover, the Roman poet deviates from his predecessor in terms of 

the stratagem employed by Medea to deceive the Peliades and win their trust. In the Euripidean 

play the Colchian probably disguised herself as a priestess of Artemis, a false identity which 

conferred religious authority on her and thus enabled her to trick the daughters of Pelias into 

believing that she would rejuvenate their father. This premise is predicated on the one hand on 

the mythographical evidence (Hyg. 24.2, Diod. 4.51.1) and on the other hand on the fact that in 

ἢἳἵuviuὅ’Ν tὄἳἹἷἶyΝ Medus Medea assumes an analogous disguise as priestess of Diana and 

deceives king Perses by promising to free Colchis from famine (frr. 174-176, Hyg.  27), a plot 

ἷlἷmἷὀtΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝtὄἳἹἷἶiἳὀΝmὁὅtΝlikἷlyΝἶἷὄivἷἶΝἸὄὁmΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νἶὄἳmἳ. On the contrary, 

iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἶὁἷὅΝ ὀὁtΝ ἳἶὁptΝ ἳΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄἸἷitΝ iἶἷὀtity,Ν ἴutΝ pὄἷtἷὀἶὅΝ iὀὅtἷἳἶΝ tὁΝ hἳvἷΝ

engaged in a dispute with Jason and flees to the Peliades as a suppliant in order to gain their 

                                                           
639 Bömer 1976, vv. 7.297-349; Kenney 2011, v. 7.297-349. 
 
640  Her. 12.129-132 quid referam Peliae natas pietate nocentes / caesaque virginea membra paterna manu? / ut 
culpent alii, tibi me laudare necesse est, / pro quo sum totiens esse coacta nocens (See Newlands 1997, 188). 
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sympathy and thereby manipulate them more easily (7.297-299). Pausanias also relates that 

Medea feigned hatred for Jason, whereas in reality she was conspiring with him against Pelias 

(8.11.2.1-3). Thus it may be postulated that Ovid and Pausanias are both drawing on a later 

Hellenistic source, unknown to us, which depicted the Colchian pretending to be at odds with her 

husband as part of her ruse to trick the Peliades. Alternatively the two authors may be deriving 

this feature from Euripides, but, as has been argued above, it is more likely that in the Greek play 

Medea employed instead the subterfuge of disguising herself as a priestess of Artemis. As we 

shall see below, the Ovidian heroine is also reminiscent of the Virgilian Sinon, who feigns 

enmity for Ulysses, so as to win the pity and friendship of the Trojans. 

Another important Ovidian deviation from the Euripidean tragedy concerns the 

characterization of the Peliades. Drawing once again on the mythographical texts, we can assume 

that the Greek play depicted Alcestis as the only daughter of Pelias whὁΝ ὁppὁὅἷἶΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

plot.641 ἙὀΝ ἘyἹiὀuὅΝ (ἀἂέἀ)Ν ὅhἷΝ iὅΝ ὅἳiἶΝ tὁΝ iὀitiἳllyΝ ὄἷjἷἵtΝ thἷΝ ὅὁὄἵἷὄἷὅὅ’Ν ἵlἳimΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ ἵὁulἶΝ

rejuvenate their father, while in Diodorus (4.52.2.8-3.10) she abstains entirely from the act of 

ἢἷliἳὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἸiliἳlΝpiἷtyέ In the Metamorphoses, on the other hand, none of 

the Peliades holds a distinct role in the story and they are easily manipulated by the Colchian into 

killiὀἹΝ thἷiὄΝ ἸἳthἷὄέΝ ἙὀΝ thiὅΝ wἳyΝ ἡviἶΝ lἳyὅΝ mὁὄἷΝ ἷmphἳὅiὅΝ ὁὀΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἶἷἵἷptivἷΝ ὅkillὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ

portrays the daughters of Pelias as one-dimensional characters without any individual features. 

Pelias himself must have played a central part in the Euripidean play as is evidenced by the 

testimony of Diodorus, where the king engages in dialogue with Medea asking her to prove her 

ability to rejuvenate him and later orders his daughters to perform any deed that the Colchian 

asks them (4.51.5.17-7.2). In the Ovidian narrative, however, Pelias recedes into the background 

                                                           
641 Collard/Cropp (2008, 61 (Voll II)) ascribe F 603, where a father admonishes his daughter, to a dialogue between 
Pelias and Alcestis. 
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and does not participate in the action on account of being weighed down by old age; the only 

exception is the final scene, where the dying king makes a pathetic appeal to his daughters 

(7.343-347).642    

The manner in which the Roman poet deals with the rejuvenation of the ram is illustrative 

of his poetic program in the Metamorphoses. ἦhἷΝὁlἶΝ ὄἳm’ὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝ iὀtὁΝ ἳΝ lἳmἴΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

Peliades was in all probability an illusion conjured by Medea in order to deceive the Peliades 

into believing that she would restore their father to his youth. This hypothesis is corroborated 

ἴὁthΝ ἴyΝ Ἕὁὅἷὅ’Ν ὅummἳὄyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ plἳy,Ν whὁΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝ thἳt,Ν whilἷΝ thἷΝ ἴὁiliὀἹΝ wἳtἷὄΝ ὅhὁὁkΝ thἷΝ

cauldron, the girls were tricked by Medea into thinking that the ram had been rejuvenated (3.4.3-

4), and by mythographical sources, which recount that the lamb was a phantasm fashioned by 

Medea by means of her magic drugs (Hyg. 24.3, Diod. 4.52.2.2-2.5).643 Ovid, however, departs 

from his tragic model by representing the Colchian as carrying out a genuine transformation of 

the ram into a lamb (7.314-321). The RὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝtὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝiὅΝiὀΝἳἵἵὁὄἶΝwithΝthἷΝἷὅὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ

work, since it provides him with an explicit instance of physical metamorphosis. What is more, 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmἳἹiἵἳlΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄἳmΝiὅΝiὀΝkἷἷpiὀἹΝwithΝthἷΝἵὁὀὅiὅtἷὀtΝἷmphἳὅiὅΝἡviἶΝlἳyὅΝὁὀΝ

the Colἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝὅὁὄἵἷὄyΝὅkillὅΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝἅέΝἙὀΝthἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὅtὁὄyΝὅhἷΝἳἸἸὁὄἶὅΝJἳὅὁὀΝthἷΝmἳἹiἵΝἶὄuἹὅ,Ν

which protect him from the fire-breathing bulls, in the Aeson episode she performs an elaborate 

mἳἹiἵΝὄituἳlΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtἷΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἸἳthἷὄ,ΝiὀΝἑὁὄiὀthΝὅhἷ employs her poisonous drugs 

to destroy Creon and his daughter, and finally in Athens she vanishes from sight in a magical 

cloud.  

                                                           
642 Met. 7.299-300 atque illam, quoniam grauis ipse senecta est, / excipiunt natae. 
 
643 Apollodorus (1.9.27) and Pausanias (8.11.2.6-3.1), on the other hand, relate that Medea performed an actual 
rejuvenation of the ram, while according to Nicolaus of Damascus (F 54) she rejuvenated instead some sheep.  
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Towards the end of the Euripidean play, after Medea has contrived the murder of Pelias, 

she probably sends a fire signal from thἷΝpἳlἳἵἷ’ὅΝὄὁὁἸtὁp,ΝὅὁΝἳὅΝtὁΝὅummὁὀΝJἳὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝ

Argonauts to enter the city, something that is attested by the mythographical evidence (Hyg. 

24.5, 4.52.3.12-4.19). In the Metamorphoses, on the other hand, Medea sends no signal to the 

Greek hero, ἳΝἶivἷὄἹἷὀἵἷΝwhiἵhΝὄἷἸlἷἵtὅΝὁὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἸὁἵuὅΝὁὀΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἷxἵluὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

Jason from the action. Moreover, the Greek tragedy must have surely included a recognition 

scene, in which the Peliades painfully realize that they have been deceived by Medea into 

impiously murdering their father. The mythographical texts report two different reactions on the 

part of the daughters of Pelias. They either flee into exile in order to avoid reproach for their 

crime (Hyg. 24.4, Paus. 8.11.1.9-10, 3.4-5) or they attempt to commit suicide, but are prevented 

by Jason, who takes pity on their suffering (Diod. 4.52.4-5). The Ovidian narrative, on the 

contrary, does not feature an anagnorisis,Ν ἴutΝ ἸὁἵuὅἷὅΝ ἷxἵluὅivἷlyΝ ὁὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷέ644 The 

Roman poet thus avoids depictiὀἹΝthἷΝὄἷvἷὄὅἳlΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’ΝἸὁὄtuὀἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝpathos they 

experience,645 just as he previously did in the Pentheus story, where he refrained from reporting 

χἹἳvἷ’ὅΝὄἷtuὄὀΝtὁΝἦhἷἴἷὅ,ΝhἷὄΝὄἷἳliὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄ,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷ peripeteia of her fate.        

 ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἡviἶΝἶἷpἳὄtὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmὁἶἷlΝwithΝὄἷἹἳὄἶΝtὁΝthἷΝἳἸtἷὄmἳthΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅ’Ν

murder. According to one tradition Jason departed with Medea for Corinth, after he bestowed the 

kiὀἹὅhipΝὁὀΝἢἷliἳὅ’Νὅὁὀ,Νχἵἳὅtuὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝἳὄὄἳὀἹἷἶΝthἷΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷὅ of the Peliades (Hyg. 24.5, Diod.  

4.53.1.12-3.27). In other words, the couple left from Iolcus on friendly terms with the 

Thessalians. It is more plausible, however, that the Greek play offered another variant, according 

to which Jason and Medea were punished with banishment from Iolcus by Acastus and the 

Thessalian people and subsequently found refuge in Corinth (Apollod. 1.9.27, Nicol. Damasc. F 

                                                           
644 Kenney 2011, vv. 7.348-349. 
 
645 Anderson 1972, v. 7.349. 
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ἃἂ)έΝ ἦhἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ thiὅΝ vἷὄὅiὁὀΝ wἳὅΝ ἶὄἳmἳtiὐἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Peliades is suggested by the 

allusions the tragedian makes to the earlier play in his Medea, where the Colchian asserts that the 

house of Pelias is inimical to her (504-505) and dreads the kind of reception the daughters of 

Pelias will offer her if she ever returns to Iolcus (734-735). Ovid, on the other hand, focuses 

ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝὁὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἷvἳὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἴyΝἷὅἵἳpiὀἹΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝὅἷὄpἷὀt-drawn chariot, making no 

ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ whἳtὅὁἷvἷὄΝ tὁΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷpἳὄtuὄἷΝ ὁὄΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦhἷὅὅἳliἳὀὅΝ (ἅέἁἃί-351). 

ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝuὅἷΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἸlyiὀἹΝἵhἳὄiὁtΝἶiἶΝὀὁt in all probability feature in the Peliades, 

since it is not attested by any of the mythographical sources nor by the summary of Moses. As I 

will attempt to show below, it is probably an element transplanted by Ovid into his narrative 

from the exodos of Euὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea.  

 

3.2.2. The deception of the Peliades 

 

The analysis of the intertextual relationship between the Peliades and the Ovidian narrative was 

limited to aspects of plot and structure due to the dearth of textual evidence for the Greek play. I 

willΝἷxἳmiὀἷΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἷxtἳὀtΝMedea in terms of thematic 

affinities, scenic evocations, and verbal allusions as well as with the Virgilian and Apollonian 

iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅέΝἦhἷΝἢἷliἳὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝὁpἷὀὅΝwithΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἳἶvἷὀtΝἳὅΝἳΝὅuppliἳnt at the court of the king, 

where she is offered hospitality by the Peliades, since their father is weighed down by old age.646 

ἦhἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtὅΝ thἷΝwὁὄἶὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νhἷὄὁiὀἷ,ΝwhὁΝ iὀΝ ἳΝ ὅtἳtἷΝὁἸΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ aporia 

bewails the fact that she cannot find refuge at the abode of the daughters of Pelias, because she 

                                                           
646 Met. 7.298-300 […] Peliaeque ad limina supplex / confugit; atque illam, quoniam grauis ipse senecta est, / 
excipiunt natae. 
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ἶἷviὅἷἶΝ thἷiὄΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthέ647 ἦhuὅ,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἷxplὁitἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’Ν

hὁὅpitἳlityΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἴὄiὀἹΝἳἴὁutΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwὅΝἳὀἶΝἷxplἳiὀὅΝthἷΝiὀἳἴilityΝὁἸΝ

her Euripidean counterpart to return to Iolcus as a suppliant.  

ἡὀΝ ἳΝ thἷmἳtiἵΝ lἷvἷlΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ utiliὐἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ uὀwittiὀἹΝ ἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝ ἳὅΝ iὀὅtὄumἷὀtὅΝ tὁΝ

ἶἷὅtὄὁyΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἷmplὁymἷὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὁwὀΝiὀὀὁἵἷὀtΝ

sons as a vehicle to wreak vengeance on her husband and the royal family of Corinth. In 

particular, the Ovidian protagonist, tἳkiὀἹΝ ἳἶvἳὀtἳἹἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱiὄlὅ’Ν ἶἷvὁtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ lὁvἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷiὄΝ

father, tricks them into killing him by falsely promising that she would subsequently rejuvenate 

him. In the Greek play Medea first dispatches her children with poisoned gifts to the Corinthian 

princess thereby causing her death as well as that of her father and afterwards murders her sons, 

so as to complete her revenge on Jason by depriving him both of his current and future offspring. 

The cunning deception of the daughters of Pelias by the Colchian sorceress is also a close 

ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ mἳὀipulἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ χἷἹἷuὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyέΝ ἔiὄὅtΝ ὁἸΝ ἳll,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἸἷiἹὀἷἶΝ ὃuἳὄὄἷlΝ withΝ Jason, which constitutes a ruse to win the friendship of the 

ἢἷliἳἶἷὅ,Ν ἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝ ἹἷὀuiὀἷΝ ἶiὅἵὁὄἶΝ withΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ,Ν whiἵhΝ ὅhἷΝ

ὅimilἳὄlyΝ ἷmplὁyὅΝ tὁΝ ἹἳiὀΝ χἷἹἷuὅ’Ν ὅympἳthyέ648 WhἳtΝ iὅΝ mὁὄἷ,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἴἷὅἷἷἵhiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Peliades to provide her with refuge ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝχἷἹἷuὅΝ tὁΝ ὁἸἸἷὄΝ hἷὄΝ

shelter in Athens.649 ἙὀΝἴὁthΝtἷxtὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝ iὀtἷἹὄἳlΝ tὁΝhἷὄΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝplὁt,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝiὀΝ

                                                           
647 Med. 502-505 ち漕ち ヾて宋 kとうヾのたgすἉ ヾふkiとg ヾと摂な ヾgkと摂な hふたてにな, / て声な jて拙 ヾとてhて漕jg せg拙 ヾうkとgち 刃lすせふたさちἉ / 錐 
ヾと摂な kgそgかちgな ぃiそすうhgなἉ せgそ蒼な け' 壬ち て誠ち / hえつgすちkふ た' て澄せてすな 惜ち ヾgkえとg せgkえせkgちてち. Cf. also Ennius Medea Exul, 
fr. 104, Joc., quo nunc me uortam? quod iter incipiam ingredi? / domum paternamne? anne ad Peliae filias? 

648 Met. 7.297-298 neue doli cessent, odium cum coniuge falsum / Phasias adsimulat; Med. 690-692 ‒さ. ]菅けi漕, 
せうせすjkふな 厨jkか たてす ヾうちkのち ヾふjすな. / ]菅. kか lおすなἉ jgl蒼な たてす j責な lとうjてち hにjしにたかgな. / ‒さ. 刃hすせi宋 た' 瀬うjのち て盛h跡ち 厨つ 
厨たて漕 ヾgしほち. 
 
649 Met. 7.298-300 Peliaeque ad limina supplex / confugitἉΝ ἳtὃuἷΝ illἳmΝ…Ν ήΝ excipiunt natae; Med. 709-713 刃そそ’Ν
甚ちkてたgか ji k蘇jhi ヾと摂な けiちiすうhてな / けてちうkのち ki k蒼ち j蒼ち 頗せijかg ki けかちてたgす, / て澄せkすとてち て澄せkすとふち たi k碩ち hにjhgかたてちg 
/ せg拙 たお た' 帥とさたてち 厨せヾijて漕jgち i菅jかhさすな, / hえつgす h跡 ぬほとgす せg拙 hふたてすな 厨lえjkすてち. 
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the Metamorphoses it helps her obtain the trust of the daughters of Pelias, while in ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

tragedy it affords her a safe haven in Athens, where she can flee for protection after murdering 

the Corinthian sovereigns and her children. The intertextual dialogue between the two scenes is 

ἵὁὀἸiὄmἷἶΝἴyΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁwὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅuἴὅἷὃuἷὀtΝἷvents in the Metamorphoses, according to 

which Aegeus welcomes Medea in Athens and affords her hospitality.650  

ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ pὄὁmiὅἷΝ tὁΝmἳἹiἵἳllyΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtἷΝ thἷΝ Ἱiὄlὅ’Ν ἸἳthἷὄΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ

ἳὀἶΝἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝhἷὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝpὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ’ὅΝplἷἶἹἷΝtὁΝχἷἹἷus that she will grant him offspring 

by means of her drugs.651 In either case, however, the promise of magical aid is in fact deceptive: 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝpὅἷuἶὁ-rejuvenation ritual is merely a stratagem for murdering Pelias, while Euripides 

must have expected the members of the audience who were familiar with his Aegeus treating the 

later events in Athens to be aware that his protagonist plans to provide children to the Athenian 

king not through her sorcery, but by marrying him and bearing him progeny herself. Once again 

thἷΝlἳtἷὄΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝχἷἹἷuὅ’ΝwiἸἷΝiὀΝχthἷὀὅ, corroborates the 

affinity between the two texts.652  

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝὁlἶΝ ὄἳmΝ iὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἷὅὅἷὀtiἳlΝ ἵὁmpὁὀἷὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Peliades, since it solidifies the girls’Ν tὄuὅtΝ iὀΝ hἷὄΝ pὁwἷὄὅΝ ἳὅΝwἷllΝ ἳὅΝ iὀΝ hἷὄΝ ἳllἷἹἷἶΝ iὀtἷὀtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ

restore their father to his youth.653 Ovid fashions this scene by drawing on the account of the 

ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ (11ἆ1-1202) through the 

                                                           

 
650 Met. 7.402-403 excipit hanc Aegeus, facto damnandus in uno; / nec satis hospitium est. 
 
651 Met. 7.304-305 spes est uirginibus Pelia subiecta creatis / arte suum parili reuirescere posse parentem, 309 mox 
ubi pollicita est; Med. 716-718 i西とさたg h' て盛せ て寸jし' て世てち さ西とさせgな kふhi┳ / ヾgへjの けえ j' 星ちk' 甚ヾgすhg せg拙 ヾgかhのち けてち責な 
/ jヾi宋とgか ji しおjの┳ kてすうh' て寸hg lうとたgせg. 
 
652 Met. 7.403 thalami quoque foedere iungit. 
 
653 Met. 7.309-311 ‘quo sit fiducia maior / muὀἷὄiὅΝhuiuὅ’ ἳit,Ν‘ὃuiΝuἷὅtὄiΝmἳximuὅΝἳἷuὁΝἷὅtΝή dux gregis inter oues, 
ἳἹὀuὅΝmἷἶiἵἳmiὀἷΝἸiἷt’. 
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intertextual teἵhὀiὃuἷΝὁἸΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝ ἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν thἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝἶὄἳὅtiἵἳllyΝἳἴἴὄἷviἳtἷὅΝ

iὀtὁΝἳΝὅiὀἹlἷΝliὀἷΝthἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝiὀΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝὅuἴὅἷὃuἷὀtΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ(ἅέἁλἂ)ΝἳὀἶΝ

transfers instead many elements from the Euripidean scene to his description ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὄἳm’ὅΝ

ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝἳἸtἷὄΝὅuἴmittiὀἹΝthἷmΝtὁΝὄἳἶiἵἳlΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀέΝἙὀΝthiὅΝwἳyΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝ

ὁἸΝ thἷΝὄἳmΝἴὁthΝἳlluἶἷὅΝtὁΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝplἳyΝἳὀἶΝἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝἸiἷὄyΝἶἷἳthΝ

later in the Metamorphoses.  

After Medea kills and dismembers the ram, she throws its limbs along with potent 

potions into a boiling cauldron.654 WhἳtΝἸὁllὁwὅΝiὅΝἳὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἳἹἷἶΝὄἳm’ὅΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝ

ἴyΝthἷΝmἳἹiἵΝἶὄuἹὅἈΝthἷΝἳὀimἳl’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝὅhὄiὀkὅΝἳὀἶΝitὅΝhὁὄὀὅΝἳὄἷΝἴuὄὀtΝἳwἳyΝἳὅΝitΝἹὄἳἶuἳllyΝtuὄὀὅΝ

into a lamb.655 This description evokes the deadly effects of the poisoned gifts sent by the 

Euripidean heroine to the Corinthian princess: the golden crown emits magic flames and causes 

thἷΝyὁuὀἹΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝhἳiὄΝ tὁΝἴuὄὅtΝ iὀtὁΝ Ἰiὄἷ,ΝwhilἷΝ thἷΝἷὀvἷὀὁmἷἶΝὄὁἴἷΝὅlὁwlyΝἶevours her flesh 

and makes it melt away from her bones.656 In a sense the Corinthian princess also undergoes a 

gruesome kind of metamorphosis, since her face and eyes become disfigured to the effect that 

she becomes unrecognizable to everyone but her father.657 

 Ovid signals his dialogue with the Greek tragedian by means of an implicit intertextual 

marker: he characterizes Medea as venefica (7.316), an adjective which apart from meaning 

“ὅὁὄἵἷὄἷὅὅ”ΝἴἷἳὄὅΝthἷΝlitἷὄἳlΝὅἷὀὅἷΝ“pὁiὅὁὀἷὄ”έΝἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝthἷὄἷἴyΝἳlludes to the Euripidean 

                                                           
654 Met. 7.314-316 fodit et exiguo maculauit sanguine ferrum, / membra simul pecudis ualidosque uenefica sucos / 
mergit in aere cauo. 
 
655 Met. 7.316-317 minuunt medicamina corpus / cornuaque exurunt nec non cum cornibus annos. 
 
656 Med. 1186-1187 ぬとにjて漕な た跡ち 刃たl拙 せとgk拙 せiかたiちてな ヾそふせてな / しgにたgjk摂ち 摺iす ち塑たg ヾgたlうけてに ヾにとふな, 1190 
ヾにとてにたえちさ,  1193-11λἂΝjへちhijたgΝぬとにj摂なΝi寸ぬi,Νヾ漕と h',Ν厨ヾi拙Νせふたさち / 帥jiすji, た塑そそてち h拙な kふjのな 厨そうたヾikて, 1188-1189 
ヾえヾそてす h跡 そiヾkてか, j蒼ち kえせちのち hのとおたgkg, / そiにせ碩ち 帥hgヾkてち jうとせg k蘇な hにjhgかたてちてな, 1199-1200 jうとせiな h' 刃ヾ' 
性jkえのち 席jki ヾiへせすちてち hうせとに けちうしてすな 刃hおそてすな lgとたうせのち 刃ヾえととiてち) 
 
657 Med. 1196-1198 ヾそ碩ち k蒼す kiせふちkす せうとkg hにjたgし碩な 菅hi宋ち┳ / て製k' 性たたうkのち け責と h蘇そてな 髄ち せgkうjkgjすな / て製k' i盛lに跡な 
ヾとふjのヾてち. 
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Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ uὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝ ἹiἸtὅΝ tὁΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ

pὄἷἸiἹuὄἷὅΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ yὁuὀἹΝ wὁmἳὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ vἷὀὁmὁuὅΝ

drugs.658  Moreover, the humorous description of the baby lamb echoes and inverts the tragic 

depiction of the dying Corinthian princess. The young animal bleats softly and springs out of the 

ἵἳulἶὄὁὀΝἸlἷἷiὀἹΝiὀΝἳΝἸὄὁliἵὅὁmἷΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝἳὀἶΝὅἷἷkiὀἹΝἳΝὅhἷἷp’ὅΝuἶἶἷὄὅΝtὁΝὅuἵklἷΝὁὀέ659 The young 

maiden, on the other hand, groans terribly due to the excruciating pain and rising from her seat 

turns to flight while attempting to throw the crown from her burning hair by shaking her head.660 

ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝ ἶὄἷἳἶΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἷὄvἳὀtὅΝwitὀἷὅὅiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἹhἳὅtlyΝ ὅpἷἵtἳἵlἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ 

ἶἷmiὅἷ,Ν iὅΝ ἵὁὀvἷὄtἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ ἳὅtὁὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ὄἳm’ὅΝ miὄἳἵulὁuὅΝ

rejuvenation.661 Thus,ΝἡviἶΝmἳὅtἷὄἸullyΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmὅΝthἷΝἹὄiὅlyΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝ

ἵὁmiἵἳlΝἳὀἶΝliἹhthἷἳὄtἷἶΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄἳm’ὅΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅέ 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ tὄiἵkery of the Peliades, ἳpἳὄtΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἷvὁkiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

manipulation of Aegeus, iὅΝἳlὅὁΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅΝiὀΝ

Aeneid ἀέΝἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅἵhἷmἷΝἷὅὅἷὀtiἳllyΝἵὁὀὅiὅtὅΝiὀΝἵὁὀἵἷἳliὀἹΝhἷὄΝtὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅΝplἳὀ 

ὁἸΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅΝuὀἶἷὄΝthἷΝvἷὀἷἷὄΝὁἸΝἳΝ“ἹiἸt”ΝὅhἷΝὁἸἸἷὄὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝhἷὄΝpὄὁmiὅἷΝ

of rejuvenating their father.662 This combination of deceit and gift-giving is emblematic of 

Medea in both her Euripidean and Apollonian incarnations: in the Greek play she contrives the 

death of the Corinthian princess and Creon by sending the new bride poisoned presents, while in 

                                                           
658 Met. 7.394 sed postquam Colchis arsit noua nupta uenenis. 
 
659 Met. 7.319-321 et tener auditur medio balatus aeno; / nec mora, balatum mirantibus exsilit agnus / lasciuitque 
fuga lactentiaque ubera quaerit. 
 
660 Met. 1184  hiすち摂ち jkiちうつgj’ 酔 kうそgすち' 遂けiかとikて, 1190-1192 liへけiす h' 刃ちgjk塑j' 厨せ しとふちのち ヾにとてにたえちさ, / jiかてにjg 
ぬgかkさち せと塑kう k' 甚そそてk' 甚そそてji, / 槽宋ねgすΝしえそてにjg jkえlgちてちέ  
 
661 Med. 1201-1202 hiすち摂ち しえgたg. ヾ塑jす h' 髄ち lふくてな しすけi宋ち / ちiせとて漕┳ kへぬさち け責と i澄ぬてたiち hすhうjせgそてち; Met. 7.320 
balatum mirantibus, 322 obstipuere satae Pelia. 
 
662 Met. 7.297 neve doli cessent, 309-310 quo sit fiducia maior / muneris huius. 
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the Hellenistic epic she lures her brother Apsyrtus into a deadly ambush by enticing him with 

gifts. The same thematic pattern of donum and dolus is found, however, in Book 2 of the Aeneid, 

where the Greeks send the Wooden Horse to the Trojans ostensibly as a votive offering to 

Minerva, but in reality it constitutes a stratagem aimed to bring about the fall of their city.  

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἳllusive dialogue with the Virgilian intertext is indicated by the close affinities 

between Medea and Sinon. To begin with, both characters bring destruction to their enemies by 

means of deception: the Greek hero persuades the Trojans to bring the Horse into their city 

through the deceitful assertion that it will grant them protection and even enable them to conquer 

Greece, while the Colchian convinces the Peliades to murder their own father by falsely 

promising that she will afterwards magically rejuvenate his ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄἷἶΝἴὁἶyέΝἙὀἶἷἷἶΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

ἵuὀὀiὀἹΝ tὄiἵkἷὄyΝ ὅtὄὁὀἹlyΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝ ἵὄἳἸtyΝ Ἰὄἳuἶulἷὀἵἷέ663 Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝ

ἶἷἵἷitἸulὀἷὅὅΝmἳὀiἸἷὅtὅΝitὅἷlἸΝiὀΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝwἳyὅέΝἙΝἳὄἹuἷἶΝἳἴὁvἷΝthἳtΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPeliades Medea 

most likely deceived the daughters of Pelias by disguising herself as a priestess of Artemis. The 

Ovidian protagonist, however, arrives at the court of Pelias in the guise of a fugitive suppliant 

pretending to have engaged in a dispute with Jason and feigning enmity for her husband.664 The 

Roman poet thereby diverges from the Euripidean model and follows instead the Aeneid, where 

Sinon allows himself to be captured by the Trojans and pretends to be an exile harboring hatred 

for Ulysses, because the Ithacan devised the death of his cousin Palamedes and bearing a grudge 

against the Greeks in general for letting him be unjustly condemned to sacrifice.665 What is more, 

                                                           
663 Met. (3.297 Neue doli cessent, 300-ἁί1Ν…quas tempore callida paruo / Colchis amicitiae mendacis imagine cepit, 
308 ficta grauitate; Aen. 2.152 dixerat. ille dolis instructus et arte Pelasga, 195-196 talibus insidiis periurique arte 
Sinonis / credita res, captique dolis lacrimisque coactis, 79-80 nec, si miserum Fortuna Sinonem / finxit, uanum 
etiam mendacemque improba finget, 107 ficto pectore fatur. 
 
664 Met. 7.297-298 odium cum coniuge falsum / Phasias adsimulat. 
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both Sinon and Medea mingle truth with lies, so as to deceive their victims. The Colchian 

recounts to the Peliades her genuine rejuvenation of Aeson (7.302-303) before falsely promising 

to restore their father to his youth (7.309-310). The Greek hero likewise blends the true story of 

ἧlyὅὅἷὅ’Ν iὀtὄiἹuἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἢἳlἳmἷἶἷὅΝwithΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἴὄiἵἳtἷἶΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἑthἳἵἳὀ’ὅΝplὁtΝ tὁΝhἳvἷΝ

Sinon sacrificeἶΝἳὀἶΝhἷΝἸuὅἷὅΝthἷΝὄἷἳlΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἳllἳἶium’ὅΝthἷἸtΝἴyΝἧlyὅὅἷὅΝἳὀἶΝἒiὁmἷἶἷὅΝ

with the fictitious tale of the construction of the Wooden Horse as a votive offering to appease 

the goddess.  

Another shared trait of the two characters is the rhetorical skill by means of which they 

trick their audience. Medea relates to the maidens a catalogue of her magical exploits, but lays 

particular emphasis on her rejuvenation of Aeson by dwelling on that specific feat.666 She 

thἷὄἷἴyΝplἳὀtὅΝthἷΝὅἷἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’Νmiὀd that their father can also be restored to youth by her 

sorcery and thus they themselves seek her aid and even offer her a generous reward (7.304-306). 

In an analogous fashion Sinon abruptly interrupts the narrative of Ulysὅἷὅ’Ν ἵuὀὀiὀἹΝ ὅἵhἷmἷΝ

against him iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἸuἷlΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅ’Ν ὅuὅpἷὀὅἷΝ tὁΝ hἷἳὄΝ thἷΝ ὄἷὅtΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ (ἀέ1ίἃ-106).667 

ἔiὀἳlly,ΝiὀΝἴὁthΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷὅΝἳΝὅupἷὄὀἳtuὄἳlΝἷvἷὀtΝὄἷiὀἸὁὄἵἷὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὀἶΝἥiὀὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἵἷptivἷΝὅpἷἷἵhέΝ

In the Aeneid Laocoon attempts to persuade the Trojans that the Wooden Horse is a Greek 

stratagem and hurls his spear against it. Thus, when the twin serpents sent by Minerva slay the 

priest and his children, the Trojans terrified by the omen claim that Laocoon was justly punished 

ἸὁὄΝhiὅΝὅἳἵὄilἷἹiὁuὅΝwὁuὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅ’Νvὁtive offering and admit the Horse into the city 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
665 Aen. 2.94-96 nec tacui demens et me, fors si qua tulisset, / si patrios umquam remeassem uictor ad Argos, / 
promisi ultorem et uerbis odia aspera moui, 158-159 fas odisse uiros atque omnia ferre sub auras, / si qua tegunt, 
teneor patriae nec legibus ullis. 
 
666 Met. 7.302-303 dumque refert inter meritorum maxima demptos / Aesonis esse situs atque hac in parte moratur. 
 
667 Aen. 2.100-102 nec requieuit enim, donec Calchante ministro-- / sed quid ego haec autem nequiquam ingrata 
reuoluo, / quidue moror? 
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thus sealing their doom.668 Similarly after Medea fulfills her promised miraculous rejuvenation 

of the ram the dumbfounded Peliades lay aside any hesitation they may still have and urge her 

even more persistently to make their father young again, thereby setting in motion the final part 

ὁἸΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝplὁt,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἷΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝkiὀἹ.669 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝ withΝ ViὄἹilΝ iὅΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ ἵὁmpliἵἳtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ ὀὁtΝ

only the Ovidian Medea may echo Sinon, but also the Virgilian hero may in turn be reminiscent 

ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳέΝ ἔiὄὅtΝ ὁἸΝ ἳll,Ν ἴὁthΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅΝ ἶἷὅtὄὁyΝ thἷiὄΝ ἷὀἷmiἷὅΝ ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἵuὀὀiὀἹΝ

persuasion. Just as the Euripidean protagonist convinces king Creon to reprieve her exile from 

Corinth for a day, so that she may accomplish her revenge plot against Jason and the royal 

Ἰἳmily,ΝὅimilἳὄlyΝthἷΝ“ἴἳὀiὅhἷἶ”ΝἥiὀὁὀΝiὀἶuἵἷὅΝkiὀἹΝἢὄiἳmΝtὁΝlἷtΝhimΝὅtἳyΝiὀΝἦὄὁyΝἳὀἶΝἴὄiὀἹΝthἷΝ

WὁὁἶἷὀΝἘὁὄὅἷΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝἵity,ΝwhiἵhΝlἷἳἶὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅ’ΝἶὁwὀἸἳllέΝἥiὀὁὀΝwiὀὅΝthἷΝsympathy of 

the Trojans by employing the tragic topos of aporia. He falsely laments that he is an exile, who 

has no place among the Greeks and the Trojans want to punish him with death.670 The Greek 

hἷὄὁ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝὄἷἵἳllΝthἳtΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝiὀΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳy,Νwho in order to reproach Jason for the 

desperate situation he has brought her in bewails that now that she will be banished from Corinth 

she can turn neither to Colchis, because she betrayed her father, nor to Iolcus, since she contrived 

ἢἷliἳὅ’Νmuὄἶἷὄέ671 Finally, both Medea and Sinon display fearless resolution in their plans. The 

Greek hero is confident in his valor and is prepared either to bring his scheme into completion or 
                                                           
668 Aen. 2.228-233 tum uero tremefacta nouus per pectora cunctis / insinuat pauor, et scelus expendisse merentem /  
Laocoonta ferunt, sacrum qui cuspide robur / laeserit et tergo sceleratam intorserit hastam. / ducendum ad sedes 
simulacrum orandaque diuae / numina conclamant. 
 
669 Met. 7.322-323 obstipuere satae Pelia, promissaque postquam / exhibuere fidem, tum uero impensius instant. 
 
670 Aen. 2.69-72 'heu, quae nunc tellus,' inquit, 'quae me aequora possunt / accipere? aut quid iam misero mihi 
denique restat, / cui neque apud Danaos usquam locus, et super ipsi / Dardanidae infensi poenas cum sanguine 
pὁὅἵuὀtἍ’ 
 
671 Med. 502-508 ち漕ち ヾて宋 kとうヾのたgすἉ ヾふkiとg ヾと摂な ヾgkと摂な hふたてにな, / て声な jて拙 ヾとてhて漕jg せg拙 ヾうkとgち 刃lすせふたさちἉ / 錐 
ヾと摂な kgそgかちgな ぃiそすうhgなἉ せgそ蒼な け' 壬ち て誠ち / hえつgすちkふ た' て澄せてすな 惜ち ヾgkえとg せgkえせkgちてち. / 帥ぬiす け責と て西kの┳ kて宋な た跡ち 
て澄せてしiち lかそてすな / 厨ぬしと責 せgしえjkさぬ', て声な hえ た' て盛せ 厨ぬと蘇ち せgせ蒼な / hと塑ち, jて拙 ぬうとすち lえとてにjg ヾてそiたかてにな 帥ぬの. 
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tὁΝpἷὄiὅhΝἳtΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅ’Νhἳὀἶὅέ672 Likewise the Euripidean heroine is ready either to cunningly 

plot the murder of her enemies in a stealthy fashion, provided that she finds a safe refuge to 

resort to after the deed, or to openly slay them, even if it means her own demise.673 Hence, Ovid 

evokes Euripides by means of double allusion, in that his Medea may recall her tragic 

predecessor both directly and obliquely through the intermediate model of Sinon.   

 

3.2.3 The murder of Pelias 

 

ἦhἷΝἵlimἳἵtiἵΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἳὀἶΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀt,ΝἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝmἳὀyΝ

intriguing allusioὀὅΝtὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea. To begin with, after the Colchian has lulled Pelias and 

his guards to sleep ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝmἳἹiἵΝ iὀἵἳὀtἳtiὁὀὅ,Ν ὅhἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝ ἷὀtἷὄΝ thἷΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ

chamber, in order to stab him to death.674 This scene may echo the words of the Euripidean 

heroine contemplating the various ways in which she can avenge herself on her enemies. Medea 

ἴὄiἷἸlyΝ ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄὅΝ ἷὀtἷὄiὀἹΝ ὅtἷἳlthilyΝ iὀΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν ἴὄiἶἳlΝ ἵhἳmἴἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ

slaying them with her sword, but rejects this plan out of fear of being apprehended in the act and 

resolves instead upon employing her magic drugs.675 ἦhuὅ,Ν whἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyΝ thἷΝ

scheme of a clandestine infiltration and murder is merely entertained by Medea, in the 

Metamorphoses the Colchian puts the plan into action. 

                                                           
672 Aen. 2.61-62 […] fidens animi atque in utrumque paratus, / seu uersare dolos seu certae occumbere morti. 
 
673 Med. 389-394 て盛せ 帥jkす. たiかちgj' て誠ち 帥kす jたすせと摂ち ぬとふちてち, / 錐ち たえち kすな 酔た宋ち ヾへとけてな 刃jlgそ碩な lgち蘇す, / hふそのす たえkiすたす 
kふちhi せg拙 jすけ蘇す lふちてち┳ / 錐Νh' 厨つiそgへちさすΝつにたlてとうΝた'Ν刃たおぬgちてな,ΝήΝg盛k碩 つかlてな そgくて漕jg, せi菅 たえそその しgちi宋ち,ΝήΝせkiち蒼Νjli,Ν
kふそたさなΝh'Νi寸たすΝヾと摂なΝk摂Νせgとkiとふち. 
 
674 Met. 7.331-332 intrarant iussae cum Colchide limina natae / ambierantque torum. 
 
675 Med. 376-380 ヾてそそ責な h' 帥ぬてにjg しgちgjかたてにな g盛kて宋な 成hてへな, / て盛せ て寸h' 成ヾてかgす ヾと蒼kてち 厨けぬiすと蒼, lかそgす┳ / ヾふkiとてち 
精lうねの h蒼たg ちにたlすせ摂ち ヾにとか, / 錐 しさせk摂ち 隻jの lうjけgちてち hす' 瑞ヾgkてな, / jすけ蘇す hふたてにな 厨jく塑j' 摺ち' 帥jkとのkgす そえぬてな. 
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WhἷὀΝ thἷΝ wὁmἷὀΝ hἳvἷΝ ἷὀἵiὄἵlἷἶΝ ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν ἴἷἶ,Ν ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὄἷἳliὐἷὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ mἳiἶἷὀὅΝ hἳvἷΝ

compunctions to proceed to action and thus she delivers a short speech exhorting them to kill 

their father and falsely claiming that she will afterwards rejuvenate him (7.332-340). The 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝἷvὁkἷὅΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝpἳὅὅἳἹἷὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyέΝἦhἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝὁpἷὀὅΝ

her speech by reproaching the Peliades for their reluctance and passivity and spurring them to 

unsheathe their swords and stab their father, so that the old putrid gore may flow away and she 

can magically refill his body with fresh blood.676 Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἳppἷἳlΝtὁΝthἷΝmἳiἶἷὀὅΝmἳyΝἷἵhὁΝhἷὄΝ

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝpὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ’ὅΝ“militἳὄy”ΝὅἷlἸ-exhortation prior to the murder of her children. Medea 

rebukes herself for hesitating to perform the impious deed and urges first her heart to steel itself 

and then her hand to show no cowardice, but draw the sword and kill her sons.677 Therefore, 

ἡviἶΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmὅΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝἳἹὁὀiὐiὀἹΝὅἷlἸ-goading to commit infanticide into 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄuthlἷὅὅΝἳὀἶΝἶἷἵἷptivἷΝἷxhὁὄtἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀtΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝtὁΝmuὄἶἷὄΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄέΝ 

The main rhetorical argument employed by Medea to manipulate the Peliades into 

committing patricide is that of pietas. She paradoxically argues that the mἳiἶἷὀὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝ

father constitutes an act of love and devotion and a filial duty they have to perform, since his 

death will allegedly result in resurrection and rejuvenation.678 Thus in a scene teeming with 

dramatic irony the innocent girls slay their father, so as to avoid being impious to him.679 The 

                                                           
676 Met. 7.332-334 ‘ὃuiἶΝὀuὀἵΝ ἶuἴitἳtiὅΝ iὀἷὄtἷὅ? / stringite’Ν ἳitΝ ‘gladios ueteremque haurite cruorem, / ut repleam 
uἳἵuἳὅΝiuuἷὀἳliΝὅἳὀἹuiὀἷΝuἷὀἳὅ’. 
 
677 Med. 1242-1246 刃そそ' i寸' 成ヾそかこてに, せgとhかg┳ kか たえそそてたiち / k責Νhiすち責Νせ刃ちgけせg宋gΝた碩ΝヾとうjjiすちΝせgせうἉΝή 甚け',Ν惜ΝkうそgすちgΝ
ぬi拙とΝ厨たお,Νそgく跡Νつかlてな, / そうく',Ν推とヾiΝヾと摂なΝくgそく宋hgΝそにヾさと責ちΝくかてに,Νή せg拙Νた碩Νせgせすjし蘇すな  […]έ 

678 Met. 7.336-338 si pietas ulla est nec spes agitatis inanes, / officium praestate patri telisque senectam / exigite. 
χἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝtὁΝχὀἶἷὄὅὁὀΝ(1λἅἀ,ΝvέΝἅέἁἁἄ)ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝwἳὄpἷἶΝὀὁtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἸiliἳlΝlὁvἷ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝpἳὄἳἶὁxiἵἳlΝ
perversion of piety, who claims that devotion to her husband Tereus is a crime (6.635 scelus est pietas in coniuge 
Terei). 
 
679 Met. 7.339-340 his ut quaeque pia est hortatibus impia prima est / et, ne sit scelerata, facit scelus. Kenney (2011, 
vv. 7.332-ἁἁἆ)ΝὀὁtἷὅΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝἷlἳἴὁὄἳtἷὅΝhἷὄἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝpἳὄἳἶὁxiἵἳlΝthἷmἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄΝὁutΝ
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OviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἷxplὁitἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’Νpietas mἳyΝἴἷΝἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵἳpitἳliὐἳtiὁὀΝ

ὁὀΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝpἳtἷὄὀἳlΝlὁvἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝplἳy,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἳttἳiὀΝhἷὄΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝJἳὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝ

royal family. The Euripidean protagonist craftily convinces the Corinthian king to suspend her 

exile from the city for one day, falsely claiming that she needs to find a safe haven for her 

children, whereas in reality she needs the additional time to set in motion her scheme (340-343). 

ἦhἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝὅuἵἵἷἷἶὅΝ iὀΝὁvἷὄἵὁmiὀἹΝ thἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ ὄἷὅὁlutiὁὀΝἴyΝἷὀtὄἷἳtiὀἹΝhimΝ tὁΝpityΝhἷὄΝ ὅὁὀὅΝ

and appealing to his role as father and his affection for his own children.680 Hence, just as the 

Euripidean Medea manages to prolong her stay in Corinth, so as to execute her plot of revenge, 

ἴyΝ tἳkiὀἹΝ ἳἶvἳὀtἳἹἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ἸἳthἷὄlyΝ piἷty,Ν likἷwiὅἷΝ hἷὄΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtΝ ἶupἷὅΝ thἷΝ

Peliades into killing their father by invoking their filial love.      

ἦhἷΝ ἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝmἳyΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ thἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷmiὅἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝἝὁὄἷΝ ὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳlly,ΝἡviἶΝ

ὁὀlyΝἳlluἶἷὅΝtὁΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝἷὀἶΝiὀΝhiὅΝἷpiἹὄἳmmἳtiἵΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝἳtΝἑὁὄiὀthΝἴyΝὄἷἸἷὄὄiὀἹΝtὁΝ

the conflagration of the kinἹ’ὅΝpἳlἳἵἷΝἴyΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝἶὄuἹὅΝand grafts instead elements of the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅ’Νmuὄἶἷὄέ681 After the Thessalian king has received 

multiplἷΝwὁuὀἶὅΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅ’ΝὅwὁὄἶὅΝhἷΝὅuἶἶἷὀlyΝἳwἳkἷὀὅΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝmἳἹiἵἳllyΝ iὀἶuἵἷἶΝ

sleep drenched in blood and half-mangled and attempts to rise from his bed, supporting himself 

on his elbow.682 This description may echo the scene of the Greek play, in which Creon after 

having embraced and lamented his dead daughter tries to raise himself to his feet, but clings fast 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

of piety, which he had earlier introduced in a pithy form in Heroides 12.129-130: quid referam Peliae natas pietate 
nocentes / caesaque uirginea membra paterna manu?.   

680 Med. 344-345 て澄せkすとi h' g盛kてへな┳ せg拙 jへ kてす ヾgかhのち ヾgk碩と ヾえlにせgな┳ i菅せ摂な hえ jlすち i製ちてすうち j' 帥ぬiすち. 
 
681 Met. 7.395 flagrantemque domum regis mare uidit utrumque. 
 
682 Met. 7.343-344 ille cruore fluens cubito tamen adleuat artus / semilacerque toro temptat consurgere. 
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to her poisoned robe and whenever he uses force to get up his flesh is torn from his bones.683 

Hence, in both texts Medea employs the offspring as instruments to murder their father: the dead 

princess inadvertently causes her father’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝἴyΝἷὀtἳὀἹliὀἹΝhimΝiὀΝἳΝἶἷἳthΝἹὄipΝ tὄiἹἹἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝ

thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ lἷthἳlΝ ἶὄuἹὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅimilἳὄlyΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝ uὀkὀὁwiὀἹlyΝ ἴὄiὀἹΝ ἳἴὁutΝ thἷiὄΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝ

doom thinking that they will rejuvenate him.  

Moreover, the dying Pelias, who stretches his arms in supplication to his daughters 

inquiring who is the instigator of the attack against him, may recall the weeping Corinthian king, 

who throws his arms around his dead child and asks her, which divinity has destroyed her.684 The 

words of both characters are filled with dramatic irony, in that Creon does not suspect that 

Medea is behind the murder of his daughter, thinking instead that her death was caused by a god, 

and Pelias unwittingly wonders, who has devised his assassination, although Medea is present at 

the scenἷέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἦhἷὅὅἳliἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἷὀtὄἷἳtyΝ hἳltὅΝ hiὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅ’Ν ἳὅὅἳultΝ ἳὀἶΝ thὄἷἳtἷὀὅΝ tὁΝ ὄuiὀΝ

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ plἳὀ,Ν ἴutΝ thἷΝ ἵuὀὀiὀἹΝ ὅὁὄἵἷὄἷὅὅΝ pὄἷvἷὀtὅΝ himΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ὅἳyiὀἹΝ ἳὀythiὀἹΝ ἷlὅἷΝ ἴyΝ ὅwiἸtlyΝ

cutting his throat.685 ἦhἷΝἷpiἵΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἵὁmmἷὀtΝὄἷἹἳὄἶiὀἹΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝwiὅhΝtὁΝὅpἷἳkΝfurther might 

                                                           
683 Med. 1211-1217 厨ヾi拙 h跡 しとおちのち せg拙 けふのち 厨ヾgへjgkて, / ぬとおすこのちΝ けiとgす摂ちΝ 厨つgちgjk蘇jgすΝ hえたgな ήヾとてjiかぬiし'Ν席jkiΝ
せすjj摂なΝ 帥とちijすちΝ hうlちさなΝ ή そiヾkて宋jす ヾえヾそてすな, hiすち責 h' 髄ち ヾgそgかjたgkg. / 成 た跡ち け責と 随しiそ' 厨つgちgjk蘇jgす けふちに, / 酔Ν h'Ν
刃ちkiそうこにk'┳Ν i菅Ν h跡Ν ヾと摂なΝ くかgちΝ 甚けてす,Ν ή jうとせgな  厨jヾうとgjj' 刃ヾ' 性jkえのち. ἦhἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν muὄἶἷὄΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ
reminiscent of other scenes from the Metamorphoses thὄὁuἹhΝiὀtὄἳtἷxtuἳlΝἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀέΝἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,ΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝhἳlἸ-
mangled supplication to his daughters (7.344-345 semilacerque toro temptat consurgere et inter/ tot medius gladios 
pallentia bracchia tendens) recalls that of Pentheus to his mother (3.723-724 non habet infelix quae matri bracchia 
tendat,/ trunca sed ostendens direptis uulnera membris)έΝἙὀΝἳἶἶitiὁὀ,Νἢἷliἳὅ’ΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ(ἅέἁἂἆ-349 
plura locuturo cum uerbis guttura Colchis / abstulit et calidis laniatum mersit in undis) echoes both the Theban 
kiὀἹ’ὅΝsparagmos by his female relatives (3.721-722 illa quis Actaeon nescit dextramque precantis / abstulit; Inoo 
lacerata est altera raptu)ΝἳὀἶΝἙtyὅ’ΝlἳἵἷὄἳtiὁὀΝἴyΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝἳὀἶΝἢhilὁmἷlἳΝ(ἅέἄἂἂ-645 uiuaque adhuc animaeque aliquid 
retinentia membra / dilaniant. pars inde cauis exsultat aenis). The evocation of Ovidian intratexts, which recount the 
muὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝὅὁὀὅΝἴyΝthἷiὄΝmὁthἷὄὅ,ΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝἳὅὅἳὅὅiὀἳtiὁὀΝἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝmἳyΝἴἷΝiὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝtὁΝὅἷὄvἷΝἳὅΝἳΝἵὁvἷὄtΝ
foreshadowing ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ὁwὀΝ impἷὀἶiὀἹΝ iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ Metamorphoses (7.396 sanguine natorum 
perfunditur impius ensis). 

684 Met. 7.343-347 inter / tot medius gladios pallentia bracchia tendens / 'quid facitis, natae? quis uos in fata parentis 
/ armat?' ait; Med. 1206-1208 隻すたのつi h' i盛し設な せg拙 ヾiとすヾkへつgな ぬえとgな / せにちi宋 ヾとてjgにh蒼ち kてすうh'. 績 hへjkさちi ヾg宋, / kかな 
j' 戚h' 刃kかたのな hgすたふちのち 刃ヾほそijiちἉ 
 
685 Met. 3.347-349 cecidere illis animique manusque; / plura locuturo cum uerbis guttura Colchis / abstulit. 
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constitute an implicit intertextual marker playfully hinting at the Euripidean intertext, in which 

Creon in fact delivers two additional lines of speech before he dies wondering again, who has 

bereft him from his child, and desiring to perish with her, a wish tinged with dark irony, since it 

will be immediately fulfilled.686  

Finally, after Medea has executed her plot of murdering Pelias, she flies away from 

Iolcus on her serpent-drawn chariot. I have argued above that based on the extant evidence 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPeliades most likely did not include an aerial escape of Medea, but that she and Jason 

departed together from the city either of their own accord or banished by Acastus. Ovid probably 

appropriated this scene from the exodos of the Medea and incorporated it into the Pelias 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝἙὀΝἸἳἵtΝthἷΝἷpiἵΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἵὁmmἷὀtΝthἳtΝuὀlἷὅὅΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝhἳἶΝὄiὅἷὀΝiὀΝthἷΝἳiὄΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝ

winged chariot, she would not have escaped punishment may verbally echo the Euripidean 

Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅ,ΝwhὁΝἴἷiὀἹΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀtΝὁἸΝthe fact that Medea has already obtained the flying chariot 

from Helios, ironically asserts that the only way for Medea to depart from Corinth with impunity 

for murdering the royal family is to hide under the earth or to rise on wings in the sky.687 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ Ἰlight from Iolcus not only evokes the Euripidean model, but also foreshadows the 

ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ὅuἴὅἷὃuἷὀtΝἳἷὄiἳlΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝἑὁὄiὀthΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝwhiἵhΝ

ὅhἷΝἷvἳἶἷὅΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀέ688
  

χpἳὄtΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἳlluἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳὅsassination of Pelias constitutes an 

iὀὀὁvἳtivἷΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸΝἘἷlἷὀ’ὅΝὁὄἵhἷὅtὄἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἒἷiphὁἴuὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἶuὄiὀἹΝthἷΝἸἳllΝὁἸΝἦὄὁyΝiὀΝ

Aeneid 6 (477-534)έΝ ἦὁΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ with,Ν thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ pὅἷuἶὁ-rejuvenation ritual echoes 

                                                           
686 Med. 1209-1210 kかな k摂ち けえとてちkg kへたくてち 性とlgち摂ち jえしiち / kかしさjすちἉ て澄たてす, jにちしうちてすたか jてす, kえせちてち.  

687 Met. 7.350-351 quod nisi pennatis serpentibus isset in auras, / non exempta foret poenae. fugit alta […]; Med. 
1296-1300 hi宋 けうと ちすち 随kてす け蘇な けi せとにlし蘇ちgす せうkの / 錐 ヾkさち摂ち 腎とgす j蒼た' 厨な g菅しえとてな くうしてな, / i菅 た碩 kにとうちちのち 
hほたgjすち hほjiす hかせさち. / ヾえヾてすし' 刃ヾてせkiかちgjg せてすとうちてにな ぬしてち摂な / 刃し蒼すてな g盛k碩 k蒼ちhi liへつijしgす hふたのちἉ 

688 Met. 7.397-398 ultaque se male mater Iasonis effugit arma. / hinc Titaniacis ablata draconibus […]. 
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thἷmἳtiἵἳllyΝἘἷlἷὀ’ὅΝpὅἷuἶὁ-Bacchic ritual, which she employs as a façade for summoning the 

Greeks to invade Troy.689 Furthermore, the nocturnal infiltration of Medea and the Peliades into 

ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν ὄὁyἳlΝ ἵhἳmἴἷὄΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ thἷΝ ὀiἹhttimἷΝ iὀvἳὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐἷlἷὀ,Ν Ἕἷὀἷlἳuὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἧlyὅὅἷὅΝ iὀto 

ἒἷiphὁἴuὅ’Ν ὃuἳὄtἷὄὅέΝ Just as Deiphobus is deeply asleep in his bedchamber, Pelias has been 

magically lulled to sleep by Medea and in both cases the heavy slumber, which the characters are 

experiencing, is compared to the tranquility of death.690 Moreover, Deiphobus is rendered 

defenseless by his wife, who removes all the weapons from his chamber (6.523-524) and 

likewise Medea deprives the king of protection by putting his guards to sleep (7.329-330). Next, 

Helen opens the gates of the house and summons Menelaus and Ulysses inside.691 In an 

ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝὅuὄὄἷptitiὁuὅlyΝἷὀtἷὄΝἢἷliἳὅ’Νὃuἳὄtἷὄὅέ692  

What is more, just as Ulysses is the one, who exhorts Menelaus to slay Deiphobus, 

similarly the Colchian urges the maidens to commit the sacrilegious murder of their father.693 

ἦhἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’ΝhὁpἷΝthἳtΝthἷΝkilliὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄΝwillΝἴἷΝἳΝ“ἹiἸt”ΝtὁΝhim,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝitΝwillΝἴἷΝἸὁllὁwἷἶΝ

by his rejuvenation, mἳyΝὄἷἵἳllΝἘἷlἷὀ’ὅΝἷxpἷἵtἳtiὁὀΝthἳtΝhἷὄΝἶἷἳἶlyΝἴἷtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἒἷiphὁἴuὅΝwillΝἴἷΝ

                                                           
689 Met. 7.326-327 […] cum rapido fallax Aeetias igni / imponit purum laticem et sine uiribus herbas; Aen. 6.517-
519 illa chorum simulans euhantis orgia circum / ducebat Phrygias; flammam media ipsa tenebat / ingentem et 
summa Danaos ex arce uocabat. Anderson (1972, v. 7.327) remarks that the description of the fake potion echoes 
ἳὀἶΝiὀvἷὄtὅΝthἷΝlὁὀἹΝἵἳtἳlὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝiὀἹὄἷἶiἷὀtὅΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἹἷὀuiὀἷΝὄituἳlΝὁἸΝχἷὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝ(ἅέἀἄἂἸἸέ)έΝΝ 
 
690 Aen. 6.520-522 tum me confectum curis somnoque grauatum / infelix habuit thalamus, pressitque iacentem / 
dulcis et alta quies placidaeque simillima morti; Met. 7.328-330 iamque neci similis resoluto corpore regem / et cum 
rege suo custodes somnus habebat, / quem dederant cantus magicaeque potentia linguae. Anderson (1972 v. 7.328) 
ὁἴὅἷὄvἷὅΝ thἳtΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝmἳἹiἵἳlΝ lulliὀἹΝ tὁΝὅlἷἷpΝἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝὅἷἶἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἷὅὁὀΝ(ἅέἀἃἀ-255), but 
whereas the ritual killing of the sleeping Aeson is followed by his rejuvenation the king will be truly murdered.  

691 Aen. 6.525 intra tecta uocat Menelaum et limina pandit, 528-529…inrumpunt thἳlἳmὁ,ΝἵὁmἷὅΝἳἶἶituὅΝuὀἳΝήΝ…Ν
Aeolides. 

692 Met. intrarant iussae cum Colchide limina natae / ambierantque torum.  

693 Aen. 7.529 hortator scelerum Aeolides; Met. 7.331-332 his ut quaeque pia est hortatibus impia prima est / et, ne 
sit scelerata, facit scelus.  
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ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝἳΝ“ἹiἸt”ΝἴyΝἝἷὀἷlἳuὅΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝhἷΝwill forgive her for her past infidelities.694 Another 

ὅtὄikiὀἹΝἳἸἸiὀityΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝjuὅtΝἳὅΝἢἷliἳὅΝiὅΝmἳὀἹlἷἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅ’ΝὅwὁὄἶὅΝ

and afterwards dismembered by Medea, likewise Deiphobus is lacerated by the Greeks, who cut 

off his ears, nose, and arms.695 ἙὀΝ ἳἶἶitiὁὀ,Ν thἷΝ ἶyiὀἹΝἢἷliἳὅ’Ν ὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝ ἳὅkiὀἹΝ

thἷmΝwhὁΝhἳὅΝἹὁἳἶἷἶΝ thἷmΝ tὁΝ ὅlἳyΝhimΝmἳyΝἷἵhὁΝ thἷΝὅuὄpὄiὅἷἶΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’Ν iὀὃuiὄyΝ tὁΝἒἷiphὁἴuὅΝ

regarding the identity of his murderer.696 The doom of Pelias at the hands of Medea, who plunges 

his dismembered body in the boiling cauldron, may in fact evoke the deadly fate of Deiphobus 

ἵὁὀtὄivἷἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝwiἸἷ,ΝwhὁΝ“pluὀἹἷἶ”ΝhimΝiὀtὁΝmiὅἸὁὄtuὀἷέ697 ἔiὀἳlly,ΝjuὅtΝἳὅΝἒἷiphὁἴuὅ’ΝpὄἳyἷὄΝ

ἸὁὄΝἘἷlἷὀ’ὅΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝὁὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝtὄἷἳἵhἷὄyΝpὄὁvἷὅΝfutile, likewise Medea escapes from 

Iolcus with impunity for her crime.698 

ἜἳὅtΝ ἴutΝ ὀὁtΝ lἷἳὅt,Ν thἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν ἳὅὅἳὅὅiὀἳtiὁὀΝ mἳyΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ ἴyΝ mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ

“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ” thἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝχpὅyὄtuὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝiὀΝArgonautica 4.452-481. More specifically, 

Ovid omits in hiὅΝἶὄἳὅtiἵἳllyΝἵὁὀἶἷὀὅἷἶΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝχὄἹὁὀἳutὅ’ΝὄἷtuὄὀΝvὁyἳἹἷΝthἷΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝὁἸΝ

χpὅyὄtuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳἶlyΝ ἳmἴuὅhΝ ἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ (ἅέ1ἃἃ-158) and transfers instead some of its 

features to the death scene of the king of Iolcus. When the Peliades after much hesitation 

ultimately decide to murder their father they are unable to behold their horrible crime and thus 

                                                           
694 Met. 7.309-310[…] quo sit fiducia maior / muneris huius, 336-338 si pietas ulla est nec spes agitatis inanes, / 
officium praestate patri telisque senectam / exigite; Aen. 6.526-527 scilicet id magnum sperans fore munus amanti, / 
et famam exstingui ueterum sic posse malorum. 
 
695 Met. 7.344 semilacer, 348-349 cum uerbis guttura Colchis / abstulit et calidis laniatum mersit in undis; Aen. 
6.494-497 Atque hic Priamiden laniatum corpore toto / Deiphobum uidet et lacerum crudeliter ora, / ora manusque 
ambas, populataque tempora raptis / auribus et truncas inhonesto uulnere naris.  
 
696 Met. 7.346-347 quis uos in fata parentis/ armat?; Aen. 6.500-501 Deiphobe armipotens, genus alto a sanguine 
Teucri, / quis tam crudelis optauit sumere poenas? 
 
697 Met. 7.346-347 ‘ὃuiἶΝἸἳἵitiὅ,ΝὀἳtἳἷἍΝὃuiὅΝuὁὅΝin fata parentis/ ἳὄmἳtἍ’, 348-349 plura locuturo cum uerbis guttura 
Colchis / abstulit et calidis laniatum mersit in undis; Aen. 6.511-512 sed me fata mea et scelus exitiale Lacaenae / 
his mersere malis; illa haec monimenta reliquit. 
 
698 Aen. 6.529-530 di, talia Grais / instaurate, pio si poenas ore reposco; Met. 7.350-351 quod nisi pennatis 
serpentibus isset in auras, / non exempta foret poenae.  
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they avert their eyes and strike blindly at him.699 ἦhἷΝmἳiἶἷὀὅ’ΝἴἷhἳviὁὄΝmἳyΝἷἵhὁΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Apollonian Medea, who while Jason is slaughtering Apsyrtus turns away her eyes and covers 

them with her veil.700 Her motivation for doing this, however, is not the fact that she is appalled 

by the atrocious deed like the Peliades, but her attempt to avoid being polluted by the sight of her 

ἴὄὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἴlὁὁἶέ701 Moreoveὄ,ΝthἷΝἶyiὀἹΝἢἷliἳὅ’Νὄἷἳἵtiὁὀ,ΝwhὁΝἵὁvἷὄἷἶΝiὀΝἴlὁὁἶΝὅtὄἷtἵhἷὅΝἸὁὄthΝhiὅΝ

arms to his daughters in a gesture of supplication, iὅΝpἷὄhἳpὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝχpὅyὄtuὅ’ΝἸiὀἳlΝἳἵtΝ

before he perishes: the young man gathers the blood flowing from his wound in his hands and 

ὅtἳiὀὅΝ ὄἷἶΝ hiὅΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ vἷilΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄὁἴἷ, thus polluting her with blood guilt.702 ἔiὀἳlly,Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

dismemberment of the king followed by the plunging of his limbs in the cauldron may recall the 

sparagmos of Apsyrtus by Jason, who cuts off his extremities before burying him.703 Therefore, 

iὀΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ tὁΝ thἷΝχpὁllὁὀiἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝwhὁΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝἳἵtivἷlyΝpἳὄtiἵipἳtἷΝiὀΝhἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝ

and averts her eyes from it, her Ovidian counterpart ruthlessly kills Pelias and tears him to 

pieces.    

 

 

 

 

                                                           
699 Met. 7.340-342 haud tamen ictus / ulla suos spectare potest, oculosque reflectunt / caecaque dant saeuis auersae 
uulnera dextris. Kenney (2011, 7.339-ἁἂἀ)ΝἳὄἹuἷὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’ΝἳttἳἵkΝἳὅΝ“ἴliὀἶ”Ν(ἅέἁἂἀΝ
caeca […] vulnera) not only refers to their literal lack of vision, since they have turned away their eyes, but also 
impliἷὅΝthἷiὄΝmἷὀtἳlΝ“ἴliὀἶὀἷὅὅ”,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝthἷyΝἳὄἷΝuὀἶἷὄΝthἷΝὅpἷllΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀέ 
 
700 Arg. 4.465-466 g寸ねg h跡 せてへとさ / 帥たヾgそすち 星たたgk' 帥ちiすせi, せgそにねgたえちさ 性しふち素jすち, 474 刃そiにてたえちさな. 
 
701 Arg. 4.467 た碩ΝlふちてちΝ刃しとおjiすi せgjすけちおkてすてΝkにヾえちkてな. 
 
702 Met. 7.343 ille cruore fluens, 345 pallentia bracchia tendens; Arg. 4.471-474 そてかjしすg h' 瑞とのな / しにた摂ち 刃ちgヾちiかのち, 
ぬiとj拙ち たえそgち 刃たlてkえと素jすち / g世たg せgk' 静kiすそ碩ち 精ヾて[jぬikて, k蘇な h跡 せgそへヾkとさち / 刃とけにlえさち せg拙 ヾえヾそてち 刃そiにてたえちさな 
厨とへしさちiち. 
 
703 Met. 7.349 calidis laniatum mersit in undis; Arg. 4.477 瑞とのな h' ]菅jてちかhさな 厨つうとけたgkg kうたちi しgちふちkてな, 480 精けと摂ち 
h' 厨ち けgか素 せとへねiち ちえせにち. 
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3.3. Medea’s flight over Greece 

 

After her escape from Iolcus Medea sets forth on a long flight over various Greek locales before 

ultimately reaching Corinth (7.350-ἁλί)έΝ ἦhiὅΝ tὄipΝ iὅΝ pὄἷἵἷἶἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ὄiἶἷΝ iὀΝ hἷὄΝ

serpent-drawn chariot over Thessaly, in order to gathἷὄΝmἳἹiἵΝ hἷὄἴὅΝ ἸὁὄΝχἷὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝ

(7.220-233) and will be followed by her flying travel from Corinth to Athens (7.398-399). The 

lengthy account of her aerial journey serves on one level as a narrative device to introduce no 

less than fifteen obscure metamorphoses connected with the places cited by means of 

allusions.704 ἡὀΝἳΝἶἷἷpἷὄΝlἷvἷl,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸliἹhtΝἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝmἷtἳmὁὄphiἵΝ

tales, which implicitly foreshadow by similarity or contrast the impending events at Corinth. In 

this respect it has an analogous function to that of a tragic stasimon ἳὀἶΝiὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄΝἳὀΝ“ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ

ὁἶἷ”,Ν iὀΝ whiἵhΝ thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅΝ ἷxpὄἷὅὅΝ thἷΝ wiὅhΝ thἳtΝ thἷyΝ ἵὁulἶΝ ἸlyΝ tὁΝ ὁthἷὄΝ plἳἵἷὅΝ iὀΝ ἳΝ hὁpἷlἷὅὅΝ

attempt to escape from the terrible situation they are witnessing. In this context they refer to 

other mythical stories, which often prefigure the imminent catastrophe in the play.705 Therefore, 

thἷΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸἳὀtἳὅyΝ iὅΝ ὄἷἳliὐἷἶΝ iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ litἷὄἳlΝ ἳἷὄiἳlΝ

escape and the two journeys share an anticipatory function.  

ἦhἷΝὅtὁὄiἷὅΝὄἷἵὁuὀtἷἶΝἶuὄiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝjὁuὄὀἷyΝhἷὄἳlἶΝthἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝiὀΝἑὁὄiὀthΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ

shared themes, such as airborne escape, evasion of punishment, infanticide, and parental lament. 

To begin with, the first tale related by the epiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝἑἷὄἳmἴuὅ’Ν ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ

                                                           
704 Anderson 1972, vv. 7.350-403; Newlands 1997, 190. 

705 χΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὅtiἵΝἷxἳmplἷΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ“ἷὅἵἳpἷΝὁἶἷ”ΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHippolytus, where the women of Troezen pray that 
they could turn into birds and fly towards the West over the river Eridanus, where the sisters of Phaethon, 
tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝiὀtὁΝpὁplἳὄὅ,ΝὅtillΝmὁuὄὀΝthἷiὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ(ἅἁἀ-ἅἂ1)έΝἢhἳἷthὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳἶlyΝjὁuὄὀἷyΝὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’ΝἸlyiὀἹΝ
ἵhἳὄiὁtΝiὅΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵἷἶΝhἷὄἷ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝpὄἷἸiἹuὄἷΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝὁwὀΝimmiὀἷὀtΝἸἳtἳlΝἵhἳὄiὁtΝὄiἶἷέ 
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Great Flood by turning into a bird with the aid of the nymphs.706 The language employed to 

ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷΝ hiὅΝ ὅἳlvἳtiὁὀΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝἑὁὄiὀthΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ

murder of her children thanks to the flying chariot granted to her by the Sun god.707 Another stop 

on Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ tὄipΝ iὅΝ ἤhὁἶἷὅ,Ν ἳὀΝ iὅlἳὀἶΝ ἵlὁὅἷlyΝ liὀkἷἶΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἥuὀΝ Ἱὁἶ,Ν hἷὄΝ ἹὄἳὀἶἸἳthἷὄ,Ν whἷὄἷΝ

Jupiter punished the Telchines for their malevolent magic by drowning them in the sea.708 This 

ὅtὁὄyΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝwithΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳvὁiἶἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝὁwὀΝἷvilΝ ὅὁὄἵἷὄyΝἴὁthΝ iὀΝ ἙὁlἵuὅΝ

and in Corinth (7.350-351, 397-398).  

ἦhἷΝmythΝὁἸΝἘyὄiἷ’ὅΝlἳmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝ thἷΝὅuppὁὅἷἶΝἶἷἳthΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀΝἑyἵὀuὅΝ(hἷΝwἳὅΝἳἵtuἳllyΝ

turned into a swan), on account of which she was transformed into a lake, is in sharp contrast 

withΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄuthlἷὅὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀὅΝiὀΝἑὁὄiὀthέ709 This is followed by the story of another 

mother, Combe, who escapes from the murderous assault of her sons by turning into a bird and 

may thereby pὄἷἸiἹuὄἷΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ iὀvἷὄὅiὁὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἷvἳὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝiὀΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝhἳὀἶὅΝ

after the filicide by flying away on her chariot.710 Finally, the concluding tale of Eumelus 

portends the events in Corinth in two ways (7.390). According to Antoninus Liberalis 18, which 

ὅummἳὄiὐἷὅΝἐὁiὁὅ’ΝOrnithogonia 2, Eumelus killed his son Botres in wrath, because he did not 

treat a sacrificial lamb with religious piety, but after he repented of his crime Apollo felt pity for 

                                                           
706 Met. 7.354-356 hic ope nympharum sublatus in aera pennis, / cum grauis infuso tellus foret obruta ponto, / 
Deucalioneas effugit inobrutus undas. 
 
707 Met. 7.397-399 ultaque se male mater Iasonis effugit. / hinc Titaniacis ablata draconibus intrat / Palladias arces. 
 
708 Met. 7.365-367 Phoebeamque Rhodon et Ialysios Telchinas, / quorum oculos ipso uitiantes omnia uisu / Iuppiter 
exosus fraternis subdidit undis. 
 
709 Met. 7.380-381 at genetrix Hyrie, seruari nescia, flendo / delicuit stagnumque suo de nomine fecit, 396-397 
sanguine natorum perfunditur impius ensis / ultaque se male mater Iasonis effugit arma. 
 
710 Met. 7.382-383 adiacet his Pleuron, in qua trepidantibus alis / Ophias effugit natorum uulnera Combe, 396-399 

sanguine natorum perfunditur impius ensis / ultaque se male mater Iasonis effugit arma. / hinc Titaniacis ablata 
draconibus intrat / Palladias arces. 
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him and transformed the boy into a bird.711 Thus, on thἷΝ ὁὀἷΝ hἳὀἶ,Νἓumἷluὅ’Ν iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝmἳyΝ

pὁὄtἷὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ὁwὀΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀὅέΝ ἡὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝ imἳἹἷΝ ὁἸΝ

Eumelus mourning his son in the shape of a flying bird may cryptically allude to the state of 

Jason in the exodos of the Euripidean play, who laments his dead sons about to be carried away 

iὀΝthἷΝὅkyΝὁὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸlyiὀἹΝἵhἳὄiὁtέ712 

   

3.4 Medea in Corinth 

 

As we noted earlier, Ovid radically abridges the events at Corinth, which are the subject of 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, into four lines (7.394-397), since he had already treated the story in his own 

Medea as well as in Heroides 12 (if the epistle is actually Ovidian). In this laconic summary the 

ἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝ ὄἷἸἷὄὅΝὁὀlyΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν ἸiἷὄyΝἶἷἳth,Ν thἷΝἴuὄὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝpἳlἳἵἷ,Ν

Medeἳ’ὅΝ iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ hἷὄΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷέΝ ἙὀΝ ὁthἷὄΝ wὁὄἶὅ,Ν hἷΝ ὁutliὀἷὅΝ thἷΝ

actions of the Euripidean play, but omits all the dialogue and monologue scenes, which can be 

explained by the fact that he transferred many elements of these scenes to the preceding Medea 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἷpiἵέΝWἷΝhἳvἷΝ ὅἷἷὀ,Ν ἸὁὄΝ iὀὅtἳὀἵἷ,ΝhὁwΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁlilὁὃuyΝ iὀΝἑὁlἵhiὅΝ ὄἷwὁὄkὅΝ

rhetorical arguments utilized by Medea and Jason in the dramatic agon as well as parts of the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝὅpἷἷἵhἷὅ or how thἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝmἳὀipulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝiὅΝ

evocative of her deception of Creon and Aegeus in the Greek play. 

ἦhἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ ὅummἳὄyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἷvἷὀtὅΝ iὀΝ ἑὁὄiὀthΝmἳyΝ iὀΝ ἸἳἵtΝ impliἵitlyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὁwὀΝὁutliὀἷΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὅἵhἷmἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳn play (772-810). The demise of the 

ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝmἳyΝὄἷἵἳllΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝὄἷvἷlἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝplἳὀὅΝtὁΝmuὄἶἷὄΝ
                                                           
711 Anderson 1972, 285. 
 
712 Met. 7.390 Eumelique domum lugentis in aere natum. 
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the new bride by means of her poisoned gifts.713 ἦhἷΝ ἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ pἳlἳἵἷΝ iὅΝ pἳὄtlyΝ

reminiscent of the Euripidean herὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἵlἳimΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ iὅΝ ἹὁiὀἹΝ tὁΝ uttἷὄlyΝ ἵὁὀἸὁuὀἶΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

household.714 ἦhἷΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄΝἶἷtἳilΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵὁὀἸlἳἹὄἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝpἳlἳἵἷ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝiὅΝὀὁtΝἸὁuὀἶΝ

iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝitΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝhypὁthἷὅiὐἷἶΝthἳtΝ itΝmἳyΝἶἷὄivἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝ

own tragedy.715 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἵἷὀὅuὄἷΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸiliἵiἶἷΝἳὅΝimpiὁuὅΝmἳyΝἷvὁkἷΝthἷΝ

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-condemnation for the impending sacrilegious murder of her 

sons.716 ἔiὀἳlly,ΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝἸliἹhtΝἸὄὁmΝἑὁὄiὀthΝἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝhἷὄΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝJἳὅὁὀ may echo 

thἷΝ pὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝwillΝ ἸiὀἶΝ ὄἷἸuἹἷΝ iὀΝχthἷὀὅΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ ἷxἳἵtiὀἹΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ

from her husband.717  

Furthermore, all the events contained in the Ovidian synopsis have been obliquely 

anticipated by the preceding narratives revolving around Medea. I have already argued that the 

ὄἳm’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝ ἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ (ἅέἁ1ἄ-321) is a rewriting of the death scene of the Corinthian 

princess in the Euripidean play and thus foreshadows the same scene in the Metamorphoses 

(7.394). Similarly I have showὀΝhὁwΝ thἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝ (ἅέἁἂἁ-ἁἂλ)ΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ

ἶἷmiὅἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝἳὀἶΝthἷὄἷἴyΝpὄἷἸiἹuὄἷὅΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἶὁὁmΝimpliἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝ

ἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ pἳlἳἵἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ (ἂέἁλἃ)έΝ ἙὀΝ ἳἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ

sons is ominously portended by her sacrifice of a sheep as a ritual offering to Hecate and 

                                                           
713 Met. 7.394 sed postquam Colchis arsit noua nupta uenenis); Med. 804-ἆίἄΝて製kiΝk蘇なΝちiてこへけてに / ちへたlさな kiせちほjiすΝ
ヾg宋h',Ν厨ヾi拙Νせgせ碩ちΝせgせ蒼なΝή しgちi宋ちΝjl'Ν刃ちうけせさΝkて宋なΝ厨たて宋jすΝlgとたうせてすな. 
 
714 Met. 7.395 flagrantemque domum regis mare uidit utrumque; Med. 794 hふたてち ki ヾうちkg jにけぬえgj’Ν瀬うjてちてな. 

715 Bömer 1976, v. 7.395. 

716 Met. 3.796 sanguine natorum perfunditur impius ensis; Med. 792-793 kえせちgΝけ責とΝせgkgせkiち蒼Ν ήΝ k甚た’,ΝἅλἄΝ kそ塑j'Ν
帥とけてちΝ刃ちてjすほkgkてち. 
 
717 Met. 7.397-399 ultaque se male mater Iasonis effugit arma. / hinc Titaniacis ablata draconibus intrat / Palladias 
arces; Med. 771 たてそふちkiな 甚jkに せg拙 ヾふそすjたg ぃgそそうhてな, 795-796  帥つiすたす けgかgな, lすそkうkのち ヾgかhのち lふちてち / liへけてにjg, 
802 整な 酔た宋ち j設ち しi蒼す kiかjiす hかせさち.  
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Iuventas, so as to aid her rejuvenate Aeson.718 ἔiὀἳlly,Ν ἙΝ hἳvἷΝ ἵὁὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ

aerial escape from Corinth (7.397-398) is anticipated by her previous flight from Iolcus on her 

serpent-drawn chariot (7.350-351). 

 

3.5 Medea in Athens 

 

ἙὀΝthἷΝἸiὀἳlΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἳἶvἷὀtuὄἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses we find her in Athens, where 

she is received as a guest by Aegeus after her escape from Corinth and becomes his lawfully 

wἷἶἶἷἶΝwiἸἷέΝἧpὁὀΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’ΝἳὄὄivἳlΝiὀΝthἷΝἵityΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝtὄiἷὅΝtὁΝmuὄἶἷὄΝhimΝἴyΝpἷὄὅuἳἶiὀἹΝ

thἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝkiὀἹ,ΝwhὁΝiὅΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝiἶἷὀtity,ΝtὁΝὁἸἸἷὄΝhimΝἳΝpὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝἶὄiὀkέΝχἷἹἷuὅΝ

recognizes him, however, in the nick of time by the engravings on his sword and Medea evades 

punishment by vanishing in a magic cloud (7.398-424). The primary intertext of the Ovidian 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ wἳὅΝ mὁὅtΝ likἷlyΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus, which was produced in the 430s and probably 

antedated his Medea.719 The surviving fragments suggest that Medea played a central role in the 

play (frr. 1-13 Kannicht). The Roman poet also alludes to ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, which contains a 

meeting between Aegeus and the Colchian, in which she cunningly elicits from him an oath to 

offer her refuge in his city in exchange for granting him offspring through her magic drugs, a 

scene which ironically prefigures her later deception of the Athenian king (663-758). The 

tὄἳἹἷἶiἳὀΝ thuὅΝpὄὁjἷἵtὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅtἳyΝ iὀΝχthἷὀὅΝἳὀἶΝhἷὄΝἳὅὅἳὅὅiὀἳtiὁὀΝplὁtΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝἳὅΝἳ 

future event and at the same time alludes to his earlier play. Sophocles wrote an Aegeus as well 

(frr. 19-ἀἃΝἤἳἶt),ΝἴutΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝmἷἳἹἷὄΝἸὄἳἹmἷὀtὅΝpὄὁviἶἷΝὀὁΝἷviἶἷὀἵἷΝthἳtΝitΝἸἷἳtuὄἷἶΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅΝ

                                                           
718 Met. 7.396 sanguine natorum perfunditur impius ensis; 244-245 sacra facit cultrosque in guttura uelleris atri / 
conicit et patulas perfundit sanguine fossas.  
 
719 Collard/Cropp, 2008, 5. 
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a character and it therefore constitutes an unlikely model for the Metamorphoses story.720 

χὀὁthἷὄΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ὁὀΝ whiἵhΝ ἡviἶΝ pὄὁἴἳἴlyΝ ἶὄἷwΝ iὅΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν Hecale, which opens with 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸἳilἷἶΝ ὅἵhἷmἷΝ tὁΝ pὁiὅὁὀΝ hἷὄΝ ὅtἷpὅὁὀΝ (ἸὄὄέΝ ἁ-11 Hollis). Finally, the Roman poet may 

hἳvἷΝἷὀἹἳἹἷἶΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳllyΝwithΝἓὀὀiuὅ’ΝMedea, which also treats the events in Athens, but of 

which only a single fragment is extant (fr. 112 Jocelyn).  

There are two mythical traditions regarding the sequence of events in the Aegeus story. 

χἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὅtἳὀἶἳὄἶΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝ ἳttἷὅtἷἶΝ ἴyΝἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝHecale ἳὀἶΝ ἢlutἳὄἵh’ὅΝTheseus 12 

and 14, Theseus undertakes on his own initiative to subjugate the bull of Marathon after Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

failed plot to murder him and the reunion with his father. There was also, however, a variant 

version found in Apollodorus Epit. 1.5-6 and the Vatican mythographer 1.48, in which Medea 

first convinced Aegeus to send Theseus against the bull in the hope that it would kill him and 

only attempted the poisoning after he had subdued it. It has been suggested that the Euripidean 

play followed the variant version, on the grounds that placing the recognition scene after the 

Marathonian triumph and thus rendering it the climax of the story would be the most suitable 

structure for a tragic plot,721 as well on the basis of iconographical evidence.722 Sophie Mills has 

ἳὄἹuἷἶ,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝthἳtΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝiὀἵluἶἷΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅΝἳΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄΝἳὀἶΝitὅΝ

plot comprised instead the subjugation of the bull, the recognition of Theseus, and the conflict 

withΝthἷΝἢἳllἳὀtiἶὅ,Νἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Νἵὁuὅiὀὅέ723 Finally, Adrian Hollis contends that Ovid also adhered 

                                                           
720 Mills 1997, 238. 
 
721 Hollis 2009, frr. 3-7.  
 
722 Collard/Cropp (2008, 4-5) note that vase paintings between 460 and 430 depict Theseus with the subdued bull 
meeting with Aegeus and a distressed woman carrying a jug and a libation dish, who has been identified as Medea. 
From 430s onwards the female figure is portrayed with oriental attire uὀἶἷὄΝthἷΝiὀἸluἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus or 
Medea, which presented Medea in an orientalizing manner. 
 
723 Mills 1997, 238. For a different view see Hahnemann (1999 & 2003), who attributes the standard version to 
Euripides and the variant version to Sophocles.  
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to the variant version, namely that he presented the recognition as following the Marathonian 

tὄiumph,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝthἷΝὅuἴjuἹἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴullΝiὅΝimpliἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’ΝἷxplὁitὅΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ

reaching Athens and is commemorated by the Athenians in their hymn to the hero immediately 

after the reunion of father and son.724 My hypothesis is, however, that the Roman poet has 

ingeniously conflated the Euripidean and Callimachean intertexts, that is the variant and the 

standard versions. In particular, ἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Νsubdoing of the bull precedes Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἳὅὅἳὅὅiὀἳtiὁὀΝ

attempt in the chronological succession of events, but it follows the recognition scene in terms of 

narrative sequence, in that it is celebrated in the Athenian hymn after the anagnorisis. 

ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝχἷἹἷuὅ’ΝὁἸἸἷὄΝὁἸΝhὁὅpitἳlityΝtὁΝἝἷἶἷἳΝmἳyΝἳlluἶἷΝtὁΝthἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Medea in which the Colchian beseeches the Athenian king to receive her as a guest in his city.725 

At the same time the scene evokes preceding episodes of the MetamorphosesἈΝχἷἹἷuὅ’ΝwἷlἵὁmἷΝ

ὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝthἷΝἢἷliἳἶἷὅ’ΝhὁὅpitἳlityΝtὁΝthἷΝὅuppliἵἳtiὀἹΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ,ΝwhilἷΝhἷὄΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝwithΝ

the king is reminiscent of her earlier wedding to Jason.726 Thus, Aegeus combines in his dealings 

with Medea thἷΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ miὅtἳkἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pὄἷviὁuὅΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅέΝWhἳtΝ iὅΝ mὁὄἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ

explicit condemnation of the Athenian king for his gullibility in welcoming Medea into his home 

mἳyΝἷἵhὁΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝὁἴliὃuἷΝἵὄitiἵiὅmΝὁἸΝχἷἹἷuὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἷvἷὀtΝ thἳtΝhἷ receives the 

impious infanticide in his holy city.727  

                                                           
724 Met. 7.405 qui uirtute sua bimarem pacauerat Isthmon, 433-434 te, maxime Theseu, / mirata est Marathon 
Cretaei sanguine tauri) (See Hollis 2009, frr. 3-7). 

725 Met. 7.402-403 excipit hanc Aegeus […] / nec satis hospitium est; Med. 713 hえつgす h跡 ぬほとgす せg拙 hふたてすな 厨lえjkすてち. 
 
726 Met. 7.298-300 Peliaeque ad limina supplex / confugit; atque illam […] / excipiunt natae), 403 thalami quoque 
foedere iungit, 22 thalamos alieni concipis orbis?, 49 te face sollemni iunget sibi. 
 
727 Met. 7.402 excipit hanc Aegeus, facto damnandus in uno; Med. 846-850 ヾ蒼な て誠ち 頗iと蒼ち ヾてkgた蒼ち / 錐 ヾふそすな 錐 
lかそのち / ヾふたヾすたふな ji ぬほとg / k責 ヾgすhてそえkiすとgち 推つiす,ΝήΝk責ちΝて盛ぬΝ成jかgち たえkgにそてちἉ 
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Theseus arrives at the court of Aegeus, but his father is oblivious to his true identity.728 

ἦhἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀἵἷΝmuὅtΝhἳvἷΝἴἷἷὀΝἳὀΝἷὅὅἷὀtiἳlΝἷlἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ Aegeus, as is suggested 

by fragments in which the young hero is asked about his name, country, and parentage and most 

likely assumes a false identity.729 Likewise Callimachus must have included the motif of 

ἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν iὀἵὁἹὀitὁΝ ἳἶvἷὀt.730 Unlike Aegeus, ἝἷἶἷἳΝἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝ ἳwἳὄἷΝ ὁἸΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν iἶἷὀtityΝ ἳὀἶΝ

immediately concocts her scheme to poison him with aconite.731 χὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἵἳὅἷΝὁἸΝἢἷliἳὅ’Νmuὄἶἷὄ,Ν

ὀὁΝ mὁtivἷΝ iὅΝ ὁἸἸἷὄἷἶΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ mἳlἷvὁlἷὀἵἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ

focuses instead on giving a long aetiological explanation for the provenance of the aconite from 

ἑἷὄἴἷὄuὅ’ΝἸὁἳm-flecked jaws (7.408-419).732 χΝἹlimpὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἷὀmityΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ

ἦhἷὅἷuὅΝiὅΝpὄὁviἶἷἶ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝἴyΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸὄἳἹmἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus, which contains the 

gnomic statement that a stepmother is inherentlyΝhὁὅtilἷΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝthἷΝἵhilἶὄἷὀΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ

previous marriage.733 ἥimilἳὄlyΝ iὀΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ὁὀlyΝ ὁὀἷΝ ἵὁἹὀiὐἳὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν

identity and employs aconite in order to poison the hero.734 The narrator of the Metamorphoses 

recounts how Medea cunningly manipulated Aegeus into offering Theseus the poisoned cup by 

convincing him that the hero was his enemy, but does not elaborate on the particulars of her 

plan.735 ἡὀἵἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀΝ ἳΝ ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳyΝ ὅhἷἶὅΝ ὅὁmἷΝ liἹhtΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ

                                                           
728 Met. 7.404 iamque aderat Theseus, proles ignara parenti. 
 
729 Aeg. fr. 1 ヾてかgち ji l蒼たiち けg宋gち 厨せそiそてすヾふkg / ヾふそiす つiちて漕jしgす k訴hiἉ kかな ヾうkとgな 晴とてなἉ / kかな 帥jし' 成 lへjgなἉ kて漕 
せiせおとにつgす ヾgkとふなἉ, fr. 2 kか ji たうkさと 厨ち hiせうk糎 kふせてに 静ちふたgこiちἉ 
 
730 Hecal. fr. 8 ヾgと跡せ ちふてち i菅そおそてにしgな (See Kenney 2011, v. 7.404). 
 
731 Met. 7.406-407 huius in exitium misce Medea quod olim / attulerat secum Scythicis aconiton ab oris. 
 
732 Newlands 1997, 190-191.  
 
733 Aeg. fr. 4 ヾえlにせi けうと ヾのな ヾgすj拙 ヾてそえたすてち けにち碩 / kて宋な ヾとふjしiち 酔 こにけi宋jg όhiにkえと荘 ヾgkとかόέ 

734 Hecal. fr. 4 酔Νh'Ν厨せふさjiち,Νkて製ちiせiちΝ]菅けえてなΝ帥jせiち, frr. 5-6, v. 7 ヾgとhgそすgけぬえな (=leopἳὄἶ’ὅΝἴἳὀἷ,ΝiέἷέΝἳἵὁὀitἷ)Ν(ἥἷἷΝ
Hollis 2009, frr. 5-6, v. 7). 
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stratagem: the speaker claims that a poor, but powerful man is accustomed to snatch away the 

possessions of wealthy people.736 These words are most likely uttered by Medea and addressed at 

Aegeus in an effort to persuade the king that Theseus is a rival aiming to usurp his throne. 

 Ovid lays particular emphasis on the dramatic suspense and irony of the anagnorisis, 

which is predicated on the ignorance of both father and son: Theseus unwittingly takes the cup in 

his hands and is on the verge of drinking it, when Aegeus recognizes at the very last moment his 

Ἰἳmily’ὅΝ tὁkἷὀὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ hiltΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὅwὁὄἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ pὄἷvἷὀtὅΝ himΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἵὁὀὅumiὀἹΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

poison.737 This scene must surely have been the climax of the Euripidean tragedy, but 

unfortunately there are no fragments surviving from it. The closest extant parallel can be found 

iὀΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν ἷpylliὁὀ,Ν whiἵhΝ ἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝ ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὅwὁὄἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅἳὀἶἳlὅΝ lἷἸtΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ

Athenian king in Troezen to serve as the けちのとかjたgkg (“tὁkἷὀὅΝὁἸΝὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀ”)ΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁὀΝ(ἸὄέΝλ-

11)ΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝχἷἹἷuὅ’ΝἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝἷxhὁὄtἳtiὁὀΝ tὁΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝ tὁΝ ὄἷἸὄἳiὀΝ ἸὄὁmΝ imἴiἴiὀἹΝ thἷΝpὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝ

drink.738 The Roman poet also stresses the mixed emotional response of Aegeus to the 

anagnorisis: the king is both joyful at reuniting with his son and horror-struck that he came so 

close at perpetrating filicide.739  Although there are no extant fragments from the aftermath of the 

recognition scene in the Euripidean play, one can conjecture that the tragedian would also have 

uὀἶἷὄὅἵὁὄἷἶΝ thἷΝ iὀtἷὀὅἷΝ ὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἷἹἷuὅΝἳtΝ thἷΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ iἶἷὀtityέΝἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἵlὁὅἷὅΝwithΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅuἶἶἷὀΝἷὅἵἳpἷΝἸὄὁmΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἴyΝἷὀvἷlὁpiὀἹΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝ iὀΝἳΝmiὅtΝ

                                                                                                                                                                                           
735 Met. 7.419-420 agrestes aconita uocant. ea coniugis astu / ipse parens Aegeus nato porrexit ut hosti. 

736 Aeg. fr. 7a 刃ち碩と け責と 晴jkすな ぬとさたうkのち た跡ち 厨ちhiおな, / hと塑jgす h跡 ぬiすと拙 hにちgkふな, て盛せ 刃ちえつikgす·  / k責 k蒼ち h’厨ぬふちkのち 
ぬとおたgし' 塵とヾうこiすち lすそi宋. 
 
737 Met. 7.421-423 sumpserat ignara Theseus data pocula dextra, / cum pater in capulo gladii cognouit eburno / signa 
sui generis facinusque excussit ab ore. 
 
738 Hecal. fr. 7 澄jぬi kえせてな, た碩 ヾ宋しす (See Kenney 2011, vv. 7.421-423). 
 
739 Met. 7.425-427 at genitor, quamquam laetatur sospite nato, / attonitus tamen est ingens discrimine paruo / 
committi potuisse nefas. 
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conjured by her incantations.740 This scene corresponds to the exodos of the Euripidean play, but 

once again there is no available textual evidence as to how the playwright fashioned the ending 

of his drama.       

 

Refractions of Medea 

 

3.6 Procne: Surpassing Medea 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝpὄimἳὄyΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ(ἄ.424-ἄἅἂ)ΝiὅΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝTereus (written before 

414 BC), which established the canonical version of the myth.741 Sixteen fragments in all (frr. 

581-595, Radt) survive from the play along with a fragmentary hypothesis (POxy 3013, ed. 

Parsons 1974). The Roman poet seems for the most part to follow the plot of the Greek play, yet 

he diverges from his predecessor in some significant ways.742 First, while in Sophocles’ Tereus 

becomes enamored of Philomela and rapes her on board his ship during the return voyage to 

Thrace,743 in Ovid the Thracian king falls in love at first sight with the girl in Athens (6.455-460) 

and the rape takes place instead in a secluded hut in the woods after they reach Thrace (6.519-

525).744 Secondly, the majority of scholars are in agreement that in contrast to the 

Metamorphoses, where Tereus incarcerates Philomela in the forest hut and lies to Procne that her 

sister has died (6.563-ἃἅἃ),Ν thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝ tὄἳἹἷἶyΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝ ἸἷἳtuὄἷΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝ impὄiὅὁὀmἷὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

                                                           
740 Met. 7.424 effugit illa necem nebulis per carmina motis. 
 
741 ἡὀΝthἷΝἶἳtἷΝὁἸΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Νplἳy see Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 157-159. 
 
742 For a recent reconstruction of Tereus see Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 151-153. 
 
743 POxy 3013 たijてヾてとおjgな [酔とうjし]さ k蘇な ヾgすhふな·  成 h跡 k責 ヾすj[k責 て盛 l]にそうつgな hすiヾgとしえちiに[jiち] 
 
744 Rosati 2009, vv. 6.424-674. 
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woods.745 An appealing hypothesis is that the Thracian king conveys the girl secretly into the 

palace camouflaged as a servant and tells her sister that she has perished.746  

ἦhiὄἶly,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ἶiὅἹuiὅἷὅ herself as a maenad in order to 

rescue her sister from her internment in the woods (6.587-560), it has been suggested that in the 

Sophoclean play the recognition scene between the two sisters unfolded on stage for greater 

dramatic effect and therefore there was no need for Procne to assume the role of a pseudo-

Bacchant.747 Finally, ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝTereus concluded in all likelihood with a scene in which a deus 

ex machina (perhaps Apollo) ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝthἷΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtὅ’ΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝiὀtὁΝἴiὄἶὅΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝἳἴὁutΝ

by another divinity (possibly Zeus) (fr. 581) and casts reproach on them for their misdeeds (fr. 

589).748 ἙὀΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ ὅtὁὄy’ὅΝ ἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀt,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν thἷὄἷΝ iὅΝ viὄtuἳlΝ ἳἴὅἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

gods, since the bird metamorphoses are not ascribed to any divine intervention, but are left 

mysteriously unmotivated (6.667-674).  

The discussion of the Sophoclean play in the present study will be very limited, on the 

grounds that neither the extant fragments nor the hypothesis shed light on how the tragedian 

ἶὄἳmἳtiὐἷἶΝthἷΝἳὅpἷἵtὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝmythΝthἳtΝwillΝἴἷΝἷxἳmiὀἷἶΝhἷὄἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtiὁὀΝ

ὁἸΝthἷΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝplὁt,ΝhἷὄΝmὁὄἳlΝἶilἷmmἳ,ΝthἷΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’Νanagnorisis. Another model 

ὁὀΝwhiἵhΝἡviἶΝhἳὅΝἶὄἳwὀΝiὅΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝTereus (frr. 1-λ,ΝἒἳὀἹἷl),ΝwhiἵhΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝiὀΝtuὄὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν

tragedy, thus functioning as an intermediate intertext between the two works. Unfortunately the 

scanty fragments of the play do not allow a reconstruction of its plot and thus little can be 

                                                           
745 Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 151. 
 
746 March 2000, 135-136 n. 44. 
 
747 Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 152. 
 
748 Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 153. 
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ascertained about its relationship with the Sophoclean and Ovidian works.749 Nevertheless, 

despite the scarce textual evidence it has been convincingly argued that Ovid was acquainted and 

conversed intertextually with the Accian play.750 

ἦhiὅΝ ὅἷἵtiὁὀΝ willΝ ἸὁἵuὅΝ ὁὀΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝ withΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea in the Procne 

narrative. In particular, the Sophoclean and Accian intertexts have been conflated with the 

Euripidean play ἴyΝ mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝ χὅΝ wἷΝ hἳvἷΝ ὀὁtἷἶΝ ἷἳὄliἷὄ, the Roman poet 

condenses the infanticide theme in the Medea narrative of Book 7 (394-397) and treats it instead 

in detail in the Procne story, incorporating and reworking in it many elements appropriated from 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶyέΝἐἷlὁwΝἙΝwillΝἳὄἹuἷΝthἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝἶiὄἷἵtlyΝὄἷἸlἷἵtΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ

Ἕἷἶἷἳ,ΝἴutΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ,ΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἷὀὅἷΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝὅuὄpἳὅὅἷὅΝhἷὄΝiὀΝ

terms of ferocity, mercilessness, and rejection of maternal instincts. Procne is thus portrayed as 

ἳὀΝ“ὁvἷὄἴlὁwὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ”ΝἳὀἶΝhἳὅΝἳὀΝimpὁὄtἳὀtΝὅtὄuἵtuὄἳlΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀ,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝ

ἹὄἳἶἷἶΝ vἳὄiἳὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ Metamorphoses: Medea herself in Book 7, the 

“humἳὀiὐἷἶΝἝἷἶἷἳ”ΝχlthἳἷἳΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝἆ,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝ“ἳὅpiὄiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ”ΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝλέΝΝ 

Finally, the Procne narrative engages in intratextual dialogue with Heroides 1ἀ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

lἷttἷὄΝ tὁΝ Jἳὅὁὀ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ ἳΝὀumἴἷὄΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἷpiὅtlἷ’ὅΝ thἷmἳtiἵΝmὁtiἸὅΝ (ἷέἹέΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝwithΝ thἷΝ

Corinthian princess, Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁὀΝ ἳὅΝ nuntius ὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ mἳὄὄiἳἹἷ,Ν thἷΝ ὄἷὅἷmἴlἳὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

ὅὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳὀΝiὀἶἷtἷὄmiὀἳtἷΝἹὄἷἳtΝἶἷἷἶ)ΝἳὄἷΝὄἷwὁὄkἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝ

Metamorphoses story. What is more, since these motifs have no parallel in either Euripides or 

                                                           

 
749 Livius Andronicus also wrote a Tereus (frr. 24-ἀλ,Ν ἥpἳltἷὀὅtἷiὀ),Ν ἴutΝ ὅimilἳὄlyΝ thἷΝ tὄἳἹἷἶy’ὅΝ mἷἳἹἷὄΝ ἷxtἳὀtΝ
fragments make it impossible to reconstruct its plot and establish its relation with the rest of the literary tradition.  
 
750 Curley (2003, 180) (followiὀἹΝ ἑuὄὄiἷΝ 1λἆ1,Ν ἀἅἀἃ)Ν ὄἷmἳὄkὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅΝ ὅἷiὐἷἶΝ ἴyΝ
unbridled mad desire upon beholding Philomela (6.451-ἂἄί)Ν iὅΝἵlἷἳὄlyΝἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝὁἸΝχἵἵiuὅ’Ν ἸὄέΝ1Ν iὀΝ tἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝἴὁthΝ
diction and imagery. In addition, Curley (2003, 180-181) on the basis of another Accian fragment (fr. 3), which 
ἳttἷὅtὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ pὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝἒiὁὀyὅiἳἵΝ ἵὁmpὁὀἷὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ plἳy,Ν ἵὁὀjἷἵtuὄἷὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝmὁtiἸΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ
pseudo-maenadism may have been derived from the Republican tragedy. 
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χpὁllὁὀiuὅ,Ν itΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝpὁὅtulἳtἷἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷyΝὁὄiἹiὀἳtἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝthἷΝpὁἷt’ὅΝὁwὀΝMedea.751 Thus, the 

ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝwὁὄkΝmἳyΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝἳΝmἷἶiἳtiὀἹΝiὀtὄἳtἷxtΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἷpiἵέ 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἵhὁiἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἵlὁὅἷly connect Procne and Medea is anything but arbitrary. Scholars 

have long noted the multiple thematic affinities between the two mythical heroines.752 Both 

women are married to foreigners and take revenge on their unfaithful spouses by committing 

filicide. IὀΝ ἷithἷὄΝ ἵἳὅἷΝ thἷΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἹὄἷὅὅiὁὀΝ iὀvὁlvἷὅΝ thἷΝ viὁlἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἵὁὀjuἹἳlΝ pietas: 

Jason abandons Medea in order to marry the Corinthian princess, while Tereus rapes and 

mutilἳtἷὅΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ὅiὅtἷὄέΝ ἐὁthΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝ ἳὀΝ ἳἹὁὀiὐiὀἹΝ iὀtἷὄὀἳlΝ ἵὁnflict 

between maternal pietas and desire for vengeance, which is externalized through a highly 

emotional soliloquy and leads to their radical psychological metamorphosis from nurturing 

mothers and loyal wives to ruthless infanticides. Nonetheless, there are also some noteworthy 

distinguishing differences between the two heroines. Whereas Medea has traveled from her 

barbarian homeland Colchis to civilized Greece (Corinth), Procne is a Greek woman who has 

made a journey from Athens to a barbarian land (Thrace). Moreover, in contrast to Medea who 

has betrayed and deserted her father in order to marry Jason and murdered her own brother so as 

to facilitate her escape, Procne is a dutiful daughter, who has wedded Tereus in adherence to her 

Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝwiὅhἷὅ,Ν ἳὅΝwἷll as a loving sister, whose longing to see Philomela sets in motion the 

tὄἳἹiἵΝἵὁuὄὅἷΝὁἸΝἷvἷὀtὅέΝἔiὀἳlly,Νἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝmὁὄἳlΝἶilἷmmἳΝiὅΝmὁὄἷΝἵὁmplἷxΝthἳὀΝthἳtΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝiὀΝ

that her love for her son clashes not only with her passion for revenge, but also with her pietas 

towards her sister, who has been brutally violated by Tereus. 

                                                           
751 Bessone 1997, vv. 12.133-158, 146, 189-190, 212. 

752 Larmour 1992, 132; Newlands 1997, 192-195; Ciappi 1998, 445-446; Rosati 2009, vv. 6.424-674. 
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ἡviἶ’ὅΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝtwὁΝmythὅΝiὀΝἸἳἵtΝἶἷvἷlὁpὅΝἳΝtἷὀἶἷὀἵyΝὁὄiἹiὀἳtiὀἹΝiὀΝthἷΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝ

litἷὄἳὄyΝtὄἳἶitiὁὀ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἴἷὅtΝἷxἷmpliἸiἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝὄἷlἳtiὁὀὅhipΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝTereus 

ἳὀἶΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea.753 The many shared motifs between the two plays, such as the wedding 

between a Greek and a barbarian, the deliberate infanticide committed by a mother in order to 

avenge herself on her husband, and a rhetorical speech of the female protagonist, in which she 

protests against the inferior status of women within the patriarchal institution of marriage (Med. 

214-ἀἄἄ,ΝἸὄέΝἃἆἁ),ΝἳttἷὅtΝtὁΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝtwὁΝtὄἳἹἷἶiἳὀὅΝwἳὅΝἸἳmiliἳὄΝwithΝὁthἷὄ’ὅΝwὁὄkΝ

and deliberately evoked him.754 The question, however, which tragedy predates the other is still 

controversial and there are arguments on both sides of the debate.755 An argument put forward in 

ἸἳvὁὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pὄiὁὄityΝ ὁἸΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν plἳyΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἸiliἵiἶἷΝwἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ iὀtἷἹὄἳlΝ ἵὁmpὁὀἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Procne myth, whereas the introduction of the infanticide in the Medea story seems to be 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νiὀὀὁvἳtiὁὀ,ΝpὁὅὅiἴlyΝuὀἶἷὄΝἥὁphὁἵlἷἳὀΝiὀἸluἷὀἵἷέ756 

 

3.6.1 Procne and Medea in Ovid’s amatory works 

 

Ovid signals the affinity between the two narratives by almost directly juxtaposing them in the 

poem, since they are only separated by the brief story of Boreas and Orithyia (6.675-721). In 

Ἰἳἵt,Ν thἷΝ ἤὁmἳὀΝ pὁἷt’ὅΝ pἷὀἵhἳὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ liὀkiὀἹΝ thἷὅἷΝ twὁΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷὅΝ ἳὅΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝ pἳὄἳἶiἹmὅΝ ὁἸΝ

infanticidal mothers is palpable throughout his career from his early elegiac compositions to the 

exile works (Am. 2.14.29-34; Ars 2.381-384; Rem. 59-62; Fast. 2.627-629; Trist. 2.387-390; 

                                                           
753 Ciappi 1998, 446-447. 
 
754 Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 158 n. 9. 
 
755 Ciappi (1998, 447 n. 41) offers a comprehensive survey of the scholarship on the question of priority  
 
756 Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 158. For the opposite view, namely that the filicide was not part of the Procne 
myth prior to Sophocles and that he incorporated it in his drama inspired by Euripides, see March 2003, 141-154.  
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Pont. 3.1.119-120).757 In the context of the present discussion it is worthwhile to examine the 

Amores and Ars Amatoria pἳὅὅἳἹἷὅ,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝἹὄὁuὀἶὅΝthἳtΝthἷyΝἷvὁkἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea and at the 

ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ thἷyΝpὄἷἸiἹuὄἷΝ thἷΝpὁἷt’ὅΝ tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”Ν iὀΝ thἷΝMetamorphoses, 

thus functioning as important intermediate intratexts between the two works.  

Amores 2.14 is addressed to Corinna, who is facing mortal danger after an abortion. The 

ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ pὁἷt,Ν ἸἷἳὄἸulΝ ἸὁὄΝ hiὅΝ ἳiliὀἹΝ ἴἷlὁvἷἶ’ὅΝ liἸἷ,Ν ἶἷlivἷὄὅΝ ἳΝ hiἹhlyΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝ suasoria, which 

takes the form of a general diatribe against abortion and by which he aims to persuade her not to 

ὄἷpἷἳtΝ thἷΝ “ἵὄimἷ”έΝ ἦhἷΝ pὁἷmΝ ἸὁὄmὅΝ ἳΝ ἶiptyἵhΝ withΝ thἷΝ pὄἷἵἷἶiὀἹΝ ἷlἷἹyΝ (ἀέ1ἁ),Ν iὀΝ whiἵhΝ thἷΝ

ἳὀxiὁuὅΝlὁvἷὄΝmἳkἷὅΝἳΝpὄἳyἷὄΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅἷὅΝἙὅiὅΝἳὀἶΝἙlithyiἳΝtὁΝὅἳvἷΝἑὁὄiὀὀἳ’ὅΝliἸἷέΝἡviἶΝὁpἷὀὅΝ

his speech by wondering what profit is there for women to abstain from war by being exempted 

from military service, if they deal wounds against their own bodies by having abortion.758 The 

ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝἵὁὀvἷyὅΝthἷΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἵὄitiἵiὅmΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἤὁmἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ,ΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝἳlthὁuἹhΝthἷyΝ

are safe from the mortal perils of battle, they nonetheless foolishly expose themselves to an even 

higher death risk by having abortion. The Ovidian reproach against the female gender echoes and 

iὀvἷὄtὅΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷἸutἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝmiὅὁἹyὀiὅtiἵΝviἷwΝthἳtΝmἷὀΝὄiὅk their life in war, 

while women remain at the safety of their home.759 The tragic heroine bases her rebuttal on the 

assertion that she would much prefer to engage in fighting than toil in labor, thereby implying 

that childbirth has a higher mortality risk than warfare.760 Hence, the elegiac poet substitutes the 

                                                           
757 Rosati 2009, vv. 6.621. 

758 Am. 2.14.1-4 quid iuvat inmunes belli cessare puellas, / nec fera peltatas agmina velle sequi, / si sine Marte suis 
patiuntur vulnera telis, / et caecas armant in sua fata manus?  
 
759 Med. 248-251 そえけてにjす h' 酔た塑な 斉な 刃せかちhにちてち くかてち / こ蒼たiち せgk' て澄せてにな, て頗 h跡 たうとちgちkgす hてとか, / せgせ蒼な lとてちて漕ちkiな┳ 
斉な kと拙な 壬ち ヾgと' 刃jヾかhg / jk蘇ちgす しえそてすた' 壬ち た塑そそてち 錐 kiせi宋ち 尽ヾgつ. 

760 Mastronarde (2002, vv. 248-ἀἃ1)Ν ὀὁtἷὅΝ thἳtΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳὄἹumἷὀtΝ iὅΝ ὅkillἸullyΝ ἸὁuὀἶἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ χthἷὀiἳn ideology, 
according to which the public duty of a man was military service while that of a woman procreation and thus death 
in childbirth was equally laudable as death in battle.  
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ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝwἳὄΝἳὀἶΝἳἴὁὄtiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝjuxtἳpὁὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝἵὁmἴἳtΝἳὀἶΝlἳἴὁὄΝἳὀἶΝἵὁὀvἷὄtὅΝ

her argument that women lead a more dangerous life giving birth than men fighting into a 

censure of women, who avoid the hazards of war, yet subject themselves to the self-destructive 

experience of abortion.  

In the concluding part of the elegy the poet launches an invective against Roman women 

for having abortion, comparing them to the mythical exempla of the notorious infanticides 

Procne and Medea (2.14.27-ἁἆ)έΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝ ἳimΝ iὅΝ tὁΝ ὅhὁwΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἤὁmἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ

“ἵὄimἷ”Ν ἸἳὄΝ ὅuὄpἳὅὅἷὅΝ iὀΝ ὅἳvἳἹἷὄy,Ν ὄuthlἷὅὅὀἷὅὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ lἳἵkΝ ὁἸΝ mἳtἷὄὀἳlΝ iὀὅtiὀἵtΝ thἷΝ ἳἴὁmiὀἳἴlἷΝ

deed of the tragic heroines. He begins by vehemently protesting against his contemporary 

wὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ pὄἳἵtiἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἷmplὁyiὀἹΝ mἷtἳlΝ iὀὅtὄumἷὀtὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶὄuἹὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ iὀἶuἵiὀἹΝ ἳἴὁὄtiὁὀ,Ν whiἵhΝ

pἳὄἳllἷlὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝἳὀἶΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝuὅἷΝὁἸΝἳΝὅwὁὄἶΝtὁΝmuὄἶἷὄΝthἷiὄΝὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ

destruction of the Corinthian princess by means of envenomed gifts.761 The Roman women 

outdo, however, their mythical counterparts in cruelty, in that they kill their children before they 

are even born. Moreover, the puellae outstrip Procne and Medea in terms of ferocity and 

bloodthirstiness on account of the frivolous incentive of their deed. The mythical heroines are 

characterized as savage mothers guilty of a bloody deed, but their infanticide is at least motivated 

by the desire for revenge against a treacherous husband.762 The Roman women, on the other 

hand, are not goaded by the betrayal of a spouse, but have abortion purely for aesthetic reasons, 

namely so as to avoid getting wrinkles on their body.763 

                                                           
761 Am. 1.24.27-28 vestra quid effoditis subiectis viscera telis, / et nondum natis dira venena datis?  

762 Am. 1.24.29-32 Colchida respersam puerorum sanguine culpant / aque sua caesum matre queruntur Ityn; / 
utraque saeva parens, sed tristibus utraque causis / iactura socii sanguinis ulta virum. / dicite, quis Tereus, quis vos 
irritet Iason?  
 
763 Am. 1.24.7-8 scilicet, ut careat rugarum crimine venter, / sternetur pugnae tristis harena tuae?    
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ἦhἷΝὀἷxtΝ ἳὄἹumἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ pὁἷt’ὅΝ ἶἷὀuὀἵiἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝἤὁmἳὀΝwὁmἷὀΝ iὅΝ ἳΝmἳὅtἷὄἸulΝ

reworking oἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅ tirade against Medea in the exodos of the Greek play. After 

thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁΝhἳὅΝlἷἳὄὀἷἶΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸiliἵiἶἷ,ΝhἷΝἴittἷὄlyΝἴὄἳὀἶὅΝhἷὄΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ“iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἳlΝliὁὀἷὅὅ”, 

a reprimand which carries the implication that a lioness was able to kill her own young.764 The 

ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝpὁἷtΝὅuὄpἳὅὅἷὅΝthἷΝὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝἸὁὄἵἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝtὄἳἹiἵΝpὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ’ὅΝvitupἷὄἳtiὁὀΝἴyΝἵlἳimiὀἹ,ΝὁὀΝ

thἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὄy,Ν thἳtΝ thἷΝ “tἷὀἶἷὄ”Ν puellae outdo in ferocity and lack of maternal feelings the 

lionesses and Armenian tigers, since even wild animals cannot murder their progeny.765 

ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν ἡviἶΝ ὄἷplἳἵἷὅΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ ἴἳὄἴἳὄὁuὅΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἵiviliὐἷἶΝ

Greek women, who would never have the heart to commit infanticide, with a juxtaposition 

between the merciless Roman women and the beasts, which do not possess the audacity to kill 

their offspring.766 ἦhἷΝ ἸiὀἳlΝ ἳὀἶΝ mὁὅtΝ ἵὁmpἷlliὀἹΝ ἳὄἹumἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἳἶmὁὀitὁὄyΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ tὁΝ

Corinna concerns the retribution suffered by the Roman women, which exceeds that of the tragic 

protagonists. Procne and Medea will always be reviled by posterity for their filicide (29 culpant), 

but at least they were immune from an immediate penalty, since the former was transformed into 

a swallow and the latter escaped on her flying chariot. The Roman women, on the other hand, are 

often punished for having abortion by dying themselves and they are even rebuked in their 

funeral by the assembled crowd.767 

                                                           
764 Med. 1339-1343 て盛せ 帥jkすち 瑞kすな kて漕k' 壬ち 炊そそさち拙な けにち碩 / 帥kそさ ヾてし', 戚ち けi ヾとふjしiち 遂つかてにち 厨け節 / け蘇たgす jえ, せ蘇hてな 
厨ぬしと摂ち 性そえしとすふち k' 厨たてか, / そえgすちgち, て盛 けにちg宋せg, k蘇な ぉにとjさちかhてな / ぇせへそそさな 帥ぬてにjgち 刃けとすのkえとgち lへjすち. 1405-1407: 
》i漕, kうh' 刃せてへiすな 斉な 刃ヾiそgにちふたiし' / て世う ki ヾうjぬてたiち 厨せ k蘇な たにjgと塑な / せg拙 ヾgすhてlふちてに k蘇jhi そigかちさなἉ  
 
765 Am. 1.24.35-37 hoc neque in Armeniis tigres fecere latebris, / perdere nec fetus ausa leaena suos. / at tenerae 
faciunt, sed non inpune, puellae. Mckeown (1998, vv. 2.14.35-36) observing the Ovidian allusion to the Euripidean 
plἳyΝ ὄἷἳἶὅΝ thἷΝ ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ pὁἷt’ὅΝ ἳὅὅἷὄtiὁὀΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ὄἷἸutἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ wὁὄἶὅ,Ν whἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝ ὄἷἳlityΝ itΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ ὄhetorical 
ἳmpliἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝὄἷἴukἷέ 

766 Mckeown (1998, vv. 2.14.35-ἁἄ)ΝὄἷmἳὄkὅΝthἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅ audacia iὅΝἳΝὄἷἵuὄὄἷὀtΝthἷmἷΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶyέ 

767 Am. 2.14.37-40 at tenerae faciunt, sed non inpune, puellae; / saepe, suos utero quae necat, ipsa perit. / ipsa perit, 
ἸἷὄtuὄὃuἷΝὄὁἹὁΝὄἷὅὁlutἳΝἵἳpillὁὅ,ΝήΝΝἷtΝἵlἳmἳὀtΝ‘mἷὄitὁ!’ΝὃuiΝmὁἶὁΝἵumὃuἷΝviἶἷὀtέΝ 
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ἦhἷΝἳppἳὄἷὀtΝὅὁlἷmὀityΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἳἴὁὄtiὁὀΝ iὅΝὅuὄὄἷptitiὁuὅlyΝuὀἶἷὄἵut,Ν

however, by the humorouὅΝ iὄὁὀyΝὄἷὅultiὀἹΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝ impliἵitΝἵὁmpἳὄiὅὁὀΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝJἳὅὁὀέΝ

More specifically, iὀΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ ἵὁὀἶἷmὀἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἸὁὄΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝ hiὅΝ

sons, the elegiac poet reproaches Corinna for having abortion, without being certain, however, 

whether it is his own child she has killed.768 What is more, Jason mournfully concludes his 

invective against Medea by invoking the gods to bear witness to her monstrous deed and her 

cruel denial to allow him to bury his sons (1405-1414). The Ovidian diatribe, on the other hand, 

culminates with a comic deflation, since the poet dismisses his earlier reproach against Corinna 

and fearing for her life prays to the gods to forgive her this once for her transgression, but at the 

same time warns her not to repeat it under threat of a future punishment.769 The particular 

significance of Amores 2.14 ἸὁὄΝ thiὅΝ ὅtuἶyΝ liἷὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ itΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὁἷtiἵΝ

technique of emulatio in the portrayal of Procne in the Metamorphoses. Just as the elegiac 

Roman puellae surpass in ferocity and mercilessness the mythical paradigms of Procne and 

Medea, similarly, as we shall see, the epic Procne outdoes her Euripidean model in savagery and 

ruthlessness.    

The pairing of Medea and Procne in the Ars Amatoria (2.373-389) also constitutes an 

ἷὅὅἷὀtiἳlΝpὄἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝἡviἶ’ὅΝpὁἷtiἵΝpὄὁἹὄἳmΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses, in that it foreshadows his 

ἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ “ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ἷpiἵέΝ ἙὀΝ thiὅΝ pἳὅὅἳἹἷΝ thἷΝ praeceptor 

amoris instructs the male lover to take care that his illicit affairs be conducted in a furtive 

manner and kept secret from his beloved, warning him that if a woman becomes aware of an 

erotic rival she is filled with fierce sexual jealousy, which will have disastrous repercussions for 

                                                           
768 Am. 2.13.5-6 sed tamen aut ex me conceperat – aut ego credo; / est mihi pro facto saepe, quod esse potest.  
 
769 Am. 2.14.41-44 ista sed aetherias vanescant dicta per auras, / et sint ominibus pondera nulla meis! / di faciles, 
peccasse semel concedite tuto, /et satis est; poenam culpa secunda ferat!  
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him. In order to reinforce the persuasive force of his precept he cites the mythical exempla of 

Medea and Procne, who driven by envy exacted a terrible vengeance from their adulterous 

husbands by committing filicide.770 Moreover, the didactic poet also presents a catalogue of a 

womἳὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷἳἵtiὁὀὅΝwhἷὀΝ ὅἷiὐἷἶΝ ἴyΝ jἷἳlὁuὅy,ΝwhiἵhΝ ἵὁmpὄiὅἷΝ ἳὀimἳliὅtiἵΝ ὄἳἹἷ,Ν ἸiἷὄyΝ ἶἷὅiὄἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ

revenge, and figurative Bacchic frenzy (2.373-ἁἆί)έΝ ἝὁὄἷΝ ὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳlly,Ν thἷΝ jἷἳlὁuὅΝ wὁmἳὀ’ὅΝ

savage wrath is compared to that of a wild boar, a lioness, and a viper.771 Marion Steudel argues 

thἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ pἳὄὁἶyΝὁἸΝ ἳΝ pἳὅὅἳἹἷΝ iὀΝViὄἹil’ὅΝGeorgics,772 in which the didactic 

poet proclaims the absolute power of amorous passion over all living species and cites examples 

of animals overcome by erotic madness, two of which, the lioness and boar, are shared by the 

Ovidian list.773 She notes that Ovid humorously transforms the Virgilian instances of beasts in 

erotic furor iὀtὁΝἳὀimἳlΝὅimilἷὅΝilluὅtὄἳtiὀἹΝἳΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝἷὀvyέΝΝ 

Apart from conversing with the Virgilian intertext, however, the Ars Amatoria passage 

ἷvὁkἷὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea and contains in seminal form a typology of the various manifestations  

of female jealousy that will be later fully developed in the Metamorphoses in the portrayal of the 

graded variants of the Euripidean heroine (Procne, Althaea, and Deianira). To begin with, the 

comparison of a woman in a fit of angry jealousy to a lioness suckling her cubs diverges from the 

Virgilian model, in which the lioness overwhelmed with erotic lust is said to abandon her young, 

and recalls instead the Euripidean Medea experiencing raging envy, who is likened to a lioness 

                                                           
770 Ars. 2.381-384 coniugis admissum violataque iura marita est / barbara per natos Phasias ulta suos. / altera dira 
parens haec est, quam cernis, hirundo; / aspice, signatum sanguine pectus habet. 
 
771 Ars. 2.373-377 sed neque fulvus aper media tam saevus in ira est, / fulmineo rabidos cum rotat ore canes, / nec 
lea, cum catulis lactentibus ubera praebet, /  nec brevis ignaro vipera laesa pede, / femina quam socii deprensa 
paelice lecti. 

772 Steudel 1992, 91f. 

773 G. 3.245-248 tempore non alio catulorum oblita leaena / saeuior errauit campis, nec funera uulgo / tam multa 
informes ursi stragemque dedere / per siluas; tum saeuus aper, tum pessima tigris. 
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aggressively protective of her offspring.774 WἷΝὀὁtiἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝtἷἵhὀiὃuἷΝὁἸΝemulatio, since 

thἷΝἵhἷἳtἷἶΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝwὄἳthΝiὅΝἷvἷὀΝmὁὄἷΝὅἳvἳἹἷΝthἳὀΝthἳtΝὁἸ a lioness and thus she outdoes her 

Euripidean counterpart, whose anger is equated with that of the wild animal. At the same time 

the Ovidian simile prefigures the comparison of Procne about to murder Itys to a tigress dragging 

away a suckling fawn, which, ἳὅΝ wἷΝ willΝ ὅἷἷ,Ν ἳlὅὁΝ ἷmulἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝ ὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

heroine.775 

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝὁἸΝἳὀΝἷὄὁtiἵΝἳὀtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝpὄἷἸiἹuὄἷὅΝthἷΝ

scene in the Metamorphoses, where Deianira is informed by rumor that Hercules has been 

enamored of Iole.776 The betrayed beloved is consumed with fiery rage and her distraught inner 

state is reflected by her facial expressions.777 This generic depiction on the one hand recalls the 

portrayal of the Euripidean Medea casting a fierce glance on her children, which betrays her 

thoughts of infanticide as retribution against Jason.778 On the other hand, however, it is echoed 

and expanded in the representation of the epic Procne and Althaea teeming with vengeful wrath. 

Procne meditating vengeance upon Tereus caὀὀὁtΝ ἵὁὀtἳiὀΝ hἷὄΝ ἴlἳὐiὀἹΝ ἳὀἹἷὄ,Ν whilἷΝ χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ

angry contemplation of revenge on Meleager is mirrored in the contortions of her face.779 The 

                                                           
774 Janka 1997 vv. 2.375-376: Ars 2.375 nec lea, cum catulis lactentibus ubera praebet, G. 2.245-246 tempore non 
alio catulorum oblita leaena / saeuior errauit campis, Med. 187-189 せgかkてす kてせうhてな hえとけたg そigかちさな / 刃ヾてkgにとて漕kgす 
hたのjかち, 晴kgち kすな / た漕してち ヾとてlえとのち ヾえそgな 成とたさし蘇す. 
 
775 Galasso 2000, vv. 6.636-646: Met. 6.636-637 Nec mora, traxit Ityn, ueluti Gangetica ceruae / lactentem fetum per 
siluas tigris opaca. 
 
776 Ars 2.377 femina quam socii deprensa paelice lecti, Met. 9.137-140…ἵumΝFama loquax praecessit ad aures, / 
Deianira, tuas, quae ueris addere falsa / gaudet et e minimo sua per mendacia crescit, / Amphitryoniaden Ioles ardore 
teneri, 144-146 paelex lacrimis laetabitur istis. / quae quoniam adueniet, properandum aliquidque nouandum est, / 
dum licet et nondum thalamos tenet altera nostros. 

777 Ars 2.373, mἷἶiἳΝ…ΝiὀΝira, 378 ardet et in vultu pignora mentis habet. 

778 Med. 92-93 随hさΝけ責とΝi寸hてちΝ星たたg ちすちΝkgにとてにたえちさちΝή kて宋jh',Ν席な kすΝhとgjiかてにjgちέ 
 
779 Met. 6.609 …ardet et iram / non capit ipsa suam Procne (Janka 1997 vv. 2.378), Met. 8.467-468 et modo 
nescioquid similis crudele minanti / uultus erat. 
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jealous woman rushes to put into action her revenge plot, which consists in the use of sword and 

fire.780 Ovid once agἳiὀΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Ν thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxt,Ν whἷὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἳὀimἳlὅΝ ὄuὅhΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ

figurative flames of erotic madness, not the literal flames of vengeance.781 The didactic poet 

ἳlluἶἷὅΝ iὀὅtἷἳἶΝ tὁΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳy,Ν iὀΝ whiἵhΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἵὁὀtἷmplἳtἷὅΝ vἳὄiὁuὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ὅἵhἷmἷὅΝ

against Jason, which include burning the newlyweds alive and stabbing them to death.782 At the 

ὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝpἳὅὅἳἹἷΝ lὁὁkὅΝἸὁὄwἳὄἶΝ tὁΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝhἷἳἶlὁὀἹΝ ὄuὅhΝ tὁΝ impiὁuὅΝἵὄimἷΝἳὀἶΝ

her consideration of means of retaliation against Tereus, which comprise setting the palace on 

fire and hurling him into the flames or cutting off his tongue, eyes, and genitals with a blade.783 

Finally, female envy takes the form of figurative maenadic frenzy, which anticipates the 

portrayal of Byblis as a maddened Bacchant in the Metamorphoses, after her incestuous passion 

has been repeatedly rejected by her brother.784 

 

3.6.2 Procne as “overblown Medea” 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝἳὅΝἳὀΝἳmpliἸiἷἶΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳΝiὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtἷἶΝἴὁthΝiὀΝthἷΝ

nature of her revenge on Tereus and in the manner she executes it. It has been argued that 

ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ὄἷpὄiὅἳlΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ ἵὁmἴiὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ ὅymmἷtὄiἵἳlΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἳὀἶΝἷὅἵἳlἳtiὀἹΝ ὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ

sense that she inflicts on him a perversely fitting punishment and at the same time her retaliation 
                                                           
780 Ars 2.379 in ferrum flammasque ruit. 
 
781 G. 3.244 in furias ignemque runt; amor omnibus idem.  

782 Med. 378-379 ヾふkiとてち 精lうねの h蒼たg ちにたlすせ摂ち ヾにとか, / 錐 しさせk摂ち 隻jの lうjけgちてち hす' 瑞ヾgkてな. 

783 Met. 6.585-586: sed fasque nefasque / confusura ruit, 614-617 aut ego, cum facibus regalia tecta cremabo, / 
artificem mediis immittam Terea flammis, / aut linguam atque oculos et quae tibi membra pudorem / abstulerunt 
ferro rapiam […]. 
 
784 Ars 2.380 fertur, ut Aonii cornibus icta dei, Met. 9.641-644 utque tuo motae, proles Semeleia, thyrso / Ismariae 
celebrant repetita triennia Bacchae, / Byblida non aliter latos ululasse per agros / Bubasides uidere nurus. 
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iὅΝἳΝ“ἶὁuἴlἷΝpἳyἴἳἵk”,ΝwhiἵhΝἹὁἷὅΝἴἷyὁὀἶΝthἷΝὅtἳὀἶἳὄἶΝtypἷΝὁἸΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷ,ΝthἷΝius talionis (“ἳὀΝἷyἷΝ

ἸὁὄΝἳὀΝἷyἷ”),ΝἳὀἶΝiὅΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷἶΝἴyΝἳΝmuἵhΝhiἹhἷὄΝἶἷἹὄἷἷΝὁἸΝviὁlἷὀἵἷέ785 In particular, each of 

ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν ἵὄimἷὅΝ iὅΝ mἳtἵhἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳὀΝ ἳptΝ ἳὀἶΝmὁὄἷΝ ἴὄutἳlΝ ὄἷὃuitἳlΝ ἴyΝ Procne. Thus the Thracian 

kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ὄἳpἷΝ ἳὀἶΝmutilἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ-in-law and is repaid in double by his wife through the 

murder and dismemberment of their son, whom she then serves as a meal to the unwitting father. 

ἕilἶἷὀhἳὄἶΝἳὀἶΝZiὅὅὁὅΝhἳvἷΝὄἷἳἶΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’ cannibalistic feast as a figurative rape, in the sense that 

ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ“pἷὀἷtὄἳtἷὅ”ΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶΝwithΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝὅὁὀ, thus suitably avenging the rape of her sister.  

ἦhἷΝtwὁΝὅἵhὁlἳὄὅΝἳlὅὁΝὀὁtἷΝthἳtΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝtὁΝὅuὄpἳὅὅΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝtὄἳὀὅἹὄἷὅὅiὁὀΝἴyΝ

means of a more horrific vengeance is demonstrated by her initial deliberations, in which she 

momentarily considers resorting to a type of vengeance conforming to the lex talionis, such as 

glossectomy, blinding, and castration (6.616-617), but immediately dismisses these options in 

favor of a grander and more sadistic punishment, namely infanticide and annihilation of lineage 

thὄὁuἹhΝἵἳὀὀiἴἳliὅmέΝἦhἷὄἷΝiὅ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝwἳyΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝὁutἶὁἷὅΝhἷὄΝ

ὅpὁuὅἷ’ὅΝ ἵὄimἷ,Ν whiἵhΝ thuὅΝ ἸἳὄΝ hἳὅΝ ὀὁtΝ ὄἷἵἷivἷἶΝ ἳttἷὀtiὁὀέΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν mἷὀἶἳἵiὁuὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ ἳἴὁutΝ

ἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳth,ΝwhiἵhΝἵἳuὅἷὅΝhἷὄΝtὁΝmὁuὄὀΝhἷὄΝὅiὅtἷὄΝἸὁὄΝἳΝwhὁlἷΝyἷἳὄΝ(ἄέἃἄἃ-571), is avenged 

by Procne by the actual murder of their son. Her revenge is once again perversely symmetrical. 

Tereus deceives his wiἸἷΝἴyΝthἷΝἸἳlὅἷΝtἳlἷΝὁἸΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἳὀἶΝὅimilἳὄlyΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝtὄiἵkὅΝhἷὄΝ

husband by inviting him to a counterfeit sacred feast, which is merely a camouflage for the 

cannibalistic banquet.786 WhἳtΝ iὅΝmὁὄἷ,Νἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ iὀὃuiὄyΝἳἴὁutΝ thἷΝwhἷὄἷἳἴὁutὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝ ὅiὅter is 

ἳὀὅwἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝἸὁὄἹἷἶΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳὀἶΝiὀΝἳὀΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝἸἳὅhiὁὀΝwhἷὀΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝkiὀἹΝἳὅkὅΝ

whἷὄἷΝhiὅΝὅὁὀΝ iὅ,ΝhiὅΝwiἸἷΝὄἷpliἷὅΝἵὄyptiἵἳllyΝ thἳtΝhἷΝ iὅΝ“iὀὅiἶἷΝhim”έ787 ἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝἸἷiἹὀἷἶΝἹὄὁἳὀὅΝ

                                                           
785 Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 9-10. 
 
786 Met. 6.565 commentaque funera narrat, 648 patrii moris sacrum mentita. 
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ἳὀἶΝ tἷἳὄὅΝ ἸὁὄΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝὅuppὁὅἷἶΝἶἷἳthΝἳὄἷΝἵὁὀvἷὄtἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝhis genuine cries and weeping for 

hiὅΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷἳlΝ ἶἷmiὅἷέ788 ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝ ἵἷὀὁtἳphΝ ἷὄἷἵtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ iὀΝ hὁὀὁὄΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ “ἶἷἵἷἳὅἷἶ”Ν

ὅiὅtἷὄΝἸiὀἶὅΝitὅΝἹὄὁtἷὅὃuἷΝἷὃuivἳlἷὀtΝiὀΝthἷΝ“liviὀἹΝtὁmἴ”ΝὁἸΝἙtyὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἴἷllyέ789 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳy is characterized by an analogous blend of 

symmetry and escalating violence.790 ἦhἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅἷὄtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ hiὅΝ ὅὁὀὅΝ iὅΝ

punished by the Colchian by the obliteration of his progeny achieved through filicide and by her 

own departure from Corinth. Furthermore, Medea avenges herself on Jason for his marriage with 

the Corinthian princess, in order to produce new descendants and thus solidify his social status in 

thἷΝἵity,ΝthὄὁuἹhΝthἷΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵὁὀὅἷὃuἷὀtlyΝἶἷὅtὄὁyὅΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝ

plἳὀΝὁἸΝἵὄἷἳtiὀἹΝἳΝὄὁyἳlΝ liὀἷἳἹἷέΝἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἴἳὀiὅhmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝἳὀἶΝ

Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἸἳiluὄἷΝtὁΝὄἷvὁkἷΝthἷΝὄὁyἳlΝἶἷἵὄἷἷΝὁἸΝἷxilἷΝiὅΝὄἷὃuitἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ,ΝwhὁΝkillὅΝἑὄἷὁὀΝἳὀἶΝ

pὄἷἶiἵtὅΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝlὁὀἷlyΝἳὀἶΝuὀhἷὄὁiἵΝἶἷἳthέ 

 Despite the fact that the two heroines follow the same pattern of symmetrical and 

escalating retribution, as we will see below, Procne outshines Medea in terms of ferocity, 

ruthlessness, and dismissal of her maternal role at every stage of her vengeance, from the 

formation of the revenge plot and her moral dilemma, to the filicide, and the revelation of her 

hὁὄὄiἴlἷΝ ἶἷἷἶΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ iἹὀὁὄἳὀtΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἷmulἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ

predecessor is thrown in sharp relief if one considers the sheer savagery of her infanticide and 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
787 Met. 6.564 coniuge quae uiso germanam quaerit, 652 ‘ἙtyὀΝhuἵΝἳἵἵἷὄὅitἷ’ἶixit, 656 ubi sit quaerit. 
 
788 Met. 6.565 dat gemitus fictos, 566 et lacrimae fecere fidem, 661 Thracius ingenti mensas clamore repellit, 665 
flet modo.  
 
789 Met. 6.568-569 inane sepulcrum / constituit, 665 seque uocat bustum miserabile nati. 
 

790 Of course this theme of escalating revenge could also have been Sophoclean, but it is not attested by the 
surviving fragments. 
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thἷΝὅuἴὅἷὃuἷὀtΝὅἳἵὄilἷἹiὁuὅΝtὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴὁἶyέΝἝἷἶἷἳΝkillὅΝhἷὄΝἵhilἶὄἷὀ,ΝἴutΝἳtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝ

timἷΝ tἳkἷὅΝ ἵἳὄἷΝ tὁΝ ἴuὄyΝ thἷmΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἳἵὄἷἶΝ pὄἷἵiὀἵtΝ ὁἸΝ ἘἷὄἳΝ χkὄἳiἳ’ὅΝ tἷmplἷ,Ν ὅὁΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ

Corinthians may not open up their tomb and outrage their bodies in revenge for her murder of the 

royal family (1378-1381). Procne, on the other hand, not only murders Itys, but she and her sister 

also defile his body by tearing it apart, cooking it, and serving it to her husband in a gruesome 

banquet.  

Gildenhard and Zissos have contended that there is a deeper metapoetic level in the 

Ovidian narrative.791 ἐyΝ ὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝ hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ mἷὅὅἳἹἷΝ wὁvἷὀΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ tἳpἷὅtὄy,Ν whiἵhΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝ

ἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝtἷὄὄiἴlἷΝἵὄimἷΝ(ἄέἃἆἀΝcarmen miserabile), Procne assumes the role of lector and she then 

attempts as auctor tὁΝimitἳtἷΝἳὀἶΝὁutἶὁΝthiὅΝ“tἷxt”ΝἴyΝἵὁmmittiὀἹΝἳὀΝἷvἷὀΝmὁὄἷΝhὁὄὄἷὀἶὁuὅΝἶἷἷἶέΝ

ἦhἷΝtwὁΝἵὄitiἵὅΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷΝthiὅΝmὁtiἸΝἳὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ“ἳἷὅthἷtiἵὅΝὁἸΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷ”ΝἳὀἶΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷΝthἳtΝlἳtἷὄΝ

authors from Seneca to Shakespeare and beyoὀἶΝ ἸὁllὁwΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ iὀtὄἳtἷxtuἳlΝ

paradigm of emulation on an intertextual level. Each author attempts to surpass his predecessor 

through the portrayal of characters who outshine the Athenian sisters in the savagery and 

goriness of their vengeance. I believe that a metapoetic dimension of this kind can also be 

ἶἷtἷἵtἷἶΝ iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἷὀὅἷΝ thἳtΝ ἴἷhiὀἶΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἷmulἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ

Medea in terms of her revenge scheme and its implementation one can perceive the Roman 

pὁἷt’ὅΝὁwn endeavor to exceed his tragic antecedent.  

 

3.6.3 The “marriage” of Tereus and Philomela 

 

The reworking of the Euripidean intertext takes place primarily in the second part of the Ovidian 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵὁmpὄiὅἷὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝὁἸΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’Νἵὄimἷ,Νher plot of revenge and internal 
                                                           
791 Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 10-11. 
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ἵὁὀἸliἵt,ΝthἷΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ,Νἦἷὄἷuὅ’Νanagnorisis,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝὅiὅtἷὄὅ’ aerial escape. It is worth examining 

ἴὄiἷἸly,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἸiὄὅtΝὅἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅtὁὄy,ΝwhiἵhΝὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝvὁyἳἹἷΝtὁΝχthἷὀὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝ

rape of Philomela, on the grounds that the Roman poet depicts in it the relationship of the 

Thracian king with the Athenian sisters as an erotic triangle, which parallels that of Jason, 

Medea, and the Corinthian princess in the Greek play. To begin with, the language used to 

descὄiἴἷΝ ἢἳὀἶiὁὀ’ὅΝ ἷὀtὄuὅtiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅ,Ν iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἵὁὀvἷyΝ hἷὄΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ,Ν

contains elements implicitly suggestive of a wedding ceremony and thus foreshadows with dark 

irony thἷiὄΝ“pἷὄvἷὄtἷἶΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷ”,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝὄἳpἷΝὁἸΝἢhilὁmἷlἳέΝἦhἷΝcharacterization of the 

χthἷὀiἳὀΝἳὀἶΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝkiὀἹὅΝἳὅΝ“Ἰἳthἷὄ-”ΝἳὀἶΝ“ὅὁὀ-in-lἳw”Ν(ἄέἂἂἅΝsoceri, 496 gener) refers on 

ὁὀἷΝ lἷvἷlΝ tὁΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν mἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝ tὁΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Ν ἴutΝ ὁὀΝ ἳὀὁthἷὄΝ itΝ iὀὅiὀuἳtἷὅΝ hiὅΝ immiὀἷὀtΝ ἴlὁὁἶyΝ

“ὀuptiἳlὅ”ΝwithΝἢhilὁmἷlἳέ792 What is more, Tereus’ΝplἷἶἹἷΝtὁΝὄἷtuὄὀΝἢhilὁmἷlἳΝpὄὁmptlyΝtὁΝhἷὄΝ

father is ironically described with the verb spondeo (6.450), which bears the secondary sense 

“ἴἷtὄὁth”έΝ ἙὀΝ thἷΝ ἸἳὄἷwἷllΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ἢἳὀἶiὁὀΝ jὁiὀὅΝ thἷΝ ὄiἹhtΝ hἳὀἶὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢhilὁmἷlἳ,Ν ἳΝ

symbolic gesture which alludes to the matrimonial custom of iunctio dextrarum, which 

sanctioned the union of the married couple.793  

The reading of this scene as a pseudo-wedding is further corroborated by the fact that 

ἢἳὀἶiὁὀ’ὅΝpἳἵtΝwithΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝἵὁὀtὄἳἵt between Medea and Jason in 

Heroides 1ἀέΝχἸtἷὄΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝpὄὁmiὅἷΝtὁΝwἷἶΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝmἳiἶἷὀ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝὅἷἵuὄἷΝhἷὄΝ

magical aid, they join right hands as a token of this arrangement. In an analogous manner the 

Thracian king seals his agreement with his father-in-law to take Philomela to her sister by the 

                                                           
792 Anderson 1972, vv. 6.496-499.  
 
793 Met. 6.506-507 utque fide pignus dextras utriusque poposcit / inter seque datas iunxit… (see Anderson 1972, v. 
6.507). 
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shaking of right hands.794 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν tὄiἵkἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἳὀἶiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢhilὁmἷlἳΝ ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ

crocodile tears and an eloquent speech, in which he veils his own illicit passion for Philomela 

withΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅ piὁuὅΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝtὁΝὅἷἷΝhἷὄΝὅiὅtἷὄ,ΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἴyΝἳΝἵὁmἴiὀἳtiὁὀΝ

of alluring words and feigned weeping.795 ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ pἳὄἷὀthἷtiἵἳlΝ ἵὁmmἷὀtΝ

ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἹulliἴilityΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝkiὀἹΝ ἳὀἶΝhiὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ retrospective 

comment about her own naïve credulity.796 The commentators are in agreement that Ovid 

incorporates matrimonial features into this scene in order to allude to a different version of the 

myth attested by Apollodorus (2.14.8) and Hyginus (Fab. 45.1), according to which Tereus 

pὄἷtἷὀἶἷἶΝthἳtΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝhἳἶΝpἷὄiὅhἷἶΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝἳὅkἷἶΝἢἳὀἶiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝhἳὀἶΝiὀΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝtὁΝ

replace her.797 An alternative, yet not mutually exclusive, iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝ

ἳimΝἴyΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtiὀἹΝἢἳὀἶiὁὀ’ὅΝἵὁmmending of Philomela to Tereus as a figurative wedding is to 

ἷvὁkἷΝ ἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ mἳὄὄyiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝ tὁΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyΝ ἳὀΝ ἷὄὁtiἵΝ tὄiἳὀἹlἷΝ

corresponding to that of the Greek tragedy. 

A final piece of textual evidence in support of this theory is Philomἷlἳ’ὅΝ lἳἴἷliὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ

hἷὄὅἷlἸΝἳὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝpaelex ἳἸtἷὄΝhἷὄΝὄἳpἷΝἴyΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝkiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝὁἸΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝἳὅΝἳΝ“huὅἴἳὀἶ”ΝtὁΝ

both women, a statement which encapsulates the confusion of family relations brought about by 

ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν ἵὄimἷέ798 ἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-conception as hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ ὄivἳlΝmiὅtὄἷὅὅΝmay recall Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

                                                           
794 Met. 6.447-448 dextera dextrae / iungitur, 495-ἂλἄ…generi dextram complexus euntis / Pandion comitem 
lacrimis commendat obortis, Her 12.90 dextrae dextera iuncta meae. 
 
795 Met. 6.467-471 …cupidoque reuertitur ore/ ad mandata Procnes et agit sua uota sub illa. / facundum faciebat 
amor, quotiensque rogabat / ulterius iusto, Procnen ita uelle ferebat; / addidit et lacrimas, tamquam mandasset et 
illas, 473-474 ipso sceleris molimine Tereus / creditur esse pius laudemque a crimine sumit, Her. 12.91-92 vidi 
etiam lacrimas – sua pars et fraudis in illis. / sic cito sum verbis capta puella tuis.  
 
796 Met. 6.472-473 pro superi, quantum mortalia pectora caecae noctis habent!, Her. 12.89-90 haec animum – et 
quota pars haec sunt! – movere puellae / simplicis. 

797 Anderson 1972, v. 6.507; Galasso 2000, vv. 6.494-510; Rosati 2009, vv. 6.506-507. 

798 Met. 6.537-538[omnia turbasti; paelex ego facta sororis, / tu geminus coniunx, hostis mihi debita poena]. 
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jἷἳlὁuὅΝἴὄἳὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὀἷwΝἴὄiἶἷΝἳὅΝἳΝpaelex in Heroides 12.799 Moreover, given that the 

pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳyΝ ὀἷvἷὄΝ ὄἷἸἷὄὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ ἳὅΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ

concubine (Gr. ヾgそそgせかな), itΝmἳyΝἴἷΝhypὁthἷὅiὐἷἶΝthἳtΝthiὅΝἷlἷmἷὀtΝὁὄiἹiὀἳtἷὅΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁwὀΝlὁὅtΝ

Medea. Later in the narrative, after Procne rescues her sister and brings her secretly into the 

palace, she attempts to embrace her, but the mute Philomela keeps her eyes fixed on the ground 

and desperately attempts to swear to her sister by means of gesticulations that this disgrace was 

forcibly inflicted on her by Tereus.800 ἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝἳttituἶἷΝὄἷvἷἳlὅΝhἷὄΝuttἷὄΝὅhἳmἷ,ΝwhiἵhΝὅtἷmὅΝ

from her lingering view of herself as her sistἷὄ’ὅΝpaelex.801  

χὀὁthἷὄΝἸἷἷliὀἹ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝwhiἵhΝmἳyΝἴἷΝmὁtivἳtiὀἹΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝἴἷhἳviὁὄ,ΝiὅΝἶὄἷἳἶΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝ

ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝwὄἳthἸulΝjἷἳlὁuὅy,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝimpliἷἶΝἴyΝhἷὄΝὅhuἶἶἷὄiὀἹΝἸἷἳὄΝἳὀἶΝpἳllὁὄΝwhἷὀΝὅhἷΝἷὀtἷὄὅΝthἷΝ

palace.802 ἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝ ἳlἳὄm,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν pὄὁvἷὅΝ uὀἸὁuὀἶἷἶ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ὅὁlἷΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀΝ iὅΝ tὁΝ

avenge herself on Tereus for his crimes and she harbors no jealousy or inimical feelings towards 

her sister (6.609-ἄ1λ)έΝἦhiὅΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἢhilὁmἷlἳΝmἳyΝὁἴliὃuἷlyΝἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝTereus, 

which according to the hypothesis featured Procne being stung to madness with envy for her 

huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ iὀἸiἶἷlity,803 although it cannot be established whether her jealousy entailed any 

enmity towards Philomela.804 At the same time, however, the Roman poet may be evoking the 

Euripidean Medἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅἷxuἳlΝ jἷἳlὁuὅyΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝἹὁἳἶὅΝ hἷὄΝ tὁΝ tἳkἷΝ

ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝἳἶvἷὄὅἳὄyέΝἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,ΝitΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἳὄἹuἷἶΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝὅuppὄἷὅὅἷὅΝthἷΝthἷmἷΝὁἸΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ
                                                           
799 Her. 12.173-174 quos ego servavi, paelex amplectitur artus, / et nostri fructus illa laboris habet. 
 
800Met. 6.605-609 …ὅἷἶΝὀὁὀΝἳttὁllἷὄἷΝἵὁὀtὄἳΝήΝὅuὅtiὀἷtΝhἳἷἵΝὁἵulὁὅ,ΝpἳἷlἷxΝὅiἴiΝuiὅἳΝὅὁὄὁὄiὅ,ΝήΝἶἷiἷἵtὁὃuἷΝiὀΝhumumΝ
uultu iurare uolenti / testarique deos per uim sibi dedecus illud / inlatum, pro uoce manus fuit.  

801 Met. 6.605 oraque deuelat miserae pudibunda sororis, 606 paelex sibi uisa sororis. 

802 Met. 6.601-602 ut sensit tetigisse domum Philomela nefandam, / horruit infelix totoque expalluit ore.  
 
803 POxy 3013 厨ヾすけちて漕jg h跡 酔 ぃと[ふせちさ k碩ち 刃そお]しiすgち こさそてkにヾ[か糎] て菅jkとさしi宋jg. 

804 Sommerstein/Fitzpatrick 2006, 174-175. 
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envy in his version of the story, but also alludes to it covertly by having Philomela fearfully view 

hἷὄΝὅiὅtἷὄΝἳὅΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝὁὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳέ 

 

3.6.4 The revenge plot 

 

I will begin my main analysis of the intertextual dialogue between the Ovidian narrative and its 

Euripidean model from the pivotal moment when Procne reads the tapestry and discovers the 

tὄuthΝἳἴὁutΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’Νἵὄimἷὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἷΝὄἳpἷΝἳὀἶΝmutilἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢhilὁmἷlἳΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἶἷἵἷptivἷΝὅtὁὄyΝ

that she has perished (6.581-582). In this anagnorisis ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ uὀἶἷὄἹὁἷὅΝ ἳΝ

conversion from a lamenting sister into a wife bent on vengeance, which evokes and at the same 

time diverges from the psychological metamorphosis of her Euripidean predecessor. First of all, 

the two women differ in terms of the speed of their transformation. In the prologue of the Greek 

play the NuὄὅἷΝὄἷpὁὄtὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵἷἳὅἷlἷὅὅΝlἳmἷὀtΝὁὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴἷtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἳὀἶΝhἷὄΝ

children by the marriage to the Corinthian princess (24-33). Gradually, however, her sorrow is 

miὀἹlἷἶΝwithΝ ἳΝwὄἳthἸulΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ thἷΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝὁwὀΝ lyὄiἵal exclamations 

alternate between her wish to commit suicide and her desire to witness the destruction of her 

children, her husband, and the Corinthian princess (96-97, 111-114, 144-147, 160-167). Finally, 

by the time of her initial exchange with the chorus she has dismissed her earlier mournful 

attitude and composedly reveals to them her intention to avenge herself on her husband (259-

ἀἄἁ)έΝ ἙὀΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝ ὅlὁwΝ pὄὁἹὄἷὅὅiὁὀΝ ἸὄὁmΝ iὀἵὁὀὅὁlἳἴlἷΝ ἹὄiἷἸΝ tὁΝ

vengeful anger, Procne upon rἷἳἶiὀἹΝ hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ mἷὅὅἳἹἷΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷὅΝ ἳΝ ὅuἶἶἷὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἳἶiἵἳlΝ

change from sorrow to a raging longing for retribution, which produces a scene of heightened 

pathos and dramatic tension.  
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Another distinguishing difference between the two figures pertains to the reason 

mὁtivἳtiὀἹΝ thἷiὄΝ lἳmἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ mἳὀὀἷὄΝ iὀΝ whiἵhΝ thἷyΝ ὄἷἳἵtΝ tὁΝ thἷiὄΝ ὅpὁuὅἷὅ’Ν pἷὄἸiἶyέΝ

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶiὄἹἷΝiὅΝtὄiἹἹἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝiὀἸiἶἷlityΝἳὀἶΝiὅΝἳἵἵὁmpἳὀiἷἶΝἴyΝlἳὀἹuiὅhiὀἹ,ΝἸἳὅtiὀἹ,ΝἳὀἶΝ

profuse weeping.805 ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝ ὅhἳὄplyΝwith thἳtΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt,Ν iὀΝ

thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ iὀitiἳllyΝ lἳmἷὀtὅΝ hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅuppὁὅἷἶΝ ἶἷἳthΝ (ἄέἃἄἄ-570), but when she finds out her 

huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ tὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅΝ ἶἷἷἶὅ,Ν ὅhἷΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ ὄἷἸuὅἷὅΝ tὁΝ iὀἶulἹἷΝ iὀΝ tἷἳὄἸulΝ mὁuὄὀiὀἹΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὅΝ

instead entirely absorbed in the thought of retribution.806 What is more, after the reunion with 

Philomela she chides her sister for crying and, unable to control her own blazing anger, chooses 

the path of revenge over that of grief.807 Procne thus surpasses her Euripidean antecedent in 

terms ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ pἳὅὅivἷΝ lἳmἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἹὄἷὅὅiὁὀὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ hἷὄΝ ὄuthlἷὅὅΝ

determination to exact vengeance. Moreover, as we noted above, the Roman poet does not 

attribute to his protagonist the sentiment of sexual jealousy, which characterizes bὁthΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν

ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝἳὀἶΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳέΝἘἷὀἵἷ,Ν thἷΝὁὀlyΝmὁtivἳtiὀἹΝ ἸὁὄἵἷὅΝ ἹἷὀἷὄἳtiὀἹΝ thἷΝἳἵtiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ

heroine are fiery rage and desire for vengeance.      

In addition, both heroines go through a similar transition from mourning to silence. When 

ProcὀἷΝ ὄἷἳἶὅΝhἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ tἳpἷὅtὄy,Ν ὅhἷΝ ἸἳllὅΝ iὀtὁΝἳΝmutἷ-likἷΝ ὅilἷὀἵἷΝ ὄἷἵἳlliὀἹΝhἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ litἷὄἳlΝ

dumbness, which is caused by her overwhelming indignation and whose extraordinariness is 

emphasized by the parenthetical comment of the narrator, who wonders at her capacity to do 

so.808 Later in the story, after she has reached the decision to murder her son, she is also said to 

                                                           
805 Med. 24-26 せi宋kgすΝ h'Ν 甚jすkてな,Ν j蒼た'Ν 精li宋j'Ν 刃そけさhふjすち,Ν ήΝ k摂ちΝ ヾうちkgΝ jにちkおせてにjgΝ hgせとへてすな ぬとふちてちΝ ήΝ 厨ヾi拙Ν ヾと摂なΝ
刃ちhと摂なΝ随すjしik'Ν遂hすせさたえちさέ 
 
806 Met. 6.584-585 nec flere uacat, sed fasque nefasque/ confusura ruit poenaeque in imagine tota est. 
 
807 Met. 6.609-612 …ἳὄἶἷtΝἷtΝiὄἳm / non capit ipsa suam Procne fletumque sororis / corripiens ‘non est lacrimis hoc’Ν
iὀὃuitΝ‘agendum, / ὅἷἶΝἸἷὄὄὁ…’έ 
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boil up with tacit ire.809 Medea on the other hand attempts to dissuade Creon from banishing her 

from Corinth and claims that she will keep a deferential silence acknowledging the superior 

power of the royal family. The Corinthian king, however, expresses his disbelief towards her 

obsequious words and silent shrewdness, fearing that she is secretly hatching a treacherous plot 

against him.810 Therefore, unlike the Euripidean heroine whose silence is a cunning ploy 

ἶἷὅiἹὀἷἶΝtὁΝpὄὁmὁtἷΝhἷὄΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὅἵhἷmἷ,Νἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝὅilἷὀἵἷΝiὅΝthἷΝὄἷὅultΝὁἸΝἹἷὀuiὀἷΝἳὀἶΝiὀἷἸἸἳἴlἷΝ

wὄἳthέΝ ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἳttituἶἷΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ pἳὄἷὀthἷtiἵἳlΝ ἵlἳimΝ in 

Heroides 1ἀΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ ἵἳὀὀὁtΝ ἸiὀἶΝ thἷΝ pὄὁpἷὄΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ tὁΝ ἷxpὄἷὅὅΝ hἷὄΝ juὅtiἸiἷἶΝ ἳὀἹἷὄΝ ἸὁὄΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

betrayal.811 WhἷὄἷἳὅΝthἷΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἳὅὅἷὄtiὁὀΝiὅΝmἷὄἷlyΝὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳl,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὅhἷΝἹὁἷὅΝ

ὁὀΝvἷὀtiὀἹΝhἷὄΝwὄἳthΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ,ΝthἷΝἷpiἵΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝὄἳἹe is truly so consuming that 

she cannot verbally articulate it.812       

After the rescue of Philomela from her place of interment and the reunion of the two 

sisters, Procne immediately begins planning her vengeance. Scholars have remarked that the 

Ovidian hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝplὁtὅΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝ (ἄέἄ11-619) is highly 

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝaporia in the Greek play, in which she reflects upon different ways to 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
808 Met.6.582-585 germanaeque suae carmen miserabile legit / et (mirum potuisse) silet. dolor ora repressit, / 
uerbaque quaerenti satis indignantia linguae / defuerunt;  
 
809 Met. 6.623 triste parat facinus tacitaque exaestuat ira. 
 
810 Med. 313-320 ‒さ. ちにたliへik', i誠 ヾとうjjてすki┳ kおちhi h跡 ぬしふちg ήΝ厨塑kえΝた'Νて菅せi宋ちέΝせg拙Νけ責とΝ遂hすせさたえちてすΝήΝjすけさjふたijしg, 
せとiすjjふちのちΝ ちすせほたiちてすέΝ ήΝ【とέΝ そえけiすなΝ 刃せて漕jgすΝ たgそしうせ',Ν 刃そそ'Ν 帥jのΝlとiち蒼ち / 性ととのhかg たてす たお kす くてにそiへさすな せgせふち. / 
kてj蒼すhi h' 崇jjてち 錐 ヾうとてな ヾえヾてすしう jてす┳ / けにち碩 け責と 性つへしにたてな, 斉な h' g製kのな 刃ちおと, / 槽うすのち lにそうjjiすち 錐 jすのヾさそ摂な 
jてlお.  
 
811 Her. 12.133-134 ausus es – o, iusto desunt sua verba dolori! – /  ausus es 'Aesonia,' dicere, 'cede domo!'  

812 Bessone (1997, v. 12.133) suggests a metapoetic reading of the Heroides passage, acἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝtὁΝwhiἵhΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ
wὁὄἶὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtΝἷlἷἹy’ὅΝiὀἵἳpἳἵityΝtὁΝἷxpὄἷὅὅΝtὄἳἹiἵΝdolor, and argues that the phrase desunt sua verba may allude to 
Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅuitἳἴlἷΝἳὄtiἵulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἳὀἹἷὄΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁwὀΝlὁὅtΝtὄἳἹἷἶyέΝ 
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avenge herself on Jason, Creon, and his daughter (374-385).813 The two soliloquys have some 

conspicuous affinities. Both heroines declare that they possess many means to harm their 

enemies and waver about which to choose (Met. 6.613, 618-619, Med. 376-377). Moreover, two 

of the options they consider for exacting their revenge are the use of fire and steel (Met. 6.614-

617, Med. 378-379). What has not been observed, however, is that there is a fundamental 

difference between the two monologues, which opens up a novel way to analyze their 

iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝὄἷlἳtiὁὀὅhipέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝaporia involves finding the most efficient and safest 

tactic to take vengeance on her foes, the Ovidian heroine vacillates as to how she will inflict the 

mὁὅtΝ tἷὄὄiἴlἷΝ puὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ ὁὀΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶέΝ ἑὁὀὅἷὃuἷὀtlyΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἳltἷὄὀἳtivἷΝ

ways of retributioὀΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ ἶἷἹὄἷἷΝ ὁἸΝ viὁlἷὀἵἷ,Ν whilἷΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ὁptiὁὀὅΝ

escalate in ferocity and bloodthirstiness.  

This interpretation can be substantiated by a comparative scrutiny of the two passages. 

Even before listing her catalogue of reprisal choiἵἷὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝἳὀὀὁuὀἵἷὅΝhἷὄΝiὀtἷὀtiὁὀΝ

to come up with the most horrible imaginable penalty for Tereus. She instructs her sister that the 

course of action they must follow is not that of lament for their plight, but of fierce revenge 

symbolized by the use of steel and asks her whether she knows any other means that can surpass 

steel in violence, asserting that she is ready for any kind of impious action.814 The Ovidian 

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ pὄὁἹὄἳmmἳtiἵΝ ἶἷὅiὄἷΝ tὁΝ ἶiὅἵὁvἷὄΝ thἷΝ mὁὅtΝ ἵὄuἷlΝ mἷthὁἶΝ ὁἸΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅts with 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵtὁὄyΝἶἷἵlἳὄἳtiὁὀΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝkὀὁwὅΝmἳὀyΝἶἷἳἶlyΝwἳyὅΝtὁΝἶἷὅtὄὁyΝhἷὄΝἷὀἷmiἷὅ,ΝἴutΝ

is not sure which to choose (i.e. in terms of efficacy).815  

                                                           
813 Anderson 1972, v. 6.614-615; Ciappi 1998, 449; Galasso 2000, vv. 6.601-635; Rosati 2009, vv. 6.609-619. 
 
814 Met. 6.611-613 ‘ὀὁὀΝ ἷὅtΝ lἳἵὄimiὅΝ hὁἵ’Ν iὀὃuitΝ ‘ἳἹἷὀἶum,Ν ήΝ ὅἷἶΝ Ἰἷὄὄὁ,Ν ὅἷἶΝ ὅiΝ ὃuiἶΝ hἳἴἷὅ,Ν quod uincere ferrum / 
possit. in omne nefas ego me, germana, paraui. 
 
815 Med. 376-377 ヾてそそ責な h' 帥ぬてにjg しgちgjかたてにな g盛kて宋な 成hてへな, / て盛せ て寸h' 成ヾてかgす ヾと蒼kてち 厨けぬiすと蒼, lかそgす.  
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ἠὁtΝὁὀlyΝ ἳὄἷΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝὁptiὁὀὅΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷἶΝἴyΝἳὅἵἷὀἶiὀἹΝviὁlἷὀἵἷ,ΝἴutΝ ἳlὅὁΝ

each of hἷὄΝἳltἷὄὀἳtivἷὅΝὁutἶὁἷὅΝ iὀΝὅἳvἳἹἷὄyΝ thἷΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶiὀἹΝὁὀἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

list. The first choice entertained by Procne, which consists in burning the whole palace and 

casting Tereus himself in the flames as though possessing superhuman strength, exceeds in 

ἶἷὅtὄuἵtivἷὀἷὅὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἸἷὄὁἵityΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ plἳὀΝ ὁἸΝ ὅἷttiὀἹΝ ὁὀΝ ἸiὄἷΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴὄiἶἳlΝ ἵhἳmἴἷὄέ816 The 

Ovidian heroine next considers avenging herself on her husband by means of simultaneous 

glossectomy, blinding, and castration, which constitutes a symmetrical vengeance for his 

crimes.817 The cutting off of his tongue not only matches what he did to her sister, but is also a 

fitting penalty for his cunning lies to Pandion and Procne. The removal of his eyes destroys the 

very root of his transgressions, since it was upon seeing Philomela that he conceived his perverse 

passion. Finally, the amputation of his genitals constitutes a suitable punishment for his shameful 

viὁlἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄέΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝ ἵὁὀtἷmplἳtἷἶΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ ἸἳὄΝ ὁutὅtὄipὅΝ iὀΝ ἴὄutἳlityΝ hἷὄ 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝ pἳὄἳllἷlΝ ὅἵhἷmἷ,Ν ἳἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ whiἵhΝ ὅhἷΝ willΝ ὅtἷἳlthilyΝ iὀἸiltὄἳtἷΝ thἷΝ

newly-wἷἶὅ’Ν ἵhἳmἴἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅtἳἴΝ thἷmΝ tὁΝ ἶἷἳthέ818 It is also noteworthy that whereas the 

calculating Medea expresses a concern for clandestine action, Procne consumed with rage thinks 

only of undertaking violent deeds out in the open. 

ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἴlὁὁἶthiὄὅtiὀἷὅὅΝ iὅΝ ὅtillΝ ὀὁtΝ ὅἳtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷὅἷΝ ὄἷtἳliἳtiὁὀΝ plἳὀὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ

therefore she indulges in rhetorical hyperbole envisioning herself slaying Tereus by inflicting on 

him a thousand wounds.819 Medea on the other hand rejects her initial revenge options, because 

thἷyΝἷὀtἳilΝἳΝὄiὅkΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἴἷiὀἹΝἳppὄἷhἷὀἶἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἳἵtΝἳὀἶΝputΝtὁΝἶἷἳthΝthuὅΝiὀἵuὄὄiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἷὀἷmiἷὅ’Ν
                                                           
816 Met. 6.614-615 aut ego, cum facibus regalia tecta cremabo, / artificem mediis immittam Terea flammis, Med. 
378 ヾふkiとてち 精lうねの h蒼たg ちにたlすせ摂ち ヾにとか. 
 
817 Met. 6.616-617 aut linguam atque oculos et quae tibi membra pudorem/ abstulerunt ferro rapiam. 
 
818 Med. 379-380 錐 しさせk摂ち 隻jの lうjけgちてち hす' 瑞ヾgkてな, / jすけ蘇す hふたてにな 厨jく塑j' 摺ち' 帥jkとのkgす そえぬてな  
 
819 Met. 6.617-618 aut per uulnera mille / sontem animam expellam. 
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mockery. She thus resolves her vacillation by deciding to murder her foes by means of poison, 

which is both the safest alternative and the thing she is inherently skilled at.820 Ovid also echoes 

thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁptiὁὀὅΝiὀΝHeroides 12, where he 

follows the Greek play more closely by having his Medea consider steel, fire, and poison as 

possible means to punish her enemies.821 

Procne remains, however, unsatisfied with all the vengeance plots she has devised and 

ends her speech by proclaiming that she is concocting in her mind a great deed, though she still 

wavers as to what it will be.822 The conclusion of her soliloquy, just like its introduction, evokes 

thἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝaporia, where she vacillates which path of revenge to follow (376-377), 

ἴutΝὁὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀΝ thἷΝἷpiἵΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’s focus is on exacting the most awful vengeance, whereas her 

tὄἳἹiἵΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝiὀtἷὄἷὅtΝliἷὅΝiὀΝἸiὀἶiὀἹΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝἷἸἸἷἵtivἷΝὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀέΝἑὄitiἵὅΝhἳvἷΝὀὁtἷἶΝthἳtΝ

apart from reworking the Euripidean model, the Roman poet also alludes here to his own twelfth 

elegiac epistle, in which Medea closes her speech in a sinister tone by claiming that she is 

contriving in her mind some great plan.823 It has also been remarked, however, that this motif 

originates in the Euripidean play, where the Nurse fears that Medea is pondering a grand, 

indeterminate deed.824 The Ovidian innovation lies in the fact that these ominous words are put 

iὀtὁΝthἷΝmὁuthΝὁἸΝthἷΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝἝἷἶἷἳΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝ(ἳὀἶΝlἳtἷὄΝiὀΝthἳtΝὁἸΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ,ΝhἷὄΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀ”ΝiὀΝthἷΝ

Metamorphoses), which produces a higher dramatic effect. It has in fact been postulated that the 
                                                           
820 Med. 381-385 刃そそ' 推ち kか たてす ヾとふjgちkiな┳ i菅 そさlしおjてたgす / hふたてにな 精ヾiとくgかちてにjg せg拙 kiぬちのたえちさ, / しgちて漕jg しおjの 
kて宋な 厨たて宋な 厨ぬしとて宋な けえそのち. / せとうkすjkg k碩ち i盛しi宋gち, 崇す ヾilへせgたiち / jてlて拙 たうそすjkg, lgとたうせてすな g盛kて設な 逗そi宋ち. 
 
821 Her. 12.181-182 dum ferrum flammaeque aderunt sucusque veneni, / hostis Medeae nullus inultus erit!    
 
822 Met. 6.618-619 magnum quodcumque paravi; / quid sit, adhuc dubito. 
 
823 Bömer 1976 v. 6.618; Ciappi 1998, 449; Galasso 2000, vv. 6.601-635; Rosati 2009, vv. 6.618-619:  
 Her. 12.212 nescioquid certe mens mea maius agit!   
 
824 Bessone 1997, v. 12.212:  Med. 37 hえhてすせg h' g盛k碩ち たお kす くてにそiへjさす ちえてち, 43 せ甚ヾiすkg たiかこの jにたlてと責ち そうくさす 
kすちう.  
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simultaneous occurrence of this motif in Heroides 1ἀ,Ν thἷΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἥἷὀἷἵἳ’ὅΝ

Medea825 pὁiὀtὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝitΝἶἷὄivἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝἡviἶ’ὅΝlὁὅtΝtὄἳἹἷἶyέ826  

While Procne is vacillating in this manner, Itys suddenly makes a fortuitous dramatic 

appearance, which straightaway suggests to his mother what will this great punishment against 

Tereus be: the murder of her son and the serving of his flesh to his unsuspecting father in a 

grotesque banquet.827 Below I will contend that this tragically timely arrival of Itys holds the 

ὅἳmἷΝ ὅtὄuἵtuὄἳlΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝ ἳὅΝχἷἹἷuὅ’Ν ὁppὁὄtuὀἷΝ ἳἶvἷὀtΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, in that they both 

tὄiἹἹἷὄΝ thἷΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtὅ’Ν vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ὅἵhἷmἷ. After the Euripidean heroine has solved her first 

conundrum concerning the most efficient revenge stratagem by deciding on the use of poison, 

she immediately faces a second aporia. She realizes that no city or individual will provide her 

with refuge after avenging herself on the royal family and thus she will have no hope of escaping 

punishment at the hands of the Corinthians (386-388). She thus resolves upon waiting for a short 

time and then choosing between two alternative courses of action: if a safe haven reveals itself, 

she will execute her plot of retribution in a covert and crafty manner, but if she is left with no 

sanctuary to resort to, she will then valiantly slay her enemies out in the open and perish herself 

in the act.828 χἷἹἷuὅ’Ν uὀἷxpἷἵtἷἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵhἳὀἵἷΝ ὅtἳἹἷΝ ἷὀtὄἳὀἵἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ thiὄἶΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ὄἷὅὁlvἷὅ 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὃuἳὀἶἳὄy,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ hἷΝ ἸuὄὀiὅhἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ ἳὅylumΝ iὀΝ χthἷὀὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝ impuὀityΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ

                                                           
825 Med. 917-919 nescioquid ferox / decreuit animus intus et nondum sibi / audet fateri. 
 
826 Bessone 1997, v. 12.212. 

827 Met. 6.619-621 […] peragit dum talia Procne, / ad matrem ueniebat Itys; quid possit, ab illo / admonita ἷὅt… 
 
828 Med. 389-394 […] たiかちgj' て誠ち 帥kす jたすせと摂ち ぬとふちてち, / 錐ち たえち kすな 酔た宋ち ヾへとけてな 刃jlgそ碩な lgち蘇す, / hふそのす たえkiすたす 
kふちhi せg拙 jすけ蘇す lふちてち┳ / 錐 h' 厨つiそgへちさす つにたlてとう た' 刃たおぬgちてな, / g盛k碩 つかlてな そgくて漕jg, せi菅 たえそその しgちi宋ち, / せkiち蒼Νjli,Ν
kふそたさなΝh'Νi寸たすΝヾと摂なΝk摂ΝせgとkiとふちέΝ 
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contemplated retaliation.829 Hence, the coincidental appearance of Itys and Aegeus sets in motion 

the revenge plot of each heroine.  

There is, however, a significant distinguishing difference between the two scenes. 

WhἷὄἷἳὅΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἳὄὄivἳlΝimmἷἶiἳtἷlyΝplἳὀtὅΝiὀΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝmiὀἶΝthἷΝὅἷἷἶΝὁἸΝἸiliἵiἶἷ,ΝthἷΝἳἶvἷὀtΝὁἸΝ

the Athenian king enables Medea to disclose to the chorus in detail her design to murder the 

Corinthian princess and her father by means of the poisoned gifts (780-789), which she 

announced already in the first episode. The Euripidean heroine then reveals her decision to kill 

her children completely unexpectedly, thereby taking the audience by surprise (791-793), since 

she never expresses such an intention earlier in the play.830 Therefore, in contrast to the 

Euripidean play, in which the coming of Aegeus allows Medea to proceed to the destruction of 

the royal family, in the Metamorphoses the entrance of Itys directly inspires Procne to commit 

infanticide.  

 

3.6.5 A mother’s dilemma 

   

Having conceived the plan of filicide the Ovidian heroine experiences an internal conflict, which 

evokes that of her Euripidean predecessor, but also surpasses it in complexity. In particular, 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝἸὁὄΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝJἳὅὁὀΝἵlἳὅhἷὅΝwithΝhἷὄΝlὁvἷΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝἵhilἶὄἷὀέΝἙὀΝthἷΝἵἳὅἷΝὁἸΝ

Procne, however, it is not only her yearning for revenge against her husband that fights against 

her motherly pietas, but also her affection for Philomela, which goads her to punish Tereus for 

                                                           
829 Med. 765-771 ち漕ち せgそそかちすせてす k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち 厨ぬしと蒼ち, lかそgす,ΝήΝけiちさjふたijしgΝせ刃なΝ成h摂ちΝくiくおせgたiち,ΝήΝち漕ちΝ厨そヾ拙なΝ厨ぬしとて設なΝ
kて設なΝ 厨たて設なΝ kiかjiすちΝ hかせさちέΝ ή て誓kてなΝ け責とΝ 塵ち碩と 崇すΝ たうそすjk'Ν 厨せうたちてたiちΝ ή そすた碩ち ヾえlgちkgす k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち くてにそiにたうkのち┳ / 厨せ 
kて漕h' 刃ちgねふたijしg ヾとにたちおkさち せうそのち, / たてそふちkiな 甚jkに せg拙 ヾふそすjたg ぃgそそうhてな.   

830 Anderson 1972, vv. 6.620-622.   
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the crimes he committed against her sister. Furthermore, her inner struggle between the roles of 

mother and sister anticipates that of Althaea in Book 8, who is likewise torn between her 

maternal feelings for her son and her pietas towards her brothers, namely her duty to avenge 

them by murdering Meleager.831  

ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ muὄἶἷὄὁuὅΝ plὁtΝ iὅΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ ὄἷἸlἷἵtἷἶΝ iὀΝ hἷὄΝ pitilἷὅὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ wὄἳthἸulΝ ἹἳὐἷΝ

tὁwἳὄἶὅΝἙtyὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝlὁὁk of hateful rage towards her sons in the prologue of the 

Greek play interpreted by the Nurse as an ominous sign that she plans to do them harm.832 The 

pὄimἳὄyΝ iὀἵἷὀtivἷΝ ἶὄiviὀἹΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝ tὁΝ ἵὁmmitΝ iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝ iὅΝ Ἑtyὅ’Ν ἷxtὄἳὁὄἶiὀἳὄyΝ

resemblance to his father.833 In her distorted perspective by murdering her son she is 

simultaneous killing Tereus. By attributing such a motive to Procne Ovid deviates markedly 

from the Greek play, in which Medea never views her sons as surrogates for their father. To be 

sure, the Euripidean heroine also associates the infanticide directly with Jason, albeit in a 

different way: she claims that she will slay her sons in order to cause agony to her husband834 

and later accuses him that it was his hybris towards her, namely his betrayal and new marriage, 

which ultimἳtἷlyΝἵἳuὅἷἶΝthἷΝἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷέ835  

ἝἳὀyΝ ἵὄitiἵὅΝ hἳvἷΝ ὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝ thἳtΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝ hἷὄἷΝ ἷxpliἵitlyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝHeroides 12, 

where Medea similarly points out that her sons are the spitting image of Jason.836 Nevertheless, 

                                                           
831 Anderson 1972, v. 6.629; Rosati 2009, vv. 6.619-635. 

832 Bömer 1976, v. 6.621; Ciappi 1998, 449; Rosati 2009 v. 6.621: Met. 6.621 oculisque tuens immitibus, 623 triste 
parat facinus tacitaque exaestuat ira, Med. 94 随hさ け責と i寸hてち 星たたg ちすち kgにとてにたえちさち / kて宋jh', 席な kす hとgjiかてにjgち┳ て盛h跡 
ヾgへjikgす / ぬふそてに, jうl' て寸hg, ヾと拙ち せgkgjせ蘇ねgか kすちす. 
 
833 Met. 6.621-622 ‘ἳ!Νquam / es similis patri’Νἶixitέ 
 
834 Med. 1046-1047  kかΝhi宋ΝたiΝヾgkえとg k蒼ちhiΝkて宋なΝkてへkのちΝせgせて宋な / そにヾて漕jgち g盛k碩ちΝh拙なΝkふjgΝせk塑jしgすΝせgせうἉΝ 
 
835 Med. 1072-1073 ‒さ. i盛hgすたてちて宋kてち, 刃そそ' 厨せi宋┳ k責 h' 厨ちしうhi / ヾgk碩と 刃liかそik’, 1363-1366 』g. 惜 kえせちg, たさkと摂な 斉な 
せgせ蘇な 厨せへとjgki. / ‒さ. 惜 ヾg宋hiな, 斉な 隻そijしi ヾgkとほすgす ちふjのす. / 』g. て製kてす ちすち 酔た碩 hiつすう け' 刃ヾほそijiち. / Mさ. 刃そそ' 西くとすな 
て摺 ki jて拙 ちiてhた蘇kiな けうたてす.  
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the usual interpretation propounded iὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝ likἷὀἷὅὅΝ tὁΝ thἷiὄΝ ἸἳthἷὄΝ ὅpuὄὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ,Ν

like Procne, to contemplate filicide.837 The situation is, however, diametrically opposite: the 

ὅὁὀὅ’Ν ὄἷὅἷmἴlἳὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἷὄὁtiἵΝ lὁὀἹiὀἹΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ ὁἸΝ

profound grief, since she has been abandoned by the Greek hero.838 Hence, the epic Procne, 

whose desire for revenge is stirred by the viewing of her son as a mirror image of his father, 

evokes and reverses her elegiac counterpart. Moreover, it has been postulated that the motif of 

thἷΝὅὁὀὅ’Ν likἷὀἷὅὅΝ tὁΝ thἷiὄΝ ἸἳthἷὄΝἳὅΝἳΝὅtimuluὅΝἸὁὄΝἸiliἵiἶἷΝmἳyΝἴἷΝὁὀἷΝmὁὄἷΝἷlἷmἷὀtΝὅtἷmmiὀἹΝ

ἸὄὁmΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ lὁὅtΝMedea and finding its way through his twelfth elegiac epistle into the Procne 

narrative.839  

   When Procne seems to have resolved firmly on perpetrating the abominable deed, Itys 

extends a heart-melting greeting to his mother, which has an instant effect on her stirring her 

maternal pietas and at the same time diminishing her vengeful wrath.840 Scholars have remarked 

that the encounter between Procne and her son echoes the parallel scene in the Euripidean play, 

iὀΝwhiἵhΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝpὄiὁὄΝἶἷtἷὄmiὀἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝpὄὁἵἷἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝiὅΝἶiὅὅὁlvἷἶΝἳtΝthἷΝἶiὅἳὄmiὀἹΝ

sight of her children.841  What has not been observed, however, is that in the Ovidian narrative 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
836 Anderson 1972, vv. 6.621.622; Bömer 1976, vv. 6.621-622; Ciappi 1998, 449; Rosati 2009, v. 6.622: Her. 
12.189-190: et nimium similes tibi sunt, et imagine tangor, / et quotiens video, lumina nostra madent. 

837 The only exception is Bessone (1997, vv. 12.189-1λί),ΝwhὁΝὀὁtἷὅΝthἳtΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝἷxpὄἷὅὅΝἳmὁὄὁuὅΝἸἷἷliὀἹὅέ 

838 ἦhἷΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝmἳyΝἴἷΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtiὀἹ”ΝhἷὄἷΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἒiἶὁ,ΝwhὁΝwiὅhἷὅΝthἳtΝχἷὀἷἳὅΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝἶἷὅἷὄting her had at 
least given her a son, a little Aeneas, whose resemblance to his father would remind her of the Trojan hero and thus 
would not be a cause of anguish, but a consolation to her in her sorrowful state: Aen. 4.327-330 saltem si qua mihi 
de te suscepta fuisset / ante fugam suboles, si quis mihi paruulus aula / luderet Aeneas, qui te tamen ore referret, / 
non equidem omnino capta ac deserta uiderer. 

839 Bessone 1997, vv. 12.189-190.  
 
840 Met. 6.627 mota quidem est genetrix infractaque constitit ira. 

841 Anderson 1972, v. 6.625; Ciappi 1998, 449; Galasso vv. 6.601-635: Med. 1042-1048 g菅g宋┳ kか hとうjのἉ せgとhかg け責と 
て澄ぬikgす,  / けにちg宋せiな, 星たたg lgすhと摂ち 斉な i寸hてち kえせちのち. / て盛せ 壬ち hにちgかたさち┳ ぬgすとえkの くてにそiへたgkg /  k責 ヾとふjしiち┳ 甚つの 
ヾg宋hgな 厨せ けgかgな 厨たてへな. / kか hi宋 たi ヾgkえとg k蒼ちhi kて宋な kてへkのち せgせて宋な /  そにヾて漕jgち g盛k碩ち h拙な kふjg せk塑jしgす せgせうἉ / て盛 
h蘇k' 帥けのけi┳ ぬgすとえkの くてにそiへたgkg.   
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thἷΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅ’ΝὄὁlἷὅΝἳὄἷΝὄἷvἷὄὅἷἶέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝἝἷἶἷἳΝhὁlἶὅΝthἷΝἳἵtivἷΝpἳὄt,ΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝ

poet gives Itys the initiative thereby enhancing the tragic pathos of the scene. More specifically, 

the Euripidean heroine addresses her children with affectionate words, kisses their hands, and 

begs them not to smile beguilingly and look at her with their innocent eyes.842 In the 

Metamorphoses, on the other hand, Itys is the one who approaches and greets his mother 

showering her with embraces, kisses, and blandishing words.843 Moreover, Procne outdoes 

Medea in terms of her tenacious resistance to her maternal instincts. In contrast to the Euripidean 

protagonist who weeps willingly and profusely at the thought of the impending filicide, her 

Ovidian countἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝtἷἳὄὅΝἳὄἷΝἸὁὄἵἷἶΝἳὀἶΝiὀvὁluὀtἳὄyέ844 ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”ΝthἷΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ

of Heroides 12 whose eyes are filled with tears of erotic passion and sorrow on account of the 

likeness of her sons to their father.845 

 Procne suddenly becomes aware that she is wavering about her decision to commit 

infanticide due to her maternal pietas and recalling the suffering of Philomela she debates with 

herself whether the mother or the sister in her should prevail (6.629-633). Her inner struggle is 

manifested both visually by means of her alternate gaze towards her sister and son and verbally 

thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ juxtἳpὁὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝ Ἑtyὅ’Ν ἳlluὄiὀἹΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἳὀἶΝhἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝmutἷὀἷὅὅΝ iὀἸliἵtἷἶΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝἴyΝ

ἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝmutilἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝtὁὀἹuἷΝ(ἄέἄἁί-633). ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝὅuἶἶἷὀΝἵhἳὀge of heart 

iὅΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ pὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ’ὅΝ ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝ ὄἷἳliὐἳtiὁὀΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ hἳὅΝ ἳllὁwἷἶΝ hἷὄΝ

                                                           
842 Med. 1068-1069 ヾg宋hgな ヾとてjiすヾi宋ち くてへそてたgす┳ hふk', 惜 kえせちg, / hふk' 刃jヾうjgjしgす たさkと拙 hiつす責ち ぬえとg, 1040-1041 
li漕 li漕┳ kか ヾとてjhえとせijしえ た' 星たたgjすち, kえせちgἉ / kか ヾとてjけiそ塑ki k摂ち ヾgちへjkgkてち けえそのちἉ   
 
843 Met. 6.624-626 ut tamen accessit natus matrique salutem/ attulit et paruis adduxit colla lacertis / mixtaque 
blanditiis puerilibus oscula iunxit.  
 
844 Med. 922-925 』g. g西kさ, kか ぬそのとて宋な hgせとへてすな kえけけiすな せふとgな, / jkとえねgjg そiにせ碩ち 帥たヾgそすち ヾgとさかhg, / せて盛せ 刃jたえちさ 
kふちh' 厨つ 厨たて漕 hえぬさす そふけてちἉ / ‒さ. て盛hえち┳ kえせちのち k蒼ちh' 厨ちちててにたえちさ ヾえとす, Met. 6.628 inuitique oculi lacrimis maduere 
coactis. 

845 Her. 12.189-190 et nimium similes tibi sunt, et imagine tangor, / et quotiens video, lumina nostra madent. 
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resolve to perpetrate infanticide to weaken owing to her motherly sentiments (1049-1055). What 

is noteworthy is that both heroines employ rhetorical self-delusion in order to induce themselves 

tὁΝpὄὁἵἷἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝhὁὄὄiἴlἷΝἶἷἷἶέΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝpἷὄvἷὄὅἷΝpὁiὀtΝὁἸΝviἷwΝiὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtἷἶΝiὀΝhἷὄΝἵὁὀἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

hἷὄΝὅἷὀὅἷΝὁἸΝpiἷtyΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀΝἳὅΝ“ἷxἵἷὅὅivἷ”,846 whereas pietas, like virtus, has an absolute 

value.847 Medea on the other hand claims that if she does not kill her children, she will incur the 

mockery of Jason, since she considers the infanticide his punishment. What is more, she claims 

thἳtΝἷvἷὀΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄiὀἹΝ“ὅὁἸt”ΝἳὄἹumἷὀtὅΝὅtἷmmiὀἹΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝmἳtἷὄὀἳlΝlὁvἷΝ(ἷέἹέΝthἳtΝher agony for 

thἷΝἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝwillΝἴἷΝἶὁuἴlἷΝthἳὀΝthἳtΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ)ΝiὅΝἳΝὅiἹὀΝὁἸΝἵὁwἳὄἶiἵἷέ848 

Procne concludes her internal debate by returning full circle to the initial impetus pushing 

hἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἵὁmmitΝ Ἰiliἵiἶἷ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ Ἑtyὅ’Ν ὄἷὅἷmἴlἳὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝ ἸἳthἷὄέΝ ἦhἷΝ Ovidian heroine exhorts 

herself to look at the vile husband she is married to, a statement which implies that in her warped 

perspective her son has transformed into Tereus himself.849 The final rhetorical argument in 

favor of murdering Itys utilized by Procne is the sober acknowledgement of her degeneration 

withΝὄἷὅpἷἵtΝtὁΝhἷὄΝὀὁἴlἷΝἸἳmily,ΝwhiἵhΝὅhἷΝimputἷὅΝtὁΝἳΝmὁὄἳlΝ“ἵὁὀtἳmiὀἳtiὁὀ”ΝἵὁὀtὄἳἵtἷἶΝἸὄὁmΝ

being married to a depraved husband and which is prepared by her self-characterization in the 

preceding line aὅΝ“ἢἳὀἶiὁὀ’ὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ”έΝἘἷὄΝἷthiἵἳlΝἶἷἹἷὀἷὄἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝἵὄyὅtἳlliὐἷἶΝiὀΝἳΝpἳὄἳἶὁxiἵἳlΝ

and morally perverted sententiaἈΝ ἷvἷὄyΝ ἳἵtΝ ὁἸΝ piἷtyΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ “ἵὄimἷ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ

conversely a transgression against her husband, in this case the infanticide, constitutἷὅΝἳΝ“piὁuὅ”Ν

deed.850  

                                                           
846 Met. 6.629-630 sed simul ex nimia mentem pietate labare / sensit. 

847 Anderson 1972, v. 6.629.  

848 Med. 1049-1052 せgかkてす kか ヾうjぬのἉ くてへそてたgす けえそのk' 性lそi宋ち / 厨ぬしとて設な たiしi宋jg kて設な 厨たて設な 刃こさたかてになἉ / kてそたさkえてち 
kうh'┳ 刃そそ責 k蘇な 厨た蘇な せうせさな, / k摂 せg拙 ヾとてjえjしgす たgそしgせて設な そふけてにな lとiちか.  

849 Met. 6.634 cui sis nupta uide, Pandione nata, marito. 
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ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἳἵutἷΝ ὅἷlἸ-consciousness of the wicked nature of the act she plans to commit 

ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἳὀtἷἵἷἶἷὀt’ὅΝ ὅimilἳὄΝ ὅἷlἸ-awareness regarding the depravity of the 

impending filicide.851 Furthermore, both heroines rhetorically ascribe their deed to a force 

ostensibly beyond their control: Medea asserts that her wrath overcomes her rational plan of 

sparing her children, while her Ovidian counterpart claims that it is her moral degeneration 

which drives her to murder her son. ἡὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Νἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἵὁὀἵἷptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄὅἷlἸΝ ἳὅΝ thἷΝ

ἶἷἹἷὀἷὄἳtἷΝὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὀὁἴlἷΝἸἳthἷὄΝἢἳὀἶiὁὀΝἶἷpἳὄtὅΝpὁiὀtἷἶlyΝἸὄὁmΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅἷlἸ-image as a 

worthy descendant of her illustrious ancestors Aeetes and Helios.852 Nevertheless, in either case 

the herὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ pἷὄἵἷptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄὅἷlἸΝ hἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἳutὁ-pἳὄἳἷὀἷtiἵΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀἈΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

cognizance of her degeneration incites her towards infanticide, while her Euripidean 

ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝpὄiἶἷΝiὀΝhἷὄΝἶἷὅἵἷὀtΝiὅΝἳΝὅtimuluὅΝtὁΝἷxἳἵtΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἸὄὁmΝJἳὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝCorinthian 

princess.  

By recognizing her degenerate state Procne thus diverges from Medea and, as I will argue 

below, evokes instead the Virgilian Pyrrhus. After witnessing the death of his son Polites before 

his very eyes at the hands of Pyrrhus, the wrathful Priam explicitly doubts that he is the son of 

χἵhillἷὅ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝ hἷὄὁΝ ὄἷὅpἷἵtἷἶΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀΝ ἴyΝ ὄἷtuὄὀiὀἹΝἘἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝ

body for burial (2.531-ἃἂἁ)έΝἢyὄὄhuὅΝὅἳὄἵἳὅtiἵἳllyΝἳἵἵἷptὅΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝiὀὅult,ΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐiὀἹΝhimὅἷlἸΝ

ἳὅΝ“ἶἷἹἷὀἷὄἳtἷ”Ν iὀΝ ὄἷlἳtiὁὀΝ tὁΝhiὅΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ,Ν tὁΝwhὁmΝhἷΝὄἷἸἷὄὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝpὄἷviὁuὅΝ liὀἷ,ΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝhiὅΝ

ἹὄἳὀἶἸἳthἷὄΝἢἷlἷuὅ,ΝwhὁΝ iὅΝ impliἵitlyΝmἷὀtiὁὀἷἶΝ thὄὁuἹhΝχἵhillἷὅ’Ν pἳtὄὁὀymiἵΝPelidae.853 The 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
850 Met. 6.635 degeneras; scelus est pietas in coniuge Terei.  

851 Med. 1078-1080 せg拙 たgちしうちの た跡ち て世g hと塑ち たえそその せgせう, / しにた摂な h跡 せとiかjjのち k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち くてにそiにたうkのち, / 晴jヾiと 
たiけかjkのち g澄kすてな せgせ蒼ち くとてkて宋な. 
 
852 Med. 404-406 成と塑すな 尋 ヾうjぬiすなἉ て盛 けえそのkg hi宋 j' 性lそi宋ち / kて宋な ぇすjにliかてすな kて宋jh' 瀬うjてちてな けうたてすな, / けiけ蒼jgち 
厨jしそて漕 ヾgkと摂な 数そかてに k' 甚ヾて.  
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Greek warrior demonstrates at once his depravity by sacrilegiously butchering PriἳmΝἳtΝJupitἷὄ’ὅΝ

altar (2.550-553).  Hence, both Procne and Pyrrhus display a cold-blooded mindfulness of their 

moral degeneration, which emphasizes the savagery of their deeds. 

 

3.6.6 Infanticide, anagnorisis, and exodos 

 

Having decided to carry out the atrocious deed Procne immediately drags Itys away to a remote 

part of the palace. The ferocity of her action is stressed by a simile comparing her to a tigress 

carrying off a suckling fawn into the woods in order to devour it.854 The portrayal of the Ovidian 

heroine as a wild animal echoes that of her Euripidean predecessor, who is frequently likened to 

a lioness in the Greek play.855 In the prologue the Nurse remarks that Medea casts the savage 

glance of a lioness with cubs to any servant that dares to address her.856 This characterization 

recurs in the exodos, where Jason vituperates Medea by repeatedly branding her as an 

infanticidal lioness.857 ἦhuὅΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὄἳἶiἵἳlΝpὅyἵhὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝἸὄὁmΝ

an affectionate mother into a ruthless infanticide is reflected on the level of imagery in her 

transformation from a lioness aggressively protective of her young into the paradoxical figure of 

a lioness that murder its own offspring.858 In an analogous manner the comparison of Procne 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
853 Aen. 2.547-549 ἵuiΝ ἢyὄὄhuὅἈΝ ‘ὄἷἸἷὄἷὅΝ ἷὄἹὁΝ hἳἷἵΝ ἷtΝ ὀuὀtiuὅΝ iἴiὅΝ / Pelidae genitori. illi mea tristia facta 
/ degeneremque Neoptolemum narrare memento.  
 
854 Met. 6.636-637 nec mora, traxit Ityn, ueluti Gangetica ceruae / lactentem fetum per siluas tigris opacas; 

855
 Bessone 1998, 192-193; Galasso 2000, vv. 6.636-646. 

856 Med. 187-189 せgかkてす kてせうhてな hえとけたg そigかちさな / 刃ヾてkgにとて漕kgす hたのjかち, 晴kgち kすな / た漕してち ヾとてlえとのち ヾえそgな 
成とたさし蘇す.  
 
857 Med. 1342-1343 そえgすちgち, て盛 けにちg宋せg, k蘇な ぉにとjさちかhてな / ぇせへそそさな 帥ぬてにjgち 刃けとすのkえとgち lへjすち, 1405-1407: 》i漕, 
kうh’Ν刃せてへiすな 斉な 刃ヾiそgにちふたiし’ΝήΝて世う ki ヾうjぬてたiち 厨せ k蘇な たにjgと塑な / せg拙 ヾgすhてlふちてに k蘇jhi そigかちさなἉ  

858 Galasso 2000, vv. 6.636-646. 
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intending to murder her own son to a tigress about to kill the progeny of another species also 

constitutes a paradox, which symbolizes her complete alienation from her son and the 

concomitant rejection of her maternal role, since she views Itys solely as a replica of Tereus and 

thus has no compunction to use him as an instrument of vengeance against her husband.859 What 

hἳὅΝὀὁtΝὄἷἵἷivἷἶΝἳttἷὀtiὁὀ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝiὅΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝἴyΝἶἷpiἵtiὀἹΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἳttituἶἷΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝ

her son as that of a predator against its prey deviates from Euripiἶἷὅ’ΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅΝ

a wild animal that turns violent against its own young to the effect that the epic heroine outstrips 

her tragic model in terms of estrangement from her offspring and dismissal of her motherly 

instincts. 

The Roman poet paintὅΝἳΝhiἹhlyΝpἳthἷtiἵΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἙtyὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝmὁthἷὄ,Ν

whiἵhΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἳlΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pὄἷἵἷἶiὀἹΝ ὅἵἷὀἷ,Ν iὀΝwhiἵhΝ thἷΝ ἴὁy’ὅΝ ἴlἳὀἶiὅhmἷὀtὅΝ ὅtiὄὄἷἶΝ

ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ mἳtἷὄὀἳlΝ ἸἷἷliὀἹὅΝ (ἄέἄἀἂ-628).860 ἦhἷΝ ἴὁy’ὅΝ pὄiὁὄΝ iὀὀὁἵἷὀἵἷΝ ἹivἷὅΝ itὅΝ plἳἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ

realiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ impἷὀἶiὀἹΝἶὁὁmέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝhἷΝpὄἷviὁuὅlyΝἶὄἷwΝἶὁwὀΝtὁΝhimὅἷlἸΝhiὅΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝ

neck in order to kiss her, now he stretches forth his arms and vainly attempts to grasp her neck. 

Moreover, his earlier salutation and endearing words to his mother are substituted by his double 

pἳthἷtiἵΝ ἵὄyΝ “mὁthἷὄ”έΝ ἔiὀἳlly,Ν whilἷΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ wἳὅΝ mὁmἷὀtἳὄilyΝ mὁvἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

pὄἷviὁuὅΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ἴyΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ wiὀὀiὀἹΝ ἴἷhἳviὁὄ,Ν ὅhἷΝ ὀὁwΝ pitilἷὅὅlyΝ muὄἶἷὄὅΝ himΝwithὁutΝ ἷvἷὀΝ

turning away her gaze.  

In contrast to the epic poet who offers the reader a full picture of the infanticide, the same 

scene is represented in an oblique manner in the Greek play, since the audience only hear the 

ἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝἵὄiἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝiὀὅiἶἷΝthἷΝpἳlἳἵἷΝmὁmἷὀtὅΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝthἷyΝἳὄἷΝmuὄἶἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝthἷiὄΝmὁthἷὄΝ(1ἀἅ1-

                                                           
859 Bessone 1998, 193. 

860 Met. 6.639-642 tendentemque manus et iam sua fata uidentem / et 'mater, mater' clamantem et colla petentem / 
ense ferit Procne, lateri qua pectus adhaeret, / nec uultum uertit. 
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1279). This is partly due to the standard convention of 5th century Athenian theater, which did 

ὀὁtΝ ἳllὁwΝ ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ viὁlἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ ἴἷΝ ἷὀἳἵtἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ ὅtἳἹἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ pἳὄtlyΝ ἶuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ plἳywὄiἹht’ὅΝ ὁwὀΝ

choice, since he does not recount the filicide by means of a subsequent messenger speech. 

Despite the allusive nature of the Euripidean scene there is a noteworthy echo in the Ovidian 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,ΝἙtyὅ’ΝἳwἳὄἷὀἷὅὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝimmiὀἷὀtΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝ

realization of their coming end.861 Furthermore, Ovid amplifies the tragic pathos of the scene by 

having Itys implore Procne directly to show him mercy, whereas in the Greek play the children 

ἷὀtὄἷἳtΝἸutilἷlyΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅΝtὁΝὅἳvἷΝthἷmΝἸὄὁmΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷiὄΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝhἳὀἶὅέ862 

ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἢyrrhus at the conclusion of her soliloquy continues in the 

ὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝthἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἙtyὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝὅlἳuἹhtἷὄΝὁἸΝἢὄiἳmΝἴyΝ

the Greek hero. Each author lays particular emphasis on the sacrilege of the murder. Both scenes 

take place in the penetralia, that is the innermost and most sacred part of the house (Met. 6.646, 

Aen. 2.484). Moreover, upon finishing his speech Neoptolemus pollutes Priam by dragging him 

thὄὁuἹhΝ hiὅΝ ὅὁὀΝ ἢὁlitἷὅ’Ν ἴlὁὁἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷὀΝ ἴutἵhἷὄὅΝ himΝ ἳtΝ Jupitἷὄ’ὅΝ ἳltar. Likewise Procne 

immediately after her monologue carries off the helpless boy to a remote part of the palace and 

defiles the penetralia withΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝputὄiἶΝἹὁὄἷέ863 The Greek warrior then seizes Priam by the 

hair and buries his sword deep into his side and in an analogous manner Procne plunges her 

ἴlἳἶἷΝ iὀtὁΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὅiἶἷέ864 The two scenes end in a gruesome climax: the Trojan king is 

                                                           
861 1274-1275 ぃg.g て澄たてす, kか hとうjのἉ ヾて宋 lへけの たさkと摂な ぬえとgなἉ / ぃg.く て盛せ て寸h', 刃hiそl跡 lかそkgk'┳ 性そそへたijしg けうと, 1279 
ぃg.く 斉な 厨けけ設な 随hさ け’Ν厨jた跡ち 刃とせへのち つかlてにな.  
 
862 Galasso 2000, vv. 6.636-646:1276-1278 ゅて. ヾgとえそしの hふたてにな 刃と蘇つgす lふちてち / hてせi宋 たてす kえせちてすな. / ぃg.g ちgか, ヾと摂な 
しi蒼ち, 刃とおつgk'┳ 厨ち hえてちkす けうと.  
 
863 Met. 6.636 nec mora, traxit Ityn, 638 utque domus altae partem tenuere remotam, 646 …manant penetralia tabo, 
Aen. 2.550-551 ὀuὀἵΝmὁὄἷὄἷέ’Νhoc dicens altaria ad ipsa trementem / traxit et in multo lapsantem sanguine nati. 

864 Met. 6.641 ense ferit Procne, lateri qua pectus adhaeret, Aen. 2.552-553 implicuitque comam laeua, dextraque 
coruscum / extulit ac lateri capulo tenus abdidit ensem. 
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decapitated and ends up lying on a shore as a headless corpse, while Itys is dismembered and his 

flesh is offered as a feast to his unsuspecting father (Met. 6.643-647, Aen. 2.557-558). Finally, 

thἷΝ impiἷtyΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ twὁΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ iὅΝ ἳἵἵἷὀtuἳtἷἶΝἴyΝ thἷΝὅhἳὄἷἶΝmὁtiἸΝὁἸΝ thἷΝpὁllutiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝ

ἷyἷὅΝthὄὁuἹhΝthἷΝwitὀἷὅὅiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέΝJuὅtΝἳὅΝἢhilὁmἷlἳΝhuὄlὅΝἙtyὅ’ΝἴlὁὁἶyΝhead against 

the face of his shocked father, similarly Polites is slain by Pyrrhus before his parents and Priam 

curses the Greek hero for befouling his sight with the murder of his own son.865 Therefore, 

ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ἷxἵἷἷἶὅΝ ἷvἷὀΝViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἢyὄὄhuὅΝ iὀΝ ἴlἳὅphἷmὁuὅΝ Ἰἷὄocity, since in contrast to the Greek 

hero she does not slay and defile her sworn enemy, but her own progeny. 

χἸtἷὄΝthἷΝὅiὅtἷὄὅΝhἳvἷΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄἷἶΝἳὀἶΝἵὁὁkἷἶΝἙtyὅ’ΝἴὁἶyΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝiὀvitἷὅΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶΝtὁΝ

the cannibalistic feast veiling it as an ancestral Athenian custom, in which only the husband may 

partake.866 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἵὁὀtὄivἷἶΝὄitἷὅΝἷἵhὁΝἳὀἶΝiὀvἷὄtΝthἷΝἹἷὀuiὀἷΝὄitἷὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ

institutes in Corinth in atonement for her murder of her children.867 Procne surpasses her tragic 

predecessor in sacrilege, since the Euripidean protagonist after the impious filicide honors the 

memory of her sons by establishing a solemn festival for them, whereas she not only kills her 

son, but also serves his flesh in a gruesome banquet under the veneer of a sacred rite. The 

uὀwittiὀἹΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅΝ ὅitὅΝ hiἹhΝ ὁὀΝ hiὅΝ ἳὀἵἷὅtὄἳlΝ thὄὁὀἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶἷvὁuὄὅΝ hiὅΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ Ἰlἷὅhέ868 This ironic 

picture of the Thracian king before the reversal of his fortune bears sinister connotations, in that 

itΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ pὄὁphἷtiἵΝ viὅiὁὀΝ iὀΝ Heroides 12, who imagines the ignorant and haughty 

                                                           
865 Met. 6.658-59 prosiluit Ityosque caput Philomela cruentum / misit in ora patris, Aen. 2.531-532 531-32 ante 
oculos evasit et ora parentum, / concidit, 538-39…patrios foedasti funere vultus. 

866 Met. 6.647-649 his adhibet coniunx ignarum Terea mensis / et patrii moris sacrum mentita, quod uni / fas sit 
adire uiro, comites famulosque remouit. 

867 Med. 1381-1383…け蘇すΝh跡Νk蘇すhiΝぇすjへlてにΝ/ jiたち碩ちΝ逗てとk碩ちΝせg拙ΝkえそさΝヾとてjうねてたiち / k摂Νそてすヾ摂ちΝ刃ちk拙Νkて漕hiΝhにjjiくて漕なΝ
lふちてに  

868 Met. 6.650-651 ipse sedens solio Tereus sublimis auito / uescitur inque suam sua uiscera congerit aluum; 
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Corinthian princess mocking her while lying on her luxurious bed and cryptically predicts the 

Ἱiὄl’ὅΝΝimpἷὀἶiὀἹΝἸiἷὄyΝἶἷἳthΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝmἳἹiἵΝἶὄuἹὅέ869 

ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν tὄἳἹiἵΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝ thἳtΝ hἷΝ hἳὅΝ ἵὁὀὅumἷἶΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ ὅὁὀΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ ὄἷwὁὄkiὀg of the 

anagnorisis ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳy,Ν iὀΝwhiἵhΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ lἷἳὄὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ

hἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝmὁthἷὄέΝἐὁthΝἸἳthἷὄὅ’ΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝtὄuthΝiὅΝὅtἷἷpἷἶΝiὀΝἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝiὄὁὀyέΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

claim that he has come to save his sons fearing that Cὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷlἳtivἷὅΝ mἳyΝ hἳὄmΝ thἷmΝ ἳὅΝ

ὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὄὁyἳlΝ ἸἳmilyΝ ἷliἵitὅΝ thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν pitiἸulΝ ἵὁmmἷὀtΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ

hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ ὁἴliviὁuὅὀἷὅὅΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝmiὅἸὁὄtuὀἷέ870 ἦhἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ uὀἳwἳὄἷὀἷὅὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶΝ

manifests itself in his command that his son be summoned after he has glutted himself on his 

Ἰlἷὅh,ΝwhiἵhΝ iὀΝ thiὅΝ ἵἳὅἷΝ pὄὁmptὅΝ thἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ ὄἷmἳὄkΝ ὁὀΝ hiὅΝ iἹὀὁὄἳὀἵἷέ871 ἦhἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν

enigmatic reply that if Jason knew the truth he would not have thought that his children were in 

danger of bἷiὀἹΝ killἷἶΝ ἴyΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷlἳtivἷὅΝ tὄiἹἹἷὄὅΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ iὄὁὀiἵΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝwhἷthἷὄΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ

wishes to murder him as well.872 In an analogous manner Procne plays the role of a cryptic 

mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝἴyΝὄἷὅpὁὀἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝὄἷὃuἷὅtΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝὅὁὀΝwithΝthἷΝἳmἴiἹuὁuὅΝὄἷtὁὄtΝthἳtΝ“thἷΝὁὀἷΝ

hἷΝὅἷἷkὅΝiὅΝiὀὅiἶἷΝhim”ΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶΝhἷiἹhtἷὀὅΝthἷΝὅuὅpἷὀὅἷΝἳὀἶΝtὄἳἹiἵΝiὄὁὀyΝἴyΝhἳviὀἹΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ

king look around him and repeatedly ask where his son is.873  

                                                           
869 Bessone 1997, v. 12.179: Her. 12.179-180 rideat et Tyrio iaceat sublimis in ostro – /   flebit et ardores vincet 
adusta meos!  
 
870 Med. 1303-1307 』g. 厨た蒼ち h跡 ヾgかhのち 髄そしてち 厨せjほjのち くかてち, / たお たてか kす hとうjのj' て頗 ヾとてjおせてちkiな けえちiす, / たさkと蒼すてち 
厨せヾとうjjてちkiな 刃ちふjすてち lふちてち. / ゅて. 惜 kそ蘇たてち, て盛せ て寸jし’Νて世 せgせ蒼ち 厨そおそにしgな, / 瀬塑jてち┳ 
 
871 Met. 6.647 ignarum Terea , 652 tantaque nox animi est,Ν‘ἙtyὀΝhuἵΝἳἵἵἷὄὅitἷ’Νἶixitέ 
 
872 Med. 1307-1308 Xo. て盛 け責と kてへjh' 壬ち 厨lしえけつの そふけてにな. / 』g. kか h' 帥jkすちἉ 髄 ヾてに せ甚た' 刃ヾてせki宋ちgす しえそiすἉ  
 
873 Met. 6.654-656 iἳmὃuἷΝ ὅuἳἷΝἵupiἷὀὅΝἷxὅiὅtἷὄἷΝὀuὀtiἳΝἵlἳἶiὅΝ ήΝ ‘iὀtuὅΝhἳἴἷὅΝὃuἷmΝpὁὅἵiὅ’Νἳitέ circumspicit ille / 
atque ubi sit quaerit; quaerenti iterumque uocanti. 
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The anagnorisis iὀΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳyΝ iὅΝ ἳἵhiἷvἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν ἶiὄἷἵtΝ ὄἷvἷlἳtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ

JaὅὁὀΝthἳtΝhiὅΝὅὁὀὅΝhἳvἷΝpἷὄiὅhἷἶΝἴyΝthἷiὄΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝhἳὀἶέ874 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ’ὅΝὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝ

scene, on the contrary, is characterized by gruesome horror: the disheveled and blood-soaked 

Philomela assuming the part of a mute messenger suddenly leaps forward from hiding and tosses 

Ἑty’ὅΝhἷἳἶΝtὁΝhiὅΝὅhὁἵkἷἶΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἸἳἵἷέ875 Tereus thus realizes the horrible truth by deciphering 

thἷΝ mἷἳὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ wiἸἷ’ὅΝ ὁἴὅἵuὄἷΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ hiὅΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ-in-lἳw’ὅΝ ἹὄiὅlyΝ ἶiὅplἳyέΝ ἔiὀἳlly,Ν

Tereus surpasses Jason in the violence of hiὅΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἶiὅἵlὁὅuὄἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέΝἦhἷΝ

ἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝiὅΝἳΝἵὁmἴiὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝlἳmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἵhilἶὄἷὀΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝὀἷwΝἴὄiἶἷΝ

(1347-1350) and vehement invective against Medea for her atrocious deed (1323-1346). The 

Thracian king, on the other hand, utters a terrible cry as he overturns the table, on which the 

ἹhἳὅtlyΝ ἴἳὀὃuἷtΝ tὁὁkΝ plἳἵἷ,ΝmὁuὄὀὅΝ ἴittἷὄlyΝ ἸὁὄΝ Ἑtyὅ’Ν ἶἷmiὅἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ puὄὅuἷὅΝ thἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅΝ

with unsheathed sword in order exact revenge from them (6.661-666).     

ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ state of mind during the recognition scene contrasts sharply with that of her 

husband. The Ovidian heroine neither laments the death of Itys nor expresses any remorse for her 

bloody deed. Moreover, there is no indication that she will grieve for him after her 

metamorphosis into a swallow, a portrayal which diverges from the earlier mythical tradition 

according to which Procne transformed into a nightingale mourns eternally for her son.876 Medea 

ἳlὅὁΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝἴἷwἳilΝhἷὄΝἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀt, but before the infanticide she 

claims that after that day she is going to mourn them perpetually.877 Therefore, Procne once 

                                                           
874 Med. 1309 ヾg宋hiな kiしち塑jす ぬiすと拙 たさkとほすgす jえしiち. 
 
875 Met. 6.657-659 sicut erat sparsis furiali caede capillis, / prosiluit Ityosque caput Philomela cruentum / misit in ora 
patris... 

876 Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 7. 

877 Med. 1247-1250 …Ν刃そそ責ΝkおちhiΝけiΝήΝそgして漕Νくとgぬi宋gちΝ酔たえとgちΝヾgかhのちΝjえしiちΝήΝせ甚ヾiすkgΝしとおちiす┳Νせg拙Νけ責とΝi菅Νせkiちi宋なΝ
jl',Ν晴たのなΝή lかそてす け' 帥lにjgち┳ hにjkにぬ碩な h' 厨け節 けにちお.  
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again outdoes her Euripidean counterpart in terms of her mercilessness and her rejection of her 

maternal instincts.  

The Ovidian prὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝἷmulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝtὄἳἹiἵΝpὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄΝiὅΝἵlἷἳὄlyΝὄἷἸlἷἵtἷἶΝiὀΝhἷὄΝ

ἶἷὅiὄἷΝtὁΝἴἷΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝthἷΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳth,Νwhἷὄἷἳὅ,ΝἳὅΝwἷΝὅἳw,ΝiὀΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝplἳyΝthἷΝ

ἵhὁὄuὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀΝ ὄἷvἷἳlΝ tὁΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ thἷΝ hὁὄὄiἴlἷΝ ὀἷwὅέΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἷὅὅἷὀtiἳlΝ ἶifference 

from Medea lies in the fact that she is entirely oblivious to the self-destructive nature of her 

revenge, since she derives perverse joy from her crime and the epic narrator is the one who 

ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷὅΝ Ἑtyὅ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ ἳὅΝ “hἷὄΝὁwὀΝἶiὅἳὅtἷὄ”έ878 Medea, on the contrary, is fully conscious 

that her vengeance against Jason in the form of filicide entails her own ruin and agony, but 

prefers to suffer herself than sustain the ridicule of her husband.879 Finally, the Euripidean 

heroine openly taunts her husband after he has learned of the infanticide. For instance, she 

responds to his tirade by ordering him to leave and bury his wife (1393-1394). Her Ovidian 

counterpart, on the other hand, mocks the ignorant Tereus in a veiled manner by means of her 

sardonic insinuation of the cannibalistic feast (6.655 intus habes quem poscis). 

Furthermore, the anagnorisis of the Procne narrative evokes and reverses the scene in 

Heroides 1ἀ,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἝἷἶἷἳΝlἷἳὄὀὅΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝwithΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝ

in the Metamorphoses ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝwiὅhἷὅΝtὁΝἴἷΝthἷΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὁwὀΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳth,ΝiὀΝthἷΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ

ἷpiὅtlἷΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ yὁuὀἹἷὅtΝ ὅὁὀΝ uὀwittiὀἹlyΝ ἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝ thἷΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝmiὅἸὁὄtuὀἷ,Ν

ὀἳmἷlyΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ wἷἶἶiὀἹέΝ ἐὁthΝ ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἸὄἳuἹhtΝ withΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ iὄὁὀyἈΝ thἷΝ iἹὀὁὄἳὀtΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν

ὅummὁὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁὀΝἳἸtἷὄΝhἷΝhἳὅΝἵὁὀὅumἷἶΝhiὅΝἸlἷὅhΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝiὀὀὁἵἷὀtΝἵhilἶ’ὅΝἴiἶἶiὀἹΝtὁΝhiὅΝ

mother to view the festive bridal parade led by his father without realizing that this disclosure 

                                                           
878 Met. 6.653-654 dissimulare nequit crudelia gaudia Procne; / iamque suae cupiens exsistere nuntia cladi 
 
879 Med. 1361-1362 』g. せg盛kお けi そにヾ蘇す せg拙 せgせ蒼ち せてすちのち摂な i寸. / ‒さ. jうl' 澄jしす┳ そへiす h' 甚そけてな, 錐ち j設 た碩 'けけiそ塑すな.  
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will set in motion the events resulting to his own doom.880 What is more, the elegiac work 

ἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝ ὁὀἵἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ pὁὅὅiἴlἷΝ iὀtἷὄmἷἶiἳtἷΝ iὀtὄἳtἷxtΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ἳὀἶΝ hiὅΝ lὁὅtΝ

tragedy. Bessone has postulated that the Heroides pἳὅὅἳἹἷΝ mἳyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὀΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ

Medea, iὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝὀἷwὅΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝὀuptials are delivered to Medea not by a messenger, but by 

her own son.881 ἥhἷΝhἳὅΝἳlὅὁΝἸὁὄmulἳtἷἶΝthἷΝhypὁthἷὅiὅΝthἳtΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝὄἷvἷlἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ

ὅὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝmἳyΝὄἷἵἳllΝἳΝpἳὄἳllἷlΝὅἵἷὀἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝplἳy,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅὅumἷὅΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝthἷΝ

role of the messenger disclosing the infanticide to Jason.   

Both Procne and Medea complete their revenge on their husbands by denying them the 

right to bury their dead offspring. The Euripidean heroine achieves this by carrying away her 

ἵhilἶὄἷὀΝiὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’Νἵhἳὄiὁt, while her Ovidian counterpart prevents Tereus from offering burial to 

ἙtyὅΝ ἴyΝ mἳkiὀἹΝ himΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ “liviὀἹΝ tὁmἴ”έ882 Procne outstrips, however, her tragic 

ἳὀtἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝ iὀΝ tἷὄmὅΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὅἳἵὄilἷἹiὁuὅΝ tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴὁἶyέΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ mἳyΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ hἷὄΝ

children, but at the same time announces that she will bury them in the sacred precinct of Hera 

χkὄἳiἳ’ὅΝ tἷmplἷέ883 ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ἳὀἶΝhἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν ἶἷἸilἷΝ Ἑtyὅ’Ν ἴὁἶyΝἴyΝ tἷἳὄiὀἹΝ itΝ tὁΝ

pieces and serving it to the Thracian king in a gruesome feast. Moreover, ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν impὁὅὅiἴlἷΝ

wiὅhΝthἳtΝhἷΝἵὁulἶΝtἷἳὄΝὁpἷὀΝhiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝ“tὁmἴ”,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝhiὅΝἵhἷὅt,884 and give him proper burial 

                                                           
880 Her. 12.145-146 diversi flebant servi lacrimasque tegebant –  / quis vellet tanti nuntius esse mali? 149-52 cum 
minor e pueris (iussus studioque videndi / ἵὁὀὅtititΝἳἶΝἹἷmiὀἳἷΝlimiὀἳΝpὄimἳΝἸὁὄiὅ)ήΝ‘huc modo, mater, adi! pompam 
pἳtἷὄ,’Νiὀὃuit,Ν‘ἙἳὅὁὀΝήΝἶuἵitΝἷtΝἳἶiuὀἵtὁὅΝἳuὄἷuὅΝuὄἹἷtΝἷὃuὁὅ!’, Met. 6.652 tantaque nox animi est, ‘ἙtyὀΝhuἵΝἳἵἵἷὄὅitἷ' 
dixit. 

881 Bessone 1997, v. 12.146.  

882Met. 6.663-665 et modo, si posset, reserato pectore diras / egerere inde dapes semesaque uiscera gestit, / flet 
modo seque uocat bustum miserabile nati, Med. 』g. しうねgす ちiせとてへな たてす kてへjhi せg拙 せそg漕jgす ヾうとiな. / ‒さ. て盛 h蘇k’. 
Note that the verb egero ἴἷἳὄὅΝthἷΝὅἷἵὁὀἶἳὄyΝὅἷὀὅἷΝ“ἵἳὄὄyΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὄἳvἷ”ΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅΝtὁΝしうヾkの in the Greek 
text. 
 
883 Med. 1378-1ἁἅλΝ… jlgな k蘇すh' 厨け節 しうねの ぬiとか, / lえとてにj' 厨な 据とgな kえたiちてな 迅せとgかgな しiて漕. 
 
884 ἤὁὅἳtiΝ(ἀίίλ,ΝvέΝἄέἄἄἃ)ΝὄἷmἳὄkὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝmἷtἳphὁὄiἵἳlΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝpἳὄἷὀtΝἳὅΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹ’ὅΝ“tὁmἴ”ΝiὅΝ
ἳlὅὁΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝAtreus (TRF 226 natis sepulchro ipse est parens). 
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rites echoes and inverts the situation in the Greek play, where Medea is going to bury her 

ἵhilἶὄἷὀΝἳtΝἘἷὄἳ’ὅΝpὄἷἵiὀἵt,ΝὅὁΝthἳtΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀὅ may not tear up their grave and outrage their 

bodies as retribution for her murder of the royal family.885 

After his bitter lament for his son Tereus pursues Procne and Philomela with murderous 

intent, but they evade punishment through their metamorphosis into a swallow and a nightingale 

respectively.886 ἦhἷΝ χthἷὀiἳὀΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅ’Ν ἳἷὄiἳlΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἳtΝ ὁἸΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν whὁΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ

exodos ἸliἷὅΝ ἳwἳyΝ ὁὀΝ hἷὄΝ ἹὄἳὀἶἸἳthἷὄΝ Ἐἷliὁὅ’Ν ἵhἳὄiὁtέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅ’Ν

tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝmἳyΝvἷὄἴἳllyΝἷἵhὁΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἵlἳim that the only way for Medea to avoid a penalty 

for her deeds is to sprout wings and rise aloft in the sky, which ironically foreshadows her 

imminent airborne departure.887 χὀΝἳttὄἳἵtivἷΝhypὁthἷὅiὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝmἳyΝ

in fact subtly alludἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἳviἳὀΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝὅiὅtἷὄὅΝiὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝTereus, in 

which case Ovid would be evoking both plays by means of double allusion. Furthermore, after 

hἷὄΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝἸliἷὅΝtὁΝ thἷΝpἳlἳἵἷ’ὅΝὄὁὁἸtὁpΝ(ἄέἄἄλ)ΝἳὀἶΝiὀΝἳὀΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝmἳnner her 

Euripidean counterpart is last seen in the play on top of the Corinthian palace.  

A significant distinguishing difference between the two scenes, however, is that whereas 

Tereus is consumed with desire for vengeance, which manifests itself in his chase of the 

Athenian sisters with a drawn sword, in the Greek play Jason does not express the wish to 

avenge himself on Medea, but predicts instead that she is going to suffer punishment at the hands 

                                                           
885 Med. 1380-1381 斉なΝたおΝkすなΝg盛kて設なΝヾてそiたかのちΝせgしにくとかjさすΝ/ kにたくて設な 刃ちgjヾ蒼ち. 

886 Rosati (2009, vv. 424-674) in contrast to earlier theories argues that Ovid allusively adheres to the prevalent 
convention in Latin literature, according to which Procne became a swallow and Philomela a nightingale (in the 
Greek traditiὁὀΝthἷΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝiὅΝthἷΝἷxἳἵtΝὁppὁὅitἷ)έΝἘἷΝἴἳὅἷὅΝhiὅΝἳὄἹumἷὀtΝὁὀΝthἷΝἴiὄἶὅ’ΝἳἷtiὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝhἳἴitἳtiὁὀΝ
pὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷὅἈΝthἷΝὅwἳllὁwΝἳὅἵἷὀἶὅΝtὁΝthἷΝpἳlἳἵἷ’ὅΝὄὁὁἸ,ΝἳΝἶwἷlliὀἹΝὅuitἷἶΝtὁΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ,ΝwhilἷΝthἷΝὀiἹhtiὀἹἳlἷΝἸliἷὅΝtὁΝthἷΝ
forest, a locale more apt for Philomela given her earlier imprisonment in the woods. 

887 Met. 6.667-668 corpora Cecropidum pennis pendere putares;/ pendebant pennis, Med. 1296-1298 hi宋 けうと ちすち 随kてす 
け蘇な けi せとにlし蘇ちgす せうkの / 錐 ヾkさち摂ち 腎とgす j蒼た' 厨な g菅しえとてな くうしてな, / i菅 た碩 kにとうちちのち hほたgjすち hほjiす hかせさち. 
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ὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷlἳtivἷὅέ888 What is more, Ovid seems to have adapted his own version of the events 

at Corinth in the Metamorphoses in such a way as to echo the Procne myth, since in contrast to 

thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝiὅΝὅἳiἶΝtὁΝἷὅἵἳpἷΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝarmed pursuit (7.397 Iasonis effugit arma). 

This interpretation is corὄὁἴὁὄἳtἷἶΝἴyΝἳΝὅuἴtlἷΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁΝἘὁὄἳἵἷ’ὅΝOde 4.12, which opens with 

the picture of Procne transformed into a nightingale and perpetually mourning her son. In 

pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν ἡviἶ’ὅΝ mὁὄἳlΝ ἵὁὀἶἷmὀἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ ἶἷpὄἳvἷἶΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ ἴyΝ

means oἸΝ iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἘὁὄἳἵἷ’ὅΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝἵὄitiἵiὅmΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷέ889 Finally, 

the denouement of the Ovidian narrative contrasts with the Euripidean exodos in terms of its 

open-endedness: whereas the Athenians sisters are trapped in a state of a perpetual pursuit by 

Tereus, Medea gains closure by means of her utter destruction of her enemies and her triumphant 

escape from Corinth.   

 

3.6.7 The role of the Furies 

 

Throughout the Ovidian story the Olympian gods play no role whatsoever in the action and there 

is also no suggestion that they preside over human affairs. The epic narrator focuses instead on 

thἷΝ mὁὄtἳlΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅ’Ν ἶἷἷἶὅ,Ν ἸἷἷliὀἹὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ iὀtἷὄἳἵtiὁὀΝ withΝ ἷἳἵhΝ ὁthἷὄέΝ χὅΝ wἷΝ ὀὁtἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

introduction, this absence of a divine mechanism is most coὀὅpiἵuὁuὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ’ὅΝ

conclusion, where the avian metamorphoses are neither requested by the protagonists nor 

                                                           
888 Met. 6.666 nunc sequitur nudo genitas Pandione ferro, 671 ille dolore suo poenaeque cupidine uelox, Med. 1298-
1303 i菅 た碩 kにとうちちのち hほたgjすち hほjiす hかせさち. / ヾえヾてすし' 刃ヾてせkiかちgjg せてすとうちてにな ぬしてち摂な / 刃し蒼すてな g盛k碩 k蒼ちhi liへつijしgす 
hふたのちἉ  / 刃そそ'Νて盛Νけ責とΝg盛k蘇なΝlとてちkかh'Ν斉なΝkえせちのちΝ帥ぬの┳ΝήΝせiかちさちΝた跡ちΝて声なΝ帥hとgjiちΝ帥とつてにjすちΝせgせ蒼なέ 
 
889  Met. 7.397 ultaque se male mater, C. 4.12.5-8 nidum ponit Ityn flebiliter gemens / infelix avis et Cecropiae 
domus / aeternum opprobrium, quod male barbaras / regum est ulta libidines.    
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attributed to a supernatural interference, but remain mysteriously unexplained. This treatment 

diverges from the earlier literary tradition: in Sophocles a deus ex machina ascribes the 

transformation to another divinity, while in Apollodorus and Hyginus it is brought about by the 

mἷὄἵiἸulΝ ἹὁἶὅΝ iὀΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ χthἷὀiἳὀΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅ’Ν pὄἳyἷὄέΝ Ν ἙὀΝ ἡviἶ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thἷὄἷΝ iὅΝ ὀὁΝ

implication that the sibliὀἹὅ’Ν tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ thἷiὄΝ ὄἷἶἷmptiὁὀέΝἡὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὄy,Ν thἷΝ

blood stains branding their plumage hint that they are condemned to bear forever the stigma of 

their impious crime (6.669-670).890 In the Euripidean play there is an analogous absence of the 

gods from the dramatic action and the lens focuses exclusively on the mortals and their complex 

interpersonal relationships. The only exception is an indirect divine intervention in the exodos, 

where Medea escapes in the chariot provided to her by her grandfather Helios.  

It has been argued that the Olympians are replaced in the Ovidian story by the divinities 

of the Underworld, namely the Furies.891 Unfortunately it is impossible to establish whether the 

ἓὄiὀyἷὅΝ plἳyἷἶΝ ἳὀyΝ pἳὄtΝ iὀΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν Tereus due to the inconclusiveness of the textual 

evidence.892 The chthonic goddesses are programmatically introduced in the narrative in the very 

first scene, the marriage of Tereus and Procne. The description of the nuptials falls within the 

literary topos ὁἸΝthἷΝ“ill-ὁmἷὀἷἶΝwἷἶἶiὀἹ”.893 The ceremony is not officiated by the customary 

conjugal deities Juno and Hymenaeus, but by the Furies who assume the role of bridesmaids by 

wielding torches stolen from a funeral and preparing the wedding bed. Moreover, both the 

                                                           
890 Anderson 1972, v. 6.667. 

891 Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 4-7. 

892 Sommerstein and Fitzpatrick (2006, 175) remark that the fragmentary hypothesis contains the locus desperatus 
]ちさ όΝに. iとiすちてすなό,ΝwhiἵhΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝὄἷὅtὁὄἷἶΝἳὅΝ[たiたgちさたえ]ちさ 精ヾ’Ν水とすちへてな,Ν“mἳἶἶἷὀἷἶΝἴyΝἳὀΝἓὄiὀyὅ”έΝἦhἷyΝὅuἹἹἷὅtΝ
thἳtΝiἸΝthiὅΝἷmἷὀἶἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝἳἵἵἷptἷἶ,ΝthἷὀΝitΝiὅΝplἳuὅiἴlἷΝthἳtΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝἙtyὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝplἳyΝwἳὅΝimputἷἶΝtὁΝ
infernal frenzy.     
 
893 Met. 6.428-ἂἁἂΝ…non pronuba Iuno, / non Hymenaeus adest, non illi Gratia lecto; / Eumenides tenuere faces de 
funere raptas, / Eumenides strauere torum, tectoque profanes / incubuit bubo thalamique in culmine sedit. / hac aue 
coniuncti Procne Tereusque, parentes / hac aue sunt facti. 
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wedding and the birth of Itys are accompanied by the evil portent of the screech-owl, which 

pἷὄἵhἷὅΝὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὄὁὁἸΝὁἸΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝ ἵhἳmἴἷὄέΝἦhἷὅἷΝ illΝ ὁmἷὀὅΝ ὅἷὄvἷΝ tὁΝ ἸὁὄἷἴὁἶἷΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἵὁuplἷ’ὅΝ

seemingly blissful union will ultimately lead to domestic tragedy: Philomela’ὅΝ ἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝ

“wἷἶἶiὀἹ”ΝwithΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝ(iέἷέΝhἷὄΝὄἳpἷΝἳὀἶΝmutilἳtiὁὀ)ΝἳὀἶΝἙtyὅ’ΝἹὁὄyΝἶἷἳthέΝ 

ἦhἷΝ immἷἶiἳtἷΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ pἳὅὅἳἹἷΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἒiἶὁΝ ἳὀἶΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’Ν

perverted marriage in Aeneid 4,894 whiἵhΝwillΝὄἷὅultΝiὀΝthἷΝἑἳὄthἳἹiὀiἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷ.895 The 

ἵὁuplἷ’ὅΝ uὀiὁὀ,Ν whiἵhΝ tἳkἷὅΝ plἳἵἷΝ iὀΝ ἳΝ ἵἳvἷ,Ν iὅΝ pὄἷὅiἶἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ pὄimὁὄἶiἳlΝ ἓἳὄthΝ ἳὀἶΝ itὅΝ ὅὁlἷΝ

witness is the open sky. In lieu of nuptial torches there is flashing thunder and the bridal songs 

are replaced by the inauspicious howling of the nymphs. Furthermore, later in the narrative the 

sinister screech-ὁwlΝiὅΝἸἷἳtuὄἷἶΝἳὅΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὁὄtἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέ896 An essential difference 

between the two scenes is that whereas the Carthaginian queen deludes herself that her illicit 

union with Aeneas constitutes a real wedding, Tereus and Procne are joined in genuine bonds of 

marriage. What is more, the Ovidian nuptials surpass their model in terms of ominousness, since 

while in the Aeneid the ceremony is overseen by the patroness of marriage Juno, in the 

Metamorphoses the goddess yields her place to the baleful Furies.  

χpἳὄtΝἸὄὁmΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝitὅΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἵὁὀvἷὄὅἷὅΝiὀtὄἳtἷxtuἳllyΝwithΝ

the Heroides,Ν whἷὄἷΝ wἷΝ ἸiὀἶΝ multiplἷΝ vἳὄiἳtiὁὀὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὁmmὁὀΝ plἳἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ “ill-omened 

wἷἶἶiὀἹ”Ν (ἀέ117-120, 6.43-46, 7.93-96, 11.101-104, 12.139ff., 14.27ff., 21.157ff.).897 In the 

context of the present analysis it is worth briefly examining the sixth and twelfth epistles in light 

                                                           
894 Aen. 4.165-172 speluncam Dido dux et Troianus eandem / deueniunt. prima et Tellus et pronuba Iuno / dant 
signum; fulsere ignes et conscius aether / conubiis summoque ulularunt uertice Nymphae.  / ille dies primus leti 
primusque malorum / causa fuit; neque enim specie famaue mouetur / nec iam furtiuum Dido meditatur amorem: / 
coniugium uocat, hoc praetexit nomine culpam. 

895 Galasso 2000, vv. 6.424-438. 

896 Aen. 4.462-463 solaque culminibus ferali carmine bubo / saepe queri et longas in fletum ducere uoces. 
 
897 Galasso 2000, vv. 6.424-438. 
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of their connection to the figure of Medea. In Heroides 6 Hypsipyle laments her desertion by 

Jason for the sake of the Colchian and accuses him of perfidious betrayal, because he violated 

their wedding pact.898 She claims that Juno and Hymenaeus were present at their marriage, but 

immediately adds that a Fury brandished the bridal torch. The sinister image of the torch-

wiἷlἶiὀἹΝἔuὄyΝὄἷἵuὄὅΝiὀΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝὄituἳlέΝἡὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝ

is truly ill-ἴὁἶiὀἹ,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝitὅΝὁutἵὁmἷΝwillΝἴἷΝὄἳpἷ,Νmutilἳtiὁὀ,ΝἳὀἶΝmuὄἶἷὄ,ΝἘypὅipylἷ’ὅΝἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝ

of her union with Jason as portentous is merely rhetorical hyperbole, since it entails no dire 

consequences for her apart from her abandonment by the Greek hero. At the same time the 

ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅἷlἸ-delusive view of her liaison with Jason as a formal wedding is evocative of 

Dido. 

In Heroides 12 we find another pertinent instance of the ominous wedding motif. 899 

Medea recalls the sorrowful moment, when in shocked disbelief she saw the wedding torches 

ἳὀἶΝhἷἳὄἶΝthἷΝὀuptiἳlΝὅὁὀἹὅΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷ.900 On one level the 

hymenaeus is mournful for Medea, since it signals the irrevocability of her abandonment by the 

Greek hero for a new wife. On another level, however, the characterization of the bridal hymn as 

“Ἰuὀἷὄἷἳl”Ν iὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝ pὄἷἸiἹuὄἷὅΝ thἷΝ impἷὀἶiὀἹΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν

                                                           
898 Her. 6.41-46 heu! ubi pacta fides? ubi conubialia iura / faxque sub arsuros dignior ire rogos? / non ego sum furto 
tibi cognita; pronuba Iuno / adfuit et sertis tempora vinctus Hymen. / at mihi nec Iuno, nec Hymen, sed tristis Erinys 
/ praetulit infaustas sanguinolenta faces.  
 
899 Her. 12.137-142 ut subito nostras Hymen cantatus ad aures /  venit, et accenso lampades igne micant, /  tibiaque 
effundit socialia carmina vobis, / at mihi funerea flebiliora tuba, / pertimui, nec adhuc tantum scelus esse putabam; 
/  sed tamen in toto pectore frigus erat.  
 
900 Bessone (1997, vv. 12.133-158) postulates that given that the description of the wedding of Jason and the 
Corinthian princess in Heroides 12 has no parallel in the Euripidean play Ovid may be evoking here his lost tragedy. 
ἥhἷΝἴἳὅἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ hypὁthἷὅiὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἳἸἸiὀitiἷὅΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ ἷpiὅtlἷΝ ἳὀἶΝἥἷὀἷἵἳ’ὅΝMedea (57-117), where the dramatic 
ἳἵtiὁὀΝiὅΝὅἷtΝὁὀΝthἷΝἶἳyΝὁἸΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹέΝἐὁthΝHeroides 12 (137-141) and the Senecan tragedy (116-117) feature 
ἝἷἶἷἳΝhἷἳὄiὀἹΝἸὄὁmΝἳἸἳὄΝthἷΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝhymὀΝἳὀἶΝἹὄἳἶuἳllyΝὄἷἳliὐiὀἹΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴἷtὄἳyἳlέΝἥhἷΝἵὁὀἵluἶἷὅΝthἳtΝἴὁthΝwὁὄkὅΝ
mἳyΝἴἷΝἳlluἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἡviἶ’ὅΝMedea. 
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wἷἶἶiὀἹΝiὀtὁΝἳΝἸuὀἷὄἳlΝἵὁuὄtἷὅyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝἸἳtἳlΝἹiἸtὅέ901 On the basis of this interpretation 

the wedding torches blazing with fire can be viewed as an implicit foreshadowing of the 

conflagration of Creon’ὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ pὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝ ἵὄὁwὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄὁἴἷέΝ χὀΝ iὀtἷὄἷὅtiὀἹΝ ἳἸἸiὀityΝ

between the epistle and the Procne narrative is the dramatic irony coloring the two scenes. The 

pἷὁplἷΝὁἸΝἑὁὄiὀthΝjὁyἸullyΝὅiὀἹΝthἷΝhymἷὀἳἷuὅΝiὀΝἵἷlἷἴὄἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝὁἴlivious 

to the fact they will soon lament her demise. In an analogous manner the Thracians congratulate 

Tereus and Procne on their nuptials and the royal couple proclaim the day of their wedding and 

of the birth of Itys as public festivals ignorant of the future dissolution of their marriage and the 

death of their son.902       

ἦhἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ iὀἳuὅpiἵiὁuὅΝ wἷἶἶiὀἹΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷὅΝ iὀΝ ἳὀΝ iὀtὄiἵἳtἷΝ

iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἶiἳlὁἹuἷΝ withΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea. To begin with, the theme of the ill-omened 

wedding pervades the play, since there are many suggestions that the marriage of Jason and the 

Corinthian princess will result into a funeral. Having cunningly exacted from Creon a one-day 

ὄἷpὄiἷvἷΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ἴἳὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὄἷvἷἳlὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἵhὁὄuὅΝ hἷὄΝ plἳὀΝ tὁΝ ὄἷὀἶἷὄΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὀuptials a 

source of bitter mourning for him.903 After her agon with the Greek hero the Colchian ominously 

pὄὁphἷὅiἷὅΝἴἷhiὀἶΝhiὅΝἴἳἵkΝthἳtΝhiὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝwillΝἵἳuὅἷΝhimΝtὁΝlἳmἷὀtέ904 In 

the fourth episode Medeas puts into action her scheme of murdering the princess by means of her 

deadly gifts. In order to deceive Jason to allow her to send the envenomed robe and crown to his 

new wife she pretends to assume the role of a ちにたliへkとすg (bridesmaid) by alleging that she was 

                                                           
901 Bessone 1997, vv.  139-140. 
 
902 Her. 12.143-144 turba ruunt et 'Hymen,' clamant, 'Hymenaee!' frequenter –  / quo propior vox haec, hoc mihi 
peius erat, Met. 6.434-438 gratata est scilicet illis / Thracia, disque ipsi grates egere diemque, / quaque data est claro 
Pandione nata tyranno / quaque erat ortus Itys, festam iussere uocari; / usque adeo latet utilitas! 
 
903 Med. 399-400 ヾすせとて設なΝh'Ν厨けほΝjlすちΝせg拙Νそにけとて設なΝしおjのΝけうたてにな, / ヾすせと摂ちΝh跡Νせ蘇hてなΝせg拙Νlにけ責なΝ厨た責なΝぬしてちふなέ 

904 Med. 625-266: ちへたliに’┳ 澄jのな けうと, j設ち しi蒼す h' i菅とおjikgす, / けgたi宋なΝkてすて漕kてちΝ席jkiΝしとさちi宋jしgすΝけうたてち. 
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foolish to have opposed his wedding and that she ought instead to have attended his bride in their 

marriage chamber.905 Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ ὅtἷἷpἷἶΝ iὀΝ iὄὁὀyΝ iὀΝ liἹhtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ pὄἷἵἷἶiὀἹΝ ἳὀἶΝ

subsequent scenes. In particular, her claim that she should have stood beside the bridal bed and 

servἷἶΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝhἷὄΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝplὁtΝtὁΝὅtἷἳlthilyΝiὀἸiltὄἳtἷΝthἷΝἵὁuplἷ’ὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝ

chamber and stab them to death.906 Furthermore, her assertion that she should have enjoyed 

tἷὀἶiὀἹΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴὄiἶἷΝ iὅΝ likἷwiὅἷΝ ἶἳὄklyΝ iὄὁὀiἵ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ thἷΝ vἷὄἴΝ せさhiにほ (“ἳttἷὀἶ,Ν tἳkἷΝ ἵἳὄἷΝ ὁἸ”)Ν

ἴἷἳὄὅΝthἷΝἳἶἶitiὁὀἳlΝὅἷὀὅἷΝ“ἴuὄy”ΝἳὀἶΝthἷὄἷἴyΝἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝἶἷliἹhtΝiὀΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝthἷΝ

princess and ordering Jason in the exodos to inter his wife.907 Medea completes her trickery of 

the Greek hero by falsely taking ὁὀΝthἷΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὄὁὁm’ὅΝmὁthἷὄἈΝὅhἷΝἶiὅpἳtἵhἷὅΝthἷΝpὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝ

robe and crown to the princess veiled as wedding gifts and utters a たgせgとすjたふな in her honor, 

namely a ritual pronouncement of the bride as blessed by her kin.908 Therefore, just as the 

marriage ὁἸΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝ iὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝ ἴyΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν Ἰuὀἷὄἳl,Ν

ὅimilἳὄlyΝthἷΝὁutἵὁmἷΝὁἸΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹΝiὅΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷέ 

There is another ominous marriage in the Euripidean play, albeit an imaginary one, which 

turns into obsequies. At the opening of her great monologue Medea laments that she will not be 

ἳἴlἷΝtὁΝἳὄὄἳὀἹἷΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀὅ’ΝἸutuὄἷΝwἷἶἶiὀἹέ909 ἦhἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝviὅiὁὀΝiὅΝἸὄἳuἹhtΝwithΝἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝiὄὁὀy,Ν

since her children think that their separation from their mother will be due to her exile from 

                                                           
905 Med. 884-ἆἆἆΝち漕ちΝて誠ちΝ厨ヾgすち蒼Νjのlとてちi宋ちΝkえΝたてすΝhてせi宋なΝ / せ蘇hてなΝkふh'Ν酔た宋ち ヾとてjそgくほち,Ν厨け節Νh'Ν甚lとのち,Νή 崇す ぬと蘇ち 
たiki宋ちgす k蒼ちhi k蒼ち くてにそiにたうkのち / せg拙 つにたヾiとgかちiすち せg拙 ヾgとijkうちgす そえぬiす / ちへたlさち ki せさhiへてにjgち 瑞hijしgす jえしiち. 
See Mastronarde 2002, v. 887. 

906 Med. 379-380 錐 しさせk摂ち 隻jの lうjけgちてち hす' 瑞ヾgkてな, / jすけ蘇す hふたてにな 厨jく塑j' 摺ち' 帥jkとのkgす そえぬてな. 
 
907 Med. 1394 jki宋ぬi ヾと摂な て澄せてにな せg拙 しうヾk' 甚そてぬてち. 

908 Med. 952-958 i盛hgすたてちおjiす h' て盛ぬ 垂ち 刃そそ責 たにとかg, / 刃ちhとふな k' 刃とかjkてに jて漕 kにぬて漕j' 成たiにちえkてに / せiせkさたえちさ ki 
せふjたてち 晴ち ヾてし' 据そすてな / ヾgkと摂な ヾgk碩と hかhのjすち 厨せけふちてすjすち て世な. / そうこにjしi liとち責な kうjhi, ヾg宋hiな, 厨な ぬえとgな / せg拙 k蘇す 
kにとうちちのす たgせgとかgす ちへたlさす hふki / lえとてちkiな┳ て製kてす h蒼とg たiたヾk責 hえつikgす.  
 
909 Med. 1021-1027 惜ΝkえせちgΝkえせちg,Νjl蒼すちΝた跡ちΝ帥jkすΝh碩ΝヾふそすなΝ / せg拙Νh蒼た',Ν厨ちΝ戚すΝそすヾふちkiなΝ刃しそかgちΝ厨た跡Ν / て菅せおjik'Νg菅i拙Ν
たさkと摂なΝ 厨jkiとさたえちてす┳Ν / 厨け節Ν h'Ν 厨なΝ 甚そそさちΝ けg宋gちΝ i寸たすΝ h碩Ν lにけうな,Ν ήΝ ヾと拙ちΝ jl蒼すちΝ 性ちうjしgすΝ せ刃ヾすhi宋ちΝ i盛hgかたてちgな,Ν ήΝ ヾと拙ちΝ
そてにkと責Νせg拙Νけにちg宋せgΝせg拙Νけgたさそかてにな / i盛ち責なΝ刃け蘇そgす そgたヾうhgな k'Ν刃ちgjぬiしi宋ち.  
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ἑὁὄiὀth,ΝwhilἷΝwhἳtΝὅhἷΝiὀὅiὀuἳtἷὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝwillΝὅἷὀἶΝthἷmΝtὁΝthἷΝἧὀἶἷὄwὁὄlἶέΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἴittἷὄΝ

ὄἷἹὄἷtΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝwillΝὀὁtΝhἳvἷΝthἷΝἷὀjὁymἷὀtΝὁἸΝἳἶὁὄὀiὀἹΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀὅ’ΝὀuptiἳlΝἴἷἶὅΝἳὀἶΝhὁlἶΝἳlὁἸtΝthἷΝ

bridal torches may be reworked in the Ovidian nἳὄὄἳtivἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝἔuὄiἷὅΝpὄἷpἳὄἷΝthἷΝἵὁuplἷ’ὅΝ

bed and wield the torches in their marriage.910 In both cases the sinister wedding image portends 

thἷΝἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝἸuὀἷὄἳlἈΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝwillΝἴuὄyΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀὅΝἳtΝthἷΝpὄἷἵiὀἵtΝὁἸΝἘἷὄἳ’ὅΝtἷmplἷΝ

(1378-1381) aὀἶΝ iὀΝἳὀΝ ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝwillΝ ἷὀtὁmἴΝ ἙtyὅΝ iὀΝhiὅΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἴἷllyΝ (ἄέἄἄἁ-

665).   

ἕilἶἷὀhἳὄἶΝἳὀἶΝZiὅὅὁὅΝhἳvἷΝ ὄἷmἳὄkἷἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἔuὄiἷὅ’Ν ὄὁlἷΝ iὀΝἦἷὄἷuὅΝ

ἳὀἶΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ mἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝ iὅΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἴἷἹiὀὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ hymὀΝ ὁwiὀἹΝ tὁΝ itὅΝ ὃuἳὅi-strophic 

structure (produced by the anaphora of Eumenides, hac ave, and quaque) and its closing gnomic 

statement.911 They argue that the Ovidian passage can thus be read as an epic rewriting of a 

hymnic invocation to the infernal goddesses. This programmatic authorial appeal to the Furies 

implicitly alerts the reader to the fact that the Athenian sisters function as human incarnations of 

the chthonic deities.912  As we saw in chapter 2, Procne assumes the role of a maenad in order to 

rescue her sister from captivity and her simulated Bacchic frenzy is merely a façade concealing 

her infernal furor (6.595-596). After they reunion they sisters resolve upon exacting vengeance 

from Tereus for a transgression committed against kin (i.e. the rape and mutilation of Philomela), 

which constitutes a distinctive prerogative of the Furies. Their metamorphosis is clearly reflected 

iὀΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ’ὅΝἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀt,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝpἷὄvἷὄὅἷlyΝἷἵὅtἳtiἵΝἢhilὁmἷlἳΝἳppἷἳὄὅΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ

Tereus with her hair drenched in gore and flings againὅtΝ himΝhiὅΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝhἷἳἶΝ (ἄέἄἃἅ-658). The 

                                                           
910 Met. 6.430-431 Eumenides tenuere faces de funere raptas, / Eumenides strauere torum.  

911 Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 4. 
 
912 Gildenhard/Zissos 2007, 5-6. 
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portrayal of the Athenian sisters as figurative Furies may recall the depiction of Medea as a 

humἳὀΝ ἳvἳtἳὄΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὀΝ ἓὄiὀyὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳyέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν thἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ hymὀiἵΝ

invocation of the Furies may echo and invert the stasimon immediately preceding the filicide, in 

which the chorus of Corinthian women pray to Helios to prevent the Erinys embodied by Medea 

from murdering the children.913  

Finally, Ovid produces a ring composition by featuring the Furies aἹἳiὀΝἳtΝthἷΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ’ὅΝ

conclusion.914 After Tereus realizes the abominable crime of his wife and sister-in-law he 

invokes the nether sisters to punish them.915 ἦhἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ pὄἳyἷὄΝ ἳlluἶἷὅΝ tὁΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ

analogous appeal to the Erinys to take revenge on Medea for murdering their sons at the exodos 

of the Greek play.916 ἐὁthΝhἷὄὁἷὅ’ΝiὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝἸutilἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝitΝὄἷmἳiὀὅΝuὀἳὀὅwἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ,Ν

as well as marked by tragic irony, in the sense that Medea and the Athenian sisters themselves 

take on the part of human incarnations of the chthonic goddesses.      

  

3.7 Althaea: Humanizing Medea 

 

ἦhἷΝἷἳὄliἷὅtΝἷxtἳὀtΝἳttἷὅtἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄΝmythΝiὅΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝἘὁmἷὄ’ὅΝIliad (9.529-605), where 

Phoenix cites it as a mythological exemplum in order to persuade Achilles to relinquish his wrath 

and return to battle. In the early classical period Bacchylides offers his own version of the myth 

                                                           
913 Med. 1251-1260 菅節Ν d塑Ν kiΝ せg拙Ν ヾgたlg碩なΝ ή 刃せk拙な 陣そかてに, せgkかhik' 澄hiki k責ち / 性そてたえちgち けにちg宋せg, ヾと拙ち lてすちかgち / 
kえせちてすな ヾとてjくgそi宋ち ぬえと' g盛kてせkふちてち┳ / j塑な け責と ぬとにjえgな 刃ヾ摂 けてち塑な / 帥くそgjkiち, しiて漕 h' g世たg <ぬgたg拙> ヾかkちiすち / lふくてな 
精ヾ' 刃ちえとのち. / 刃そそう ちすち, 惜 lうてな hすてけiちえな, せうkiすと- / けi せgkうヾgにjてち 帥つiそ' て澄せのち kうそgす- / ちgち lてちかgち k' 水とすち設ち ό精ヾ' 
刃そgjkふとのちόέΝ 
 
914 Gildenhard and Zissos (2007, 6) contend that the Ovidian narrative reflects the typical structure of a hymn, which 
comprises an initial invocation, an aretalogy, and a concluding invocation, and thus it functions as a hymnic eulogy 
of the Furies.   
 
915 Met. 6.662 uipereasque ciet Stygia de ualle sorores. 

916 Med. 1389-1390 刃そそうΝj'Ν水とすち設なΝ性そえjiすiΝkえせちのち / lてちかgΝkiΝ〉かせさέ 
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in his fifth epinician ode, in which the soul of the Calydonian hero recounts to Heracles, who has 

descended to Hades, the story of the boar hunt and of his subsequent demise. A significant 

contrast between the epic and lyric accounts is that whereas in Homer it is implied that 

ἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝwillΝὄἷὅultΝἸὄὁmΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝἸἳtἳlΝἵuὄὅἷ,Ν iὀΝἐἳἵἵhyliἶἷὅΝthἷΝmὁthἷὄΝmuὄἶἷὄὅΝhἷὄΝ

son by burning a magiἵΝlὁἹ,ΝwhiἵhΝwἳὅΝiὀἷxtὄiἵἳἴlyΝἴὁuὀἶΝtὁΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝliἸἷΝἸὁὄἵἷέΝ 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἑἳlyἶὁὀiἳὀΝἴὁἳὄΝhuὀtΝἳὀἶΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝ(ἆέἀἄί-546) follows, 

however, an alternative variant of the myth either popularized or invented by Euripides in his 

Meleager (written between 418 and 404 BC), from which survive roughly twenty five 

fragments.917 Sophocles also wrote a Meleager, but it was probably based on the Homeric 

account.918 According to the Euripidean version Meleager fell in love with the Arcadian 

Atalanta, whὁΝwἳὅΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝpἳὄtiἵipἳὀtὅΝiὀΝthἷΝhuὀt,ΝἳὀἶΝhἷΝἳwἳὄἶἷἶΝhἷὄΝthἷΝἴἷἳὅt’ὅΝhiἶἷΝἳὀἶΝ

head as trophies, thus triggering a quarrel with his maternal uncles and ultimately killing them. 

ἔὁllὁwiὀἹΝthἷΝlyὄiἵΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝthἷὀΝpὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝὁf Meleager by means 

ὁἸΝthἷΝἸἳtἳlΝἴὄἳὀἶ,ΝἴutΝuὀlikἷΝἐἳἵἵhyliἶἷὅ’Νpὁἷm,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝhἷὄὁΝpἷὄiὅhἷὅΝἳtΝthἷΝἴἳttlἷἸiἷlἶ,ΝiὀΝthἷΝ

tragedy the dying Meleager might have returned on stage before expiring (fr. 535).919 The 

ἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝἳἶὁptὅΝἳὀἶΝἳmpliἸiἷὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νἷὄὁticization of epic material in his description of 

ἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ χtἳlἳὀtἳ’ὅΝ “lὁvἷΝ ἳtΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ ὅiἹht”έ920 Moreover, the Ovidian account of the 

Calydonian boar hunt and the ensuing deadly dispute between Meleager and the Thestiads 

probably constitutes an epic rewritiὀἹΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἸiὄὅtΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὅpἷἷἵhΝmὁὅtΝlikἷlyΝἶἷlivἷὄἷἶΝ

to Oeneus (frr. 530-531). The Roman poet, however, converts what must have been a grand 

                                                           
917 Collard/Cropp 2008, 614 (alternative mythical version), 616-617 (date of the play) (Vol. I); frr. 515-538 Kannicht 
 
918 Collard/Cropp 2008, 617 (Vol. I). 
 
919 Collard/Cropp 2008, 615 (Vol I); Kannicht fr. 535. 

 
920 Segal 1999, 302 n.4; 313 n.16. 
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heroic description of the hunt in the Greek play into mock-epic burlesque teeming with unheroic 

“Ἰἷἳtὅ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἵὁmiἵΝ iὀἵiἶἷὀtὅέΝ ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝ ἵὁὀἵluἶiὀἹΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅuiἵiἶἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

Metamorphoses mἳyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ ὅἷἵὁὀἶΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵh,Ν iὀΝ whiἵhΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

demise was possibly reported by her old Nurse (fr. 533).  

The Euripidean play will not be included in the present discussion on the grounds that its 

extant fragments shed no light on those parts of the story on which I will focus my analysis. 

 In particular, nothing survives from either χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝiὀtἷὄὀἳlΝὅtὄuἹἹlἷΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝhἷὄΝmἳtἷὄὀἳlΝlὁvἷΝ

and her desire for revenge ὁὄΝἸὄὁmΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ(itΝiὅΝἸἳὄΝἸὄὁmΝἵἷὄtἳiὀΝthἳtΝἸὄέΝἃἁἃΝἴἷlὁὀἹὅΝ

tὁΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝὅἵἷὀἷ)έΝχὀὁthἷὄΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝὁὀΝwhiἵhΝἡviἶΝmuὅtΝhἳvἷΝἶὄἳwὀΝiὅΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝMeleager 

(frr. 1-16 Dangel). χὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἵἳὅἷΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν tὄἳἹἷἶyΝ thἷὄἷΝ ἳὄἷΝὁnly scant remains from the 

ἤἷpuἴliἵἳὀΝplἳy,ΝἴutΝἸὁὄtuὀἳtἷlyΝthὄἷἷΝἸὄἳἹmἷὀtὅΝὅuὄvivἷΝἸὄὁmΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝiὀὀἷὄΝἶἷἴἳtἷΝ(ἸὄὄέΝ11-13) 

ἳὀἶΝὁὀἷΝἸὄὁmΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ(ἸὄὄέΝ1ἂ),ΝwhiἵhΝἳὄἷΝἷvὁkἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳὀἶΝwillΝἴἷΝ

examined in the relevant sections. ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,ΝἹivἷὀΝthἳtΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝἶὄἳmἳΝwἳὅΝiὀΝἳllΝpὄὁἴἳἴilityΝ

modeled on Euripides, it probably functioned as a mediating intertext between the Euripidean 

and Ovidian works. 

ἙὀΝthiὅΝὅἷἵtiὁὀΝἙΝwillΝiὀvἷὅtiἹἳtἷΝthἷΝἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea in the narrative of 

ἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝ(ἆέἂἂἃ-525). It will be argued that Althaea, like Procne in Book 6, constitutes a 

“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝiὅΝpὁὄtὄἳyἷἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ“ὁvἷὄἴlὁwὀΝ

Ἕἷἶἷἳ”,ΝχlthἳἷἳΝ iὅΝ ἳΝmὁὄἷΝ“humἳὀiὐἷἶ”ΝvἳὄiἳὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷ tragic protagonist. To begin with, both 

heroines commit infanticide, but their motivation differs widely. Whereas Medea slays her sons 

iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἷxἳἵtΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ὁὀΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἳἴἳὀἶὁὀiὀἹΝ hἷὄ,Ν χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ ἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄΝ iὅΝ

punishment for his killing of hἷὄΝ ἴὄὁthἷὄὅέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἸiliἵiἶἷΝ hἳὅΝ thuὅΝ ἹὄἷἳtἷὄΝ

juὅtiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝ thἳὀΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ pὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ’ὅ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ iὀὀὁἵἷὀtΝ ὅὁὀὅ, who suffer on 
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ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἳὀimὁὅityΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄ, contrast sharply with Meleager, who is 

guilty of the impious shedding of kindred blood. What is more, the loving sister Althaea wishing 

to avenge her dead brothers is a far cry from the ruthless fratricide Medea, who murders 

Apsyrtus so as to facilitate her escape with Jason.  

Both protagonists undergo an agonizing emotional conflict between their maternal 

instincts and their yearning for revenge, which is articulated in either case through an elaborate 

dramatic soliloquy.921 χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝὃuἳὀἶἳὄyΝiὅ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝmὁὄἷΝἵὁmplἷxΝthἳὀΝthἳtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ

antecedent, since she is also torn between the roles of mother and sister, and in this sense it 

ἷἵhὁἷὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἶilἷmmἳΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝmἳtἷὄὀἳlΝἳὀἶΝὅiὅtἷὄlyΝpietas.922
 In addition, once Medea has 

reached the painful decision of killing her sons, she displays a coldblooded determination to go 

through with the deed. Her Ovidian counterpart, on the other hand, is highly reluctant to perform 

the infanticide even after having resolved upon it. As we shall, Althaea recalls in this respect the 

daughters of Pelias in Book 7, who have qualms about murdering their father. A further affinity 

between the Peliades and Althaea is the moral paradox that their deed is at the same time 

impious, in that they are guilty of interfamilial murder, and pious, since they consider it a duty 

towards their relatives: Althaea wants to take revenge on Meleager for the murder of her 

brothers, while the Peliades are tricked by Medea into believing that the patricide is the means 

ἸὁὄΝἳἵhiἷviὀἹΝthἷiὄΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀέΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢἷliἳdes serves to depict her 

as more pathetic and compassionate than her Euripidean model.  

Finally, the two heroines contrast markedly with respect to their ultimate fate. Although 

Medea expresses suicidal tendencies in the prologue on account of her grief foὄΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴἷtὄἳyἳl,Ν

                                                           
921 Ciappi 1998, 448.  
 
922 Ciappi 1998, 449-450.  
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in the exodos we become witnesses of her triumphant departure for Athens, since her delight in 

exacting retribution from her husband surpasses her painful remorse for murdering her sons. 

Althaea, on the contrary, expresses in her monologue the desire to follow her brothers in the 

underworld after the infanticide and at the denouement she fulfills her wish by stabbing herself 

out of profound sorrow and contrition for her crime. Hence, the Ovidian heroine is portrayed 

throughout the narrative as a more humane and pitiful figure than her Euripidean counterpart in 

terms of her incentive for the filicide, her compunction to perform it, and her overwhelming guilt 

which drives her to commit suicide. 

 

3.7.1 Althaea’s dilemma 

 

The Althaea narrative opens in a dramatic manner by depicting the heroine undergoing two 

radical psychological transformations in short succession. While she is making gift offerings to 

thἷΝἹὁἶὅΝiὀΝἹὄἳtituἶἷΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἴὁἳὄΝhuὀt,ΝὅhἷΝἵἳtἵhἷὅΝὅiἹhtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἶἷἳd brothers 

being carried back to the city and her joy straightaway dissolves into tears.923 When, however, 

the identity of the murderer becomes known, her sorrow immediately turns into a longing for 

vengeance against Meleager.924 χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ ἶὁuἴlἷΝ anagnorisis bὁthΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἷmὁtiὁὀἳlΝ

metamorphosis in the Greek play and deviates from it in respect to motivation and speed. 

Whereas, as we saw in the previous section, the Euripidean heroine experiences a gradual shift 

ἸὄὁmΝ ἹὄiἷἸΝ ἸὁὄΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ pἷὄἸiἶyΝ iὀtὁΝ ἳὀΝ ἳὄἶἷnt desire for revenge against him, her Ovidian 

                                                           
923 The Ovidian Althaea may depart here from her Accian counterpart, who seems to become initially aware of her 
ἴὄὁthἷὄὅ’Ν ἶἷmiὅἷΝ ὀὁtΝ ἴyΝ ἶiὄἷἵtlyΝ ὅἷἷiὀἹΝ thἷm,Ν ἴutΝ ἴyΝ hἷἳὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝ tἷὄὄiἴlἷΝ ὀἷwὅΝ (ἸὄέΝ 1ίΝ - x - x - x - x - x timida 
eliminor / <e> clamore, simul ac nota uox ad auris accidit). 
 
924 Met. 8.445-450 dona deum templis nato uictore ferebat, / cum uidet extinctos fratres Althaea referri. / quae 
plangore dato maestis clamoribus urbem  / implet et auratis mutauit uestibus atras; / at simul est auctor necis editus, 
excidit omnis / luctus et a lacrimis in poenae uersus amorem est.  
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ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝἵὁὀvἷὄὅiὁὀΝ ἸὄὁmΝἳΝ lἳmἷὀtiὀἹΝὅiὅtἷὄΝ iὀtὁΝἳΝvἷὀἹἷἸulΝmὁthἷὄΝ iὅΝ ὅuἶἶἷὀΝἳὀἶΝἶὄἳὅtiἵέΝ

Just as Althaea, however, fills the city with her wailing, similarly the Euripidean chorus hear 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵὄiἷὅΝprobably from inside the palace.925  

The Ovidian protagonist evokes instead in terms of her swift inner transformation Procne, 

whὁΝupὁὀΝὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝtἳpἷὅtὄyΝἹὁἷὅΝthὄὁuἹhΝἳΝviὁlἷὀtΝἳὀἶΝἳἴὄuptΝἵhἳὀἹἷΝἸὄὁmΝἳὀἹuiὅhΝ

ἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝὅuppὁὅἷἶΝἶἷmiὅἷΝiὀtὁΝἳΝwὄἳthful yearning for avenging herself on Tereus (6.581-

ἃἆἄ)έΝ ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ lἳmἷὀtΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶἷὅiὄἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ὄἷvἷὀge recalls the 

psychological portrait of the Athenian princess. Both heroines initially change their royal golden 

garments into black mourning attire, but they later reject passive mourning and become 

engrossed in thoughts of revenge.926 Finally, Althaea diverges from her Homeric counterpart, 

who experiences sorrow and vengeful passion simultaneously, since she prays to the gods of the 

underworld to destroy her son while grieving for her brothers.927 

Consumed with a desire to punish Meleager for his impious deed Althaea orders a pyre to 

ἴἷΝpὄἷpἳὄἷἶ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝὅhἷΝplἳὀὅΝtὁΝἴuὄὀΝthἷΝἴὄἳὀἶΝἴὁuὀἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἔἳtἷὅΝtὁΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἸἳtἷ,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝitὅΝ

destὄuἵtiὁὀΝwillΝ ὄἷὅultΝ iὀΝ thἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝὁwὀΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ (ἆέἂἃ1-461). What follows next is a masterful 

                                                           
925 Med. 131-135 ゅて. 帥せそにてち lのちうち, 帥せそにてち h跡 くて責ち / k塑な hにjkうちてに 【てそぬかhてな┳ て盛hえヾの / 随ヾすてなἉΝ 刃そそ',Ν惜Ν けiとgすう,Ν
そえつてちέΝ ήΝ 刃たlすヾへそてに け責と 帥jの たiそうしとてに けふてち / 帥せそにてち […]. Mastronarder (2002, vv. 135-1ἁἄ)ἈΝ “itΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ ἴἷὅtΝ tὁΝ
understand that the structure is Medea's house and that 帥jの たiそうしとてに is thus an attributive modifier of けふてち; some 
interpreters instead take the phrase as adverbial with 帥せそにてち, referring to the women's own houses. 刃たlかヾにそてな 
(extant only here and in the scholia on this line) is, like 刃たlかしにとてな in Lysias 12.15, an adj. referring to the fact that a 
Greek house might have two doors, not only the main front door between the street/plaza and the internal courtyard, 
but also a small rear door. The point of referring to the existence of the second door is to suggest that the sound of 
Medea's cries reached her neighbours through the back alley and they have as a result gathered before her house to 
mἳkἷΝiὀὃuiὄiἷὅέ” 

926 Met. 6.566-570 …uelamina Procne / deripit ex umeris auro fulgentia lato / induiturque atras uestes et inane 
sepulcrum / constituit falsisque piacula manibus infert / et luget non sic lugendae fata sororis; 585-586 nec flere 
uacat, sed fasque nefasque/ confusura ruit poenaeque in imagine tota est. Anderson (1972, v. 8.449) has also noted 
χlthἳἷἳΝἳὀἶΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἳὀἳlὁgous psychological transformation into women bent on revenge.  
 
927 Il. 9.565-571 k訴 晴 けi ヾgとせgkえそiせkて ぬふそてち しにたgそけえg ヾえjjのち / 厨つ 刃とえのち たさkと摂な せiぬてそのたえちてな, 瑞 槽g しiて宋jす / ヾふそそ' 
刃ぬえてにj’Ν 遂と塑kて せgjすけちおkてすて lふちてすて, / ヾてそそ責 h跡 せg拙 けg宋gち ヾてそにlふとくさち ぬiとj拙ち 刃そてかg / せすせそおjせてにj’Ν 迅[hさち せg拙 
厨ヾgすち碩ち ぃiとjilふちiすgち / ヾとふぬちに せgしiこてたえちさ, hiへてちkて h跡 hうせとにjす せふそヾてす, / ヾgすh拙 hふたiち しうちgkてち┳ […]. 
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ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄὀἳlΝ ὅtὄuἹἹlἷΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ hἷὄΝ mἳtἷὄὀἳlΝ lὁvἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄlyΝ ἶutyΝ tὁΝ

avenge her brothers (8.462-477), which is concurrently evocative of the dilemma experienced by 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Ἕἷἶἷἳ,Ν χἵἵiuὅ’Ν χlthἳἷἳ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὁwὀΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷέΝ ἦὁΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ with,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝiὀὀἷὄΝἵὁὀἸliἵtΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝὄὁlἷὅΝὁἸΝmὁthἷὄΝἳὀἶΝὅiὅtἷὄΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳὀΝἷlἳἴὁὄἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

ἴὄiἷἸΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝ ὃuἳὀἶἳὄyέ928 ἦhἷΝ tἷmpὁὄἳὄyΝ ἶiὅὅὁlutiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ

vἷὀἹἷἸulΝwὄἳthΝ ἴyΝ hἷὄΝmὁthἷὄlyΝ ἳἸἸἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ pityΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἴὁthΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ἳὀἶΝχἵἵiuὅ’Ν

heroine.929 Likewise her fiery rage for the death of her siblings, which causes her to be seized by 

a frenzied desire for revenge against her son, is reminiscent of her Accian and Ovidian 

counterparts.930 χtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝmἷἶitἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄΝiὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtἷἶΝiὀΝ

the contortions of her face, an image which recalls the depiction of the Euripidean Medea casting 

a savage glance on her children indicative of her infanticidal thoughts.931  Finally, the portrayal 

of Althaea plotting an unspecified cruel deed (8.467 nescioquid… crudele) can be traced back to 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝthἷΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝἝἷἶἷἳΝὁἸΝHeroides 12, and Procne.932  

χἸtἷὄΝ ἳὀΝ ἳἹὁὀiὐiὀἹΝ iὀtἷὄὀἳlΝ ὅtὄuἹἹlἷΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ hἷὄΝ ὁppὁὅiὀἹΝ ἸἷἷliὀἹὅΝ χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅiὅtἷὄlyΝ

obligation gradually starts to overcome her maternal sentiments and thus she stands before the 

                                                           
928 Met. 8.463-464 […] pugnant materque sororque / et diuersa trahunt unum duo nomina pectus, 491 fratres 
ignoscite matrem, 475 incipit esse tamen melior germana parente, 6.630-633 ab hoc iterum est ad uultus uersa 
sororis / inque uicem spectans ambo 'cur admouet' inquit / 'alter blanditias, rapta silet altera lingua?/ quam uocat hic 
matrem, cur non uocat illa sororem?,  

929 Met. 8.468 modo quem misereri credere posses, 499 mens ubi materna est? ubi sunt pia iura pἳὄἷὀtum…Ἅ, 508 
nunc animum pietas maternaque nomina frangunt; Met. 6.627-630 mota quidem est genetrix infractaque constitit ira 
/ inuitique oculi lacrimis maduere coactis. sed simul ex nimia mentem pietate labare ὅἷὀὅit…; Acc. Mel. fr. 11 . . . 
nunc si me matrem mansues misericordia capsit. The Ovidian allusion to Accius has been observed by both Bömer 
(1977, v. 8.463) and Ciappi (1990, 450 n. 49). 
 
930 Met. 8.466: saepe suum feruens oculis dabat ira ruborem, 491 ei mihi, quo rapior?...; Met. 6.609-610 ardet et 
iram non capit ipsa suam Procne…,ΝἄἀἁΝ triste parat facinus tacitaque exaestuat ira; Acc. Mel. fr. 12 Heu! cor ira 
feruit caecum; amentia rapior ferorque!  
 
931 Met. 8.467-468 et modo nescioquid similis crudele minanti / vultus ἷὄἳt…;  Med. 92-93 ぉと. 随hさ け責と i寸hてち 星たたg 
ちすち kgにとてにたえちさち / kて宋jh', 席な kす hとgjiかてにjgち. 

932 Med. 37 hえhてすせgΝh'Νg盛k碩ちΝたおΝkす くてにそiへjさす ちえてち; Her. 12.212 nescioquid certe mens mea maius agit!; Met. 6.618-
619 magnum quodcumque paravi; / quid sit, adhuc dubito.   
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blazing altar holding the log in her hands and is ready to cast it into the flames (8.475-480). In 

this dramatic setting she bursts into a highly rhetorical and pathetic monologue, in which she 

vacillates between murdering her son and sparing his life (8.478-511). The Ovidian heroine 

opens her speech with an invocation of the Furies as goddesses of vengeance to turn their gaze 

towards her frenzied rites, thus asking for their divine assistance in her imminent filicide.933 

χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ ἳppἷἳlΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἵhthὁὀiἵΝ ὅiὅtἷὄὅΝmἳyΝ ἷἵhὁΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν pὄἳyἷὄΝ tὁΝ

Helios to behold Medea before she commits the infanticide, so as to prevent the Erinys embodied 

by her from perpetrating the impious deed.934 χtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝἳὄἷΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ

ὁἸΝthἷΝἷpiἵΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝὅiὀiὅtἷὄΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἔuὄiἷὅ’ΝὄὁlἷΝἳὅΝἴὄiἶἷὅmἳiἶὅΝἳtΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝwἷἶἶiὀἹ,Ν

which was read in the previous section as a programmatic hymnic invocation to the infernal 

ἹὁἶἶἷὅὅἷὅΝἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwiὀἹΝthἷΝἶἷἳἶlyΝὁutἵὁmἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵὁuplἷ’ὅΝuὀiὁὀ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἷΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝ ἙtyὅΝ

(6.428-434).935 

 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝwiὅh thἳtΝthἷΝpyὄἷΝmἳyΝἴuὄὀΝhἷὄΝ“Ἰlἷὅh”,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝhἷὄΝ

ὅὁὀ,Ν ἳὅΝ ὅhἷΝwiἷlἶὅΝ thἷΝ ἸἳtἳlΝ lὁἹΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἸlἳmἷὅΝmἳyΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝἑἳὀἳἵἷ’ὅΝ pὄἳyἷὄΝ tὁΝ thἷΝἔuὄiἷὅΝ iὀΝ

Heroides 11 to kindle her funeral pyre with their infernal torches.936 ἑἳὀἳἵἷ’ὅΝiὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝhiὀtὅΝἳtΝ

her intention to commit suicide and thus the evocation of her words by Althaea may serve to 

suggest her own desire to kill herself after the murder of her son. This interpretation is 

ὅuἴὅtἳὀtiἳtἷἶΝἴyΝὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝὅtἳtἷmἷὀtΝlitἷὄἳlly,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝὅhἷΝwἳὀtὅΝthἷΝἸiὄἷΝtὁΝἴuὄn her own 

                                                           
933 Met. 8.481-482 ‘pὁἷὀἳὄum’ΝὃuἷΝ‘ἶἷἳἷΝtὄipliἵἷὅ,ΝἸuὄiἳliἴuὅ’ iὀὃuit,ΝήΝ‘Eumenides, sacris uultus aduertite uestros.  

934 Med. 1251-1253 ゅてέΝ菅節Νd塑ΝkiΝせg拙Νヾgたlg碩なΝή 刃せk拙なΝ陣そかてに, せgkかhik'Ν 澄hiki k責ちΝήΝ性そてたえちgち けにちg宋せg, ヾと拙ち lてすちかgち 
/ kえせちてすな ヾとてjくgそi宋ち ぬえと’Νg盛kてせkふちてち┳, 1258-1260 刃そそう ちすち, 惜 lうてな hすてけiちえな, せうkiすとけi / せgkうヾgにjてち 帥つiそ’Νて澄せのち 
kうそgすちgち / lてちかgち k' 水とすち設ち ό精ヾ' 刃そgjkふとのちόέΝ  

935 Met. 6.430-431 Eumenides tenuere faces de funere raptas, / Eumenides strauere torum. 
 
936 Met. 8.478-480 …Ν ‘rogus iste cremet mea uiscera’Ν ἶixitΝ ήΝ utque manu dira lignum fatale tenebat, / ante 
sepulcrales infelix adstitit aras; Her. 11.103-104 ferte faces in me quas fertis, Erinyes atrae, / et meus ex isto luceat 
igne rogus! 
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flesh as well. Her death wish is fulfilled at the end of the episode, when she stabs herself with a 

sword.937 ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἳppἷἳlΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἔuὄiἷὅΝ mἳyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἘὁmἷὄiἵΝ

χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ pὄἳyἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἘἳἶἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢἷὄὅἷphὁὀἷΝ tὁΝ ἶἷὅtὄὁyΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ, whose future fulfilment is 

anticipated by the fact that it is heard by an Erinys.938 The distinguishing difference between the 

twὁΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝχlthἳἷἳΝhὁlἶὅΝthἷΝἵἷὀtὄἳlΝὄὁlἷΝἴyΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝ

and simply asking for the succor of the Furies, her Homeric counterpart entreats the infernal gods 

to perform the impious deed for her.  

χlthὁuἹhΝχlthἳἷἳΝiὅΝἳwἳὄἷΝthἳtΝἴyΝtἳkiὀἹΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄὅ’ΝimpiὁuὅΝ

murder she will commit a crime herself, she nevertheless deems that death must be repaid with 

death according to the lex talionis (8.483-484). She thus curses her son to perish and wishes that 

ἡἷὀἷuὅ’ΝὄὁyἳlΝhὁuὅἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝwhὁlἷΝἑἳlyἶὁὀiἳὀΝkiὀἹἶὁmΝmἳyΝἵὁllἳpὅἷΝἴyΝthἷΝἳἵἵὄἷtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἶἷἳthὅΝ

and mourning.939 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝvἷὄἴἳllyΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵuὄὅἷΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝ

thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳy,Ν whἷὄἷΝ ὅhἷΝ pὄἳyὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ὄuiὀΝ ὁἸΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ hὁuὅἷέ940  

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Νχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἳἵἵumulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἶἷἳthὅ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἸiliἵiἶἷΝiὀΝὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝ

ἴὄὁthἷὄὅ’Νἶἷmiὅἷ,ΝmἳyΝἷvὁkἷΝἳὀἶΝὄἷvἷὄὅἷΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝvἳiὀΝἷὀtὄἷἳtyΝtὁΝἝἷἶἷἳΝὀὁtΝtὁΝhἷἳpΝmuὄἶἷὄΝ

upon murder, that is not to commit infanticide in addition to the destruction of Creon and the 

Corinthian princess.941  

                                                           
937 Met 8.531-532 nam de matre manus diri sibi conscia facti / exegit poenas acto per uiscera ferro. 
 
938 Il. 9.566-572: ... 瑞 槽g しiて宋jす ヾふそそ' 刃ぬえてにj' 遂と塑kて せgjすけちおkてすて lふちてすて, / ヾてそそ責 h跡 せg拙 けg宋gち ヾてそにlふとくさち ぬiとj拙ち 
刃そてかg / せすせそおjせてにj’Ν迅[hさち せg拙 厨ヾgすち碩ち ぃiとjilふちiすgち / ヾとふぬちに せgしiこてたえちさ, hiへてちkて h跡 hうせとにjす せふそヾてす, / ヾgすh拙 
hふたiち しうちgkてち┳ k蘇な h' 遂iとてlて宋kすな 水とすち設な / 帥せそにiち 厨つ 水とえくijlすち 刃たiかそすぬてち 髄kてと 帥ぬてにjg. 
 
939  Met. 8.497-498 …Ν pereat sceleratus et ille / spemque patris regnumque trahat patriaeque ruinam; 8.485 per 
coaceruatos pereat domus impia luctus 
 
940 Med. 111-114 g菅g宋, 帥ヾgしてち kそうたのち 帥ヾgしてち たiけうそのち / 甚つす’Ν 性hにとた蒼ち. 惜 せgkうとgkてす / ヾg宋hiなΝ 星そてすjしi jkにけiと塑なΝ
たgkと摂なΝήΝ j設ち ヾgkとか, せg拙 ヾ塑な hふたてな 帥ととてす. 
 
941 Met. 4.483-484 mors morte pianda est, / in scelus addendum scelus est, in funera funus; Med. 1265-1267 hiすそgかg, 
kか jてす lとiちてくgと碩な / ぬふそてな ヾとてjヾかkちiす せg拙 こgたiち碩な <lふちてに> / lふちてな 刃たiかくikgす. 
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Another affinity between the two heroines is that they both contemplate the emotional 

suffering that the infanticide will cause to their husbands, though they differ in terms of their 

motivation for inducing it. In particular, Althaea weighing the rival claims of her husband and 

her father cannot tolerate the fact that the blissful Oeneus delights in his victorious son, while 

Thestius is grieving for the loss of his own offspring, and resolves that they must both mourn.942 

Medea, on the other hand, wishes to deprive Jason both of the children that he has with her and 

of the future progeny born from his new wife in order to punish him for outraging their marriage 

bed.943 What is more, the anguish of the two fathers is underscored by the tragic frustration of the 

hopes that they cherish for their sons. The Ovidian heroiὀἷΝwiὅhἷὅΝ thἳtΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝmἳyΝ

thwart the aspirations of Oeneus that his son will succeed him to the throne.944 In an analogous 

fashion Jason nurtures futile hopes that his sons will one day rule Corinth side by side with their 

new brothers.945 Finally, both fathers are portrayed as experiencing the agony of a childless and 

sorrowful old age. At the denouement of the Ovidian narrative aged Oeneus is depicted as lying 

prostrate on the ground, befouling his head with dirt in mourning for his son, and rebuking his 

lὁὀἹΝ liἸἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἳllὁwiὀἹΝ himΝ tὁΝ ἴἷhὁlἶΝ hiὅΝ ὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἶἷmiὅἷέ946 Similarly Jason laments in the 

                                                           
942Met. 8.486-487 an felix Oeneus nato uictore fruetur, / Thestius orbus erit? melius lugebitis ambo.  
 
943 Med. 800-805 …Ν整な 酔た宋ち j設ち しi蒼す kiかjiす hかせさち / て製k’Ν厨つ 厨たて漕 け責と ヾg宋hgな 星ねikgか ヾてki / こ蒼ちkgな k摂 そてすヾ摂ち て製ki 
k蘇な ちiてこへけてに / ちへたlさな kiせちほjiす ヾg宋h’(g)[…],Ν1354-1355 j設 h’Νて盛せ 帥たiそそiな k甚た’Ν刃kすたうjgな そえぬさ / kiとヾち摂ち hすうつiすち 
くかてkてち 厨けけiそ蒼ち 厨たて拙, 1370 て摺h’Νて盛せえk' i菅jか┳ kて漕kて けうと ji hおつikgす. 
 
944 Met. 8.495-498 ergo impune feret uiuusque et uictor et ipso / successu tumidus regnum Calydonis habebit, / uos 
cinis exiguus gelidaeque iacebitis umbrae? / haud equidem patiar; pereat sceleratus et ille / spemque patris / 
regnumque trahat patriaeque ruinam. 
 
945 Med. 916-921 て寸たgす け責と 精た塑な k蘇jhi け蘇な 【てとすちしかgな / k責 ヾと蒼k' 帥jijしgす j設ち せgjすけちおkてすな 帥kす. / 刃そそ' g盛つうちijしi┳ 
k甚そそg h' 厨つiとけうこikgす / ヾgkおと ki せg拙 しi蒼ち 晴jkすな 厨jk拙ち i盛たiちおな. / 澄hてすたす h’Ν精た塑な i盛kとgli宋な 瑞くさな kえそてな / たてそふちkgな, 
厨ぬしと蒼ち k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち 精ヾiとkえとてにな.  
 
946 Met. 8.529-530 puluere canitiem genitor uultusque seniles / foedat humi fusus spatiosumque increpat aeuum.  
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exodos the loss of his current and future sons and Medea sadistically points out to him that his 

pain will only be exacerbated in old age.947    

Apart from juxtaposing the situations of her father and husband Althaea also ponders the 

contrasting circumstances of her son and her brothers. She wonders whether Meleager will 

remain unpunished and rule Calydon puffed up with his triumph in the boar hunt, while the 

Thestiads have become a handful of ashes and unavenged souls.948 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝ

mἳyΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁὀἷΝhἳὀἶΝἷvὁkἷΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅἷlἸ-addressed rhetorical question whether 

she will allow herself to become a laughingstock by not inflicting punishment on her enemies.949 

On the other hand she echoes the vacillation of Procne earlier in the poem, who compares the 

lὁtὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅiὅtἷὄΝἳὀἶΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀΝἳὅkiὀἹΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝwhyΝἙtyὅ,ΝwhὁmΝhἷΝviἷwὅΝἳὅΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtiὁὀ,Ν

is able to speak, while Philomela is mute due to the mutilation of her tongue by Tereus.950 

Althaea conceives the murder of her son as a sacrificial offering by which she seeks to appease 

the shades of her brothers.951 The motif of the infanticide as sacrifice can be traced back to 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νplἳy,Νwhἷre Medea describes her sons as sacrificial victims.952 At the same time the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝ ἷἵhὁΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtΝ thἷΝ ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ lἳmἷὀtΝ iὀΝHeroides 12 that her 

                                                           
947 Med. 1347-1350 厨たて拙 h跡 k摂ち 厨た摂ち hg接たてち礎 g菅赤こiすち ヾ赤とg, / 整な て製ki そ蹟せkとのち ちiてけ赤たのち 性ち切jてたgす, / て盛 ヾg宋hgな て声な 
帥lにjg せ刃つiしとiね赤たさち / 推つの ヾとてjiすヾi宋ち こ蒼ちkgな 刃そそ礎 刃ヾ説そijg, 1395-1396 』g. jkiかぬの, hすjj蒼ち け' 甚たてとてな kえせちのち. / ‒さ. 
て製ヾの しとさちi宋な┳ たえちi せg拙 け蘇とgな. 
 
948 Met. 8.494-496 ergo impune feret uiuusque et uictor et ipso / successu tumidus regnum Calydonis habebit, / uos 
cinis exiguus gelidaeque iacebitis umbrae? 
 
949 Med. 1049-1050 せgかkてす kか ヾうjぬのἉ くてへそてたgす けえそのk’Ν性lそi宋ち / 厨ぬしとて設な たiしi宋jg kて設な 厨たて設な 刃こさたかてになἉ  
 
950 Met. 6.630-633 ab hoc iterum est ad uultus uersa sororis / iὀὃuἷΝuiἵἷmΝὅpἷἵtἳὀὅΝ ἳmἴὁΝ ‘ἵuὄΝ ἳἶmὁuἷt’Ν iὀὃuitΝ ή 
‘ἳltἷὄΝἴlἳὀἶitiἳὅ,ΝὄἳptἳΝὅilἷtΝἳltἷὄἳΝliὀἹuἳἍ / ὃuἳmΝuὁἵἳtΝhiἵΝmἳtὄἷm,ΝἵuὄΝὀὁὀΝuὁἵἳtΝillἳΝὅὁὄὁὄἷmἍ’ 
 
951 Met. 8.476 consanguineas ut sanguine leniat umbras, 488-490 uos modo, fraterni manes ἳὀimἳἷὃuἷΝὄἷἵἷὀtἷὅ,ΝήΝ…Ν
magnoque paratas / accipite inferias uteri mala pignora nostri. 
 
952 Med. 1053-1055 ぬのとi宋ki,Νヾg宋hiな,Ν厨なΝhふたてになέΝ晴kのすΝh跡Νた碩ΝήΝしえたすな ヾgとi宋ちgす kて宋な 厨たて宋jす しへたgjすち, / g盛k蒼す たiそおjiす┳ 
ぬi宋とg h' て盛 hすglしiと蒼 (see Bessone 1997, v. 12.160).  
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present misfortunes, namely the loss of her homeland and her abandonment by Jason, constitute 

ἳΝ“ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ”ΝtὁΝhἷὄΝἶἷἳἶΝἴὄὁthἷὄΝχpὅyὄtuὅέ953  

The narrator comments that Althaea by murdering Meleager in order to placate her 

ἴὄὁthἷὄὅ’Ν ἹhὁὅtὅΝ iὅΝ pἷὄpἷtὄἳtiὀἹΝ ἳΝ ἶἷἷἶΝwhiἵhΝ iὅΝ ὅimultἳὀἷὁuὅlyΝ ὄἷvἷὄἷὀtΝ ἳὀἶΝ impiὁuὅέ954 This 

moral paradox is reminiscent of the portrayal of the Peliades in Book 7, who in their pious desire 

to restore their father to his youth sacrilegiously slay him.955 The essential difference between the 

two scenes is that whereas the innocent daughters of Pelias are manipulated by Medea into 

believing that the dismemberment of their father is a prerequisite for his magic rejuvenation, 

Althaea makes an agonizing, yet conscious choice to kill her son. Moreover, just as Althaea 

describes her impious filicide as a pious duty to her dead brothers, likewise Medea deceives the 

Peliades into thinking that their parricide constitutes a loving act of devotion to their father.956 By 

associating Althaea with the Peliades Ovid may intend to depict her as a more sympathetic and 

pitiful figure than the Euripidean and Ovidian Medeas, whose infanticide is characterized as 

unequivocally impious.957 χlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝpἳὄἳἶὁxiἵἳlΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝἳὅ simultaneously pia and impia also 

                                                           
953 Her. 12.160-162 inferias umbrae fratris habete mei; / deseror amissis regno patriaque domoque / coniuge, qui 
nobis omnia solus erat! (see Bessone 1997, v. 12.160). Bessone also observes that Seneca appropriates the Ovidian 
theme by having his Medea represent the slaying of her sons as a sacrificial offering to the spirit of her brother, 
whom she herself previouὅlyΝkillἷἶΝ ἸὁὄΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὅἳkἷΝ (Med. 970-971 victima manes tuos / placamus ista). She thus 
pὁὅtulἳtἷὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀἵἷptΝ ὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸiliἵiἶἷΝ ἳὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὅpiὄitΝ ὁἸΝχpὅyὄtuὅΝmἳyΝ ὁὄiἹiὀἳtἷΝ iὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ lὁὅtΝ
Medea. 
 
954 Met. 8.476-477 et, consanguineas ut sanguine leniat umbras, / impietate pia est. 
 
955 Met. 7.339-340 his ut quaeque pia est hortatibus impia prima est / et, ne sit scelerata, facit scelus.  
 
956 Met. 8.488-490 uos modo, fraterni manes animaeque recentes, / officium sentite meum magnoque paratas / 
accipite inferias uteri mala pignora nostri, 7.336-338 si pietas ulla est nec spes agitatis inanes, / officium praestate 
patri telisque senectam / exigite et saniem coniecto emittite ferro. 
 
957 Med. 795-796 帥つiすたすΝけg接gな,Νlすそk赤kのちΝヾg接hのちΝl折ちてちΝli窃けてにjgΝせg拙 kそ塑j礎 帥とけてちΝ刃ちてjす説kgkてち; Met. 7.396 sanguine 
natorum perfunditur impius ensis. 
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ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝὅhἳὄplyΝwithΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝpἷὄvἷὄtἷἶΝἵὁὀἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝpietas, who considers a crime any act of 

reverence towards her husband.958  

At the final part of her soliloquy Althaea is once again overwhelmed by her maternal 

instinct remembering her labors of childbirth and her affection for her son.959 The Ovidian 

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ thὁὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ pὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ, who reminisces on her travails, labor 

pangs, and toilsome rearing of her offspring grieving that they were all in vain.960 There is, 

hὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝἳΝὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝὅpἷἷἵhἷὅέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷmἷmἴὄἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝ

childbirth constitutes part of heὄΝ lἳmἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝ ὅὁὀὅ’Νἶἷἳth,ΝὁὀΝwhὁὅἷΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὅhἷΝhἳὅΝ ἳlὄἷἳἶyΝ

ὄἷὅὁlvἷἶ,Νχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝlἳἴὁὄΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἳὅΝἳὀΝἷmὁtiὁὀἳlΝiὀἵἷὀtivἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἵὁmmittiὀἹΝ

filicide. Thus, the Ovidian protagonist is once again portrayed as a more merciful and 

compassionate figure than her Euripidean counterpart.961      

Finally, both heroines attempt to justify to themselves their decision to perpetrate 

iὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷΝ ἴyΝ ἳἶἶuἵiὀἹΝ ἳΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝ ἳὄἹumἷὀtἈΝ thἷΝ mὁthἷὄ’ὅΝ pὄἷὄὁἹἳtivἷΝ tὁΝ ἶἷtἷὄmiὀἷΝ hἷὄΝ

pὄὁἹἷὀy’ὅΝliἸἷΝἳὀἶΝἶἷἳthέΝἙὀΝpἳὄticular, Medea claims that since her sons must die, she should be 

the one to kill them, because she bore them.962 Ovid elaborates on the Euripidean motif by 

having his Althaea rhetorically ask the absent Meleager to return to her the life twice given to 

                                                           
958 Met 6.635 scelus est pietas in coniuge Tereo. I disagree at this point with Anderson (1972, v. 8.477) and Ciappi 
(1998, 450), whὁΝἶἷἷmΝχlthἳἷἳΝἳὀἶΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝὀὁtiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝpietas as analogous.  
 
959 Met. 8.499-500 mens ubi materna est? ubi sunt pia iura parentum / et quos sustinui bis mensum quinque labores?  
 
960 Med. 1029-1031 甚そそのなΝ甚と’Ν精た塑な,Ν惜Νkえせち’,Ν厨つiしとiねうたさち,Ν/ 甚そそのな h’Ν厨たふぬしてにち せg拙 せgkiつうちしさち ヾふちてすな / jkiとと責な 
厨ちiけせて漕j’Ν厨ち kふせてすな 刃そけさhふちgな  

961 Ciappi (1998, 449, n. 8) notes the affinity between the two passages, but considers them analogous arguing that 
in both cases the memory of labor and maternal affection has become a futile joy for the mothers. 

962 Med. 1236-1241 lかそgす, hえhてせkgす kて製とけてち 斉な kうぬすjkう たてす / ヾg宋hgな せkgちてへjさす k蘇jh' 刃lてとた塑jしgす ぬしてちふな, せg拙 た碩 
jぬてそ碩ち 甚けてにjgち 厨せhて漕ちgす kえせちg / 甚そそさす lてちi漕jgす hにjたiちijkえとgす ぬiとか. /  ヾうちkのな jl’Ν刃ちうけせさ せgkしgちi宋ち┳ 厨ヾi拙 h跡 
ぬとお, / 酔たi宋な せkiちて漕たiち て摺ヾiと 厨つilへjgたiち.   
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him, first by giving birth to him and then by saving the brand from the flames.963 Whereas, 

however, the more humanized Ovidian heroine offers reasonable grounds for committing 

filicide, namely that she is punishing Meleager for the impious murder of his uncles, her 

Euripidean model wishes to slay her innocent sons in order to avenge herself on Jason for his 

infidelity. She thus puts forward a self-delusional reason for killing them so as to convince 

herself to perform the deed: although she can save them by bringing them with her to Athens, she 

asserts that if she does not murder them quickly herself, then they will meet their death at the 

hands of someone more pitiless, implying the Corinthians who will seek vengeance for their 

kiὀἹ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷέ 

Having reached the painful decision to destroy her son Althaea turns away and hurls the 

brand into the flames with trembling hand.964 The aversion of her gaze reflects her feelings of 

compunction and horror about committing infanticide and is reminiscent of the depiction of the 

Peliades, who display their qualms about perpetrating patricide by turning away their eyes while 

stabbing their father to death.965 The portrayal of Althaea contrasts sharply with those of 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt,Ν whὁΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ hἳviὀἹΝ ὄἷὅὁlvἷἶΝ tὁΝ muὄἶἷὄΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀs has no scruples about 

pἷὄἸὁὄmiὀἹΝ thἷΝἶἷἷἶ,ΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝ ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ,Νἢὄὁἵὀἷ,ΝwhὁΝὄuthlἷὅὅlyΝ ὅlἳyὅΝ ἙtyὅΝ

without turning away her face.966   

 

 

                                                           

 
963 Met. 8.503-505…ΝuixiὅtiΝmuὀἷὄἷΝὀὁὅtὄὁ,ΝήΝὀuὀἵΝmἷὄitὁΝmὁὄiἷὄἷΝtuὁέΝἵἳpἷΝpὄἳἷmiἳΝἸἳἵtiΝήΝbisque datam, primum 
partu, mox stipite rapto / redde animam, uel me fraternis adde sepulcris.  
 
964 Met. 8.511-512 […] dixit dextraque auersa trementi / funereum torrem medios coniecit in ignes. 
 
965 Anderson 1972, v. 8.511; Galasso 2000, vv. 478-514. Met. 7.340-342: […] haud tamen ictus / ulla suos spectare 
potest, oculosque reflectunt / caecaque dant saeuis auersae uulnera dextris. 
 
966 Met. 6.640-641 ense ferit Procne, lateri qua pectus adhaeret, / nec uultum uertit. 
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3.7.2 The deaths of Meleager and Althaea 

 

ἦhἷΝἴὄiἷἸΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝiὅΝἸἳὅhiὁὀἷἶΝἴyΝOvid in such a way as to evoke not 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸiliἵiἶἷ,ΝἴutΝthἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶἷἳthὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὁthἷὄΝviἵtimὅΝiὀΝthἷΝplἳy,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἑὄἷὁὀΝἳὀἶΝ

his daughter. A thematic correspondence between the two scenes is that both heroines destroy 

their enemies from afar: Medea sends to the Corinthian princess the poisoned crown and robe as 

wedding gifts, which cause the death of the young bride and her father, while Althaea brings 

ἳἴὁutΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝἴyΝἴuὄὀiὀἹΝthἷΝfatal brand, which is intrinsically connected with the 

hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ liἸἷΝ ἸὁὄἵἷέΝ χΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ ἳἸἸiὀityΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ lἷvἷlΝ ὁἸΝ imἳἹἷὄyΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝ ἴὁthΝ ἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ

Corinthian princess experience a fiery death: the Greek hero feels his inwards scorching with 

invisible fire,ΝwhilἷΝthἷΝyὁuὀἹΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝἸlἷὅhΝiὅΝἵὁὀὅumἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝuὀὅeen flames of the poison.967 

Moreover, there is in both scenes an interesting cause and effect relationship: the burning of the 

ἴὄἳὀἶΝ ἶiὄἷἵtlyΝ ἵἳuὅἷὅΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ likἷwiὅἷΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀἸlἳἹὄἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ

pὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝἴὄiὀἹὅΝἳἴὁutΝhἷὄΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἶemise, in that he clings inextricably to her poisoned robe and 

perishes with her.968 Ovid might subtly allude to the Euripidean intertext by conferring to the 

brand quasi-anthropomorphic characteristics, since it is said to utter or seem to utter a groan as it 

is consumed by the flames.969 The description of the brand may echo the portrayal of the blazing 

Corinthian princess as giving forth a terrible shriek of pain.970 Furthermore, both the brand and the 

                                                           
967 Met. 8.515-ἃ1ἅἈ[…]Νflamma Meleagros ab illa / uritur et caecis torreri uiscera sentit / ignibus […]ἉΝMed.1200-
1201 jうとせiな h’Ν刃ヾ’Ν性jkえのち 席jki ヾiへせすちてち hうせとに / けちうしてすな 刃hおそてすな lgとたうせのち 刃ヾえととiてち.   
 
968 ἦhἷΝ mὁtiἸΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅupἷὄὀἳtuὄἳlΝ ἵὁὀὀἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ ἸἳtἳlΝ ἴὄἳὀἶΝ ἳὀἶΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝ liἸἷΝ ὅpἳὀΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ
χἵἵiuὅ’Νplἳy,ΝwhἷὄἷΝ(pὄὁἴἳἴly)ΝχlthἳἷἳΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝthἷΝἔἳtἷὅ’Νpὄὁphἷἵy ἳἴὁutΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷὅtiὀyΝἴἷiὀἹΝliὀkἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝlὁἹΝ
(fr. 13, eumpsum uitae finem ac fati internecionem fore / Meleagro, ubi torrus esset interfectus flammeus). 

969 Met. 8.513-514 aut dedit aut uisus gemitus est ipse dedisse / stipes et inuitis correptus ab ignibus arsit. 

970 Med. 1183-1184 酔 h’Ν厨つ 刃ちgへhてに せg拙 たへjgちkてな 星たたgkてな / hiすち摂ち jkiちうつgj’Ν酔 kうそgすち' 遂けiかとikて, 1190 liへけiす h' 
刃ちgjk塑j’Ν厨せ しとふちのち ヾにとてにたえちさ. 
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young woman undergo a metamorphosis, in that the brand turns into ashes (8.525), while the 

pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν ἸlἷὅhΝ mἷltὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ hἷὄΝ ἴὁὀἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ hἷὄΝ ἸἳἵiἳlΝ ἸἷἳtuὄἷὅΝ ἴἷἵὁmἷΝ ἶiὅἸiἹuὄἷἶΝ ἴἷyὁὀἶΝ

recognition (1195-1202).      

The portrayal of the dying Meleager is also highly reminiscent of that of Creon. Meleager 

is far away at thἷΝmὁmἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴuὄὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴὄἳὀἶΝἳὀἶΝuὀwittiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝactions.971 In 

an analogous fashion the Corinthian king is absent while his daughter perishes and thus when he 

enters her chamber unaware he makes the fatal mistake of embracing her.972 The ignorance of 

Creon and Meleager is reflected in their words, which teem with tragic irony. The narrator 

suggests that the dying Meleager may have invoked his mother with his final breath, unaware 

that she has caused his death.973 Similarly the Corinthian king iἹὀὁὄἳὀtΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmἳἵhiὀἳtiὁὀὅΝ

asks his dead daughter which divinity has destroyed her and his wish that he could die with her 

will ironically be fulfilled a few moments later.974 The evocation of the deaths of Creon and his 

daughter may serve to emphasize thἷΝ uὀhἷὄὁiἵΝ ὀἳtuὄἷΝ ὁἸΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝ ἶἷmiὅἷέΝ ἦhis reading is 

ὅuppὁὄtἷἶΝἴyΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅ own lament that he is perishing in a cowardly and bloodless manner 

and his pronouncing of Ancaeus as blessed for dying gruesomely in the boar hunt. Although the 

wἳὄὄiὁὄ’ὅΝmὁurning for dying ingloriously away from the battlefield is a common epic topos, 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝtὁὀἷΝhἷὄἷΝiὅΝimpliἵitlyΝpἳὄὁἶiἵ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝχὀἵἳἷuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝiὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝiὀΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ

as foolish and mock-heroic.975 

                                                           
971 ἦhἷΝἶyiὀἹΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀἵἷΝἳἴὁutΝthἷΝὀἳtuὄἷΝἳὀἶΝpὄὁvἷὀἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝmἳἹiἵΝἳttἳἵkΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhimΝiὅΝἳlὅὁΝἳttἷὅtἷἶΝ
iὀΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝMeleager (fr. 14 quae uastitudo haec aut unde inuasit mihi?). 
 
972 Met. 8.515-516 inscius atque absens flamma Meleagros ab illa / uritur […]; Med. 1204-1205 ヾgk碩と h’Ν成 kそおたのち 
jにたlてと塑な 刃けちのjかgす / 甚lちの ヾgとiそし節ち h蒼たg ヾとてjヾかkちiす ちiせと蒼す.   
 
973 Met. 8.520-522 grandaeuumque patrem fratresque piasque sorores / cum gemitu sociamque tori uocat ore 
supremo, / forsitan et matrem. 

 
974 Med. 1208 kかな j’Ν戚h’Ν刃kかたのな hgすたふちのち 刃ヾほそijiちἉ, 1210 て澄たてす, jにちしうちてすたか jてす, kえせちてち. 
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Furthermore, despite their initial attempts to resist both characters ultimately perish. The 

Corinthian king engages in a futile wrestling match with the corpse of his daughter, but when he 

tries to extricate himself from her embrace, he rips his flesh from his bones and he finally gives 

up (1211-1217). Likewise Meleager at first overcomes with fortitude the agony of the scorching 

flames, but eventually yields to their overwhelming intensity (8.516-517, 522). Finally, the death 

of the two characters iὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝwithΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝimἳἹἷὄyἈΝἑὄἷὁὀ’ὅΝliἸἷΝiὅΝἷxtinguished as he lets 

ἹὁΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁulΝἳὀἶΝὅimilἳὄlyΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἸiἷὄyΝpἳiὀΝiὅΝὅὀuἸἸἷἶΝὁutΝwhilἷΝhiὅΝὅpiὄitΝἹὄἳἶuἳllyΝὅlipὅΝ

away into the thin air.976  

ἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝhἳὅΝἳΝpὄὁἸὁuὀἶΝimpἳἵtΝὁὀΝἴὁthΝhiὅΝἸἳmilyΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἵityΝὁἸΝἑἳlyἶὁὀέΝἦhἷΝ

entire populace takes part in a public lamentation for the hero and special mention is made of his 

Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἶiὄἹἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἷxἵἷὅὅivἷΝmὁuὄὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅiὅtἷὄὅ,ΝwhὁΝἳὄἷΝultimἳtἷlyΝtὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἷἶΝἴyΝἒiἳὀἳΝ

into birds (8.526-546). The most extreme reaction to his demise, however, is that of Althaea who 

killὅΝhἷὄὅἷlἸέΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳlὅὁΝἶiὅplἳyὅΝ ὅuiἵiἶἳlΝ tἷὀἶἷὀἵiἷὅ,ΝἴutΝhἷὄΝmὁtivἳtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ

different. Whereas the Ovidian heroine ends her life because she feels contrition for committing 

filicide, her Euripidean counterpart wishes to ἶiἷΝὁutΝὁἸΝἹὄiἷἸΝἸὁὄΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝuὀἸἳithἸulὀἷὅὅΝἳὀἶΝὀἷwΝ

marriage (8.531-ἃἁἀ)έΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ pὄὁἸὁuὀἶΝ ὄἷmὁὄὅἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ ἶἷἷἶΝ ὅἷὄvἷὅΝ tὁΝ pὁὄtὄἳyΝ hἷὄΝ ἳὅΝmὁὄἷΝ

pathetic and emotionally fragile than her tragic antecedent. To be sure, Medea also experiences 

anguish for slaying her children, but her desire to take revenge on her husband surpasses her own 

pain (1361-1ἁἄἀ)έΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝὅuiἵiἶἷΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwἷἶΝἳtΝ thἷΝἵὁὀἵluὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁlilὁὃuy,Ν

whἷὄἷΝὅhἷΝὄἷὅὁlvἷὅΝtὁΝἳvἷὀἹἷΝhἷὄΝἴὄὁthἷὄὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝὁὀΝthἷΝpὄὁviὅiὁὀΝthat she may follow them in 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
975 Kenney 2011, v. 8.519  

976 Med. 1218-1219 ぬとふちのす h’Ν刃ヾえjくさ せg拙 たiし蘇ぬ’成 hへjたてとてな / ねにぬおち┳ せgせて漕 け責と て盛せえk' 髄ち 精ヾえとkiとてな; Met. 8.522-
ἃἀἃΝ […]Ν crescunt ignisque dolorque / languescuntque iterum; simul est extinctus uterque, / inque leues abiit 
paulatim spiritus auras/ paulatim cana prunam uelante fauilla. 
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the underworld.977 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝ ἵὁὀὅiὅtἷὀἵyΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝwὁὄἶὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶἷἷἶὅΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ iὀΝ

ὅtἳὄkΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝtὁΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἳttituἶἷΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝiὀΝὅpitἷΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝwillΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝtὁΝpἷὄiὅhΝΝ

she eventually makes a triumphant escape in the exodos ὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’Ν ἵhἳὄiὁtΝ after she exacted 

vengeance from Jason and the royal family of Corinth.978 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtΝiὅΝὅiἹὀἳlἷἶΝἴyΝὅuἴtlἷΝvἷὄἴἳlΝἷἵhὁἷὅέΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ

acute consciousness of the abominable nature of the infanticide is ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

analogous self-awareness.979 ἦhἷΝ ἷὅὅἷὀtiἳlΝ ἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝ whἷὄἷἳὅΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

cognizance of her terrible deed drives her to commit suicide, in the case of her Euripidean 

predecessor it neither prevents her from performing the filicide nor does it induce her to kill 

herself afterwards. Moreover, Ovid seems to be the only author who represents Althaea as 

committing suicide by stabbing herself with a sword, thus deviating from the standard version 

according to which the heroine hanged herself (Diodorus 4.34.7, Apollod. 1.73).980 It may thus 

ἴἷΝpὁὅtulἳtἷἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝhἳὅΝἳἶἳptἷἶΝ thἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝχlthἳἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅuiἵiἶἷΝ iὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ

evoke the Euripidean play, in whose prologue the Nurse is afraid that Medea may stab herself.981    

 

 

 

                                                           
977 Met 8.509-511 me miseram! male vincetis, sed vincite, fratres, / dummodo quae dedero uobis solacia uosque / 
ipsa sequar.  
 
978 Med. 96-97 菅ほ, hへjkgちてな 厨け節 たiそえg ki ヾふちのち, / 菅ほ たてか たてす, ヾ蒼な 壬ち 性そてかたgちἉ, 144-147 g菅g宋, hすう たてに せilgそ塑な 
lそ摂つ て盛とgちかg / くgかさ┳ kか hえ たてす こ蘇ち 帥kす せえとhてなἉ / li漕 li漕┳ しgちうkのす せgkgそにjgかたgち / くすてk責ち jkにけiと責ち ヾとてそすヾて漕jg.  
 
979 Met. 8.531-532 nam de matre manus diri sibi conscia facti / exegit poenas acto per uiscera ferro; 
Med. 1078-1080 せg拙 たgちしうちの た跡ち て世g hと塑ち たえそその せgせ赤, / しにた摂な h跡 せとi接jjのち k蒼ち 厨た蒼ち くてにそiにた赤kのち, /晴jヾiと 
たiけ接jkのち g澄kすてな せgせ蒼ち くとてkて宋な. 

980 Segal 1999, 238. 

981 Med. 39-40 […]Ν厨け惜すhg kおちhi, hiすたgかちの kえ ちすち / た碩 しさせk摂ち 隻jさす lうjけgちてち hす’Ν瑞ヾgkてな. 
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3.8 Deianira: An aspiring Medea 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ mἳiὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ἘἷὄἵulἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ (λέ1-ἀἅἀ)Ν iὅΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν The 

Women of Trachis. The Roman poet, however, diverges from his source in the portrayal of 

ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ ἶὄἳwiὀἹΝ iὀὅtἷἳἶΝ ὁὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea. In particular, Deianira functions as another 

refraction of the Euripidean heroine, but unlike Procne, who surpasses Medea in her savagery 

and ruthlessness, and Althaea, whὁΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ mὁὄἷΝ pἳthἷtiἵΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷmὁὄὅἷἸulΝ vἷὄὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

protagonist, Deianira constitutes instead an aspiring Medea. Moreover, while Procne and Althaea 

evoke Medea in terms of their infanticide, Deianira is reminiscent of the Euripidean protagonist 

ὁὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝiὅΝἵὁὀὅumἷἶΝwithΝjἷἳlὁuὅyΝἸὁὄΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝiὀἸiἶἷlityΝand reflects on 

exacting retribution from her erotic rival. 

Dan Curley argues that the Ovidian heroine briefly contemplates assuming the role of 

Medea in that she considers murdering Iole, thereby recalling the Colchian who destroyed the 

Corinthian princess.982 ἥhἷΝἷvἷὀtuἳllyΝὅἷὀἶὅ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,Νἠἷὅὅuὅ’ΝὄὁἴἷΝtὁΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅΝthiὀkiὀἹΝitΝtὁΝἴἷΝ

an erotic charm by which she will win back his love thus conforming to her Sophoclean 

predecessor whὁΝ hἳὄἴὁὄὅΝ ὀὁΝ ἷὀmityΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ miὅtὄἷὅὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶὁἷὅΝ ὀὁtΝ ἶἷviὅἷΝ ἳΝ

revenge plot against her. Curley also contends that the Ovidian character who actually plays the 

part of Medea is the centaur Nessus, in the sense that he seeks to avenge himself on his erotic 

antagonist Hercules by dispatching to him his deadly robe, which is smeared with a mixture of 

his blood and the poison of the Lernaean Hydra.983 In an analogous fashion Medea exacts 

revenge from the Corinthian princess by sending her the envenomed robe and diadem as 

wedding gifts. Furthermore, just as the Euripidean heroine employs her innocent sons as bearers 

                                                           
982 Curley 2013, 205-206. 
 
983 Curley 2013, 201-202. 
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of the gifts to the young bride, likewise Deianira and Lichas function as the unwitting carriers of 

thἷΝ ἵἷὀtἳuὄ’ὅΝ ὄὁἴἷΝ tὁΝ ἘἷὄἵulἷὅέΝ ἑuὄlἷyΝ ἶἷtἷἵtὅΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

description of the fatal roἴἷ,ΝiὀΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝὅὁlilὁὃuy,ΝἳὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’Νἶἷἳthέ 

ἙὀΝ thiὅΝ ὅἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἙΝwillΝ ἳttἷmptΝ tὁΝ ὅuἴὅtἳὀtiἳtἷΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝ ἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Medea by analyzing verbal reminiscences of the Greek play in the Ovidian narrative that have 

not been observed thus far. At the same time I will explore how the Metamorphoses narrative 

converses intratextually with Heroides λ,Νἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἷpiὅtlἷΝtὁΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝiὀΝhiὅΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ

work Ovid adheres to the Sophoclean model, in his epic version of the myth he deviates from it 

ἴyΝἴlἷὀἶiὀἹΝitΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶyέΝἔiὀἳlly,ΝἙΝwillΝἷxἳmiὀἷΝpὁὅὅiἴlἷΝmὁἶἷlὅΝἸὁὄΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝἳὅΝἳΝ

would-be Medea: Hypsipyle in Heroides 6, who fantasizes about killing her erotic rival Medea 

ἳὀἶΝthuὅΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀ the Corinthian princess, and the Virgilian Dido, who 

imἳἹiὀἷὅΝὄἷἷὀἳἵtiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝJἳὅὁὀΝἴyΝmuὄἶἷὄiὀἹΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’Νὅὁὀ,Νχὅἵἳὀiuὅέ 

   

 3.8.1 Deianira’s quandary 

 

I will begin my analysis from the point in the Ovidian narrative in which the dying Nessus 

hἳviὀἹΝἴἷἷὀΝὅhὁtΝἴyΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝἳὄὄὁwΝἴἷὅmἷἳὄὅΝhiὅΝὄὁἴἷΝwithΝhiὅΝἴlὁὁἶΝmixἷἶΝwithΝthἷΝvἷὀὁmΝὁἸΝ

the Hydra of Lerna and bestows it as a gift on Deianira asserting that it is a love charm (9.128-

1ἁἁ)έΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝthἷὀΝὅἷὀἶὅΝthἷΝἵἷὀtἳuὄ’ὅΝ ὄὁἴἷΝtὁΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶΝἳὅΝan honorary gift for his sack of 

Oechalia (9.153-157). The Roman poet departs here from the Sophoclean model, where Deianira 

collects the poisoned blood of Nessus, keeps it hidden in a cauldron, and later imbues with it a 

robe, which she herself has woven (555-558, 568-581).984 In Heroides 9, on the contrary, Ovid 

                                                           
984 Kenney 2011, vv. 9.132-133.  
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had followed the Greek play by attributing the weaving of the robe and its anointment with the 

ἵἷὀtἳuὄ’ὅΝἴlὁὁἶΝtὁΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ(1ἃλ-163). 

 It has been suggested that the Metamorphoses variant of the myth is intended to evoke 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν tὄἳἹἷἶy,ΝwhἷὄἷΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ tὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅlyΝὅἷὀἶὅΝhἷὄΝἷὄὁtiἵΝ ὄivἳlΝ thἷΝἷὀvἷὀὁmἷἶΝ ὄὁἴἷΝἳὀἶΝ

crown, on the pretext that they are bridal gifts by which she attempts to win the favor of the 

princess, so that she may persuade her father ὀὁtΝ tὁΝἴἳὀiὅhΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝὅὁὀὅΝ(ἅἆί-789, 954-

956).985 Thus Nessus, who takes revenge on his antagonist by means of his poisoned garment, 

ἳἶhἷὄἷὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἝἷἶἷἳΝpἳὄἳἶiἹmέΝἦhἷΝἵἷὀtἳuὄ’ὅΝἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝiὅΝὅuppὁὄtἷἶΝ

by a subtle verbal echo. At the moment of his death Nessus addresses himself in a theatrical 

aside, claiming that he will not die unavenged, and then proceeds to offer his blood-stained robe 

to Deianira as an erotic charm.986 ἦhἷΝἵἷὀtἳuὄ’ὅΝἷxpliἵitΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝtὁΝἷxἳἵtΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἸὄὁmΝἘἷrcules 

diverges from his Sophoclean counterpart, who addressing Deianira falsely claims that she may 

uὅἷΝhiὅΝἴlὁὁἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝἷὀἵhἳὀtmἷὀtΝtὁΝὄἷtἳiὀΝἘἷὄἳἵlἷὅ’ΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝ(ἃἄλ-577). The Ovidian Nessus may 

ὄἷἵἳllΝiὀὅtἷἳἶΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝwhὁΝἳὅὅἷὄtὅΝiὀΝhἷὄΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷ that if her revenge plot is exposed 

she is resolved to slay her enemies out in the open even if it will mean her own death.987 At the 

ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ thἷΝ ἵἷὀtἳuὄ’ὅΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ mἳyΝ ἷἵhὁΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtΝ thἷΝ ἶyiὀἹΝ Ἐἷὄἳἵlἷὅ’Ν ἶἷtἷὄmiὀἳtiὁὀΝ iὀΝ

Sophocles to avenge himself on his wife.988 

                                                           
985 Curley 2013, 201-202. 

986 Met. 9.131-133 ἷxἵipitΝhuὀἵΝἠἷὅὅuὅΝ‘ὀἷὃuἷΝἷὀimΝmὁὄiἷmuὄΝiὀulti’ / secum ait et calido uelamina tincta cruore / 
dat munus raptae uelut inritamen amoris. 
 
987 Med. 392-394 錐 h’Ν 厨つiそgへちさす つにたlてとう た' 刃たおぬgちてな, / g盛k碩 つかlてな そgくて漕jg, せi菅 たえそその しgちi宋ち, / せkiち蒼 jli, 
kふそたさな h' i寸たす ヾと摂な k摂 せgとkiとふち. Nessus may also echo the elegiac Medea of Heroides 12, who threatens to avenge 
herself on her enemies by means of her poisonous drugs (181-182 dum ferrum flammaeque aderunt sucusque 
veneni, / hostis Medeae nullus inultus erit!).    
 
988 Tr. 1109-1111Ν […]Ν ヾとてjたふそてす たふちてち, / 摺ち' 厨せhすhgぬし訴 ヾ塑jすち 刃けけえそそiすち 晴kす / せg拙 こ蒼ち せgせてへな けi せg拙 しgち節ち 
厨kiすjうたさち. 
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ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝὄumὁὄὅΝthἳtΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝὁvἷὄἵὁmἷΝwithΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝ

Iole is one of profound sorrow, which manifests itself through the shedding of copious tears.989 

Soon, however, she rejects this passive state of grieving and after contemplating various ways to 

oppose her erotic antagonist, including murdering her, she finally resolves to send the robe to 

Hercules, in order to regain his love. This psychological portrait of the Ovidian heroine deviates 

from that of her Sophoclean predecessor, who announces her plan to dispatch the robe to her 

husband without a prior self-debate (584-586)990 and is represented as weeping not when she 

lἷἳὄὀὅΝ ὁἸΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ἳἶultἷὄy,Ν ἴutΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ hἷὄΝ ὅuiἵiἶἷέ991 Deianira echoes instead her Euripidean 

antecedent, who in the prologue grieves inconsolably because of Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝuὀἸἳithἸulὀἷὅὅ,992 but 

from the first episode onward she begins to devise her revenge scheme against her husband and 

thἷΝὄὁyἳlΝἸἳmilyΝὁἸΝἑὁὄiὀthέΝἔiὀἳlly,Νἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἶiὅmiὅὅἳlΝὁἸΝlἳmἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝthe Metamorphoses in 

favor of drastic action “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”ΝthἷΝpἳὅὅivἷΝἳttituἶἷΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἷlἷἹiἳἵΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt,ΝwhὁΝἹὄiἷvἷὅΝἸὁὄΝ

Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝiὀἸiἶἷlityΝ(Her. 9.1-2, 135-136) and does not contrive any stratagems against Iole.993    

Deianira opens her soliloquy with a passionate invective against her rival, which has no 

parallel in the attitude of her Sophoclean antecedent.994 In the Women of Trachis Deianira on the 

one hand considers the presence of Iole in the house as an outrage to her (536-538) and hopes to 

overcome her antagonist by means of the love charm (584-586), but on the other hand she 

                                                           
989 Met. 9.141-143 credit amans Venerisque nouae perterrita fama / indulsit primo lacrimis flendoque dolorem / 
diffudit miseranda suum; […] 

990 Curley 2013, 204. 

991 Tr. 919-922 せg拙 hgせとへのち 槽おつgjg しiとた責 ちうたgkg / 帥そiつiち┳ «惜 そえぬさ ki せg拙 ちにたli宋’Ν厨たう, / k摂 そてすヾ摂ち 随hさ ぬgかとiし' 斉な 
帥た' て製ヾてki / hえつijし’Ν帥k' 厨ち せてかkgすjす kg宋jh' i盛ちうkとすgち.»  
 
992 Med. 24-26 せi宋kgす h' 甚jすkてな, j蒼た’Ν 精li宋j’Ν 刃そけさhふjすち, / k摂ち ヾうちkg jにちkおせてにjg hgせとへてすな ぬとふちてち / 厨ヾi拙 ヾと摂な 
刃ちhと摂な 随すjしik’Ν遂hすせさたえちさ. 

993 Curley 2013, 210-212. 
 
994 Curley 2013, 203-204. 
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ἳἵἵἷptὅΝἘἷὄἳἵlἷὅ’Ν iὀἸiἶἷlitiἷὅΝ (ἂἂἃ-446, 459-462), she does not cast any reproach against Iole 

(447-448, 462-ἂἄἁ),Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἷvἷὀΝ ὅhὁwὅΝ pityΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ yὁuὀἹΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝmiὅἸὁὄtuὀἷὅΝ (ἂἄἁ-466). The 

ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝἷvὁkἷὅΝὄἳthἷὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtέΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝἳἴἳὀἶὁὀὅΝ

her weeping because she believes that her tears will be a source of sadistic pleasure for her 

hἳuἹhtyΝὄivἳl,ΝthuὅΝἷἵhὁiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἵlἳimΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝwillΝὀὁtΝἳllow her enemies to enjoy causing 

her grief.995 On the other hand, ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝ ἴὄἳὀἶiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἙὁlἷΝ ἳὅΝ Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ἵὁὀἵuἴiὀἷΝ hἳὅΝ ὀὁΝ

Sophoclean or Euripidean precedent, but recalls instead the words of her elegiac predecessor.996  

Deianira feels the urgent need to hatch a plot against Iole, because she views her 

imminent arrival as an invasion into her house and is afraid that her rival is going to usurp her 

marriage chamber.997 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝpἳὀiἵΝἶἷὄivἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝἴἷliἷἸΝiὀΝthἷΝὄumὁὄὅΝὅpὄἷἳἶΝ

by Fama, according to which Hercules is has been seized with passion for Iole (9.137-143). The 

ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἵὁmmἷὀt,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thἳtΝ thἷ Ἱὁἶἶἷὅὅ’Ν ὄἷpὁὄtΝἵὁὀὅiὅtὅΝὁἸΝἴὁthΝ tὄuthΝἳὀἶΝ liἷὅΝἳlἷὄtὅΝ thἷΝ

ὄἷἳἶἷὄΝtὁΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝmἳyΝἴἷΝpὄἷmἳtuὄἷΝἳὀἶΝἷxἵἷὅὅivἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὅhἷ has not yet 

received sure knowledge of the facts. The situation in the Ovidian narrative contrasts sharply 

with that in the Women of Trachis, where Deianira has already met Iole before hearing of 

Ἐἷὄἳἵlἷὅ’Ν ἳἶultἷὄyΝ ἳὀἶΝ lἷἳὄὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ pἳὅὅiὁὀΝ thὄὁugh messenger reports and direct 

investigation.998 The Roman poet has replaced the Sophoclean sequence of events with the figure 

ὁἸΝἔἳmἳ,ΝwhὁmΝhἷΝhἳὅΝἶἷὄivἷἶΝἸὄὁmΝViὄἹil’ὅΝAeneid,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝὄἷpὁὄtὅΝtὁΝἙἳὄἴἳὅΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝ

                                                           
995 Met. 9.143-144 […] mὁxΝἶἷiὀἶἷΝ‘ὃuiἶΝἳutἷmΝήΝ ἸlἷmuὅἍ’ΝἳitΝ ‘paelex lacrimis laetabitur istis’; Med. 395-398 て盛 
け責と た責 k碩ち hえjヾてすちgち 錘ち 厨け節 jえくの / たうそすjkg ヾうちkのち せg拙 つにちiとけ摂ち i頗そふたさち, / 炊せうkさち, たにぬて宋な ちgかてにjgち 逗jkかgな 
厨た蘇な, / ぬgかとのち kすな g盛k蒼ち kて盛た摂ち 刃そけにちi宋 せえgと.  
 
996 Her. 9.121-122 ante meos oculos adducitur advena paelex, / nec mihi, quae patior, dissimulare licet! 
 
997 Met. 9.145-146 quae quoniam adueniet, properandum aliquidque nouandum est, / dum licet et nondum thalamos 
tenet altera nostros. 

998 Curley 2013, 204, 211. 
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relationship with Aeneas (4.188-197).999 What is more, unlike the Ovidian protagonist 

ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝiὅΝὀὁtΝἳἸὄἳiἶΝthἳtΝἙὁlἷΝiὅΝἹὁiὀἹΝtὁΝἴἳὀiὅhΝhἷὄΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝἵhἳmἴἷὄ,ΝἴutΝ

thἳtΝὅhἷΝwillΝἴἷΝἸὁὄἵἷἶΝtὁΝὅhἳὄἷΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝἴἷἶΝwithΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝmiὅtὄἷὅὅέ1000  

ἦhἷΝ ἷpiἵΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝ pἷὄὅpἷἵtivἷΝ is reminiscent rather of that of the Euripidean Medea, 

who protests that Jason has appointed the Corinthian princess as mistress in her house.1001 

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅἷὀὅἷΝὁἸΝἷxiἹἷὀἵyΝἸὁὄΝἳἵtiὁὀΝ(thἷΝplὁtΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhἷὄΝὄivἳl)ΝὁὀΝthἷΝ

grounds of an uὀἸὁuὀἶἷἶΝmὁtivἷΝ (ἹulliἴlἷΝ ἴἷliἷἸΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὄumὁὄὅΝ ἳἴὁutΝ hἷὄΝ Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ἳἶultἷὄy)Ν

evokes the mindset of Medea who claims that she needs to swiftly commit infanticide and then 

escape from Corinth, justifying her decision by means of the self-deluding argument that if she 

does not murder her children herself they will be slain more savagely by the Corinthians seeking 

ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷiὄΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthέ1002  ἙὀΝ ἳἶἶitiὁὀ,Ν ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝ wiὅhΝ tὁΝ ἶἷviὅἷΝ ἳΝ ὅἵhἷmἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ

neutralizing the threat posed by her adversary recalls the Nursἷ’ὅΝ ἸἷἳὄΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Euripidean play that Medea may concoct a sinister plot.1003 ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ὅtὄἳtἳἹἷmΝ

ὅἷἷmὅΝmὁmἷὀtἳὄilyΝtὁΝἴἷΝthἷΝmuὄἶἷὄΝὁἸΝἙὁlἷ,ΝἴutΝὅhἷΝultimἳtἷlyΝὄἷὅὁlvἷὅΝtὁΝἷmplὁyΝἠἷὅὅuὅ’ΝὄὁἴἷΝ

tὁΝ ὄἷkiὀἶlἷΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ pἳὅὅiὁὀέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt’ὅΝ ἶἷὅiἹὀ,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν

proves to be both the infanticide and the murder of Creon and his daughter. Ovid thereby raises 

ἷxpἷἵtἳtiὁὀὅΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ ὄἷἳἶἷὄΝ thἳtΝ ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ willΝ ἴἷἵὁmἷΝ ἳΝ “ὀἷwΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ”Ν ὁὀlyΝ tὁΝ ἸὄuὅtὄἳtἷΝ thἷmΝ

                                                           
999 Anderson 1972 vv. 9.137-140. 

1000 Tr. 539-540 せg拙 ち漕ち hへ’Νて誠jgす たかたちてたiち たす塑な 精ヾ摂 / ぬそgかちさな 精ヾgけせうそすjたg┳, 545-546 k摂 h' g誠 つにちてすせi宋ち k訴h' 成たて漕 
kかな 壬ち けにち碩 / hへちgすkて, せてすちのちて漕jg k蒼ち g盛k蒼ち けうたのちἉ, 550-551 kg漕k' て誠ち lてくて漕たgす た碩 ヾふjすな た跡ち 数とgせそ蘇な / 厨た摂な 
せgそ蘇kgす, k蘇な ちiのkえとgな h' 刃ちおと.  
 
1001Med. 692-694 ‒さ. 刃hすせi宋 た’Ν瀬うjのち て盛h跡ち 厨つ 厨たて漕 ヾgしほち. / ]す. kか ぬと蘇たg hとうjgなἉ lとうこi たてす jglえjkiとてち. / ‒さ. 
けにちg宋せ' 厨l' 酔た宋ち hijヾふkすち hふたのち 帥ぬiす.   
 
1002 Med. 1236-1239 lかそgす, hえhてせkgす kて製とけてち 斉な kうぬすjkう たてす / ヾg宋hgな せkgちてへjさす k蘇jh' 刃lてとた塑jしgす ぬしてちふな, / せg拙 た碩 
jぬてそ碩ち 甚けてにjgち 厨せhて漕ちgす kえせちg / 甚そそさす lてちi漕jgす hにjたiちijkえとgす ぬiとか.   
 
1003 Met. 9.145 aliquidque nouandum est; Med. 36-37 jkにけi宋 h跡 ヾg宋hgな て盛h礎 成と蒼j礎 i盛lとg接ちikgす / hえhてすせg h' g盛k碩ち たお 
kす くてにそiへjさす ちえてち┳  
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immediately afterwaὄἶὅέΝἦhἷΝuὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝvἷὄἴΝ“novare”ΝtὁΝὅiἹὀiἸyΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἵὁὀtὄiviὀἹΝὁἸΝἳΝplἳὀΝ

mἳyΝ ἴἷἳὄΝmἷtἳpὁἷtiἵΝ ἵὁὀὀὁtἳtiὁὀὅΝ ἳlluἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀὀὁvἳtivἷΝ tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ

ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ ἴyΝ ἵὁὀἸlἳtiὀἹΝ hἷὄΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷἳὀΝ pὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄΝ withΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἝἷἶἷἳέΝ ἦhiὅΝ ὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝ is 

ἵὁὄὄὁἴὁὄἳtἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἷmplὁymἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝvἷὄἴΝiὀΝthἷΝArs Amatoria to describe 

his invention of the genre of erotic epistolography, i.e. the Heroides.1004  

ἔiὀἳlly,Ν thἷΝἷpiἵΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝ thἷΝὀἷwὅΝὁἸΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝuὀἸἳithἸulὀἷὅὅΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἳnd 

inverts the outlook of her elegiac antecedent. Whereas the Heroides follow the Sophoclean 

mὁἶἷlΝ iὀΝ ἵhὄὁὀὁlὁἹiἵἳllyΝ ὅἷttiὀἹΝ ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ ἳἸtἷὄ Iole has already arrived in Trachis 

(λέ1ἀ1),ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses precedes the advent of 

her rival in the city (9.145-146).1005 Moreover, Deianira in Heroides 9 shows initial disbelief in 

thἷΝὄἷpὁὄtὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝiὀἸiἶἷlitiἷὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵἳuὅἷΝhἷὄΝὁὀlyΝmilἶΝἹὄiἷἸ,ΝἳὀἶΝὅhἷΝiὅΝἳἸὄἳiἶΝthἳtΝ

Iole may perhaps appropriate her placἷΝἳὅΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝlἳwἸullyΝwἷἶἶἷἶΝwiἸἷΝὁὀlyΝἳἸtἷὄΝὅhἷΝὅἷἷὅΝhἷὄΝ

entering the city in triumph.1006 In stark contrast to her elegiac counterpart the epic Deianira 

ἵὄἷἶulὁuὅlyΝἴἷliἷvἷὅΝthἷΝὄumὁὄὅΝἳἴὁutΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝὀἷwΝlὁvἷ and weeps profusely fearing with 

certainty that Iole will encroach on her marriage chamber.1007 ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝ tἷὄὄὁὄΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

Metamorphoses at the prospect of being displaced by her antagonist serves to explain her 

ensuing contemplation of a murder plot against Iole, which has no equivalent in the epistle. 

                                                           
1004 Ars 3.345-346 vel tibi composita cantetur Epistola voce: / ignotum hoc aliis ille novavit opus. 

1005 Curley 2013, 210. 

1006 Her. 9.3-6 fama Pelasgiadas subito pervenit in urbes / decolor et factis infitianda tuis, / quem numquam Iuno 
seriesque inmensa laborum / fregerit, huic Iolen imposuisse iugum., 119-122 Haec tamen audieram; licuit non 
credere famae. / et venit ad sensus mollis ab aure dolor —  / ante meos oculos adducitur advena paelex, / nec mihi, 
quae patior, dissimulare licet!, 131-132 forsitan et pulsa Aetolide Deianira / nomine deposito paelicis uxor erit.  
 
1007 Met. 9.137-143 […]Νcum Fama loquax praecessit ad aures, / Deianira, tuas, quae ueris addere falsa / gaudet et e 
minimo sua per mendacia crescit, / Amphitryoniaden Ioles ardore teneri. / credit amans Venerisque nouae perterrita 
fama / indulsit primo lacrimis flendoque dolorem / diffudit miseranda suum. 
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ἙὀΝὅuἵhΝἳΝὅtἳtἷΝὁἸΝἳὀxiὁuὅΝἳὀtiἵipἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὄivἳl’ὅΝἳἶvἷὀtΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝἴἷἹiὀὅΝtὁΝwἷiἹhΝhἷὄΝ

options in a series of self-addressed rhetorical questions (9.147-154). We notice a gradual 

escalation in her alternative courses of action as she progresses from silence, to speech, to flight, 

and finally to active resistance. She first considers whether she should tacitly endure her sorrow 

ὁvἷὄΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝἳἶultἷὄyΝὁὄΝvὁiἵἷΝhἷὄΝἵὁmplἳiὀtὅΝ tὁΝhimέΝἠἷxt,ΝὅhἷΝwἳvἷὄὅΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝὄἷtuὄὀiὀἹΝtὁΝ

her homeland Calydon or awaitinἹΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝἳὄὄivἳlΝiὀΝἦὄἳἵhiὅέΝἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝiὅΝiὀΝἳΝὅtἳtἷΝ

of tragic aporia, which has no parallel in Sophocles, but is reminiscent of that of the Euripidean 

Medea, who asks herself whether she should go back to her native Colchis or to Iolcus.1008 The 

distinguishing difference between the situations, however, is that while Medea ponders where to 

find refuge after Creon has issued a decree of exile for her, the terrified Deianira considers flight, 

although Hercules has not banished her from their house. ἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝ thἷὀΝ ὅhiἸtὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ

passive to active attitude by wondering whether she should leave her house or, since she has 

nothing left to lose, stay and oppose her adversary.  

Her final deliberation is whether she should murder Iole, which is suddenly triggered by 

the recollection of her brother.1009 ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἵὁὀἵluἶiὀἹΝwὁὄἶὅΝἷὀἹἳἹἷΝiὀΝἶiἳlὁἹuἷΝwithΝἳΝvἳὄiἷtyΝ

ὁἸΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtὅΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶiἳὀΝiὀtὄἳtἷxtὅέΝἦὁΝἴἷἹiὀΝwith,ΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝtὁΝἸὁllὁwΝthἷΝἷxἳmplἷΝὁἸΝ

Meleager in bravely committing an impious crime out of love recalls the episode in the previous 

book, where the wrathful hero slew his uncles in order to take vengeance on them for insulting 

his beloved Atalanta (8.737-ἂἂἂ)έΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝwiὅh,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝiὅΝἸὄἳuἹhtΝwithΝtὄἳἹiἵΝiὄὁὀyΝiὀΝthἳtΝ

she will ultimately adhere to the paradigm of her brother in a different way than she expects, 

                                                           
1008 Met. 9.147-148 [‘ἵὁὀὃuἷὄἳὄΝ ἳὀΝ ὅilἷἳmἍΝ repetam Calydona morerne? / excedam tectis an, si nihil amplius, 
ὁἴὅtἷmἍ’]; Med. 502-505 ち漕ち ヾて宋 kとうヾのたgすἉ ヾふkiとg ヾと摂な ヾgkと摂な hふたてにな, / て声な jて拙 ヾとてhて漕jg せg拙 ヾうkとgち 刃lすせふたさちἉ 
/  錐 ヾと摂な kgそgかちgな ぃiそすうhgなἉ せgそ蒼な け' 壬ち て誠ち / hえつgすちkふ た' て澄せてすな 惜ち ヾgkえとg せgkえせkgちてち (See Curley 2013, 204-
205).  
 
1009 Met. 9.149-151 quid si me, Meleagre, tuam memor esse sororem / forte paro facinus, quantumque iniuria possit / 
femineusque dolor, iugulata paelice testor? 
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namely by murdering her kin: just as he dispatched his maternal uncles, similarly she will end up 

unwittingly killing her husband.1010 χtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ thἷΝ ἷpiἵΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Ν hἷὄΝ ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ

predecessor, who invokes Meleager not as an example of perpetrating impious murder, but as an 

inspiration for courageously facing death, since she intends to commit suicide in remorse for 

unknowingly causing the death of her husband.1011  

The Ovidian protagonist also diverges pointedly from her Sophoclean antecedent, who 

ἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtἷΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝὁὀΝἙὁlἷ,ΝἴutΝἸἷἷlὅΝὅympἳthyΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝyὁuὀἹΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝmiὅἸὁὄtuὀἷὅ,Ν

since Heracles sacked her city and killed her family, because Eurytion refused to marry his 

daughter to him.1012 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Νἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅiὄἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝMetamorphoses to commit a bold and 

impiὁuὅΝἵὄimἷΝ(iέἷέΝkillΝhἷὄΝὄivἳl)ΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝὅhἳὄplyΝwithΝhἷὄΝtὄἳἹiἵΝmὁἶἷl’ὅΝἷxpliἵitΝὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

brazen acts of wickedness and her hatred for women who perpetrate such deeds.1013 The Ovidian 

hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅἵhἷmἷΝtὁΝmuὄἶἷὄΝhἷὄΝἳὀtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝἷvὁkἷὅΝiὀὅtἷἳἶΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝplὁtὅΝἷὀtἷὄtἳiὀἷἶΝἴyΝ

Ἕἷἶἷἳ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝtὁΝiὀἸiltὄἳtἷΝJἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝἵhἳmἴἷὄΝἳὀἶΝὅlἳyΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝwithΝthἷΝ

sword.1014 ἙὀΝ ἳἶἶitiὁὀ,Ν ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’s incentives for avenging herself on her adversary are 

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἳὀtἷἵἷἶἷὀt’ὅΝmὁtivἳtiὁὀέΝἐὁthΝhἷὄὁiὀἷὅΝἳὄἷΝὅpuὄὄἷἶΝἴyΝἳΝὅἷὀὅἷΝὁἸΝ

iὀtἷὀὅἷΝἹὄiἷἸΝἳὀἶΝἴyΝhἳviὀἹΝὅuἸἸἷὄἷἶΝἳΝἹὄἳvἷΝiὀjuὅtiἵἷΝὁὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶὅ’Νἴἷtὄἳyἳlέ1015 

                                                           
1010 Casali 1995, v. 9.151; Galasso 2000, vv. 9.134-158. 
 
1011 Her. 9.151-152 tu quoque cognosces in me, Meleagre, sororem! / inpia quid dubitas Deianira mori?  (See 
Kenney 2011, vv. 9.149-151). 
 
1012 Tr. 463-467 […]Νjl’Ν厨け節 / 践せkすとg h碩 たうそすjkg ヾとてjくそえねgj', 晴kす / k摂 せうそそてな g盛k蘇な k摂ち くかてち hすほそijiち, / せg拙 け蘇ち 
ヾgkと葬gち て盛ぬ 逗せて漕jg hへjたてとてな / 帥ヾiとji せ刃hてへそのjiち. 
 
1013 Tr. 582-583 せgせ責な h跡 kふそたgな たおk' 厨ヾすjkgかたさち 厨け節 / たおk' 厨せたうしてすたす, kうな ki kてそたほjgな jkにけ蒼.  
 
1014 Med. 379-ἁἆίΝ[…] 錐 しさせk摂ち 隻jの lうjけgちてち hす' 瑞ヾgkてな, / jすけ蘇す hふたてにな 厨jく塑j' 摺ち' 帥jkとのkgす そえぬてな (See Curley 
2013, 205-206). 
 
1015 Med. 160-165 惜 たiけ赤そg e蹟たす せg拙 ヾ折kちす礎 諏とkiたす,/ そi窃jjiし礎 尋 ヾ赤jぬの, たiけ赤そてすな 晴とせてすな /厨ちhさjgた蹟ちg k摂ち せgk赤とgkてち 
ヾふjすちἉ 晴ち ヾてk' 厨け節 ちへたlgち k' 厨jかhてすた' / g盛kて宋な たiそうしとてすな hすgせちgすてたえちてにな, / て世' 厨た跡 ヾとふjしiち kてそた蒼j’Ν刃hすせi宋ち, 395-
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Furthermorἷ,Νἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝἳppἷἳlΝtὁΝhἷὄΝhἷὄὁiἵΝἴὄὁthἷὄΝἳὅΝἳΝὅtimuluὅΝtὁΝvἳliἳὀtlyΝmuὄἶἷὄΝhἷὄΝὄivἳlΝ

mἳyΝ ἷἵhὁΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ iὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ὀὁἴlἷΝ ἳὀἵἷὅtὄy,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ hἷὄΝ ἸἳthἷὄΝ χἷἷtἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ hἷὄΝ

grandfather Helios, in order to incite herself to be courageous in exacting retribution from her 

enemies.1016    

ἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ“ἳὅpiὄiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ”ΝmἳyΝhἳvἷΝἴἷἷὀΝiὀὅpiὄἷἶΝ

ἴyΝthἷΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝtwὁΝὁthἷὄΝἸἳmὁuὅΝhἷὄὁiὀἷὅ,ΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἒiἶὁΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὁwὀΝἘypὅipylἷ,ΝiὀΝthἷΝ

sense that they all fantasize about playing the role of the Colchian, but eventually do not realize 

their desire for vengeance. Upon discovering that Aeneas secretly plans to abandon her and sail 

ἸὁὄΝἙtἳlyΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἸὁuὀἶΝ“ἠἷwΝἦὄὁy”, the Carthaginian Queen is seized with frenzied madness 

and contemplates avenging herself on the Trojan hero by violent acts reminiscent of those of 

other mythical heroines. In particular, she considers dismembering Aeneas and scattering his 

limἴὅΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἷἳΝἷἵhὁiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝsparagmos of her brother Apsyrtus, or murdering Ascanius and 

ὅἷὄviὀἹΝhiὅΝἸlἷὅhΝtὁΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄΝἷvὁkiὀἹΝἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἵἳὀὀiἴἳliὅtiἵΝἴἳὀὃuἷt,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝὅhἷΝὁἸἸἷὄὅΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀΝ

Itys as a feast to Tereus.1017 The Virgilian heroine, however, does not ultimately fulfill her 

revenge fantasies, but commits suicide instead.  

Heroides ἄ,ΝἘypὅipylἷ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ tὁΝ Jἳὅὁὀ,Ν ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἷvἷὀΝ ἵlὁὅἷὄΝmὁἶἷlΝ ἸὁὄΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳέΝ

The elegiac heroine imagines the hypothetical scenario, in which Jason returns to Lemnos 

accompanied by Medea after his ship has been stranded at its shores and is thus forced to 

confront the deserted queen and their twin offspring (6.141-145). Although Hypsipyle condemns 

the crime of the Lemnian women, who murdered their adulterous spouses and their Thracian 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

399 て盛 け責と た責 k碩ち h蹟jヾてすちgち 錘ち 厨け節 j蹟くの / た赤そすjkg ヾ赤ちkのち せg拙 つにちiとけ摂ち i頗そ折たさち, / 炊せ赤kさち, たにぬて宋な ちg接てにjgち 逗jk接gな 
厨た蘇な, / ぬgかとのち kすな g盛k蒼ち kて盛た摂ち 刃そけにちi宋 せ蹟gと. / ヾすせとて設な h礎 厨け説 jlすち せg拙 そにけとて設な し切jの け赤たてにな.  
 
1016 Med. 403-406 推とヾ' 厨な k摂 hiすちふち┳ ち漕ち 刃け節ち i盛ねにぬかgな. /成と塑すな 尋 ヾうjぬiすなἉ て盛 けえそのkg hi宋 j' 性lそi宋ち / kて宋な ぇすjにliかてすな 
kて宋jh' 瀬うjてちてな けうたてすな, / けiけ蒼jgち 厨jしそて漕 ヾgkと摂な 数そかてに k' 甚ヾて.  
 
1017 Aen. 4.600-602 non potui abreptum divellere corpus et undis / spargere? non socios, non ipsum absumere ferro / 
Ascanium patriisque epulandum ponere mensis? 
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concubines, she nevertheless daydreams about partially following the example of her 

countrywomen by sparing the unfaithful Jason out of mercy, but savagely killing his mistress.1018 

ἘἷὄΝwiὅhΝ tὁΝ ἴἷἵὁmἷΝ “Ἕἷἶἷἳ”Ν tὁΝἝἷἶἷἳΝ ἳlluἶἷὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ hἷὄΝ imἳἹiὀἷἶΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ ὅἵhἷmἷΝ

ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhἷὄΝἷὄὁtiἵΝὄivἳlΝἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwὅΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝἳἵtuἳl vengeance on the Corinthian princess. 

ἦhἷΝ ἜἷmὀiἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ lὁὀἹiὀἹΝ ἸὁὄΝ ὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝ willΝ ἴἷΝ ὀὁtΝ ὄἷἳliὐἷἶ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ JἳὅὁὀΝ willΝ

never return to her island. A significant affinity between Deianira and Hypsipyle concerns the 

invocation of a mythological exemplum as a self-exhortation to action: just as the Lemnian queen 

rouses herself to bravely take revenge on her antagonist by appealing to the bloody deed of her 

countrywomen as an instance of grief over male infidelity stirring women to courageously take 

upΝἳὄmὅ,ΝὅimilἳὄlyΝthἷΝἷpiἵΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝiἶἷὀtityΝἳὅΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝὅiὅtἷὄΝiὀἵitἷὅΝhἷὄΝ

to yearn for valiantly exacting revenge from her adversary and thus demonstrate the destructive 

power of female sorrow.  

After vacillating between various courses of action Deianira ultimately decides to resort 

tὁΝthἷΝὅὁlutiὁὀΝὁἸΝἠἷὅὅuὅ’Νὄὁἴἷ,ΝὅὁΝἳὅΝtὁΝὄἷiἹὀitἷΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’Νpἳὅὅiὁὀέ1019 ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt,ΝὁὀΝ

the other hand, does not engage in a self-debate on how to neutralize the threat posed by her 

erotic rivἳl,ΝἴutΝimmἷἶiἳtἷlyΝἳὀὀὁuὀἵἷὅΝhἷὄΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝuὅἷΝthἷΝἵἷὀtἳuὄ’ὅΝὄὁἴἷΝἳὅΝἳΝlὁvἷΝἵhἳὄmΝtὁΝ

wiὀΝ ἴἳἵkΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ ἳἸἸἷἵtiὁὀὅέ1020 ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ aporia is reminiscent of the 

thὁuἹhtΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝwhὁΝἳἸtἷὄΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtiὀἹΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝplots resolves to 

                                                           
1018 Her. 6.139-140 Lemniadum facinus culpo, non miror, Iason; / quamlibet ignavis iste dat arma dolor, 149-151 
paelicis ipsa meos inplessem sanguine vultus, / quosque veneficiis abstulit illa suis! / Medeae Medea forem!  
 
1019 Met. 9.152-154 in cursus animus uarios abit; omnibus illis / praetulit imbutam Nesseo sanguine uestem / mittere, 
quae uires defecto reddat amori. 
 
1020 Tr. 584-586 lかそkとてすな h’Ν 厨うち ヾのな kおちh' 精ヾiとくgそほたiしg / k碩ち ヾg宋hg せg拙 しえそせkとてすjす kて宋な 厨l’数とgせそi宋, / 
たiたさぬうちさkgす kて製とけてち.l 
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employ the poisoned robe and diadem to destroy the Corinthian princess and Creon.1021 The 

distinguishing difference between the two situations is that while the Euripidean protagonist is 

fully aware of the deadly properties of her gifts, her Ovidian counterpart, like the Sophoclean 

Deianira, is ignorant of the fact that her donum iὅΝἹὁiὀἹΝtὁΝἴὄiὀἹΝἳἴὁutΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝἳἹὁὀiὐiὀἹΝ

demise.1022 ἙὀὅtἷἳἶΝ ὁἸΝ ὄἷἷὀἳἵtiὀἹΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ὁὀΝ hἷὄΝ ἳἶvἷὄὅἳὄyΝ ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ iὅΝ thuὅΝ

manipulated by Nessus into giving his lethal robe to his own erotic antagonist, Hercules. Hence, 

the cunning centaur is the one who in fact plays the role of Medea, while the Ovidian heroine 

ἳlὁὀἹΝwithΝthἷΝuὀwittiὀἹΝἜiἵhἳὅΝἳὅὅumἷΝthἷΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝiὀὀὁἵἷὀtΝἵhilἶὄἷὀΝἴἷἳὄiὀἹΝthἷΝ

fatal gifts to her rival. 

Finally, it is noteworthy that Deianira disappears from the narrative after she dispatches 

her deadly gift to her husband. Although her future dirge is ironically anticipated by the narrator 

at the moment when she hands the fatal robe to Lichas (9.155-157), Ovid omits the anagnorisis 

of the inadvertent murder of her husband and her resulting suicide. He thus diverges from both 

thἷΝἥὁphὁἵlἷἳὀΝmὁἶἷl,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝἠuὄὅἷΝὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝhἷὄΝmiὅtὄἷὅὅ’ΝὅuiἵiἶἷΝ(Tr. 899-946), as well as 

from the elegiac version of the myth, in which the elegiac heroine mourns for her deeds and 

repeatedly expresses her intention to commit suicide (Her. 9.146, 152, 158, 164).1023 One 

iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἵhὁiἵἷΝtὁΝἷxἵluἶἷΝἒἷiἳὀiὄἳ’ὅΝὅuiἵiἶἷΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses is that in 

thiὅΝ wἳyΝ thἷΝ ἸὁἵuὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ lἳὅtΝ pἳὄtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὅhiἸtὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ ὁὀΝ Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ ἳὀἶΝ

deification. An alternative, but not mutually exclusive reading, however, is that by not 

                                                           
1021 Med. 376-377 ヾてそそ責な h’Ν 帥ぬてにjg しgちgjかたてにな g盛kて宋な 成hてへな, / て盛せ て寸h’Ν 成ヾてかgす ヾと蒼kてち 厨けぬiすと蒼, lかそgす┳, 384-
385 せとうkすjkg k碩ち i盛しi宋gち, 崇す ヾilへせgたiち / jてlて拙 たうそすjkg, lgとたうせてすな g盛kて設な 逗そi宋ち.  
 
1022 Met. 9.155-157 ignaroque Lichae quid tradat nescia luctus / ipsa suos tradit blandisque miserrima uerbis / dona 
det illa uiro mandat. 

1023 Curley 2013, 212. 
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ὄἷἵὁuὀtiὀἹΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ thἷΝ ἤὁmἳὀΝ pὁἷtΝ ἳὅὅimilἳtἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ tὁΝἝἷἶἷἳ, who escapes from 

Corinth unscathed after her crimes.  

 

3.8.2 The death of Hercules 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ἶἷmiὅἷΝ ἵἳuὅἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἠἷὅὅuὅ’Ν ὄὁἴἷΝ ἵὄἷἳtivἷlyΝ ὄἷwὁὄkὅΝ thἷΝ

ἥὁphὁἵlἷἳὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝ ἷὀἶΝἴyΝ ἵὁὀἸlἳtiὀἹΝ itΝwithΝ thἷΝἶἷἳthΝ ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀΝ and the 

ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyέΝἦhἷΝ ἷvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmὁἶἷlΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝὅἷὄvἷὅΝἳὅΝἳΝἸuὄthἷὄΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἠἷὅὅuὅ’ΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀΝ

Hercules by means of the poisoned vestis reenacts Medeἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ

princess.1024 ἦὁΝἴἷἹiὀΝwith,ΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝἶὁὀὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝὄὁἴἷΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝvἷὄἴἳllyΝthἷΝpἳὄἳllἷlΝ

description in the Women of Trachis as well as the Euripidean scene, in which the Corinthian 

princess puts on the deadly peplos.1025 ἦhἷΝἷmphἳὅiὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶἷἳἶlyΝὀἳtuὄἷΝ

ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ wiἸἷ’ὅΝ ἹiἸtΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳy,Ν whἷὄἷΝ ἑὄἷὁὀΝ ἷὀtἷὄὅΝ hiὅΝ

ἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝ ἵhἳmἴἷὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἴἷiὀἹΝ ὁἴliviὁuὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἵἳuὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ἶἷἳthΝ mἳkἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἸἳtἳlΝ ἷὄὄὁὄΝ ὁἸΝ

embracing her corpse.1026 The unawareness of Hercules and Creon is mirrored in their speech, 

which is tinged with tragic irony: just as the Corinthian king erroneously accuses a divinity of 

killing his daughter instead of the real culprit, Medea, likewise the Greek hero is mistaken to 

                                                           
1024 Curley 2013, 202-203. 

1025 Met. 9.157-1ἃἆΝ […]Ν capit inscius heros / induiturque umeris Lernaeae uirus echidnae; Med. 1159 そgくて漕jg 
ヾえヾそてにな ヾてすせかそてにな 遂たヾえjぬikて; Tr. 757-759 せ蘇とにつ 刃ヾ' て澄せのち 摺せik' て菅せi宋てな 】かぬgな, / k摂 j摂ち lえとのち hほとさたg, しgちうjすたてち 
ヾえヾそてち┳ / 整ち せi宋ちてな 厨ちhへな, 斉な j設 ヾとて盛つilかijて.  
 
1026 Med. 1204-1205 ヾgk碩と h' 成 kそおたのち jにたlてと塑な 刃けちのjかgす / 甚lちの ヾgとiそし節ち h蒼たg ヾとてjヾかkちiす ちiせと蒼す. Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν
ἶἷἳthΝὅἵἷὀἷΝἳlὅὁΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷlἷἳἹἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄἷviὁuὅΝἴὁὁkΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝuὀἳwἳὄἷὀἷὅὅΝ
and his initial valiant resistance to the pain (Met. 9.157 inscius heros, 163-165 dum potuit, solita gemitum uirtute 
repressit, 8.515-517 inscius atque absens flamma Meleagros ab illa / uritur et caecis torreri uiscera sentit / ignibus ac 
magnos superat uirtute dolores (See Galasso 2000, vv. 9.159-210).  
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rebuke Juno for bringing about his destruction, whereas in reality the devious Nessus is to blame 

for his death.1027 In the Women of Trachis, on the contrary, Heracles initially reviles Deianira for 

his demise, since he learns from Lichas that the robe was dispatched as a gift from her, but is 

later informed by his son Hyllus that the centaur actually tricked his wife into giving him the 

lethal attire.1028  

 The description of the deadly effects of the poisoned robe in the Ovidian episode also 

blends elements derived from the Sophoclean and Euripidean intertexts. To begin with, the 

ἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἶἷἳἶlyΝ ἹἳὄmἷὀtΝ ἳὅΝ ἵliὀἹiὀἹΝ ἵlὁὅἷlyΝ tὁΝ Ἐἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ἴὁἶyΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ thἷΝ pἳὄἳllἷlΝ

ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝiὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Νplἳyέ1029 The concomitant graphic image, however, of thἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝvἳiὀΝ

attempt to remove the robe, which causes his own flesh to be torn from his bones is drawn from 

thἷΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὅpἷἷἵhΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplἳyἈΝἑὄἷὁὀΝἹluἷἶΝtὁΝhiὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝὄὁἴἷΝtἷἳὄὅΝἳwἳyΝhiὅΝἸlἷὅhΝ

when he tries to extricate himself from her fatal grip.1030 Ovid signals his allusion to his tragic 

pὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄΝ ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ mἳὄkἷὄἈΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ pἳὄἷὀthἷtiἵἳlΝ ἵὁmmἷὀtΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ

ἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝὀἳtuὄἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝἷvὁkἷὅΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝὄἷmἳὄkΝwhἷὄἷἴyΝ

he introduces his report of thἷΝpὁiὅὁὀ’ὅΝἷἸἸἷἵtὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅέ1031  

                                                           
1027 Med. 1207-1208 績 hへjkさちi ヾg宋, / kかな j’Ν戚h' 刃kかたのな hgすたふちのち 刃ヾほそijiちἉ; Met. 9.176-178 ‘ἵlἳἶiἴuὅ’Νἷxἵlἳmἳt,Ν
‘ἥἳtuὄὀiἳ,ΝpἳὅἵἷὄἷΝὀὁὅtὄiὅ,Ν/ pascere et hanc pestem specta, crudelis, ab alto / corque ferum satia.   
 
1028 Tr. 1046-1052 惜 ヾてそそ責 h碩 せg拙 しiとた赤,Νせg拙 そ折け荘 せgせ赤,ΝήΝせg拙 ぬiとj拙 せg拙 ち説kてすjすΝたてぬし切jgなΝ厨け説┳ ήΝせて製ヾのΝkてすて漕kてちΝ
て製k礎 甚せてすkすなΝ酔 〉す摂なΝήΝヾとて製しさせiちΝて製し礎 成 jkにけち摂なΝ《盛とにjしi設なΝ厨たて拙 ήΝて世てちΝk折h礎 酔 hてそ蒼ヾすなΝぁ菅ち蹟のなΝせ折とさΝήΝせgし蘇ねiちΝ隻たてすなΝ
kて宋なΝ厨たて宋なΝ水とすち窃のちΝήΝ精lgちk摂ちΝ刃たl接くそさjkとてち,Ν銭 hす折そそにたgす,Ν11ἂ1-11ἂἀΝ｠蹟jjてなΝヾ赤そgすΝ【蹟ちkgにとてなΝ厨つ蹟ヾiすj蹟 ちすちΝήΝkてす藻hiΝ
l接そkと荘 k摂ちΝj摂ちΝ厨せた蘇ちgすΝヾ折してちέΝ(ἥἷἷΝKenney 2011, vv. 9.176-181). 
 
1029 Met. 9.166-169 nec mora, letiferam conatur scindere uestem; / qua trahitur, trahit illa cutem, foedumque relatu, / 
aut haeret membris frustra temptata reuelli / aut laceros artus et grandia detegit ossa; Tr. 767-ἅἅ1Ν頗hと節なΝ刃ち組iすΝぬとのk拙Ν
せg拙Νヾとてjヾkへjjikて / ヾそiにとg宋jすち 刃とkかせてそそてな,Ν席jkiΝkえせkてちてなΝ ήΝ ぬすk節ち, 尽ヾgち せgk’Ν甚としとてち┳ 髄そしi h' 性jkえのち / 性hgけた摂な 
刃ちkかjヾgjkてな┳ i寸kg lてかちすoな / 厨ぬしと塑な 厨ぬかhちさな 菅摂な 脆な 厨hgかちにkて (Kenney 2011, v. 9.161). 
 
1030 Med. 1211-1217 厨ヾi拙Νh跡ΝしとおちのちΝせg拙ΝけふのちΝ厨ヾgへjgkて,Νή ぬとおすこのちΝけiとgす摂ちΝ厨つgちgjk蘇jgすΝhえたgなΝή ヾとてjiかぬiし’ 席jki 
せすjj摂な 帥とちijすち hうlちさな / そiヾkて宋jす ヾえヾそてすな, hiすち責 h' 髄ち ヾgそgかjたgkg. / 成 た跡ち け責と 随しiそ’Ν 厨つgちgjk蘇jgす けふちに, / 酔Ν h'Ν
刃ちkiそうこにk'┳Νi菅Νh跡Νヾと摂なΝくかgちΝ甚けてす,Ν/ jうとせgな けiとgす責な 厨jヾうとgjj' 刃ヾ’Ν性jkえのち (See Anderson 1972, v. 9.166).     
 
1031 Met. 9.167 foedumque relatu; Med. 11ἄἅΝkて盛ちしえちhiΝたえちkてすΝhiすち摂ちΝ髄ちΝしえgた’Ν菅hi宋ち┳ 
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The Roman poet continues the fusion of his tragic models in the description of the 

ἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝἴὁἶyΝἴyΝthἷΝἷὀvἷὀὁmἷἶΝὄὁἴἷέΝἦhuὅ,ΝhἷΝἳppὄὁpὄiἳtἷὅΝpuὄἷlyΝἥὁphὁἵlἷἳὀΝ

elements, such as the triggeὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὁiὅὁὀ’ὅΝἷἸἸἷἵtὅΝἴyΝthἷΝhἷἳtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵiἳlΝἸlἳmἷὅΝἳὀἶΝ

the picture of the hero being bathed in sweat.1032 In other cases he employs features found in both 

plἳyὅ,Ν ὅuἵhΝ ἳὅΝ thἷΝ ἶἷvὁuὄiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ viἵtim’ὅΝ ἴὁἶyΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ pὁiὅὁὀέ1033 Finally, he includes 

EuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmὁtiἸὅ,ΝὅuἵhΝἳὅΝthἷΝἴuὄὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝhἷὄὁΝἴyΝthἷΝὄὁἴἷ’ὅΝmἳἹiἵἳlΝἸlἳmἷὅ,ΝἳΝthἷmἷΝwhiἵhΝ

is drastically downplayed by Sophocles, who only makes a single reference to fire imagery.1034 

ἜἳὅtΝ ἴutΝ ὀὁtΝ lἷἳὅt,Ν thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’Ν ἳpὁthἷὁὅiὅ,Νwhiἵh is not described in the 

Sophoclean play, may contain an intriguing allusion to Euripides. After the hero is totally 

consumed by the flames of his funeral pyre, his physical form is not recognizable any longer, 

since his mortal part has been destroyed and only his divine part survives, which retains the 

features of his father Jupiter.1035 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶiviὀἷΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝmἳyΝiὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝἷvὁkἷΝ

ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷΝ thἷΝ ἹὄiὅlyΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅἈΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ yὁuὀἹΝ wὁmἳὀ’ὅΝ

burning by the magical flames of the poison, which involves the disfigurement of her facial 

                                                           
1032 Met. 9.161-162 incaluit uis illa mali resolutaque flammis / Herculeos abiit late dilapsa per artus, 173 
caeruleusque fluit toto de corpore sudor; Tr. 765-767 晴ヾのなΝh跡 jiたち蒼ちΝ性とけ接のちΝ厨hg接ikてΝήΝlそ摂つ g頗たgkさと責 せ刃ヾ摂 ヾすi接とgなΝ
hとに折な, / 頗hと節な 刃ち組iすΝぬとのk拙Ν[…]έ 
 
1033 Met. 9.172 sorbent auidae praecordia flammae, 201-ἀίἀΝΝ[…]Νpulmonibus errat / ignis edax imis perque omnes 
pascitur artus; Tr. 1053-1057  ヾそiにとg宋jす け責と ヾとてjたgぬし跡ち 厨せ た跡ち 厨jぬうkgな / くえくとのせi jうとせgな, ヾそiへたてちふな k’Ν刃とkさとかgな 
/ 槽てli宋 つにちてすせて漕ち┳ 厨せ h跡 ぬそのと摂ち g世たう たてに / ヾえヾのせiち 随hさ, せg拙 hすえlしgとたgす hえたgな / k摂 ヾ塑ち 刃lとうjk荘 k訴hi ぬiすとのしi拙な 
ヾえh素 (see Bömer 1977, vv. 9.201-202); Med. 1187-1188 ヾえヾそてす h跡 そiヾkてか, j蒼ち kえせちのち hのとおたgkg, / そiにせ碩ち 帥hgヾkてち 
jうとせg k蘇な hにjhgかたてちてな.  
 
1034 Met. 9.170-172 ipse cruor, gelido ceu quondam lammina candens / tincta lacu, stridit coquiturque ardente 
ueneno. / nec modus est, sorbent auidae praecordia flammae, 174-175 ambustique sonant nerui, caecaque medullis / 
tabe liquefactis tollens ad sidera palmas, 201-ἀίἀΝ […]Ν Νpulmonibus errat / ignis edax imis […]ἉΝMed. 1186-1187 
ぬとにjて漕な た跡ち 刃たl拙 せとgk拙 せiかたiちてな ヾそふせてな / しgにたgjk摂ち 摺iす ち塑たg ヾgたlうけてに ヾにとふな, 1190 liへけiす h' 刃ちgjk塑j' 厨せ 
しとふちのち ヾにとてにたえちさ, 1198-1201 […Ν]Νg世たg h' 厨つ 甚せとてに / 帥jkgこi せとgk摂な jにたヾilにとたえちてち ヾにとか, / jうとせiな h’Ν刃ヾ' 性jkえのち 
席jki ヾiへせすちてち hうせとに / けちうしてすな 刃hおそてすな lgとたうせのち 刃ヾえととiてち; Tr. 1081-1ίἆἀΝ]菅g宋,Ν惜Νkうそgな,Νg菅g宋,Ν ήΝ 帥しgそねiち 甚kさなΝ
jヾgjた摂なΝ刃とkかのなΝ晴h’Νg誠έ   

1035 Met. 9.262-265 interea quodcumque fuit populabile flammae / Mulciber abstulerat, nec cognoscenda remansit / 
Herculis effigies, nec quidquam ab imagine ductum / matris habet, tantumque Iouis uestigia seruat 
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characteristics and the melting of her flesh, she becomes unrecognizable to everyone but her 

father.1036 

 

Chapter 4 

Hecuba: Maiden sacrifice and maternal revenge 

 

The stories of Polydorus anἶΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ ἸiὄὅtΝwὁvἷὀΝ tὁἹἷthἷὄΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba (c. 424 BC) 

had a rich afterlife in Greek and Roman literature.1037 One of the most famous adaptations of the 

mythΝiὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses (13.429-575). The Roman poet draws on 

the Euripidean play as his primary model, but at the same time diverges in significant ways from 

his tragic predecessor.1038 The Ovidian narrative follows closely the main plot outline of the 

ἕὄἷἷkΝplἳy,ΝwhiἵhΝἵὁmpὄiὅἷὅΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝmuὄἶἷὄΝἴyΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ,ΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸice of Polyxena at the 

ἴἷhἷὅtΝ ὁἸΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν Ἱhὁὅt,Ν Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ kiὀἹ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἸiὀἳllyΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝἵἳὀiὀἷΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅέΝἦhἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmἳtἷὄiἳl,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν iὅΝ ὄἳἶiἵἳllyΝἵuὄtἳilἷἶΝἴyΝ thἷΝ

exclusion of several characters and episodes. Thus, the debate of the Achaean assembly 

ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἸἳtἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ ἷxἵhἳὀἹἷὅΝ withΝ χἹἳmἷmὀὁὀ,Ν ἡἶyὅὅἷuὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ

ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝἳὄἷΝὁmittἷἶΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὅtὁὄyέΝἝὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝMetamorphoses affords its reader a direct 

epic presentation of scenes which are reported in Euripides ex post facto partly due to the 

                                                           
1036 Med. 1195-1999 ヾかkちiす h’Ν 厨な て誠hgな jにたlてと塑す ちすせのたえちさ, / ヾそ碩ち k蒼す kiせふちkす せうとkg hにjたgし碩な 菅hi宋ち┳ / て製k’Ν
性たたうkのち け責と h蘇そてな 髄ち せgkうjkgjすな / て製k’Νi盛lに跡な ヾとふjのヾてち, g世たg h’Ν厨つ 甚せとてに / 帥jkgこi せとgk摂な jにたヾilにとたえちてち ヾにとか 
/ jうとせiな h’Ν刃ヾ' 性jkえのち 席jki ヾiへせすちてち hうせとに / けちうしてすな 刃hおそてすな lgとたうせのち 刃ヾえととiてち.   
 

1037 See Mossman 1995, 247-253 for a brief overview of the treatment of Polydorus and Polyxena in post-Euripidean 
ancient literature. 

1038 For the intertextual relationship between the Euripidean and Ovidian versions of the Hecuba myth see Venini 
1952, Dippel 1990, Paschalis 2003, Álvarez Morán and Iglesias Montiel 2006, Papaioannou 2007, and Curley 2013. 
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dramatic convention of fifth century Athenian theater, which prohibited the display of violent 

action on stage.1039 The ghost of Polydorus relates his murder by Polymestor, the appearance of 

χἵhillἷὅ’ΝἹhὁὅtΝ iὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝἴyΝἴὁthΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅΝἳὀἶΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ,Νἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝiὅΝὄἷpὁὄtἷἶΝ

ἴyΝ thἷΝ hἷὄἳlἶΝ ἦἳlthyἴiuὅ,Ν thἷΝ ἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἵὁὄpὅἷΝ iὅΝ ἳὀὀὁuὀἵἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳὀΝ ὁlἶΝ

maidservant, and finally the blinding of Polymestor is recounted by the Thracian king himself. 

Hence, The omniscient narrator of the Ovidian epic appropriates the role of all the internal 

Euripidean narrators.  

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀἵἷὀtivἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ὁmiὅὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἳllΝ mἳlἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅΝ (χἹἳmἷmὀὁὀ,Ν ἡἶyὅὅἷuὅ,Ν

Talthybius, and the ghost of Polydorus) except for those who are instrumental to the 

ἶἷvἷlὁpmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ plὁtΝ (χἵhillἷὅ’Ν ἹhὁὅtΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ)Ν iὅΝ pὄὁἴἳἴlyΝ hiὅΝwiὅhΝ tὁΝ ἸὁἵuὅΝmὁὄἷΝ

closely on the psychological portraits of his female protagonists. As I will argue below, Polyxena 

surpasses her Greek antecedent both as a symbol of female sensuality and in terms of the 

appropriation of masculine features such as valor and the aspiration for heroic status, while 

Hecuba outdoes her tragic counterpart in terms of the excessive pathos of her lamentation for 

Polyxena and the ferocity of her revenge on Polymestor. Finally, the Roman poet sets the action 

of his narrative on the Thracian coast of Chersonese in adherence to his tragic model, but also 

makes substantial alterations to the Euripidean setting.1040 In contrast to the Greek play, in which 

Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ mἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝ tἳkἷὅΝ plἳἵἷΝ ἶuὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἳΝ vὁyἳἹἷΝ tὁwἳὄἶὅΝ ἕὄἷἷἵἷ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ

Metamorphoses she is transformed into a dog on the coast of Thrace. Furthermore, whereas in 

Euripides the blinding of Polymestor is set inside the tent of the captive Trojan women, the 

                                                           
1039 Hopkinson 2000, 24-25. 

1040 ἔὁὄΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀὀὁvἳtiὀἹΝ ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅpἳtiἳlΝ ἳὀἶΝ tἷmpὁὄἳlΝἳὅpἷἵtὅΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyΝ ὅἷἷΝἑuὄlἷyΝἀί1ἁ,Ν
101-114. 
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Ovidian scene unfolds in an unspecified secluded location (13.555 in secreta) somewhere on the 

coast of Thrace.  

Ovid derives certain elements of his narrative from other Euripidean tragedies. The 

Roman poet was familiar with Euὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝTrojan Women, which constitutes one of his major 

sources for the account of the fall of Troy (Met. 13.404-428) immediately preceding the Thracian 

episode.1041 However, the only explicit allusion to the Greek play in the Hecuba narrative is the 

TrojaὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝἳllὁtmἷὀtΝἳὅΝwἳὄΝἴὁὁtyΝtὁΝἧlyὅὅἷὅΝ(Met. 13.422-425, 485-487; Tro. 277-292) in 

ὅtἳὄkΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝtὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba, where her master is said to be Agamemnon (Hec. 724-725).     

WhἳtΝiὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝἙΝwillΝἵὁὀtἷὀἶΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝiὅΝὁἴliὃuἷlyΝἷvὁkiὀἹΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ Bacchae in the scene of 

ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἴliὀἶiὀἹΝἴyΝἶἷpiἵtiὀἹΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἳὅΝἳΝἸiἹuὄἳtivἷΝmἳἷὀἳἶΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅupἷὄhumἳὀΝ

strength and immunity to weaponsέΝἡὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν thἷΝ ὅuὄviviὀἹΝ ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν

Polyxena do not suggest that Ovid is in any way indebted to the play.1042 Most importantly, the 

Sophoclean tragedy treats only the sacrifice of Polyxena making no reference to the Polydorus 

story. In addition, its action unfolds not in Thrace, but in the Troad. Likewise the scant extant 

textual evidence of Ennius’ ἳὀἶΝχἵἵiuὅ’ΝHecuba plays does not allow us to determine whether 

thἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝἳppὄὁpὄiἳtἷἶΝἳὀyΝἸἷἳtuὄἷὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝthἷiὄΝwὁὄkὅ,ΝwhilἷΝἢἳἵuviuὅ’Ν Iliona dramatizes 

an alternative variant of the Polydorus myth. The only surviving pre-Ovidian treatment of the 

ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝiὅΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝἑἳtulluὅ’ΝCarmen 64 (362-370). As I will argue ἴἷlὁw,Νἡviἶ’s 

portrayal of Polyxena as a fearless maiden seeking heroic glory constitutes a direct reversal of 

the Catullan depiction of the Trojan heroine as a passive and helpless sacrificial victim.   

                                                           
1041 Curley 2013, 104: “Ovid recalls the Trojan Women in his report of the destruction, particularly the fates of 
Cassandra and Astyanax, and in the collective and emphatic Troades (421), which stamps the preceding narrative 
with Euripides' title. Hecabe's final act in the Trojan Women - her departure from Troy and from the stage - becomes 
her first act in the Ἕἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅἷὅ”έ 

1042 ἔὁὄΝἳΝὄἷἵἷὀtΝὄἷἵὁὀὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝPolyxena see Sommerstein 2006, 51-66.  
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   ἦhἷΝ mὁὅtΝ ὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtΝ mἷἶiἳtiὀἹΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἡviἶΝ iὅΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ

Polydorus narrative opening the third book of the Aeneid (3.13-ἄἆ)έΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝἸiὄὅtΝὅtὁpΝἳἸtἷὄΝhiὅΝ

flight from the fallen Troy is the Thracian shore, where he founds a new city. While he is making 

sacrifices to the gods he pulls up some myrtle and cornel branches as decoration for his altars, 

but to his amazement and terror blood begins trickling from them. The Trojan hero then hears the 

voice oἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἹhὁὅtΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtiὀἹΝ tὁΝ himΝhὁwΝ thἷΝ ὅpἷἳὄὅΝwithΝwhiἵhΝ hἷΝwἳὅΝ tὄἷἳἵhἷὄὁuὅlyΝ

murdered by Polymestor had grown into shoots and exhorting him to flee from the accursed land. 

The Trojans decide to offer proper burial honors to the young Trojan before immediately setting 

sail again. Sergio Casali has convincingly argued that Ovid employs in his story a distinctive 

Virgilian allusive technique.1043 Virgil follows (or invents) a variant of the Polydorus myth 

which deviates from the Euripidean version, but at the same time echoes the Greek play by 

means of subtle allusions. The Metamorphoses narrative, on the contrary, adheres to the 

Euripidean model while implicitly alluding to the Virgilian one.  

Moreover, the Ovidian account is characterized by a substantial shift of narrative 

emphasis from Polydorus to Achilles and Polyxena. The epiphany of the Virgilian ghost of 

Polydorus is replaced ἴyΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅ’Ν ἹhὁὅtΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἸὁἵἳlΝ pὁiὀtΝὁἸΝ ἳἵtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ ὀὁΝ lὁὀἹἷὄΝ thἷΝ

tomb of the young Trojan prince, but the sepulcher of the Myrmidon hero.1044 Similarly the 

ἸuὀἷὄἳlΝὄitἷὅΝἸὁὄΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝyiἷlἶΝthἷiὄΝplἳἵἷΝtὁΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὁἴὅἷὃuiἷὅέΝἔiὀἳlly,ΝἙΝwillΝἵὁὀtἷὀἶΝthἳtΝ

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἘἷἵuἴἳΝ mἳyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ὄἷἸἳὅhiὁὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

                                                           
1043 Casali 2007, 188. 

1044 ἢἳὅἵhἳliὅΝἀίίἁ,Ν1ἃἂἈΝ“ἦhἷὄἷΝiὅΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtiὁὀΝἴἷtwἷἷὀ ἡviἶ’ὅΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳὀἶΝViὄἹil'ὅΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝ
narrative: The landing of the Greek fleet on the coast of Thrace in Met. 13.439-440 becomes associated with the 
arrival at the same place of Aeneas and the Trojans in Aen. 3.13-17. The events surrounding Aeneas' sacrifice and 
thἷΝiὀἵiἶἷὀtΝwithΝthἷΝἴὁἶyΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝlἳἵkiὀἹΝpὄὁpἷὄΝἴuὄiἳlΝἳὄἷΝὄἷtὄὁὅpἷἵtivἷlyΝpὄὁjἷἵtἷἶΝiὀtὁΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἶἷmἳὀἶΝἸὁὄΝ
proper burial honors also in the form of a sacrifice. Finally, it is worthy of note that the tumulus and the arae 
(“ἳltἳὄ”)ΝiὀΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ(ἂἃἀ-3) are also central spatial constituents of Virgil's 
ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέ” 
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Euripidean Polydorus.  In particular, the Thracian spear-attack against the Trojan queen is 

ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶἷἳthΝὁἸΝthἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ,ΝwhilἷΝἡviἶ’ὅΝplἳἵiὀἹΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝὁὀΝ

lἳὀἶΝ iὀὅtἷἳἶΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἳΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἶἷmiὅἷέΝ χὀὁthἷὄΝ

Virgilian epiὅὁἶἷΝwhiἵhΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἷὀἹἳἹἷὅΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳllyΝiὅΝthἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝ

(Aen. 2.506-508). It will be argued that the sacrifice of intrepid Polyxena by tearful Neoptolemus 

evokes and reverses the slaughter of helpless Priam by ruthless Pyrrhus and that the tragic 

ὄἷvἷὄὅἳlΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἸὁὄtuὀἷὅΝἷmulἳtἷὅΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝperipeteia. 

Finally, the Hecuba narrative converses intratextually with other stories in the 

Metamorphoses. Dan Curley has suggested that the sacrifice of Polyxena echoes the miniature 

ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ pὄἷviὁuὅΝ ἴὁὁkΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Metamorphoses (12.29-34).1045 

Noting the intrinsic affinities between the two heroines, namely that they are both regal maidens 

sacrificed for the sake of the Greek army on account of unfavorable winds, he argues that the 

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὅΝ ἸἳὅhiὁὀἷἶΝ iὀΝ ὅuἵhΝ ἳΝ wἳyΝ ἳὅΝ tὁΝ impliἵitlyΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ ἳὅpἷἵtὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝ

experience, such as her initial unwillingness to die, her sudden realization of the sacrifice which 

indicates her ignorance or surprise, and the presence of an altar. Furthermore, he contends that 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳὀἶΝἙphiἹἷὀiἳΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝὁwὀΝἸuὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝtwὁΝ

heroines in Iphigenia in AulisέΝἦhἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝ iὀitiἳllyΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝχἷὅἵhyluὅ’Ν ἙphiἹἷὀiἳΝ iὀΝ

that she is depicted as a helpless sacrificial victim pleading for her life. Later in the play, 

however, she is suddenly transformed into a fearless maiden willingly embracing death thereby 

ἷἵhὁiὀἹΝ thἷΝ tὄἳἹἷἶiἳὀ’ὅΝ ὁwὀΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ iὀΝ Hecuba. Finally, as we shall see, the portrayal of 

Hecuba evokes and reverses by means of explicit verbal reminiscences two other maternal 

figures of the Metamorphoses, Procne and Niobe. In contrast to Procne who avenges herself on 

                                                           
1045 Curley 2013, 185-200. 
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her husband by committing infanticide, the Trojan queἷὀΝtἳkἷὅΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄἷὄέΝ

Moreover, both Niobe and Hecuba are mourning mothers who have been bereft of their 

ὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹ,ΝἴutΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝthἷΝἸὁὄmἷὄ’ὅΝἵhilἶlἷὅὅὀἷὅὅΝiὅΝἳΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝiὀἸliἵtἷἶΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝὁὀΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝ

her outrage against Latona, the lattἷὄ’ὅΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝpὄὁἹἷὀyΝiὅΝἶuἷΝtὁΝὀὁΝἸἳultΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὁwὀ,ΝἴutΝshe 

is a tragic victim of fate. 

 

4.1 The murder of Polydorus 

 

ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁpἷὀὅΝwithΝἳΝὅkἷtἵhΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴἳἵkἹὄὁuὀἶΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝὅtὁὄyΝ(Met. 13.429-

438). When Priam became fearful that Troy was in danger of falling at the hands of the Greeks, 

he secretly sent his youngest son Polydorus with a large sum of gold to his Thracian guest-friend, 

Polymestor. After the fall of the city, however, the Thracian king, spurred by his ravenous desire 

for wealth, muὄἶἷὄἷἶΝhiὅΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄὁtὧἹὧἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ thὄἷwΝhiὅΝἴὁἶyΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝὅἷἳέΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtὄὁἶuἵtiὁὀΝ

ἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba by means of double allusion, namely both directly and 

iὀἶiὄἷἵtlyΝ thὄὁuἹhΝViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ (Aen. 3.13-68), which in turn echoes the Greek 

play. In particular, Ovid derives from his sources the basic plot elements of the episode, such the 
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clandestine dispatch of Polydorus to Thrace,1046 ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ Ἱὄἷἷἶ,1047 and the direct causal 

ὄἷlἳtiὁὀὅhipΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝἦὄὁy’ὅΝἶὁwὀἸἳllΝἳὀἶΝyὁuὀἹΝἦὄὁjἳὀ’ὅΝmuὄἶἷὄέ1048  

Although the Ovidian text teems with explicit verbal reminiscences of both the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἳὀἶΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝmὁἶἷlὅ,ΝitΝἵlἷἳὄlyΝἳἶhἷὄἷὅΝtὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝmyth,ΝἳἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝ

to which Polymestor murdered Polydorus and threw his body into the sea where it was later 

discovered by Hecuba.1049 Virgil, on the contrary, follows or invents another mythical variant, in 

whiἵhΝthἷΝkiὀἹΝtὄiἷὅΝtὁΝἵὁὀἵἷἳlΝhiὅΝἵὄimἷΝἴyΝἴuὄyiὀἹΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷ’ὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ

shore with the spears transfixing his body having turned into myrtle shoots. Casali argues that 

Ovid employs here the characteristic Virgilian technique of alluding to the intertext which is 

dismissed.1050 He achieves this both by means of the profuse verbal echoes of the Aeneid in the 

proloἹuἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳὀἶΝἴyΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝ“χἷὀἷiἶ”ΝwithΝἳΝpἳὅὅiὀἹΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁΝ

thἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝ“ἴlἷἷἶiὀἹΝἴuὅh”έ1051 

                                                           
1046 Met. 13.430-434 Polymestoris illic / regia diues erat, cui te commisit alendum / clam, Polydore, pater 
Phrygiisque remouit ab armis / consilium sapiens, sceleris nisi praemia magnas adiecisset opes; Aen. 3.49-52 Aen. 
3.49-57 hunc Polydorum auri quondam cum pondere magno / infelix Priamus furtim mandarat alendum / Threicio regi, 
cum iam diffideret armis / Dardaniae […]ἉΝHec. 3-7 ぃてそ窃hのとてな,Ν[…] / ぃとす赤たてにΝkiΝヾgkと折な,Ν晴なΝた礎, 厨ヾi拙 fとにけ蒼ちΝヾ折そすちΝήΝ
せ接ちhにちてなΝ 帥jぬiΝ hてと拙 ヾiji宋ちΝ炊そそさちすせ藻, / hi接jgなΝ 精ヾiつ蹟ヾiたねi ぉとのすせ蘇なΝ ぬしてち摂なΝ / ぃてそにた切jkてとてなΝ ヾと摂なΝ h蒼たgΝeと素せ接てにΝ
つ蹟ちてに, 10-11 ヾてそ設ちΝh跡 j設ちΝ厨たて拙 ぬとにj摂ちΝ厨せヾ蹟たヾiすΝそ赤しと糎 / ヾgk切とΝ[…], 19-ἀίΝせgそ蒼なΝヾgと礎 刃ちhと拙 eと素せ拙 ヾgkと葬荘 つ蹟ち荘 / 
kとてlg宋jすち 席な kすな ヾk折としてな さ盛つ折たさち k赤そgな (See Bömer 1982, vv. 13.431-432; Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.431). 

1047 Met. 13.432-ἂἁἁΝ[…] sceleris nisi praemia magnas / adiecisset opes, animi inritamen auari; Aen. 3.56-ἃἅΝ[…]Ν
auro / vi potitur. quid non mortalia pectora cogis, / auri sacra fames?; Hec. 25 せki接ちiす たi ぬとにjて漕 k摂ち kgそg接ヾのとてち ぬ赤とすち 
(See Álvarez Morán and Iglesias Montiel 2006, 41).  

1048 Met. 13.435-436  ut cecidit fortuna Phrygum, capit impius ensem / rex Thracum iuguloque sui demisit alumni;  
Aen. 3.53-55 ille, ut opes fractae Teucrum et Fortuna recessit, / res Agamemnonias victriciaque arma secutus / fas 
omne abrumpit; Polydorum obtruncat […]ἉΝHec. 21-25 厨ヾi拙 h跡 ぉとて接g し礎 衰せkてと折なΝk礎 刃ヾ折そそにkgす ήΝねにぬ碩 ヾgkと葬gΝし礎 逗jk接gΝ
せgkijせ赤lさΝ ήΝg盛k折なΝ kiΝくのた藻 ヾと摂なΝしiてhた切k荘 ヾ接kちiすΝ ήΝjlgけi拙なΝ迅ぬすそそ蹟のなΝヾgすh摂なΝ厨せΝたすgすl折ちてに, / せki接ちiす たi […]Ν (ἥἷἷΝ
Bömer 1982, v. 13.435; Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.435). 

1049 Met. 13.437-438 et, tamquam tolli cum corpore crimina possent / exanimem scopulo subiectas misit in undas; 
Hec. 25-27 せki接ちiす たi […]ΝήΝつ蹟ちてな ヾgkと藻てな せg拙 せkgち節ち 厨な て寸hた礎 塵そ摂な / たiし蘇ぬ礎[…]έ 

1050 Casali 2007, 182-184. 

1051 Met. 13.628-630 scelerataque limina Thracum / et Polydoreo manantem sanguine terram / linquit; Aen. 3.27-29 
nam quae prima solo ruptis radicibus arbos / vellitur, huic atro liquuntur sanguine guttae / et terram tabo maculant, 42-
43 non me tibi Troia / externum tulit aut cruor hic de stipite manat. 
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Scholars have noted an intriguing contradiction in the Ovidian poem pertaining to the 

pἳὄtiἵulἳὄΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Νmurder. Whereas in the Euripidean prologue Polymestor is said 

tὁΝhἳvἷΝἵutΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝthὄὁἳtΝwithΝἳΝὅwὁὄἶ,ΝlἳtἷὄΝiὀΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄὅΝἳtΝthἷΝὅhὁὄἷΝ

hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴὁἶy,Ν whiἵhΝ hἳὅΝ ὅuἸἸἷὄἷἶΝ wὁuὀἶὅΝ mἳἶἷΝ ἴyΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ ὅpἷἳὄὅέ1052 Two different 

explanations have been offered to resolve this inconsistency. Bömer advocates that both vulnera 

and telis ὅhὁulἶΝ ἴἷΝ ἵὁὀὅtὄuἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ pὁἷtiἵΝ pluὄἳlὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ tὄἳὀὅlἳtἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ “wὁuὀἶ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ “ὅwὁὄἶ”Ν

respectively. 1053 Casali, on the other hand, suggests that Ovid follows the Euripidean version 

(i.e. death by sword) and at the same time implicitly alludes to the Virgilian variant (i.e. murder 

by spear). He contends, however, that this discrepancy need not be corrected, but instead read as 

a subtle evocation of an analogous inconsistency in Virgil.1054 The ghost of Polydorus reveals to 

χἷὀἷἳὅΝ thἳtΝ hiὅΝ ἴὁἶyΝ wἳὅΝ piἷὄἵἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳὀΝ “iὄὁὀΝ ἵὄὁpΝ ὁἸΝ ὅpἷἳὄὅ”,Ν ἴutΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ ἳἸtἷὄwἳὄἶὅΝ

Aeneas relates that Polymestor decapitated the young Trojan, implying that he killed him with a 

sword.1055 Casali concludes that Ovid by reenacting the Virgilian contradiction in his narrative 

engages in the reverse intertextual dialogue with Euripides than his Roman predecessor. Whereas 

Virgil recounts an alternative version of the myth obliquely echoing Euripides, Ovid evokes the 

Greek play and recalls the Aeneid indirectly. What has not been observed, however, is that the 

ἕὄἷἷkΝἶὄἳmἳtiὅtΝ himὅἷlἸΝ ἹἷὀἷὄἳtἷὅΝ ἳmἴiἹuityΝ ὄἷἹἳὄἶiὀἹΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ ἶἷἳthέΝχἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ

ἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷ’ὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄἷἶΝἳὀἶΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝὁὀΝὅtἳἹἷΝἘecuba asks whether he was 

slain by a spear, yet a few lines below she laments that his body has been mangled by a 

                                                           
1052 Met. 13.435-436 capit impius ensem / rex Thracum iuguloque sui demisit alumni, 536-537 aspicit eiectum 
Polydori in litore corpus / factaque Threiciis ingentia uulnera telis. 

1053 Bömer 1982, vv. 13.536-537. 

1054 Casali 2007, 184-188. 

1055 Aen. 3.45-46 nam Polydorus ego. hic confixum ferrea texit / telorum seges et iaculis increvit acutis, 55 Polydorum 
obtruncat. 
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sword.1056 Hence, it may be argued that both Virgil and Ovid reproduce a discrepancy already 

found in their Greek model. 

A significant Ovidian innovation in the prologue pertains to narrative technique. In the 

opening of the Euripidean play the ghost of Polydorus addresses the audience reporting his tragic 

ἷὀἶΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝiὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶὄἷἳmέΝἙὀΝthἷΝAeneid thἷΝyὁuὀἹΝἦὄὁjἳὀ’ὅΝὅhἳἶἷΝὄἷvἷἳlὅΝhiὅΝ

fate to Aeneas, who in turn narrates his story to Dido. Ovid, however, inverts the roles of 

narrator and addressee by having the external narrator make a pathetic apostrophe to the dead 

Polydorus (Met. 13.431-ἂἁἀ)Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀ’ὅΝ tale to the reader.1057 

Thus, while in Hecuba Polydorus is a speaking ghost and in the Aeneid ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν vὁiἵἷΝ iὅΝ

emitted from a body pierced by spears and transformed into a bush, in the Metamorphoses he is 

reduced to a voiceless corpse without a soul (13.438 exanimem).1058 Finally, Sophia Papaioannou 

hἳὅΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝlἳyὅΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄΝἷmphἳὅiὅΝὁὀΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἹὄἷἷἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝiὀἵἷὀtivἷΝἸὁὄΝkilliὀἹΝ

Polydorus.1059 In particular, the Thracian king is said to have possessed riches even before the 

advent of the Trojan prince.1060 Moreover, in contrast to the Aeneid, where Polymestor is 

motivated not only by his desire for wealth, but also by his alliance with the victorious 

Greeks,1061 in the Metamorphoses ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝ iὅΝ ἳttὄiἴutἷἶΝ ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἹὄἷἳtΝ tὄἷἳὅuὄἷΝ

accompanying him to Thrace. Ovid follows in this respect his Euripidean source, in which 

                                                           
1056 Hec. 699-700 帥せくそさkてちΝ錐 ヾ蹟jさたgΝlてすち接てに / hてと摂な 厨ちΝねgた赤し荘 そiにと岨;, 718-720 惜 せgk赤とgk礎 刃ちhと蒼ち,Ν斉なΝhすiたてすと赤jのΝ
ήΝぬと折g,Νjすhgと蹟荘 kiた節ちΝlgjけ赤ち荘 / た蹟そigΝkて漕hiΝヾgすh摂なΝて盛h礎 践せkすjgなέ 

1057 Álvarez Morán and Iglesias Montiel 2006, 40; Curley 2013, 106-107. 

1058 Curley 2013, 107. 

1059 Papaioannou 2007, 220. 

1060 Met. 13.430-431 Polymestoris illic / regia diues erat […]. 

1061 Aen. 3.54-56 res Agamemnonias victriciaque arma secutus / fas omne abrumpit; Polydorum obtruncat et auro / vi 
potitur.  
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ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἳllἷἹἳtiὁὀΝ thἳtΝ hἷΝ muὄἶἷὄἷἶΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝ iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ pὄὁmὁtἷΝ thἷΝ iὀtἷὄἷὅtὅΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ

Greek allies (Hec. 1136-1144, 1175-1176) is dismissed by both Hecuba and Agamemnon a mere 

pretext masking his true motivation, namely his thirst for gold (Hec. 1197-1207, 1243-1246). 

ἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝἳlὅὁΝὅtὄἷὅὅἷὅΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἳvἳὄiἵἷΝiὀΝhiὅΝmἷἷtiὀἹΝwithΝἘἷἵuἴἳ, depicting it as 

an inherent vice.1062 

 

4.2 The epiphany of Achilles 

 

After the flaὅhἴἳἵkΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἷxplἳiὀiὀἹΝthἷΝἵiὄἵumὅtἳὀἵἷὅΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝthἷΝlἷὀὅΝἸὁἵuὅἷὅΝὁὀΝ

the Greek fleet which has been forced to anchor at the Thracian shore of Chersonese on account of 

adverse winds. The action is set in motion by the sudden appearance of Aἵhillἷὅ’ΝὅhἳἶἷΝἶἷmἳὀἶiὀἹΝ

the sacrifice of Polyxena as an honorary offering for his tomb (Met. 13.439-449). The Ovidian 

ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳΝ ἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ twὁΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ pἳὅὅἳἹἷὅἈΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν

description of the words of Achilles in the pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝὄἷpὁὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹhὁὅt’ὅΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝ

in the parodos.1063 At the same time, however, the Roman poet departs in multiple ways from his 

tragic model. An important deviation on the level of narrative technique is the inversion of the 

sequence of events. In Euripides the Greek fleet is halted in mid-water during its homeward 

voyage by the awe-iὀὅpiὄiὀἹΝἷpiphἳὀyΝὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅ’Νἳppἳὄitiὁὀ,ΝwhὁΝὄἷpὄὁἳἵhἷὅΝthἷmΝἸὁὄΝἶἷpἳὄtiὀἹΝ

without making a funereal offering in his honor. As a result the Achaeans moor their ships at the 

                                                           
1062 Met. 13.554 pὄἳἷἶἳἷὃuἷΝόἳἶὅuἷtuὅόΝἳmὁὄἷέ 

1063 Met. 13.455-458‘immἷmὁὄἷὅ’ὃuἷΝ‘mἷiΝἶiὅἵἷἶitiὅ’ iὀὃuit,Ν‘Achiui, / obrutaque est mecum uirtutis gratia nostrae? 
/ ne facite! utque meum non sit sine honore sepulcrum, /  placet Achilleos mactata Polyxena mἳὀἷὅέ’; Hec. 40-41 
g菅ki宋 h礎 刃hiそl碩ちΝk碩ちΝ厨た碩ちΝぃてそにつ蹟ちさち / k窃たく荘 l接そてちΝヾと折jlgけたg せg拙 け蹟とgな そgくi宋ち, Hec. 113-115 ヾて宋 h切, 〉gちgて接, / k摂ちΝ
厨た摂ちΝk窃たくてち / jk蹟そそijし礎 刃け蹟とgjkてちΝ刃l蹟ちkiな; (See Álvarez Morán and Iglesias Montiel 2006, 42-43). 
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Thracian shore in order to sacrifice Polyxena.1064 In Ovid, on the other hand, the ghost of Achilles 

first compels the Greeks to fasten their ships at the Thracian side of the Hellespont and afterwards 

appears to them so as to demand the TrὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷέ1065  

This alteration of the narrative structure entails another divergence from the Euripidean 

source: whereas in Hecuba Achilles stops the Greek ships by his mere appearance and rebuking 

address, in the Metamorphoses the shade brings the fleet to a standstill by causing the winds to 

become adverse. Ovid may here be blending two distinct moments of the Euripidean play: the 

epiphany of Achilles at the beginning of the play and a later scene, in which Agamemnon states 

that the Greek fleet is prevented from sailing from Thrace because a god does not grant favorable 

breezes.1066 This unidentified divine entity cannot be the ghost of Achilles, who has already been 

ἳppἷἳὅἷἶΝἴyΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝhἳὅΝὀὁΝmὁtivἷΝἸὁὄΝἵἳuὅiὀἹΝwiὀἶlἷὅὅὀἷὅὅ. It has instead 

been suggested that the god responsible for the adverse weather conditions may be delaying the 

fleet from departing in order to afford Hecuba sufficient time for bringing to fulfilment her revenge 

scheme against Polymestor.1067  

An alternative, yet not mutually exclusive, ἷxplἳὀἳtiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἡviἶ’ὅΝiὀὀὁvἳtivἷΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵtiὁὀΝ

ὁἸΝthἷΝmὁtiἸΝὁἸΝthἷΝ“uὀἸἳvὁὄἳἴlἷΝwiὀἶὅ”ΝiὀΝthἷΝἷpiphἳὀyΝὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝhἷΝwiὅhἷὅΝtὁΝἶἷpiἵtΝthἷΝ

circumstances which occasion the sacrifice of Polyxena in such a fashion as to evoke the analogous 

                                                           
1064 Hec. 35-39 ヾ赤ちkiなΝh礎 迅ぬgすて拙 ちg漕なΝ帥ぬてちkiな 瑞jにぬてすΝήΝし赤jjてにj礎 厨ヾ礎 刃せkg宋なΝk蘇jhiΝeと素せ接gなΝぬしてち折な. / 成 ぃさそ蹟のなΝけ責とΝ
ヾg宋なΝ精ヾ跡とΝk窃たくてにΝlgちi拙なΝήΝせgk蹟jぬ礎 迅ぬすそそi設なΝヾ塑ちΝjkと赤kiにた礎 炊そそさちすせ折ち,ΝήΝヾと摂なΝて寸せてちΝi盛し窃ちてちkgなΝ厨ちgそ接gちΝヾそ赤kさち,Ν1ίλ-
113 k窃たくてにΝh礎 厨ヾすく責なΝ ήΝて寸jし礎 晴kiΝぬとにj蹟てすなΝ厨l赤ちさΝj設ちΝ晴ヾそてすな,Ν ήΝ k責な ヾてちkてヾ折とてにな h礎 帥jぬi jぬih接gな / そg接lさ ヾとてk折ちてすな 
厨ヾiとiすhてた蹟ちgな, / k赤hi しの窃jjのち […]έ 

1065 Met. 13.439-442 litore Threicio classem religarat Atrides, / dum mare pacatum, dum uentus amicior esset. / hic 
subito, quantus cum uiueret esse solebat, / exit humo late rupta […]έ 

1066 Hec. 898-901 帥jkgす k赤h礎 て西kの┳ せg拙 け責と i菅 た跡ち 髄ち jkとgk藻 / ヾそて漕な, て盛せ 壬ち i寸ぬてち k切ちhi jてす hて漕ちgす ぬ赤とすち┳ / ち漕ち h礎, て盛 
け責と 摺さj礎 て盛と接てにな ヾちて責な しi折な, た蹟ちiすち 刃ち赤けせさ ヾそて漕ち 成と蒼ちkgな 酔j窃ぬてにな. 

1067 Kovacs 1995, 481, n. 17. 
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ὅἷttiὀἹΝὁἸΝἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝἴὄiἷἸlyΝὄἷἵὁuὀtἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄἷviὁuὅΝἴὁὁkέ1068 In particular, just as the 

wrathful Diana causes adverse winds which prevent the Greek fleet from sailing from Aulis against 

Troy and her anger can only be placatἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝχἹἳmἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ,ΝlikἷwiὅἷΝthἷΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝΝ 

infuriated Achilles precludes the Greek ships from returning home by means of unfavorable 

wiὀἶὅΝuὀtilΝthἷyΝpὄὁpitiἳtἷΝhimΝthὄὁuἹhΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄέ1069 Thus, in contrast 

to hiὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἳὀtἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝχἵhillἷὅΝhὁlἶὅΝthἷΝpὁwἷὄΝtὁΝἵὁὀtὄὁlΝthἷΝwἷἳthἷὄΝἵὁὀἶitiὁὀὅ,Ν

which elevates him to a quasi-divine level and renders his epiphany more wondrous and awe-

inspiring.   

ἡviἶΝὅtὄἷὅὅἷὅΝthἷΝὄἳἹἷΝὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἹhὁὅtΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝἳὀΝἷxplicit Homeric allusion. The 

apparition is said to gaze threateningly towards the Greeks bearing the same countenance he had 

when he was about to attack Agamemnon.1070 The Ovidian description echoes the conflict 

between Achilles and Agamemnon at the opening of the Iliad, during which the Myrmidon looks 

menacingly towards the Achaean commander and is prevented by the intervention of Athena 

from assaulting him with his sword.1071 ἙὀΝ ἴὁthΝ ὅituἳtiὁὀὅΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν ἸuὄyΝ iὅΝ tὄiἹἹἷὄἷἶΝ ἴyΝ hiὅΝ

                                                           
1068 Álvarez Morán and Iglesias Montiel 2006, 42-43. 

1069 Met. 12.24-29 permanet Aoniis Boreas uiolentus in undis / bellaque non transfert; et sunt qui parcere Troiae / 
Neptunum credant, quia moenia fecerat urbi. / at non Thestorides; nec enim nescitue tacetue / sanguine uirgineo 
placandam uirginis iram / esse deae, 13.439-440 litore Threicio classem religarat Atrides, / dum mare pacatum, dum 
uentus amicior esset, 448 placet Achilleos mactata Polyxena manes. Cf. Quintus of Smyrna, 14.216-222, where the 
ghost of Achilles addresses Neoptolemus as follows: 刃たl拙 h礎 甚と礎て寸hたg / せすち切jの ヾ折ちkてすて, くgそ蒼 h礎 厨ヾ拙 ぬi接たgkす ぬi宋たg, / 
星lとg せgkglしすち窃してちkiな 刃kgjしgそ接素jすち 逗訴jす / た接たちのj礎 厨ちし赤hi ヾてそそ摂ち 厨ヾ拙 ぬと折ちてち, i菅j折せ礎 帥たてすけi / そてすく責な 刃たlすぬ蹟のちkgす 
厨iそh折たiちてす た蹟けg ち折jkてに┳ / g盛k碩ち h礎, i澄 せ礎 厨し蹟そのjすち, 厨ヾ碩ち 刃ヾ摂 しにた摂ち 推そのちkgす, / せて窃とさち kgとぬ窃jgjしgす 刃ヾ折ヾとてしiち て製kす 
たiけg接との”έ See Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.440: “ἦhere is perhaps a slight hint at the version of the story, parallel to that 
of the sacrifice of lphigenia on the ἕὄἷἷkὅ’ΝὁutwἳὄἶΝjὁuὄὀἷyΝ(1ἆ1-204n.), which had Achilles threaten to prevent the 
fleet from sailing unless Polyxena was killed. The Greek epic poet Quintus of Smyrna (third century AD) follows 
that version of events (14.216-ἀἅ)έ” 

1070 Met. 13.442-ἂἂἂΝ […]Ν similisque minanti / temporis illius uultum referebat Achilles, / quo ferus iniusto petiit 
Agamemnona ferro.  

1071 Il. 1.148 k摂ち h' 甚と’Ν精ヾふhとg 菅h節ち ヾとてjえlさ ヾふhgな 静せ設な 迅ぬすそそiへな, 188-192 席な lうkて┳ ぃさそi[のちす h' 甚ぬてな けえちik', 厨ち 
hえ て頗 髄kてと / jkおしijjすち そgjかてすjす hすうちhすぬg たiとたおとすつiち, / 錐 晴 けi lうjけgちてち 性つ設 厨とにjjうたiちてな ヾgと責 たさとて漕 / kて設な た跡ち 
刃ちgjkおjiすiち, 整 h' 迅kとi[hさち 厨ちgとかこてす,  /  髄i ぬふそてち ヾgへjiすiち 厨とさkへjiすえ ki しにたふち. / 崇てな 整 kg漕し' 席とたgすちi せgk責 lとえちg 
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perceived loss of honor on account of being deprived of a woman, Briseis and Polyxena 

ὄἷὅpἷἵtivἷly,ΝwhὁmΝhἷΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄὅΝhiὅΝhὁὀὁὄἳὄyΝpὄiὐἷΝ(けえとgな)έΝἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἷmphἳὅiὅΝὁὀΝχἵhillἷὅ’Ν

pὅyἵhὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝ ὅtἳtἷΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝ ὅhἳὄplyΝwithΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἵhὁὄuὅ,ΝwhὁΝ

only describe his physical appearance, remarking that the ghost had donned a golden armor.1072 

If we accept the reading iniusto […] ferro (13.444) offered by the manuscripts then Ovid seems 

to completely invert the Homeric scene. In the Iliad Agamemnon is portrayed as unjust, since he 

ἶἷpὄivἷὅΝχἵhillἷὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ ὄiἹhtἸulΝけえとgな,Νἐὄiὅἷiὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ thuὅΝ thἷΝἝyὄmiἶὁὀ’ὅΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtἷἶΝἳὅὅἳultΝ

ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ χtὄἷuὅ’Ν ὅὁὀΝ iὅΝ ὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ juὅtiἸiἷἶΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷέΝ ἙὀΝ thἷΝ Metamorphoses, however, the 

hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ ἳttἳἵkΝ iὅΝ viἷwἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ uὀjuὅtΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ lἷὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷ Ἱhὁὅt’ὅΝ ἵuὄὄἷὀtΝ ἵὄuἷlΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄuthlἷὅὅΝ

demand for the sacrifice of Polyxena.1073 This reading is supported by the overall negative 

portrayal of Achilles by the external narrator, who characterizes him as savage and merciless 

(13.444 ferus, 449 immiti […]Νumbrae).  

Another significant Ovidian divergence from his tragic predecessor pertains to the 

lὁἵἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅ’Ν ἷpiphἳὀyέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝχἵhillἷὅ’Ν ὅhἳἶἷΝmἳὀiἸἷὅtὅΝ itὅἷlἸΝ ὁvἷὄΝ hiὅΝ

tomb (37 精ヾ跡とΝk窃たくてにΝlgちi拙な, 93 髄そし礎 精ヾ跡とΝ甚せとgなΝk窃たくてにΝせてとにl塑な, 109 k窃たくてにΝh礎 厨ヾすく責な)Νin the 

Metamorphoses he springs up from a wide-gaping chasm in the earth in the vicinity of his tomb 

(13.442 exit humo late rupta).1074 ἡὀἷΝpὁὅὅiἴlἷΝἷxplἳὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝ innovation is 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

せg拙 せgk責 しにたふち, / 推そせikて h' 厨せ せてそiて宋て たえけg つかlてな, 髄そしi h' 迅しおちさ / て盛とgちふしiち┳ (See Bömer 1982, v. 13.444, 
Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.443, and Álvarez Morán and Iglesias Montiel 2006, 43). 

1072 Hec. 110 て寸jし礎 晴ki ぬとにj蹟てすな 厨l赤ちさ j設ち 晴ヾそてすな. 

1073 ἙἸ,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν wἷΝ ἳἶὁptΝ ἝἳἹὀuὅ’Ν ἷmἷὀἶἳtiὁὀΝ iniustum […]Ν Agamemnona, then Ovid depicts 
Agamemnon as unjust in his strife with Achilles and therefore creates a sharp contrast between the justified wrath of 
Achilles in the Iliad ἳὀἶΝthἷΝἹhὁὅt’ὅΝpitilἷὅὅΝἳὀἹἷὄ,ΝwhiἵhΝἵἳὀΝὁὀlyΝἴἷΝἳppἷἳὅἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝὅhἷἶἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝiὀὀὁἵἷὀtΝἴlὁὁἶέΝ
This reading does not accord, however, with the negative characterization of Achilles in the Ovidian episode. 

1074 There is debate among scholars cὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝ thἷΝ lὁἵἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν tὁmἴέΝ ἐέmἷὄΝ (1λἆἀ,Ν vvέΝ 1ἁέἂἂ1-443) 
suggests that in Hecuba the ghost of Achilles emerges from his tomb before the Greeks depart from Troy, on the 
grounds that according to the Homeric version the hero was buried at Sigeum on the Trojan coast (Od. 24.71ff.). He 
thἷὀΝἳὄἹuἷὅΝ thἳtΝἡviἶΝhἳὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸἷὄὄἷἶΝ thἷΝἹhὁὅt’ὅΝἷpiphἳὀyΝ tὁΝἦhὄἳἵἷΝἳὀἶΝὅiὀἵἷΝχἵhillἷὅΝwἳὅΝὀὁtΝ iὀtἷὄὄἷἶΝ thἷὄἷΝhἷΝ
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that he wishes to create another affinity between Achilles and Diana, who earlier in the poem 

cleaves the earth in order to offer an escape route to her protégé Arethusa (transformed into a 

spring), so that she can elude the grasp of the lustful river Alpheus (5.639 Delia rupit humum, 

caecisque ego mersa cavernis)έΝ ἦhuὅ,Ν thἷΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ ἹhὁὅtΝ ὅhἳὄἷὅΝwithΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝ thἷΝ ἳἴilityΝ ὀὁtΝ

only to control the winds, but also to tear the earth asunder.  

χὀΝἳltἷὄὀἳtἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἵhὁiἵἷΝtὁΝἳltἷὄΝthἷΝpὄὁvἷὀἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἷpiphἳὀyΝ

is that he aims at obliquely evoking the rape of Proserpina in Book 5 of the Metamorphoses. 

ἓὀὄἳἹἷἶΝἴyΝἑyἳὀἷ’ὅΝἳttἷmptΝtὁΝὁἴὅtὄuἵtΝhiὅΝkiἶὀἳppiὀἹΝὁἸΝἢὄὁὅἷὄpiὀἳΝἒiὅΝὅplitὅΝthἷΝἷἳὄthΝὁpἷὀΝἴyΝ

smiting it with his scepter and drives his chariot down into Hades.1075 Following the opposite 

direction the wrathful ghost of Achilles tears the earth apart and ascends into the world above in 

order to demand the sacrifice of Polyxena. Moreover, the ensuing scene in which the Greeks 

violeὀtlyΝtἷἳὄΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἷmἴὄἳἵἷΝmἳyΝἷἵhὁΝἢὄὁὅἷὄpiὀἳ’ὅΝἳἴἶuἵtiὁὀΝ

by the lord of the Underworld.1076 ἔiὀἳlly,ΝjuὅtΝἳὅΝthἷΝkiἶὀἳppἷἶΝἢὄὁὅἷὄpiὀἳΝἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝἒiὅ’ΝwiἸἷ,Ν

likἷwiὅἷΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ iὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ “ἴὄiἶἷ”Ν ὁἸΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν ἹhὁὅtΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ ὅubtle conjugal 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

springs up from the earth instead of his tomb. He admits, however, that there is a conspicuous discrepancy in the 
ἡviἶiἳὀΝtἷxt,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝἳΝἸἷwΝliὀἷὅΝἴἷlὁwΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝiὅΝὅἳiἶΝtὁΝtἳkἷΝplἳἵἷΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝtὁmἴΝ(Met. 13.449).  
ἘὁpkiὀὅὁὀΝ(ἀίίί,ΝvέΝ1ἁέἂἂἀ,Νἂἃἀ)ΝἸὁllὁwὅΝἐέmἷὄ’ὅΝἳὄἹumἷὀtΝἳὀἶΝἳttἷmptὅΝ tὁΝὄἷὅὁlvἷΝ thἷΝὅpἳtiἳlΝ iὀἵὁὀὅiὅtἷὀἵyΝἴyΝ
contending thἳtΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkὅΝὄἷtuὄὀἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝἦὄὁἳἶΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳtΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝtὁmἴέΝἦhiὅΝἷxplἳὀἳtiὁὀΝ
is, however, unconvincing, since not only Ovid nowhere refers to a sea voyage back to Troy, but also such a journey 
would be impossible given the adverse winds caused by Achilles. Finally, Álvarez Morán and Iglesias Montiel 
(2006, 42-43) try to clarify the incongruity by suggesting that the ghost of Achilles crosses the Hellespont and 
emerges from the earth at the Thracian coast. This hypothesis, howeveὄ,ΝἳlὅὁΝἸἳilὅΝtὁΝἷxplἳiὀΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ
ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ uὀἸὁlἶὅΝ ἳtΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν tὁmἴέΝ JuὅtiὀἳΝ ἕὄἷἹὁὄyΝ (1λλλ,Ν vέΝ ἁἅ),Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν ἵὁὀviὀἵiὀἹlyΝ ἵlἳimὅΝ thἳtΝ
ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝἶivἷὄἹἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἘὁmἷὄiἵΝtὄἳἶitiὁὀΝἳἴὁutΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝtὁmἴΝὅiὀἵἷΝἶἷὅpitἷΝhiὅΝvἳἹuἷὀἷὅὅ regarding the exact 
site of the sepulcher it is essential that it should be located at the Thracian shore, where the action of the drama takes 
plἳἵἷέΝἦhuὅ,ΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝplἳuὅiἴlἷΝἵὁὀjἷἵtuὄἷΝiὅΝ thἳtΝἡviἶΝἸὁllὁwὅΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmὁἶἷlΝiὀΝplἳἵiὀἹΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝtὁmἴΝin 
Thrace, but at the same time deviates from it by having the ghost arise from the ground presumably in close 
proximity to the burial mound.  

1075 Met. 5.420-424 haud ultra tenuit Saturnius iram / terribilesque hortatus equos in gurgitis ima / contortum ualido 
sceptrum regale lacerto / condidit; icta uiam tellus in Tartara fecit / et pronos currus medio cratere recepit. 

1076 Met. 13.450 rapta sinu matris, 5.520-521 quod rapta, feremus, / dummodo reddat eam!, 7.249-250: 
umbrarumque rogat rapta cum coniuge regem.  
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connotations in the description of her sacrifice. For instance, during her lament over Polyxena’ὅ 

ἵὁὄpὅἷΝ ἘἷἵuἴἳΝ ὅἳyὅΝ thἳtΝ hἷὄΝ tἷἳὄὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳΝ hἳὀἶἸulΝ ὁἸΝ ὅἳὀἶΝ willΝ ἴἷΝ thἷΝ ὁὀlyΝ “ἶὁwὄy”Ν ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ

daughter.1077 JuὅtΝ likἷΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtiὁὀΝwithΝἒiἳὀἳΝἳἴove, the implicit connection between 

ἒiὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἹhὁὅtΝthὄὁuἹhΝthἷiὄΝὅupἷὄὀἳtuὄἳlΝἳἴilityΝtὁΝὅplitΝthἷΝἷἳὄth apart serves to invest 

Achilles with divine-like qualities and thereby depicts his epiphany as more cosmic and 

terrifying than that of his Euripidean counterpart.  

χὅΝwἷΝὀὁtἷἶΝἳἴὁvἷΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἶἷmἳὀἶΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳὅΝἳὀΝhὁὀὁὄἳὄyΝtὄiἴutἷΝ

tὁΝ hiὅΝ tὁmἴΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝwὁὄἶὅΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἳὀtἷἵἷἶἷὀtέΝἡὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ

reprimand of the Greeks for their forgetfulness and ingratitude towards him for his valiant 

exploits has no precedent in the Greek play.1078 ἡὀἷΝὅuἹἹἷὅtἷἶΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝἸὁὄΝἡviἶ’ὅΝiὀὀὁvἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝ

thἷΝἙliἳἶiἵΝὅἵἷὀἷΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝἹhὁὅtΝὁἸΝἢἳtὄὁἵluὅΝἳppἷἳὄὅΝiὀΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἶὄἷἳmΝἳὀἶΝἳἸtἷὄΝupἴὄἳiἶiὀἹΝ

the hero for forgetting him demands that he bury him as soon as possible, so that he may enter 

Hades.1079 Apart from alluding to the Homeric intertext the Roman poet may also be reworking 

the elegiac topos ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἳἴἳὀἶὁὀἷἶΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν χἵhillἷὅ’Ν ἳἵἵuὅἳtiὁὀὅΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ thἷΝ

departing Greeks are reminiscent of the querelae ὁἸΝἑἳtulluὅ’Νχὄiἳἶὀἷ,ΝwhὁΝἵἷὀὅuὄἷὅΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝἸὁὄΝ

sailing away forgetful of his promise of fidelity and showing no gratitude to her for saving his 

life.1080 ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁ’ὅΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝ ἵὁmplἳiὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἳnother famous deserted 

                                                           
1077 Met. 13.523-52 at, puto, funeribus dotabere regia uirgo, / condeturque tuum monumentis corpus auitis. / non 
haec est fortuna domus; tibi munera matris / contingent fletus peregrinaeque haustus harena.  

1078 Met. 13.445-ἂἂἄΝ‘immemores’ὃuἷΝ‘mei disceditis’Νiὀὃuit,Ν‘χἵhiui,Ν/ obrutaque est mecum uirtutis gratia nostrae? 
 
1079 Il. 23.69-71 i西hiすな, g盛k責と 厨たi宋て そiそgjた蹟ちてな 帥ヾそiに, / 迅ぬすそそi漕. て盛 た蹟ち たiに こ説てちkてな 刃せ切hiすな, 刃そそ責 しgち折ちkてな┳ / し赤ヾki 
たi 晴kkす k赤ぬすjkg, ヾ窃そgな 迅接hgて ヾiと切jの (See Papaioannou 2007, 235). Papaioannou also draws a structural parallel 
between the two texts, in that just as the Achillἷὅ’Ν ἷpiphἳὀyΝ iὅΝ ἸὁllὁwἷἶΝἴyΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ,Ν ὅimilἳὄlyΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ
ἳppἷἳὄἳὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἳtὄὁἵluὅ’Ν ἹhὁὅtΝ tἳkἷὅΝ plἳἵἷΝ hiὅΝ ἸuὀἷὄἳlΝ ἶuὄiὀἹΝ whiἵhΝ χἵhillἷὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ hὁὅtἳἹἷὅΝ ἳὅΝ ἸuὀἷὄἳlΝ
offerings for his comrade (Il.23.62-108). She does acknowledge, however, that there is no exact correspondence, 
since the Homeric ghost makes no request for human sacrifice. 
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hἷὄὁiὀἷ,ΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἒiἶὁέΝWhilἷΝχἷὀἷἳὅΝ iὅΝpὄἷpἳὄiὀἹΝ tὁΝ ὅἷtΝ ὅἳilΝ ἸὁὄΝ Ἑtἳly,Ν thἷΝἑἳὄthἳἹiὀiἳὀΝἣuἷἷὀΝ

rebukes him for being unmindful of and ungrateful for the aid she has offered him.1081 It may 

thus be argued that the epic-tragic grandeur of Achilles is ironically undermined by means of 

ἹἷὀἶἷὄΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἳl,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἹhὁὅtΝmὁmἷὀtἳὄilyΝ ἳὅὅumἷὅΝ thἷΝpἳὅὅivἷΝ ὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἸὁὄὅἳkἷὀΝ

hἷὄὁiὀἷέΝ ἘἷΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝ ἷlἷἹiἳἵΝ ἵὁmmὁὀplἳἵἷΝ ἴyΝ ἸὁὄἴiἶἶiὀἹΝ thἷΝ

Greeks to sail away (13.447 ne facite!) and forcing them to appease his wrath by sacrificing 

Polyxena at his tomb.  

 

4.3 The sacrifice of Polyxena 

 

ἙὀΝ ὁἴἷἶiἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ Ἱhὁὅt’ὅΝ ἵὁmmἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkὅΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ tἷἳὄΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ ἳwἳyΝ ἸὄὁmΝ hἷὄΝ

mὁthἷὄΝἳὀἶΝlἷἳἶΝhἷὄΝtὁΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝtὁmἴΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὅacrifice (Met. 13.449-452).1082 Ovid has radically 

compressed and simplified the action of the Greek play, where the Achaeans hold an assembly to 

ἶἷἴἳtἷΝ thἷΝὅhἳἶἷ’ὅΝἶἷmἳὀἶΝἳὀἶΝἧlyὅὅἷὅΝ iὅΝ ἳὅὅiἹὀἷἶΝ thἷΝ tἳὅkΝof bringing Polyxena for sacrifice 

(Hec. 116-143). An entire episode is then devoted to an exchange between Hecuba, Odysseus, 

and Polyxena, in which the Trojan queen unsuccessfully attempts to supplicate the Ithacan to 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
1080 C. 64.134-135 sicine discedens neglecto numine divum / immemor a, devota domum periuria portas?, 155-157 
quod mare conceptum spumantibus expuit undis, / quae Syrtis, quae Scylla rapax, quae vasta Charybdis, /  talia qui 
reddis pro dulci praemia vita? 
1081 Aen. 4.537-539 Iliacas igitur classis atque ultima Teucrum / iussa sequar? quiane auxilio iuvat ante levatos /  et 
bene apud memores veteris stat gratia facti? (See Bömer 1982, vv. 13.445-446). 

1082 ἦhἷΝἷxtἷὄὀἳlΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅὀἳtἵhiὀἹΝἳwἳyΝὁἸΝthἷΝmἳiἶἷὀΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἷmἴὄἳἵἷΝ(Met. 13.450 
rapta sinu matris quam iam prope sola fouebat) echoes the words of the Euripidean chorus, who announce to Hecuba 
that Odysseus is coming to drag her daughter away from her bosom (Hec. 141-143 瑞つiすΝh礎 棲hにji設なΝ晴jてちΝて盛せΝ随hさΝήΝ
ヾ蒼そてちΝ 刃l蹟そつのちΝ j蒼ちΝ 刃ヾ摂 たgjk蒼ち / 帥せΝ kiΝ けiとgす塑なΝ ぬiと摂なΝ 成とた切jのち)Ν (ἥἷἷΝBömer 1982, 13.449-451 and Hopkinson 
2000, v. 13.450). Curley (2013, 194) suggests that the Ovidian phrase rapta sinu matris may be read in an alternative 
way as indicating the resistance not of the mother, but of the daughter. He notes that such a characterization of 
Polyxena is not consistent with her portrayal in Euripiἶἷὅ’Νplἳy,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝἳἵἵἷptὅΝhἷὄΝἸἳtἷΝvὁluὀtἳὄilyΝ(Hec. 
342-ἁἃί)έΝἘἷΝthuὅΝἳὄἹuἷὅΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝmἳyΝἴἷΝἳlluἶiὀἹΝhἷὄἷΝtὁΝἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝmἷὀtἳlityΝiὀΝχἷὅἵhyluὅ’ΝAgamemnon or in 
the first half of Euripides IA, where she expresses explicit unwillingness to die. Such a re-interpretation of the 
Ovidian passage is intriguing, but also highly conjectural, since it is not supported by any concrete textual evidence.  
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spare her daughter and Polyxena announces her decision to willingly become a sacrificial victim 

(Hec. 216-433). By drastically abridging the Euripidean scenes in a couple of lines the Roman 

poet not only lends his narrative a swift pace, but also focuses exclusively on the figure of 

Polyxena.1083  

The first glimpse of Polyxena offered by Ovid constitutἷὅΝἳΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtiὁὀ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝ

depiction of the Trojan princess.1084 During her meeting with Aeneas at Dulichium Andromache 

ἷxἵlἳimὅΝ thἳtΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ wἳὅΝ ἸὁὄtuὀἳtἷΝ tὁΝ pἷὄiὅhΝ ἳtΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν tὁmἴΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝ hἷὄΝ ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ

blessed fate with her own miserable lot in becoming the slave wife of Pyrrhus.1085 The external 

narrator of the Metamorphoses iὀvἷὄtὅΝ χὀἶὄὁmἳἵhἷ’ὅΝ wὁὄἶὅΝ ἴyΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

princess as an ill-fated sacrificial victim.1086 χtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝtwὁΝὅἷmiὀἳlΝἸἷἳtuὄἷὅΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ

character are introduced, namely her exceptional valor and paradoxical nature as a woman with 

masculine spirit (Met. 13.451 fortis […] plus quam femina uirgo). As we shall see below, the 

Ovidian heroine exceeds her Euripidean predecessor in terms of her assimilation of male traits, 

such as courage and the yearning for a heroic and glorious death.  

Another defining characteristic of Polyxena is her self-awareness. When she is led to the 

tomb she does not lose her composure, but remains self-possessed and conscious of her noble 

lineage (Met. 13.453 memor ipsa sui).1087 It has been suggested that on a metapoetic level the 

                                                           
1083 The sharp focus on Polyxena is underlined by the use of passive verbs to describe the transportation of the 
mἳiἶἷὀΝtὁΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝtὁmἴΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ(Met. 13.450 rapta, 452 ducitur […]Νfit hostia, 454 admota est). 

1084 Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.451-452. 

1085 Aen. 3.321-323 o felix una ante alios Priameia uirgo / hostilem ad tumulum Troiae sub moenibus altis / 

iussa mori! 

1086 Met. 13.451-452 fortis et infelix et plus quam femina uirgo / ducitur ad tumulum diroque fit hostia busto. 

1087 ἘὁpkiὀὅὁὀΝἀίίί,ΝvέΝ1ἁέἂἃἁέΝἦhἷΝmὁtiἸΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὄὁyἳlΝἴiὄthΝὄἷἵuὄὅΝiὀΝhἷὄΝὅpἷἷἵh,ΝwhἷὄἷΝὅhἷΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷὅΝ
hἷὄΝἴlὁὁἶΝἳὅΝ“ὀὁἴlἷ”Ν(Met. 13.457 ‘utἷὄἷΝiἳmἶuἶumΝgeneroso ὅἳὀἹuiὀἷ,’Νἶixit). 
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Ovidian heroine is also mindful of her literary past as a Euripidean protagonist of the tragic 

stage.1088 This metatheatrical reading is corroborated by the TrojἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝlἳtἷὄΝὅἷlἸ-address by 

means of her own name (Met. 13.460).  Upon being brought to the altar Polyxena realizes that 

the sacrificial rites are being prepared for her, which implies her ignorance and surprise at the 

revelation.1089 This psychological portrayal of the heroine constitutes a marked divergence from 

the Greek play, where the Trojan princess is fully aware of the impending sacrifice before she is 

led off stage by Odysseus (Hec. 435-437). Curley argues that Ovid may be alluding here to 

IphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝ ἳttituἶἷΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν IA, where the innocent maiden is enticed to the Greek camp 

under the false promise of marriage with Achilles and is utterly shocked to find out that she will 

instead become a sacrificial victim for Artemis.1090  

Another Ovidian departure from his tragic model consists in the substantial curtailment of 

thἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅΝiὀΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἵὁὀἵὁmitἳὀtΝὅhἳὄpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸὁἵuὅΝὁὀΝ

thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅέΝ ἙὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ,ΝwhὁΝpὄἷὅiἶἷὅΝ ὁvἷὄΝ thἷΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵial rites, 

takes Polyxena by the hand and escorts her to the burial mound. He then conducts the ritual by 

mἳkiὀἹΝ ἳΝ liἴἳtiὁὀ,Ν ὄἷὃuἷὅtiὀἹΝ ὄituἳlΝ ὅilἷὀἵἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ iὀvὁkiὀἹΝ hiὅΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅpiὄitέΝ ἔiὀἳlly,Ν hἷΝ

unsheathes his sword and makes a signal to a group of Achaean youths to restrain the maiden, so 

as to prevent any escape attempt (Hec. 523-545). In the Metamorphoses, however, the sacrificial 

ritual is entirely omitted and Neoptolemus simply awaits Polyxena with drawn sword (Met. 

                                                           
1088 Curley 2013, 109. 

1089 Met. 13.453-ἂἃἂΝ[…]Νpostquam crudelibus aris / admota est sensitque sibi fera sacra parari. Curley (2013, 194-
1λἃ)Ν ὀὁtἷὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ iὀἵluὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὀΝ ἳltἳὄΝ iὀΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳὀὁthἷὄΝ ἶἷviἳtiὁὀΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν
Hecuba,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝὄitἷὅΝtἳkἷΝplἳἵἷΝἳtΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἴuὄiἳlΝmὁuὀἶΝἳὀἶΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝὀὁΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝἳὀΝἳltἳὄέΝἘἷΝἵὁὀtἷὀἶὅΝthἳtΝ
the Roman poet evokes once again the sacrifice of Iphigenia, where the altar is a central component of the ritual in 
Aeschylus (Ag. 西ヾiとしi くのたて漕), Euripides (』] 1555 ヾと摂な くのた摂ち しi塑な), and Ovid himself (Met. 12.31 ante aram 
stetit Iphigenia).  

1090 Curley 2013, 195.  
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1ἁέἂἃἃ)έΝ ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἢὁlyxena evokes and reverses the words of the Euripidean 

ἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ hἷὄὁΝ ὅummὁὀὅΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν ἹhὁὅtΝ tὁΝ “ἶὄiὀk”Ν thἷΝ mἳiἶἷὀ’ὅΝ puὄἷΝ ἴlὁὁἶΝ

hὁὀὁὄiἸiἵἳllyΝἳἶἶὄἷὅὅiὀἹΝhimΝἳὅΝἴὁthΝἢἷlἷuὅ’ΝὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝἸἳthἷὄέ1091 The Ovidian heroine, on 

the contrary, claims that her free blood will indeed be a pleasing propitiatory offering, but she 

ἶiὅἶἳiὀἸullyΝἸἷiἹὀὅΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝiἶἷὀtityΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ’ὅΝὄἷἵipiἷὀtΝἳὀἶΝὅhἷΝiὀὅtἷἳἶΝiἶἷὀtiἸiἷὅΝ

herself in a self-lἳuἶἳtὁὄyΝ mἳὀὀἷὄΝ ἳὅΝ kiὀἹΝ ἢὄiἳm’ὅΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄέ1092
 Moreover, Euripiἶἷὅ’Ν

Neoptolemus prays that Achilles be propitious to the Achaeans and grant them a safe 

homecoming, thus conferring on him quasi-divine status and powers.1093 Polyxena, on the other 

hand, contemptuously asserts that the Greeks are not going to appease a deity with her sacrifice, 

but a mere mortal.1094 ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὅtἳtἷmἷὀtΝ mἳyΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἴἷΝ ὄἷἳἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἳὀΝ impliἵitΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀΝ tὁΝ

ἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝwhiἵhΝwἳὅΝmἳἶἷΝtὁΝplἳἵἳtἷΝὀὁtΝἳΝἹhὁὅt,ΝἴutΝthἷΝwὄἳthἸulΝχὄtἷmiὅέ1095 

ἙὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ ἶἷlivἷὄὅΝ hἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἕὄeek army, where she 

expresses her desire to die free (Hec. 546-552) and at the apex of her tragic performance she 

tears her robe down to her waist revealing her breasts to the assembly and offers Neoptolemus 

the option between striking her neck or bosom (Hec. 558-565).1096 ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

                                                           
1091 Hec. 534-538 成 h礎 i寸ヾiち┳Ν惜 ヾg宋 ぃさそ蹟のな, ヾgk碩とΝh礎 厨た折な, /  h蹟つgす ぬて赤な たてす k赤jhi せさそさkさと接てにな, / ちiせと蒼ち 刃けのけて窃な┳ 
厨そし跡 h礎, 斉な ヾ接素な た蹟そgち / せ折とさな 刃せとgすlち跡な g世た礎 晴 jてす hのとて窃たiしg / jkとgk折な ki せ刃け説. 

1092 Met. 13.467-469 acceptior illi, / quisquis is est quem caede mea placare paratis / liber erit sanguis, 470 Priami 
uos filia regis / non captiva rogat. Curley (2013, 197) suggests that Polyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ pὄἷtἷὀἶἷἶΝ uὀἳwἳὄἷὀἷὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ whὁΝ
χἵhillἷὅΝiὅΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἙphiἹἷὀiἳ’ὅΝἹἷὀuiὀἷΝiἹὀὁὄἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝiἶἷὀtityΝiὀΝIA, where she is unable to recognize 
the approaching Achilles, since she has never met him before in person (1338-1341).   

1093 Hec. 538-542 ヾとiにたiち碩なΝh礎 酔た宋ちΝけiちて漕 ήΝそ漕jg接 kiΝヾと窃たちgなΝせg拙 ぬgそすちのk切とすg / ちi蒼ちΝh摂なΝ酔た宋ちΝόヾとiにたiちて漕なόΝk礎 刃ヾ礎 
瀬そ接てにΝήΝち折jkてにΝkにぬ折ちkgなΝヾ赤ちkgなΝ厨なΝヾ赤kとgちΝたてそi宋ちέ 

1094 Met. 13.461 haud per tale sacrum numen placabitis ullum, if genuine.  

1095 Met. 12.27-29 at non Thestorides; nec enim nescitue tacetue / sanguine uirgineo placandam uirginis iram / esse 
deae. 

1096 Gregory (1999, vv. 560-ἃἄ1)ΝὅummἳὄiὐἷὅΝthἷΝvἳὄiὁuὅΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἳtiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅymἴὁliἵΝmἷἳὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ
ἹἷὅtuὄἷΝὁἸΝ uὀἵὁvἷὄiὀἹΝhἷὄὅἷlἸ,ΝwhiἵhΝ iὀἵluἶἷΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ἷὅtἳἴliὅhmἷnt of herself as an object of male desire, the 
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nude Polyxena is characterized by erotic intensity, as is evidenced by the remarks of Talthybius, 

whὁΝpὄἳiὅἷὅΝthἷΝἷxἵἷptiὁὀἳlΝἴἷἳutyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝἴὄἷἳὅtὅΝἳὀἶΝἵὁmpἳὄἷὅΝthἷmΝtὁΝthὁὅἷΝὁἸΝ

a statue.1097 Yet, the tragic heroine, who is in absolute control of the exposure of her body, 

ὄἷὀἶἷὄὅΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝthἷΝὁἴjἷἵtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅὁlἶiἷὄὅ’ΝἷὄὁtiἵΝἹἳὐἷΝἸὁὄΝἳΝvἷὄyΝὅhὁὄtΝpἷὄiὁἶΝὁἸΝtimἷέΝἡviἶ,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝ

other hand, inverts the sequence of events by having his Polyxena uncover her breasts at the 

beginning of her soliloquy before the Greek soldiers (Met. 13.457-473). This structural reversal 

may on the surface seem anticlimactic, but in fact it highly eroticizes the tone of the narrative, 

since it essentially means that the Trojan princess has her breasts exposed for the entire duration 

of the scene, thereby affording gratuitous nudity to her male spectators.  

The Ovidian description of the confrontation between Polyxena and Neoptolemus also 

surpasses its tragic model in terms of sensuality. The Greek hero in the Metamorphoses casts a 

penetrating gaze upon the Trojan princess described with the verb figere (‘tὁΝpiἷὄἵἷ,Ν tὄἳὀὅἸix’),Ν

which has explicit erotic connotations.1098 WhἳtΝ iὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ ὅimplyΝ

asks Neoptolemus to strike her on her chest or neck, her Ovidian counterpart requests that the 

hero plunge his sword deep into her, a statement with clear sexual undertones, since telum is a 

standard euphemism for the membrum virile.1099 Finally, in contrast to the tragic heroine who 

tears apart her robe, a dramatic gesture which prefigures the lethal violence that she is going to 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

declaration of her freedom through the controlled exposure of her body, and the ritual passage from a former self 
into a new identity by means of disrobing.  

1097 Hec. 560-561 たgjkて窃なΝk礎 帥hiすつiΝjk蹟とちgΝし礎 斉なΝ刃け赤そたgkてなΝήΝせ赤そそすjkgΝ(ἥἷἷΝἕὄἷἹὁὄyΝ1λλλ,Ν vv. 560-561). 

1098 utque Neoptolemum stantem ferrumque tenentem / inque suo uidit figentem lumina uultu (See Curley 2013, 
197). 

1099 Met. 13.458-459 ‘ὀullἳΝmὁὄἳΝἷὅtέΝἳtΝ tuΝiuἹulὁΝuἷlΝpἷἵtὁὄἷ telum / conde mἷὁ’ἉΝHec. 563-565 菅hて窃, k折h礎, i菅 た跡ち 
jk蹟とちてち, 惜 ちigち接g, / ヾg接iすち ヾとてしにた訴, ヾg宋jてち, i菅 h礎 精ヾ礎 g盛ぬ蹟ちg / ぬと組こiすな, ヾ赤とijkす そgすた摂な i盛kとiヾ碩な 晴hi. For the sexual 
metaphor of telum see Adams 1982, 17, 19, 159.  
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ὅuἸἸἷὄΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝὅimplyΝὄἷvἷἳlὅΝhἷὄΝἴὄἷἳὅtὅΝtὁΝthἷΝhἷὄὁ,ΝlikἷΝ

a woman to her lover.1100 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ὁutshines her tragic antecedent in terms of chastity thus 

uὀἶἷὄὅἵὁὄiὀἹΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝpἳὄἳἶὁxiἵἳlΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳὅΝὅimultἳὀἷὁuὅlyΝἵhἳὅtἷΝἳὀἶΝhiἹhlyΝ

ὅἷὀὅuἳlέΝWhἷὀΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝὀὁtiἵἷὅΝἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅ’ΝὅiἹὀἳlΝ tὁΝ thἷΝχἵhἳἷἳὀΝyὁuthὅΝ tὁΝ

restrain her, so that she does not attempt to escape, she asks that nobody touch her, since she is 

resolved to die willingly.1101 In the Metamorphoses there is no suggestion of an attempted 

immobilization of the Trojan princess, yet she forbids the Greek soldiers to touch her body out of 

a desire to protect her virginity from male contact.1102 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝthἷΝἶyiὀἹΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝἹἷὅtuὄἷΝὁἸΝ

covering her private parts as she is falling down echoes the analogous behavior of her Euripidean 

predecessor.1103 Whereas, however, Talthybius simply comments that Polyxena fell in a seemly 

manner, the external narrator of the Metamorphoses pὄἳiὅἷὅΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ pὄἷὅἷὄvἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ

honor and chaste modesty.1104 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝmὁἶἷlΝ iὀΝ hἷὄΝ pἳὅὅiὁὀἳtἷΝ ὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ liἸἷΝ ὁἸΝ

slavery1105 on account of her social status as a Trojan princess as well as in her resulting desire to 

                                                           
1100 Met. 13.459 (iugulumque simul pectusque retexit); Hec. 558-560 そgくて漕jgΝヾ蹟ヾそてになΝ厨つΝ甚せとgなΝ厨ヾのた接hてなΝήΝ帥ととさつi 
そgけ折ちgなΝ厨なΝた蹟jgなΝヾgと礎 性たlgそ摂ちΝήΝたgjkて窃なΝk礎 帥hiすつiΝ[…] 

1101 『ec. 553-554 逗せて漕jgΝしち組jせの┳Νた切 kすなΝ尽ねさkgすΝぬとて摂な / kて盛たて漕┳ ヾgと蹟つのΝけ責とΝh蹟とさちΝi盛せgとh接のなέ 

1102 Met. 466-467 ite procul, si iusta peto, tactuque uiriles / uirgineo remouete manus. 

1103 Bömer, vv. 13.479-80. 

1104 Hec. 568-570 酔 h跡 せg拙 しち組jせてにj礎 晴たのなΝήΝヾてそそ碩ちΝヾと折ちてすgちΝi寸ぬiちΝi盛jぬ切たのち ヾiji宋ち,ΝήΝせと窃ヾkてにj礎 尋 せと窃ヾkiすちΝ星たたgk礎 
刃とj蹟ちのちΝぬとi説ちἉΝMet. 13.479-480 tum quoque cura fuit partes uelare tegendas, / cum caderet, castique decus seruare 
pudoris. 

1105 Met. 13.460 scilicet haud ulli seruire Polyxena ferrem; Hec. 357-367 ち漕ちΝh礎 i菅た拙 hて窃そさέΝヾと蒼kgΝた蹟ちΝたiΝkて製ちてたg / 
しgちi宋ちΝ厨と塑ちΝk接しさjすちΝて盛せΝi菅のし摂なΝ星ち┳ / 帥ヾiすk礎 澄jのなΝ壬ちΝhijヾてk蒼ちΝ静た蒼ちΝlと蹟ちgな / k窃ぬてすた礎 甚ち,Ν晴jkすなΝ刃とけ窃とてに た礎 静ち切jikgす, / 
k碩ちΝ衰せkてと折なΝ kiΝ ぬ刃k蹟とのちΝヾてそそ蒼ちΝせ赤jすち,Ν ήΝ ヾとてjしi拙なΝ h礎 刃ち赤けせさちΝjすkてヾてす摂ちΝ 厨ちΝ h折たてすな / jg接とiすちΝ kiΝ h蒼たgΝせiとせ接jすちΝ k礎 
厨lijk赤ちgすΝήΝそにヾと責ちΝ甚けてにjgちΝ酔た蹟とgちΝた礎 刃ちgけせ赤jiす┳ / そ蹟ぬさΝh跡 k刃た責 hて漕そてなΝ静ちさk折なΝヾてしiち / ぬとgちi宋,Νkにと赤ちちのちΝヾと折jしiちΝ
遂つすのた蹟ちgέ / て盛 h蘇k礎┳ […]Ν(ἥἷἷΝἐέmἷὄΝ1λἆἀ,ΝvvέΝ1ἁέἂἃἅ-459). 
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die as a free woman.1106 ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ἵὁmplἳiὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ Metamorphoses that her 

mὁthἷὄΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳὀΝὁἴὅtἳἵlἷΝ tὁΝhἷὄΝἶἷἳthΝwiὅhΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝhἷὄΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅ exhortation to 

Hecuba not to oppose her decision to perish.1107 The Ovidian heroine, however, surpasses her 

tragic antecedent in her eagerness for death. This is evident at the very opening of her speech, 

where she impatiently asks Neoptolemus to spill her blood without delay.1108 What is more, 

ἳlthὁuἹhΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝlὁὀἹὅΝἸὁὄΝἶἷἳth,ΝὅhἷΝὀἷvἷὄthἷlἷὅὅΝjὁiὀὅΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝiὀΝἳΝlἳmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝ

impending doom.1109 Her Ovidian counterpart, on the other hand, not only paradoxically protests 

that her mother is diminishing her enjoyment of death, but also rhetorically claims that she ought 

tὁΝmὁuὄὀΝhἷὄΝὁwὀΝliἸἷΝὄἳthἷὄΝthἳὀΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷέ1110   

ἡviἶ’ὅΝmὁὅtΝὅtὄikiὀἹΝἶivἷὄἹἷὀἵἷΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝtὄἳἹiἵΝmὁἶἷlΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὅpἷἷἵhέΝἦhἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝ ὄἳὀὅὁmiὀἹΝὁἸΝἘἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἵὁὄpὅἷΝἳὀἶΝ ὄἷὃuἷὅtὅΝ

that her own body be returned to Hecuba without ransom (Met. 13.469-473).1111 This statement 

has no parallel in the Euripidean play and engages instead in dialogue with epic intertexts, both 

Homeric and Virgilian. First of all, the Ovidian scene constitutes an innovative reworking of the 

                                                           
1106 Met. 13.465-467 uos modo, ne Stygios adeam non libera manes, / ite procul, si iusta peto, tactuque uiriles / 
uirgineo remouete manusi, 470-471 (Priami uos filia regis, / non captiua rogat); 『ec. 550-552 厨そiにし蹟とgちΝh蹟 た礎, 斉なΝ
厨そiにし蹟とg し赤ちの, / ヾと摂なΝしi蒼ち,Ν たiし蹟ちkiなΝせki接ちgk礎┳ 厨ちΝ ちiせとて宋jすΝ け責と / hて窃そさ せiせそ蘇jしgすΝくgjすそ拙なΝ て誠j礎 g菅jぬ窃ちてたgすΝ (ἥἷἷΝ
Bömer 1982, vv. 13.465-467; Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.465).  

1107 Met. 13.462-463 mors tantum uellem matrem mea fallere posset; / mater obest […]Ἁ Hec. 372-374 た蘇kiと,Νj設 h礎 
酔た宋ちΝたさh跡ちΝ厨たヾてh節ちΝけ蹟ち素 そ蹟けてにjg たさh跡 hと蒼jg, jにたくて窃そてに h蹟 たてす / しgちi宋ち ヾと拙ち g菅jぬと蒼ち た碩 せgk礎 刃つ接gち kにぬi宋ち. 

1108 Met. 13.457-458 ‘utἷὄἷΝiamdudum ἹἷὀἷὄὁὅὁΝὅἳὀἹuiὀἷ,’ΝἶixitἉΝήΝ‘nulla mora est’έ  

1109 Hec. 432-434 せ折たすこ礎 棲hにjji漕 た礎 刃たlすしi拙なΝ せ赤と糎 ヾ蹟ヾそてになΝ ήΝ斉なΝ ヾと拙ちΝ jlgけ蘇ちg接 け礎 厨せk蹟kさせgΝ せgとh接gち / しと切ちてすjす 
たさkと摂なΝk切ちhiΝk礎 厨せk切せのΝけ折てすなέ 

1110 Met. 13.462-463 mater obest minuitque necis mihi gaudia, quamuis / non mea mors illi, uerum sua uita gemenda 
est. 

1111 Met. 13.469-473 ‘ὅiΝὃuὁὅΝ tἳmἷὀΝultimἳΝὀὁὅtὄiΝ / uerba mouent oris (Priami uos filia regis, / non captiua rogat), 
genetrici corpus inemptum /  reddite, neue auro redimat ius triste sepulcri, / sed lacrimis; tum, cum poterat, 
redimebat et ἳuὄὁ’ 
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ransoming of Hector in Iliad 24.1112 ἐὁthΝἘἷἵtὁὄΝἳὀἶΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳὄἷΝviἵtimὅΝὁἸΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝὄἳἹἷ,ΝἴutΝ

whereas the former is slain by the Greek hero at the field of battle, the latter is sacrificed by the 

ἕὄἷἷkὅΝὁὀΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝtὁmἴΝiὀΝὁἴἷἶiἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἶἷmἳὀἶΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἹhὁὅtέΝἦhἷὄἷΝiὅΝἳlὅὁΝἵὁmplἷtἷΝἹἷὀἶἷὄΝ

reversal, since in the Iliad king Priam recovers from Achilles the corpse of his son, while in the 

Metamorphoses Polyxena asks for the return of her body to her mother. Another distinguishing 

difference between the two situations is that in contrast to the Homeric scene, where the Trojan 

king paid handsome ransom to Achilles consisting of gold and various gifts, the Ovidian heroine 

makes the pathetic request that her mother be allowed to redeem her body not with ransom, but 

with her own tears.  

ἦhἷΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵΝwὁὄἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὄἷὃuἷὅtΝἷvὁkἷὅΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝἘὁmἷὄiἵΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἷΝ

ἶyiὀἹΝ Ἐἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἳppἷἳlΝ tὁΝ χἵhillἷὅΝ tὁΝ ὄἷtuὄὀΝ hiὅΝ ἴὁἶyΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝ pἳὄἷnts in exchange for rich 

ransom.1113 Papaioannou argues that Polyxena appropriates here the role of her heroic brother, 

which reflects her masculization and is in keeping with her paradoxical portrayal throughout the 

episode as a virile woman (13.451 plus quam femina uirgo).1114 What has not been observed, 

however, is that the Trojan princess actually emulates Hector and could be even said to outdo 

him in heroic status in many ways. To begin with, Hector initially displays cowardice in his duel 

with Achilles, since he turns to flight upon seeing the terrifying hero advancing against him and 

hἳὅΝ tὁΝ ἴἷΝ luὄἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ ἵὁὀἸὄὁὀtἳtiὁὀΝ ἴyΝ χthἷὀἳ’ὅΝ tὄiἵkἷὄyΝ (Il. 22.131-246). Polyxena, on the 

contrary, is intrepid throughout the Ovidian narrative and valiantly embraces her fate as a 

                                                           
1112 Papaioannou 2007, 241.  

1113 Il. 22.337-343 k摂ち h礎 性そすけてhとgち蹟のち ヾとてj蹟lさ せてとにしg接てそてな 衰せkのと┳ / “そ接jjてた礎 精ヾ跡と ねにぬ蘇な せg拙 けて窃ちのち j蒼ち ki 
kてせ切のち, /  た切 たi 帥g ヾgと責 ちさにj拙 せ窃ちgな せgkgh赤ねgす 迅ぬgす蒼ち, / 刃そそ責 j設 た跡ち ぬgそせ折ち ki 尽そすな ぬとにj折ち ki h蹟hiつて, / h蒼とg k赤 
kてす h説jてにjす ヾgk碩と せg拙 ヾ折kちすg た切kさと, / j蒼たg h跡 て澄せgh礎 厨た摂ち h折たiちgす ヾ赤そすち, 星lとg ヾにと折な たi / ぉと蒼iな せg拙 ぉと説のち 甚そてぬてす 
そiそ赤ぬのjす しgち折ちkgέ” 

1114 Papaioannou 2007, 241-242. 
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sacrificial victim. In addition, after his defeat the dying Hector makes a supplication to Achilles 

for the return of his body (Il. 22.337-343), but the enraged hero wishing to further avenge the 

death of Patroclus not only ruthlessly dismisses any offer of ransom, but also threatens that the 

Trojan hero will become a feast for dogs and birds instead of receiving proper burial (Il. 22.344-

ἁἃἂ)ΝἳὀἶΝpὄὁἵἷἷἶὅΝtὁΝἶἷἸilἷΝhiὅΝἷὀἷmy’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝἴyΝἶὄἳἹἹiὀἹΝitΝἴἷhiὀἶΝhiὅΝἵhἳὄiὁtΝ(Il. 22.395-404). 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ,Ν on the other hand, makes a proud request for the return of her body to her 

mother, which brings tears to the Greeks and prompts them to immediately send her back to 

Hecuba for burial. Finally, it is only after the intervention of Zeus himself, the supplication by 

Priam, and the payment of abundant ransom that the Greek hero finally relents and gives back 

Ἐἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝἸὁὄΝἴuὄiἳlΝ(Il. 24.64-590). In sharp contrast the Trojan princess secures the return 

of her body to Hecuba without any ransom. 

Below I will contend that apart from the Homeric source the Ovidian passage also 

ἵὁὀvἷὄὅἷὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳllyΝ withΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἷpiἵέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

ὄἳὀὅὁmiὀἹΝὁἸΝἘἷἵtὁὄΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄἷtὄiἷvἳlΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝ

from Achilles in Aeneid 2.1115 Given the self-reflexive connotations of memory in Latin 

poetry1116 thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝὄἷἳἶΝἳὅΝἳΝmἷtἳpὁἷtiἵΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝAeneid 

passage. Therefore, Ovid seems to evoke the Iliad by means of double allusion, in that his 

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝὄἷmἷmἴἷὄὅΝthἷΝwὁὄἶὅΝὁἸΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἢὄiἳm,ΝwhὁΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝiὀΝtuὄὀΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄΝ

with Achilles in Homer.  The Roman poet also signals the evocation of the Virgilian model by 

means of an intertextual marker: the Trojan princess assumes the part of her father by defining 

hἷὄὅἷlἸΝ ἳὅΝ “thἷΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ kiὀἹΝ ἢὄiἳm”Ν (1ἁέἂἅίΝ Priami […] filia regis). The function of 

                                                           
1115 Aen. 2.540-543 at non ille, satum quo te mentiris, Achilles / talis in hoste fuit Priamo; sed iura fidemque / supplicis 
erubuit corpusque exsangue sepulcro / reddidit Hectoreum mἷὃuἷΝiὀΝmἷἳΝὄἷἹὀἳΝὄἷmiὅitέ’ 

1116 Hinds 1998, 1-5. 
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ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀἵἷ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν iὅΝ thἷΝ ἷxἳἵtΝ ὁppὁὅitἷΝὁἸΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἢὄiἳmέΝἦhἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

kiὀἹΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝὄἷὅpἷἵtἸulΝἳttituἶἷΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝhimΝἳὅΝἳΝὅuppliἳὀtΝἴyΝὄἷtuὄὀiὀἹΝἘἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝ

for burial with the present impiety of his son Pyrrhus, who has murdered his son Polites before 

his very eyes (Aen. 2.535-ἃἁλ)έΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν juxtἳpὁὅἷὅΝ ἢὄiἳm’ὅΝ ὄἷἵὁvἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ

Hector by means of ransom to the request for the return of her own body to her mother without 

ὄἳὀὅὁm,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝἹὄἳὀtἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkὅέΝἘἷὀἵἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝmἷmὁὄyΝἳimὅΝἳtΝὅhὁwiὀἹΝthἷΝ

ἶἷpὄἳvityΝ ὁἸΝ ἢyὄὄhuὅΝ iὀΝ ἵὁmpἳὄiὅὁὀΝ tὁΝ hiὅΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ,Ν ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁn demonstrates 

ἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅ’ΝmὁὄἳlΝὅupἷὄiὁὄityΝtὁΝχἵhillἷὅ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝuὀlikἷΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄΝhἷΝὅἷὀἶὅΝἴἳἵkΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

body for burial without requiring any ransom.  

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝhiἹhlyΝὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝὅpἷἷἵhΝhἳὅΝἳὀΝimmἷἶiἳtἷΝἳὀἶΝpὁwἷὄἸulΝimpἳἵtΝὁὀΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝ

assembly. The soldiers are stirred to pity and burst into tears, and the narrator once more 

ἳἵἵἷὀtuἳtἷὅΝ thἷΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν vἳlὁὄΝ ἴyΝ ὄἷmἳὄkiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ uὀlikἷΝ thἷmΝ ὅhἷΝ ὄἷὅtὄἳiὀἷἶΝ hἷὄὅἷlἸΝ ἸὄὁmΝ

weeping (Met. 13.474-475 dixerat. at populus lacrimas, quas illa tenebat, / non tenet)έΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ

ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ ὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν wὁὄἶὅΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝ ὅhἳὄplyΝ withΝ thἷΝ

corresponding scene in the Euripidean play, where the Achaeans voice loud approval of her 

speech (Hec. 553 そgて拙 h礎 厨ヾiとと折しさjgち)έΝΝἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἹὁἳlΝiὅΝprobably to amplify the tragic 

pathos of the scene by extending to the entire Greek army the reaction of the Euripidean 

ἦἳlthyἴiuὅ,ΝwhὁΝἵὄiἷἶΝἴὁthΝἶuὄiὀἹΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝἳὀἶΝwhilἷΝ lἳtἷὄΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtiὀἹΝ thἷΝἷvἷὀtΝ tὁΝ

Hecuba.1117 Moreover, Curley has suggested that the Ovidian departure from the tragic model 

constitutes yet another evocation of the sacrifice of Iphigenia in the previous book, where the 

                                                           
1117 Hec. 13.518-520 hすヾそ塑 たi ぬと組こiすな h赤せとにg せiとh塑ちgす, け窃ちgす, / j蘇な ヾgすh摂な て澄せk荘┳ ち漕ち ki け責と そ蹟けのち せgせ責 / k蹟けつの 
k折h礎 星たたg ヾと摂な k赤l荘 し礎 晴k礎 隻そそにkて. 
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officiants are depicted as weeping profusely (Met 12.31 flentibus ante aram stetit Iphigenia 

ministris).1118     

The ἵὁὀἵluἶiὀἹΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝἷὀἹἳἹἷὅΝὅimultἳὀἷὁuὅlyΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀ,Ν

Virgilian, and Catullan intertexts. First of all, Ovid deviates from his tragic predecessor in his 

portrayal of Neoptolemus. In the Euripidean play the Greek hero is ambivalent about sacrificing 

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁὀἷΝhἳὀἶΝhἷΝiὅΝἷἳἹἷὄΝtὁΝἳppἷἳὅἷΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἹhὁὅt,ΝἴutΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶΝ

he is out of pity reluctant to kill her (Hec. 566 成 h礎 て盛 し蹟そのちΝkiΝせg拙 し蹟そのちΝて澄せk荘 せ折とさな). The 

Roman poet intensifies the pathos of the scene by depicting Neoptolemus as weeping and being 

entirely unwilling to slay the Trojan princess (Met. 13.475 ipse etiam flens inuitusque 

sacerdos).1119  Furthermore, Ovid markedly departs from his Greek source in the manner of his 

depiction of ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέΝἙὀΝἴὁthΝὅituἳtiὁὀὅΝἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅΝiὅΝἹivἷὀΝthἷΝὁptiὁὀΝἴyΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝ

tὁΝὅtὄikἷΝἷithἷὄΝἳtΝhἷὄΝὀἷἵkΝὁὄΝhἷὄΝἴὄἷἳὅtέΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝhἷὄὁΝἵhὁὁὅἷὅΝtὁΝἵutΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝthὄὁἳtΝἳnd let 

hἷὄΝἴlὁὁἶΝ ἸlὁwΝὁὀΝχἵhillἷὅ’ΝἴuὄiἳlΝmὁuὀἶΝ (Hec. 567-568 k蹟たちiすΝjすh切と荘 ヾちi窃たgkてなΝhすgととて赤な┳Ν ήΝ

せとてにちて拙 h礎 厨ぬ説とてにち). This mode of killing indicates that Polyxena dies as a sacrificial victim.  

The Ovidian Neoptolemus, on the other hand, opts for plunging his sword into 

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝἴὄἷἳὅt,ΝἳΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝkilliὀἹΝwhiἵhΝὅignifies that she is slain like a male warrior in the 

field of battle and thus stresses her overall depiction as a masculine woman (Met. 13.476 

praebita coniecto rupit praecordia ferro).1120 ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝpἳὄἳἶὁxiἵἳlΝἶἷἳthΝἳὅΝἳΝmἳὀΝiὀΝἵὁmἴἳt,Ν

even though she is a woman, is emphasized later rhetorically by Hecuba in her lament for her 

daughter.1121 What is more, Ovid represents his Polyxena as surpassing her tragic counterpart in 

                                                           
1118 Curley 2013, 198-199. 

1119 Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.475. 

1120 Curley 2013, 111. 

1121 Met. 13.497-498 at te, quia femina, rebar / a ferro tutam; cecidisti et femina ferro. 
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valor and fearlessness by yet another subtle inversion of the sequence of actions. Whereas the 

Euripidean heroine kneels before Neoptolemus in readiness for his death-dealing blow, her 

Ovidian counterpart bends her knee only after she is smitten by the Greek hero and retains a 

fearless countenance to the very end.1122 In addition, the Ovidian desἵὄiptiὁὀΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Νἑἳtulluὅ’Ν

ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝiὀΝCarmen 64, where she is likewise depicted as sinking to the 

ground with fainting knees.1123 Whἷὄἷἳὅ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Νἑἳtulluὅ’Ν hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ iὅΝ ἵὁmpἳὄἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ pἳὅὅivἷΝ

sacrificial victim, her Ovidian counterpart dies as a courageous warrior.  

ἦhἷΝ ὅἵἷὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ mἳyΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἴἷΝ iὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷΝ thἷΝ

slaughter of Priam by Pyrrhus in Aeneid ἀέΝχὅΝwἷΝὅἳwΝἳἴὁvἷ,ΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

the ransoming of Hector alludes to the similaὄΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝἢὄiἳmέΝWhilἷΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵh,Ν

however, has a profound emotional effect on Neoptolemus causing him to shed tears and filling 

himΝ withΝ ἵὁmpuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝ ἳἴὁutΝ killiὀἹΝ hἷὄ,Ν hiὅΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtΝ iὅΝ uὀmὁvἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἢὄiἳm’ὅΝ

reproachful words and proceeds to ruthlessly butcher him. Moreover, unlike the Ovidian 

Neoptolemus who slays Polyxena as a valiant soldier by driving his sword through her breast, 

ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἢyὄὄhuὅΝ ὅἳvἳἹἷlyΝ ἶὄἳἹὅΝ ἢὄiἳmΝ tὁΝ Zἷuὅ’Ν ἳltἳὄ,Ν seizes him by the hair, and plunges his 

blade iὀΝthἷΝὁlἶΝmἳὀ’ὅΝἸlἳὀkΝupΝtὁΝthἷΝhiltΝ(Aen. 2.550-553). Another sharp contrast between the 

twὁΝἸiἹuὄἷὅΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀὅΝthἷiὄΝmὁtivἳtiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝ thἷΝmuὄἶἷὄέΝἡviἶ’ὅΝhἷὄὁΝpiὁuὅlyΝὁἸἸἷὄὅΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳὅΝἳΝ

sacrificial victim to the ghost of Achilles in order to appease his wrath and is the officiating 

priest of the sacrifice (Met. 13.745 sacerdos). His Virgilian predecessor, on the other hand, 

slaughters Priam sacrilegiously at the altar of Zeus Herkeios and sarcastically says to the Trojan 

                                                           
1122 Hec. 561-562 […]Νせgしi宋jg ヾと摂な けg宋gち け折ちに / 帥そiつi ヾ赤ちkのち kそさたてち蹟jkgkてち そ折けてち; Met. 13.477-478 illa super 
terram defecto poplite labens / pertulit intrepidos ad fata nouissima uultus. 

1123 C. 64.369-370 quae, velut ancipiti succumbens victima ferro,/ proiciet truncum submisso poplite corpus. 
Hopkinson (2000, v. 13.477) notes the Catullan allusion, but does not analyze its meaning. 
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king that he will send him as a mesὅἷὀἹἷὄΝtὁΝχἵhillἷὅΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝὄἷpὁὄtΝtὁΝhimΝhiὅΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝimpiὁuὅΝ

deeds and moral degeneracy (Aen. 2.547-549). Finally, the two heroes markedly diverge in the 

tὄἷἳtmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷiὄΝviἵtim’ὅΝἴὁἶyέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅΝἹὄἳὀtὅΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ὄἷὃuἷὅtΝ

and returns her corpse to the Trojan women for burial (Met. 1ἁέἂἆ1),ΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἢyὄὄhuὅΝἶἷἵἳpitἳtἷὅΝ

the Trojan king and leaves his headless body unburied on the shore (Aen. 557-558). Hence, Ovid 

by reworking his Euripidean model, paints the picture of a more humanized and pious 

Neoptolemus, who contrasts starkly with the pitiless, ferocious, and sacrilegious Pyrrhus of Virgil. 

The affinity between the death scenes of Priam and Polyxena is also corroborated by an 

intratextual signpost. The epigrammatic account of the ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἶἷmiὅἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳἵkΝὁἸΝἦὄὁyΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝ1ἁΝiὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝiὀΝὅuἵhΝἳΝwἳyΝἳὅΝtὁΝἷvὁkἷΝthἷΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν

ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝ thἳtΝ Jupitἷὄ’ὅΝ ἳltἳὄΝ ἶὄἳὀkΝ thἷΝ ὅἵἳὀtyΝ ἴlὁὁἶΝ ὁἸΝ ἳἹἷἶΝ

Priam, an image whiἵhΝ iὅΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἠἷὁptὁlἷmuὅ’Ν iὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ Ἰἳthἷὄ’ὅΝ

ἹhὁὅtΝ tὁΝ ἶὄiὀkΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ἴlὁὁἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ impliἵitlyΝ ἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwὅΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝἵlἳimΝthἳtΝhἷὄΝἸὄἷἷΝἴlὁὁἶΝwillΝἴἷΝplἷἳὅiὀἹΝtὁΝχἵhillἷὅ’Νὅhἳἶἷέ1124  

 

4.4 The lament of Hecuba 

 

After Polyxena is sacrificed her body is returned to the Trojan women for burial in adherence to 

her request as Ovid avails himself of the opportunity to paint a masterful portrait of Hecuba as the 

bereft mother par excellence. His description ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ ἶiὄἹἷ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ἶivἷὄἹἷὅΝ

substantially from that of Euripides and he emulates his tragic predecessor by surpassing him in 

                                                           
1124 Met. 13.48-410 Ilion ardebat, neque adhuc consederat ignis, / exiguumque senis Priami Iouis ara cruorem / 
conbiberat […]ἉΝHec. 536-538 厨そし跡 h礎, 斉な ヾ接素な た蹟そgち / せ折とさな 刃せとgすlち跡な g世た礎 晴 jてす hのとて窃たi / jkとgk折な ki せ刃け説; Met. 
13.467-469 acceptior illi, / quisquis is est quem caede mea placare paratis, / liber erit sanguis. 
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terms of the pathos of his heroine. To begin with, Hecuba in the Greek play grieves for Polyxena 

while she is still alive engaging in a shared lament with her daughter before she is led away by 

Odysseus and her corpse is never brought back onstage (Hec. 415-440). The Roman poet, 

hὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝhἷiἹhtἷὀὅΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ὅuἸἸἷὄiὀἹ through an inversion of the sequence of events, in 

thἳtΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀΝmὁuὄὀὅΝὁvἷὄΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝafter her sacrifice (Met. 13.488-532).1125  

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,ΝupὁὀΝὄἷἵἷiviὀἹΝὀἷwὅΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἵlἳimὅΝthἳtΝhἷὄΝ

ἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝὀὁἴlἷΝἶἷἳthΝhἳὅΝἶimiὀiὅhἷἶΝhἷὄΝἹὄiἷἸέ1126 In sharp contrast her Ovidian counterpart is 

inconsolable for her loss and proceeds to lament her daughter in an excessive and unbridled 

manner.1127 Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ mὁuὄὀiὀἹΝ ἹἷὅtuὄἷὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ iὀΝ ἸἳἵtΝ hiἹhlyΝ ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἦhiὅἴἷ’ὅΝ ἷxtὄἷmἷΝ

lament upon recognizing the corpse of Pyramus earlier in the poem.1128 More specifically, both 

heroines embrace the body of their dead beloved, shed tears on their wounds, kiss them 

passionately, strike themselves (Hecuba her chest and Thisbe her arms), and tear out their 

hair.1129 The evocation of the heart-rending story of Pyramus and Thisbe serves to accentuate the 

tὄἳἹiἵΝtὁὀἷΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶiὄἹἷέΝχtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶiὄἹἷΝἸὁὄΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝὁutἶὁἷὅΝthἷΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ

earlier lament for Hector and her other sons at Troy, where she was depicted as clinging to their 

                                                           
1125 Curley 2013, 112. 

1126 Hec. 590-592 て盛せ 壬ち hにちg接たさち 厨つgそi接ねgjしgす lとiち折な┳ / k摂 h礎 g誠 そ接gち ヾgとi宋そiな 刃けけiそしi宋j赤 たてす ήΝけiちちg宋てなέ 

1127 Curley 2013, 154-155. 

1128 Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.490. 

1129 Met. 13.488-493 quae corpus complexa animae tam fortis inane, / quas totiens patriae dederat natisque uiroque / 
huic quoque dat lacrimas; lacrimas in uulnera fundit / osculaque ore tegit consuetaque pectora plangit / canitiemque 
suam concreto in sanguine uerrens / plura quidem, sed et haec laniato pectore dixit, 534 albentes lacerata comas 
[…]ἉΝMet. 4.137-141 sed postquam remorata suos cognouit amores, / percutit indignos claro plangore lacertos / et 
laniata comas amplexaque corpus amatum / uulnera suppleuit lacrimis fletumque cruori / miscuit et gelidis in 
uultibus oscula figens. 
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tὁmἴὅ,Ν kiὅὅiὀἹΝ thἷiὄΝ ἴὁὀἷὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἵἳὄὄyiὀἹΝ ἳwἳyΝ Ἐἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἳὅhἷὅΝ iὀΝ hἷὄΝ ἴὁὅὁmέ1130 Finally, the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ ἳἵtΝ ὁἸΝ ὅwἷἷpiὀἹΝwithΝhἷὄΝhἳiὄΝ thἷΝ ἵὁἳἹulἳtἷἶΝἴlὁὁἶΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝmἳyΝἴἷΝ

intended to exceed in wretchedness the pitiful image of her Euripidean counterpart who lies on 

the ground and befouls her hair with dust.1131 

The Roman poet also outstrips in pathos hiὅΝtὄἳἹiἵΝmὁἶἷlΝiὀΝhiὅΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ

funeral. In the Hecuba thἷΝἕὄἷἷkὅΝἳὀἶΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἷὀΝἵὁὀἶuἵtΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝἸuὀἷὄἳlΝὄitἷὅ 

together. The Achaeans begin the obsequies by strewing leaves upon her body and erecting a 

pyre (Hec. 571-575) and Hecuba states that she is going to wash, dress, adorn, and lay out for 

ἴuὄiἳlΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝ(Hec. 609-615). Finally, Hecuba exits the stage at the end of the play, 

in order to cremate and inter the bodies of Polyxena and Polydorus (Hec. 894-897, 1287-1288). 

In the Metamorphoses,Ν ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὁthἷὄΝ hἳὀἶ,Ν thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἷὀΝ ὄἷἵἷivἷΝ immἷἶiἳtἷlyΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ

body and thus it can be assumed that they will perform the funeral on their own (Met. 13.481-

ἂἆἁ)έΝχἸtἷὄΝhἷὄΝlἳmἷὀtΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἹὁἷὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἴἷἳἵhΝtὁΝἶὄἳwΝwἳtἷὄΝἸὁὄΝἵlἷἳὀὅiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝ

(Met. 13.531-ἃἁἃ),Ν ἴutΝ thἷΝ ἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἵὁὄpὅἷΝ lἷἳἶὅΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ in a different 

direction, namely to the TὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝἳὀἶΝhἷὄΝἵἳὀiὀἷΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅέΝ

Thus, she never actually buries her children herself.  

ἡviἶ’ὅΝmὁὅtΝὅtὄikiὀἹΝἶἷpἳὄtuὄἷΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝpἷὄtἳiὀὅΝ tὁΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἸuὀἷὄἳlΝ

offerings for Polyxena. In both situations the Trojan queen grieves for the fact that being a slave 

she cannot provide her daughter with a funeral worthy of her noble spirit and regal status.1132 The 

                                                           
1130 Met. 13.422-426 ultima conscendit classem (miserabile uisu) / in mediis Hecabe natorum inuenta sepulcris; / 
prensantem tumulos atque ossibus oscula dantem / Dulichiae traxere manus. tamen unius hausit / inque sinu cineres 
secum tulit Hectoris haustos (See Curley 2013, 155).  

1131 Met. 13.492 canitiemque suam concreto in sanguine uerrens; Hec. 495-496 g盛k碩 h跡 hて窃そさ けとg漕な 甚ヾgすな 厨ヾ拙 ぬしてち拙 / 
せi宋kgす, せ折ちiす l窃とてにjg h窃jkさちてち せ赤とg (See Bömer 1982, v. 13.492-493, Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.492).  

1132 Met. 13.523-525 at, puto, funeribus dotabere regia uirgo, / condeturque tuum monumentis corpus auitis. / non 
haec est fortuna domus; Hec. 612-614 ち窃たlさち k礎 甚ちにたlてち ヾgとし蹟ちてち k礎 刃ヾ赤としiちてち, / そて窃jの ヾとてし蒼たg接 し礎—斉な た跡ち 
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funeral gifts offered by the Ovidian Hecuba, however, are of substantially lesser value than those 

of his Euripidean predecessor. In the Greek play the Greeks afford the Trojan princess garments 

and ornaments as a tribute to her valor and nobility, while Hecuba asks the Trojan women to 

bring adornments purloined from their masters.1133 In the Ovidian narrative, on the other hand, 

ἘἷἵuἴἳΝpἳthἷtiἵἳllyΝ ἳὅὅἷὄtὅΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝὁὀlyΝ “ἹiἸtὅ”Ν ὅhἷΝἵἳὀΝ ἹivἷΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝ ἳὄἷΝhἷὄΝ tἷἳὄὅΝ ἳὀἶΝἳΝ

handful of sand from the Thracian shore.1134 Therefore, whereas the Euripidean Polyxena 

receives a modest, yet decent funeral consisting of cremation, burial of her remains, and offering 

of adornments, her Ovidian counterpart is afforded only symbolic burial signified by the 

throwing of some sand on her corpse.  

ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝmἷἳἹἷὄΝἸuὀἷὄἳlΝὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹὅΝ tὁΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝἳὄἷΝἳlὅὁΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝ

her gifts to the dead Hector, namely tears and a lock of hair, at the aftermath of the fall of Troy 

earlier in the book.1135 ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ Ἰuὀἷὄἳl,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ὅuὄpἳὅὅἷὅΝ iὀΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ pathos that of her 

brother, since whereas the Trojan hero was buried in a glorious tomb next to his brothers, his 

ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝἸἳtἷΝiὅΝὀὁtΝ tὁΝἴἷΝiὀtἷὄὄἷἶΝiὀΝhἷὄΝἳὀἵἷὅtὄἳlΝὅἷpulἵhἷὄὅ,ΝἴutΝon a foreign shore.1136 Finally, 

thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝwὄἷtἵhἷἶΝ ἸuὀἷὄἳlΝ ὄitἷὅΝmἳyΝ ἴἷΝ iὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἷἵhὁΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅ’Ν

sumptuous obsequies for Polydorus in Aeneid 3, which involve the raising of a high mound, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

刃つ接g, ヾ折しiち; / て盛せ 壬ち hにちg接たさち┳ 斉な h礎 帥ぬの (k接 け責と ヾ赤しの;) (See Venini 1952, 370). Moreover, both heroines represent 
ἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳὅΝἳΝ“ἴὄiἶἷ”ΝὁἸΝἘἳἶἷὅέΝἦhἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀ ἘἷἵuἴἳΝὄἷἸἷὄὅΝtὁΝthἷΝὄituἳlΝwἳὅhiὀἹΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅ’Νἴὁἶy,ΝwhiἵhΝwἳὅΝ
a prominent element of both funerals and weddings (See Gregory 1999, v. 611) and characterizes Polyxena by means 
ὁἸΝ ἳὀΝὁxymὁὄὁὀΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ “ἴὄiἶἷ,ΝwhὁΝ iὅΝ ὀὁΝἴὄiἶἷ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἳΝ “viὄἹiὀ,ΝwhὁΝ iὅΝ ὀὁΝ viὄἹiὀ”έΝἘἷὄΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtΝ ἳlὅὁΝ uὅἷὅΝ
ὀuptiἳlΝimἳἹἷὄyΝiὀΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝἸuὀἷὄἳlΝὄitἷὅΝἳὅΝhἷὄΝ“ἶὁwὄy”έΝ 

1133 Hec. 575-580 […]Ν成 h礎 て盛 l蹟とのちΝήΝΝヾと摂なΝkて漕 l蹟とてちkてなΝkてす赤h礎 随せてにiちΝせgせ赤┳ / 推jkさせgな,Ν惜 せ赤せすjki,Νk訴 ちi赤ちすhすΝή て盛 
ヾ蹟ヾそてち て盛h跡 せ折jたてち 厨ちΝぬiとて宋ちΝ帥ぬのちἉΝήΝて盛せΝi寸 kすΝh説jのちΝk訴 ヾiと接jj礎 i盛せgとh接荘 ήΝねにぬ切ちΝk礎 刃と接jk素;,  615-618 せ折jたてち け礎 
刃けi接とgj礎 g菅ぬたgそのk接hのちΝ ヾ赤とg,Ν ήΝ g摺 たてすΝ ヾ赤とihとてすΝ k蒼ちh礎 帥jのΝjせさちのた赤kのちΝ ήちg接てにjすち,Ν i澄 kすなΝ kて設なΝ ちiのjk拙 hijヾ折kgなΝ Ν ή 
そgして漕j礎 帥ぬiすΝkすΝせそ蹟たたgΝk蒼ちΝg精k蘇なΝh折たのちέ  

1134 Met. 13.525-526 tibi munera matris / contingent fletus peregrinaeque haustus harenae.  

1135 Met. 13.427-428 Hectoris in tumulo canum de uertice crinem, / inferias inopes, crinem lacrimasque reliquit. 

1136 Met. 13.524-525 condeturque tuum monumentis corpus auitis. / non haec est fortuna domus. 
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building of an altar, the pouring of libations of milk and blood, and the second burial of the 

Trojan prince.1137 ἙὀΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅt,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝtὁΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἷxtὄἳvἳἹἳὀtΝἶiὄἹἷΝἵὁὀὅiὅtiὀἹΝὁἸΝ

passionate mourning gestures and a long soliloquy, the Virgilian funeral lacks any tragic pathos, 

ὅiὀἵἷΝ thἷΝ ὁὀlyΝ ἷxpὄἷὅὅiὁὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἹὄiἷἸΝ ἳὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ wὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ lὁὁὅἷὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷiὄΝ hἳiὄΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ

bidding of a last farewell to the deceased.  

ἦhἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ iὀtὄὁἶuἵἷὅΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅ monologue (Met. 494-532) with the parenthetical 

comment that what he will report is merely an excerpt of her full speech.1138 This remark has 

been read as a hint of thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝexcessive lament for her daughter, in the sense that the 

narrator has omitted the redundant parts of her soliloquy.1139 An alternative, but not mutually 

exclusive, interpretation of the authorial note is that it constitutes a metapoetic allusion to the 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ upὁὀΝ ὄἷἵἷiviὀἹΝ ὀἷwὅΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ (Hec. 585-628). 

The narrator claims in effect that he has excluded from his version of Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶiὄἹἷΝthἷΝwὁὄἶὅΝ

ὁἸΝhἷὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtέΝἙὀἶἷἷἶ,ΝupὁὀΝἳΝἵlὁὅἷΝὅἵὄutiὀyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝwἷΝ

notice that it is highly original and deviates markedly from that of her tragic antecedent.1140 On 

thἷΝὁὀἷΝhἳὀἶ,ΝἡviἶΝlἷἳvἷὅΝὁutΝἵἷὀtὄἳlΝἳὅpἷἵtὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝὅὁlilὁὃuy,ΝὅuἵhΝἳὅΝher 

gnomic thoughts on the constancy of human nature (Hec. 592-602) and the ephemerality of mortal 

happiness (Hec. 623-628). On the other hand, he inserts novel features, such as the link between 

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝand that of her brothers (Met. 13.496-500). Finally, the Euripidean elements that 

                                                           
1137Aen. 3.62-68 ergo instauramus Polydoro funus, et ingens / aggeritur tumulo tellus; stant Manibus arae, / caeruleis 
maestae vittis atraque cupresso, / et circum Iliades crinem de more solutae; / inferimus tepido spumantia cymbia lacte / 
sanguinis et sacri pateras, animamque sepulcro / condimus et magna supremum voce ciemus.   

1138 Met. 13.493 plura quidem, sed et haec laniato pectore dixit. 

1139 Curley 2013, 155. 

1140 Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.494. 
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thἷΝ ἤὁmἳὀΝ pὁἷtΝ ἶὁἷὅΝ ἳὅὅimilἳtἷ,Ν ὅuἵhΝ ἳὅΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ peripeteia (Hec. 620-623, 809-811), are 

radically transformed and given new semantic content. 

ἦhἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ lἳmἷὀtΝἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝἳὀΝἷxpliἵitΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝ tὁΝ thἷΝὅpἷἷἵhΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ

predecessor, in that both begin with an apostrophe to their dead daughter (Met. 13.494 nata; Hec. 

585 惜 し窃けgkiと).1141 ἦhiὅΝ ὁvἷὄtΝ ἷἵhὁ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ὅἷὄvἷὅΝ tὁΝ ἶὄἳwΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἳἶἷὄ’ὅΝ ἳttἷὀtiὁὀΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ

fundamental differences between the introductory words of the two heroines. In particular, while 

the Euripidean Hecuba laments that she is beset by woes and observes that a new sorrow always 

follows closely upon thἷΝpὄἷviὁuὅΝὁὀἷ,ΝhἷὄΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtΝpἳthἷtiἵἳllyΝἳὅὅἷὄtὅΝthἳtΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ

death is her final source of grief, since she does not have anything else to lose.1142 The statement of 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝiὅΝἶἷὅiἹὀἷἶΝtὁΝuὀἶἷὄὅἵὁὄἷ the tragic irony of her situation, since after her dirge for 

hἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝὅhἷΝwillΝἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝmὁὄἷΝἳἹὁὀyΝtὄiἹἹἷὄἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝ(Met. 

13.538).1143 Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ mἷtἳphὁὄiἵἳlΝ viἷwiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ mἳὀyΝ miὅἷὄiἷὅΝ iὅΝ

converted iὀtὁΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝlitἷὄἳlΝἹἳὐἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝwὁuὀἶὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷέ1144  

ἦhἷΝὀἷxtΝὅἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵh,Ν iὀΝwhiἵhΝὅhἷΝἶἷpiἵtὅΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἳὅΝthἷΝlἳὅtΝ iὀΝἳΝlὁὀἹΝ

line of dead offspring slain by Achilles (Met. 13.499-505), has no parallel in the Greek play. 

Whereas thἷΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ hἷὄὁΝ killἷἶΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁὀὅΝ on the field of battle, the death of Polyxena is 

paradoxical in that she has been murdered by a dead Achilles. In this context the Trojan queen calls 

tὁΝ miὀἶΝ χἵhillἷὅ’Ν ὁwὀΝ ἶἷmiὅἷΝ ἵlἳimiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝ hἷΝ was slain by Paris she thought that her 

                                                           
1141 Venini 1952, 370. 

1142 Met. 13.494 nata, tuae (quid enim superest?) dolor ultime matris; Hec. 585-588 惜 し窃けgkiと, て盛せ て寸h礎 i菅な 晴 kす 
くそ蹟ねの せgせ蒼ち, / ヾてそそ蒼ち ヾgと折ちkのち┳ 錐ち け責と 尽ねのたg接 kすちてな, / k赤h礎 て盛せ 厨岨 たi, ヾgとgせgそi宋 h礎 厨せi宋しiち g誠 / そ窃ヾさ kすな 甚そそさ 
hす赤hてぬてな せgせ蒼ち せgせて宋な. 

1143 Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.494. 

1144 Met. 13.495 nata, iaces, uideoque tuum, mea uulnera, uulnus; Hec. 585-586 て盛せ て寸h礎 i菅な 晴 kす くそ蹟ねの せgせ蒼ち, / 
ヾてそそ蒼ち ヾgと折ちkのち. 
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children were finally safe from his murderous wrath, but her hopes were bitterly frustrated, since 

hἷΝ ἵὁὀtiὀuἷἶΝ tὁΝ pἷὄὅἷἵutἷΝ hἷὄΝ ἸἳmilyΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ἹhὁὅtΝ ἴyΝ ἶἷmἳὀἶiὀἹΝ hἷὄΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷέ1145 The 

Ovidian heroine evokes, but at the same time re-contextualizes and repurposes the words of her 

tragic model, who identifies herself as the mother of Paris, the slayer of Achilles, in order to argue 

thἳtΝὅhἷΝiὅΝiὀἶiὄἷἵtlyΝἹuiltyΝὁἸΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝὅhἷΝὅhὁulἶΝἴἷΝὅἳἵὄificed in place of 

her innocent daughter.1146 Thus, unlike the Euripidean Hecuba, who refers to the death of Achilles 

at the hands of Paris as a self-iὀἵὄimiὀἳtiὁὀ,Ν ὅὁΝ ἳὅΝ tὁΝ ὅἳvἷΝ hἷὄΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝ liἸἷ,Ν hἷὄΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ

counterpart mentions the same event as a rebuke against Achilles, who rages against her family 

even from beyond the grave.    

χΝἵἷὀtὄἳlΝthἷmἷΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝὅὁlilὁὃuyΝiὅΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝtopos of peripeteia, namely the reversal 

of her fortune from prosperity to disaster. Ovid appropriates this motif from Euripides, but at the 

same time reworks it in an innovative manner. ἧpὁὀΝ ὄἷἵἷiviὀἹΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ἴὁἶyΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ

Trojan women enumerate all the dead offspring of Priam ending with the sacrificed Trojan 

princess (Met. 13.481-483). They quickly shift their focus, however, on Hecuba lamenting that 

from royal wife and mother she became a slave (Met. 13.483-ἂἆἃ)έΝἦhἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝἶὁwὀἸἳllΝ

from kingship to slavery is a recurrent concept in the Greek play mentioned by Talthybius (Hec. 

488-496) and Hecuba herself (Hec. 809-811).1147 The Ovidian narrator, however, whose voice is 

fused with that of the chorus, gives a new twist to the theme. In particular, he apostrophizes 

ἘἷἵuἴἳΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐiὀἹΝhἷὄΝἳὅΝ“thἷΝwὁὄὅtΝ lὁtΝof thἷΝὅpὁilὅ”,ΝwhὁmΝἧlyὅὅἷὅΝwὁulἶΝὀὁtΝὁthἷὄwiὅἷΝ

                                                           
1145 Met 13.501-505 at postquam cecidit Paridis Phoebique sagittis,ΝήΝ“ὀuὀἵΝἵἷὄtἷ”ΝἶixiΝ“ὀὁὀΝἷὅtΝmἷtuἷὀἶuὅΝχἵhillἷὅ”Ν
/ nunc quoque mi metuendus erat. cinis ipse sepulti / in genus hoc saeuit, tumulo quoque sensimus hostem. / 
Aeacidae fecunda fui! 

1146 Hec. 383-388 i菅 h跡 hi宋 k藻 ぃさそ蹟のな / ぬ赤とすち けiち蹟jしgす ヾgすh拙 せg拙 ね折けてち lにけi宋ち / 精た塑な, 棲hにjji漕, k切ちhi た跡ち た碩 
せki接ちiki, /  酔た塑な h礎 甚けてちkiな ヾと摂な ヾにと責ち 迅ぬすそそ蹟のな / せiちki宋ki, た碩 li接hijし礎┳ 厨け節 礎kiせてち ぃ赤とすち, / 整な ヾg宋hg e蹟kすhてな 
隻そijiち k折つてすな くgそ説ち. 

1147 Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.483-484. 
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have wanted as his slave (presumably due to her old age, frailty, and unattractive physical 

appearance) were it not for the fact that she had given birth to Hector and ends with the bitterly 

iὄὁὀiἵΝἵὁmmἷὀtΝthἳtΝἘἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝhἷὄὁiἵΝἹlὁὄyΝὅἵἳὄἵἷlyΝὅἷἵuὄἷἶΝἳΝmἳὅtἷὄΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝmother.1148 There is 

ὀὁΝ pὄἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ thiὅΝ ὀὁtiὁὀΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Hecuba,Ν whἷὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ mἳὅtἷὄΝ iὅΝ ὀὁtΝ

Odysseus, but Agamemnon (Hec. 724-725). I believe that Ovid actually evokes and reverses here 

ἳΝpἳὅὅἳἹἷΝἸὄὁmΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝTrojan Women, in which Hecuba expresses anguish and revulsion at 

being allotted as a slave to the treacherous and unjust Odysseus.1149 Therefore, the Roman poet 

ὅtὄἷὅὅἷὅΝ thἷΝ uttἷὄΝ wὄἷtἵhἷἶὀἷὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀΝ ἴyΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ

loathing of having  Odysseus as a mἳὅtἷὄΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἧlyὅὅἷὅ’ΝὄἷluἵtἳὀἵἷΝtὁΝἳἵἵἷptΝἳΝὅlἳvἷΝ

of such low worth as Hecuba. 

Hecuba laments her tragic downfall from being a powerful and rich queen with a big 

family to a destitute exile and slave of Ulysses.1150 ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅἷlἸ-mourning recalls 

the words of her tragic predecessor who contemplates her present abject state as a childless old 

woman deprived of her city and allotted as a slave to Agamemnon in contrast to her earlier 

prosperous status as a queen blessed with numerous offspring.1151 ἦhἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ ἴlἷἳkΝ

vision of her future life as a slave in Greece assumes a concrete form as she imagines herself 

being offered as a gift to Penelope, who will assign to her the menial task of weaving and display 

                                                           
1148 Met. 13.485-487 nunc etiam praedae mala sors, quam uictor Vlixes / esse suam nollet, nisi quod tamen Hectora 
partu / edideras. dominum matri uix repperit Hector. 

1149 Tro. 279-292 ぉg. 瀬しうせさな 棲hにjji設な 帥そgぬ’Ν甚ちgつ hてへそさち j’Ν帥ぬiすち. / 《せ. 吹 帥┳甚とgjji せと塑kg せて窃とすたてち, 推そせ礎 性ち窃ぬijjす 
/ h接ヾkにぬてち ヾgとiす赤ち. / 菅説 たて接 たてす. / たにjgと藻 hてそ接荘 そ蹟そてけぬg lのk拙 hてにそi窃iすち, / ヾてそiた接荘 h接せgな, ヾgとgち折た荘 h赤せiす, / 整な 
ヾ赤ちkg k刃せi宋しiち 厨ちし赤h礎 <刃ちjkと蹟liす, / k責 h礎> 刃ちk接ヾgそ礎 g誠しすな 厨せi宋ji hすヾk窃ぬ荘 けそ説jj糎, / l接そg k責 ヾと折kiと礎 甚lすそg kすし蹟たiちてな 
ヾ赤そすち. / <g菅g宋,> けて塑jし礎, 惜 ぉとのす赤hiな, たi┳ く蹟くgせg / h窃jヾてkたてな, て澄ぬてたgす 塵 / k赤そgすちg, hにjkにぬijk赤k荘 / ヾとてj蹟ヾijてち 
せそ切と荘. 

1150 Met. 13.508-ἃ1ἁΝ[…]Νmodo maxima rerum, / tot generis natisque potens nuribusque uiroque, / nunc trahor exul, 
inops, tumulis auulsa meorum, / Penelopes munus. 

1151 Hec. 809-811 k窃とgちちてな 髄 ヾてk礎 刃そそ責 ち漕ち hて窃そさ j蹟しiち, / i製ヾgすな ヾてk礎 て誠jg, ち漕ち h跡 けとg漕な 甚ヾgすな し礎 尽たg, / 甚ヾてそすな 
帥とさたてな, 刃しそすのk赤kさ くとてk蒼ち (See Bömer 1982, vv. 13.508-59, Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.509-510).  
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her to the other Ithacan women scornfully remarking that she used to be the mother of illustrious 

Hector and the spouse of king Priam.1152 This image belongs to a literary topos that can be traced 

ἴἳἵkΝtὁΝἘὁmἷὄΝἳὀἶΝiὀvὁlvἷὅΝthἷΝἷὀviὅiὁὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝἳΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝἸutuὄἷΝliἸἷΝἳὅΝἳΝἕὄἷἷkΝὅlἳvἷ.1153 

ἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,ΝitΝhἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝthἳtΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝὄἷἵἳllΝthἷΝpὄὁphἷtiἵΝviὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

Hector about Andromache in Iliad 6, according to which she is fated to become a slave forced to 

wἷἳvἷΝ ἳtΝ ἳΝἕὄἷἷkΝwὁmἳὀ’ὅΝ lὁὁmΝ ἳὀἶΝwillΝ ἴἷΝ iἶἷὀtiἸiἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳΝ passer-by as the former wife of 

heroic Hector.1154 The Homeric passage establishes the main components of the commonplace, 

which include the contrast between former nobility and future slavery in a foreign land, menial 

labor, and identification of the woman through kinship with a famous Trojan man. The Roman 

poet at the same time evokes various Euripidean variants on the Homeric archetype.1155 In 

pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Νἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝἸἷἳὄὅΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝwillΝἴἷΝἴὁuἹhtΝἴyΝἳΝἵὄuἷlΝmἳὅtἷὄΝwhὁΝwillΝἵὁmpἷlΝ

her, the sister of Hector, to perform base tasks, such as weaving, bread making, and cleaning,1156 

while Hecuba in the Trojan women grieves for her imminent arrival to Greece as a slave, where 

she will be apportioned menial labor, such as door keeping and bread baking.1157 

                                                           
1152 Met. 13.511-513 Penelopes munus, quae me data pensa trahentem / matribus ὁὅtἷὀἶἷὀὅΝἙthἳἵiὅΝ“hἳἷἵΝHectoris 
illa est / clara parens,ΝhἳἷἵΝἷὅt”Νdicet “ἢὄiἳmἷiἳΝἵὁὀiuὀxέ” 

1153 Curley 2013, 161. 

1154 Il. 6.456-461 せgか せiち 厨ち 諏とけiす 厨て漕jg ヾと摂な 甚そそさな 頗jk摂ち 精lgかちてすな, / せgか せiち 西hのと lてとえてすな ‒ijjさ[hてな 錐 請ヾiとiかさな 
/ ヾふそそ' 刃iせgこてたえちさ, せとgkiと碩 h' 厨ヾすせiかjik' 刃ちうけせさ┳ / せgか ヾてkえ kすな i澄ヾ素jすち 菅h節ち せgk責 hうせとに ぬえてにjgち┳ 衰せkてとてな 崇hi 
けにち碩 整な 刃とすjkiへijせi たうぬijしgす / ぉとほのち 頗ヾヾてhうたのち 晴ki 制そすてち 刃たliたうぬてちkて (See Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.512). 

1155 Curley 2013, 159-161. 

1156 Hec. 359-364  帥ヾiすk礎 澄jのな 壬ち hijヾてk蒼ち 静た蒼ち lと蹟ちgな / k窃ぬてすた礎 甚ち, 晴jkすな 刃とけ窃とてに た礎 静ち切jikgす, / k碩ち 衰せkてと折な ki 
ぬ刃k蹟とのち ヾてそそ蒼ち せ赤jすち, / ヾとてjしi拙な h礎 刃ち赤けせさち jすkてヾてす摂ち 厨ち h折たてすな / jg接とiすち ki h蒼たg せiとせ接jすち k礎 厨lijk赤ちgす / そにヾと責ち 
甚けてにjgち 酔た蹟とgち た礎 刃ちgけせ赤jiす. 

1157 Tro. 490-494 hて窃そさ けにち碩 けとg漕な 炊そそ赤h礎 i菅jgl接つてたgす. / 尋 h礎 厨jk拙 け切と糎 k藻h礎 刃jにたlてと説kgkg, / kて窃kてすな たi 
ヾとてjし切jてにjすち, 錐 しにと蒼ち そ赤kとすち / せそ訴hgな lにそ赤jjiすち, k碩ち kiせて漕jgち 衰せkてとg, / 錐 jすkてヾてすi宋ち […]Ν(ἥἷἷΝHopkinson 2000, 
v. 13.511). 
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Throughout hiὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ἡviἶΝ ἶἷpiἵtὅΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ peripeteia as echoing and ultimately 

surpassing in terms of tragic pathos that of her husband Priam in both his Euripidean and 

ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ iὀἵἳὄὀἳtiὁὀὅέΝἦὁΝἴἷἹiὀΝwith,Ν thἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝ juxtἳpὁὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἷἳὄliἷὄΝ ὅtἳtus as 

ὄὁyἳlΝmὁthἷὄΝἳὀἶΝὅpὁuὅἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝvἷὄyΝpἷὄὅὁὀiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝχὅiἳ’ὅΝpὄὁὅpἷὄityΝwithΝhἷὄΝἵuὄὄἷὀtΝfate of 

being the worst part ὁἸΝthἷΝwἳὄΝἴὁὁtyΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝἶὁwὀἸἳllΝἸὄὁmΝpὄὁuἶΝ

ruler of the people of Asia to a headless corpse lying unburied on the Trojan shore.1158 During 

her lament Hecuba deems her own fate as more pitiable than that of Troy, on the grounds that her 

ἵityΝwἳὅΝuttἷὄlyΝἶἷὅtὄὁyἷἶ,ΝἴutΝἳtΝlἷἳὅtΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀὅ’ΝwὁἷὅΝἸiὀἳllyΝἵἳmἷΝtὁΝἳὀΝἷὀἶ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝὅhἷΝiὅΝ

still suffering a life of agony having been reduced from powerful queen to helpless slave and 

preserving Troy in her memory as still standing.1159  ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝwὁὄἶὅΝἷvὁkἷΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’Ν

ἵὁmmἷὀtΝthἳtΝthἷΝἸiὀἳlΝὁutἵὁmἷΝὁἸΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝἸἳtἷΝwἳὅΝtὁΝἶiἷΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝἢyὄὄhuὅΝἳὀἶΝwitὀess 

ἦὄὁy’ὅΝἸἳllέ1160  

Finally, the Trojan queen mourns that her excessively long life has caused her to view 

one death of a family member after the other and thus reaches the paradoxical conclusion that 

Priam can be considered fortunate in his death, since he was spared from bearing witness to 

ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ἶἷmiὅἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἶiἶΝ ὀὁtΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝ thἷΝ miὅἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ ἳΝ liἸἷΝ withὁutΝ kiὀἹὅhip,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ

slavery.1161 Ovid here ὄἷwὁὄkὅΝχὀἶὄὁmἳἵhἷ’ὅΝἵlἳimΝiὀΝἴὁthΝ thἷΝTrojan Women and the Aeneid 

that Polyxena was fortunate to have died at Troy, because she was thus saved from the doom of a 
                                                           
1158Met. 13.483-ἂἆἃΝ […] o modo regia coniunx, / regia dicta parens, Asiae florentis imago, / nunc etiam praedae 
mala sors, Aen. 2.556-558 tot quondam populis terrisque superbum / regnatorem Asiae. iacet ingens litore truncus, /  
avulsumque umeris caput et sine nomine corpus (See Papaioannou 2007, 223).  

1159 Met. 13.508-511 iacet Ilion ingens, / euentuque graui finita est publica clades, / sed finita tamen; soli mihi 
Pergama restant, / in cursuque meus dolor est. 

1160 Aen. 2.554-558 haec finis Priami fatorum; hic exitus illum / sorte tulit, Troiam incensam et prolapsa videntem / 
Pergama […]έ 

1161Met. 13.519-ἃἀἀΝΝ[…] quis posse putaret / felicem Priamum post diruta Pergama dici? / felix morte sua est; nec 
te, mea nata, peremptam /  aspicit et uitam pariter regnumque reliquit.   
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life of captivity.1162  Hence, Hecuba judges the reversal of her fortune as more devastating than 

thἳtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶΝἳὀἶΝthἷὄἷἴyΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”ΝhἷὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝἵlἳimΝthἳtΝὅhἷΝἳὀἶΝἢὄiἳmΝ

have both been utterly ruined by the loss of her children, namely they have experienced the same 

peripeteia.1163 χtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝἓvἳὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝ ἶiὄἹἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἢἳllἳὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

Aeneid, who remarks that his wife is blessed to have perished, since she was not forced to see the 

death of their son.1164   

Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳΝiὅΝἶἷtὄimἷὀtἳlΝtὁΝhἷὄ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὅhἷΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄὅΝhἷὄΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄΝthἷΝὅὁlἷΝ

consolation for her woes.1165 Her claim is reminiscent of that of her tragic antecedent, who says 

that Polyxena is her only comfort, since she plays the role of city, nurse, support, and guide for 

her.1166 This latest blow of fate drives Hecuba to curse her excessive longevity and accuse the 

gods of cruelty for prolonging her life only so that she can witness new deaths, a statement 

fὄἳuἹhtΝwithΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ iὄὁὀy,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ itΝ impliἵitlyΝ ἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwὅΝ thἷΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἵὁὄpὅἷΝἳΝ

few moments later.1167 ἦhἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ pὄἷἶἷἵἷὅὅὁὄ’ὅΝ ὅimilἳὄΝ

complaint to Odysseus that she has lived too long and that Zeus keeps her alive, so that she may 

                                                           
1162 Tro. 641-642 せi接ちさ h礎, 成たて接のな 席jヾiと て盛せ 菅hて漕jg l蒼な, / k蹟しちさせi せて盛h跡ち て寸hi k蒼ち g精k蘇な せgせ蒼ち; Aen. 3.321-323 o 
felix una ante alios Priameia uirgo / hostilem ad tumulum Troiae sub moenibus altis / iussa mori! 

1163 Hec. 620-623 惜 ヾそi宋jk礎 帥ぬのち た赤そすjk赤 k礎 i盛kiせち説kgki / ぃと接gたi, けiとgす赤 し礎 瑞h礎 厨け節 た切kさと k蹟せちのち, / 斉な 厨な k摂 たさh跡ち 
瑞せてたiち, lとてち切たgkてな / kて漕 ヾと拙ち jkiと蹟ちkiな (See Curley 2013, 155).  

1164 Aen. 11.158-161 tuque, o sanctissima coniunx, / felix morte tua neque in hunc seruata dolorem. / contra ego 
uiuendo uici mea fata, superstes / restarem ut genitor (See Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.521).  

1165 Met. 13.514 postque tot amissos tu nunc, quae sola leuabas / maternos luctus, hostilia busta piasti.  

1166 Hec. 280-281 瑞h’Ν刃ちk拙 ヾてそそ蒼ち 厨jkか たてす ヾgとgねにぬお, / ヾふそすな, kすしおちさ, くうせkとてち, 酔けiた節ち 成hて漕 (See Bömer 1982, vv. 
13.514-515, Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.514-515). 

1167 Met. 13.516-519 quo ferrea resto?/ quidue moror? quo me seruas, annosa senectus?/ quo, di crudeles, nisi uti 
noua funera cernam, / uiuacem differtis anum? (See Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.518). 
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witness even worse misfortunes.1168 The Roman poet once again outdoes his source in terms of 

tragic pathos ἴyΝ ἳltἷὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὀtἷxtΝ ἳὀἶΝ puὄpὁὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ wὁὄἶὅέΝ WhἷὄἷἳὅΝ

Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝpὄὁtἷὅtΝiὀΝthἷΝMetamorphoses about her long drawn out life is made after ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ

demise and leads to a death wish,1169 hἷὄΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝ ἵὁmplἳiὀtΝ ὅimplyΝ ἷxpὄἷὅὅἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ

sorrow for her afflictions, in order to gain the pity of Odysseus and thus convince him to spare 

her daughter. 

Although the Trojan queen opens her speech with the claim that by losing Polyxena she 

hἳὅΝlὁὅtΝἷvἷὄythiὀἹ,ΝwhiἵhΝὄἷὅultὅΝiὀΝhἷὄΝἶἷὅiὄἷΝtὁΝἵὁmmitΝὅuiἵiἶἷ,ΝἳtΝhἷὄΝὅὁlilὁὃuy’ὅΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtΝ

she remembers that she still has a reason to endure living a little while longer, namely 

Polydorus.1170 ἙὀΝὅhἳὄpΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ tὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝwhὁΝhἳviὀἹΝἴἷἷὀΝἳlἳὄmἷἶΝἴyΝ thἷΝviὅitΝὁἸΝ

ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝἹhὁὅtΝiὀΝhἷὄΝἶὄἷἳmΝ(Hec. 68-86) is filled with terrible dread that her son is dead,1171 

her Ovidian counterpart is certain that Polydorus, her youngest and most beloved son, is alive, a 

thought that offers her false comfort. Therefore, Ovid once again echoes and inverts his tragic 

model aiming to heighten the tragic irony of the situation and thus create a more pathetic 

anagnorisis ὅἵἷὀἷ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ ἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἴὁἶyΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳΝ mὁὄἷΝ ὅuἶἶἷὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ

violent peripeteia for his heroine. 

 

                                                           
1168 Hec. 229-233 g菅g宋┳ ヾgと蹟jkさぬ礎, 斉な 帥てすせ礎, 刃け節ち た蹟けgな, / ヾそ切とさな jkiちgけた蒼ち て盛h跡 hgせと窃のち せiち折な. /せ甚けのけ礎 甚と礎 て盛せ 
帥しち素jせてち て誓 た礎 厨ぬと蘇ち しgちi宋ち, / て盛h礎 隻そij蹟ち たi 》i窃な, kと蹟liす h礎, 晴ヾのな 成と蒼  / せgせ蒼ち せ赤せ礎 甚そそg たi接こてち礎 酔 k赤そgすち礎 厨け説.  

1169 ἦhἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἵὁὀtἷmplἳtἷὅΝὅuiἵiἶἷΝiὅΝἵὁὀἸiὄmἷἶΝἴyΝhἷὄΝuὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἷxpὄἷὅὅiὁὀΝquid moror? (“WhyΝ
ἶὁΝἙΝliὀἹἷὄΝiὀΝliἸἷἍ”,ΝMet. 1ἁέἃ1ἅ),ΝwhiἵhΝὄἷἵἳllὅΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝpὄὁtἷὅtΝtὁΝχἷὀἷἳὅΝthἳtΝhiὅΝἳἴἳὀἶὁὀmἷὀtΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝwillΝὄἷὅultΝiὀΝ
her death (Aen. 4.323-325 cui me moribundam deseris hospes / (hoc solum nomen quoniam de coniuge restat)? / 
quid moror?).   

1170Met. 13.527-530 omnia perdidimus; superest, cur uiuere tempus / in breue sustineam, proles gratissima matri, / 
nunc solus, quondam minimus de stirpe uirili, / has datus Ismario regi Polydorus in oras (See Hopkinson, 2000, v. 
13.494).   

1171 Hec. 429-430 ぃて. 晴 k礎 厨ち lすそ接ヾヾてすな eと素つ拙 ぃてそ窃hのとてな せ赤jすな. / 《せ. i菅 こ訴 け礎┳ 刃ヾすjk蒼 h礎┳ 戚hi ヾ赤ちkg hにjkにぬ蒼.  
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4.5 Hecuba’s revenge  

 

ἘἷἵuἴἳΝ ἷὀἶὅΝ hἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἴyΝ ὄἷpὄὁἳἵhiὀἹΝ hἷὄὅἷlἸΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἶἷlἳyiὀἹΝ tὁΝ wἳὅhΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ἵὁὄpὅἷΝ iὀΝ

preparation for her burial and goes to the shore in order to draw water.1172 The Ovidian narrative 

evokes and reverses its tragic model, where the Trojan queen dispatches an old handmaid to 

fetch water for bathing her daughter.1173 ἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἹὁἳlΝiὅΝtὁΝἳmpliἸyΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝpathos 

and directness of the ensuing anagnorisis scene, in which Hecuba discovers the body of 

Polydorus herself.1174 In the Euripidean play, on the contrary, the Trojan queen recognizes her 

ὅὁὀ’ὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝἳἸtἷὄΝitΝiὅΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝὅhὁὄἷΝtὁΝthἷΝχἵhἳἷἳὀΝἵἳmpέ1175 One possible intratextual 

source of inspiratiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἳἶἳptἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtΝmἳyΝ ἴἷΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝ

ὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἑἷyxΝἳὀἶΝχlἵyὁὀἷΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝiἶἷὀtiἸiἷὅΝhἷὄὅἷlἸΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝ

floating close to the shore (Met. 11.710-728). 

Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝiὅΝhiἹhlyΝpἳὄἳἶὁxiἵἳlέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝὅhἷΝ

earlier indulged in an excessive lament for Polyxena consisting of both ardent mourning gestures  

and a long soliloquy, she is now so overwhelmed with sorrow that she falls deadly silent and 

refrains from shedding any tears.1176 Her response contrasts sharply with that of her Euripidean 

                                                           
1172 Met. 13.531-535 ‘ὃuiἶΝmὁὄὁὄΝ iὀtἷὄἷἳΝ ἵὄuἶἷliἳΝuulὀἷὄἳΝ lymphiὅ / abluere ἷtΝ ὅpἳὄὅὁὅΝ iὀmitiΝ ὅἳὀἹuiὀἷΝ uultuὅἍ’Ν ήΝ 
dixit et ad litus passu processit anili, / albentes lἳἵἷὄἳtἳΝ ἵὁmἳὅέΝ ‘date, Troades, uὄὀἳm’ / dixerat infelix, liquidas 
hauriret ut undas. 

1173 Hec. 609-613 j設 h礎 g誠 そgくて漕jgΝki漕ぬてな, 刃とぬg接gΝそ赤kとす,Ν/ く赤ねgj礎 帥ちiけせiΝhi漕とてΝヾてちk接gなΝ塵そ折な, / 斉なΝヾg宋hg そてにkとて宋なΝ
kて宋なΝヾgちにjk赤kてすなΝ厨た切ち,ΝήΝΝち窃たlさちΝk礎 甚ちにたlてちΝヾgとし蹟ちてちΝk礎 刃ヾ赤としiちてち,ΝήΝそて窃jの […]Ν(See Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.533-
535).  

1174 Met. 13.536-537 aspicit eiectum Polydori in litore corpus / factaque Threiciis ingentia uulnera telis. 

1175 Hec. 679-680 eiとgヾ. [...] 甚しとさjてちΝj蒼たgΝけにたちのし跡ちΝちiせとて漕 ήΝi澄ΝjてすΝlgちi宋kgすΝしg漕たgΝせg拙Νヾgと礎Ν厨そヾ接hgなέ 

1176 Met. 13.538-540 Troades exclamant; obmutuit illa dolore, / et pariter uocem lacrimasque introrsus obortas / 
deuorat ipse dolor […]έ 
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ἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt,Ν whὁΝ upὁὀΝ ὅἷἷiὀἹΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν ἵὁὄpὅἷΝ ἴuὄὅtὅΝ iὀtὁΝ ἳΝ ὅuὀἹΝ ἶiὄἹἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀέ1177 

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἘἷἵuἴἳΝ iὀitiἳllyΝ ὅuppliἵἳtἷὅΝ χἹἳmἷmὀὁὀΝ tὁΝ puὀiὅhΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝ ὁὀΝ hἷὄΝ

behalf  (Hec. 789-792) and upon his refusal she resolves to devise a revenge plot herself and asks 

only for his protection from any retribution by the Greeks (Hec. 870-875). On the contrary, her 

Ovidian counterpart is filled with wrath and immediately decides to exact vengeance from the 

Thracian king on her own (Met. 13.544-546).  

Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝportrayal echoes instead the depiction of two other Ovidian mothers: Procne 

and Niobe. Both Procne and Hecuba have relatives victimized by savage Thracian kings: 

Philomela is raped, mutilated, and incarcerated by lustful Tereus, while Polydorus is murdered 

ἴyΝ ἹὄἷἷἶyΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝ ὁὀΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ wἷἳlthέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν

ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳὀΝiὀvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝpἷὄpἷtrates filicide 

so as to punish her husband, Hecuba avenges the death of her son by blinding and slaying 

Polymestor. Thus, in contrast to Procne who in the previous chapter was viewed as an 

“ὁvἷὄἴlὁwὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ”,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝhἷὄΝ ἸiliἵiἶἷΝὅuὄpἳὅὅἷὅΝ thἳtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἓuὄipidean heroine in ferocity and 

mercilessness, Hecuba may be chἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ“ἳὀti-Ἕἷἶἷἳ” in that she is a loving mother 

whὁΝ ἶiὄἷἵtὅΝ hἷὄΝ vἷὀἹἷἸulΝ ὄἳἹἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ killἷὄέΝ ἦhiὅΝ ὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝ iὅΝ ἵὁὄὄὁἴὁὄἳtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳΝ

significant Ovidian divergence from his tragic model, namely the omission of the murder of 

ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝὅὁὀὅΝἴyΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ,ΝwhiἵhΝΝἷἸἸἷἵtivἷlyΝἳἴὅὁlvἷὅΝhiὅΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵὄimἷΝὁἸΝ

infanticide.  

The Roman poet signals the affinity between the two heroines by means of explicit verbal 

echoes thoughout the last part of his narrative. To begin with, both heroines undergo a sudden 

                                                           
1177 Hec. 681-686 て澄たてす, くそ蹟ヾの h碩 ヾg宋h礎 厨た摂ち kiしちさせ折kg, / ぃてそ窃hのとてち, 晴ち たてす eと粗つ 帥j荘こ礎 て澄せてすな 刃ち切と. / 刃ヾのそ折たさち 
h窃jkさちてな, て盛せ蹟k礎 i菅た拙 h切. / 惜 k蹟せちてち k蹟せちてち, / g菅g宋, せgk赤とぬてたgす ち折たてち / くgせぬi宋てち, 厨つ 刃そ赤jkてとてな 刃とkすたgし碩な せgせ蒼ち. 
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psychological metamorphosis from mourners to avengers.1178 ἧpὁὀΝὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝtἳpἷὅtὄyΝ

Procne is struck by dumbfounded silence and is unable to weep due to her extreme grief for her 

ὅiὅtἷὄ’ὅΝ ὅuἸἸἷὄiὀἹέΝ ἙὀΝ ἳὀΝ ἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝwhἷὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝ ἵἳtἵhἷὅΝ ὅiἹhtΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝἴὁἶyΝhἷὄΝ

sorrow is so consuming that she cannot express it through either words or tears.1179 In both cases 

thἷΝἳὅtὁὀiὅhiὀἹΝὀἳtuὄἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝὅilἷὀἵἷΝiὅΝuὀἶἷὄscored by the poet: the narrator marvels at 

ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝἳἴilityΝtὁΝὄἷmἳiὀΝtἳἵitΝupὁὀΝἸiὀἶiὀἹΝὁutΝἢhilὁmἷlἳ’ὅΝὄἳpἷΝἳὀἶΝmutilἳtiὁὀΝἴyΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ,Ν

whilἷΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝmutἷὀἷὅὅΝiὅΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtἷἶΝwithΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝὅhὄiἷkΝἳtΝthἷΝὅpἷἵtἳἵlἷΝὁἸΝἶἷἳἶΝ

Polydorus. In addition, the profound sorrow of the two heroines is swiftly transformed into 

blazing wrath and they are both completely engrossed in the idea of vengeance.1180 The essential 

ἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷm,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν iὅΝ thἳtΝ uὀlikἷΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ,Ν whὁΝ plἳὀὅΝ tὁΝ puὀiὅhΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅ’Ν

transgression by means of another crime, namely filicide, Hecuba turns her just anger against the 

infanticide himself. 

Another central maternal figure of the Metamorphoses evoked by Hecuba through 

intratextual conflation is Niobe. An important thematic link between the two heroines is that they 

both experience a sudden and violent peripeteia: they are rich and powerful queens blessed with 

numerous children who are reduced to a state of utter wretchedness and inconsolable grief by 

being bereft of all their progeny. Ovid signposts the connection between the two heroines by 

means of multiple verbal reminiscences, which at the same time serve to accentuate the crucial 

                                                           
1178 Curley 2013, 182. 

1179 Met. 6.581-585 euoluit uestes saeui matrona tyranny / germanaeque suae carmen miserabile legit / et (mirum 
potuisse) silet. dolor ora repressit, /  uerbaque quaerenti satis indignantia linguae / defuerunt; nec flere uacat […]Ν
(See Rosati 2009, v. 6.583). 

1180 Met. 13.544-ἃἂἄΝ[…] seque armat et instruit ira. / qua simul exarsit, tamquam regina maneret, / ulcisci statuit 
poenaeque in imagine tota est; Met. 6.581-ἃἆἃΝ[…] sed fasque nefasque / confusura ruit poenaeque in imagine tota 
est, 609-610 ardet et iram / non capit ipsa suam Procne […]Ν (ἥἷἷΝἐέmἷὄΝ 1λἆἀ,Ν vvέΝ 1ἁέἃἂἃ-546, Rosati 2009, v. 
6.583). 
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distinguishing difference between the two matres orbae. Whereas Niobe is a haughty and 

hybristic adversary of Latona, whose loss of her offspring constitutes a punishment at the hands 

of Apollo and Diana, Hecuba is an innocent victim of the vicissitudes of fortune, who is deprived 

of her children through no fault of her own.   

The Trojan queen makes her first appearance in the narrative at the ruins of smoldering 

Troy wildly mourning her dead sons by adhering to their tombs and and kissing their bones.1181 

ἦhiὅΝimἳἹἷΝiὅΝhiἹhlyΝὄἷmiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝἶiὄἹἷΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀὅΝὅlἳiὀΝἴyΝἜἳtὁὀἳ’ὅΝἶiviὀἷΝ

offspring: she falls madly upon their lifeless bodies and gives them farewell kisses.1182 What is 

mὁὄἷ,Ν iὀΝ ἴὁthΝ ἵἳὅἷὅΝ thἷΝmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝ ἷὀἶlἷὅὅΝ ὅὁὄὄὁwΝ ὁvἷὄΝ hἷὄΝ ἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝ withΝ hἷὄΝ

huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ“ἴἷttἷὄ”ΝἸἳtἷέΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝpὄὁὀὁuὀἵἷὅΝἢὄiἳmΝἴlἷὅὅἷἶΝiὀΝhiὅΝἶἷἳth,Νὅiὀce he thereby escaped 

the heart-ὄἷὀἶiὀἹΝὅpἷἵtἳἵlἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷ,ΝwhilἷΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝἵὁmmἷὀtὅΝthἳtΝχmphiὁὀΝ

put an end to his grief for his dead sons by committing suicide.1183 The pinnacle of agony for the 

two heroines is the loss of their youngest and last surviving offspring. During her lament for 

Polyxena Hecuba finds solace in the thought that her youngest son, Polydorus, is still alive and 

this gives her strength to endure living a while longer.1184 Her hopes, however, are immediately 

thwarted by the discovery of his dead body. In an analogous fashion Niobe beseeches the gods to 

                                                           
1181 Met. 13.423-325 in mediis Hecabe natorum inuenta sepulcris; / prensantem tumulos atque ossibus oscula dantem 
/ Dulichiae traxere manus.  

1182 Met. 6.276-277 corporibus gelidis incumbit et ordine nullo / oscula dispensat natos suprema per omnes. 

1183 Met. 13.521-522 felix morte sua est; nec te, mea nata, peremptam / aspicit et uitam pariter regnumque reliquit; 
Met. 6.271-272 nam pater Amphion ferro per pectus adacto / finierat moriens pariter cum luce dolorem. 

1184 Met. 13.527-530 omnia perdidimus; superest, cur uiuere tempus / in breue sustineam, proles gratissima matri, /  
nunc solus, quondam minimus de stirpe uirili, / has datus Ismario regi Polydorus in oras. 
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show mercy to her youngest daughter, who is her last remaining progeny, but even while making 

her entreaty her daughter falls dead.1185  

This final blow of fate has a drastic metamorphic impact on Hecuba highly evocative of 

ἠiὁἴἷ’ὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀέ1186 The Trojan queen is figuratively petrified by becoming completely 

motionless, falling silent, and fixing her eyes on the ground.1187 The Theban queen, on the other 

hand, undergoes a literal transformation into stone: her eyes are fixed in their sockets and her 

tongue becomes still thus losing the ability to speak.1188 Next, Hecuba raises a savage gaze 

towards the sky, which might be interpreted as a silent rebuke against the gods for allowing the 

death of Polydorus.1189 Her gesture is reminiscent of that of the Theban queen, who after the loss 

of her sons lifts her arms torwards the sky openly accusing Latona of deriving sadistic pleasure 

from her pain and asserting that she is still a more blessed mother than the goddess, in that she 

hἳὅΝὅἷvἷὀΝὄἷmἳiὀiὀἹΝἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝἵὁmpἳὄἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅ’ΝtwὁΝ(Met. 6.280-285).1190 Once again 

the verbal echo underlines the intrinsic disparity between the two figures. Whereas the Trojan 

                                                           
1185Met. 6.297-300 sexque datis leto diuersaque uulnera passis / ultima restabat; quam toto corpore mater, / tota ueste 
tegens 'unam minimamque relinque; / de multis minimam pὁὅἵὁ'ΝἵlἳmἳuitΝ'ἷtΝuὀἳmέ’ΝήΝ dumque rogat, pro qua rogat 
occidit.  

1186 Bömer 1982, vv. 13.540-541; Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.540; Rosati 2009, v. 6.583.  

1187 Met. 13.539-541 obmutuit illa dolore, / et pariter uocem lacrimasque introrsus obortas / deuorat ipse dolor, 
duroque simillima saxo /  torpet et aduersa figit modo lumina terra. Commentators (Bömer 1982, vv. 13.540-541; 
Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.540-542) hἳvἷΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝthἳtΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝmὁmἷὀtἳὄyΝ“petrification”ΝiὅΝἳlὅὁΝhiἹhlyΝ
ὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἒiἶὁ’ὅΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝ tὁΝχἷὀἷἳὅ’ΝἳttἷmptΝ tὁΝἳppἷἳὅἷΝhἷὄΝἳὀἹἷὄΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἧὀἶἷὄwὁὄlἶΝ(Aen. 6.467-471). The 
ἑἳὄthἳἹiὀiἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ,ΝwhὁΝiὅΝὅtillΝ ἸillἷἶΝwithΝἴlἳὐiὀἹΝwὄἳthΝἸὁὄΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝἴἷtὄἳyἳl,Ν ὄἷmἳiὀὅΝuὀmὁvἷἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝ
words and keeps her averted eyes fixed on the ground. Her implacable attitude is expressed through a simile 
comparing her to stone or Parian marble.    

1188 Met. 6.303-309 deriguitque malis. nullos mouet aura capillos, / in uultu color est sine sanguine, lumina maestis / 
stant immota genis; nihil est in imagine uiuum. / ipsa quoque interius cum duro lingua palato / congelat, et uenae 
desistunt posse moueri; / nec flecti ceruix nec bracchia reddere motus / nec pes ire potest; intra quoque uiscera 
saxum est.   

1189 Met. 13.542 interdum toruos extollit ad aethera uultus. 

1190 Met. 6.279 a quibus ad caelum liuentia bracchia tollens.  
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ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ pὄὁtἷὅtΝ ἳἹἳiὀtΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶὅ iὅΝ juὅtiἸiἷἶ,Ν ἠiὁἴἷ’ὅΝ vitupἷὄἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἜἳtὁὀἳΝ iὅΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ

manifestation of her outrage towards the goddess which inevitably leads to the total annihilation 

of her progeny. Finally, both heroines are immortalized by Ovid as bereaved mothers perennially 

mourniὀἹΝthἷiὄΝὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹέΝἠiὁἴἷ’ὅΝἷὀἶlἷὅὅΝlἳmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝἵhilἶὄἷὀΝἷvἷὀΝἳἸtἷὄΝhἷὄΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅΝ

into a statue is symbolized by the tears trickling incessantly from the stone (Met. 6.310-312). 

Likewise after Hecuba is transformed into a dog she continues to recall her lost progeny and 

makes the fields of Thrace resound with her sad howling (Met. 13.570-571). 

ἡviἶΝ ἶἷpiἵtὅΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ ἴuὄὀiὀἹΝ wὄἳthΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ lὁὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝ ἴyΝ mἷἳὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἳὀΝ ἷpiἵΝ

ὅimilἷέΝἦhἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀΝmἳὄἵhiὀἹΝiὀΝἳὀἹἷὄΝtὁwἳὄἶὅΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝpἳlἳἵἷΝiὅΝlikened to a raging 

lionness bereft of her suckling cub who follows the footprints of the man who has stolen her 

whelp.1191 The Ovidian picture engages in a multi-faceted dialogue with various intertexts and 

intratexts. To begin with, the Roman poet evokes the Homeric simile, which compares Achilles 

mourning the death of Patroclus to an enraged lion which roams the wilderness attempting to 

track down the hunter who has snatched away its cubs.1192 An important affinity between the 

Trojan queen and the Greek hero is that they are both filled with an explosive fusion of anger and 

sorrow, which transmutes into a desire to punish the slayer of their loved ones, Polymestor and 

ἘἷἵtὁὄΝ ὄἷὅpἷἵtivἷlyέΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἳὅὅὁἵiἳtiὁὀΝwithΝχἵhillἷὅΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ thἷΝ liὁὀὀἷὅὅΝὅimilἷΝἷἸἸἷἵtivἷlyΝ

raises her to the status of a Homeric warrior and foreshadows her brutal and gory vengeance 

against Polymestor. 

                                                           
1191 Met. 13.547-548 utque furit catulo lactente orbata leaena / signaque nacta pedum sequitur quem non uidet 
hostem, / sic Hecabe, postquam cum luctu miscuit iram, /  non oblita animorum, annorum oblita suorurn, / uadit ad 
artificem dirae Polymestora caedis. 

1192 Iliad 18.316-323 kて宋jすΝh跡Νぃさそi[hさなΝ塵hすちて漕Ν厨つ蘇とぬiΝけふてすてΝήΝぬi宋とgな 厨ヾ' 刃ちhとてlふちてにな しえたiちてな jkおしijjすち 逗kgかとてに / 
ヾにせち責 たうそg jkiちうぬのち 席な ki そ拙な 遂ひけえちiすてな, / 銭 槽う し' 精ヾ摂 jせへたちてにな 厨そglさくふそてな 塵とヾうj素 刃ち碩と / 西そさな 厨せ ヾにせすち蘇な┳ 整 
hえ k' 甚ぬちにkgす 西jkiとてな 厨そしほち, / ヾてそそ責 hえ k' 甚けせi 厨ヾ蘇そしi たik' 刃ちえとてな 澄ぬちす' 厨とiにち蒼ち ήΝ i澄Ν ヾてしiちΝ 厨つiへとてす┳Ν たうそgΝ け責とΝ
hとすた設なΝぬふそてな g頗とi宋┳ΝήΝ脆なΝ整Νくgと設ΝjkiちうぬのちΝたikilほちiiΝ‒にとたすhふちijjすち (See Bömer 1982, vv. 13.547-549, Hopkinson 
2000, vv. 13.547-548). 
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ἐἷlὁwΝ ἙΝ willΝ ἳὄἹuἷΝ thἳtΝ ἳpἳὄtΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ ἘὁmἷὄiἵΝ mὁἶἷlΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅimilἷΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἵὁὀvἷὄὅἷὅΝ

intertextually with ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ Hecuba. ThἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἵὁmparison to a lioness deprived 

of her young may echo and invert the portrayal of Polymestor in the Greek play. After being 

blinded by the Trojan women the Thracian king exits from their tent in pursuit, groveling on all 

four.1193 He explicitly likens himself to a mountain beast on account of his movement as a 

quadrupedal animal as well as his desire to hunt down the women and feast on their flesh.1194 

Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν thἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝhἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ lὁὅὅΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ lὁὅὅΝὁἸΝ

his sons, who were snatched away and murdered by the Trojan women. Another significant 

affinity between the two characters is that they are both overwhelmed with boiling anger, which 

ἶὄivἷὅΝ thἷmΝ tὁΝ ὅἷἷkΝ vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝ thἷiὄΝ ἵhilἶὄἷὀ’ὅΝ muὄἶἷὄἷὄὅέ1195 ἙὀΝ ἳἶἶitiὁὀ,Ν ἡviἶ’ὅΝ

depiction of the Trojan queen as a lioness following the tracks of an enemy, whom she does not 

see, since he is far away, may constitute a subtle allusion and rewriting of the Euripidean 

passage, in which Polymestor likened to a mountain beast tries to find with his hands the 

footprints of Trojan women, who are not visible to him due to his blindness. 

 Finally, the Ovidian simile functions as a further intratextual link between Hecuba and 

ἢὄὁἵὀἷέΝἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,ΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝἳὅΝἳΝliὁὀἷὅὅΝἶἷpὄivἷἶΝof her cub evokes and 

ὄἷvἷὄὅἷὅΝthἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝἵὁmpἳὄiὅὁὀΝtὁΝἳΝtiἹὄἷὅὅΝἶὄἳἹἹiὀἹΝἳwἳyΝἳΝὅuἵkliὀἹΝἸἳwὀΝuὅἷἶΝtὁΝ

describe the way she violently drags Itys to a remote part of the palace in order to murder 

                                                           
1193 Hec. 1056-1061 ぃてέΝ隻たてすΝ厨け説,Νヾ岨Νく蒼,Νヾ岨Νjk蒼,Νヾ岨Νせ蹟そjの,ΝήΝkikと赤ヾてhてなΝく赤jすちΝしさと摂なΝ性とijk蹟とてに 

kすし蹟たiちてなΝ厨ヾ拙Νぬi宋とgΝせgk礎Ν澄ぬちてなἉΝヾて接gちΝήΝ錐Νkg窃kgちΝ錐Νk赤ちh礎Ν厨つgそそ赤つの,Νk責なΝήΝ刃ちhとてl折ちてになΝた赤とねgすΝぬと組このちΝ瀬そす赤hgな,ΝήΝg摺ΝたiΝ
hす説そijgちἉ 

1194 Hec. 1070-1072 ヾ岨 ヾ折h礎 厨ヾ噌つgな / jgとせ蒼ち 性jk蹟のち k礎 厨たヾそさjし蒼, / して接ちgち 刃けと接のち kすし蹟たiちてな しさと蒼ち,  1172-1173 厨せ 
h跡 ヾさh切jgな 厨け節 / し碩と 脆な hす説せの k責な たすgすl折ちてにな せ窃ちgな. 

1195 Met. 558-559 spectat truculenta loquentem / falsaque iurantem tumidaque exaestuat ira; Hec. 1054-1055 《せέΝ
刃そそ礎Ν厨せヾてh節ちΝ甚ヾiすたすΝせ刃ヾてjk切jてたgすΝήΝしにた藻Νこ蹟てちkす eと素せ拙Νhにjたgぬのk赤k荘έ  
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him.1196 The two comparisons cast in relief the fundamental difference between the two mothers. 

ἦhἷΝliὁὀἷὅὅΝὅimilἷΝὄἷἸlἷἵtὅΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἳἸἸἷἵtiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἳὀἶΝpὄὁtἷἵtivἷὀἷὅὅΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝhἷὄΝ

rage against Polymestor and her yearning for vengeance. The tigress simile, on the other hand, 

iὀἶiἵἳtἷὅΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅ alienation from Itys, whom he views as a mirror-image of his father, and 

anticipates the pitiless slaughter and dismemberment of her son.   

Having resolved upon avenging herself on Polymestor Hecuba goes to his palace and 

seeks audience with the king (Met. 13.551-552). In the Greek play, on the other hand, the Trojan 

queen dispatches a handmaiden to summon Polymestor to the Achaean camp (Hec. 889-894).1197 

Ovid employs the same technique of omitting the intermediary as in the scene of the discovery of 

Polydoruὅ’Νἵὁὄpὅἷ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝὅhἳὄpἷὀΝthἷΝἸὁἵuὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝἸiἹuὄἷΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳέΝἙὀΝἴὁthΝtἷxtὅΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝ

ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ plὁtΝ ἵἳpitἳliὐἷὅΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἹὄἷἷἶΝ ἸὁὄΝ wἷἳlth,Ν ὅiὀἵἷΝ itΝ iὀvὁlvἷὅΝ

leading him into a trap by the deceptive promise of hidden treasure.1198 Euὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝhἷὄὁiὀἷΝwhets 

the appetite of Polymestor by telling him about caves containing hidden Trojan gold, but then 

ἷὀtiἵἷὅΝ himΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝ tἷὀt,ΝwhἷὄἷΝ ὅhἷΝ ἳllἷἹἷὅΝ ὅhἷΝ hἳὅΝ ἵὁὀἵἷἳlἷἶΝmὁὄἷΝ tὄἷἳὅuὄἷ 

brought from Troy without the knowledge of the Achaeans (Hec. 1000-1116). The Roman poet, 

however, alters the location of the ambush by having his Hecuba lure the Thracian king to an 

unspecified secluded place by means of a false promise to show him a hidden hoard of gold.1199 

One possible explanation for the choice of an outdoors setting is that it facilitates the subsequent 

                                                           
1196 Met. 6.636-637 nec mora, traxit Ityn, ueluti Gangetica ceruae / lactentem fetum per siluas tigris opacas (See 
Curley 2013, 183). 

1197 Hopkinson 2000, v. 13.551. 

1198 Hopkinson, vv. 13.552-553. 

1199 Met. 13.552-ἃἃἃΝ[…]Νnam se monstrare relictum / uelle latens illi, quod nato redderet, aurum. / credidit Odrysius 
pὄἳἷἶἳἷὃuἷΝόἳἶὅuἷtuὅόΝἳmὁὄἷΝήΝin secreta uenit (Hopkinson, v. 13.555). 
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confrontation between Hecuba and the Thracians, which would not have been possible if the 

scene took place inside the Greek camp.  

The most significant Ovidian divergence from his tragic predecessor in the revenge scene 

iὅΝ thἷΝἷxἵluὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹέΝ ἙὀΝ thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝ iὀvitἷὅΝ thἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ

king along with his children and with the aid of the Trojan women blinds him and slays his two 

sons thereby exacting a vengeance from the king, which surpasses in ferocity his crime. In the 

Metamorphoses, on the contrary, the Trojan queen takes revenge on Polymestor alone by 

blinding and killing him. As noted above, one interpretation for the Ovidian departure is that it 

distinguishes Hecuba from thἷΝpὁἷm’ὅΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἳlΝmὁthἷὄὅ,ΝMedea, Procne, and Althaea, in the 

sense that she is a bereaved mother who avenges the death of her child. Ovid signals his 

pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ“ἳὀti-Ἕἷἶἷἳ”ΝἴyΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴiὀἹΝhἷὄΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἢὁlymἷὅtor in a way 

thἳtΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷὅΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ὄἷtὄiἴutiὁὀΝ ὁὀΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅέΝ ἦὁΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ with,Ν thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ iὅΝ

depicted as treacherous, a feature which he shares with his Euripidean antecedent. In the Greek 

plἳyΝ hἷΝ ἹivἷὅΝ ἸἳlὅἷΝ ὄἷpliἷὅΝ tὁΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀὅΝ ἳἴὁut whether Polydorus is still alive and 

remembers her and whether the gold sent with him is kept safe (Hec. 986-997). Likewise in the 

Ovidian narrative he greedily and impatiently asks the Trojan queen to show him the gold, which 

he promises to give to her son and even takes a perfidious oath in the name of the gods (Met. 

13.555-558). Moreover, the narrator brands Polymestor with the epithet artifex (“ἵuὀὀiὀἹΝ

ἵὁὀtὄivἷὄ”),Ν whiἵhΝwἳὅΝ uὅἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷΝ ἷἳὄliἷὄΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ pὁἷmΝ tὁΝ lἳἴἷlΝ ἦἷὄἷuὅ,Ν ἳὀὁthἷὄΝ ἶἷἵἷitἸulΝ

Thracian king.1200 The two kings live up to their characterization by employing cunning 

deception to conceal their crimes. Tereus deceives Procne by the false story that her sister 

                                                           
1200 Met. 13.551 uadit ad artificem dirae Polymestora caedis, 6.615 artificem mediis immittam Terea flammis. 
Gildendhard and Zissos (2007, 16, n. 34) note that Ovid also associates the two kings by means of the epithet 
Odrysius (“ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀ”)Ν(Met. 6.490, 13.554). 
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perished on the voyage to Thrace (Met. 6.563-570), while Polymestor attempts to trick Hecuba 

into believing that her son is still alive. 

 Furthermore, the depiction of Hecuba in the vengeance scene is highly reminiscent of 

that of Procne. In particular, one of the retribution schemes entertained by Procne is to remove 

ἦἷὄἷuὅ’ΝἷyἷὅΝ(ἳlὁὀἹΝwith his tongue and genitals).1201 ἦhἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’ΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἸἳὀtἳὅyΝ

iὅΝ ὄἷἳliὐἷἶΝ ἴyΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ,Ν whὁΝ pluἵkὅΝ ὁutΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἷyἷὅέ1202 At the same time the Trojan 

ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ ἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄΝwithΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝ ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ iὀvἷὄtὅΝ thἷΝmἷἷtiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝἢὄὁἵὀἷΝwithΝ ἙtyὅέΝἧpὁὀΝ

seeing her son the Athenian princess comes up with the plan of murdering him in order to avenge 

herself on her husband, her motivation being his close resemblance to his father. She thus casts 

on him a pitiless gaze and is said to boil with tacit wrath as she contemplates the details of her 

revenge plot.1203 In an analogous fashion the Trojan queen looks savagely on Polymestor and is 

overwhelmed with seething rage as she hears him taking a false oath by the gods that her son is 

alive and well.1204 In addition, the ThraciἳὀΝ kiὀἹ’ὅΝ ἵὄἳἸtyΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἸἳwὀiὀἹΝ liἷὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝ thἷΝ ἵhilἶ’ὅΝ

blandishing gestures towards his mother consisting of embraces, kisses, and sweet words.1205 

Once again, the verbal allusions are aimed to stress the fundamental difference between the two 

situations: whereas Procne is about to commit a heinous crime by murdering her innocent son, 

ἘἷἵuἴἳΝiὅΝὅpuὄὄἷἶΝἴyΝἹuiltyΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἶupliἵityΝtὁΝtἳkἷΝjuὅtΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝὁὀΝhimέΝ 

                                                           
1201 Met 6.616-618 aut linguam atque oculos et quae tibi membra pudorem / abstulerunt ferro rapiam, aut per uulnera 
mille / sontem animam expellam. 

1202 Met. 13.561-562 expellitque genis oculos (facit ira potentem)/ immergitque manus foedataque sanguine sonti. 

1203 Met. 6.621-ἄἀἁΝ[…] oculisque tuens immitibus 'a! quam / es similis patri' dixit; nec plura locuta / triste parat 
facinus tacitaque exaestuat ira. 

1204 Met. 13.558-559 spectat truculenta loquentem / falsaque iurantem tumidaque exaestuat ira. 

1205 Met. 13.555-558 tum blando callidus ore / 'tolle moras, Hecabe' dixit, 'da munera nato. / omne fore illius, quod 
das, quod et ante dedisti, / per superos iuro, 6.624-627 ut tamen accessit natus matrique salutem / attulit et paruis 
adduxit colla lacertis / mixtaque blanditiis puerilibus oscula iunxit, mota quidem est genetrix infractaque constitit 
ira. 
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ἡviἶ’ὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἴliὀἶiὀἹΝἳὀἶΝitὅΝἳἸtἷὄmἳthΝἶἷviἳtἷὅΝὅuἴὅtἳὀtiἳllyΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝ

descriptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝiὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba. Below I will contend that the Roman poet 

draws instead on another Euripidean play: the Bacchae. ἝὁὄἷΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳlly,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ

revenge on Polymestor reenacts the punishment visited on Pentheus by Dionysus and his Theban 

mἳἷὀἳἶὅέΝ ἦὁΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ with,Ν thἷΝ ἦὄὁjἳὀΝ ὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ ὅtὄἳtἳἹἷmΝ tὁΝ luὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ vἳἹuἷΝ

outdoors location by the deceptive promise of showing him a hidden treasure trove echoes 

ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ὅἵhἷmἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἷὀtiἵiὀἹΝ thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ tὁΝἝtέΝἑithἳἷὄὁn by offering to show him the 

secret rites of the maenads.1206 ἦhuὅ,Ν juὅtΝ ἳὅΝ ἘἷἵuἴἳΝ ἷxplὁitὅΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ iὀὀἳtἷΝ ἹὄἷἷἶΝ ἸὁὄΝ

wἷἳlth,Ν ὅimilἳὄlyΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝ ἵἳpitἳliὐἷὅΝ ὁὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν vὁyἷuὄiὅmΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὅuἴἵὁὀὅἵiὁuὅΝ ἶἷὅiὄἷΝ tὁΝ

witness the forbidden Bacchic rituals. Furthermὁὄἷ,ΝiὀΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝtὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba, where the 

ἴliὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝtἳkἷὅΝplἳἵἷΝiὀὅiἶἷΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝtἷὀt,ΝἡviἶΝmἳyΝhἳvἷΝἴἷἷὀΝiὀὅpiὄἷἶΝ

to set his scene at a remote locale by the Bacchae, in which Dionysus leads Pentheus through 

deserted paths to Mt. Cithaeron.1207   

ἡviἶ’ὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴliὀἶiὀἹΝὅἵἷὀἷΝἶἷpἳὄtὅΝiὀΝmἳὀyΝwἳyὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἳtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝtὄἳἹiἵΝmὁἶἷlέΝ

ἙὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba Polymestor himself describes in a messenger speech how the Trojan queen 

and the other captive women first disarmed the Thracian king and separated him from his sons 

by pretending to play with them (Hec. 1151-1159). Then, they suddenly immobilized him, 

murdered his children with swords, and blinded him by piercing his eyes with brooches (Hec. 

1160-1171). Finally, they fled from the tent escaping the clutches of the enraged king (Hec. 

                                                           
1206 Met. 15.552-ἃἃἃΝ[…]Νnam se monstrare relictum / uelle latens illi, quod nato redderet, aurum. / credidit Odrysius 
praedaeὃuἷΝόἳἶὅuἷtuὅόΝamore / in secreta uenit; Ba. 810-820 〉すέΝ腎έΝくて窃そ素Νjl礎Ν厨ちΝ星とijすΝjにけせgしさた蹟ちgな 菅hi宋ち; / ぃi. 
た赤そすjkg, たにと接てち けi hて設な ぬとにjて漕 jkgした折ち. / 〉す.k接 h礎; i菅な 帥とのkg kて漕hi ヾ蹟ヾkのせgな た蹟けgち; / ぃi. そにヾと蒼な ちすち i菅j接hてすた礎 壬ち 
厨つ荘ちのた蹟ちgなέΝ ήΝ 〉すέ晴たのなΝ h礎Ν 澄hてすなΝ 壬ちΝ 酔h蹟のなΝ 尽Ν jてすΝ ヾすせと赤ἉΝ ήΝ ぃiέΝ j赤l礎Ν 澄jしす,Ν jすけ訴Ν h礎Ν 精ヾ礎Ν 厨そ赤kgすなΝ せgしさた蹟ちgなέΝ ήΝ 〉すέ刃そそ礎Ν
厨つすぬちi窃jてにj接ちΝji,Νせ壬ちΝ帥そし素なΝそ赤しと糎έΝήΝぃiέΝ刃そそ礎Ν厨たlgち蒼な┳Νせgそ蒼なΝけ責とΝ厨つi宋ヾgなΝk赤hiέΝήΝ〉す. 甚けのたiち て誠ち ji せ刃ヾすぬiすと切jiすな 
成h藻; /  ぃi. 甚け礎 斉な k赤ぬすjkg, kて漕 ぬと折ちてに h蹟 jてす lしてち蒼. 

1207 Met. 13.555 in secreta uenit; Ba. 840-841 ぃi. せg拙 ヾ蒼な hす礎 甚jkiのな i寸たす 【ghたi接てにな そgし説ち; / 〉す. 成hて設な 厨と切たてにな 澄たiち┳ 
厨け節 h礎 酔け切jてたgす. 
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1071-1075). The Metamorphoses, on the other hand, offers a much more gruesome spectacle: 

Hecuba summons the Trojan women, but she alone seizes Polymestor and gouges out his eyes 

with her bare hands (Met. 13.560-564).1208 I will argue that in this scene Ovid portrays Hecuba as 

a figurative Bacchant by creatively reworking ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν sparagmos by the Theban maenads 

recounted in the second messenger speech of the Bacchae. The Roman poet may have actually 

derived thiὅΝiἶἷἳΝἸὄὁmΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHecuba itself, where Polymestor depicts the Trojan women as 

mἷtἳphὁὄiἵἳlΝ mἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ ἴyΝ ἴὄἳὀἶiὀἹΝ thἷmΝ ἳὅΝ “ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐἳἶἷὅ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἸἷἳὄiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ thἷyΝ willΝ

dismember his sons, scatter their limbs in the mountain, and offer their flesh as feast to dogs.1209  

Whereas the Trojan women in Hecuba overpower Polymestor by means of guile and 

superior numbers, the Ovidian heroine avenges herself on the Thracian king on her own through 

sheer strength. In particular, she seizes him violently, sinks her fingers into his eyes, plucks out 

his eyes, and finally plunges her arms in his head and pulls out the sockets.1210 This grisly 

description may echo verbally the scene in the Bacchae, where the frenzied Agave grabs 

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝlἷἸtΝἳὄm,ΝplἳὀtὅΝhἷὄΝἸὁὁtΝὁὀΝhiὅΝside, and tears off his shoulder.1211 The distinguishing 

ἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝὅituἳtiὁὀὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝwhilἷΝχἹἳvἷ’ὅΝuὀἵἳὀὀyΝὅtὄἷὀἹthΝiὅΝἴἷὅtὁwἷἶΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝ

by Dionysus, Hecuba owes her superhuman power to her rage.  

                                                           
1208 Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.561-564.  

1209 Hec. 1075-1078 ヾて宋 ヾ岨 l蹟とてたgす k蹟せち礎 帥とさたg そすヾ節ち / 〈赤せぬgすな 須すhg hすgたてすと塑jgす / jlgせk赤, せにj接ち ki lてすち接gち hg宋k礎 /  
刃ち切たiと折ち k礎 星とiすてち 厨せくてそ赤ち;. 

1210 Met. 13.560-564 atque ita correpto captiuarum agmina matrum / inuocat et digitos in perfida lumina condit / 
expellitque genis oculos (facit ira potentem) / immergitque manus foedataque sanguine sonti / non lumen (neque 
enim superest), loca luminis hauritέΝ ἙΝ ὁptἷἶΝ ἸὁὄΝἘἷiὀὅiuὅ’Ν ἷmἷὀἶἳtiὁὀΝ potentem instead of the reading nocentem 
attested by the manuscripts, on the grounds that it explicitly alludes to the Euripidean intertext. 

1211 Ba. 1125-1128 そgくて漕jg h礎 静そ蹟ちgすj礎 刃とすjkiと責ち ぬ蹟とg, / ヾそiにとg宋jすち 刃ちkすく塑jg kて漕 hにjhg接たてちてな / 刃ヾijヾ赤とgつiち 
惜たてち, て盛ぬ 精ヾ摂 jし蹟ちてにな / 刃そそ礎 成 しi摂な i盛た赤とiすgち 厨ヾih接hてに ぬiとて宋ち, 1135-11ἁἄΝヾ塑jgΝh礎 泉たgkのた蹟ちさ / ぬi宋とgな hすijlg接とすこiΝ
j赤とせgΝぃiちし蹟のなέ  
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Ovid also diverges significantly from Euripides in his description of the aftermath of 

ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἴliὀἶiὀἹέΝἙὀΝthἷΝHecuba the blinded king rushes out of the tent on all fours like a 

wild animal seeking to exact vengeance from the Trojan women by devouring their flesh (Hec. 

1056-1082). When his attempts at retribution prove futile, he calls upon the Thracians and 

Greeks for aid (Hec. 1089-1097), but only Agamemnon arrives who is secretly in league with the 

Trojan queen. What follows is a Euripidean agon, in which Hecuba and Polymestor plead their 

respective cases before Agamemnon, who plays the role of a judge and announces his verdict in 

favor of Hecuba (Hec. 1109-1251). In the Metamorphoses, on the other hand, Polymestor is slain 

ἴyΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝἳὀἶΝ thἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀὅΝἷὀὄἳἹἷἶΝἴyΝ thἷiὄΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἳὅὅἳultΝἘἷἵuba by hurling stones 

and spears against her.1212 The Ovidian scene may evoke instead the first messenger speech of 

the Bacchae, in which the countrymen infuriated by being plundered by the maenads attack them 

with spears.1213 In addition, just as the Bacchants aὄἷΝ immuὀἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ pἷἳὅἳὀtὅ’Ν wἷἳpὁὀὅΝ ὁὀΝ

ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ἶiviὀἷΝ pὄὁtἷἵtiὁὀ,Ν likἷwiὅἷΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝ ἵἳὀὀὁtΝ ἴἷΝ hἳὄmἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀὅ’Ν

missiles due to the fact that she is transformed into a dog. Finally, the Thracian missile attack 

against Hecuba may constitute an implicit allusion to the Virgilian narrative of Polydorus, in 

which the Thracians murdered the Trojan prince by shooting spears against him.1214 In other 

wὁὄἶὅ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀὅΝἳttἷmptΝtὁΝkillΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝiὀΝthἷΝwἳyΝthἳtΝthἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀὅΝὅlἷwΝhἷὄΝ

son.  

                                                           
1212 Met. 13.565-568 clade sui Thracum gens inritata tyranni / Troada telorum lapidumque incessere iactu / coepit; at 
haec missum rauco cum murmure saxum / morsibus insequitur […]έ 

1213 Ba. 758-ἅἄἂΝて頗 h礎 性とけ蘇なΝ西ヾて / 厨なΝ晴ヾそ礎 厨ぬ説とてにち liと折たiちてすΝくgせぬ蒼ちΝ西ヾて┳ΝήΝて誓ヾiとΝk摂 hiすち摂ちΝ髄ちΝし蹟gた礎 菅hi宋ち,Ν甚ちgつ┳ήΝ
kて宋なΝた跡ちΝけ責とΝて盛ぬΝ潜たgjjiΝそてけぬのk摂ちΝく蹟そてな,Ν ήΝて盛 ぬgそせ折な,Νて盛 j接hさとてな,Νξ帥ちしiてちΝぬと折gἌ,Ν ήΝせi宋ちgすΝh跡 し窃とjてになΝ厨つgちすi宋jgすΝ
ぬiと蒼ちΝήΝ厨kとgにた赤kすこてちΝせ刃ヾiち説kすこてちΝlにけ訴 ήΝけにちg宋せiなΝ甚ちhとgなΝて盛せΝ甚ちiにΝしi蒼ちΝkすちてなέ  

1214 Aen. 3.45-46 nam Polydorus ego. hic confixum ferrea texit / telorum seges et iaculis increvit acutis. 
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ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἵὁὀἵluἶἷὅΝwithΝthἷΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἵἳὀiὀἷΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅ,Ν

which deviates from the Euripidean account.1215 In the Greek play the blind Polymestor 

announces a prophecy revealed to him by Dionysus, according to which Hecuba will be 

transformed into a dog during the voyage to Greece and drown in the sea (Hec. 1259-1267). In 

the Metamorphoses, on the contrary, the Trojan queen turns into a dog while she is being 

assaulted by the Thracians and subsequently wanders in the fields of Thrace (Met. 13.567-571). 

Ovid does preserve, however, the Euripidean aetion ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝtὁmἴέΝἙὀΝἴὁthΝtἷxtὅΝthἷΝ

Trojan queen is eventually buried at a promontory on the Thracian coast, which is named 

ἑyὀὁὅὅἷmἳΝ (“ἒὁἹ’ὅΝ tὁmἴ”)Ν ἳἸtἷὄΝ hἷὄέ1216 ἡviἶ’ὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸἷὄἳl ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἷttiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝ

metamorphosis and death from sea to land may have been inspired be the Virgilian rewriting of 

thἷΝἶἷἳthΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝthὄὁwὅΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝἴὁἶyΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝὅἷἳ,ΝhiὅΝ

Virgilian counterpart buries him at the Thracian coast. In the final scene of the Ovidian narrative 

we witness Hecuba roaming the fields of Thrace in her canine form and howling mournfully in 

remembrance of her misfortunes.1217 ἦhiὅΝpἳthἷtiἵΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ

appearance in the narrative lamenting her sons at the Trojan cemetery (Met. 13.423-ἂἀἆ)έΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ

concluding portrayal of Hecuba diverges from that of Euripides, who depicts her as deriving joy 

from her retribution against Polymestor and being indifferent to her impending metamorphosis 

and death.1218   

                                                           
1215 Hopkinson 2000, vv. 13.569-570.  

1216 Met. 13.569-570 locus exstat et ex re / nomen habet; Hec. 1270-1273 《せ. しgちて漕jg h' 錐 こ蒼j' 厨ちしうh' 厨せヾそおjの 
όくすてちόἉ / ぃて. しgちて漕jg┳ kへたくのす h’Ν星ちてたg j蒼す せiせそおjikgす ... / 《せ. たてとl蘇な 厨ヾのすh摂ち たお kす k蘇な 厨た蘇な 厨とi宋なἉ / ぃて. せにち摂な 
kgそgかちさな j蘇たg, ちgにkかそてすな kえせたgと. 

1217 Met. 13.570-571 ueterumque diu memor illa malorum / tum quoque Sithonios ululauit maesta per agros. 

1218 Hec. 1257-1258 ぃてέΝぬgかとiすなΝ精くとかこてにj'Νi菅なΝ帥た',Ν惜Νヾgちて漕とけiΝjへέΝήΝ《せέΝて盛ΝけうとΝたiΝぬgかとiすちΝぬとお jiΝkすたのとてにたえちさちἉ, 
1274 《せέΝて盛h跡ちΝたえそiすΝたてす,Νjて漕ΝけえΝたてすΝhふちkてなΝhかせさちέ 
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Chapter 5 

Hippolytus in Aricia: Romanizing Euripides  

 

The earliest known sources for the Hippolytus myth are the tragedies of Euripides and 

Sophocles, all three of whiἵhΝtὄἷἳtΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝἸἳtἳlΝilliἵitΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝὅtἷpὅὁὀ,Νwhich ultimately 

ὄἷὅultὅΝ iὀΝhἷὄΝὅuiἵiἶἷΝἳὀἶΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝas a result of ἦhἷὅἷuὅ’ΝἵuὄὅἷέΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝἵὁmpὁὅἷἶΝ

two plays about the story, Hippolytos Kalyptomenos and Hippolytos Stephanephoros (hereafter 

referred to as HippK and HippS respectively), while Sophocles wrote a Phaedra. Out of the three 

plays only HippS is fully extant. Our knowledge of HippK is based on a fragmentary hypothesis 

and about twenty fragments and likewise no more than twenty fragments survive from 

Phaedra.1219 As regards chronology the prevalent view in scholarship is that HippK (ca. 436-

433) antedates HippS (ἂἀἆΝ ἐἑ)Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν tragedy should be dated between the two 

Euripidean plays (ca. 435-429 BC).1220 The attribution of an earlier date to HippK is mainly 

founded on the hypothesis of HippS by Aristophanes of Byzantium, who remarks that the extant 

play was written after HippK,Ν ἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝwhἳtΝ hἳἶΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ “uὀὅἷἷmly”Ν ἳὀἶΝ “ὄἷpὄἷhἷὀὅiἴlἷ”Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ

ἷἳὄliἷὄΝplἳyΝwἳὅΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtἷἶ”ΝiὀΝitέ1221  

Critics have suggested that this morally improper aspect of HippK pἷὄtἳiὀὅΝtὁΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ

direct confrontation of Hippolytus, which constitutes a major difference between the two 

plays.1222 Whereas in HippS thἷΝ ἠuὄὅἷΝ mἳkἷὅΝ ἳὀΝ ἳppὄὁἳἵhΝ tὁΝ ἘippὁlytuὅΝ withὁutΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ

                                                           
1219 For a detailed reconstruction of HippK and Phaedra see Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 256-266 and 275-287 
respectively. 

1220 On the relative chronology of the three plays see Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 266-272 and 287-289. 

1221 Halleran 1995, 25. 

1222
 Halleran 1995, 26; Collard/Cropp 2008, 467-468 (Vol. I); Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 258. 
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knowledge, in an attempt to arrange an adulterous affair between them, in HippK Phaedra herself 

tries to seduce her stepson (fr. 430). Thus, the earlier Hippolytus most likely portrayed a wanton 

Phaedra bent on adultery in sharp contrast to her virtuous counterpart in HippS, where she 

struggles against her passion and displays a deep concern for preserving her good reputation 

(eukleia) by avoiding any disgraceful deed. Another significant divergence between the two 

tὄἳἹἷἶiἷὅΝὄἷlἳtἷὅΝtὁΝthἷΝtimἷΝὁἸΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέ1223 In HippS she hangs herself prior to the return 

of Theseus and falsely accuses Hippolytus of rape by means of a suicide note. On the contrary in 

HippK Phaedra commits suicide after the truth has been exposed and Hippolytus has perished in 

the fatal chariot ride. Finally, in contrast to the HippS, where the credulous Theseus is entirely 

ἵἷὄtἳiὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ tὄuthἸulὀἷὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ iὀἵὄimiὀἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ,Ν iὀΝ HippK he orders an 

iὀὃuiὄyΝ iὀtὁΝ hiὅΝ wiἸἷ’ὅΝ charge, probably after condemning Hippolytus to exile but before the 

mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝ ὄἷpὁὄtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἵhἳὄiὁtΝ ἶiὅaster.1224 On the basis of evidence drawn from the 

fragmentary hypothesis it has been postulated that Theseus devises a ruse in order to test 

ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ Ἰiἶἷlityέ1225 He orders a slave to disguise himself as Hippolytus by putting on his 

clothes and covering his head in the manner of a suppliant. The false Hippolytus then elicits the 

truth from Phaedra in a meeting probably spied upon by Theseus from a place of concealment.   

ἦhἷΝ pὄimἳὄyΝ ἶivἷὄἹἷὀἵἷὅΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν tὄἳἹἷἶyΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHippolytus plays 

can be ἴὄiἷἸlyΝ ὅummἳὄiὐἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἸὁllὁwὅέΝἦὁΝἴἷἹiὀΝwith,Ν thἷΝ ὄἷἳὅὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν ἳἴὅἷὀἵἷΝ ἶiἸἸἷὄὅΝ

from play to play.1226 In HippS the Athenian king is visiting an unspecified sanctuary in order to 

receive an oracle, while in HippK he is in Thessaly with Peirithous. In Phaedra, on the contrary, 
                                                           
1223 Collard/Cropp 2008, 468 (Vol. I). 

1224 Collard/Cropp 2008, 470 (Vol. I). 

1225 Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 263-264. 

1226 Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 275. 
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Theseus has descended into Hades with Peirithous in order to abduct Persephone and is 

presumed dead. Thus, given that the Sophoclean Phaedra considers herself a widow, her passion 

for Hippolytus was probably not depicted as deliberately illicit (though certainly still improper). 

Moreover, just as in HippS the Nurse functions as a mediator between Phaedra and Hippolytus, 

but the roles are reversed.1227 ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν whἷὄἷἳὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν plἳyΝ thἷΝ ἠuὄὅἷΝ ἳppὄὁἳἵhἷὅΝ

Hippolytus without her miὅtὄἷὅὅ’Ν kὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝ ἸἳlὅἷlyΝ ἵlἳimiὀἹΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ willΝ uὅἷΝ ἳΝ mἳἹiἵΝ lὁvἷΝ

philter to free her from her passion, in the Sophoclean tragedy she initially refuses to act as a go-

between and only yields after Phaedra makes a counterfeit threat of suicide. Furthermore, 

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἷἳὄlyΝ ἶἷpἳὄtuὄἷΝ iὀΝPhaedra before the return of Theseus precludes two important 

plot elements of the Euripidean plays, namely the confrontation (agon) between father and son as 

well as the need for Theseus to banish his son.1228 Finally, an attractive hypothesis suggested by 

ἵὄitiἵὅΝiὅΝthἳtΝἥἷὀἷἵἳ’ὅΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἳΝὄἷpἷὀtἳὀtΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳΝἵὁὀἸἷὅὅiὀἹΝhἷὄΝlὁvἷΝἳὀἶΝἸἳlὅἷΝὄἳpἷΝἵhἳὄἹἷΝ

over the corpse of Hippolytus and offering him a lock of hair before committing suicide may 

hἳvἷΝἴἷἷὀΝἶὄἳwὀΝἸὄὁmΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Νplay.1229  

 

There is also a Roman version of the Hippolytus myth attested to by Virgil (Aen. 7.761-

ἅἆἀ),ΝwhὁΝὄἷἵὁuὀtὅΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝὄἷὅuὄὄἷἵtiὁὀΝἴyΝχἷὅἵulἳpiuὅΝἳὀἶΝtὄἳὀὅpὁὄtἳtiὁὀΝtὁΝἙtἳlyΝἴyΝἒiἳὀἳ,Ν

where he became identified with the minor local divinity Virbius. The fusion of the two figures 

served as an aetiological explanation of a religious taboo, which forbade the admission of horses 

iὀΝἒiἳὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄἷἶΝἹὄὁvἷΝiὀΝχὄiἵiἳΝiὀΝliἹhtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝἘippὁlytuὅΝwἳὅΝἶἷὅtὄὁyἷἶΝἴyΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝ

                                                           
1227 Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 276-278. 

1228 Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 279-280. 

1229 Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 283-284 
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steeds (7.778-780).1230 Virgil, who according to Servius (Aen. 7.778) derived this story from 

ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝAetia (fr. 190), introduces the myth by including in his catalogue of Italian warriors 

Virbius Jr., the son of Hippolytus/Virbius and Aricia, who is very likely a character invented by 

the poet.1231 ἙtΝ hἳὅΝἴἷἷὀΝ ὅuἹἹἷὅtἷἶΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝ impliἵitlyΝ ἸὁὄἷὅhἳἶὁwὅΝ thἷΝ yὁuὀἹΝViὄἴiuὅ’Ν

untimely death, on the grounds that he is never mentioned again in the narrative and is depicted 

driving his chariot to battle (7.781-782), an image which bears ominous connotations in view of 

thἷΝimmἷἶiἳtἷlyΝpὄἷἵἷἶiὀἹΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἸἳtἳlΝἵhἳὄiὁtΝὄiἶἷΝ(ἅέἅἅλ-780).1232       

The Ovidian episode of Hippolytus-Virbius (Met. 15.492-546) is embedded in the 

narrative of Numa and Egeria (Met. 15.479-491, 547-553)έΝΝἠumἳ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝἳΝlὁὀἹΝἳὀἶΝἳΝ

peaceful reign causes public lamentation and his wife Egeria flees into the grove of Aricia, where 

she disrupts with her dirge the sacred rites of Diana. Her fellow nymphs offer her words of 

consolation and the god Virbius attempts to comfort her by recounting the story of his own death 

in a chariot crash and his subsequent restoration to life and apotheosis. Egeria, however, remains 

inconsolable for her loss and is eventually transformed by Diana into a spring. Another Ovidian 

treatment of the myth is found in the Fasti (6.733-768), where the Virbius story is inserted into 

thἷΝ ἳἷtiὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝχἷὅἵulἳpiuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝἴyΝ Jupitἷὄ’ὅΝ thuὀἶἷὄἴὁltΝ ἳὅΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ

revival of Hippolytus followed by his own resurrection and catasterism, namely his 

metamorphosis into the constellation Ophiuchus.  

In this chapter I will attempt to show that Ovid conflates the Euripidean, Virgilian, and 

Sophoclean models, thereby fashioning an innovative narrative which constitutes a palimpsest of 

                                                           
1230 Bömer 1986, vv. 15.492-546. 

1231 Horsfall 2000, vv. 7.761-782. 

1232 Horsfall 2000, vv. 7.763-764, 781. 
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multiplἷΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtὅέΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν hἷΝ ὄἷwὁὄkὅΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ-Virbius in an 

entirely different context, in the sense that he converts the Virgilian account embedded in the 

catalogue of Latin warriors into a speech addressed by Virbius to lamenting Egeria. At the same 

time the Ovidian narrative appropriates elements from all three tragic treatments of the Phaedra 

and Hippolytus myth. To begin with, the messenger speech of HippS ὄἷpὁὄtiὀἹΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν

chariot catastrophe is transfoὄmἷἶΝiὀtὁΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝpὁὅthumὁuὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝviὁlἷὀtΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ

and the Roman poet signals the evocation of his model by means of explicit allusions. Moreover, 

ἙΝwillΝἵὁὀtἷὀἶΝthἳtΝthἷΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝἳὀἶΝἷpilὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝἳΝὀὁvἷlΝὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝὁἸ 

χὄtἷmiὅ’Ν ἷpilὁἹuἷΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἳὅΝ dea ex machina in HippS. In particular, they are both divine 

ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄὅΝ whὁΝ ὁἸἸἷὄΝ ἳΝ ὄἷtὄὁὅpἷἵtivἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ ἷvἷὀtὅΝ (iέἷέΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ἳἶultἷὄὁuὅΝ

pἳὅὅiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝἸἳlὅἷΝὄἳpἷΝἳllἷἹἳtiὁὀΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’ΝἶἷἵὄἷἷΝὁἸΝἷxilἷΝἳὀἶΝἸatal curse) and at the 

ὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝὄἷἵὁuὀtΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝpὁὅthumὁuὅΝἶἷὅtiὀyΝ(iέἷέΝhἷὄὁΝἵultΝiὀΝἦὄὁἷὐἷὀΝἳὀἶΝἶἷiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝ

Italy respectively). Furthermore, the two speeches have the same narrative function: just as the 

Euripidean Artemis tries to comfort HippolytuὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ hiὅΝ immiὀἷὀtΝ ἶἷἳth,Ν likἷwiὅἷΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν

account of his own fate serves as a consolatory mythological exemplum by means of which he 

ἳttἷmptὅΝ tὁΝ ὅὁὁthἷΝ ἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝ ἹὄiἷἸΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷmiὅἷέΝ χὅΝ wἷΝ ὅhἳllΝ ὅἷἷ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ἴὁthΝ

speakers ironically fail to comfort their addressees because they employ ill-chosen arguments. 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝiὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἶiἳlὁἹuἷΝwithΝHippK can be examined only in terms of plot, since the 

meager fragments of the play render impossible the detection of any verbal echoes. I will argue 

that the Ovidian narrative diverges in significant ways from HippS and echoes HippK instead. 

First, Virbius describes his attempted seduction as a direct confrontation with Phaedra in 

accordance with HippK and contrary to HippS, where the Nurse approaches Hippolytus of her 

own accord. Second, whereas in HippS Aphrodite delivers the prologue speech explaining that 
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she has caused Phaedra to fall in love with Hippolytus as a means of punishing him for his 

spurning of her worship, Virbius makes no reference to a divine intervention on the part of the 

ἹὁἶἶἷὅὅέΝ ἦhiὅΝ ἵὁulἶΝ ἴἷΝ ἳttὄiἴutἷἶΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἴὄiἷἸὀἷὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁὄΝ tὁΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ὄἷluἵtἳὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ

mention even the name of the goddess whom he detests. It is possible, however, that Ovid may 

allude to HippK, where Aphrodite probably did not participate in the dramatic action and 

Phaedra was depicted as entirely culpable for her passion.1233 Third, the Ovidian Hippolytus 

perishes during the chariot ride in sharp contrast to HippS, in which he is mortally wounded, but 

returns ὁὀΝὅtἳἹἷΝἳὀἶΝiὅΝὄἷἵὁὀἵilἷἶΝwithΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝhἷΝἶiἷὅέΝἦhiὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝ

converges with that of HippK, where it has been postulated that the messenger reports the 

yὁuth’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝἴὁἶyΝiὅΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝἴἳἵkΝὁὀΝὅtἳἹἷΝἳὅΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝlἳmἷὀtὅΝthἷΝloss of his son.1234 

    ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtimἳtἷΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝHippK is attested by his earlier elegiac version of the 

myth in Heroides ἂ,Νἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝlἷttἷὄΝtὁΝἘippὁlytuὅ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝhἷΝmἳkἷὅΝὅὁmἷΝὁvἷὄtΝἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷΝ

lὁὅtΝplἳyέΝἔiὄὅtΝὁἸΝἳll,ΝthἷΝὄἷἳὅὁὀΝἸὁὄΝἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Νἳἴὅἷὀce mentioned by Phaedra, namely his sojourn 

with Peirithous in Thessaly (Her. 4.109-112), is in agreement with HippK. On the other hand, in 

HippS the Athenian king is visiting an oracle and in ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ Phaedra he has descended into 

the underworld.1235 What iὅΝ mὁὄἷ,Ν thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷ’ὅΝ lἷttἷὄΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳΝ ἶiὄἷἵtΝ ἳttἷmptΝ tὁΝ

ὅἷἶuἵἷΝhἷὄΝὅtἷpὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅΝtὁΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝἶiὄἷἵtΝἳppὄὁἳἵhΝtὁΝἘippὁlytuὅΝ iὀΝHippK. 

ἦhiὅΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἳtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ ὅuppὁὄtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳὀΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ἳΝ ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ lὁὅtΝ plἳyέΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄa 

claims that Amor, who rules even over the gods themselves, has commanded her to write the 

                                                           
1233 Halleran 1995, 38. 

1234 HalleraὀΝ1λλἃ,ΝἀἅἉΝἥὁmmἷὄὅtἷiὀήἦἳlἴὁyΝἀίίἄ,ΝἀἄἃέΝἡviἶΝmἳyΝἳlὅὁΝἴἷΝἳlluἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝPhaedra, where it 
has been likewise hypothesized that Hippolytus dies in the chariot crash and his corpse is carried back on stage 
(Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 283).  

1235 Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 256. 
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lὁvἷΝlἷttἷὄΝtὁΝἘippὁlytuὅΝἳὀἶΝpὄἳyὅΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἳὅὅiὅtἳὀἵἷΝiὀΝhἷὄΝἷὀἶἷἳvὁὄΝtὁΝὅἷἶuἵἷΝhimέ1236 In 

an analogous fashion her Euripidean predecessor asserts that the omnipotent Eros is her teacher 

of daring and audacity, a statement which foreshadows her confrontation with Hippolytus.1237 In 

addition, Phaedra in the Heroides (4.109-128) attempts to induce Hippolytus to have an illicit 

affair with her, on the grounds that Theseus has wrought injury on them both, referring inter alia 

to his multiple infidelities. This appeal to an existing resentment towards Theseus may evoke 

HippK, where her tragic antecedent complains that she is neglected by her husband, apparently 

referring to Theseus' sexual infidelities.1238  

ἔiὀἳlly,ΝthἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝprobable iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝwithΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝPhaedra is 

attested by a single, but essential detail. His Hippolytus drives his chariot towards Troezen, 

which implies that he comes from Athens.1239 This may constitute an allusion to the Sophoclean 

play which most likely had an Athenian setting in contrast to both HippS and HippK, where the 

action took place in Troezen.1240  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1236 Her. 4.11-16 quidquid Amor iussit, non est contemnere tutum; /  regnat et in dominos ius habet ille deos.  / ille 
mihi primo dubitanti scribere dixit: /   'scribe! dabit victas ferreus ille manus.' / adsit et, ut nostras avido fovet igne 
medullas, / figat sic animos in mea vota tuos!  

1237 fr. 430 帥ぬの h跡 k折そたさな せg拙 しと赤jてにな hすh赤jせgそてち / 厨ち kて宋な 刃たさぬ赤ちてすjすち i盛ヾてと説kgkてち, / 翠とのkg, ヾ赤ちkのち 
hにjたgぬ説kgkてち しi折ち. 

1238 Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 256-257 and n. 21. 

1239 Met. 13.506-507 Pittheam profugo curru Troezena petebam / iamque Corinthiaci carpebam litora ponti (cf. F. 
6.739 non impune pius iuvenis Troezena petebat). 

1240 Curley 1999, 158; Sommerstein/Talboy 2006, 275. 
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5.1 Virbius’ speech as consolatio and posthumous account  

 

As noted above, the story of Hippolytus is inserted as a mythological exemplum in the form of a 

consolatory speech addressed by Virbius to lamenting Egeria. A topos in consolationes was to 

argue that others have suffered worse calamities than the person being consoled. It is the only 

pὁiὀtΝmἳἶἷΝἴyΝἘippὁlytuὅΝtὁΝἓἹἷὄiἳΝ(ἳὅΝὄἷἹἳὄἶὅΝthἷΝὀymphὅ,ΝwἷΝἶὁΝὀὁtΝkὀὁwΝwhἳtΝthἷiὄΝ“wὁὄἶὅΝ

ὁἸΝἵὁὀὅὁlἳtiὁὀ”ΝἵὁὀὅiὅtἷἶΝof), and appropriately so. I mean that this is no regular, fully developed 

consolatio, but one constructed out of the calamity that befell Hippolytus and intended to 

ἶimiὀiὅhΝἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝ ἹὄiἷἸέΝ ἙὀΝὁthἷὄΝwὁὄἶὅΝ itΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ tuὄὀἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ ἳΝ ἵὁὀὅὁlἳtiὁὀΝἳὄἹumἷὀtέΝ

There is no direct literary precedent for the consolatory function of the Hippolytus story and it is 

probably an Ovidian invention. The Roman poet, however, may have drawn inspiration from 

thematically related literary models. The archetypical consolation speech occurs in the last book 

of the Iliad, where Achilles tries to comfort Priam for the death of his son Hector and persuade 

him to share a meal with him by recounting the more wretched fate of Niobe (Il. 24.599-620). 

This mythological precedent is appropriately adduced because the situation is analogous: both 

Priam and Niobe lament the loss of their offspring, but eventually make a temporary pause in 

thἷiὄΝmὁuὄὀiὀἹΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἷἳtΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝὄἷὅumiὀἹΝthἷiὄΝἶiὄἹἷέΝἠiὁἴἷ’ὅΝἸἳtἷΝὅὁuὀἶὅΝwὁὄὅἷ,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝὅhἷΝ

lὁὅtΝἳllΝhἷὄΝtwἷlvἷΝἵhilἶὄἷὀ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝmἳὀyΝὁἸΝἢὄiἳm’ὅΝpὄὁἹἷὀyΝἳὄἷΝὅtillΝἳlivἷἉΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶΝ

thἷΝmἳἹὀituἶἷΝὁἸΝἘἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝdeath and the repercussions of his loss were incalculable, eventually 

leading to the fall of Troy and death or enslavement of its citizens and most notably its noble 

ones. 

Another precedent occurs in Callimachus, Bath of Pallas (Hymn 5.95-130), where Athena 

attempts to console Chariclo for the blinding of her son Teiresias by prophesying the more 
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disastrous fate of Actaeon. The two situations are again similar in that both Tiresias and Actaeon 

accidentally beheld virgin goddesses bathing nude (Athena and Artemis respectively) and were 

subsequently punished by them. The argument in Hymn ἃΝiὅΝthἳtΝχἵtἳἷὁὀ’ὅΝἸἳtἷΝiὅΝmὁὄἷΝtὄἳἹiἵ,ΝiὀΝ

the sense that Tiresias was blinded by Athena but granted the gift of prophecy in compensation 

(5.119-126), while Actaeon will be first transformed by Artemis into a stag and then torn apart 

and devoured by his own hounds (5.107-119). From a thematic viewpoint the Callimachean 

episode looks more attractive than the Homeric one as a precedent for the Virbius-Egeria story.  

Just as the death of Actaeon, which Athena adduces as a consolatory exemplum in an effort to 

ὅὁὁthἷΝ ἑhἳὄiἵlὁ’ὅΝ ὅὁὄὄὁwΝ ἸὁὄΝ hἷὄΝ ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴliὀἶiὀἹ,Ν iὀvὁlvἷὅΝ thἷΝ yὁuth’ὅΝ sparagmos by his own 

hὁuὀἶὅ,ΝlikἷwiὅἷΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝwhiἵhΝhἷΝtὄiἷὅΝtὁΝἵὁὀὅὁle Egeria for 

hἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝpἳὅὅiὀἹΝἷὀtἳilὅ,ΝἳὅΝwἷΝὅhἳllΝὅἷἷΝἴἷlὁw,ΝἳΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝἴyΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝhὁὄὅἷὅέ 

Viὄἴiuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝtὁΝἓἹἷὄiἳΝiὅΝpὄἷἸἳἵἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἶἷiἸiἷἶΝhἷὄὁ’ὅΝwiὅhΝthἳtΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝἸἳtἷΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝ

hἳvἷΝ thἷΝ ἳἴilityΝ tὁΝ ὄἷliἷvἷΝ ἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝ ἹὄiἷἸέ1241 What he actually wishes for is that he had not 

suffered so terribly himself, but unfortunately he did suffer and his calamity can now offer 

comfort to Egeria. There is subtle irony in the fact that Virbius laments his tragic ending and at 

the same time appears absolutely convinced of the consolatory force of his fate, since in the end 

it turns out that his sufferings cannot provide any consolation to Egeria and lessen her grief.1242 

ἦhἷΝὁutἵὁmἷΝthἳtΝἴἷliἷὅΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝἵὁὀviἵtiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝἷxpἷἵtἳtiὁὀΝhἳὅΝtὁΝἶὁΝwithΝthἷΝἸἳἵtΝthἳtΝhiὅΝἸἳte 

iὅΝὀὁtΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝtὁΝἠumἳ’ὅ,ΝἳὅΝhἷΝthiὀkὅΝ(1ἃέἂλἂΝsimiles aliorum respice casus), and as a matter 

ὁἸΝ ἸἳἵtΝ hiὅΝ ultimἳtἷΝἶἷὅtiὀyΝ iὅΝ ἸἳὄΝἴἷttἷὄΝ thἳὀΝ thἷΝ kiὀἹ’ὅέΝἥpἷἵiἸiἵἳlly,ΝἠumἳΝἷὀjὁyἷἶΝἳΝἴliὅὅἸulΝ

                                                           
1241 Met. 15.493-495 ‘ὅiὅtἷΝmὁἶum’Νἶixit,Ν‘ὀἷὃuἷΝἷὀimΝἸὁὄtuὀἳΝὃuἷὄἷὀἶἳΝήΝὅὁlἳΝtuἳΝἷὅtέΝὅimiles aliorum respice casus; 
/ mitius ista feres. utinamque exempla dolentem / non mea te possent releuare -ὅἷἶΝἷtΝmἷἳΝpὁὅὅuὀtέ’Ν 
 
1242 Met. 15.547-549 non tamen Egeriae luctus aliena leuare / damna ualent, montisque iacens radicibus imis liquitur 
in lacrimas […]έ 
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marital life with a devoted wife who inconsolably lamented his death to the point of eternally 

weeping for him in the shape of a spring. By contrast Hippolytus abstained from sex and rejected 

marriage and became the object of an illicit passion by his step-mother that proved the source of 

his doom. What is more, as a ruler Numa exercised political control over the Latins,1243 

established sacred rituals, and taught a peaceful way of life to his warlike people. Hippolytus, on 

the other hand, did not participate in political life and devoted his life exclusively to the worship 

of Diana, to hunting and chariot-riding; and at the most critical moment of his life he was unable 

to exercise control over his horses.1244 χtΝἸiὄὅtΝὅiἹhtΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ fate seems more pathetic than 

ἠumἳ’ὅἈΝ thἷΝ ἜἳtiὀΝ kiὀἹΝ ἶiἷἶΝ ἳtΝ ἳὀΝ ὁlἶΝ ἳἹἷΝ “hἳviὀἹΝ ἵὁmpleted the term of kingship and his 

liἸἷ”,1245 while Hippolytus experienced a violent death at the bloom of his youth on account of 

hiὅΝἸἳthἷὄ’ὅΝἵuὄὅἷΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝὅtἷpmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἸἳlὅἷΝὄἳpἷΝἳllἷἹἳtiὁὀέΝἓvἷὀtuἳlly,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝhἷΝwἳὅΝhἳὀἶἷἶΝ

a more blessed lot than Numa, in that he was both resurrected and deified. In these terms there is 

further irony in the fact that Virbius feels outrage at the mere thought that Egeria may dare to 

ἵὁmpἳὄἷΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ muἵhΝ mὁὄἷΝ pitiἸulΝ ἸἳtἷΝ tὁΝ hἷὄΝ huὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅtiὀyΝ ἳὀἶΝ hἷὄΝ ὁwὀΝ lὁὅὅέ1246 As 

regarἶὅΝ hiὅΝ mὁtivἳtiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ ὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹΝ tὁΝ ἳllἷviἳtἷΝ ἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝ ἹὄiἷἸ,Ν thiὅΝ lὁὁkὅΝ ὅuἴtlyΝ ὅἷlἸiὅhΝ ἳὀἶΝ

humorous: what triggers his consolatory speech is the fact that Egeria is disturbing the sacred 

rites of Diana with her sighs and lamentations; 1247 she therefore must be made to stop doing this! 

                                                           
1243 Met. 15.480-481 in patriam remeasse ferunt ultroque petitum / accepisse Numam populi Latialis habenas; 

1244 Met. 518-520 ego ducere uana / frena manu spumis albentibus oblita luctor / et retro lentas tendo resupinus 
habenas. 
 
1245 Met. 15.485 qui postquam senior regnumque aevumque peregit, […]έ 
 
1246 Met. 15.530-531 num potes aut audes cladi componere nostrae,nympha, tuam?  
 
1247 Met. 15.487-490 nam coniunx urbe relicta / uallis Aricinae densis latet abdita siluis / sacraque Oresteae gemitu 
questuque Dianae / impedit.  
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ἦhἷΝὁὄiἹiὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵὁὀὅὁlἳtὁὄyΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝultimἳtἷlyΝtὄἳἵἷἶΝἴἳἵkΝtὁΝ

HippS ἳὀἶΝ ὅpἷἵiἸiἵἳllyΝ tὁΝ χὄtἷmiὅ’Ν ἷpilὁἹuἷΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ tὁΝ ἘippὁlytuὅέΝ ἙΝ willΝ ἵὁὀtἷὀἶΝ thἳtΝ ἴὁthΝ

ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ViὄἴiuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝχὄtἷmiὅΝmἳkἷΝ consolation speeches respectively to Egeria 

lamenting the death of her husband and to Hippolytus who is himself on the brink of death. Just 

ἳὅΝἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝ ἹὄiἷἸ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν ἵἳὀὀὁtΝἴἷΝ ὅὁὁthἷἶΝἴyΝViὄἴiuὅ,ΝwhὁὅἷΝ ὅituἳtiὁὀΝ iὅΝ ἷὀtiὄἷlyΝ ἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝ

ἸὄὁmΝἠumἳ’ὅ,ΝiὀΝἳὀΝἳὀἳlὁἹὁuὅΝἸἳὅhiὁὀΝἘippὁlytuὅΝἵἳὀὀὁtΝἴἷΝἵὁmἸὁὄtἷἶΝἴyΝχὄtἷmiὅ’ΝἳὄἹumἷὀtὅέΝ

ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν hἷὄΝ immiὀἷὀtΝ ὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝ ὁὀΝχphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝ pὄὁtὧἹὧΝ iὅΝ iὄὄἷlἷvἳὀtΝ tὁΝ himΝ (HippS 1416-

1422), while the honors that Hippolytus is promised to receive in recompense for his tragic fate, 

namely the establishment of his cult worship in Troezen (1423-1430), is posthumous and does 

not change the fact that he is presently undergoing an agonizing and untimely death. In addition, 

just as Virbius shows lack of empathy towards the nymph, since his incentive for the consolation 

ὁἸΝἓἹἷὄiἳΝ iὅΝhἷὄΝἶiὅὄuptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἒiἳὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄἷἶΝὄitἷὅΝἴyΝhἷὄΝmὁuὄὀiὀἹ,Ν likἷwiὅἷΝχὄtἷmiὅΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁt 

display true compassion toward Hippolytus: she claims that she is prohibited by divine law to 

weep for a mortal and departs from the stage before Hippolytus dies to avoid defiling her sight 

by looking upon a corpse.1248 Finally, just as Egeria continues to weep completely unmoved by 

Viἴiuὅ’Ν consolatio,Ν ὅimilἳὄlyΝἘippὁlytuὅΝ ὄἷmἳiὀὅΝ iὀἵὁὀὅὁlἳἴlἷΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝχὄtἷmiὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἷvἷὀΝ

lightly rebukes the goddess for the ease with which she abandons him in his final moments 

despite the fact that he is her favorite mortal.1249 Hence, the Ovidian Virbius can be viewed as a 

miὄὄὁὄΝimἳἹἷΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Νχὄtἷmiὅ,ΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἷὀὅἷΝthἳtΝthἷyΝἴὁthΝἶἷlivἷὄΝἵὁὀὅὁlation speeches that 

utterly fail to comfort their addressees.  

                                                           
1248 HippS. 1395-1396  』ヾ. 成と岨な たi, h蹟jヾてすち礎, 斉な 帥ぬの, k摂ち 甚しそすてち;  / ]と. 成と蒼┳ せgk礎 星jjのち h礎 て盛 し蹟たすな くgそi宋ち h赤せとに, 
1437-1ἁἁλΝ]とέΝせg拙 ぬg宋と’┳Ν厨たて拙 け責とΝて盛 しえたすなΝlしすkて設なΝ成と塑ちΝήΝて盛h’Ν星たたgΝぬとgかちiすちΝしgちgjかたてすjすちΝ厨せヾちてg宋な┳ΝήΝ成と蒼 hえΝj’Ν
随hさΝkて漕hiΝヾそさjかてちΝせgせて漕.  

1249 HippS 1440-1ἂἂ1ΝήΝ』ヾέΝぬgかとてにjgΝせg拙 j設 jki宋ぬi,Νヾgとしえち’Ν性そくかg┳ΝήΝΝたgせと責ちΝh跡 そiかヾiすなΝ槽gすhかのなΝ成たすそかgちέ 
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Finally, Ovid undermines the pathos ὁἸΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝἴyΝὅhiἸtiὀἹΝthἷΝἷmphἳὅiὅΝἸὄὁmΝ

the tragedy of Hippolytus to the tragedy of Numa. In HippS Artemis predicts that the honors that 

Hippolytus will receive as cult hero will include a pre-marital ritual in which unwed maidens 

will cut locks of their hair as funeral offerings, mourn him eternally with copious tears, and sing 

songs in his honor.1250 Furthermore, the chorus closes the play by statinἹΝthἳtΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ

willΝἴὄiὀἹΝἳἴὁutΝpuἴliἵΝlἳmἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝiὀΝἦὄὁἷὐἷὀΝἳὀἶΝχthἷὀὅ,Νἴἷἵἳuὅἷ,ΝἳὅΝthἷΝὅἳy,Ν“ὅὁὄὄὁwἸulΝtἳlἷὅΝ

ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝilluὅtὄiὁuὅΝmἷὀΝhἳvἷΝἹὄἷἳtἷὄΝpὁwἷὄΝtὁΝmὁvἷ”έ1251 ἙὀΝὅhἳὄpΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ

of his own demise has no emotional effect on Egeria, but it is the death of Numa which 

occasions the dirge of his people (15.486-ἂἆἅ)Ν ἳὀἶΝ hiὅΝ wiἸἷ’ὅΝ iὀἵὁὀὅὁlἳἴlἷΝ ἹὄiἷἸΝ uὀtilΝ ὅhἷΝ iὅΝ

finally turned by Diana into an eternal fountain of tears (787-490, 547-551).    

ἦhἷΝἷὀviὄὁὀmἷὀtΝ iὀΝwhiἵhΝViὄἴiuὅ’Νὅpeech is placed is, however, different from that of 

the Euripidean tragedy. Verbal allusions and the sylvan landscape (the grove of Aricia, inhabited 

by wood and lake nymphs), where the encounter between Egeria and Hippolytus takes place, 

recall the pastoral tradition (siluae iὀΝViὄἹil’ὅΝEclogues is a synecdoche for the pastoral world 

and the pastoral song).  Specifically the language used for describing the public lamentation 

ἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝἠumἳ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝrecalls the opening of the universal lament for the death of Daphnis in 

ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἸiἸthΝEclogue (in Ovid the nymphae are mentioned immediately next).1252 This is the 

song of the Virgilian Mopsus (Ecl. 5.20-44) which in turn reworks the song of Thyrsis in 

Theocritus, Idyll 1.64-1ἂἃΝ ἳἴὁutΝ thἷΝ “ὅuἸἸἷὄiὀἹὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἒἳphὀiὅ’έΝ Moreover, the Theocritean-

                                                           
1250 HippS 1423-1429 ]と. jて拙 h', 惜 kgそgかヾのと', 刃ちk拙 k蒼ちhi k蒼ち せgせ蒼ち /  kすた責な たiけかjkgな 厨ち ヾふそiす ぉとてこさちかgす / hほjの┳ 
せふとgす け責と 甚こにけiな けうたのち ヾうとてな  / せふたgな せiとて漕ちkgか jてす, hす' g菅蒼ちてな たgせとて漕 / ヾえちしさ たえけすjkg hgせとへのち せgとヾてにたえちのす┳ 
/ 刃i拙 h跡 たてにjてヾてす摂な 厨な j跡 ヾgとしえちのち / 帥jkgす たえとすたちg […]έ 

1251 HippS 1462-1466 ゅて. せてすち摂ち kふh’Ν甚ぬてな ヾ塑jす ヾてそかkgすな  / 髄そしiち 刃えそヾkのな.  / ヾてそそ蒼ち hgせとへのち 帥jkgす ヾかkにそてな┳ / k蒼ち 
け責と たiけうそのち 刃つすてヾiちしi宋な / l蘇たgす た塑そそてち せgkえぬてにjすち.     

1252 Met. 15.485-486 exstinctum Latiaeque nurus popolusque patresque / deflere Numam; Virg. Ecl. 5.20-21 
exstinctum Nymphae crudeli funere Daphnin / flebant. 
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Virgilian Daphnis and the Ovidian Egeria share the motif of inconsolable grief for the absence 

and death of a beloved companion respectively. There is also an intriguing parallel as regards the 

way in which the lives of Theocritus’ΝἒἳphὀiὅΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἓἹἷὄiἳΝἷὀἶἈΝthἷΝἸὁὄmἷὄΝ“wἳὅtἷἶΝἳwἳy”Ν

(1.66 厨kうせikて)ΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝὁἸΝuὀὅἳtiὅἸiἷἶΝ lὁvἷΝἳὀἶΝ ἷvἷὀtuἳllyΝ “wἷὀtΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ὅtὄἷἳm”Ν (whἳtἷvἷὄΝ 帥くg 

槽ふてち mἳyΝmἷἳὀ)ΝἳὀἶΝ“thἷΝwἳtἷὄὅΝἵlὁὅἷἶΝὁvἷὄΝhim”Ν(11έ140-1ἂ1)ἉΝthἷΝlἳttἷὄΝ“mἷltὅΝἳwἳyΝiὀΝtἷἳὄὅ”,Ν

until Diana out of pity transforms her into a cool fountain.1253 Fountains are key features of the 

pἳὅtὁὄἳlΝ lἳὀἶὅἵἳpἷΝἳὀἶΝἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝ tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝmἳkἷὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝἳὀΝ iὀtἷἹὄἳlΝὀἳtuὄἳlΝἷlἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ

grove of Aricia where she retired after the death of her husband (cf. the transformations included 

in Virgil, Eclogue ἄ)έΝ ἦhἷΝ “ἷtἷὄὀἳlΝ wἳtἷὄὅ”Ν iὀtὁΝ whiἵhΝ ἒiἳὀἳΝ ὄἷἶuἵἷἶΝ hἷὄΝ limἴὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἳΝ ὀἷwΝ

manifestation of her unfailing tears and thus Egeria is destined to weep eternally for Numa. 

As we noted above, Ovid refashions the Euripidean messenger speech recounting 

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἵhἳὄiὁtΝ ἵὄἳὅhΝ iὀtὁΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ὄἷtὄὁὅpἷἵtivἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ ἶἷἳthέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἵlὁὅἷὅtΝ

antecedent for a character who gives a posthumous account of his own demise is Deiphobus in 

Aeneid 6 (494-534). During his descent into the Underworld Aeneas meets the ghost of his 

comrade-in- arms, Deiphobus, still bearing the marks of the cruel wounds inflicted upon him. In 

grief and remorse Aeneas asks what happened, explaining that he was not able to find 

ἒἷiphὁἴuὅ’Ν ἴὁἶyΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἴuὄiἳlέΝ ἒἷiphὁἴuὅΝ ὄἷpliἷὅΝ thἳtΝ Ἐἷlἷὀ,Ν hiὅΝ wiἸἷ,Ν hἳἶΝ ἴἷtὄἳyἷἶΝ himΝ tὁΝ thἷ 

vengeance of Menelaus and Odysseus (6.520-529). Deiphobus is so brutally mutilated (his face 

and hands mangled, the ears ripped from his head, his nostrils cut off by an ugly wound) that 

Aeneas barely recognizes him.1254 In other words in the hands of Menelaus Deiphobus suffered a 

                                                           
1253 Met. 15.545-551 non tamen Egeriae luctus aliena leuare / damna ualent, montisque iacens radicibus imis / 
liquitur in lacrimas, donec pietate dolentis / mota soror Phoebi gelidum de corpore fontem / fecit et aeternas artus 
tenuauit in undas. 

1254 Aen. 6.494-499 atque hic Priamiden laniatum corpore toto / Deiphobum uidet et lacerum crudeliter ora, / ora 
manusque ambas, populataque tempora raptis / auribus et truncas inhonesto uulnere naris. / uix adeo agnouit 
pauitantem ac dira tegentem supplicia, et notis compellat uocibus ultro: 
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treatment so harsh that caused him to become almost unrecognizable. In an analogous fashion 

the Ovidian Hippolytus suffered a sparagmos when he was thrown from the chariot and his body 

was entangled in the reins and torn to unrecognizable pieces. 1255 The two heroes share one more 

significant affinity: in their respective account of events they both bitterly denounce a 

treacherous female who was the cause of their violent death, respectively Helen1256 and 

Phaedra.1257 Therefore, the closest pὄἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ sparagmos 

(15.532 lacerum […] corpus)Ν iὅΝ ἒἷiphὁἴuὅ’Ν pὁὅthumὁuὅΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ mutilἳtiὁὀΝ (ἄέἂλἃΝ

lacerum crudeliter ora); both characters accuse devious women for their tragic fate.  

ἙὀΝἵὁὀἵluὅiὁὀ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝpὁiὀtΝof departure for shaping the Hippolytus story a consolatory 

speech was the epilogue speech of HippS ἳἶἶὄἷὅὅἷἶΝἴyΝχὄtἷmiὅΝ tὁΝἶyiὀἹΝἘippὁlytuὅέΝViὄἴiuὅ’Ν

speech is in addition placed in a pastoral context involving inconsolable grief for the death or 

absence ὁἸΝἳΝἵὁmpἳὀiὁὀέΝἙtΝiὅΝἸuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷΝthἷmἳtiἵἳllyΝἵlὁὅἷΝtὁΝthἷΝlitἷὄἳὄyΝpὄἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝὁἸΝχthἷὀἳ’ὅΝ

ἵὁὀὅὁlἳtiὁὀΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ tὁΝ ἑhἳὄiἵlὁΝ iὀΝ ἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’Ν Hymn 5. Finally, as an account in which a 

character posthumously recounts his own death Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ mἳyΝ ἴἷΝ iὀἶἷἴtἷd to the 

Deiphobus episode in Aeneid 6. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1255 Met. 15.523-532 excutior curru, lorisque tenentibus artus / uiscera uiua trahi, neruos in stipe teneri, / membra 
rapi partim, partim reprensa relinqui, / ossa grauem dare fracta sonum fessamque uideres / exhalari animam 
nullasque in corpore partes noscere quas posses, unumque erat omnia uulnus. / […]ΝήΝuidi quoque luce carentia regna 
/ et lacerum foui Phlegethontide corpus in unda […]έ 
 
1256 Aen. 6.511-512 sed me fata mea et scelus exitiale Lacaenae his mersere malis; illa haec monimenta reliquit.  
 
1257 Met. 15.497-504 fando aliquem Hippolytum uestras si contigit aures / credulitate patris, sceleratae fraude 
nouercae / occubuisse neci, mirabere uixque probabo, sed tamen ille ego sum. / me Pasiphaeia quondam temptatum 
frustra patrium temerare cubile,/ quod uoluit, finxit uoluisse et crimine uerso / (indiciine metu magis offensane 
repulsae?)/ damnauit […]έ 
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5.2 Virbius as “messenger” and “deus ex machina” 

 

Viὄἴiuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝtὁΝἓἹἷὄiἳΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳΝἵὁὀἸlἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝtwὁΝἶiὅtiὀἵtΝὅἵἷὀἷὅΝὁἸΝHippS: the messenger 

ὄἷpὁὄtΝ ἳὀἶΝ χὄtἷmiὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ exodos. Dan Curley has argued thἳtΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν pὄὁlὁἹuἷ1258 

evokes the prologue of Aphrodite in HippS, in that in accordance with dramatic prologue 

conventions both speakers identify themselves at the very start of their speech and offer a general 

outline of the story.1259 I contend instead, howἷvἷὄ,Ν thἳtΝ upὁὀΝ ἵlὁὅἷὄΝ ὅἵὄutiὀyΝViὄἴiuὅ’Ν pὄἷἸἳἵἷΝ

does not conform to the conventions of a prologue speech, but rather to those of an epilogue 

speech, for the following reasons:  

(ἳ)ΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝχphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝiὅΝprospective, in that she foretells what is going to take place in 

thἷΝ plἳyΝ (Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν puὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ ἸὁὄΝ hiὅΝ hyἴὄiὅ,Ν ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ pἳὅὅiὁὀ,Ν ἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν ἵuὄὅἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Νἶἷἳth)ΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝiὅΝ retrospective in nature, recapitulating what has already 

hἳppἷὀἷἶ,ΝjuὅtΝlikἷΝχὄtἷmiὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝiὀΝthἷΝexodos of the Euripidean play.  

(b) ἙὀΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ tὁΝ χphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷ, which anticipates the future events in a general and 

somewhat vague manner so that the audience may still feel suspense and be surprised by the final 

                                                           
1258 Met. 15.497-504: fando aliquem Hippolytum uestras si contigit aures / credulitate patris, sceleratae fraude 
nouercae / occubuisse neci, mirabere uixque probabo,sed tamen ille ego sum. / me Pasiphaeia quondam temptatum 
frustra patrium temerare cubile,/ quod uoluit, finxit uoluisse et crimine uerso / (indiciine metu magis offensane 
repulsae?)/ damnauit,[…] 

1259 Curley 1999, 150-1ἃ1ἈΝ “ἦhἷΝprologue function of these lines (15.497-500) should not be underestimated.   
First, they offer a blueprint for the ensuing narrative:  Viὄἴiuὅ’ audience can expect to hear of the intrigue with 
Phaedra, the curse of Theseus, and the untimely demise of Hippolytus.  Moreover, the blueprint is a general 
one, much like in an actual tragedy, for the details of the intrigue and the curse remain to be told. Second, 
these lines contain the speaker's self-identification, another crucial element of the tragic prologue. Third, and 
perhaps most intriguing, this prologue is delivered by a god-Virbius, ex pagina — as is often the case in 
tragedy, and is the case in the extant Hippolytus. The play opens with Aphrodite, who explains that 
Hippolytus has slighted her (10ff.), that she has made Phaedra love him (24ff.), and that Theseus will cause 
his son's  death as a result (41ff.).  Her prologue,  in fact,  is striking  in its conformity to the ideal:  she 
identifies  herself  to  the audience  (lf.), and  her outline,  more  important, of the drama  is not so 
prescriptive  as  to  remove  all  suspense  or  surprise  for  the  audience. So Viὄἴiuὅ’Νintroduction, even as it 
bears the trappings of epic, seems to engage the Hippolytus as a code-model, appropriating the tragic prologue-
code of the genre as manifest in the play.” 
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outcome of events, both Virbius and Artemis include in their account specific plot details, such 

ἳὅΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἷxilἷΝἳὀἶΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝἸἳlὅἷΝὄἳpἷΝἵhἳὄἹἷέΝ 

(c) WhilἷΝχphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝ ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ἷὀἶὅΝwithΝἘippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳth,Ν thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἴὁthΝViὄἴiuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ

Artemis describe his posthumous fate, which is a standard feature of divine epilogue speeches: 

thἷΝ ἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝ pὄἷἶiἵtὅΝ thἷΝ ἷὅtἳἴliὅhmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν hἷὄὁΝ ἵultΝ iὀΝ ἦὄὁἷὐἷὀ,Ν whilἷΝ ViὄἴiuὅΝ

recounts his resurrection and deification.   

(ἶ)ΝἦhἷὄἷΝἳὄἷΝὀὁΝvἷὄἴἳlΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝὁἸΝχphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝiὀΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝlines, but, as we shall 

ὅἷἷ,ΝhἷΝmἳkἷὅΝὅἷvἷὄἳlΝἷxpliἵitΝἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝtὁΝχὄtἷmiὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhέΝ 

ἦhἷΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ ὁἸΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ ὁἸἸἷὄὅΝ ἳΝ ἵὁmpὄἷὅὅἷἶΝ ὅummἳὄyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ

Hippolytus story that evokes and reverses the retrospective account of Artemis in HippS and, as I 

will argue, it may instead echo the plot of HippK. Both Artemis and Virbius open their speech by 

ἵἷὀὅuὄiὀἹΝthἷΝἵὄἷἶulὁuὅΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἶἷἵἷitἸulΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳΝἸὁὄΝἵἳuὅiὀἹΝἘippὁlytuὅ’Νἶἷἳthέ1260 At 

this point, however, the convergences end. To begin with, Virbius condemns Phaedra 

unequivocally for her illicit love, but does not refer to an intervention on the part of 

Aphrodite.1261 On the contrary, the wording plainly suggests that Phaedra is entirely responsible 

for her adulterous passion. Furthermore, no mediation of the Nurse is mentioned and Phaedra is 

said to have approached Hippolytus directly in an attempt to seduce him.1262 Unless this is a 

question of a drastically abbreviated narrative, the aforementioned elements could possibly 

                                                           
1260 Met. 15.497-499: fando aliquem Hippolytum uestras si contigit aures / credulitate patris, sceleratae fraude 
nouercae / occubuisse neci […] ; HippS. 1286-1ἀἆλἈΝ eさji漕,Ν k接 k赤そgなΝ kて宋jhiΝ jにち切h素,Ν ήΝ ヾg宋h礎 て盛ぬΝ 成j接のなΝ j摂ちΝ
刃ヾてせki接ちgな / ねiにh蹟jすΝた窃してすなΝ刃そ折ぬてに ヾiすjしi拙な / 刃lgち蘇ἉΝlgちiと責ちΝh礎 帥jぬiしiなΝ甚kさちέΝ 

1261 Met. 15.500-501 me Pasiphaeia quondam / temptatum frustra patrium temerare cubile. 

1262 Cf. Curley 1999, 157:  temptatum temerare (501) while stating that Hippolytus  was tempted to defile Theseus' 
bed, gives no indication of how he was tempted,  whether  by Phaedra herself,  or via letter,  or via some other  third  
party.   If anything, a predicative reading of temptatum with damnavit in 504--"she tempted  and condemned  me"-
would favor the direct approach presumed in the HK. Likewise the accusation;  the action is clear in damnavit, as 
well  as in crimine  verso  (502),  but  the  means  is left  to  the  reader's imagination. 
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constitute allusions to HippK, the main plot features of which (i.e. direct confrontation between 

Phaedra and Hippolytus, no role played by Aphrodite, no intercession of the Nurse) were 

outlined in the introduction to the present chapter. In stark contrast, the Euripidean Artemis 

partially exonerates Phaedra for her illicit love by adducing the extenuating factors that were 

ὁmittἷἶΝ ἴyΝ Viὄἴiuὅ,Ν ὀἳmἷlyΝ χphὄὁἶitἷ’ὅΝ iὀὅtiἹἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅiὄἷ,Ν hἷὄΝ ὀὁἴlἷΝ ὅtὄuἹἹlἷΝ

ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhἷὄΝpἳὅὅiὁὀ,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἠuὄὅἷ’ὅΝἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝmiὅtὄἷὅὅΝἳὀἶΝὄἷvἷlation of her secret love to 

Hippolytus.1263 Ἐἷὀἵἷ,Ν ViὄἴiuὅΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Ν χὄtἷmiὅ’Ν pὁὅitivἷΝ ἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ

virtuous woman destroyed by the machinations of Aphrodite and the wiles of her Nurse by 

depicting her as lustful, brazen, and fully accountable for her passion, a portrayal reminiscent of 

the depraved Phaedra of HippK. ViὄἴiuὅΝmἳyΝἳlluἶἷΝtὁΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝwἳὀtὁὀΝὀἳtuὄἷΝἴyΝὄἷἸἷὄὄiὀἹΝtὁΝ

hἷὄΝ ἳὅΝ “ἶἳuἹhtἷὄ ὁἸΝ ἢἳὅiphἳἷ”Ν (1ἃέἃίί)έ In HippS ἢἳὅiphἳἷ’ὅΝ uὀὀἳtuὄἳlΝ pἳὅὅiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ ἴullΝ iὅΝ

adduced by the heroine as an explanation for her unlawful desire for her step-son by means of 

heredity.1264  

Furthermore, Virbius denounces Phaedra for her false rape accusation, but expresses 

uncertainty about her motivation: was it the fear of exposure that drove her to incriminate him or 

rather her vindictive indignation at being repulsed by him?1265 ἑuὄlἷyΝ ἵὁὀtἷὀἶὅΝ thἳtΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν

ἳmἴiἹuityΝ ἳἴὁutΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ iὀἵἷὀtivἷΝ mἳyΝ ἳlluἶἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἸἳἵtΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ HippS is 

motivated by both emotions, namely fear of revelation which is closely connected with her 

                                                           
1263 HippS 1298-1306 刃そそ礎 厨なΝk折h礎 髄そしてち,Νヾgすh摂なΝ厨せhi宋つgすΝlと蹟ちgΝήΝkて漕 jて漕 hすせg接gち,Ν斉なΝ精ヾ礎 i盛せそi接gなΝし赤ち素,ΝήΝせg拙 j蘇なΝ
けにちgすせ摂なΝ て寸jkとてちΝ 錐 kと折ヾてちΝ kすち責 / けiちちgす折kさkg┳ k蘇なΝ け責とΝ 厨ぬし接jkさなΝ しi蒼ちΝ ήΝ 酔た宋ちΝ 晴jgすjすΝ ヾgとし蹟ちiすてなΝ 酔hてち碩 / hさぬしi宋jgΝ
せ蹟ちkとてすなΝヾgすh摂なΝ遂と赤jしさΝj蹟しiち.  / けち説た素 h跡 ちすせ塑ちΝk碩ちΝ【窃ヾとすちΝヾiすとのた蹟ちさ / kとてlて漕 hす説そik礎 て盛ぬΝ逗せて漕jgΝたさぬgちg宋な, / 錘 
j藻 hす礎 晴とせのちΝヾgすh拙 jさたg接ちiすΝち折jてちέ 

1264 HippS 337-ἁἂἁΝfgέΝ惜 kそ蘇たてち,Νて世てち,Νた蘇kiと,Ν遂とうjしさなΝ帥とてち. / ぉと. 整ち 帥jぬi kgへとてに, kえせちてちἉ 錐 kか l碩すな kふhiἉ / fg. jへ 
k', 惜 kうそgすち' 晴たgすたi, 〉すてちへjてに hうたgと. / ぉと. kえせちてち, kか ヾうjぬiすなἉ jにけけふちてにな せgせてととてしi宋なἉ / fg. kとかkさ h' 厨け節 hへjkさちてな 
斉な 刃ヾふそそにたgす. / ぉと. 帥せ kてす ヾえヾそさけたgす┳ ヾて宋 ヾとてくおjikgす そふけてなἉ / fg. 厨せi宋しiち 酔たi宋な, て盛 ちiのjkか, hにjkにぬi宋な. 

1265 Met. 15.502-504 quod uoluit, finxit uoluisse et crimine uerso / (indiciine metu magis offensane repulsae?) / 
damnauit […]έ 
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concern for her good reputation (HippS 685-694, 715-721) and desire for vengeance on 

Hippolytus for the spurning her passion.1266 He does not exclude the possibility, however, that 

revenge may also be the motive of the other tragic ἢhἳἷἶὄἳὅέΝἙΝwillΝἳὄἹuἷ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝthἳtΝViὄἴiuὅ’Ν

ὄἷἵὁὀὅtὄuἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳΝ ἵhἳllἷὀἹἷὅΝ thἳtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ χὄtἷmiὅέΝ ἔiὄὅtΝ ὁἸΝ ἳll,Ν Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν

ἷxplἳὀἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝmὁtivἳtiὁὀΝἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝὅhἳὄplyΝwithΝthἷΝwὁὄἶὅΝὁἸΝχὄtἷmiὅ, who exculpates 

her in part for her false accusation by citing a single incentive for her actions:  Phaedra was 

afraid of Hippolytus disclosing the truth to his father, which would lead to her disgrace and ill-

repute.1267 In addition, although the Phaedra of HippS does wish to punish Hippolytus, it is not 

for rebuffing her love as Virbius suggests, but rather because of his haughtiness, misogynism, 

and lack of moderation.1268 It has been suggested, on the other hand, that vindictiveness due to 

ἷὄὁtiἵΝ ὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝmἳyΝ hἳvἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ thἷΝmὁtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ Ἰalse charge in HippK.1269 Therefore, 

ViὄἴiuὅΝuὀἶἷὄἵutὅΝχὄtἷmiὅ’ΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳΝἳὅΝἳΝὀὁἴlἷΝwὁmἳὀΝὅἷἷkiὀἹΝtὁΝpὄἷὅἷὄvἷΝhἷὄΝ

eukleia by also attributing to her the motivation of the vengeful Phaedra of HippK. 

                                                           
1266 ἑuὄlἷyΝ1λλλ,Ν1ἃἅἈΝ“The speculation regarding Phaedra's motive, indiciine metu  magis offensane   repulsae 
(503),  is equivocal.  metu  points  to  the heroine's obsession with eukleia,  reputation,  on display  
throughout  the HS, while offensa  alludes to a moment  of vindictiveness  in that play (724ff.).  Yet there is no 
reason to exclude the other dramas, especially when the motives are so general:  if the extant Phaedra is 
vindictive, surely the others would be to some degree. Indeed, Virbius' seeming inability to distinguish between 
reputation and revenge contributes to the fragmentation of the narrative- one motive for one kind of Phaedra, 
another for ἳὀὁthἷὄέ” 

1267 HippS. 1310-1312 酔 h礎 i菅なΝ 帥そiけぬてちΝた碩 ヾ蹟j素 lてくてにた蹟ちさ / ねiにhi宋なΝ けとgl責なΝ 帥けとgねiΝ せg拙 hす説そijiちΝ ή h折そてすjすΝj摂ちΝ
ヾg宋h礎, 刃そそ礎 晴たのなΝ帥ヾiすj蹟 jiέ  

1268 HippS 728-731 刃k責とΝせgせ折ちΝけiΝぬ刃k蹟と荘 けiち切jてたgすΝήΝしgちて漕j礎 摺ち礎 i菅h訴 た碩 礎ヾ拙 kて宋なΝ厨たて宋なΝせgせて宋なΝήΝ精ねさそ摂なΝi寸ちgす┳Νk蘇なΝ
ち折jてにΝh跡 k蘇jh蹟 たてすΝήΝせてすち訴 たikgjぬ節ちΝjのlとてちi宋ちΝたgし切jikgすέ 

1269 Cf. SὁmmἷὄὅtἷiὀΝἀίίἄ,ΝἀἄίἈΝ“ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ'ὅΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝἸἳiluὄἷΝ(iὀΝHippK) will have changed her love into the vengeful 
hἳtὄἷἶΝ ὁἸΝ ‘ἳΝ wὁmἳὀΝ ὅἵὁὄὀἷἶ’έΝ ἥhἷΝ ἳppἳὄἷὀtlyΝ ἷxpὄἷὅὅἷἶΝ hἷὄΝ ἸἷἷliὀἹὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷἳlἷἶΝ ἳtΝ lἷἳὅtΝ ὅὁmἷthiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ hἷὄΝ
intentions, in the presence of the chorus, whose reaction is shown in fr. J ( 429), and possibly also of her Nurse; fr. P 
(ἂἁἁ)ΝmἳyΝἴἷlὁὀἹΝhἷὄἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝpἷὄhἳpὅ,ΝἳὅΝὅuἹἹἷὅtἷἶΝἳἴὁvἷ,ΝἸὄέΝἔΝ(ἂἀἆ)Νtὁὁέ” 
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Virbius also utterly condemns his gullible father for exiling him and destroying him by 

mἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝἢὁὅἷiἶὁὀ’ὅΝἵuὄὅἷέ1270 Artemis, on the other hand, although she reproaches Theseus for 

casting a curse on Hippolytus,1271  also partially absolves him for the rash destruction of his son 

due to his ignorance of thἷΝ tὄuthΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳthΝ ὄἷὀἶἷὄἷἶΝ hἷὄΝ ἳἵἵuὅἳtiὁὀΝ

compelling.1272 As one would expect, Virbius exonerates himself from committing any wrong, 

thἷὄἷἴyΝὄἷἵἳlliὀἹΝhiὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt’ὅΝὅἷlἸ-exculpation.1273   

Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ἴἳἵkwἳὄἶ-looking description of his fatal chariot ride constitutes an epic 

ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝ ὄἷpὁὄtΝ iὀΝ HippS. A remarkable convergence between the two 

accounts is the fact that both speakers elicit an emotional response from their audience, Egeria 

and Theseus respectively, contrary to the intended one. As noted above, Virbius appears 

confident that the story of his past misfortunes can and will console Egeria, but she remains 

iὀἵὁὀὅὁlἳἴlἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ vἷὄyΝ ἷὀἶέΝ ἙὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἹlὁὁmyΝ mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ,Ν ὁὀἷΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν

companions who brings the news of the disaster, feels and thinks in human terms and is therefore 

ἵὁὀviὀἵἷἶΝthἳtΝhiὅΝὄἷpὁὄtΝwillΝἴὄiὀἹΝὅὁὄὄὁwΝtὁΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἸἳthἷὄ,Ν tὁΝ thἷΝἵityΝὁἸΝχthἷὀὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝ

Troezenian land.1274 ἦhἷὅἷuὅ,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν iἹὀὁὄἳὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἸἳlὅἷhὁὁἶΝὁἸΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ὄἳpe allegation, 

initially derives pleasure from the messenger speech, since the report reveals that the curse cast 

against his son has been fulfilled by Poseidon (HippS 1169-1170). Eventually, however, he 

                                                           
1270 Met. 15.498 credulitate patris, 1504-1ἃίἃΝ[…] pater eicit urbe / hostilique caput prece detestatur euntis. 

1271 HippS. 1315-1317 腎と'Νて寸jしgΝヾgkと摂なΝkとi宋なΝ刃と責な 帥ぬのちΝjgli宋なἉΝήΝ戚ち k碩ち たかgち ヾgとi宋そiな, 惜 せうせすjki jへ, /  厨な ヾg宋hg 
k摂ち jふち, 厨つ摂ち i菅な 厨ぬしと蒼ち kすちg.  

1272 HippS.1334-1337 […]Ν k碩ち h跡 j碩ち 塵たgとkかgち / k摂 た碩 i菅hえちgす た跡ち ヾと蒼kてち 厨せそへiす せうせさな┳ / 帥ヾiすkgΝ h'Ν 酔 しgちて漕j'Ν
刃ちおそのjiちΝけにち碩 / そふけのち 厨そえけぬてにな, 席jki j碩ち ヾi宋jgす lとえちg.  

1273 Met. 15.1504 meritumque nihil; HippS. 1378-1383: 惜 ヾgkと摂な 厨たて漕 hへjkgちてな 刃とう┳ /  たすgすlふちてち kす jへけけてちてち 
/  ヾgそgす蒼ち / ヾとてけiちちさkふとのち 厨つてとかこikgす /  せgせ摂ち て盛h跡 たえちiす, /  帥たてそえ k' 厨ヾ' 厨たえ – kか ヾてki, k摂ち / て盛h跡ち 星ちk’Ν厨ヾgかkすてちΝ
せgせ蒼ちἉ  

1274 HippS. 1157-1159 ]け. eさji漕, たiとかたちさな 甚つすてち lえとの そふけてち / jて拙 せg拙 ヾてそかkgすな て摺 k' 迅しさちgかのち ヾふそすち / ちgかてにjす せg拙 
け蘇な kえとたてちgな ぉとてこさちかgな. 
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changes his hatred for Hippolytus to indifference (i.e. he feels neither sorrow nor pleasure for his 

death) out of a sense of shame before the gods and because Hippolytus is his son.1275   

χὅΝὀὁtἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵtiὁὀ,ΝἡviἶΝἳἶὁptὅΝthἷΝχthἷὀiἳὀΝὅἷttiὀἹΝὁἸΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝPhaedra by 

having his Hippolytus drive his chariot towards Troezen, whereas in the two Hippolytus plays by 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝὅἷtΝiὀΝἦὄὁἷὐἷὀΝthἷΝyὁuth’ὅΝἶἷὅtiὀἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝχὄἹὁὅέ1276 In both cases, however, the location 

of the chariot crash is the shore of the Corinthian gulf. As regards the appearance of the bull 

from the sea and the reaction of people and horses at the sight of it, Ovid generally follows the 

account of Euripides, but at the same time deviates from his model in some significant ways. In 

HippS a supernatural, sky-high wave is formed and the swollen sἷἳΝὅuἶἶἷὀlyΝὅpἷwὅΝἸὁὄthΝ“ἳΝἴull,Ν

ἳΝ ὅἳvἳἹἷΝ mὁὀὅtἷὄ”,Ν whiἵhΝ ἸillὅΝ thἷΝ whὁlἷΝ lἳὀἶΝ withΝ itὅΝ ἴἷllὁwiὀἹέ1277 Despite its wild and 

frightening appearance and the fact that it is sent by a god it remains an animal throughout, 

ἵὁmἷὅΝ ἳὅhὁὄἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἵhἳὅἷὅΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν hὁὄὅἷs (see further below). In the hyperbolic initial 

description of the same event in the Metamorphoses the sea and the bull merge: the sea rises, a 

huge mass of water shapes itself into a mountain and gives out bellowing sounds; next it splits at 

the summit aὀἶΝ ἸὄὁmΝ itΝ ἳΝ hὁὄὀἷἶΝ ἴullΝ ἷmἷὄἹἷὅ,Ν ὄἷἸἷὄὄἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἳὅΝ “monstrum”έ1278 Moreover, in 

contrast to the bull of the Euripidean messenger report, the Ovidian monster is never seen on dry 

land and in addition it expels quantities of seawater from its nostrils and gaping mouth like the 

                                                           
1275 HippS. 1257-1260: eさ. たかjiす た跡ち 刃ちhと摂な kて漕 ヾiヾてちしふkてな kうhi /  そふけてすjすち 瑞jしさち kて宋jhi┳ ち漕ち h' g菅hてへたiちてな 
/  しiてへな k' 厨せi宋ちふち し', て西ちiせ' 厨jk拙ち 厨つ 厨たて漕, /  て製し' 瑞hてたgす kて宋jh' て製k' 厨ヾうぬしてたgす せgせて宋な.  

1276 Met. 13.506-507 Pittheam profugo curru Troezena petebam / iamque Corinthiaci carpebam litora ponti (cf. F. 
6.739 non impune pius iuvenis Troezena petebat); HippS 1195-1200 […]Νヾと折jヾてそてす h礎 精l礎 尽とたgkてな / ヾ蹟そgな ぬgそすち蒼ち 
i頗ヾ折たijしg hijヾ折k素 / k碩ち i盛し設な 諏とけてにな せ刃ヾすhgにと接gな 成h折ち. / 厨ヾi拙 h礎 帥とさたてち ぬ蒼とてち i菅jiく赤そそてたiち, / 刃せk切 kすな 帥jkす 
kて盛ヾ蹟せiすちg k蘇jhi け蘇な / ヾと摂な ヾ折ちkてち 随hさ せiすた蹟ちさ ぇgとのちすせ折ち. 

1277 Hipp. 1214-1216: せ漕た礎 厨つ蹟しさせi kg漕とてち, 甚けとすてち k蹟とgな┳ / て誓 ヾ塑jg た跡ち ぬし節ち lし蹟けたgkてな ヾそさとてにた蹟ちさ / lとすせ蒼hiな 
刃ちkilし蹟けけik礎 […] 

1278 Met. 15.508-513: cum mare surrexit cumulusque immanis aquarum / in montis speciem curuari et crescere uisus 
/ et dare mugitus summoque cacumine findi./ corniger hinc taurus ruptis expellitur undis / pectoribusque tenus 
molles erectus in auras / naribus et patulo partem maris euomit ore, 517 quadripedes monstrique metu turbantur; cf. 
Aen. 7.780: et iuuenem monstris pauidi effudere marinis (cf. Bömer 1986, vv. 15.508-510). 
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ketos that Perseus fights in Book 4 of the Metamorphoses1279 and the dolphins in the story of the 

Tyrrhenian sailors in Book 3.1280 The two Ovidian parallels bring the portrayal of the bull closer 

to a sea-monster, which explains the fact that it never comes ashore. 

The description of the bull-mὁὀὅtἷὄΝiὅΝpὄὁἴἳἴlyΝiὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝtὁΝhiἹhliἹhtΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἸἷἳὄlἷὅὅΝ

reaction (he remains unperturbed at the frightening sight, his mind preoccupied with thoughts of 

exile)1281 and on the other hand to justify the fear of his companions and especially of his horses, 

which are so disturbed by the appearance of the monster that they drag the chariot, headlong, 

down the steep cliff.1282 In Euripides the appearance of the bull likewise throws the horses into 

panic,1283 but no reaction is mentioned on the part of Hippolytus, unless he is included among 

thὁὅἷΝwhὁΝἳtΝthἷΝἴἷἹiὀὀiὀἹΝἳὄἷΝὅἷiὐἷἶΝwithΝἳΝ“vἷhἷmἷὀtΝἸἷἳὄ”ΝupὁὀΝhἷἳὄiὀἹΝἳΝthuὀἶἷὄὁuὅΝὅὁuὀἶΝ

coming from an unspecified direction.1284 It is actually before the appearance of the bull that the 

mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν pὅyἵhὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝ ὅtἳtἷἈΝ hἷΝ iὀitiἳllyΝ lἳmἷὀtὅΝ hiὅΝ ἷxilἷ,Ν ἴutΝ thἷὀΝ

regains his composure and accepts his fate.1285 In the Metamorphoses thἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἘippὁlytuὅ’Ν

tἷἳὄὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἹὄὁἳὀὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἵὁὀvἷὄtἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ “pὄἷὁἵἵupἳtiὁὀΝ withΝ ἷxilἷ”Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἵὁὀἶἷὀὅἷἶΝ tὁΝ hἳlἸΝ ἳΝ liὀἷΝ

which occurs at the moment of the appearance of the bull. In Euripides Hippolytus vainly 

                                                           
1279Met. 4.728-729 belua puniceo mixtos cum sanguine fluctus / ore uomit.  

1280 Met. 3.683-686  undique dant saltus multaque aspergine rorant / emerguntque iterum redeuntque sub aequora 
rursus inque chori ludunt speciem lasciuaque iactant / corpora et acceptum patulis mare naribus efflant. 

1281 Met. 15.514-515 corda pauent comitum, mihi mens interrita mansit / exiliis contenta suis […]έ 

1282 Met. 15.516-518 cum colla feroces / ad freta conuertunt arrectisque auribus horrent / quadripedes monstrique 
metu turbantur. 

1283 HippS 1218 i盛し設な h跡 ヾ説そてすな hiすち摂な 厨たヾ接ヾkiす l折くてな. 

1284 Hipp.1201-1205 帥ちしiち kすな 遂ぬ節 ぬし折ちすてな, 斉な くとてちk碩 〉す折な, / くgと設ち くと折たてち たiし蘇せi, lとすせ説hさ せそにi宋ち┳ / 性とし摂ち h跡 
せと塑k礎 帥jkさjgち て誠な k礎 厨な て盛とgち摂ち / 摺ヾヾてす, ヾgと礎 酔た宋ち h礎 髄ち l折くてな ちigちすせ摂な / ヾ折しiち ヾてk礎 i澄さ lし折けけてな.  

1285 Hipp. 1178-1184 成 h’Ν 髄そしi kg盛k摂ち hgせとへのち 帥ぬのち たえそてな / 酔た宋ち 厨ヾ' 刃せkうな, たにとかg h' 性ヾすjしふヾてにな / lかそのち 尽た' 
帥jkiすぬ' 酔そかせのち <し'> 成たおけにとすな. / ぬとふちのす h跡 hお ヾてk' i寸ヾ' 刃ヾgそそgぬしi拙な けふのち┳ / ぉか kg漕k' 刃そへのἉ ヾiすjkえてち ヾgkと摂な そふけてすな. / 
厨ちkへちgし' 摺ヾヾてにな 尽とたgjす こにけさlふとてにな, / hた蒼iな, ヾふそすな け責と て盛せえk’Ν帥jkすち 瑞hi たてす. 
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attempts to control the chariot, but the horses pay no heed to him and carry him violently along 

against his will.1286 In the Metamorphoses, however, Hippolytus struggles to control the chariot 

and he would have succeeded in checking his maddened horses, if the wheel had not struck a tree 

trunk.1287 Hippolytus-Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ἳimΝ mἳyΝ ἴἷΝ tὁΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtΝ himὅἷlἸΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ ἵhἳὄiὁtἷἷὄΝ ὅupἷὄiὁὄΝ to his 

Euripidean predecessor. This raises the question of how reliable a narrator Virbius is, given that 

in the Fasti the external narrator follows the Euripidean version instead.1288 

Furthermore, in HippS the bull plays a decisive role in the chariot crash: it prevents 

Hippolytus from driving the chariot to flat ground by maddening the horses with fear and pushes 

them instead towards rocky ground. As a result the chariot is overthrown when a wheel strikes 

upon a rock.1289 In the Metamorphoses, on the other hand, the monster does not actively 

participate in the chariot disaster apart from the fact that it initially inspires the horses with mad 

fear. The chariot crashes when a wheel accidentally hits upon a tree trunk.1290 Because of the fall 

Hippolytus is gravely wounded in Euripides, but survives as long as it is needed for him to 

                                                           
1286 Hipp. 1219-1226 せg拙 hijヾふkさな た跡ち 頗ヾヾすせて宋jすち 随しijすち /  ヾてそ設な つにちてすせ蒼ち 瑞とヾgj' 酔ちかgな ぬiとて宋ち, /  推そせiす h跡 せほヾさち 
席jki ちgにくうkさな 刃ちおと, /  頗た塑jすち 厨な kて製ヾすjしiち 刃とkおjgな hえたgな┳ /  g頗 h' 厨ちhgせて漕jgす jkふたすg ヾにとすけiち蘇 けちうしてすな / くかgす 
lえとてにjすち, て製ki ちgにせそおとてに ぬiと摂な /  て製し' 頗ヾヾてhえjたのち て製ki せてそそさk蒼ち 星ぬのち /  たikgjkとえlてにjgす. 

1287 Met. 15.517-520 […]Νmonstrique metu turbantur et altis / praecipitant currum scopulis. ego ducere uana / frena 
manu spumis albentibus oblita luctor / et retro lentas tendo resupinus habenas./ nec uires tamen has rabies superasset 
equorum,/ nil rota, perpetuum qua circumuertitur axem / stipitis occursu fracta ac disiecta fuisset. 

1288 F. 6.741-742 solliciti terrentur equi frustraque retenti / per scopulos dominum duraque saxa trahunt. Cf. Segal 
1λἆἂ,ΝἁἀίἈΝ“ἡviἶ’ὅΝἘippὁlytuὅΝ iὅΝ hiὅΝὁwὀΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ,Ν ἳὅΝ itΝwἷὄἷ,ΝwἷΝἵἳὀὀὁtΝἶiὅἵὁuὀtΝ thἷΝpὁὅὅiἴilityΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝpὁἷtΝ
mἷἳὀὅΝtὁΝuὅΝtὁΝpἷὄἵἷivἷΝhiὅΝὅtὁὄyΝἳὅΝὅlἳὀtἷἶΝiὀΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝἸἳvὁὄΝ(ὅἷἷΝἳlὅὁΝ1ἃέἃἁίἸέ)έ” 

1289 HippS. 1226-1233 せi菅 た跡ち 厨な k責 たgそしgせ責 /  けgかgな 帥ぬのち て澄gせgな i盛しへちてす hとふたてち, /  ヾとてにlgかちik' 厨な k摂 ヾとふjしiち, 
席jk' 刃ちgjkとえliすち, /  kg漕とてな, lふくのす kえkとのとてち 厨せたgかちのち 星ぬてち┳ /  i菅 h' 厨な ヾえkとgな lえとてすちkて たgとけ蒼jgす lとえちgな, /  jすけ蘇す 
ヾiそうこのち 甚ちkにけす つにちiかヾikて, /  厨な kて漕し' 推のな 帥jlさそi せ刃ちiぬgかkすjiち /  塵ね宋hg ヾえkとのす ヾとてjくgそ節ち 性ぬおたgkてな. 

1290 Met. 15.521-523 nec uires tamen has rabies superasset equorum,/ nil rota, perpetuum qua circumuertitur axem / 
stipitis occursu fracta ac disiecta fuisset. 
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appear on stage again and be reconciled with his father before dying.1291 By contrast in Ovid 

Hippolytus perishes instantly by being impaled in a tree trunk and torn to pieces.1292  

Hippolytus prays to Artemis at the beginning of HippS that he may end his life as he 

began it, namely dwell in an untouched meadow and have the unique privilege of being a 

devotee of Artemis,1293 ἴutΝhiὅΝwiὅhΝiὅΝὀὁtΝἸulἸillἷἶέΝἦhἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝwiὅhΝiὅΝrealized, 

however, in the Metamorphoses:1294 As the deified Virbius he resides in a sacred grove, enjoys 

the unique gift of resurrection, and is a divine attendant of Diana.1295 Hippolytus perishes in 

HippS, but Artemis bestows on him posthumous honors in the form of a pre-marital ritual 

conἶuἵtἷἶΝἴyΝuὀmἳὄὄiἷἶΝmἳiἶἷὀὅΝwhὁΝwillΝἸὁὄἷvἷὄΝὅiὀἹΝὁἸΝhimΝἳὀἶΝἳἴὁutΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝ

him (HippS. 1423-1430). Thus, the Euripidean Hippolytus achieves immortality through hero 

cult and poetry, while in the Metamorphoses Diana immortalizes Hippolytus by means of 

deification. 

                                                           
1291 HippS. 1232-1246 厨な kて漕し’Ν推のな 帥jlさそi せ刃ちiぬgかkすjiち / 塵ね宋hg ヾえkとのす ヾとてjくgそ節ち 性ぬおたgkてな. /  jへたlにとkg h' 髄ち 
尽ヾgちkg┳ jへとすけけえな k' 甚ちの /  kとてぬ蒼ち 厨ヾおhのち 刃つふちのち k' 厨ちおそgkg, /  g盛k摂な h' 成 kそおたのち 酔ちかgすjすち 厨たヾそgせi拙な /  hijた摂ち 
hにjiつえそすせkてち 推そせikgす hiしiかな, /  jヾてhてへたiちてな た跡ち ヾと摂な ヾえkとgすな lかそてち せうとg /  しとgへのち ki jうとせgな, hiすち責 h' 厨つgにh蒼ち 
せそへiすち┳ /  ぇk蘇k', 惜 lうkちgすjす kg宋な 厨たg宋な kiしとgたたえちgす, /  たお た' 厨つgそiかねさk'. 惜 ヾgkと摂な kうそgすち' 刃とう┳ /  kかな 甚ちhと' 甚とすjkてち 
くてへそikgす j蒼jgす ヾgとほちἉ /  ヾてそそて拙 h跡 くてにそさしえちkiな 精jkえとのす ヾてh拙 /  厨そiすヾふたijしg. ぬ静 た跡ち 厨せ hijた蒼ち そにしi拙な / kたさk蒼ち 
頗たうちkのち て盛 せうkてすh' 晴kのす kとふヾのす /  ヾかヾkiす, くとgぬ設ち h碩 くかてkてち 厨たヾちえのち 帥kす. 

1292 Met. 15.524-529 excutior curru, lorisque tenentibus artus / uiscera uiua trahi, neruos in stipe teneri,/ membra rapi 
partim, partim reprensa relinqui,/ ossa grauem dare fracta sonum fessamque uideres / exhalari animam nullasque in 
corpore partes / noscere quas posses, unumque erat omnia uulnus. Cf. F. 6.743-745 exciderat curru lorisque 
morantibus artus / Hippolytus lacero corpore raptus erat / reddideratque animam, multum indignante Diana; F.  
3.265 Hippolytus loris direptus equorum (See Bömer 1986, vv. 15.524-525). 

1293 HippS 73-74, 82-87: 畝ヾ. jて拙 kふちhi ヾそiせk摂ち jkえlgちてち 厨つ 刃せさとうkてに / そiすた蒼ちてな, 惜 hえjヾてすちg, せてjたおjgな lえとの, / 
[ …]Ν  刃そそ', 惜 lかそさ hえjヾてすちg, ぬとにjえgな せふたさな /  刃ちうhさたg hえつgす ぬiすと摂な i盛jiくて漕な 甚ヾて. /  たふちのす けうと 厨jkす kて漕k' 厨たて拙 
けえとgな くとてk蒼ち┳ /  jて拙 せg拙 つへちiすたす せg拙 そふけてすな 刃たiかくてたgす, / せそへのち た跡ち g盛h蘇な, 星たたg h' て盛ぬ 成と蒼ち k摂 jふち. /  kえそてな h跡 
せうたねgすた' 席jヾiと 遂とつうたさち くかてに.  
 
1294 Cf. Curley 1999, 209: In his final verse Virbius remarks that he resides numine sub dominae.  This is his 
endpoint, but also his point of departure. His prayer to Artemis in the HS has been answered: kえそてな h跡 せうたねgすた' 
席jヾiと 遂とつうたさち くかてに.  In typical Ovidian fashion he has become what he already was, and his story, for all its epic 
pretensions, has  not come  all that far from tragedy.  

1295 Met. 15.536-537 tum mihi, ne praesens augerem muneris huius / inuidiam, densas obiecit Cynthia nubes, 545-
546 hoc nemus inde colo de disque minoribus unus / numine sub dominae lateo atque accenseor illi.  
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 5.3 The Virgilian and Ovidian incarnations of Virbius  

 

ἦhἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝ liὀἷΝ iὀΝViὄἹil’ὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἘippὁlytuὅ-Virbius story marks the first difference 

ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝhiὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝἡviἶ’ὅἈΝἳἸtἷὄΝἘippὁlytuὅΝἴἷἵὁmἷΝViὄἴiuὅΝhἷΝἴἷἳὄὅΝἳΝὅὁὀΝtὁ Aricia, also 

named Virbius after his father (7.761-762)ἉΝὁὀΝthἷΝἵὁὀtὄἳὄy,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝViὄἴiuὅΝὄἷmἳiὀὅΝἵhἳὅtἷΝἳὀἶΝἳΝ

celibate follower of Diana (15.545-546). Both poets engage in a drastic compression of 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ,ΝἴutΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵἳuὅἷὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἶἷἳthΝis more detailed and involves an explicit 

condemnation of Theseus for his credulity and of Phaedra for her treachery.1296 Ovid dwells 

upὁὀΝ ἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Ν ἵὄἷἶulityΝ ἳlὅὁΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ Fasti,1297 while Virgil omits it. The only thing he tells 

regarding Theseus is that HippolytuὅΝ“pἳiἶΝthἷΝἶἷἴtΝἶuἷΝtὁΝhiὅΝἸἳthἷὄΝwithΝhiὅΝἴlὁὁἶ”,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝἳΝ

vague reference to the curse.1298 ἐὁthΝpὁἷtὅΝἳἶἶuἵἷΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ iὀtὄiἹuἷΝἳὅΝ thἷΝpὄimἳὄyΝἵἳuὅἷΝὁἸΝ

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Νἶἷἳth,ΝἴutΝwhilἷΝViὄἹilΝἳὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝ itΝ tὁΝ“ἳΝ ὅtἷpmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἵuὀὀiὀἹ”,ΝἡviἶΝuὅἷὅΝhἳὄὅhἷὄΝ

languaἹἷΝ ὄἷἸἷὄὄiὀἹΝ tὁΝ “ἳΝ ὅtἷpmὁthἷὄ’ὅΝ ἳἵἵuὄὅἷἶΝ ἶἷἵἷitἸulὀἷὅὅ”έΝ ἦhiὅΝmἳὄkἷἶΝ ἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ iὀΝ tὁὀἷΝ

can be explained by the identity of the narrator: in the Aeneid the events are recounted by the 

more detached epic narrator, whereas in the Metamorphoses Virbius himself bitterly recalls the 

crimes of his father and stepmother which led to his demise.  Due to the terseness of the 

Virgilian account, which in addition was designed to accommodate both Hippolytus-Virbius and 

ViὄἴiuὅΝJὄέ,ΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝiὅΝtὄἷἳtἷἶΝin only three words (7.766 turbatis distractus 

                                                           
1296 Met. 15.497-500 fando aliquem Hippolytum uestras si contigit / aures credulitate patris, sceleratae fraude 
nouercae / occubuisse neci, mirabere uixque probabo,/ sed tamen ille ego sum […]έ 

1297 F. 6.737-738 notus amor Phaedrae, nota est iniuria Thesei:/ devovit natum credulus ille suum (See Bömer 1986, 
vv. 15.797-499). 

1298 Aen. 7.764-765 namque ferunt fama Hippolytum, postquam arte nouercae / occiderit patriasque explerit 
sanguine poenas (See Bömer 1986, vv. 15.797-499). 
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equis),Ν whiἵhΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ thἷΝ ὀἳmἷΝ “畝ヾヾふそにkてな”Ν thὄὁuἹhΝ ἷtymὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝ wὁὄἶplἳy,Ν whilἷΝ ἡviἶΝ

dedicates a description of six lines to the same event (15.524-526).1299  

There is in my view a specific reason as to why in the Metamorphoses the fatal chariot 

ride (15.506-529) ἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝὄἷὅuὄὄἷἵtiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝἶἷiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝ(1ἃέἃἁί-546) are treated at 

much greater length than the other parts of the story. The reason is that the (quasi-)sparagmos, 

whiἵhΝ mἳkἷὅΝ ἘippὁlytuὅΝ “uὀὄἷἵὁἹὀiὐἳἴlἷ”,Ν ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ ὅtἳἹἷΝ ὁἸΝ mἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅ,Ν tὁΝ ἴἷΝ

followed by resurrection and deification involving both a change of appearance and a change of 

name. Virgil, on the contrary, gives his narrative a different focus. It is first worthy of note that 

whilἷΝἴὁthΝpὁἷtὅΝiὀἵluἶἷΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝὄἷὅuὄὄἷἵtiὁὀΝiὀΝthἷiὄΝἳἵἵὁuὀtὅ,ΝViὄἹilΝἶἷvὁtἷὅΝmὁὄἷΝὅpἳἵἷΝtὁΝ

the punishment of Aesculapius for being the discoverer of the medicinal skills which made it 

possible for a mortal to rise from the dead;1300 hence Jupiter became indignant and hurled 

χἷὅἵulἳpiuὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἶἷpthὅΝὁἸΝἦἳὄtἳὄuὅέΝἙὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝχἷὅἵulἳpiuὅΝὄἷὅtὁὄἷὅΝἘippὁlytuὅΝtὁΝliἸἷΝ

withΝ hiὅΝ pὁwἷὄἸulΝ ἵuὄἷὅΝ “ἶἷὅpitἷΝ iὀἶiἹὀἳὀtΝ ἒiὅ”,Ν ἴutΝ ὀὁΝ puὀiὅhmἷὀtΝ iὅΝ iὀἸliἵtἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ himέ1301 

Therefore, whilἷΝthἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝJupitἷὄ’ὅΝiὀἶignation and punishment of Aesculapius suggests the 

pὁἷt’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄἷὅtΝ iὀ thἷΝ viὁlἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἵὁὅmiἵΝ ὁὄἶἷὄ,Ν thἷΝ ἸὁἵuὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὅΝ lἳiἶΝ ὁὀΝ

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’ΝὄἷὅuὄὄἷἵtiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝὅuἴὅἷὃuἷὀtΝἶἷiἸiἵἳtiὁὀέΝ 

Another important divergence between the two accounts conceὄὀὅΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν

apotheosis. In Virgil Diana hides him in a secret location and transports him to Italy to the grove 

                                                           
1299 Moreover, Servius detects a LatiὀΝἷtymὁlὁἹiἵἳlΝpuὀΝἴyΝἷxplἳiὀiὀἹΝViὄἴiuὅΝἳὅΝ“twiἵἷΝἳΝmἳὀ”Ν(quasi bis virum). 

1300Aen. 7.766-ἅἅἁΝ[…]Νad sidera rursus / aetheria et superas caeli uenisse sub auras,/ Paeoniis reuocatum herbis et 
amore Dianae./ tum pater omnipotens aliquem indignatus ab umbris / mortalem infernis ad lumina surgere uitae,/ 
ipse repertorem medicinae talis et artis / fulmine Phoebigenam Stygias detrusit ad undas . 

1301 Met. 15.531-535: uidi quoque luce carentia regna / et lacerum foui Phlegethontide corpus in unda,/ nec nisi 
Apollineae ualido medicamine prolis / reddita uita foret; quam postquam fortibus herbis / atque ope Paeonia Dite 
indignante recepi,[…]Ν(ἥἷἷΝBömer 1986, v. 15.535). In the Fasti χἷὅἵulἳpiuὅ’ΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἴyΝJupitἷὄΝiὅΝmἷὀtiὁὀἷἶ,Ν
but in compensation he is catasterized by Apollo (F. 6.746-749, 753-762).  
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of Egeria and changes his name to Virbius. There Virbius spends a lonely and inglorious life.1302 

Virbius was a minor local deity, but not much iὅΝmἳἶἷΝὁἸΝἘippὁlytuὅ’Ν iἶἷὀtiἸiἵἳtiὁὀΝwithΝhimέΝ

ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,Ν ViὄἹilΝ ἶὁwὀplἳyὅΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἶἷiἸiἵἳtiὁὀέΝ ἙὀΝ thἷΝ Metamorphoses Diana conceals 

Hippolytus in a cloud, changes his features, and makes him look old. She then vacillates about 

where to convey him and after rejecting Delos and Crete she chooses Italy. The final step of his 

tὄἳὀὅἸὁὄmἳtiὁὀΝiὅΝthἷΝἵhἳὀἹἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὀἳmἷέΝΝἡviἶ’ὅΝViὄἴiuὅΝὁpἷὀlyΝἴὁἳὅtὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝpὄἷὄὁἹἳtivἷὅἈΝhἷΝ

possesses the enviable gift of a second life, he is a minor divinity, and finally he is an attendant 

ὁἸΝἒiἳὀἳΝἷὀjὁyiὀἹΝthἷΝἹὁἶἶἷὅὅ’Νpὄὁtἷἵtiὁὀέ1303 Thus, in stark contrast to his Virgilian counterpart, 

the Ovidian god represents himself as lacking neither company nor glory.  

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἷvἷὀtuἳlΝ ἵὁὀἶitiὁὀΝ iὅΝ iὀΝ ἴὁthΝ pὁἷtὅΝ ἳὅὅὁἵiἳtἷἶΝ withΝ aetia referring to the 

circumstances of his death, but they are differently motivated: in Virgil horses are not allowed in 

ἒiἳὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄἷἶΝἹὄὁvἷΝἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝthἷyΝtὁὄἷΝἘippὁlytuὅΝἳpἳὄtἉ1304 in Ovid, on the other hand, Diana 

ἵhἳὀἹἷὅΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝὀἳmἷΝiὀtὁΝViὄἴiuὅ,ΝὅὁΝthἳt he may not be reminded by his own name of the 

horses which caused his death.1305 Virgil reserved for the conclusion of the story details of the 

ἵiὄἵumὅtἳὀἵἷὅΝ ὁἸΝἘippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthΝwhiἵhΝ hἷΝ hἳἶΝ ἷἳὄliἷὄΝ ὁmittἷἶΝ (hὁὄὅἷὅΝ ἸὄiἹhtἷὀἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ἳΝ ὅἷἳ-

monster; location of the event). Apparently he did so in order to stress that what happened once 

                                                           
1302 Aen. 7.774-777 at Triuia Hippolyturn secretis alma recondite / sedibus et nymphae Egeriae nemorique relegat,/ 
solus ubi in siluis Italis ignobilis aeuum / exigeret uersoque ubi nomine Virbius esset. 

1303 Met. 15.536-546 tum mihi, ne praesens augerem muneris huius /inuidiam, densas obiecit Cynthia nubes,/ utque 
forem tutus possemque impune uideri,/ addidit aetatem nec cognoscenda reliquit / ora mihi. Cretenque diu dubitauit 
habendam / traderet an Delon; Delo Creteque relictis / hic posuit nomenque simul, quod possit equorum / 
admonuisse, iubet deponere, "qui"que "fuisti / Hippolytus" dixit, "nunc idem Virbius esto." / hoc nemus inde colo de 
disque minoribus unus / numine sub dominae lateo atque accenseor illi.' 

1304 Aen. 7.778-780 unde etiam templo Triuiae lucisque sacratis / cornipedes arcentur equi, quod litore currum / et 
iuuenem monstris pauidi effudere marinis. 

1305 Met. 15.542-544 hic posuit nomenque simul, quod possit equorum / admonuisse, iubet deponere, "qui"que 
"fuisti / ἘippὁlytuὅΟΝἶixit,ΝΟὀuὀἵΝiἶἷmΝViὄἴiuὅΝἷὅtὁ”έ The religious taboo aetion is however retained in F. 5.263-266: 
vallis Aricinae silva praecinctus opaca / est lacus, antiqua religione sacer. / hic latet Hippolytus loris direptus 
equorum,/ unde nemus nullis illud aditur equis. 
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should never happen again in the life of Hippolytus-Virbius who, despite his resurrection, 

remains as vulnerable as he was in the past, unlike his deified Ovidian counterpart; though it is 

more likely, so the passage sinisterly suggests, that something unfortunate may befall his mirror 

image, Virbius Jr., now seen driving his horses to war. 
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  Appendix 

 Conjugal reunions: Orpheus and Eurydice and the Alcestis 

 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝpὄimἳὄyΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὅtὁὄiἷὅΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝὄἷtὄiἷvἳlΝἳὀἶΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝ

ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝiὅΝViὄἹil’ὅΝGeorgics. The poet of the 

Metamorphoses engages in constant intertextual dialogue with his Roman predecessor and 

ἵlἷἳὄlyΝἷxpἷἵtὅΝhiὅΝὄἷἳἶἷὄὅΝtὁΝhἳvἷΝViὄἹil’ὅΝvἷὄὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝmythΝiὀΝmiὀἶΝwhilἷΝὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝhiὅΝpὁἷmέΝ

This is illustrated by the fact that he shapes his narrative in such a way as to evoke the Virgilian 

subtext at every step, so that a full appreciation of the Ovidian tale is impossible without 

recalling its literary antecedent. Several studies have been written on the intertextual relationship 

ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝὅtὁὄiἷὅΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝpὄἷvἳlἷὀtΝὅἵhὁlἳὄlyΝviἷwΝiὅΝthἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἵhiἷἸΝpuὄpὁὅἷΝiὅΝtὁΝpἳὄὁἶyΝ

the Virgilian model by subverting its tragic and elegiac content through humor, irony, and 

bathos. 1306 ἙtΝ hἳὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ὅuἹἹἷὅtἷἶ,Ν hὁwἷvἷὄ,Ν thἳtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳtiὄἷΝ ὁἸΝ ViὄἹil’ὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ἶὁἷὅΝ ὀὁtΝ

pὄἷἵluἶἷΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ iἶiὁὅyὀἵὄἳtiἵΝἴὄἳὀἶΝὁἸΝ ὅympἳthy,Νpἳthὁὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝgravitas by means of a creative 

reworking of the myth.1307 

ἦhἷΝmἳiὀΝthἷὅiὅΝpὄὁpὁuὀἶἷἶΝiὀΝthiὅΝpἳpἷὄΝiὅΝthἳt,ΝἳlthὁuἹhΝViὄἹilΝiὅΝuὀἶὁuἴtἷἶlyΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ

main interlocutor, he nevertheless diverges from him at many points and seems to draw instead 

on an alternative source, namelyΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAlcestis. Below I will contend that the Ovidian 

narrative of Orpheus and Eurydice may be read as a conflation of the Virgilian account and the 

ἕὄἷἷkΝplἳyέΝἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἸἳmiliἳὄityΝwithΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝiὅΝἷviἶἷὀἵἷἶΝἴyΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷὅΝhἷΝ

makes to it in his other works. In particular, the Ars Amatoria (3.17-22), the Tristia (5.14.37-40), 

                                                           
1306 ἔὁὄΝ ἳΝ ὄἷἳἶiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἡὄphἷuὅΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ ἳὅΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ pἳὄὁἶy,Ν ὅἷἷΝ χὀἶἷὄὅὁὀΝ 1λἆἀ,Ν ἠἷumἷiὅtἷὄΝ 1λἆἄ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ
Makowski 1996.  

1307 Segal 1989, 81. 
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and the Epistulae Ex Ponto (3.1.105-112) contain analogous catalogues consisting of Alcestis, 

Ἔἳὁἶἳmiἳ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἓvἳἶὀἷ,Ν whὁΝ ἳὄἷΝ thἷΝ pὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅtὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Alcestis, Protesilaus, and 

Suppliant Women respectively and are cited as mythological exempla of women, whose 

superlative devotion to their husbands drove them to perish for their sake. Despite the significant 

affinities between the myths of Alcestis and EurydiἵἷΝ thἷΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ ἷὀἹἳἹἷmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ

story with the Euripidean play has been largely overlooked by criticism. The main parallel 

ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ twὁΝ ὅtὁὄiἷὅΝ iὅΝ thἳtΝἴὁthΝχἶmἷtuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἴὄiὀἹΝἳἴὁutΝ thἷiὄΝwivἷὅ’Νἶἷἳth,Ν thἷΝ

former by having Alcestis assume his place in Hades and the latter by gazing back at Eurydice 

before they exit the Underworld. In fact, the two mythical episodes had been previously 

ἳὅὅὁἵiἳtἷἶΝ iὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAlcestis ἳὀἶΝἢlἳtὁ’ὅΝSymposium. ἝὁuὄὀiὀἹΝhiὅΝwiἸἷ’ὅΝ immiὀἷὀtΝ ἶἷἳthΝ

Admetus vainlyΝwiὅhἷὅΝthἳtΝhἷΝpὁὅὅἷὅὅἷἶΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἳὄtiὅtiἵΝpὁwἷὄ,ΝὅὁΝthἳtΝhἷΝἵὁulἶΝἶἷὅἵἷὀἶΝiὀtὁΝ

the Underworld and restore Alcestis to life by enchanting Pluto and Persephone with his 

song.1308 Phaedrus, on the other hand, ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtὅΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ’Ν vἳlὁὄ,ΝwhὁΝ ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷἶΝ hἷὄΝ liἸἷ out of 

lὁvἷΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶΝἳὀἶΝwἳὅΝὄἷwἳὄἶἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝwithΝἳΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝliἸἷ,ΝwithΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νἵὁwἳὄἶiἵἷ,Ν

who descended to the Underworld alive to retrieve Eurydice and was thus punished by being 

offered a mere simulacrum of his wife and by being later slain by women (Pl. Symp. 179b-d). 

Exploiting the traditional affinities of the two myths Ovid seems to evoke many aspects of the 

Alcestis. ἙtΝwillΝἴἷΝἳὄἹuἷἶΝthἳtΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝiὅΝhiἹhlyΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἳtΝὁἸΝχἶmἷtuὅ,ΝthἷΝ

song that the bard performs before the gods of the Underworld appropriates rhetorical topoi of 

the Euripidean drama, and finally the happy conclusion of the Ovidian story recalls the blissful 

denouement of the Greek play.    

                                                           
1308 Alc. 357-362 i菅 h礎 棲とl蹟のなΝ たてすΝ けそ蒼jjgΝ せg拙 た蹟そてなΝ ヾgと蘇ち,Ν ή 席jk礎 錐 せ折とさちΝ〉切たさkとてなΝ 錐 せi接ちさなΝ ヾ折jすちΝ ή 西たちてすjすΝ
せさそ切jgちk赤 j礎 厨つΝ須すhてにΝ そgくi宋ち,Ν ήΝ せgk蘇そしてちΝ 甚ち,Ν せg接 た礎 て製し礎 成 ぃそて窃kのちてなΝ せ窃のちΝ ή て製し礎 て精ヾ拙 せ説ヾ素 ねにぬてヾてたヾ摂なΝ 壬ちΝ
ゅ赤とのちΝήΝ帥jぬ礎 甚ち,Νヾと拙ちΝ厨なΝl蒼なΝj摂ちΝせgkgjk蘇jgすΝく接てちέΝ                                         
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For the most part of the twentieth century the almost unanimous consensus of scholarship 

was that the prevalent pre-Virgilian version of the Orpheus myth related his ultimate success in 

bringing Eurydice back to the world of the living, while the tragic version involving the second 

ἶἷἳthΝὁἸΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷΝἶuἷΝtὁΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νἴἳἵkward gaze attested by Virgil and Ovid was attributed to a 

lost Hellenistic model. 1309 John Heath, however, challenged this predominant theory by 

contending that a scrutiny of the extant sources, primarily Euripides Alcestis,Νἢlἳtὁ’ὅΝSymposium, 

Ἐἷὄmἷὅiἳὀἳx’ΝLeontion, and Ps.-Moschus Lament for Bion, reveals that the postulated happy-

ending version does not in fact exist.1310  He argues that according to the literary evidence 

ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν“tὄiumph”ΝiὅΝ limitἷἶΝὁὀlyΝtὁΝ thἷΝpἷὄὅuἳὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢlutὁΝἳὀἶΝἢἷὄὅἷphὁὀἷΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝhis 

song to return to him his wife. None of the aforementioned texts, however, report the events 

ἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἷὀἵhἳὀtiὀἹΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἳὀἵἷΝiὀΝἘἳἶἷὅΝὀὁὄΝὁἸΝἵὁuὄὅἷΝἶὁΝthἷyΝὄἷἸἷὄΝ tὁΝἳΝἵhἷἷὄἸulΝ

conclusion, in which the couple ascend from the Underworld and spend the rest of their life 

together. He concludes that all the pre-ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν katabasis actually fit 

better into their narrative context, if we imagine that Eurydice never returns with her husband 

from Hades.1311    

Virgil inserts the story of Orpheus and Eurydice as an embedded narrative in the episode 

of Aristaeus in the fourth book of the Georgics.  In his own account of the myth in Books 10 and 

11 of the Metamorphoses Ovid omits the framing narrative of Aristaeus, but relates roughly the 

                                                           
1309 See for instance Bowra 1952, Segal 1972, 489-490, and Thomas 1988, 225.  

1310 Heath 1994, 164-165. 

1311 In the Alcestis the grieving Admetus is either unaware of or more likely deliberately omits the tragic 
ἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νὅtὁὄy,ΝὅiὀἵἷΝitΝiὅΝiὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝiὀἳppὄὁpὄiἳtἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἵὁὀtἷxtΝὁἸΝἳΝὅpἷἷἵh,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝhἷΝἸἳὀtasizes 
about finding a way to reunite with his wife after her impending death. As regards Hermesianax, Heath (1994, 188-
189) argues that the narrative context points clearly to an unhappy conclusion, since the Leontion is a collection of 
stories illustrating the overwhelming force and destructiveness of love and the third book in particular, in which the 
Orpheus fragment belongs, constitutes a catalogue of the tragic loves and ensuing torments of poets and 
philosophers.  
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ὅἳmἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝἳὅΝViὄἹil,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷ’ὅΝὅuἶἶἷὀΝἶἷmiὅἷ,Νἡὄphἷuὅ’Νcatabasis and retrieval of his 

wife through his enthralling song, his backward gaze leading to the second loss of Eurydice, and 

finally his spurning of female love, which results in his dismemberment by the Thracian 

mἳἷὀἳἶὅέΝἒἷὅpitἷΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὁvἷὄἳllΝ ἳἶhἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝ ὅἷὃuἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἷvἷὀtὅΝ ὅἵhὁlἳὄὅΝ hἳvἷΝ

long noted that his version of the story actually contains multiple departures from his 

predecessor.1312 The most striking perhaps divergence from his antecedent concerns the 

ἷpiὅὁἶἷ’ὅΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtέΝWhἷὄἷἳὅΝViὄἹilΝἹivἷὅΝhiὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳΝmἳὄkἷἶlyΝtὄἳἹiἵΝἷὀἶiὀἹ,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ thἷΝ

mὁuὄὀiὀἹΝἡὄphἷuὅΝiὅΝἷtἷὄὀἳllyΝὅἷpἳὄἳtἷἶΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝἴἷlὁvἷἶΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷ,ΝἡviἶΝἸὄuὅtὄἳtἷὅΝthἷΝὄἷἳἶἷὄ’ὅΝ

expectations by offering him instead a happy conclusion, where the bard is joyfully reunited with 

hiὅΝwiἸἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝἳἸtἷὄliἸἷέΝ ἙΝwillΝἳttἷmptΝ tὁΝὅhὁwΝthἳtΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἶἷpiἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἳΝἴliὅὅἸulΝpὁὅt-mortem 

marital life for Orpheus and Eurydice is in fact drawing on the Euripidean play. 

The Ovidian narrative opens with the ominous wedding of Orpheus and Eurydice, which 

is suddenly transformed into a funeral, when the latter is accidentally bitten by a venomous 

serpent (10.1-1ἀ)έΝ ἡviἶΝ ἶἷviἳtἷὅΝ hἷὄἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ViὄἹilΝ whὁΝ mἳkἷὅΝ ὀὁΝ ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἵὁuplἷ’ὅΝ

wedding and may be subtly echoing instead the scene in the Alcestis, in which the Thessalian 

king who has just given burial to his wife contrasts their initial festive entry into their home as a 

married couple with his present mournful arrival at his desolate house (912-925). In particular, 

thἷΝ ὅiὀiὅtἷὄΝ pὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶΝ ὁἸΝ mἳὄὄiἳἹἷ,Ν Ἐymἷὀἳἷuὅ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ἵὁuplἷ’ὅΝ wἷἶἶiὀἹ,Ν

whiἵhΝiὅΝὅὁὁὀΝtὁΝἴἷΝἸὁllὁwἷἶΝἴyΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶiὄἹἷ, may evoke χἶmἷtuὅ’ΝἴittἷὄΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝ

joyful wedding hymns (湖たえちgすてす), which have now turned into mournful wailing.1313 Whereas, 

                                                           
1312 Anderson 1972, 1982; Neumeister 1986; Segal 1989; Makowski 1996; Romeo 2012.  

1313 Met. 10.2 Hymenaeus, 4-5 adfuit ille quidem, sed nec sollemnia verba / nec laetos vultus nec felix attulit omen, 
11-12 quam satis ad superas postquam Rhodopeius auras / deflevit vates; Alc. 916 jへちΝし’Ν精たiちgかてすな 帥jkiすぬてちΝ帥jの,Ν
922 ち漕ち h' 精たiちgかのち けふてな 刃ちkかヾgそてな. 
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however, the newly wedded Euripidean couple is escorted by lit pine torches, the wedding torch 

held by Hymenaeus cannot be kindled and produces only ill-omened smoke.1314 Finally, 

Admetus recalls entering with his wife their new home attended by a group of revelers and 

likewise the new bride Eurydice is depicted strolling in the company of a band of Naiads before 

the fatal snake bite.1315  

ἡviἶ’ὅΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅΝiὅΝhiἹhlyΝἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝὁἸΝthat of Admetus and the Roman 

pὁἷtΝ mἳyΝ ἶὄἳwΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἸiἹuὄἷΝ iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵt”Ν thἷΝ ViὄἹiliἳὀΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

ἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝ ἴἳὄἶέΝ ἦὁΝ ἴἷἹiὀΝ with,Ν thἷΝ twὁΝ hἷὄὁἷὅΝ ἳὄἷΝ ἵulpἳἴlἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἵἳuὅiὀἹΝ thἷiὄΝ wivἷὅ’Ν ἶἷἳthέΝ

Admetus is accused by his father Pheres of murdering Alcestis by asking her to take his place in 

Hades (Alc. 695-ἄλἄ,Νἅἁί),ΝwhilἷΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἵἳuὅἷὅΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷ’ὅΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἴyΝlὁὁkiὀἹΝἴἳἵkΝἳtΝ

her before reaching the upper world (Met. 10.55-60). Moreover, they both regret and grieve for 

their error: AdmetuὅΝὅpἷὀἶὅΝmὁὅtΝὁἸΝthἷΝplἳyΝmὁuὄὀiὀἹΝhiὅΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝἳὅkΝἸὁὄΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ’ΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ,Ν

while Orpheus remains seven days without food at the banks of Styx lamenting the loss of his 

wife (Met. 10.73-ἅἃ)έΝWhἳtΝ iὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝuὀlikἷΝViὄἹil,ΝwhὁΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νsong in the 

ἧὀἶἷὄwὁὄlἶ,ΝἡviἶΝpὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝ thἷΝἵὁὀtἷὀtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝmuὅiἵἳlΝsuasoria, which seems to contain 

reminiscences of the Euripidean drama. 

 In his attempt to convince the lords of Hades to permit him to bring Eurydice back to life 

Orpheus employs rhetorical topoi about the inevitability of death. His argument is that since 

every mortal is bound to die sooner or later, Eurydice should be allowed to reach maturity before 

falling under the eternal sway of the reign of the Underworld (10.17-18, 32-35). In other words, 

                                                           
1314 Alc. 915 kふki た跡ち ヾiへせgすな j設ち ぃさそすうjすち; Met. 10.6-7 fax quoque, quam tenuit, lacrimoso stridula fumo / usque 
fuit nullosque invenit motibus ignes. 

1315 Alc. 916-λ1ἆΝ 帥jkiすぬてちΝ 帥jのΝlすそかgな 刃そふぬてに ぬえとg くgjkうこのち, / ヾてそにうぬさkてな h' i摺ヾikて せ蒼たてな; Met. 10.8-10 nam 
nupta per herbas / dum nova naiadum turba comitata vagatur, / occidit in talum serpentis dente receptor. 
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hἷΝ ἵlἷvἷὄlyΝ ἷmplὁyὅΝ ἵὁmmὁὀΝ plἳἵἷὅΝ ἳἴὁutΝ ἶἷἳth’ὅΝ iὀἷὅἵἳpἳἴilityΝ ὅὁΝ ἳὅΝ tὁΝ ἳἵtuἳllyΝ ὁvἷὄἵὁmἷΝ

death temporarily.1316 This may be an ironic reversal of the standard consolatory and protreptic 

functions of these topoi in the Alcestis. The chorus of Thessalian men remark that it is the 

common lot of all mortals to die, so as to console the mourning Admetus and help him come to 

tἷὄmὅΝwithΝhiὅΝwiἸἷ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝ (ἂ1ἄ-419). Later in the play Heracles refers to the ineluctability of 

death and the uncertainty of thἷΝὅpἳὀΝὁἸΝὁὀἷ’ὅΝliἸἷΝἳimiὀἹΝtὁΝἷxhὁὄtΝἳΝ lἳmἷὀtiὀἹΝmἳὀὅἷὄvἳὀtΝ tὁΝ

enjoy life to the fullest (780-802). Verbal echoes of the Euripidean play may be detected in the 

notions of the necessity for all mortals to die ἳὀἶΝthἷΝὀἷἷἶΝtὁΝἷὀἶuὄἷΝthἷΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝὁὀἷ’ὅΝἴἷlὁvἷd.1317 

Having set forth his rhetorical argumentation the bard successfully entreats Dis and Proserpina to 

pὁὅtpὁὀἷΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷ’ὅΝἶἷἳthΝuὀtilΝὅhἷΝἵὁmplἷtἷὅΝhἷὄΝἸullΝἳllὁtmἷὀtΝὁἸΝyἷἳὄὅΝἳὀἶΝὄἷtuὄὀΝhἷὄΝtὁΝhimΝἳὅΝ

ἳΝ kiὀἶΝ ὁἸΝ “lὁἳὀ”.1318 ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἳppἷἳlΝ mἳyΝ ἷvὁkἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ ὄἷvἷὄὅἷΝ χpὁllὁ’ὅΝ vἳiὀΝ ἷὀἶἷἳvὁὄΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ

pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyΝtὁΝpἷὄὅuἳἶἷΝἦhἳὀἳtὁὅ,ΝthἷΝἹὁἶΝὁἸΝἶἷἳth,ΝtὁΝἶἷἸἷὄΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝ

until she reaches old age.1319 

ἡviἶ’ὅΝἡὄphἷuὅΝ iὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyἷἶΝ ἳὅΝhypὁἵὄitiἵἳlΝ ἳὀἶΝἵὁwἳὄἶlyΝἶἷpἳὄtiὀἹΝ ἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝ

counterpart and echoing Admetus. 1320 The bard concludes his song with the bold assertion that if 

the divinities of the Underworld do not allow Eurydice to come back to life, he is resolved to join 

                                                           
1316 Anderson 1982, 41. 

1317 Alc. 416-419 諏hたさk’,Ν 刃ちうけせさ k赤jhiΝ jにたlてと責なΝ l蹟とiすち┳Ν ήΝ て盛 け赤と kす ヾと蒼kてな て盛h跡 そて接jしすてな くとてk蒼ち / けにちgすせ摂な 
厨jしそ蘇な 随たヾそgせiな┳ け接けちのjせi h跡 / 斉な ヾ塑jすち 酔た宋ち せgkしgちi宋ち 性li接そikgす, 782 くとてkて宋な 尽ヾgjす せgkしgちi宋ち 性liかそikgす; Met. 
10.17-18 o positi sub terra numina mundi, / in quem reccidimus, quicquid mortale creamur, 26 posse pati uolui nec 
me temptasse negabo,  32 omnia debemur vobis. 

1318 Met. 10.36-37 haec quoque, cum iustos matura peregerit annos, / iuris erit vestri: pro munere poscimus usum. 

1319 Alc. 48-53 ]ヾέΝそgく節ちΝ澄し'┳Νて盛Νけ責とΝて寸h'Ν壬ちΝi菅Νヾiかjgすたか jiέΝήΝegέΝせkiかちiすちΝけ'Ν整ちΝ壬ちΝぬと蘇すἉΝkて漕kてΝけ責とΝkikうけたiしg. / ]ヾ. 
て製せ, 刃そそ責 kて宋な たえそそてにjす しうちgkてち 刃たくgそi宋ち. / eg. 帥ぬの そふけてち h碩 せg拙 ヾとてしにたかgち jえしiち. / ]ヾ. 帥jk' て誠ち 晴ヾのな 諏そせさjkすな 
厨な け蘇とgな たふそてすἉ / eg. て盛せ 帥jkす┳ kすたg宋な せ刃た跡 kえとヾijしgす hふせiす.  

1320 ἘἷἳthΝ (1λλἄ,Ν ἁἄἄ)Ν ἳὄἹuἷὅΝ thἳtΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀὅiὀuἳtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἵὁwἳὄἶiἵἷΝ Ἰὁr not committing suicide evokes 
ἢhἳἷἶὄuὅ’ΝἷxpliἵitΝἶἷὀὁuὀἵἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶΝiὀΝἢlἳtὁ’ὅΝΝSymposium (179b-e), who accuses him of faintheartedness 
for contriving to descend to Hades alive to recover his wife.  
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her in death.1321 After her second death, however, caused by his backward gaze he does not 

fulfill his promise of suicide, but instead goes on living. In an analogous fashion the Thessalian 

king beseeches Alcestis not to abandon him, since her death would bring about his own demise 

as well.1322 Nevertheless, his claim proves devoid of truth, since he continues living after his 

wiἸἷ’ὅΝἶἷἳthέΝἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,ΝἢhἷὄἷὅΝὁpἷὀlyΝἳἵἵuὅἷὅΝhiὅΝὅὁὀΝὁἸΝἸἳiὀthἷἳὄtἷἶὀἷὅὅΝἸὁὄΝἳvὁiἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἶiἷΝ

at his appointed time and asking his wife to perish in his place (694-702) and Admetus himself 

imagines that his enemies will deride him for not having the courage to face death and sacrificing 

Alcestis instead (954-957). ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἶuὄiὀἹΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ’ΝἸuὀἷὄἳlΝχἶmἷtuὅΝtὄiἷὅΝtὁΝἵὁmmitΝὅuiἵiἶἷΝἴyΝ

hurling himself on her tomb, but is restrained by the chorus (895-902). This gesture may be 

interpreted, however, as disingenuous, since he is undoubtedly aware that he will be prevented 

ἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝ ὅuiἵiἶἳlΝ ἳttἷmptΝἴyΝ thἷΝἦhἷὅὅἳliἳὀΝmἷὀέΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἷὀviὅiὁὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἶὁuἴlἷΝἶἷἳthΝὁἸΝ

himself and his wife may in fact evoke the words of his Euripidean model, who imagines 

entering the Underworld with Alcestis.1323 Therefore, although both heroes initially claim that 

they will follow their wives in Hades, they do not live up to their pledge and thus turn out to be 

craven and insincere.      

A significant affinity between Orpheus and Admetus concerns their reactions to the loss 

ὁἸΝthἷiὄΝwivἷὅέΝἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,ΝἴὁthΝhἷὄὁἷὅΝὄἷjἷἵtΝlὁvἷΝἳὀἶΝmἳὄὄiἳἹἷΝἳἸtἷὄΝthἷiὄΝὅpὁuὅἷὅ’ΝἶἷmiὅἷΝἸὁὄΝ

analogous reasons. The Ovidian narrator recounts that after the second death of Eurydice 

Orpheus shunned all women either because he was unfortunate with them or because he gave a 

                                                           
1321 Met.10.38-39 quodsi fata negant veniam pro coniuge, certum est / nolle redire mihi. 

1322 Alc. 276-277 jて漕Νけ責とΝlしすたえちさなΝて盛せえk'Ν壬ちΝi澄さち,ΝήΝ厨ちΝjて拙Νh'Ν厨jた跡ちΝせg拙Νこ蘇ちΝせg拙Νたおέ 

1323 Met. 10.39 leto gaudete duorum; Met.  900-902 hへて h' 刃ちk拙 たす塑な 須すhさな ねにぬ責な ήΝk責なΝヾすjkてkうkgなΝj設ちΝ壬ちΝ帥jぬiちέ 
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pledge to his wife.1324 Likewise Admetus takes an oath before Alcestis never to marry another 

woman and after her death claims that he will flee from weddings and female gatherings, 

ἴἷἵἳuὅἷΝhἷΝἵἳὀὀὁtΝἷὀἶuὄἷΝthἷΝὅiἹhtΝὁἸΝwὁmἷὀΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ’ΝἳἹἷ.1325 Virgil, on the other hand, makes 

no reference to an oath of celibacy taken by Orpheus, but simply mentions that the bard avoided 

love and marriage out of devotion to his dead wife.1326 Nevertheless, neither Admetus nor 

Orpheus ultimately adhere to their pledge of chastity, since the former accepts the veiled woman  

brought to him by Hercules as a gift, who is actually Alcestis in disguise, while the latter spurns 

heterosexual love, but turns to pederasty instead (10.83-ἆἃ)έΝἦhuὅΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἡὄphἷuὅ,ΝpὁὄtὄἳyἷἶΝἳὅΝ

unfaithful to the dead Eurydice, deviates from his Virgilian predecessor, who remains chaste and 

loyal to his wife, recalling the Thessalian king instead.  

A means by which both Orpheus and Admetus attempt to cope with their bereavement is 

by constructing an erotic statue fantasy. The Euripidean hero asks that an effigy in the semblance 

of Alcestis be fashioned and placed on his bed, where he may lay next to it, embrace it, and 

address it by her name imagining that he has his wife in his arms.1327 Similarly one of the stories 

sung by the Ovidian bard is that of the sculptor Pygmalion, who fashions the statue of a woman 

with which he falls hopelessly in love (Met. 10.243-297). ἢyἹmἳliὁὀ’ὅΝ ἸἳὀtἳὅyΝ iὅΝ hiἹhlyΝ

reminiscent of that of Admetus: he kisses and embraces the statue speaking to it as if it were 

                                                           
1324 Met. 10.79-81 […] omnemque refugerat Orpheus / femineam Venerem, seu quod male cesserat illi, / sive fidem 
dederat […] . 

1325 Alc. 328-331 厨ヾiか j' 厨け節 ήΝせg拙Νこ蒼jgちΝi寸ぬてちΝせg拙Νしgちて漕j'Ν厨た碩Νけにち碩ΝήΝたふちさ せiせそおjさす, せて製kすな 刃ちk拙 jて漕 ヾてki / kふちh' 
甚ちhとg ちへたlさ eijjgそ拙な ヾとてjlしえけつikgす, 950-953 […]Ν 帥つのしiち hえ たi / けうたてす k' 厨そ蒼jす eijjgそ蒼ち せg拙 つへそそてけてす  / 
けにちgすせてヾそさしi宋な┳Νて盛Νけ責とΝ厨つgちえつてたgすΝήΝ そiへjjのち hうたgとkてな k蘇な 厨た蘇な 成たおそすせgな. 

1326 G. 4.516 nulla Venus, non ulli animum flexere hymenaei. 

1327 Alc. 348-352 jてl蘇す h跡 ぬiすと拙 kiせkふちのち hえたgな k摂 j摂ち ήΝi菅せgjし跡ちΝ厨ちΝそえせkとてすjすちΝ厨せkgしおjikgす,ΝήΝ戚すΝヾとてjヾijて漕たgすΝ
せg拙ΝヾiとすヾkへjjのちΝぬえとgな / 星ちてたgΝせgそ蒼ちΝj摂ち k碩ちΝlかそさちΝ厨ちΝ刃けせうそgすな / hふつのΝけにちg宋せg せgかヾiとΝて盛せΝ帥ぬのちΝ帥ぬiすちέ 
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alive and even places it on his couch calling it his bride.1328 Heath has argued that Pygmalion 

ἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝ ἳὅΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν alter ego, since they are both artists who spurn women and whose art 

enables them to animate stone and bring their beloved to life.1329 Unlike Admetus who 

participates himself in his reverie, Orpheus projects it instead to his mythical surrogate. Whereas, 

however, the Euripidean hero is fully aware of the fictitiousness of his daydream calling it a 

“ἵὁlἶΝplἷἳὅuὄἷ”ΝiὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝtὁΝ“ἷἳὅἷΝthἷΝἴuὄἶἷὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁul”Ν(ἁἃἁ-354), Pygmalion is deceived by 

his own artistry thinking that the statue is alive and returning his kisses and fearing that he might 

bruise it with his fingers (10.252-260)έΝ Ἕὁὄἷὁvἷὄ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝ ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ tἳlἷΝ thἷΝ ἸἳὀtἳὅyΝ ultimἳtἷlyΝ

ἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝὄἷἳlity,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝἢyἹmἳliὁὀ’ὅΝpὄἳyἷὄΝtὁΝVἷὀuὅΝtὁΝpὄὁviἶἷΝhimΝwithΝἳΝwiἸἷΝὄἷὅἷmἴliὀἹΝthἷΝ

statue is fulfilled by the goddess, who transforms the effigy into his bride (10.274-279). Hence, 

in contrast to the inconsolable Orpheus of the Georgics, for whom the lost Eurydice is 

irreplaceable, his Ovidian analogue, like Admetus, seeks comfort for his grief in the delusion of 

an inanimate substitute.  

ἦhἷΝἳὅpἷἵtΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἡὄphἷuὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝAlcestis converge most strikingly 

is their conclusion. In the denouement of the Euripidean drama Heracles brings Alcestis back to 

Admetus after rescuing her from Thanatos.  In order, however, either tὁΝtἷὅtΝχἶmἷtuὅ’ΝἸiἶἷlityΝtὁΝ

hiὅΝ wiἸἷΝ ὁὄΝ ὅimplyΝ tὁΝ plἳyΝ ἳΝ jὁkἷΝ ὁὀΝ hiὅΝ hὁὅtΝ ἸὁὄΝ hiἶiὀἹΝ ἸὄὁmΝ himΝ ἷἳὄliἷὄΝ χlἵἷὅtiὅ’Ν ἶἷἳth,Ν hἷΝ

conceals her identity by veiling her face and asserting that he won her as a prize in an athletic 

contest and proceeds to offer her temporarily as a servant to the Thessalian king, until he returns 

from his labor in Thrace (1019-1036). Despite his initial resistance Admetus ultimately yields to 

Ἐἷὄἳἵlἷὅ’ΝὁvἷὄwhἷlmiὀἹΝpὄἷὅὅuὄἷΝἳὀἶΝἳἵἵἷptὅΝhἷὄΝiὀtὁΝhiὅΝhὁmἷΝ(1ίἂἀ-1116). The reunion of the 

                                                           
1328 Met. 10.256 oscula dat reddique putat loquiturque tenetque, 267-268 collocat hanc stratis concha Sidonide tinctis 
/ adpellatque tori sociam. 

1329 Heath 1996, 367-370. 
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ἵὁuplἷΝiὅΝἷἸἸἷἵtἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝliἸtiὀἹΝὁἸΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ’ΝvἷilΝἳὀἶΝχἶmἷtuὅ’ΝἹἳὐἷΝὁὀΝhiὅΝwiἸἷέ1330 The climax 

ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ὅtὁὄyΝ iὅΝ ἳΝ ἶiὄἷἵtΝ iὀvἷὄὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ὅἵἷὀἷ,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ ἡὄphἷuὅΝ lὁὅἷὅΝ ἓuὄyἶiἵἷΝ

when he looks at her.1331 ἓuὄipiἶἷὅΝhἳὅΝiὀΝἷἸἸἷἵtΝὄἷvἷὄὅἷἶΝthἷΝ“ἹἳὐἷΝtἳἴὁὁ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝἡὄphἷuὅΝmythΝ

ὄἷplἳἵiὀἹΝ itΝwithΝἳΝ“ὅilἷὀἵἷΝ tἳἴὁὁ”ἈΝAlcestis is not allowed to speak to Admetus for three days 

until she receives purification (1143-1146). 

ἦhἷΝ ἷἸἸἷἵtΝ thἳtΝ ἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἹἳὐἷΝ ὁὀΝ ἓuὄyἶiἵἷΝ hἳὅΝ ὁὀΝ himΝ iὅΝ ἳlὅὁΝ ἷvὁἵἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ χἶmἷtuὅ’Ν

reaction to the viewing of Alcestis. After witnessing the second death of his wife the bard is 

“ὅtuὀὀἷἶ”Ν(11έἄἂ)ΝἳὀἶΝἵὁmpἳὄἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄΝtὁΝἳΝmἳὀΝwho became petrified from terror after 

looking at Cerberus led by Heracles out of Hades.1332 ἡviἶΝ iὄὁὀiἵἳllyΝ “ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”Ν hἷὄἷΝ thἷΝ

pὄἷviὁuὅΝlitἷὄἳὄyΝtὄἳἶitiὁὀ,ΝἳἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝtὁΝwhiἵhΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἷithἷὄΝὅymἴὁliἵἳllyΝ“pἷtὄiἸiἷὅ”ΝἑἷὄἴἷὄuὅΝ

withΝhiὅΝὅὁὀἹΝὁὄΝiὅΝἳtΝlἷἳὅtΝἳἴlἷΝtὁΝwithὅtἳὀἶΝthἷΝmὁὀὅtἷὄ’ὅΝἹἳὐἷέ1333 The Ovidian description may 

also echo, however, the Euripidean scene, in which Admetus at the insistence of Heracles 

prepares to escort the veiled Alcestis into his house. The Thessalian king turns away as he 

reaches out behind him and grasps her hand, likening the veiled woman to Medusa and thus 

implicitly himself to Perseus, whὁΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἳvὁiἶΝἴἷiὀἹΝpἷtὄiἸiἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἕὁὄἹὁὀ’ὅΝἹἳὐἷΝὄἷἳἵhἷἶΝ

behind him with his sword as he cut off her head.1334  

                                                           
1330 Alc. 1121-1126 『と. くそえねてち ヾと摂な g盛kおち, i澄 kす j蘇す hてせi宋 ヾとえヾiすち  / けにちgすせか┳ そへヾさな h' i盛kにぬ蒼ち たiしかjkgjて. / ]h. 
惜 しiてか, kか そえつのἉ しg漕た' 刃ちえそヾすjkてち kふhi┳ /  けにちg宋せgΝ そiへjjの k碩ちΝ 厨た碩ちΝ 厨kさkへたのな,Ν ήΝ 錐 せえとkてたふな た' 厨せ しiて漕 kすな 
厨せヾそおjjiす ぬgとうἉ / 『と. て盛せ 帥jkすち, 刃そそ責 kおちh' 成と塑すな hうたgとkg jおち. 

1331 Met. 10.56-57 hic, ne deficeret, metuens avidusque videndi / flexit amans oculos, et protinus illa relapsa est. 

1332 Met. 10.65-67 quam tria qui timidus, medio portante catenas, / colla canis vidit, quem non pavor ante reliquit, / 
quam natura prior saxo per corpus oborto.  

1333 Virg. G. 4.483 tenuitque inhians tria Cerberus ora; Herm. Leontion 7.10 遂h跡 せg拙 g菅ちてkうkてに くそえたた' 精ヾえたiすちi 
せにちふな (See Heath 1996, 363). 

1334 Alc. 1117-1118 『と. kふそたg ヾとてki宋ちgす ぬi宋とg せg拙 しすけi宋ち つえちさな. / ]h. せg拙 h碩 ヾとてkiかちの, dてとけふち' 斉な せgとgkてた蒼ち (See 
Parker 2007, vv. 1118-1120_. 
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There are many intriguing affinities between the two scenes. To begin with, unlike 

Orpheus, who is deprived of Eurydice due to his backward gaze on her, Admetus regains 

Alcestis precisely by turning back and looking at her. In either situation, however, the effect on 

the gazing hero is stunning amazement.1335  Furthermore, both Alcestis and Eurydice are 

ironically compared to underworld creatures possessing a petrifying gaze, namely Medusa and 

Cerberus respectively. Ovid seems to lay emphasis on the affinity between the two comparisons 

by means of an implicit intertextual marker: Orpheus opens his song to the lords of Hades by 

claiming that he has not descended to the underworld in order to capture Cerberus, whom he 

ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝἳὅΝ“Ἕἷἶuὅἳ’ὅΝmὁὀὅtὄὁuὅΝὁἸἸὅpὄiὀἹ”Ν(Met. 10.20-22).1336 ἙὀΝἳἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝχἶmἷtuὅ’Ν

ὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸulΝ ὄἷuὀiὁὀΝwithΝ hiὅΝwiἸἷΝ iὅΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝ iὀΝ tἷὄmὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὄὅἷuὅ’Ν ἳvὁiἶἳὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝἕὁὄἹὁὀ’ὅ 

pἷtὄiἸyiὀἹΝ Ἱἳὐἷ,Νἡὄphἷuὅ’Ν ἷmὁtiὁὀἳlΝ “pἳὄἳlyὅiὅ”Ν ἳtΝ thἷΝ lὁὅὅΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ἴὄiἶἷΝ iὅΝ likἷὀἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἳΝmἳὀ’ὅΝ

petrification at the sight of Cerberus. Thus, in contrast to Admetus, who compares himself to the 

valiant Perseus beheading Medusa, Orpheus is depicted by the narrator as a helpless victim of 

ἑἷὄἴἷὄuὅ’ΝἹἳὐἷέΝἔiὀἳlly,ΝἘἷὄἳἵlἷὅΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἳὅΝἳΝἵὁὀὀἷἵtivἷΝliὀkΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷὅἈΝjuὅtΝ

as he leads Alcestis back to the world of the living, likewise in the Ovidian simile he drags 

Cerberus from Hades to the upper world.  

χὅΝἙΝwillΝἳὄἹuἷΝἴἷlὁw,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝpiἵtuὄἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵhἷἷὄἸulΝὄἷuὀiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἳὀἶΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷΝiὀΝ

the underworld alludes not to a hypothesized happy ending version of the myth, but to the story 

of Admetus and Alcestis in the Euripidean drama. In his long farewell speech to his wife before 

                                                           
1335 Met.11.64 non aliter stupuit gemina nece coniugis Orpheus; Alc. 1124-1125 けにちg宋せgΝ そiへjjのΝ k碩ちΝ 厨た碩ちΝ
厨kさkへたのな,ΝήΝ錐 せえとkてたふな た' 厨せ しiて漕 kすな 厨せヾそおjjiす ぬgとう. χἶmἷtuὅ’ΝἸἷἳὄΝthἳtΝhἷΝmἳyΝἴἷΝmὁἵkiὀἹlyΝἶἷluἶἷἶΝἴyΝἳΝἹὁἶΝ
(Alc. 1124-1125) and his following question to Heracles, whether Alcestis is a phantom from the underworld (Alc. 
1127 晴とgΝh跡 たおΝkすΝlうjたgΝちiとkえとのち kふh'Ν崇す)ΝmἳyΝἴἷΝἳΝὅuἴtlἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἳlluὅiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷ version of the Orpheus myth 
reported by Plato according to which the gods punished the Thracian bard for his cowardice by presenting him with 
a simulacrum of his wife (Symp. 179d  棲とlえgΝh跡Νk摂ちΝぁ菅うけとてにΝήΝ刃kiそ蘇Ν刃ヾえヾiたねgちΝ厨つΝ須すhてに,Νlうjたg hiかつgちkiなΝk蘇なΝ
けにちgすせ摂な ήΝ厨l'Ν錘ちΝ崇せiち,Νg盛k碩ちΝh跡Νて盛Νhふちkiな,Ν晴kすΝたgそしgせかこijしgすΝ厨hふせiす).   

1336 Met. 10.20-22 non huc […] descendi, / […] uti villosa colubris / terna Medusaei vincirem guttura monstri. 
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her imminent death the Thessalian king asks her to await him in the afterlife, where they will be 

ultimately reunited, and to prepare their subterranean residence.1337 JuὅtΝ likἷΝχἶmἷtuὅ’Ν ἷἳὄliἷὄΝ

statue fantasy, his vision of a posthumous reunion with his wife is realized in the Ovidian 

ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝἳἸtἷὄΝἡὄphἷuὅ’ΝἶἷἳthΝἳtΝthἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝhiὅΝὅhἳἶἷΝἶἷὅἵἷὀἶὅΝtὁΝ

Hades and is happily rejoined with his beloved wife.1338 Furthermore, both texts underscore the 

inseparability of the reunited couple in the next life. Admetus commands that he be buried in the 

same coffin as Alcestis, so that his body may lay eternally next to hers and he may not be parted 

from her even in death.1339 In an analogous manner Orpheus and Eurydice stroll with 

synchronized steps in the fields of the blessed.1340 The essential difference between the two 

situations is that whereas the Euripidean couple is joyfully reunited in real life at the end of the 

play, the Ovidian couple finds its happy ending post mortem.  

Ἐἷὀἵἷ,ΝἴyΝἹiviὀἹΝhiὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳΝἴliὅὅἸulΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀtΝἡviἶΝ“ἵὁὄὄἷἵtὅ”ΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝἷὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝ

the Georgics, where it is explicitly stated that the couple will be eternally separated,1341 and may 

rather evoke the happy conclusion of the Alcestis. It should be noted, however, that the ending of 

the Euripidean play is implicitly problematic: the cheerful reunion of the couple may actually be 

ἶἷἵἷptivἷΝἹivἷὀΝthἳtΝthἷΝἳuἶiἷὀἵἷΝwitὀἷὅὅΝὁὀlyΝχἶmἷtuὅ’ΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝἳὀἶΝὀὁtΝthἳtΝὁἸΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ,ΝwhὁΝ

is temporarily unἳἴlἷΝ tὁΝ ὅpἷἳkΝ ἶuἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ “ὅilἷὀἵἷΝ tἳἴὁὁ”έΝ ἦhuὅΝ ὁὀἷΝ ἵἳὀΝ ὁὀlyΝ wὁὀἶἷὄΝ whἳtΝ

χlἵἷὅtiὅ’ΝὄἷἳἵtiὁὀΝwillΝἴἷΝtὁΝχἶmἷtuὅ’ΝἳἵἵἷptἳὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝvἷilἷἶΝwὁmἳὀΝiὀtὁΝhiὅΝhὁuὅἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝvἷὄyΝ

                                                           
1337 Alc. 363-364 刃そそ' て誠ち 厨せi宋ji ヾとてjhふせg た', 晴kgち しうちの, / せg拙 h蒼た' 逗kてかたgこ', 斉な jにちてすせおjてにjう たてす. 

1338 Met. 11.61-63 umbra subit terras, et quae loca viderat ante, / cuncta recognoscit quaerensque per arva piorum / 
invenit Eurydicen cupidisque amplectitur ulnis. 

1339 Alc. 365-368 厨ち kg宋jすち g盛kg宋な けうと た' 厨ヾすjせおねの せえhとてすな / jて拙 kてへjhi しi宋ちgす ヾそiにとう k' 厨せki宋ちgす ヾえそgな / ヾそiにとて宋jす 
kて宋な jて宋な┳ たさh跡 け責と しgちほち ヾてki / jて漕Νぬのと拙なΝi澄さちέ 

1340 Met.11.64-66 hic modo coniunctis spatiantur passibus ambo. 

1341 G. 4.500-ἃίἀΝ[…]Νneque illum / prensantem nequiquam umbras et multa uolentem / dicere praeterea uidit […]έ 
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day of her funeral. The Roman poet stresses the reversal of the Virgilian model in the last line of 

hiὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝἳΝhumὁὄὁuὅΝἳlluὅiὁὀἈΝwhἷὄἷἳὅΝViὄἹil’ὅΝἡὄphἷuὅΝlὁὅtΝἓuὄyἶiἵἷΝἸὁὄἷvἷὄΝ

due to his frenzied backward gaze, his Ovidian counterpart can now look back on his wife 

without fear of ever losing her again.1342 

Finally, a ring composition pattern can be discerned in both the Euripidean play and the 

ἡviἶiἳὀΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷέΝχἶmἷtuὅ’Ν pἳiὀἸulΝ ὄἷἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἳἸtἷὄΝχlἵἷὅtiὅ’Ν ἸuὀἷὄἳlΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ jὁyἸulΝ ἷὀtὄἳὀἵἷΝ

into their house as a newly-wed couple (915-λ1ἅ)ΝiὅΝἷἵhὁἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἶὄἳmἳ’ὅΝἶἷὀὁuἷmἷὀt,Νwhἷὄἷ 

the Thessalian king takes the veiled Alcestis by the hand and escorts her once again inside the 

hὁuὅἷ,ΝἳΝὅἵἷὀἷΝwhiἵhΝὄἷὅἷmἴlἷὅΝἳΝἴὄiἶἷἹὄὁὁm’ὅΝlἷἳἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝwiἸἷΝiὀtὁΝthἷiὄΝὀἷwΝhὁmἷΝ(111ἁ-

1119).1343 ἜikἷwiὅἷΝ thἷΝἵὁὀἵluὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,Ν iὀΝwhiἵhΝἓuὄyἶice is shown cheerfully 

promenading in the Elysian fields in the company of her husband (11.64-66) evokes its opening, 

where the happy bride was depicted strolling carefree in a meadow attended by a group of 

nymphs (10.8-9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1342 G. 4.490-491 restitit, Eurydicenque suam iam luce sub ipsa / immemor heu! uictusque animi respexit; Met. 
11.66 Eurydicenque suam iam tuto respicit Orpheus (See Romeo 2012, 36). 

1343 Parker 2007, vv. 1119-1120. 
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Conclusions 

 

The detailἷἶΝἳὀἳlyὅiὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝtὄἳἹἷἶyΝiὀΝἡviἶ’ὅΝMetamorphoses conducted 

in this study has yielded the following conclusions. First, I have attempted to give an answer to 

the pivotal research question what is distinctly Euripidean in the Ovidian epic by formulating a 

typology of tragic elements in the poem which have a Euripidean provenance. In particular, the 

Roman poet transforms into epic narrative several standard formal components of Euripidean 

tragedy, including messenger report, dramatic monologue, prologue speech, deus ex machina 

speech, anagnorisis scene, and choral lyric. To begin with, Ovid shows a particular predilection 

for the Euripidean messenger speech, given that it is the part of a tragedy which most closely 

approximates the epic genre in terms both of its narrative technique (third person narrator) and 

its epic diction and imagery (e.g. grand style, similes, enargeia, etc.). A messenger speech is 

reworked in the Metamorphoses in two different ways. In some instances it is converted into 

thiὄἶΝ pἷὄὅὁὀΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,Ν ὅuἵhΝ ἳὅΝ thἷΝ ἳἵἵὁuὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀt,Ν ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ

ὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἴliὀἶiὀἹέΝἙὀΝὁthἷὄΝἵἳὅἷὅΝitΝiὅΝὁvἷὄtlyΝpὄἷὅἷὀtἷἶΝἳὅΝἳΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὄἷpὁὄt,Ν

in the sense that it is delivered by an internal narrator to another character. Representative 

ἷxἳmplἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ thiὅΝ typἷΝ ἳὄἷΝ χἵὁἷtἷὅ’Ν ὅtὁὄyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἦyὄὄhἷὀiἳὀΝ ὅἳilὁὄὅΝ ὄἷlἳtἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ

Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἵhἳὄiὁtΝ ἶiὅἳὅtἷὄΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἓἹἷὄiἳέΝ χὀΝ ἳὅpἷἵtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ

Euripidean messenger speech which Ovid is fond of reworking and attempts to emulate is the 

ἹὄἳphiἵΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ὅἵἷὀἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἹὄuἷὅὁmἷΝ viὁlἷὀἵἷέΝ ἙὀΝ ἵὁὀtὄἳὅtΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ ἢἷὀthἷuὅ’Ν

pathetic supplication to Agave to spare him by touching her cheek, his Ovidian counterpart 

attempts to entreat his mother after his arms have been torn off and thus is unable to extend them 

tὁΝ hἷὄΝ iὀΝ ὅuppliἵἳtiὁὀέΝ ἥimilἳὄlyΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἴliὀἶiὀἹΝ ὅuὄpἳὅὅἷὅΝ iὀΝ
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grisliness its tragic model: whereas in Euripides the Trojan women blind Polymestor by piercing 

hiὅΝἷyἷὅΝwithΝἴὄὁὁἵhἷὅ,ΝthἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝpluἵkὅΝὁutΝwithΝhἷὄΝἴἳὄἷΝhἳὀἶὅΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝ

eyeballs as well as their sockets. Finally, the Euripidean Hippolytus is gravely wounded in his 

fatal chariot ride, but survives long enough to return on stage, while his Ovidian counterpart is 

torn to pieces by his frenzied horses after he has been entangled in the reins and impaled in a tree 

trunk.    

Another important component of Euripidean tragedy appropriated by Ovid is the 

dramatic soliloquy. The use of this dramatic device allows the Roman poet to fashion complex 

female psychological portraits, another central feature of the Metamorphoses shared with 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν ἶὄἳmἳtuὄἹyέΝ ἝἳὀyΝ ἡviἶiἳὀΝ hἷὄὁiὀἷὅΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝ ἳὀΝ ἳἹὁὀiὐiὀἹΝ mὁὄἳlΝ ἶilἷmmἳΝ ἳὀἶΝ

express their plight through a solo speech, which displays trademark features of tragic rhetoric, 

such as apostrophe, paradox, aporia, a fortiori examples, and arguments from probability. 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝ iὀΝἐὁὁkΝἅΝhἳὅΝἳΝpὄὁἹὄἳmmἳtiἵΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝ iὀΝ thἷΝpὁἷm,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ itΝ is the first 

purely dramatic soliloquy in the work and introduces themes like the amor-pudor conflict which 

ἳὄἷΝ ὄἷwὁὄkἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ lἳtἷὄΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷὅΝὁἸΝἥἵyllἳ,Νἐyἴliὅ,ΝἳὀἶΝἝyὄὄhἳέΝἦhἷΝἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝὅpἷἷἵhΝ iὅΝ

essentially a rhetorical self-suasoria, whereby she attempts to convince herself to give in to her 

passion for Jason, and thus it consists of a series of objections to lending her aid to the Greek 

hero followed by their direct refutation. Her monologue echoes both aspects of the Euripidean 

Medea, such as her acute self-awareness of the moral implications of her actions, her sexual 

jἷἳlὁuὅy,Ν muὄἶἷὄὁuὅΝ vἷὀἹἷἸulὀἷὅὅ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἳὅpiὄἳtiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ hἷὄὁiἵΝ Ἱlὁὄy,Ν ἳὅΝ wἷllΝ ἳὅΝ ἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-

conscious inner struggle in Hippolytus between passion and reason.  

Procne in Book 6 experiἷὀἵἷὅΝἳὀΝiὀtἷὄὀἳlΝἵὁὀἸliἵt,ΝwhiἵhΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

inner struggle, namely her desire for vengeance against Jason which clashes with her love for her 
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children, but at the same time surpasses it in complexity. In the case of Procne it is not only her 

yearning for revenge against her husband that fights against her motherly pietas, but also her 

affection for Philomela, which goads her to punish Tereus for the crimes he committed against 

her sister. Similarly Althaea in Book 8 faces a quandary between the roles of mother and sister, 

in that she is torn between her maternal feelings for her son and her pietas towards her brothers, 

namely her duty to avenge them by murdering Meleager. Finally, Deianira in Book 9 vacillates 

between various states of miὀἶἈΝhἷὄΝiὀitiἳlΝἹὄiἷἸΝἳtΝ thἷΝὄumὁὄὅΝὁἸΝἘἷὄἵulἷὅ’ΝiὀἸiἶἷlityΝtuὄὀὅΝiὀtὁΝ

ἶἷὅiὄἷΝἸὁὄΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝhἷὄΝἷὄὁtiἵΝὄivἳlΝἸiὀἳllyΝἳὀἶΝὅhἷΝἸiὀἳllyΝὄἷὅὁlvἷὅΝtὁΝὅἷὀἶΝἠἷὅὅuὅ’ΝὄὁἴἷΝ

to Hercules, in order to regain his love. The Ovidian heroine echoes the Euripidean Medea, who 

iὀΝ thἷΝ pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝ mὁuὄὀὅΝ iὀἵὁὀὅὁlἳἴlyΝ ἸὁὄΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ uὀἸἳithἸulὀἷὅὅ,Ν ἴutΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷΝ

onward begins to devise her revenge scheme against her husband and the royal family of 

Corinth. 

Another tragic component assimilated by Ovid is the recognition scene (anagnorisis) 

accompanied by a sudden reversal of fortunes (peripeteia).The most memorable anagnorisis of 

thἷΝpὁἷmΝiὅΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝὁἸΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝἴὁἶyΝὁὀΝthἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝὅhὁὄἷ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝὅhἷΝhἳὅΝἹὁὀἷΝ

tὁΝ ἶὄἳwΝwἳtἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἵlἷἳὀὅἷΝ ἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝ ἵὁὄpὅἷΝ iὀΝ preparation for her burial. The Ovidian scene 

surpasses in tragic pathos and immediacy the anagnorisis of its Euripidean model, in which the 

ἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀΝὄἷἵὁἹὀiὐἷὅΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀ’ὅΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝἳἸtἷὄΝitΝiὅΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝὅhὁὄἷΝtὁΝthἷΝχἵhἳἷἳὀΝἵἳmpέΝ

ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’s first reaction is overwhelming sorrow which renders her speechless and 

unable to shed any tears, but quickly her grief turns into boiling wrath and she immediately 

decides to exact vengeance from the Thracian king.  Her response contrasts sharply with that of 

hἷὄΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄt,ΝwhὁΝupὁὀΝὅἷἷiὀἹΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’ΝἵὁὄpὅἷΝἴuὄὅtὅΝiὀtὁΝἳΝὅuὀἹΝἶiὄἹἷΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝ
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ὅὁὀΝἳὀἶΝὁὀlyΝἳἸtἷὄΝχἹἳmἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷἸuὅἳlΝtὁΝpuὀiὅhΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄΝὁὀΝhἷὄΝἴἷhἳlἸΝἶὁἷὅΝὅhἷΝὄἷὅὁlvἷΝtὁΝ

devise a revenge plot herself.  

The Euripidean prologue is also reworked by Ovid in an epic fashion. A good example is 

the introduction of the Hecuba narrative which recounts the murder of Polydorus by Polymestor. 

The prologue of the Euripidean play in which the ghost of Polydorus recounts to the audience his 

tragic end is transformed into third person epic narrative. Furthermore, the Roman poet inverts 

the roles of narrator and addressee by having the external narrator make a pathetic apostrophe to 

thἷΝ ἶἷἳἶΝ ἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἳtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ ὄἷlἳtἷΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷ’ὅΝ ὅtory to the reader. Thus, 

whereas in Hecuba Polydorus is a speaking ghost, in the Metamorphoses he is reduced to a 

voiceless corpse and his narrative role is assumed by the omniscient narrator. The Roman poet 

also assimilates in his epic the Euripidean epilogue speech of a deus ex machina. A 

ὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtἳtivἷΝ iὀὅtἳὀἵἷΝ iὅΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ὅpἷἷἵhΝ whiἵhΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝ ἳΝ ἵὄἷἳtivἷΝ ὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ χὄtἷmiὅ’Ν

epilogue speech as dea ex machina in HippS. Both are divine characters who offer a 

retrospective account of the story of Hippolytus and Phaedra and at the same time recount 

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’ΝpὁὅthumὁuὅΝἸἳtἷέΝWhἳtΝiὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝthἷΝtwὁΝὅpἷἷἵhἷὅΝhἳvἷΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀἈΝ

just as the Euripidean Artemis tries to comfort Hippolytus for his imminent death, likewise 

Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν ἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝhis own fate serves as a consolatory mythological exemplum by means of 

whiἵhΝhἷΝἳttἷmptὅΝtὁΝὅὁὁthἷΝἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝἹὄiἷἸΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷέΝἔiὀἳlly,ΝἳὀὁthἷὄΝἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝ

component, which is absorbed and reconfigured by the Ovidian epic, is choral lyric. For instance, 

thἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝhymὀΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝἵhὁὄuὅ’ΝhymὀiἵΝiὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶΝiὀΝ

thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ parodos. The Theban women worshipping Bacchus resemble the chorus of the 

Euripidean play, in that they employ the hymnic style and ritual diction of tragedy. 
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ἦhἷΝ mὁὅtΝ ἵὁmpὄἷhἷὀὅivἷΝ ἳὀἶΝ illuὅtὄἳtivἷΝ ἷxἳmplἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ὄἷwὁὄkiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝ

ἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ἝἷἶἷἳΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὀΝ ἐὁὁkΝ ἅ,Ν whiἵhΝ ἙΝ ἵὁὀὅtὄuἷἶΝ ἳὅΝ ἷpiἵiὐἷἶΝ “mἷἹἳ-tὄἳἹἷἶy”Ν

ἵὁvἷὄiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmythiἵἳlΝres gestae, in the sense that each individual episode functions as the 

ἷpiἵΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtΝ tὁΝἳΝἵὁὀvἷὀtiὁὀἳlΝpἳὄtΝὁἸΝἳΝ tὄἳἹἷἶyέΝἦhuὅ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝmὁὀὁlὁἹuἷΝ iὀΝ thἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝ

episode was viewed as the structural equivalent of the expository prologue of the Nurse in 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea, in that it offers an outline oἸΝimpὁὄtἳὀtΝἴἳἵkἹὄὁuὀἶΝἶἷtἳilὅΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὅtὁὄyΝ

ἳὀἶΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtἷὅΝ lἳtἷὄΝ ἶἷvἷlὁpmἷὀtὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷ,Ν ὅuἵhΝ ἳὅΝ Jἳὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ἴἷtὄἳyἳlΝ ἳὀἶΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ

vἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷέΝ ἦhἷΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ χἷὅὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢἷliἳὅΝ ἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝ ἳὅΝ “ἶὄἳmἳtiἵΝ ἷpiὅὁἶἷὅ”,Ν whilἷΝ thἷΝ

ἳἵἵὁuὀtὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὄἳm’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢἷliἳὅ’Ν muὄἶἷὄΝ pὄὁἴἳἴlyΝ ἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝ ἷpiἵΝ vἷὄὅiὁὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ

mἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝ ὅpἷἷἵhἷὅΝ ὄἷἵὁuὀtiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ ἷvἷὀtὅΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPeliades. I also argued that the 

ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸliἹhtΝὁvἷὄΝἕὄἷἷἵἷΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἳΝἵhὁὄἳlΝ“ἷὅἵἳpἷΝὁἶἷ”,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝ

chorus wish that they may travel to distant locales. Just as the envisioned voyage of the chorus 

jὁuὄὀἷyΝ ἵὁὀtἳiὀὅΝ ἳlluὅiὁὀὅΝ tὁΝ ὁthἷὄΝmythὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝ ἳὀtiἵipἳtἷΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ impἷὀἶiὀἹΝ ἵἳtἳὅtὄὁphἷ,Ν

likἷwiὅἷΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷἳlΝ jὁuὄὀἷyΝ ἳlluἶἷὅΝ tὁΝ mythiἵἳlΝ ὅtὁὄiἷὅ,Ν whiἵhΝ implicitly foreshadow 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷέΝWhἳtΝiὅΝmὁὄἷ,ΝχἷἹἷuὅ’ΝὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅὁὀΝἦhἷὅἷuὅΝiὀΝthἷΝὀiἵkΝὁἸΝtimἷΝἳὅΝ

hἷΝiὅΝἳἴὁutΝtὁΝἶὄiὀkΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝpὁiὅὁὀ,ΝἵὁὄὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅΝtὁΝthἷΝanagnorisis ὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus. 

ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝχthἷὀὅΝ iὀΝ ἳΝ conjured cloud forms the structural parallel of the 

exodos ὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea,ΝwhἷὄἷΝὅhἷΝἸliἷὅΝἳwἳyΝἸὄὁmΝἑὁὄiὀthΝὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’Νἵhἳὄiὁtέ 

χὀὁthἷὄΝἵὁὀἵluὅiὁὀΝthἳtΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἶὄἳwὀΝἸὄὁmΝmyΝiὀvἷὅtiἹἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἡviἶ’ὅΝἳppὄὁpὄiἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝ

his tragic predecessor is that the Roman poet reworks each Euripidean play in a different way by 

employing a large variety of allusive techniques. The Bacchae are condensed into a 200 line epic 

narrative whose four scenes correspond to an episode or conflation of episodes of the Euripidean 

play. Thus, the opening confrontation between Pentheus and Tiresias blends elements from 
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ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’ΝpὄὁlὁἹuἷΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝagon between the Theban king and the prophet in the first episode of 

the BacchaeέΝἦhἷΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝὅἵἷὀἷ,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἢἷὀthἷuὅ’ΝhἳὄἳὀἹuἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝpeople, fuses features 

ἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἶiἳtὄiἴἷΝἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἒiὁὀyὅuὅΝiὀΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝἸiὄὅtΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἳὀἶΝhiὅΝὄἳllyiὀἹΝὁἸΝ

the Theban army for an expedition against the Bacchants in the fourth episode. The third scene, 

where the captured Acoetes, namely Bacchus in disguise, recounts the story of Dionysus and the 

Tyrrhenian sailors, constitutes a conflation of the second episode of the Bacchae, where the 

Theban king questions and imprisons the Lydian stranger, and the first messenger speech, in 

which a herdsman recounts the failed attempt to capture Agave. Ovid substitutes the embedded 

narrative of the Tyrrhenian sailors based on the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus ἸὁὄΝthἷΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄ’ὅΝ

report to the effect that Acoetes plays simultaneously the roles of the Homeric helmsman, the 

Lydian stranger, and the Euripidean herdsman. The final scene, which describes the 

ἶiὅmἷmἴἷὄmἷὀtΝὁἸΝἢἷὀthἷuὅΝἴyΝthἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅ,ΝἶὄἳwὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὅpἷἷἵhΝand 

ἳtΝ thἷΝ ὅἳmἷΝ timἷΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ ἦhἷὁἵὄituὅ’Ν Idyll 26. The most significant divergence between the 

Euripidean and Ovidian Pentheus pertains to genre. Whereas the tragic Pentheus is a conflicted 

character torn between his rational hybristic rejection of Dionysiac worship and his subconscious 

desire to view the Bacchic rites, his epic counterpart is a one-dimensional character solely driven 

by his extreme wrath and surpassing his model in terms of irascibility, impatience, and 

ruthlessness by evoking Virgilian figures, such as Pyrrhus, Turnus, and Mezentius.    

Moreover, the Roman poet grafts constituent elements of the Bacchae, which he did not 

incorporate in the Pentheus episode, into the narratives of the Minyads and Orpheus by means of 

“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”έΝ ἙὀΝ pἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Ν thἷΝ Ἕiὀyἳἶὅ’Ν hyἴὄiὅΝ ἵὁὀὅiὅtὅΝ iὀΝ thἷiὄΝ ὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἐἳἵἵhuὅ’Ν

divinity aὀἶΝ thuὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllὅΝ thἷΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶ’ὅΝ ἶiviὀἷΝ pἳtἷὄὀityΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἶἳuἹhtἷὄὅΝ ὁἸΝ

ἑἳἶmuὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳyἉΝthἷΝἦhἷἴἳὀΝwὁmἷὀ’ὅΝhymὀΝtὁΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝthἷΝtὄἳἹiἵΝἵhὁὄuὅ’Ν
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hymὀiἵΝiὀvὁἵἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶΝiὀΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝparodosἉΝἳὀἶΝἐἳἵἵhuὅ’ΝmiὄἳἵulὁuὅΝἳppἷἳὄance to the 

ὅiὅtἷὄὅΝἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἷpiphἳὀyΝtὁΝthἷΝχὅiἳὀΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtὅέΝἦhἷΝἳἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅ’Νsparagmos 

alludes to the dismemberment of the Euripidean Pentheus by assimilating features from the 

plἳy’ὅΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝὅtἳὅimὁὀΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝtwὁΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄΝὅpἷἷἵhἷὅέΝἔὁὄΝἷxἳmple, the preliminary attack of 

thἷΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅΝ ἳἹἳiὀὅtΝἡὄphἷuὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝ iὅΝ ὄἷpἷllἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝ ἵὁuὀtἷὄἳἵtiὀἹΝmἳἹiἵἳlΝ

song creatively reworks the initial assault of the Bacchants against Pentheus in the second 

messenger speech, which proves unsuccessful because he is sitting on the fir tree beyond the 

range of their missiles. Furthermore, the attack of the Thracian maenads against the farmers 

followed by the dismemberment of their oxen evokes by means of explicit verbal reminicences 

the scene in the first messenger speech of the play, where the Bacchants launch an assault against 

the herdsmen after their failed attempt to abduct Agave and proceed to tear their cattle to pieces. 

ἔiὀἳlly,ΝἴὁthΝthἷΝἝiὀyἳἶὅΝἳὀἶΝἡὄphἷuὅΝmἳyΝἴἷΝviἷwἷἶΝἳὅΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”ΝὁἸΝthἷ Euripidean 

Pentheus. The daughters of Minyas are depicted as less impious than Pentheus, in the sense that 

they only refuse to take part in Bacchic worship by remaining inside their home, whereas the 

ἦhἷἴἳὀΝ kiὀἹΝ ὀὁtΝ ὁὀlyΝ ἶὁuἴtὅΝ ἒiὁὀyὅuὅ’Ν ἶiviὀἷΝ ὀἳtuὄἷ,Ν ἴut also attempts to obstruct the 

ἷὅtἳἴliὅhmἷὀtΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἵultΝiὀΝἦhἷἴἷὅέΝἡὄphἷuὅ,ΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhἳὀἶ,ΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἷἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ“ἳὀti-

ἢἷὀthἷuὅ”,ΝiὀΝthἳtΝhἷΝiὅΝἳΝpὄiἷὅtΝὁἸΝἐἳἵἵhuὅΝtὁὄὀΝἳpἳὄtΝἴyΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄilἷἹiὁuὅΝἦhὄἳἵiἳὀΝmἳἷὀἳἶὅ,ΝwhὁΝ

are subsequently punished by the god. 

 ἡviἶΝ ὄἷwὁὄkὅΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea in his Medea narrative in Book 7 by drastically 

ἳἴὄiἶἹiὀἹΝthἷΝmἳiὀΝplὁtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶὄἳmἳΝiὀΝἳΝἸἷwΝliὀἷὅΝἳὀἶΝἷxpἳὀἶiὀἹΝthἷΝplἳy’ὅΝpἷὄiphἷὄἳlΝἷlἷmἷὀtὅΝ

into full-fledged narratives. In particular, the brief retrospective allusions to the Colchis episode 

and the murder of Pelias are developed in the Metamorphoses into self-contained stories. 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἸliἹhtΝ ὁὀΝἘἷliὁὅ’Ν ἵhἳὄiὁtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ plἳy’ὅΝ exodos is converted into three different aerial 
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jὁuὄὀἷyὅΝ(iέἷέΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝἸliἹhtΝὁvἷὄΝἦhἷὅὅἳlyΝiὀΝὅἷἳὄἵhΝἸὁὄΝhἷὄἴὅΝἸὁὄΝχἷὅὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝἳὀἶΝhἷὄΝ

ἳἷὄiἳlΝ ἷὅἵἳpἷὅΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἙὁlἵuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἑὁὄiὀth)έΝ ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ὅtἳyΝ iὀΝ χthἷὀὅ,Ν whiἵhΝ iὅΝ

anticipated in the Euripidean play, becomes in Ovid the denouement of his narrative. I argued 

thἳtΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ pὁὄtὄἳyal of Medea in Colchis constitutes a paradoxical fusion of the mature 

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝἝἷἶἷἳ,ΝthἷΝἵuὀὀiὀἹΝiὀἸἳὀtiἵiἶἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝχpὁllὁὀiuὅ’Νhἷὄὁiὀἷ,ΝthἷΝἹulliἴlἷΝmἳiἶἷὀΝiὀΝlὁvἷέΝ

ἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷtΝἸἳὅhiὁὀὅΝthἷΝἙὁlἵuὅΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝἴyΝἶὄἳwiὀἹΝὁὀΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝPeliades and at the same 

timἷΝ ἳlluἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedeaέΝ ἔὁὄΝ ἷxἳmplἷ,ΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ tὄiἵkἷὄyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἢἷliἳἶἷὅΝ ἷvὁkἷὅΝ hἷὄΝ

ἶἷἵἷptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝἑὄἷὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝχἷἹἷuὅ,ΝwhilἷΝ thἷΝ ὄἳm’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝ ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝmuὄἶἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ ἢἷliἳὅΝ ὄἷἵἳllΝ

thὄὁuἹhΝ “ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”Ν thἷΝ ἶἷmiὅἷΝ ὄἷὅpἷἵtivἷlyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ princess and Creon. The 

ὀἳὄὄἳtὁὄ’ὅΝmiὀiἳtuὄἷΝὁutliὀἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝἷpiὅὁἶἷΝiὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝἝἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝὁwὀΝὅkἷtἵhΝὁἸΝ

her revenge scheme in the Euripidean play. The concluding narrative in Athens is modeled on 

ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAegeus and also contains subtle allusions to the exchange between the Athenian king 

ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝ ἑὁlἵhiἳὀΝ iὀΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν Medea. In addition, I contended that Procne, Althaea, and 

ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”ΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳ,Ν iὀΝ thἷΝὅἷὀὅἷΝ thἳtΝ thἷyΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝviἷwἷἶΝἳὅΝ

graded variants of the tragic heroine. Procne is an amplified version of Medea surpassing her in 

cruelty and ruthlessness; Althaea constitutes a more humanized variant of the Euripidean 

protagonist in terms of her profound contrition for her filicide; finally, Deianira is merely an 

“ἳὅpiὄiὀἹΝἝἷἶἷἳ”,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ ἷὀtἷὄtἳiὀὅΝ ἳΝ plὁtΝ ὁἸΝ ἶiὅpἳtἵhiὀἹΝ hἷὄΝ ἷὄὁtiἵΝ ὄivἳl,Ν ἴutΝ ἷvἷὀtuἳllyΝ

abandons it. 

ἦhἷΝἡviἶiἳὀΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝὁἸΝἘἷἵuἴἳΝiὀΝἐὁὁkΝ1ἁΝἵὁὀὅtitutἷὅΝἳὀΝἷpiἵΝὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Hecuba, in that it reconfigures the central plot elementὅΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝplἳy,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Ν

muὄἶἷὄ,ΝthἷΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝἢὁlyxἷὀἳ,ΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝvἷὀἹἷἳὀἵἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝthἷΝἦὄὁjἳὀΝὃuἷἷὀ’ὅΝmἷtἳmὁὄphὁὅiὅέΝ

ἦhἷΝἤὁmἳὀΝpὁἷt’ὅΝἷmulἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ tὄἳἹiἵΝἳὀtἷἵἷἶἷὀtΝ iὅΝὄἷἸlἷἵtἷἶΝiὀΝ thἷΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἸἷmἳlἷΝ
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protagonists. Polyxena outdoes her Euripidean counterpart both with regard to female sensuality 

and the usurping of male characteristics, such as courage and ambition for heroic glory, while 

Hecuba surpasses her tragic model in terms of the emotional intensity of her dirge for Polyxena 

and the savagery of her vengeance on Polymestor.  

 I also attempted to show that the story of Virbius and Egeria in Book 15 appropriates 

elements from both the extant Hippolytos Stephanephoros and the fragmentary Hippolytos 

Kalyptomenos. In particular, the messenger report of HippS ὄἷἵὁuὀtiὀἹΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝἸἳtἳlΝἵhἳὄiὁtΝ

ὄiἶἷΝ iὅΝ ὄἷἸἳὅhiὁὀἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ Viὄἴiuὅ’Ν pὁὅthumὁuὅΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ ὁἸΝ hiὅΝ ὁwὀΝ viὁlἷὀtΝ ἶἷmiὅἷ,Ν whilἷΝ thἷΝ

pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝἳὀἶΝἷpilὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝViὄἴiuὅ’ΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἷvὁkἷΝχὄtἷmiὅ’ΝἷpilὁἹuἷΝὅpἷἷἵhΝἳὅΝdea ex machina. In 

particular, they are both divinities who offer a retrospective account of the story of Phaedra and 

ἘippὁlytuὅΝἳὀἶΝἳtΝthἷΝὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝὄἷlἳtἷΝἘippὁlytuὅ’ΝpὁὅthumὁuὅΝἸἳtἷ. Moreover, the two speeches 

share a consolatory purpose, in that just as Artemis attempts to comfort Hippolytus for his 

impending demise, similarly Virbius employs the narrative of his own death as a mythological 

exemplum thὄὁuἹhΝwhiἵhΝhἷΝ tὄiἷὅΝ tὁΝ ἳllἷviἳtἷΝἓἹἷὄiἳ’ὅΝ ὅὁὄὄὁwΝ ἸὁὄΝhἷὄΝhuὅἴἳὀἶ’ὅΝpἳὅὅiὀἹέΝἐὁthΝ

speakers, however, are ironically unsuccessful in lifting the spirits of their addressees owing to 

the fact that they utilize unsuitable arguments. Finally, the Ovidian story deviates in certain ways 

from HippS,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝthἷΝmἳὀὀἷὄΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝpἳὅὅiὁὀΝiὅΝὄἷvἷἳlἷἶΝtὁΝἘippὁlytuὅ,ΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝ

Aphὄὁἶitἷ,Ν ἳὀἶΝ thἷΝmὁmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝἘippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἶἷἳth,Ν ἷvὁkiὀἹΝHippK instead. Finally, it has been 

ἳὄἹuἷἶΝthἳtΝἡviἶΝὄἷwὁὄkὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝAlcestis ἴyΝmἷἳὀὅΝὁἸΝ“ἸὄἳἹmἷὀtἳtiὁὀ”,ΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἷὀὅἷΝthἳtΝhἷΝ

transposes elements of the Euripidean play into the narrative of Orpheus and Eurydice in Book 

1ίέΝἙὀΝpἳὄtiἵulἳὄ,Νἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὄὁὀiἵἳlΝpὁὄtὄἳyἳlΝὁἸΝἡὄphἷuὅΝἳὅΝἵὁwἳὄἶly,Νhypὁἵὄitiἵἳl,ΝἳὀἶΝuὀἸἳithἸulΝ

ἷvὁkἷὅΝthἷΝἵhἳὄἳἵtἷὄiὐἳtiὁὀΝὁἸΝχἶmἷtuὅἉΝthἷΝἴἳὄἶ’ὅΝὅὁὀἹΝiὀΝἘἳἶἷὅΝἳὅὅimilἳtἷὅΝἳὀἶΝὄἷpuὄpὁὅἷὅΝthἷΝ

ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝplἳy’ὅΝ ὄhἷtὁὄiἵἳlΝ topoi about ἶἷἳth’ὅΝ iὀἷvitἳἴilityἉΝἳὀἶΝmὁὅtΝ ὅiἹὀiἸiἵἳὀtlyΝ thἷΝhἳppyΝ
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reunion of the Ovidian couple in the Underworld recalls the blissful denouement of the Greek 

play, where Admetus is reunited with Alcestis. 

The final conclusion that can be derived from this study peὄtἳiὀὅΝ tὁΝἡviἶ’ὅΝ iὀtἷὄtἷxtuἳlΝ

relationship with Virgil, his most immediate Roman predecessor. In particular, the Ovidian 

reception of Euripidean drama emulates the Virgilian appropriation of the Greek tragedian. To 

begin with, as we saw in Chapter 1, Virgil incorporates in the Aeneid figurative incarnations of 

characters of the Bacchae. Dido in Book 4 views herself in her sleep as Pentheus pursued by the 

Furies and is likened to a frenzied maenad, as a means to illustrate her overwhelming wrath after 

her abandonment by Aeneas, and she contemplates tearing the Trojan hero to pieces. Amata in 

Book 7 plays the role of a pseudo-Bacchant in an attempt to thwart the marriage of Aeneas and 

Lavinia and organizes a fake Bacchic festival; similarly Helen assumes the part of a counterfeit 

maenad and arranges a counterfeit Bacchic ritual as a ploy to facilitate the Greek invasion in 

Troy; finally, the comparison of Sibyl to a Bacchant reflects her prophetic madness and 

possession by Apollo. Ovid in reworking the Bacchae not only recounts the story of the real 

Pentheus and the Theban Bacchants in Book 3, but also includes in his poem figures with 

ἐἳἵἵhiἵΝἸἷἳtuὄἷὅΝὄἷmiὀiὅἵἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝViὄἹiliἳὀΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpἳὄtὅέΝχὅΝἙΝἶiὅἵuὅὅἷἶΝiὀΝἑhἳptἷὄΝἀ,Νἐyἴliὅ’Ν

portrayal as a figurative Bacchant in Book 9, which is illustrative of her erotic frenzy after her 

ὄἷjἷἵtiὁὀΝ ἴyΝἑἳuὀuὅ,Ν ἷἵhὁἷὅΝ thἷΝ ἵὁmpἳὄiὅὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ἒiἶὁΝ tὁΝ ἳΝmἳἷὀἳἶΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἢὄὁἵὀἷ’ὅΝ ἶiὅἹuiὅἷΝ ἳὅΝ ἳΝ

Bacchant and participation in the Thracian Bacchic rites as a stratagem to rescue Philomela 

alludes to the depiction of Amata as a pseudo-maenad. Moreover, Medea is compared to a 

ἐἳἵἵhἳὀtΝ whilἷΝ ἵὁὀἶuἵtiὀἹΝ χἷὅὁὀ’ὅΝ ὄἷjuvἷὀἳtiὁὀΝ ὄituἳl,Ν iὀΝ thἳtΝ ὅhἷΝ ἷxhiἴitὅΝ mἳἷὀἳἶiἵΝ

characteristics, such as streaming hair and ritual cries. Finally, Ovid portrays Hecuba as a 
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ἸiἹuὄἳtivἷΝἐἳἵἵhἳὀtΝ iὀΝ thἷΝὅἵἷὀἷΝὁἸΝἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝἴliὀἶiὀἹΝ iὀΝ tἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅupἷὄhumἳὀΝὅtὄἷὀἹthΝ

and her immunity to the Thracian weapons. 

ἙὀΝἑhἳptἷὄΝ1ΝἙΝἳὀἳlyὐἷἶΝἒiἶὁΝἳὀἶΝVἷὀuὅΝἳὅΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”ΝὁἸΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἝἷἶἷἳέΝχἸtἷὄΝhἷὄΝ

desertion by Aeneas the enraged Carthaginian queen envisions exacting revenge from the Trojan 

hero by murdering Ascanius thereby evoking the Euripidean heroine, who commits filicide in 

order to avenge herself on Jason for abandoning her for the Corinthian princess. Dido, however, 

doeὅΝὀὁtΝἸulἸillΝhἷὄΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷΝἸἳὀtἳὅyΝἳὀἶΝthuὅΝἵἳὀΝἴἷΝviἷwἷἶΝἳὅΝἳὀΝ“ἳὅpiὄiὀἹ”ΝἝἷἶἷἳέΝἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν

Venus in Book 1 is depicted as a figurative Medea, in that she dispatches to Dido her son Cupid 

in the guise of Ascanius bearing a robe and a crown as guest gifts, a scene which echoes the 

ἑὁlἵhiἳὀ’ὅΝὅἷὀἶiὀἹΝὁἸΝhἷὄΝὅὁὀὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝpὄiὀἵἷὅὅΝἵἳὄὄyiὀἹΝἳΝpὁiὅὁὀἷἶΝὄὁἴἷΝἳὀἶΝἳΝἶiἳἶἷmΝ

ἳὅΝ ἴὄiἶἳlΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtὅέΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ’ὅΝ ἶἷἳἶlyΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtὅΝ ἴὄiὀἹΝ ἳἴὁutΝ thἷΝ ἑὁὄiὀthiἳὀΝ pὄiὀἵἷὅὅ’Ν ἸiἷὄyΝ ἶἷἳth,Ν

whilἷΝἑupiἶ’ὅΝ“ἴlἳὐiὀἹ”ΝἷmἴὄἳἵἷΝiὀὅtills burning passion for Aeneas in Dido, which ultimately 

ὄἷὅultὅΝ iὀΝhἷὄΝὅuiἵiἶἷέΝ ἙὀΝὄἷwὄitiὀἹΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝMedea Ovid includes in his poem both the entire 

ἵἳὄἷἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄἷἳlΝἝἷἶἷἳΝἳὅΝwἷllΝἳὅΝmultiplἷΝ“ὄἷἸὄἳἵtiὁὀὅ”ΝὁἸΝthἷΝἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝpὄὁtἳἹὁὀiὅt,ΝὀἳmἷlyΝ

Procne aὅΝ “ὁvἷὄἴlὁwὀΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ”,Ν χlthἳἷἳΝ ἳὅΝ “humἳὀiὐἷἶΝ Ἕἷἶἷἳ”,Ν ἳὀἶΝ ἒἷiἳὀiὄἳΝ ἳὅΝ “wὁulἶ-be 

Ἕἷἶἷἳ”έ’ 

Virgil recounts in Aeneid ἁΝἳΝὅhὁὄtΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳἴὁutΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ,ΝwhiἵhΝἳlluἶἷὅΝtὁΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’Ν

Hecuba, but constitutes an alternative mythical variant of the murder of the Trojan prince by 

ἢὁlymἷὅtὁὄέΝ ἡviἶΝ viἷὅΝ withΝ hiὅΝ ἷpiἵΝ ἳὀtἷἵἷἶἷὀt’ὅΝ ὄἷἸἳὅhiὁὀiὀἹΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἓuὄipiἶἷἳὀΝ plἳyΝ iὀΝ twὁΝ

ways. First, he follows closely the mythical plot of his tragic predecessor instead of that of the 

Aeneid and at the same time makes subtle allusions to the discarded Virgilian version in the 

pὄὁlὁἹuἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝἳὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝὁpἷὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝ“χἷὀἷiἶ”έΝἥἷἵὁὀἶ,ΝhἷΝἷxpἳὀἶὅΝthἷΝἴὄiἷἸΝ

Virgilian episode by incorporating in his story all the major components of the Euripidean play, 
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iέἷέΝἢὁlyἶὁὄuὅ’Νmuὄἶἷὄ,Νχἵhillἷὅ’Νἷpiphἳὀy,Νἢὁlyxἷὀἳ’ὅΝὅἳἵὄiἸiἵἷ,ΝἳὀἶΝἘἷἵuἴἳ’ὅΝὄἷvἷὀἹἷέΝἔiὀἳlly,Ν

the Virgilian episode of Virbius in Aeneid ἅΝiὅΝἴἳὅἷἶΝὁὀΝἑἳllimἳἵhuὅ’ΝAetia (fr. 190), but at the 

ὅἳmἷΝtimἷΝἷἵhὁἷὅΝἓuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝHippS ἴyΝἳlluἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝpἳὅὅiὁὀ,Νἦhἷὅἷuὅ’Νἶἷἳἶly curse, and 

Ἐippὁlytuὅ’Ν ἵhἳὄiὁtΝ ἵὄἳὅhέΝ ἡviἶ’ὅΝ ViὄἴiuὅΝ ἳὀἶΝ ἓἹἷὄiἳΝ ὀἳὄὄἳtivἷΝ iὀΝ Metamorphoses 15  

concurrently adapts the miniature Virgilian variant of the myth and augments it by extensively 

reworking aspects of both HippS (e.g. the messenger report) and HippK (ἷέἹέΝἢhἳἷἶὄἳ’ὅΝἶiὄἷἵtΝ

confrontation of Hippolytus).   
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